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PREFACE

THE favourable reception given by historical scholars to

Lancaster and York encourages me to give to the

public a further instalment of my work. Reasons to which I

need not refer induced me to begin by publishing the last section

of my History first. But I do not propose to go on advancing by

backward steps, and therefore I now go straight to the period at

which the British Islands are first brought within the light of

external history. I am fully aware that I am now entering on a

track that may be said to have been thoroughly explored, if not

beaten flat, by the feet of those who have gone before me. Yet

again it might be said what an array of problems and pitfalls does

not the rash man face who professes to deal in the spirit of our

age with twelve centuries of history ! I can only say that the work

has not been undertaken to support any preconceived theories, or

with any polemical object ; that a weary length of years has been

devoted to it ; and that I have endeavoured to avail myself of all

the best lights.

Some thirty years ago the late Mr. C. H. Pearson gave to the

world two brightly written volumes that claimed to represent the

most advanced state of historical knowledge. But historical re-

search has been actively at work since then ; and our knowledge

has been proportionately extended. A fresh landmark might

fairly now be set up. Public taste, no doubt, of late years

has favoured short monographs—"Epochs," and "Lives," and

"Studies" dealing with individual situations, or persons, or prob-

lems. Such treatment of subjects, when done scientifically, and

with proper reference to authorities, is most valuable, the best of

all work perhaps. But for those who have to " get up," and those

who have to assist others in " getting up," history for definite ends,
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the thread of a continuous narrative, on a uniform plan, with

consistent views, must have its value.

My narrative throughout is based on an independent examina-

tion of the original authorities. For personal collaboration I fear

that I have no one to thank. But at every step I find myself

under the greatest obligations to the works of others. These

obligations, I trust, will be found properly acknowledged.

With pre-historic questions I have not presumed to meddle.

Coming to history proper, a natural desire of late has shewn itself

for information as to the social condition of the people at various

stages of our history, and Histories professing to be more or less

"social" have been published with little or nothing in the way of

social facts to record, evidence on social questions being only

accessible through the laborious paths of special research. But for

the Celtic population of our Islands I may say that we have

evidence as to social facts and life going back to very remote

periods—periods anterior to any for which we have any records of

current events. The stages of development in the career of the

Family and the Tribe reflected by the testimony of the old Irish

customs embodied in the Senchus Mor will be found very interest-

ing. If the actual process of early feudalization does not reveal

itself, distinct steps in the process may be noted clearly. For the

sketch of Celtic mythology, and the few facts anterior to the

Roman occupation, I must confess myself indebted to the works of

Sir John Evans and Mr. John Rhys. Of the period of the Roman
occupation I have endeavoured to give a more connected account

than has yet been put together. Huber and Mommsen have con-

tributed much of the materials. Personal acquaintance with the

localities has assisted me in tracking out the course of Agricola's

campaigns in modern Scotland. I hope and believe that my
localization of the Battle of the Mons Groupins will be generally

accepted. The site gives life to the narrative of Tacitus. For the

dim period between the end of the Roman occupation and the

traditional beginning of the Anglo-Saxon settlements only a little

Church history can be offered; but still deathless interest attaches

to the names of Ninian and Patrick. For the earlier Anglo-Saxon
period, fixing of dates and sites is the most that can be done ; but
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the vivid insight of the late Mr. J. R. Green has enabled us to

bring out salient features, and to track the workings of underlying

causes. The course of Anglo-Saxon legislation I have treated

historically, and in connexion with the social surroundings of the

times. To all facts bearing on the condition of the agricultural

population of England down to the time of the Norman Conquest

I have given special attention. For the Anglo-Saxon constitution,

both earlier and later, and in endless other ways, I have to

acknowledge my obligations to our great historic scholar, Bishop

Stubbs. In fixing sites the Mediaeval Military Architecture of

Mr. G. T. Clark has been of great service to me. To battles and

military operations I continue to give special attention. I feel

confident that I have discovered the long-lost site of "Brunnan-

burh." I may point out that an American investigator, without

fixing the exact spot, pronounces in favour of the same locality

(C. T. Wyckoff, Feudal Relations of England and Scotland^ p. 14,

Chicago, 1897). I venture to invite attention to my accounts of

the battles of Maldon, Ashington-Canewdon, and especially of

Senlac. For the later Anglo-Saxon period and the reigns of the

two Williams, it is unnecessary to say that the patient industry and

wide reading of Mr. E. A. Freeman have placed all available

materials at the disposition of students. A review of the facts is

as much as is open to any one coming after him. The reigns of

Henry I. and Stephen give greater scope. For the latter period

the Geoffrey de Mandeville of Mr. J. Horace Round has enabled

me to supply a fairly intelligible account. I must also gratefully

acknowledge the light that his other writings have thrown on a

variety of difficult questions connected with the Norman Conquest.

Bamff, 1898. J. H. RAMSAY.
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CHAPTER I

Earliest Historic Notices of the British Isles—Celtic Immigrations—Ethnology—Early

Celtic Life and Institutions—The Primitive Family and its History—The Senchus

Mor

THE British Islands are situated nearly in the centre of the northern

temperate zone between the 50th and 58th parallels of north

latitude, and their aggregate area does not quite amount to 123,000 square

miles, an extent of territory less by one-third than that of Italy,

T
^siands

Sh anc* not mucn more than half of that either of France or of

the Spanish peninsula. Yet a rare combination of physical

advantages have amply compensated to the inhabitants of these Islands

the narrow bounds of the land they live in. A mild and healthy climate,

free from extremes of heat or cold ; a soil of diversified surface and great

general fertility ; a regular and abundant rainfall, the first requisite for

agricultural production ; an insular configuration, giving protection against

foreign invasion ; an extensive seaboard and numerous harbours to en-

courage commerce and naval enterprise; and, lastly, an immense wealth

of mineral products, are among the causes that have made Britain great.

The British Islands may be said, in the language of modern

Noticed
researcn

> to have been "discovered" by Pytheas of Marseilles,

an eminent Greek mathematician and astronomer. Pytheas

had heard of Britain and British tin ; and he was prompted to explore

this new world by the desire of establishing commercial rela-
Pyttieas

tions, along with a new trade route through Gaul, for the

benefit of his fellow-townsmen, in opposition to the Carthaginians, who
had the entire command of the tin drawn from the Spanish Peninsula

;

the small tin-bearing islands off the coast of Galicia may be identified

with the Kassiterides,—'the tin islands from whence our tin comes,'—as

mentioned by Herodotus more than a century before the time of Pytheas. 1

They have sometimes, on the authority of F^estus Avienus, a writer of the

fourth century of our era, been identified with the Scilly Islands on the

Cornish coast. 2 But the older authorities—Posidonius (born circa 135 B.C.),

as quoted by Strabo, Diodorus Siculus (floruit 50 B.C.), and Pliny (died

a.d. 79)—distinctly connect the tin islands with the coast of the Iberian

Peninsula. 3 To Festus again appears to be due the further belief that the

1 Herodotus, Hist., III., c. 15. This writer flourished circa 450 B.C.
2 See the extracts, Monumenta Historica Britannica, p. xix. (Petrie& Sharpe, 1848.)
3 Id. , iii. v. viii. See also Elton, Origins of English History, 13-18.

R. H. B
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Carthaginians worked mines in Britain; this again must be declared un-

founded. There is no historical evidence for the supposition, and archaeo-

logical evidence is equally wanting. Not a coin or an article of Phoenician

make has ever been discovered on the soil of Britain. 1

To return to Pytheas. He lived in the time of Aristotle and Alexander

the Great ; but his travels are not noticed by the former, and therefore are

judged to have been published after his death, which took place in the

year 322 n.c. Pytheas' journals are unfortunately lost ; but fossil fragments

of them have been discovered embedded in the writings of Strabo and

others. From these relics and other notices of Pytheas, carefully collected

and arranged by Mr. C. Elton, we learn that he made his way

Britain!
t0 Britain by sailing round the coasts of Spain and Gaul, and

so up the Channel till he landed in "Kantion"—Kent—which

he roughly describes as facing the mouths of the Rhine. Great Britain

appears to have been known to him as ' Brettanic,' or ' the Brettanic

Isle,' 8 the group being also spoken of as the " Brettanides," names more
in accordance with Celtic spelling than the later Roman derivatives,

'Britannus' and * Brittanicus.' Pytheas apparently landed in the early

summer; he made his way up the east coast to the far north, returning

by the same line to Kent, from whence he sailed to the mouth of the

( laronne, proceeding from thence overland to his native city. His explora-

tions were thus confined to our eastern coasts. He saw plenty of wheat, and

noticed with surprise that the natives had to thrash their corn in big huts, 3

i.e. barns, the climate not admitting of outdoor threshing as in Southern

Europe : he also noticed a drink made of wheat and honey, the metheglin

or mead of later ages.

How far Pytheas contributed towards opening up intercourse between

Britain and Marseilles does not appear. The earliest British coins that

have come down to us are copied ultimately from the coinage

"Marseilles
11

°*" Greece, through types derived from Marseilles. These

British coins are supposed to date from about 200 B.C. If so,

a trade route through Gaul would have been established by that time. 4

No reference to the sister island is made by Pytheas. For the first

clear mention of its name and also for the first mention of that which

appears to have been the oldest distinctive name of Great Britain we are

indebted to the anonymous author of a treatise on the World, formerly

attributed to Aristotle, but now admitted to have been written some

seventy years later, or about 250 n.c. 'In the ocean outside the Pillars

.... . of Hercules are two large islands called the Bretanics, Albion
Albion and .

°
ierne. and Ierne.' ° Ierne is of course Erin ; and Albion appears to

1

J. Evans, Ancient British Coins, p. 21. J. Rhys, Celtic Britain, p. 47. (S.P.C.K.,

1 -'.) -' u
j) BptmuwHl" Elton, sup., Append. 428, 429.

a
(i> oikols (MeydXois. '

J. Evans, .Indent British Coins, 22, 34.

t
v
£u; [tCjv ~T7]\Coi>] vrjnoi. rvyxdvovai oiVcu 5vo [-ipCTaviKal \ey6/j.evcu 'A\fiioi> kcli 'Ifpvrj.
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be merely a modification of the primitive Alba, genitive Alban, 1 the

name by which Gaelic speaking people still designate North Britain.

Thus the name, as used by them, " is one that has retreated to a corner

of the island, to the whole of which it once applied." 2 As for the

name Britain, Welsh Brydain or Prydain, Mr. Rhys would trace this back

to the Latin Britannia, and that again to Britannus and Britanni; where

the proper native spelling would be " Britto " and " Brittones " 3 Another

view, however, is that the Welsh Prydain is merely from Brydain used in

conjunction with the words Ynys y\ " Ynys y Prydani " ; 'The Isle of

the Britons
'

; the B being modified by the preceding s*

Some two centuries after the time of Pytheas Britain was visited by

another distinguished Greek savant—the geographer Posidonius, 5 "with

„ tJt
whom Cicero studied at Rhodes." His notes of travel again

PosidoniU3. •,-,•,, r r ^- •. 1 ,must be looked for in the pages of Diodorus Siculus, who
wrote not many years later. 6 It would seem that Posidonius visited the

tin districts of Cornwall, to which he gives the name of " Belerion." He
describes the tin as being found not on the surface or by

Cornish Tin.
wasnmg river sands, but by skilful mining in a rocky soil ; the

ore being smelted and cast into blocks shaped like knuckle

bones. 7 The metal for exportation was carried by land to an island off

the coast to which he gives the name of Ictis ; he describes the island as

being in reality such only at high tide, the channel being dry at low water

when the tin was carried across. The foreign merchants who bought the

metal at this primitive Staple shipped it to Gaul, and then

to Gaul, carried it on pack horses, thirty days' journey, from the coast

to the ' outlet of the Rhone ' {i.e., its junction with the Saone)

;

from whence it went down the river to Marseilles. 8

Timaeus the historian, 9 apparently quoting from the travels of Pytheas,

speaks of an island "Mictis," on the British coast, to which seemingly tin

was brought six days' sail in canoes of wicker work covered

with hides. " Ictis " and " Mictis " might be thought to

suggest " Vectis," the Isle of Wight. But why should the tin be taken

over to the Isle of Wight, where there are no harbours, instead of being

De Mundo, Mon. Hist. Brit., p. i. Mr. Rhys again suggests that " Iverion " may have
been the oldest name of Ireland.—Rhind Lecture, 1889- 1890. The form used by St.

Patrick in his Confessions is Hiberione or Hyberione. See the Trip. Life, vol. ii.,

passim, Professor C. Whitley Stokes. Rolls Series, No. 89.
1 Albion would represent the Welsh pronunciation of a Gaelic Alban. Rhys, sup.,

202. 2 Ibid% 3 Ibid^ 204>
4 Windisch in Ersch and Gruber's Encyclopaedia.
5 Posidonius may have been bom about 135 B.C., and probably visited Britain about

no B.C.

c Diodorus flor. circa 50 B.C.
7 A huge " knuckle-bone " of tin was dredged up near Falmouth in 1823. Elton, 235.
8 See the extracts, M. H. B., ii.

9 Timceus apparently lived B.C. 352-256. Smith, Dictionary of Biography.
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shipped direct from Southampton or Portsmouth ? It has been suggested

that " Ictis " and " Mictis " might be identified with Thanet ; but there is

no evidence of any great shipping intercourse in historic times between

Thanet and the continent : the probability is that the bulk of the inter-

course across the Channel was carried on between the places whose very

names stamp them as having been from the beginning of time the stepping

stones in this transit, Calais the Kyle or crossing place and Dover, 1 the

Water, the place where men went down to their ships. Caesar's statement

that the tin came from inland supports this view, as it merely implies that

the tin was brought to Kent from the mining districts by land, and not by

water. The islands of " Ictis " and " Mictis " seem to have sprung out of

the primitive Gaelic name for the Channel, Muir-n-Ichtr With this we
may also connect Morini, the Roman name for the people of the Boulonnais

and the neighbouring parts of Flanders and Ar?norica the later Brittany.

Timaeus, stilt quoting Pytheas, as is supposed, gives a curious account

of a mode of harvesting and dressing corn for food in Britain. 'Their

harvest/ he says, ' consists in cutting off the ears of corn and
Pa
corn

d
stormg them in pits underground ; they take out each day the

corn that has been longest stored, and dress the ears for food.'

To understand this description one should compare it with a passage from

Martin's ' Description of the Western Islands of Scotland,' which was

published in 1703. "A woman," he says, "sitting down, takes a handful

of corn, holding it by the stalks in her left hand and then sets fire to the

ears, which are presently in a flame. She has a stick in her right hand,

which she manages very dexterously, beating off the grains at the very

instant when the husk is quite burnt. . . . The corn may be so

dressed, winnowed, ground, and baked, within an hour after reaping from

the ground." ;5

Before entering on the continuous history of Britain, which will begin

__ , with Caesar's invasion, it may be well to take a glance at the
Ethnology. ' J D

ethnology of the Island and the early condition of the in-

habitants. That the population was mainly if not wholly of Aryan Celtic

blood 4 seems a fact too well recognised to need proof. All our river

names appear to belong to one or other of the Celtic tongues. That the

Celtic immi- Celts entered Britain from Gaul may also be assumed; and
grations. tne ] ater immigrations appear to have resembled the Danish

immigrations of the ninth and tenth centuries, beginning with predatory

inroads and ending in territorial settlements. Caesar writes as if the latest

1

Irish, dobar\ Welsh, dwfr dwi\
Tribes and Customs ofHy Fiachrach, Irish Arclucol. Society, 1S44, p. iS.

1

Elton, Origins, p. 3;,. In Ireland the operation was seen by Arthur Young, not a

hundred years ago. Corn thus burnt in the ear is called Loisgrean (lusgraun). Joyce,

Irish Names of PIa< , r, .237.
1

I o] Aryan races, sec J. Rhys' Celtic Britain, pp. l, 2.

1
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immigrations of Belgic Gauls were of recent date l and he mentions

one Divitiacus, king of the Suessones (Soissons), as having exercised rule

in Britain within living memory. 2 The memory of these colonists is

perpetuated by the Roman name for Winchester

—

Venta Belgarum.

For the ethnology of Britain at the time of the Roman conquest we are

obliged to depend in the main on evidence drawn from later times ; but

as we have no evidence of any extensive migrations or displacements of

population during the Roman occupation, it does not seem too much to

assume that, in the main, the distribution of races was the same when they

entered the Island as when they left it. The Celtic inhabitants of Great

Britain and Ireland therefore apparently belonged to three
Gael, "Picts," .

VYf
.

J
. .

to
. .

and Britons, sister races, representing three successive immigrations : the

Gael, the so-called Picts, and the Britons.

The Gael, or as they themselves spell the name Gaidhil, formerly

Goidel, 3 are the ancestors of the Gaelic speaking inhabitants of Ireland

and the West Highlands of Scotland, and of the Manxmen : Pictish blood

runs in the veins of the bulk of the population of the Northern and

Eastern Highlands of Scotland and Fife, while some relics may be found

in the extreme south-west of Scotland, 4 and in Cornwall; while the Britons

are represented by the modern Welsh, or as they call themselves Brythons

or Kymry. At the period of the Roman conquest the Gael presumably

had Ireland all to themselves ; the Picts occupied Britain north of the

Tweed, with some portions of the west coast of Southern Britain ; while

the Britons would hold all the rest. But in the absence of specific

evidence these distributions must be taken as mere rough outlines and

subject to all reservations. The Gael would represent the earliest Celtic

immigrants, who has been driven westwards by the Picts ; the Picts again

having been displaced by the Britons.

One word as to pre-Celtic inhabitants of our islands : with these history

cannot undertake to deal ; but archaeologists seem agreed in believing in an

earlier race of Finnish or Turanian blood. It has been often remarked
that all writers of antiquity in describing the Celts speak of them as a fair-

haired race. 5 Special students of the subject believe the pre-Celtic inhabi-

tants of Britain to have been dark haired. Now the pre-Celtic people, if

not utterly exterminated, a very unlikely circumstance, would presumably
have been absorbed and assimilated by the earliest Celtic immigrants,

namely the Gael ; of British races, the Gael have the largest proportion of

1 De Bello Gallico, V. 12. 2 "Nostra memoria," B. G., II. 4.
3 Rhys, C. B., 3.

4 As late as the year 1138, at the Battle of the Standard, the men of Galloway are

distinguished as Picts. See below, vol. ii., under that year.
5 "Aurea casariis ollis," etc. Verg. ^En.

%
VIII. 659. See the further references,

Elton, Origins, 113.
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dark smooth hair. It is open to conjecture, therefore, that this peculiarity

may be derived from an admixture of pre-Celtic blood.

The ethnic relations of the Gael to the Britions are pretty well recog-

nised. The Tictish question is an old difficulty. Some regard them as

Gael ; others as Britons or Welshmen j while one eminent philologer would

exclude them together from the family of Aryan races. 1 In
E
iaSon?.°" our y iew tne facts and probabilities of the case seem to tally

best with the theory that they were a Celtic race, intermediate

between the Gael and the Britons, and speaking an intermediate dialect.

The history and etymology of the name " Pict " again are involved in

doubt ; but the prevalent opinion is that the word was simply Roman. It

'• is found applied to them for the first time in a panegyric by Eumenius in

the year a.d. 269.

"

2 In Welsh literature the name appears as
T

'

h
p£tT "Gwyddyl Ffichti? 'Pict Gael'; the Welsh not recognising

them as brethren ; while the Irish equally disclaiming kinship,

called them " Cruithnig"
;

;i a name which must have obtained some recog-

nition among themselves as in later days we shall find them taking Cruithne

as their Eponymus. Their own name for themselves has almost been lost,

owing to the total want of Pictish literature, but it would seem
'Albanach." ° '

that they called themselves simply " Albanach? x ' : Albans'' or

" Men of Alba," as distinguished both from Gael and Britons. 5

The differences in type between the Eastern Highlanders and the Western

Highlanders, even at the present day, are clearly marked. On the other

hand Tacitus, whose narrative of events in Britain is a mere outline, felt

bound to record a difference in type between the " Caledonii," and the

inhabitants of Southern Britain. Their stature and fair hair he thought

pointed to a Teutonic origin. Without troubling ourselves with this

suggestion, we may say that the " rutulce comes " quite agree with the type

of tall, sandy Scotchman which we specially associate with Pictish blood.

The Western Gael is darker, and, if red haired, of a deeper red. The

1 Rhys, C. B\, 4, 56, 70, etc.

2 Rhys, C. B. In his Rhind Lectures Mr. Rhys alters his view, contending that the

name Pict was not, as is generally held, a loan word from the Latin, but of indigenous

origin.

:1 Rhys, 236. In old Irish writings, Tictish names are treated as foreign words, and

Indeclinable. Whitley Stokes {Academy).
4 The name is given in the Sou has Mor, I. 71. We have also a place in London-

derry, Lis Albanaghf the " lis" or fort of the Albans. Joyce, Irish Names of Places, I.

272. So again at the Battle of the Standard, the war-cry of the men of Galloway is given

in Latin as " Albani," evidently " Albanach."
'' In Atiglo-Saxoi] the name appears as "Peohta" or " Pihta," being the correct

rendering of ,l Pict,"ai a word borrowed from Latin: hence comes the name "Pent-
land" Hills, still written " Pechtland " in the sixteenth century : the name must have

been given by Teutonic settlers in Last Lothian. The name again appears in " Pent-

land " Forth which was probably applied to it by the Norsemen.
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type of the later Teutonic settlers in the Eastern Lowlands is again

different.

But the divisions of the Celtic family must be determined by reference

to the rules of Celtic phonology. The letter /, common in Welsh, is

rejected by the Gaelic dialects, where it is represented

of by the letter c, " liable to be modified into the guttural
Language. ...

spirant ch." Thus the Welsh "/*«," = head, is in Gaelic

"caenn"'. the Welsh mab ("for an older map") is the Gaelic mac=
li son." Again an initial letter / is essentially Gaelic ; being represented

in Welsh by gw : so the Gaelic finn— " white," becomes gwyn in Welsh. 1

The Pictish language shows its intermediate position by retaining on the

one hand the Welsh /, with which Scottish place-names abound ; while

on the other hand, without altogether rejecting the Welsh gw, it generally

prefers either the Gaelic f, or an intermediate w. Of the Pictish kings

three are said to have been sons of Wid. This name in Welsh would

be Gwydd\ in Gaelic Foit or Foitk: and again we have a name Wrad,

which in Welsh would be Gwriad. 2 The relations of the three languages

appear to be curiously epitomised in their names for the Roman Walls'

end on the Forth; which were, British Pengual ; Pictish Penfahel\ and

Gaelic \Cenail now Kinneil ; "where Cenail accurately repre-

Penfahel. sents the pronunciation of the Gaelic cean-fhaill, literally

Head of Wall, f being quiescent in construction." 3

"By Pol Treand Pen

One may know the Cornish men."

All three vocables are found to the North of the Tweed ; where we also

have a special " Traver"
;

(as in Travernent now Tranent ; Traveregles,

now Terregles ;) a word not found in Wales.4 But the especial Pictish

root would seem to be " Pit," properly Pet, as " Pitcairly," " Pitfour "
;

meaning Portion and = Welsh Peth, old Irish Cuit, and modern Cuid. 5

One hundred and sixty-five place names beginning with "Pit" are to be

found in Scotland, between Caithness and the Tweed, but all on the

Eastern side of the country ; a very large proportion being found in the
11 Kingdom " of Fife, where the Pictish tradition is the strongest. 6 Three

other root words recognised as Pictish are Auchter, For, and Fin.

" Auchter is obviously the Gaelic UacJiter, upper, and as such we have

1 See Skene's Celtic Scotland, I. 205, etc. Rhys' C. B., 223.
2 R. Garnett, Philological Essays, p. 197.
3 Garnett, p. 198, Bceda Hist. Eccl., I. c. 12. Nennius, Mon. Hist. Brit., p. 60, cf.

Skene, sup., 218.
4 Skene, sup. , 215.
5 Ex relatione Whitley Stokes ; cf. Skene, sup., 223.
6 For old British names with the letter p preserved by classical writers (Mons

Groupius one of them), see Rhys' C. B., 225. Names involving the letter x might

also perhaps be regarded as Pictish ; see p. 228. This in Welsh ought to be ch or //, in

Gaelic s or ss.
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it in Ireland. It is not in Wales." For and Fin are contractions from

Fothuir and Fothcn : they again shew the Gaelic / and do not occur in

Wales. 1

The affinities and the distinctions as towards the Gael on the one hand,

and the Britons on the other hand seem pretty well balanced.

It may not be out of place to remark here that when we come to

domestic literature we shall find the threefold division of the Celtic race,

as Britons, Picts, and Scots (Gael) uniformly recognised by all writers.

If, however, we should find ourselves unable to assign to the Picts a

co-ordinate position between the Gael and the Britons they must be

classed with the latter. The prevalence of the letter / and other Welsh

forms in names of undoubted antiquity seems conclusive on this point.

For instance the two ancient divisions of the county of Aberdeen, Mar
and Buchan, seem simply the Welsh for Great and Small. Now the

Welsh forms must be primitive, because at no time posterior to the

Roman occupation was there any immigration from Southern into

Northern Britain by which Welsh forms could have been imported.

On the other hand we know that the immigration of the Gael-Scots from

Ireland must have brought, and did in fact bring, a large influx of Gaelic

forms to overlay or supplant the earlier forms. Thus, the island at the

mouth of the Firth of Forth is now called Inch Keith, a strictly Gaelic

name. But it was known to Bneda as " Guidi " where the Welsh gw seems

traceable. In short the Gaelic names need not be primitive, but the

Welsh or quasi-Welsh forms must be primitive. 2

Of the civilization and manners of the early Britons the writings of

Coesar and other authorities do not give us a high idea; not even with

respect to the Britons of the South coast. These, no doubt,

Civilization ^ad a comage >
as we sna^ see

\
but as a whole the people

could only be described as entering the age of iron ; that is to

say that with them iron had begun to come into use, without displacing

bronze, or even stone, which in fact for some purposes outlived bronze. 3

In the matter of domestic arts and material appliances the life of the

Britains was certainly primitive. Their dwellings, like those of the Gauls,

were mere wigwams, circular structures of sticks and reeds ;
4 sometimes,

1 Skene, sup., 224. The present Finhaven is for Fothenavon. Forteviot for Fothiur-

tabhaicht.
-' Mr. Whitley Stokes holds that Fictish " was a Celtic language nearer to Welsh than

t<> Irish."' Academy, 4th June, 1S92, and 20th January, 1S94. Lingui, te of

Irish Annals. So too Frof. Windisch and Mr. A. Macbain.

In 1 Fritish cemetery, of late date, we have Hint Hakes and flint scrapers associated

with implements of bronze, and iron, and pottery of superior make.
' Tlic primary meaning of the Welsh " Adail," to 'build,' whence "adeilad," a ' build-

ing,' is said to be to 'wattle.' D. S. Evans' Welsh Dictionary, cited Rhys. The
primitive Anglo-Saxon word was to 'timber' a house (getimbrian), implying more sub-

stantial structures.
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but only sometimes, resting on stone foundations : their forts and refuges,

always circular or elliptical in plan, were mere " pahs," fast-

D
h<mfle?"

ness mgeruously fenced in with earthworks and palisades.

Casar praises the efficiency of their war-chariots ; but the use

of chariots seems to imply that their horses or ponies were mostly too

small to ride upon. Again it is clear that the Britons tattooed their bodies x

„ .

.

with woad : and we must recognise the fact that their matri-
Tattooing. ' ° ...

monial customs were polyandric. In modern society intel-

lectual culture is so much bound up with luxury and domestic comfort

that we can hardly realise culture without comforts. Yet the two are not

necessarily connected; and Celtic Ireland still supplies the best proof of

the fact. A Life of America's great poet tells us of " a ragged Irish

labourer, unshaven and unshorn " ; reared presumably in a cabin ; who, on

seeing the inscription on a piece of plate in a shop window in New
York, exclaimed, " That must be for a prisintation to the poet Longfellow

;

thim two lines ... is from his poethry." 2 In like manner the

Britons though primitive were not uncultured. At any rate the world has

been slow in getting rid of the usages wjiich we deem primitive in them.

Houses made of clay and wicker work :
—" creel houses":—were still known

in Scotland in the last century ; Berwick-upon-Tweed, the border fortress,

was only protected by palisades in 1296. To the present day sea-faring

men in England are frequently tattooed. We can understand what the

tattoo mark was to the primitive man ; it was his colour, his flag, his

heraldic device, the badge of his race and kin ; and all men are proud of

their race. What the tattooed heart or anchor represents to the mind of the

modern Tar it would be hard to say.

The evidence of British polyandry may appear slight, but when taken in

connexion with the proofs accumulating from day to day of the wide-spread

diffusion of such customs in former days, and of their survivals

in modern days, it must be pronounced sufficient

;

3 and a

recognition of the fact is necessary for a proper understanding of early Celtic

society. The theory of the relationship of tribal communities is clearly

derived from an original mother kinship, afterwards transferred under

1 Caesar, B. G., v. 14. Ovid, Amorum, II. xvi. 39: " Viridesque Britannos." The
poet lived B.C. 43 to a.d. 18 ; also Pliny, Hist. Arat., XXII., c. 2 (a.d. 23-79) ; C. J.

Solinus (circa a.d. 80) given M. H. B., x. For later notices referring to the Northern

parts of the Island, see Claudian "In Rufinum," I. 123, M. H B., xcvii. (a.d. 396)

"Nee falso nomine Pictos" ; the letter of Sidonius Apollinaris to Lampridius {Epp. viii.)

cited by Mr. Rhys, sup., 55 (a.d. 431-482); Isidore of Seville, Origg., IX. ii. 103.

extracted Skene, Chron. Picts and Scots, 339 ; '*Scoti propria lingua nomen habent a picto

corpore" (died a.d. 636), and the St. Gall MS., cited Encycl. Brit., " Ireland " from

Hattemar, Denkmale, II. 227, 233.
2 Final Memorials of H. W. Longfellozv, by S. Longfellow.
3 So C. N. Starcke, La Famille Primitive, p. 136; and E. Westermarck, History of

Human Marriage, p. 454 (London, 1891). Neither writer believes in general poly-

andry.
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modificationv to communities under the laws of male kinship, male

eponyms being invented to suit the new state of things. 1 In Southern

Britain polyandry was passing away, if not gone, by the time of the Roman
invasion ; there we find kinship distinctly traced on the father's side.

But for polyandry in the Midlands and the North we have the testimony of

a series of writers ;

8 with the conclusive fact as regards the latter districts

that in the royal Pictish House of Scotland, at any rate down to the time

of Kenneth Macalpin (842-856) descent was traced in the female line.*

So in Irish legend the higher gods are spoken of as the " Tuatha De
Danann" or tribes of the goddess Danu. " In Welsh her

Irish and name takes the form of Don and the gods descended from her
Welsh are accordingly called the children of Dou . . . Their

Legends. ° J
.

father is not usually mentioned." 4

Probably it will come to be recognised ere long that the mere appear-

ance of a woman in the position of a reigning queen, in a primitive com-

munity, isprima facie evidence of polyandry past or present.
Female Rule. T ,.. . . r , . , c

In Britain we are confronted by queens and princesses from

the very first.
5

Dion Cassius records the story of the British lady, wife of a Northern

chieftain, Argentocoxos, who assured Julia Augusta, the wife of Septimius

Severus, that she could have as many husbands of her own

L^y
ern

rank as she pleased. This suggests the prevalence of some-

thing like the system of the Nairs of Travancore, where the

sisters live at home with their brothers, the eldest male acting as head of

the family. The sisters' children are the heirs of the house ;
7 the brother's

offspring belonging to the houses in which they are born. Thus the family

property is kept together : there is no need to provide portions for the

sisters, for they have a joint interest in the family property, which cannot

be alienated without their consent :

s they have a voice in all matters of

1 W. Robertson Smith, Kinship and'Marriage in Early Arabia. The close resemblance

of bhratri = brother to bhartri = husband is noticed bv Max Mtiller, Academy, 17th Jan.,

1885.
2

Caesar, B. C, V. c. 14; Eusebius Proepar. Evan., M. H. />., xcv. Jerome at-

tributes polyandry to the North Britons on the authority of natives whom he met in

Gaul ; Id., xcix. See also Strabo, Geogr., iv. 208, M. H. />'., vii. (i?.c. 54-to a. u. 21),

and C. J. Solinus, M. H. B., x.

; So Bseda, Hist. Eccl., I. i. s. 7, where, however, a mythical reason is given for the

custom, so too in the books of Lecain and Ballymote, Printed Chron. Picts and Scots, 40,

45. See Skene, Celtic Scotland, I., 232, 301, 306, 315, 323.
1

J. Rhys, Hibbert Lectures, S9, 90.

1 See below for the Queens Cartismandua and Boudicca. That women were as

eligibh is men for the position of sovereign is distinctly stated by Tacitus :
" Necjue

cniiii sexitm in imperils discemunt." Agricola%
c. 16.

" M. II. />'., Ixi. Dion lived A. D. 155, till after 230.

7 Cf. Y. S. KraUSS, Sittc und Branch dcr Siidsla: /:.

1 Starke, Fami'lc Primitive, 97, 98, suggests that landownership was the root of

polyandry, at Least of one type of it (Paris, 1S91).
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importance ; and they enjoy the special respect due to those whose

children are the heirs of the family. 1 All the essential features of this

system are traceable in the ancient customs of Ireland. Casar

Customs
11

sPea^ s °f tne intermarriage of brothers and sisters as common,

A well-known case in Brehon law was that of the two sons of

Parthalon, who were married to their sisters, the ' two chief daughters of

Parthalon.' 2 So again Dechtere, the sister of Conchobar the Ulster hero,

acted not only as his charioteer, but also as his bedfellow. 3 Another lead-

ing case was that of Dorn daughter of Buidhe who had committed an

offence against family law by connecting herself with a stranger, a Pict or

Albanach, by whom she had a son, without the privity or consent of the

family. For this offence, when need came for a hostage to be given up,,

she was the person selected. But her son, mongrel Pict though he was,

belonged to the family in her right—and it was for a murder committed

by him, along with other members of the family, that the unfortunate

woman was given into bondage. 4

The right of the family to control the connexions formed by the female

members 5 must have been based on the theory that a child prima facie

belonged to the mother's family. Again the child of a woman carried off

by force from her family, if born within a month, belonged to her family
;

and the father had to buy it from them if he wished to have it.
6 Again

we hear of the independent woman living in her own house and receiving

the visits of her 'husband' there. This was recognised as a special form of

marriage with definite legal incidents. 7 This recals the "Beena" wife of

Ceylon and early Arabia ; and, more remotely, the Roman wife who
retained her independent status by absenting herself for one day in the

year from her husband's house. The form of capturing a wife gone through

in Irish and Welsh weddings suggests that exclusive rights over a wife may

1 Ex relatione Atholl Macgregor, H.M.I.C.S., for five years in charge of the Malabar

District, and again for five years Resident at Travancore.
2 Scnchus Jl/or, I. 155. For other cases see Rhys' Hibbert Lectures, 308, 431.
3 Rhys' Hibbert Lectures; 431. For further cases, one Welsh, one Irish, see p. 308,

For polygamy and incest cf. 7~ripartite Life of St. Patrick, by Whitley Stokes, I. clxviii.

For the story of Queen Medband her three husbands, Ld., xiv. (Rolls Series). The inter-

marriage of brothers and sisters seems closely connected with polyandry generally.

Westermarck, sup., 451-459; Starcke, 132.

4 See the whole case, Scnclius Jl/or, I. 65-77. This book claims to give a code of

ancient Irish custom or law modified so as to bring its rules into harmony with Christian

teaching. The original compilation is ascribed to a committee of nine ; three kings,

three bishops (St. Patrick one of them), and three Wise Men. But the oldest MS. dates

about A. d. 1350. The work as we have it is a collection of texts of varying degrees of

antiquity, with later commentaries and illustrations. At times the language of the texts

seems too archaic for the commentators : at times they perplex the reader by referring

to familiar texts by the opening words only.

5 See again Id., I. 181., II. 403.
G Ld., III. 451.

7 Ld., II. 397, 399.
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have been first recognised in the case of captives taken in war ; and that

when monogamy became popular the old tribe law was evaded
Wife-capture . .... . .. , t ~ . rii »

as a form of by a legal hction of wife-capture. 1 Connexion of abduction
Marriage, ^[^ a woman carried off from her family ( fine) is specially
Origin of.

j \j / i j

noticed in the Senchus.2

In Irish law, to the latest times, little or no distinction was drawn

between legitimate and illegitimate children. If an office was hereditary

in a family, bastardy was no bar to election, as in the noto-
IU
CMWjren!

e
rious case of HuSh O'Neil as late as the 16th century, when
he was allowed to succeed to a peerage though the offspring

of an adulterous intercourse.' 5

Of Celtic society the primitive social and political unit must have been

the joint family (Irish fin'e\ owning and cultivating in common

deSfcFamUv a ^am^y estate, under the general direction of an elective head,

who would naturally be the oldest or the ablest male member
of the house. This family should be regarded as a group elastic enough

to expand in time to a petty tribe {tuath) or village, 4 its general character

being that of a small autonomous community. The relations of the mem-
bers of the family to each other were strictly defined, the general principle

being that of copartnership with mutual liability and responsibility. The
family shared the fines payable for injuries done to a member, and received

the whole of the fine due for the murder of a member. So on the other

hand they were liable for the penalties incurred by the misconduct of a

member. 5 Contracts which might affect the family could not be entered

into without consent ; thus a member could not without consulting the

others rent land on his own account

;

G but if he found himself unable to

cultivate his own share of the family land he might arrange with another

1 See Sir J. Lubbock, Origin of Man, p. 104, etc. - II. 401, 403.
3 Id. , III. cxlvi. It must be stated that the act was that of the English Government,

clone from political motives ; but no Government could have taken such a step if there

had not been some warrant for it in local custom ; anyhow a report made by Sir John

Davis, Attorney-General for Ireland, to the Earl of Salisbury (1606) tells us that in the

succession to lands ' there is no difference made between legitimate sons and bastards.'

Skene, Celtic Scotland, III. 197.
4 "Among the people of Gaelic race the original social unit appears to have been

the 'Tuath,' a name originally applied to the tribe, but which came to signify also

the territory occupied by the tribe community." Skene, Celtic Scotland, III. 136.

The writer goes on to argue that the Fine, as meaning the sept or clan under a later

aspect, was posterior to the Tuath. So it probably was, but as he admits that "the

original bond of union between the members of the tribe was belief in a common
origin,'' the tribe must have emerged from a family of some sort, a //;/<', in fact. Id.,

138, 171. In Wales a family estate was called a " wele " or "gwely,"' rendered
" ledum " or Bed. The individual portions of the sons were " gavells." Seebohm,

Tribal System, 31,
1 Senchus Mor%

II. 135, 137, 309.
6 Id, II. 217, 223, 224 note, 307. Again, a man might not, in strictness, mortgage

his share, or adopt a stranger, etc., 283-289.
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for help in the work. 1 Under certain conditions a family might expel an

incorrigible member, and so clear themselves of all further liability on his

account. 2

In assessing fines and penalties the standard unit of value (set) was a

cow ; three cows being equal to one " cumal " or female

Value*
°f

s ^ave -'] 1° Scottish and Welsh legislation also the cow appears

as a standard of value. 4

Towards externs the relations of the family were less well defined. At
the best they were of a diplomatic nature. In the absence of central

authority wrongs could only be redressed in the last resort by retaliation

and force of arms. ' A foot for a foot ; an eye for an eye

;

RelaUons n^ for life ';
5 this was the primary maxim to the last. But

the necessities of society had led at an early stage to the estab-

lishment of a tariff of pecuniary fines for all sorts of injuries, by payment

of which compensation might be made to the injured party, and the right

of retaliation waived. But there was no power to compel the parties either

to make or accept the satisfaction except the force of public opinion, and

the mediation of friends exercised in the interests of peace. 6 If the

wrong-doer refused to make amends, and his family did not care to abet

him, they might give him up to the injured party, who might kill him if

he pleased ; but the right to kill the wrong-doer was strictly personal to

the injured party, and any man killing the wrong-doer, except by the

direction of the injured party, would be guilty of murder.7

The fines varied not only according to the injury done, but also accord-

ing to the social position of the injured person. Each social
T
Fines°

f
grac^ e ^ ac^ lts value or Honor-price (E?iechla?ui). The fine for

murder was called Eric, and was equal to the full Honor
price : minor fines for injuries done to a man's person or property were

called Smacht fines and Dire fines. 8 Under the later system part of the

fines went to the Flath (chief or landlord) and the king, and in fact

formed no inconsiderable part of their revenues. 9

Traces of similar institutions are to be found in Wales and the Celtic

parts of modern Scotland, but with respect to these districts we have no

1 Senchus Mor, III. 359.
2 Id., III. 381. The king became responsible for these outlaws.

3 Encycl. Brit., "Ireland," p. 256. Trip. Life of St. Patrick, W. Stokes, I. cli.

4 See Acts of Parliament of Scotland, I. 299, cited Skene. Fordun, II. 448. See-

bohm, Tribal System of Wales, 106, 216, etc.

5 Senchus, I. 9.

6 Down to the latest days of Irish independence law-suits could only be determined

by arbitration. Hy Many, 161. Tripartite Life, I. clxxiii. See more below.
7 Senchns, III. lxxxi. See also below.
8 In Welsh law the murder-fine appears as "Galanas," and the minor fine as

"Sarhad." In Scottish law we have " Cro " and "Geldach," and in Anglo-Saxon
" Wer " and " Bot." Robertson, Scotland, II. 284.

9 See W. F. Skene, Celtic Scotland, III. 152.
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records comparable in antiquity with those to be found in the Senchus

Mor. In this collection we have evidences of a primitive Aryan society

untouched by Roman or other extraneous influences. Our earliest autho-

rities for Welsh and Scottish institutions belong to much later ages, 1 and

exhibit systems of more mingled origins.

The following passages from the Senchus seem to show the Irish Fine in

its primitive simplicity. ' The family (fine) can impugn among themselves,

they can impugn outside ; they make oath, they relieve each other ; the

family sustains itself.'

'Let every member {fear-fine) keep his family-land; let him not sell

it or alienate it ... or give it to pay for crimes or contracts. 2 He
may impugn the contracts of his family, and every contract of his kins-

man for whose crimes and contracts . . . he is liable.'

• He cannot impugn contracts who wounds or betrays by evil deeds and

evil compacts ; who alienates his family lands ; who has adopted one of a

strange family ; who does not share the family property with profits and

losses j who does not observe justice.'

'The head of each family should be the man of the family who is the

most experienced, the most noble, the most wealthy, the wisest, most

learned, . . . most substantial to sue or be sued.' ;i

But at the time when we get cur first historic insight into Britain, Celtic

society in some regions had travelled beyond that stage. In
rei

Uon
iSa" Gaul we mid a powerful territorial aristocracy (equites) in

possession of all property and influence ; the peasantry being

poor, in debt, and reduced to practical, if not actual, serfdom. 4 In Britain

we find kings bearing rule, and that fact alone would imply an advance on

the system of the fine pure and simple. It is not too much to assume

that these British kings were of the same type as those that held sway in

Ireland down to very recent periods. 5 In Ireland the lowest in the scale

of 'kings' was the ri-tuaith or ' math-king.' 6 The tuath thus becomes

the political unit : it was apparently a development of the fine ; the word

originally meaning ' people,' but ultimately coming to signify ' district,'

the sense in which it is now used. 7 As a social group we may
Develop- regard the tuath as an enlarged fine, or an aircreiiate of fines :

ment of the ° ° J °° °
Tribe. the head man of the leading family would be the tuath-king.

Further agglomerations of iuatha would result in the Tuath

1 For early Welsh society, see Seehohm, Tribal System in Wales ; and Skene, sup.,

197 ; for early Scottish society, see Id., 209.
'-' See also Senchus, III. 63.

:t Senchus Mor, II. 279-2S5.
1

Caisar, de Belio Gallico, VI. c. 13.
5 Rhys, C. />., 63.

" E. lyCurry, Lectures, I. cexxix. (Introduction, \V. K. Sullivan); Seebohm, Tribal

System in Wales
%
61, 134, etc.

7 "It glosses populus in the Wb. At. S. of Zeuss." Joyce, Irish Names oj Places,

p, 12]. Whitley Stokes gives three Irish words for tribe: claim, ccn'cl, and tuath.

Trip. Life, clxxi. lor those in Scotland, see F.J. 11. Skene's Tordiui, II. 443, Appendix.
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Mor (big-tuath) and the provincial kingdom (Cuicidh), 1 with 'Kings' and
' High-Kings ' (Ardrigau) rising in regular succession. 2 It is

Kingship, probable that military conquest was a leading agent in effecting

these unions, the conquered tribes being obliged to enrol

themselves in the victorious families. In Scotland it is said that the

Campbells, a militant clan, compelled many minor clans to assume their

name.

In time of war the Irish king (Ri) appears as the Toisech or Captain. 3

But all times the royal office was partly elective, partly hereditary, the

electors being restricted in their choice to the members of a particular

family, 1 as among the Anglo-Saxons. It is expressly stated that the king

was not only elective but also liable to deposition. 5 It was also requisite

that he should be free from all personal blemish : a blemish the result of

an accident might involve deposition. 6 Careful as the law was to incul-

cate deference to the ' royal ' will ; it is clear that the ' king's ' legitimate

authority was small, and that his rule was more like the leadership of the

elder brother of a joint family than the absolute control of a Roman
paterfamilias over the children of his begetting. A special check on the

authority of the king was provided by the institution of Tanistry,

a truly Celtic custom, apparently devised to ensure the maxi-

mum of strife and discord. Under this system the installation of a king

was immediately followed by the election of a successor, or Tanist, who
stood as it were on the steps of the throne, to watch the king's proceed-

ings. In the case of the premature death of the Tanist—no uncommon
occurrence—another was immediately appointed. To make confusion

worse confounded, the rule, at least in some tribes, was to take the Tanist

from a rival branch of the royal family, so that the different houses might

reign alternately. 7 It would also seem that the Tanist rule applied to petty

chieftainship as well as to offices of royal dignity.

That the kingship, or chieftainship, as in many cases we should be

inclined to call it, properly belonged rather to a dominant family than to

a personal succession or dynasty appears from the fact that the regalian

dues, in certain cases at least, were payable to ' the family of the king.' 8

1 Literally, ' Fifth Part,' referring to the number of the Provinces.

2 O'Curry, Lectures, I. ccxxix-ccxxxi. (Introduction).

3 The name also appears in Scottish history, Skene, C. S., III. 216. For the elective

chief in Gaul in time of war, see E. W. Robertson, Scotland under Early Kings, I. 24.

We shall find the same practice among the Anglo-Saxons.
4 Skene, sup., 141. So too with respect to the appointment of abbots in Irish mona-

steries.

5 Senchus, I. 55. Tribes ofHy Many, J. O'Donovan, p. 161 (Irish Archceol. Society).
6 Id., I. 73-

'

7 So at least in the united Scoto-Pictish kingdom. Skene, I. 233. For Tanistry, see

Robertson, Scotland under Early Kings, I. 36.
8 Hy Many, sup., 64.
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LANDLORDS

The limited extent of the territorial tuatha may be gathered from the fact

that in general they are represented by the modern baronies. 1

Attached to the royal office for the king's support were certain portions

of the tribal lands, mensal lands. These of course were independent of

his own private property. He was also entitled to a certain
The King's amount f entertainment at free quarters for himself, his ser-

Endowments. x
.

'

vants, horses and hounds. This right was "called Coininm

corrupted into Coigny" Above all he was entitled to a share of all the

fines exigible in judicial proceedings. The ardri or over-king would also

receive tribute, paid in kind, ' food-rents,' from the vassal kings ; the con-

nexion between them involving in the first instance an advance of stock

from the superior to the inferior, as if their relations were those of landlord

and tenant. 2 But this may represent a comparatively late state of things,

and not the primitive monarchy. For the Senchus, as a working manual

of old texts and modern interpretations, embodies fragments from social

formations of very different epochs. A passage which must be pronounced

much later than some of those above extracted gives the following insight

into the then constitution of the Tuath.

'Of Corns'* tuaith (tuath law) there be three branches.

(i) Corns flatha 4 (Chief or Landlord law).

(2) Corns fine (Family law).

(3) Cornsfcine (Law of the Lower Orders. 5

Under these heads alongside of the old family law we find a mass of

new rules dealing with the relations of landlord and tenant ; and with

those of lord and vassal, implying not only individual ownership of land,

, but also considerable accumulations of land in sinde hands.
Accumula- °

tion of We hear of free tenants (Saer Ceile), and bond or servile
Property.

tenants (j)aer Ceile) ; we have cottars, strangers ' and de-

pendants : we have, within the tribe, higher orders (Grad Flaith, Aire),

and lower orders {Grad Feine), with minute subdivisions of rank in each

class. All these are based on property either in live-stock or land, and

on propinquity in blood to the landlord or chief. This implies a con-

1 O'Curry, sup., xcviii.

9 Skene, III. 142, 151. For regalian dues in Wales, food-rents, and entertainment on

progresses, see Seebohm, s///>., 25, 155, etc. For Scotland, Skene, sup., 227.

3 For renderings of the various Irish terms for law and custom, see Whitley Stokes,

Trip. Life, snp., clxxiii. ' Proper order ' is suggested for Corus.
4 In the translation Jlath is frequently rendered " lord " and " chief," but the mean-

ing seems clearly "landowner." The Scottish word "laird" probably comes nearest

to it. including chiefs and minor persons.

5 Sarluts, III. 17.

8 Thus above the Fer Midba, or inferior class of freeman, we have six grades of the

Boaire (cow-lord) grade, distinguished by the amount of their cattle and other animals,

and five <>f the Aire or landed-gentry grade, besides the Tanist and King or Chief.

Skene, 142-145, citing the Senchus. For similar gradations in Wales (only less minute)

Jeebohm, 8, 1 10, 116, 1 [9.
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siderable change in the state of things from the times of the family-tribe,

with its joint ownership and general social equality. The tribe has been

feudalized. The process must have run its full course when we find it

laid down that ' to the tenant the Flath is as a king ' (Ri)

;

1 and that

' every Flath may judge his own tenants.' 2 So too he receives the share

of the fines, and claims to control his tenants' contracts. 3 Every Flath

is to his tenants as a petty king, but every Flath is not the head man of

his tribe, 4 he is one out of several within the tribe. The head of the

tribe in the latest days of Irish independence was generally styled its

Toisech or Captain, the title of Ri being mostly reserved for the rulers of

bi^er ' countries,' while the Flaith were also called Oc/aich. 5 But if the

Survivals of
tr^e nas ^een feudalised to a certain extent, the old principles

Primitive are not wholly forgotten. King, Toisech, and Tanist are still

in theory elective. If the "fee simple" or "legal estate" in

the land is vested in the chief, it is only under burden of supporting his

kindred within certain degrees of relationship, apparently within

the third degree in descent. 7 Each of these according to his

degree is entitled to a certain allotment of land, rendering
R
ment

*~ certam dues to tne chief. But " no estate passed," and the

chief could allot these portions, and again throw them into

hotchpot and re-divide and re-allot them as he pleased. 8 No explanation

is given of the object of such a proceeding, but we must take it to have

been connected with the system of cultivation in common, of which we
shall hear more. It was probably intended to secure equality among the

portions. But independently of these periodic re-allotments a fresh dis-

tribution of the land upon a new basis would seemingly have to take

place at the death of each chief, when a new table of degrees of kinship

would or might have to be drawn up.

On the other hand it would seem that if a family held an allotment for

three full generations without a change their title became absolute. 9 What
became of the men thrown out of the magic family circle by the advent

1 Senchus, II. 209. 2 Id., 345.
3 Id., 299, etc.

4 See the passages cited, Skene, 184, where the Flath is clearly placed below the

Ri Tuaith.
5 See the instances from different parts of Ireland, Skene, III. 157 -161, etc. Various

Tuatha are named with one Toisech to each, and from four to seventeen Oclaich.
G See the agreement between Queen Elizabeth and the Hy Many or O'Kelly's, 6th

August, 1589, 'all elections to be utterly abolished.' Skene, sup., 161 ; also Robertson,

sup., II. 465.
7 So at least in Scotland, Robertson, II. 260, and in Wales, Skene, III. 199, 205,

Seebohm, sup. 91.
8 See the Inquisition taken at Mallow in 1594, Robertson, 465 ; also the report of

Sir John Davis to the Earl of Salisbury (1606), extracted Skene, 165, 196. In the

feudalised Welsh manor of the 14th century the right of redistribution seems to have
been converted into an escheat to the lord. Seebohm, 45, from the Denbigh Extent of

I 335-
9 Skene, 144 : so too in Wales, 199.

R. H. c
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PERSONAL BASES

of a new chief does not clearly appear. All sons, whether legitimate or

not, inherited alike, 1 anyhow the result of the whole system was to keep

agriculture at lowest stage, and to favour the breaking up of holdings.

We are told that the land 'had been from time to time divided and

sub-divided ... as almost every acre . . . had a several owner,

who termeth himself a lord and his portion of land a country.' 2 Amid the

squabbling and confusion which such a system must have fostered it is

interesting to hear that special provision was made for religion and

culture. Besides the inalienable mensal lands of the chief,

Endowments endowments were provided for the Church, and for the

Brehons. Brehon, the Bard, the Sennachy or historian and others, being

representatives of the old Druid class, of which anon ; these

lands were distinguished as 'freelands ' being exempt from the dues and

liabilities attaching to other possessions. 3

It must have been under this feudalised state of the tribe that the

inhabitants of a tuath are spoken of as 'the large family,' or clcum of the

Flath. The theoretic blood-relationship is shown by the use of family

names, O'Kellys, O'Connors, and the like, to denote the inhabitants of a

district. 1

But again we are glad to hear that the duty of protecting his tenants

' against every injustice that he is able ' is clearly laid on the flath?

This clan system is as well known in connexion with Scottish as with

Irish history. In mediaeval times we find a Scottish magnate undertaking

obligations not for himself only, but also for all his ' Kin friends and

men,' ,5 a formula unknown in English history.

A disposition to lean on others must be held one of the tendencies of

Celtic nature. The feeling of citizenship had little hold upon Celts.

The bonds that held society together were rather personal than
Bases of civil. The Celts allowed their original tribe meetings to be
Celtic . ... °

Society, deprived of all political importance. The Teutons retained

and developed them. " To the retention or loss of this

essential element of an automatous tribe-community the difference of the

fortunes of the Celtic and Teutonic races is mainly referable." 7 The total

1 Sir John Davis, sup., speaks of succession in "gavelkind," which in the mouth of an

English lawyer would mean equal succession.

8 Sir John Davis, sup.
3

/</., Skene, 148, 168: see also 162.
4 See Skene, 162 (from the Tribes ofHy Jfizuv), 195, etc. The strictly blood-relations

were distinguished within the clan as the " Cinel " or M Cenel," in Wales ' Cenedl.'
B Zenchus, II. 345, cf. Seebohm, sup., 71.
,; u Ye said lordis ar bundyn and oblist yaim seltis yair kyn friendis and men,'' etc.,

A.I). 1465. MS. cited Tytler, Scotland, I\'., 404. So John Lord of the Isles pledges

himself " pro consanguineis et consiliariis suis," A. i>. 14S1 ; Fad., XII. 140.
7 Mcrivale, Rom. Hist., I. 255. See Stmchm Afor, III. xxvi. Compare the case of

Orgetorix, who, when a meeting had been called to consider his conduct swamped it

I
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absence of any provision for permanent legislative action is one of the

most remarkable features of the Brehon law. 1 Records of
N°

Won.
1Sla

"

P°Pu ^ ar meetings of any political importance are rare in Irish

history. On the other hand the duty of deference to the

will of the chief, whether king, chief, or landlord, is constantly inculcated

under the penalty of bringing down the wrath of Heaven, failure of crops,

and barrenness of cattle. 2

The entire absence of judicial machinery among the Celts was equally

remarkable. One of the most recent investigators of Gaulish institutions

tells us that in ancient Gaul he could see no central tribunal

;

N
°ture

lCa
" n0 Power t0 decide between tribe and tribe. 3

In the Scottish Highlands the only public courts known

even in later mediaeval times were the circuit courts at Aberdeen and

Inverness, and they emanated from the king's court at Edinburgh, itself

an institution borrowed from England. North and west of Inverness

there would be no law but the law of the local chieftains only, con-

trolled by the force of public opinion. In the Brehon code the only

judicial proceeding known was arbitration. A criminal action being in

fact a suit for damages, criminal and civil suits alike began with a ' distress,'

that is to say the formal seizure or impounding of some chattel. If the

defendant was prepared to submit his case to legal arbitration he gave

security, and the distraint was released. A large part of the Senchus

Mor is devoted to limiting and denning this mode of procedure, which

was known as athgabail. Notice of an intended distress was in all cases

requisite. 4 If the rank of the defendant was such as to make the arrest of

a chattel useless or impracticable the only alternative left to the plaintiff

was 'to fast upon him ' (troscud) ; that is to say, to sit down at his doorstep,

to remain there without eating or drinking, till the defendant
••Fasting was shamed into giving security to submit his case to arbitra-
tion" .

& &
.

J

Adversary, tion. In India the practice was known down to the last

century as " silting dharna "
;
5 a proof that the custom dates

from times anterior to the separation of the Aryan races.

If fasting failed nothing remained but social ostracism. " He who does

not give a pledge to fasting is an evader of all ; he who disregards all

things shall not be paid by God or man." G

As 'distress' and 'fasting' were the only remedies for past injuries,

so the exaction of hostages was the only security for the future observance

with his 'family,' i.e., his retainers and defendants. "Omnemsuam familiam

coegit ; et omnes clientes oboeratosque suos," etc. Caesar, B. G., I. c. 4.
1 Senchus, III. xxiv. 2 Ibid, and xxv. 27.
3 D'Arbois de Jubainville, Revue Celtique, VI. 5.

4 Senchus, I. 64-305 ; II. 1-131. I spell athgabail as spelled by Mr. Whitley

Stokes, Trip. Life.
5 Senchus, I. xlviii. 113-119. c Id., I. 113.
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of a compact. 'The hostages' appear as a regular and dismal inci-

dent of every petty Irish Court. 1 In the retinues of the Irish

kings long trains of officials are found : stewards, poets, doctors,

door-keepers, butlers, keepers of horses, keepers of hounds
;

2 but no

officer to keep the peace. Irish jurisprudence to the last

failed to evolve the elementary institutions of a peace-officer,

a tribunal with settled forms of procedure, or a judge with power to enforce

his decrees.

A fully franchisee! member of the community was called aire
;

:! owner-

ship of land or membership in one of the recognised families, were the

primary qualifications : but the possession of twenty-one cows
Social Ranks. . . , , , .... . ...

also entitled a man to rank as aire ; in this case he was distin-

tinguished as a bo-aire, or cow-aire. Where land was let to a tenant it

appears to have been usual for the landowner to advance a certain

amount of stock, receiving a proportion of the increase. This tenure was

known in Scotland as " steelbow." In Ireland the tenure

Tenancies
31 m ignt De either base, arising from vassalage, and involving

personal service (daer tenure) ; or free, arising simply ex

contractu, and involving no personal service (saer tenure). 4 In the case

of arable land the crop was divisible into three parts : one for the land-

owner ; one for the man who found the seed ; and one for the tiller of the

soil. 5 One-third of all that grows or increases was the regular rent. A
large proportion of the labour was evidently done by women

;

7 but the

rights of a woman, whether as wife, mother, or labourer, were very much
on a par with those of a man. 8

Nothing was known of perpetuity or tenant-right, but the law encouraged

continuity by imposing slight penalties on eviction without due cause. It

is needless to say that the only "people" to whom the land belonged

in those days were the members of the landowning families.

Some scholars hold that the lands of the Flatha were owned in severalty

as apart from the ordinary tribe lands, and without any liability to redis-

tribution by the chief. 9 Such lands were styled Orba, lands of inheritance

(Germ. Erbe). That some lands were owned by individuals, not by fami-

1 Sec also Trip. Life, clxxii. - See, e.g., Skene, 162.

3 So the writers in the Encyclo. Brit., "Ireland," p. 357. Whitley Stokes gives^/r/^

as a class of gentry above the mere freeman or s6ir
%

Trip. Life, clxxii. The former,

however, suggest that only heads of the smaller families would be aire.

' SenckilS, II. xlviii. L. The Maws' of saer and Jacr tenants fill two chapters of the

SenchtiSf I. 41, etc. Whitley Stokes gives the words sdir ami ddir as ' free ' and ' unfree.'

For irec and unfree tenants in Wales, see Seebohm, 91, 14. It is plain, though the

writer does not point out the fact, that the unfree must have been settled on the lands

of the larger proprietors. B Senchus, II. 411.
'•'

Ta\ t
HI. 127.

"
/,/., II. 367, 371, cf. 303, 410. « /,/., 11.345, 383.

., [48, and J. Pordun, II. 444 (append.), also the writers in Einyd.
Brit., " Ireland," 257.
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1

lies or tribes, even in early times is certain. 1 It is not too much to sup-

pose that the ownership of an individual parcel of land, no

°ofLarLd.
P matter by what title, would raise a man to the rank of Flath.

But there seems nothing to shew that even the official heads

of TuatJia, whether Kings ToisecJi or Tanists, necessarily owned any pro-

perty in severalty, as apart from the mensal lands, which, of course, for the

time being, would always be owned in severalty. Still less does there

seem to be ground for attributing such ownership to the larger class

of Flatha, also styled Oclaich. Sir John Davis in his report distinctly

states that apart from the endowments of the chiefs, clergy, and Brehons,
1
all the other lands holden by the inferior inhabitants are partable in course

of gavelkind '

;

2 where no doubt the use of the word " inferior " intro-

duces some uncertainty. But we must point out that the grades of Flatha

were determined not by the title by which they held their estate, but by

its extent, and specially by the number of their undertenants. 3 A near

relative of the chief holding a big plot of tribe land would be just as much
a landlord to his undertenants as if he held an individual estate of inherit-

ance. Whether the demesne lands of the chiefs or other larger proprietors

cultivated by their serfs or labourers, would be exempt from the law

of cultivation in common, is quite another point, but one on which we
cannot speak with any confidence.

Cultivation in common was clearly the rule. It is spoken of as one

of the ' laws ' of the tenants. The requirement was presumably accom-

panied by rules for the redistribution of the holdings from

in
U
Common. time t0 ^me (a redistribution to be carefully distinguished

from that consequent on a devolution of property). A wretched

system, intended to secure equality, but in practice presenting an utter bar

to any permanent improvement of the soil. This system, under the name
of "Rundale," still obtained in some estates in Donegal within this

century; 4
it is also remembered in Scotland as " Runrig." Co-tillage

is likewise mentioned in the Welsh Triads as a standing institution. 5 But

the system was not specially Celtic, being common to the Teutons and

other races. 6

1 See Whitley Stokes' Trip. Life, clxxv.
2 Skene, C. S., III. 197. 3 See Id., 145-147.
4 The redistribution of holdings, as described by a proprietor from Donegal, was

wholly managed by the tenants among themselves, without any intervention on the part

of the landlord.

5 See the quotation, Seebohm/Engi. Village Comni., 192, where cotillage is given as

one of the bonds of free Welsh tribesmen. For more, see /</., 119.
6 See more below.



CHAPTER II

DRUIDISM, CELTIC MYTHOLOGY AND RELIGION, COINAGE, ARMS, ETC.

PERHAPS the most interesting institution of the ancient Celtic world,

and that which has attracted most attention, was that of the Druids.

„. _ ,_ The subject has by no means been exhausted, and in fact is
The Druids. J J

only just beginning to be understood. The Druids (Irish drut\

Welsh derwyddon ]

) were a sort of corporation or hierarchy of wise men,

men of learning, held in great honour, and enjoying special immunities,

such as exemption from military service, taxation, and other public

burdens. 2 They have been described as " soothsayers, priests and

medicine men";"' but none the less they were the depositaries of the

learning of the age, such as it was. They represented Law, Physic and

Divinity, with Science to boot. 1 From one point of view the deference

paid to them may be taken to indicate a respect for culture on the part of

a people of literary instincts : from another and a more important point of

view it represented an effort on the part of primitive society to set up a

standard of right and wrong as against the all-prevailing empire of brute

force. In this aspect the higher Druids were priest-judges ; depositaries

of the Common Law of the race ; whose decisions were admitted to be

final as enunciations of law, civil or criminal ; but who had no means of

enforcing their decrees, except perhaps by a sentence of excommunication. 5

This if enforced would probably involve a sort of social ostracism, but

ostracism would be hard to enforce against a man of influence.

As already mentioned, the Druids were not a caste, but a corporation,

with a chief Druid as president, an officer elected for life. New members

1 Rhys' C. B. , 69, 70. The name is found on the most indisputable native records
;

e.g., a stone in the Isle of Man has "Dovaido maqi Droata," where for " Droata "

others read " Druada "
; in either case— Dovaido, son of the Druid.

J.
Rhys and Whitley

Stokes, Academy, 16 and 23 August, 1S90.

- " Neque tributa una cum reliquis pendant, militse vacationem omniumque rerum

habent immunitatem." Cesar, B, G., VI. c 14.
;! Rhys, sup.

4 "Rebus divinis intersunt sacrificta publica et privata procurant religiones interpre-

tantur," " de sideribus atque eorum motu, de mundi ac tenarum magnitudine de rerum

natura . . . disputant." Csesar, sup., 13, 14.

5 "Nam fere de omnibus controversiis public!S privatisque constituunt

pi.' mi. i posnasque constituunt : si qui aut privatus aut publicus eorum decreto non stetit

sacrificiis interdicunt. I bee puna apud eos est gravissima."

88
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were admitted after due course of study and probation, which might last a

period of twenty years. 1 The instruction was imparted orally,

the neophytes being made to learn quantities of verse by heart.

Caesar thought this strange, inasmuch as the Gaulish Druids, at any rate,

were acquainted with the Greek character, of which they made use in other

matters. 2 But Cresar probably did not appreciate the difficul-
Oral Study. L J ... .

ties in such a state of society of procuring writing materials for

the purposes of education or general literature. To the present day in

Arabia and Hindustan a large part of the native literature is transmitted

orally, compositions being thrown into metrical form to facilitate repeti-

tion.

In Caesar's time Druidical learning flourished equally in Gaul and

Britain. In the former country its headquarters were in the central

district of the Cariuites, or modern Chartrain, where a grand gathering

used to be held once a year, when suits and questions of all sorts were

referred to the wise men for decision. The system was supposed to have

originated in Britain
;

3 but it seems more likely that the system, such as

it was, had merely maintained itself in greater purity in the Island than on

the Continent, where it would be more exposed to contact with extraneous

influences. As the cult of people described as specially superstitious 4

we may believe that Druidism had in it not a little of mysticism and

charlatanry. Yet in their religious teaching the Druids " had reached the

first article of a creed, the belief in a human personality that should outlive

the body : but they held it in its lowest form, the doctrine of the trans-

migration of souls." 5

By the Romans Druidism was regarded with suspicion as something

they did not understand, something calculated to keep alive a spirit of

nationality ; and accordingly it was suppressed throughout the Empire.

But there is no reason to believe that elsewhere it died out all at once.

In North Britain and Ireland the early Christian missionaries
s
£
rvY^ls of found Druidism flourishing at the courts of the British and

Druidism. . .
°

Iribh kings. In the biographies of St. Patrick and St.

Columba the Druids are treated as magicians, vain pretenders to super-

natural gifts, and as such ranked with Jannes and Jambres and Simon
Magus. 6 When Christianity became established the Druids would lose

their sacerdotal functions, which they had to surrender to the new priest-

1 " Annos nonnulli vicenos in disciplina permanent." Caesar, sup., 13.
2 " Cum in reliquis fere rebus, publicis privatisque rationibus, Gnecis utantur Uteris,

"

sup., c. 14. 3 B. G., VI. 13; Tacitus, Ann., c. 14, 29.
4 " Natio est omnium Gallorum admodum dedita religionibus," etc. Cresar, B. G.,

VI. c. 16.

5 " In primis hoc volunt persuadere non interire animam sed ab aliis post mortem
transire ad alios," etc. Csesar, B. G., VI. 14. Pearson, History of England, I. 18.

For a case of transmigration in Irish Legend, see Rhys' Hibbert Lectures, 431.
G Rhys, C. B., 70 and notes.
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hood ; but in other respects we seem to trace the institution lingering on

down to times comparatively recent. 1 As professional jurists, the de-

positaries of an ancient Common Law, the Brehons 2 appear to
The Brehons. ,. , , . , , , ,-. . , . , _, • • ,

be the direct descendants of the older Druids, with this single

modification that they became a hereditary caste. In all other respects

the functions and positions of the two sets of men seem indistinguishable.

Both could give legal advice ; enunciate the law ; act as arbiters ; but not

enforce a decree. The poem of Dubhthach given in the introduction to

the Senchus, as a mixture of law, religion, astronomy, and cosmogony,

answers in every respect to Cresar's description of a Druidic lay. If

I )ubhthach's verses had been before him he could not have summarised

them better than he does. :! As beneath the arch-Druid we have Druids

and Druids ; so beneath the arch-Brehon and Brehon we have grades of

Poets {fill), and Doctors or teachers ('o/lam/i), men enjoying definite posi-

tions by virtue of educational franchises ; acquired through systematic

courses of stud}'.

'

In connexion with Celtic culture we may notice the indigenous script

—

the Ogham alphabet. Clumsy it may be in some respects, but still very

ingenious, the Ogmic writing. This character seems to have

A?phabet
^een originally intended for monumental inscriptions on rect-

angular pillars of stone. The consonants are formed by long

strokes, or groups of strokes, cut along one or other of the faces of the

pillar from the angle ; the vowels are represented by shorter stokes or

notches cut across the angle. For writing on parchment or the like a

horizontal line or stem was drawn across the page, and the letters were

indicated by strokes above, below, or across the stem.

Stones inscribed with these characters have been found in Ireland,

Devonshire, South Wales, the Isle of Man, Scotland, and recently at

Silchester, the Roman Calleva Atrebatum. Some of the Irish stones bear

evidences of a very high antiquity. Of fifteen monuments found under-

ground in the year 1S89, at Ballyknock in the county of Cork, we are

told that the language of five of them belongs " to the old Irish period,

say from a.d. 600 to a.d. 900"; while the rest exhibit "a primeval Celtic

dialect "—a dialect which " bears the same relation to Gaelic—even the

Gaelic of the ninth century—that Latin does to French." '

The inscriptions found in Scotland, we are told, are of comparatively

1 For references to Druids in Irish Legend, see Rhys' Hibbert Lectures, passim.

Brithemain anglicised Brehons, YV. Stokes, 7>v/>. Life.

3 C\c.;ar, sup. ; compare Senchus, I. 19, 27, II. vi. Dubhthach was a contemporary of

St. Patrick—one of his first converts. Trip, Life, p. 2S2.
4 Encyclop. Brit., sup., 256, 258. So again we have 'Druids and Poets': T;

.

of Hv Fiachreuh, p, 26, O'Donovan ( Irish Archaeological Society).

•' Whitley Stokes, Academy, Nov., 1891. One of the Ballyknock names, "Meddu-
geni," is identified with the Gaulish " Medugenos n

; C. I. L., II. [62,
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late date. 1 At any rate, so far as we can judge at present, Ireland would

seem to have the best claim to be considered the birthplace of Ogham
letters.2

Irish Ogham Alphabet.-"

vowels.

A u

CONSONANTS.

MM i r i iir.

-
yMm/////WMX

BLFSNHDTCQMGNGST R P

" Exceedingly little is said by ancient authors about the religion of the

people of Britain." 4 Of the Gaulish deities, however, we hear something,

and they were probably very much the same as those of

Britain : Caesar, who as a pontiff and the author of a book on

divination might be considered something of an authority on

matters of Divinity, thought that he could identify the chief

Gaulish deity with Mercury ;
' the inventor of all arts • the

patron of roads and traffic; the chief arbiter in matters of money-making

Religion.

Gaulish
Deities.

1 Not so however the stone found at Newton in Aberdeenshire, which Mr. W. Stokes

seems to refer to the eighth century.
2 For the learning on this subject see R. R. Brash, Ogham Inscriptions (Dublin,

1869), and Ogham Inscribed Monuments of the Gaidhill (London, 1879) ; Earl of

Southesk, Ogham Inscriptions of Scotland (Edinburgh, 1885) ; and again, Whitley

Stokes, Academy, 4th June, 1892.
3 Communicated by the Rev. Canon G. Browne, late Disney Professor of Archaeology

in the University of Cambridge.
4 Rhys.
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and commerce. ' After him come Apollo and Mars and Jupiter and

Minerva. Of these they hold much the same beliefs as other nations do.' 2

Unfortunately Cnssar does not trouble himself to record the names of these

deities; but the poet Lucan names three: "Teutates"; "Hesus" or

" Esus"'; and "Taranis"; whose altars, he tells us, ran with blood:' 5 while

Ansonius, a native of Bordeaux, tells us of the temple at " Bajocasses"

(Bayeux), dedicated to " Belenus," whom he identifies with Apollo. 4

Taking the gods in the order named by Coesar, the Celtic Mercury may

be fairly identified with the Gaulish Ogmios, described by Lucian, and

the Irish Ogma ; the inventor of letters, the patron of litera-

Ogmios, or ture ancj p ersUasive speech. The name Ogmios however has

not yet been identified on any Gaulish 5 or on any British

inscription. Lucian depicts this divinity as primarily a Heracles, with the

power of eloquent speech superadded
;

,; a compound of Heracles and

Hermes. Heracles is generally recognised as a solar god. The epithet

of 'Sun-faced' or 'Shining-faced' given to Ogma in Irish legend helps

the identification. 7 He was originally a solar god whose special attri

butes as such became merged in the conception of the Great Civilising

Influence.

The Gaulish "Apollo" is placed before us by Caesar simply in the

character of a repeller of diseases— " Apollinem morbos depellerc " ; and not

as a sun-god : but in Britain we find him clearly defined by the inscrip-

tion " Soli Apollini Aniceto." 8

The Gaulish Apollo appears to have been known "all over the Celtic

world," and by various names, of which the most common seem to have

been Maponos, and Grannos. Maponos we are assured is the same word

1 " Ilunc omnium inventorem artium ferunt, hunc viarum atque itinerum ducem, hunc
ad qusestus pecuniae mercaturasque habere vim maximam arbitrantur." B. G., VI. 101.

An inscription has been found in Yorkshire of the date of 191 of our era, ' To the god
who invented roads.' Hubner, Corpus Inscriptt. Latt., VIII. No. 271, but the name is

wanting. Elton, 258.

- "De his eandem fere quam reliqux gentes habent opinionem." lb.
;i " Et quibus immitis placatur sanguine diro,

Teutates, horrensque fens altaribus llesus,

Et Taranis Scythice 11011 mitioi ara Dianae."

—

Pharsalia
t

I. 445.
Marcus Anmvus Lucanus died A.D. 65.
1 Ansonius, Professorest

No. 4; Elton 25S. The Ode is addressed to the poet's

friend Patera, who claimed descent from the Druids who had charge of the temple of
Belenus. Antonius must have been born in the early part of the 4th century. lie lived

to celebrate the victory of Theodosius over Maximus, a.d. 388.
5 Gaidoz, Esguisse De La Religion des Gauiois, p. 13.

Lucian, a Greek satirist, was probably born about a.d. 120. Smith, Dictionary of
Biography,

7 See J. Rhys' Hibbert Lectures, 5-20: and Lectures on Welsh Philology, 313. The
name "Ogma" is connected with "Ogam" writing, but the exact relationship of the
two words is not clear. lb.

* C.J. /., VII. No. 543.
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as the old Welsh mapon, now wabon, ' boy'' or i male child'; while Grannos
" is probably to be referred to the same origin as the Sanskrit

^Grannos" ver^ &iar
->

'
to 8^ow '

burn, shine' . . .
English gleam"; the

name also appearing in the Irish Grainne, originally a dawn-

goddess, or a moon-goddess. 1 Thus Maponos and Grannos will stand

respectively for the Bonus Puer, and the Posphoros of a Transylvanian

inscription: " Dcus Boiius Puer Posphoros Apollo Pytftzus." 2 As the

author of light and heat the sun-god naturally became the patron of hot

springs and healing waters. The springs of Aix-la-chapelle were known

to the Romans as Aquae Granni." 3

Apollo again has been identified with Belenusf a name which seems

connected with the Sanskrit gvalana fire ; and possibly with the solar

festival of Beltaine, or May day. Anyhow the Celtic Apollo

from first to last stands out as a sun-god. In Gaul hot

springs were dedicated to Apollo-Grannus and Apollo-Borvo (whence the

modern "Bourbon"). 5 The springs at Bath were consecrated to a god-

dess Sul-jMinerva or Sulis-Minerva : she had a temple there, and a college

of priests, bound to keep up a perpetual fire on her altar.

The inscriptions to Mars found in Britain are numerous, and he appears

under many names, such as Mars, Toutates, Corotiacus, Belatucader

Toutates
or Belatucadros, Cocidius, Alator, Loucetius, Camulus, Con-

dates, Rigisamus. 7 The first of these clearly indentifies him
with the Teutates of Lucan. Among the names given to the god in Gaul

we have Segomo, which is traced in Ireland in composition with the word
Xetta or Nia as forming the name Netta-Segamonas (genii.) or Nia

Camulos
Segamain (dal.). s Mars Camulus also appears on the Con-

tinent ; and doubtless gave its name to the capital of the

Trinovantes Camulodunon, or ' the stronghold of Camulos.' A meaning
has been suggested for Camulos by taking it in connexion with another

Gaulish epithet given to Mars, namely Vintius (Gaulish Vintjos) or ' the

Wind-God.' It is thought that Camulos may be connected " with the old

1 Hibbert Lectures, 146, 510, etc., and comparing 678.
2 Id., 21-24. For these names in Britain see Hubner, C. I. L., VII. Nos. 332, 1082,

1 345> etc « The anonymous geographer of Ravenna gives " Maponi " as the name of a

place in Britain, but the site has not been identified ; AT. H. B. , XXVI.
3 Rhys, sup., 24, q.v. for other places where the name is found.
4 See Ansonius, Elton, 258, 280. 5 Rhys, 25.
6 C. I. L., VII. 38, 39, 40. C J. Solinus' Polyhist : c. 22, M. II. B., IX. There

may have been a secondary dedication of the springs at Bath to " Apollo," as an inter-

esting head of a sun-god in bas-relief may be seen in the Museum there. The hair and
beard are twisted round the head so as to represent rays or a nimbus.

7 See C. I. L., VII. passim ; all can be traced through the index. "Marti Cocidio
"

and "Marti Belatucadro " occur several times each. The inscription M[arti] Condat

is accompanied by a swastika ^, No. 420.
8 See Rhys' Lectures, 33, 34. The name occurs on Ogham inscriptions and in the

Book of Fenagh, edited by Prof. Hennessy.
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Saxon hi/nil and the German word himmel, heaven or sky." ! These two

names might indicate the steps by which a deity, originally a god of the

sky, might become the lord of storms, strifes and war. In later Celtic

Camulos appears as Cumall ' king-warrior ' of Ireland and father of the

great Finn.- Associated with the war-god on the monuments, as for

instance on one found at Bath, was the goddess " Nemetona."
Nemetona. .

°

She has been identified with "Nemon," the wife according to

Irish tradition of Net the war-god of the ancient Irish. ;! Another Irish

war-fury was " Bodb-Catha," a name which certainly looks very like the

" [CJathubodva" of a Gaulish inscription/1

'• All the facts bearing on the history of the Gaulish war-god conspire to

prove that he was once the supreme divinity of the Celtic race."

The War ^ ut as tne Celts " made progress in the arts of peace

god . . . the old god associated with the sky was eclipsed

by the younger gods, the Gaulish Mercury and the Gaulish

Apollo, just as even before the Wiking period Tyr had been cast into the

cold shade by the rude glories of Woden, a younger god of many-sided

character." B

Jupiter was worshipped under many names G of which only a few have

as yet been interpreted. One whose etymology seems fairly clear was

Cernu '

Cerncnus or in Gaulish Cernunnos, meaning ' Horny ' or the
1 Horn-God.' On an altar found in Paris we have underneath

the name Cernunnos a bearded figure with the horns of a stag. The horn
of course was a solar emblem, symbolical of rays, and many horned
images, and images accompanied by horn emblems, have been found on
Gaulish soil. 7 But the wheel as the instrument of rotation and motion
was also a well-known solar emblem, 8 and therefore Cernunnos ought
probably to be identified with the nameless wheel-god of the Gaulish

monuments, corresponding to the original acceptation of Jupiter as

Diespiter, the Sanskrit Dyaushpiter, the god of light. 9

Taranis or Taranus has again been styled the Celtic Jupiter : and
inscriptions have been found " Jovi Taranuco " and "Deo Taranucno."

Taranis ^ ms P05^011 m tne celestial group there can be no doubt

;

and with one conception of the classical Jupiter he certainly

coincides, but not with the original or proper conception, as his name is

' kl,ys 33-39- - Id., 40.
:i

Gaidoz, Esquisse, io. Rhys, 42. C. I. L., VII., No. 36.
1 Rhys, 43- 5 Id., 49.

< 'm British inscriptions Dolichenus is the common one, e.g., C. I. L., VII. 9S.

' Rhys, 78. Bulletin Epigraphique, I. Hi, 112, and esp. Revue ArcJUol., 18S0, p.

jj7-
8 Gaidoz, Etude;, 93-9S. Rhys, 55. For the swastika and a wheel associated on

one altar, sec Revue Archhl., 1SS0, vol. xl., p. 17.
'•' Rhys, 109, n6.
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simply the Welsh Taran or Irish Torunn ' Thunder.' 1 He carried a long

hammer as his emblem, and was, like Thor, the Thunder-god,2 the god of

foul weather, whose worship would arise in natural parallelism with that

of the Sun-god, the god of fine weather. "Jupiter Taramicus " would

thus correspond exactly to the Jupiter Fulgur Fulmen of another inscrip-

tion and the Greek ZeGs Kepawus.''

But the attributes of the two Joves had a tendency to be blended

and merged in a broader conception of one Supreme Ruler of the

heavens, as in the case of the Roman Jupiter. And so on a Gaulish

monument we find a god with the wheel in one hand and a thunderbolt

in the other ;
4 where however the influence of Roman ideas is seen, first

by the use of the thunderbolt, which was not the proper Gaulish emblem

for thunder ; and secondly by the nudity of the figure, the proper Gaulish

divinity being draped.

But of extant Gaulish monuments the one that seems most clearly to

indicate the solar character of the national worship is an altar found in

Paris with carvings on all four sides. On one side are the words "Tarvos
Trigeranos " 5 with the figure of a bull with three cranes sitting on his

back ; one on his head, one on his shoulders, and one on his tail. On
another side we have " Esus," and a figure armed with a

Esus. .

°

hatchet; on the third "Jovis," represented with the eagle

and the thunderbolt ; and on the fourth " Volcanus," with hammer and

tongs ready for work. 6

Here the three cranes on the bull, like the three-legged Manx emblem,

and the Triguetra found on Lycian coins, must symbolise the three

strides of Vishnu, the three stages in the daily solar course,

strides
66

sunr ^se
j
midday, and sunset. The same idea is expressed on

other Gaulish monuments by three-headed images and figures

associated with triple symbols. 7 A sun god, a thunder god, a moon
goddess, with their proper partners of the other sex, were the starting-

points of most mythologies.

To finish with the Celtic Jove, it is thought that in the British Isles

he may be traced in the person of Nodens, whose shrine has been dis-

1 Garnett Philolog. : Essays, p. 197. Rhys calls attention to another Irish form of

the word toirn or tairn, of the feminine gender : he argues that the Taranis of Lucan

was a female : the comparison with the Scythian Diana supports this view. Perhaps

Taranus was the male thunderer, and Taranis the female.
2 Revue Ccltique, V. 386 ; VI. 417. Gaidoz, Esquisse, II. For a cut of the hammer

god see Revue Celtique, I. 5. The hammer is like a long croquet-mallet.
3 Revue Celtique, V. 383.
4 See the engraving, Bulletin Epigraphiqtie, I. 57.
5 Whitley Stokes decides that the Trigeranos is one word and not two, as suggested

by M. Mowat, Academy, 25th Sept., 1886.
6 Bulletin Epigraphique, I. 60-68.
7 A. Bertrand, " Triades Gauloises," Revue Archcol. : 1880.
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covered within Sydney Park on the Severn, 1 though his name there

appears to be identified with that of Mars.- Of the identity

Nodens,
() f \ 0( lens however with the Irish Nuada and the Welsh Nydd

Nuada, Nydd. .. . . ...
or Lydd there can be little doubt."

Another leading deity, if not the leading deity, traceable in Irish legend

was 1 >agda, older Dagodevos, the Great, the Good God, the

Dag-odevos orjcrinal king of the Tuatha De Danann. 1 He had a wise
Dagda. °

, , „ _ r _ . _ . . .

daughter or daughters ot the name of Brig, Bngit, or the

Gaulish Brigindo, whose memory appears to have been perpetuated in the

person of the Christian saint, Bridget. 5 Among Dagda's

august brethren were Nuada of the Silver Hand, Ogma and

Lug, of whom below. ,;

By all accounts Celtic state-worship was of a gloomy and ferocious

character. Human sacrifices, and vows of human offerings,

Sanguinary
are described as common. The doctrine of atonement by

Rites.
t §

J

blood, we are told, was inculcated in its crudest form. 7 Caesar

also speaks of huge Molochs of wicker work in which whole hecatombs

of living men were burnt to death. 8 Scepticism on this point is dispelled

by the fact that it appears from writings of much later date that human
sacrifice was thought to ensure the stability of a building. 9

In the sun's yearly course four points invite special attention ; namely,

the winter and summer solstices, when he pauses to turn in his career,

and the spring and autumn equinoxes, these marking roughly

Feasts. tne beginning and end of summer and winter. All four points

have been honoured by mankind with special observance time

out of mind. In the calendar of later pagan Rome the 25th December
as a special solar day was appointed for the feast of Mithra, the Asiatic

Sol Invictus. When the Christian Church began to arrange its calendar,

Mithra's day was chosen for the Nativity of Christ, the new Sun of Right?

1 The name appears as Nudens, Nodens, and Nodons, C. I. L., VII. 13S, 139, 140.

- The identification is not certain, as the inscriptions give only " D. M. Nodonti,"
and " Deo Nudente M dedit."

3 Rhys, 125, etc.

4 M»\ 75» ! 47> I 54- Tne writer identifies Dagda with Chronos or Saturn as a sort

of superannuated god, the Keeper of Elysium, 149, 152, 644.
5 Ll.

y 75, 3SS. For the perpetual fires of St. Bridget and her position generally in

the 1 2th century, see Giraldus Cambrensis, V. 120 (Rolls Series), and Historia Ponti-

fit alls, Per/z, XX. 518, 539.
c Rhys, 579-
7 " Pro vita hominis nisi hominis vita reddatur non posse aliter Deorum immortalium

nuinen placari arbitrantur." Cesar, IS. G. y
VI. c. 16.

;

' For Wales, see the legend in Nenniust
c. 44, M.H.B. For Ireland, see Connack's

Glossary, by Whitley Stokes, p. 63 (Irish Archaeological Society). "The same belief

1- -till entertained in India." for burying prisoners alive at the funeral of a king, see

O'Curry, Lectures on Manners of Ancient Irisht
II. ccexx. Sullivan, cited Elton, 272.
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eousness. 1 Midwinter's day having been fixed for the birthday of Jesus,

Midsummer's day was appointed for that of the Baptist, who was born six

months earlier. 2

By the Celts the equinoctial points appear to have been more attended

to than the solstices, the 1st May and the 31st October being their great

solar days. By the Gael these days were respectively named "Bealltaine"

or "Beltane," and "Samhuin" or "Samhain." The latter word means

"Summer's end" (literally Summer's rest or Summers death). 3 The ety-

mology and meaning of Beltane are lost. 4 Both days were celebrated

with bonfires and other observances. The most distinctive rite performed

on these occasions was the kindling of virgin fire by the

Fires. rubbing of sticks. The process, originally performed by

twirling a stick between the palms of the hands with its point

pressed against another piece of wood, was in time facilitated by the

mechanical appliance of a wheel revolving on its axle ; hence the wheel

became doubly a solar emblem. 5 The fire so obtained was held sacred

;

the village hearths were annually rekindled from it

;

(; in the North of

Scotland it was known in recent times as "forced-fire" or "will-fire"

(German Noth-feuer) ; cattle were passed through it to guard them from

murrain. 7 An instance of this practice is recorded in Perthshire within

this century. 8 " Pennant has left us a description of a rural sacrifice

which in his time was performed on the 1st of May in many Highland

villages "
\ while Martin in the Hebrides saw a flaming brand carried three

times daily round a new-born babe until it was christened. 9 So recently

were these observances part of the life of the people ; while the names of

the Celtic deities can hardly be recovered by scientific research.

One other Celtic festival ought perhaps to be noticed, namely their

midsummer festival held on the 1st of August and dedicated to the god

Lugos, Irish Lug, Welsh Llew or Lieu, a deity who might

almost be considered the first of Celtic gods. In Ireland the

feast was called after him "Lugtiassad" while in the Isle of Man the 1st

August is still known as "Lhuanys" apparently another form of Lugnassad.

In Wales the day was known as " Gwyl Awst," "August Feast," whence the

1 Compare the words of St. Patrick, who clearly found sun-worship prevalent in

Ireland: "Nam sol iste quern videmus . . . nunquam regnabit . . . et omnes
qui adorant eum in penam miseri male devenient. Nos autem qui credimus et adoramus
solem verum Jesum Christum," etc. Trip. Life, 374.

8 Luke i. 26. H. Gaidoz, Etudes de Mythologie Gauloise, p. 15.
3 Cormack's Glossary, by Whitley Stokes, 19.
4 Murray, New English Dictionary, sub voce.
5 In the Runic Calendar Christmas Day was marked by a wheel as a solar emblem.

Gaidoz, sup.
, 9.

6 Rev. Ccltiqice, IV. 194. Elton, 263.
7 Elton, 293, citing Martin, Description of Western Islands, p. 113.
8 Mirror, 24 June, 1826, cited Kemble, Saxons, I. 360.
9 Elton, 293, 294, citing Pennant, Tour in Scotland, 1772, p. 94, and Martin, sup.
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mediaeval name for the ist August " Gula Augusti? or " Goule d'Aout.'''

Within the limits of ancient Gaul three cities still attest the fame of Lugos :

Lyons, Leyden and Laon, each originally a Lugdunum, properly Lugodu-

num, ' Lugos' I-'ort ' or ' Lugos' Town.' It is worthy of note that at Lyons

the i st August was a day of great observance. 1

"The average villager one meets in the Panjab and Northern India is

at heart neither a Muhammadan, nor a Hindu, nor a Sikh, nor of any

other religion as such is understood by its orthodox, or to

R^vi
tive

speak more correctly, authorised exponents ; but his religion is

a confused unthinking worship of things held to be holy,

whether men or places, in fact Hagiolatry." ~ So doubtless with the Celts
;

regard for omens of luck or ill-luck ; for fairies and banshees ; dwarfs and

elves; "cursing-stones" and "wishing-wells" made up the bulk of the prac-

tical religion of the people.-' 5 Every locality and every river, perhaps every

grove and fountain had its tutelary divinity. 4 All the phenomena, all the

forces of Nature were deified and worshipped. Surrounded by facts and

mysteries that called for explanation, conscious of the narrow limits within

which his knowledge of things was restricted, man fell back upon direct

supernatural agency to account for every thing that he could not under-

stand.

Much has been made of the Celtic veneration for the mistletoe, and

especially for mistletoe grown on the oak. To many it is the central point

in Druidism. Our knowledge of the subject, however, is really

ir "tiptoe
derived from one man, and one man only, the elder Pliny. He
describes at length the ceremonies with which the plant was

picked to ensure its efficacy as a charm against barrenness, and an antidote

to poison. A Druid, clad in priestly white, cut the precious shoot with a

golden knife and received it on a spotless cloth : a white bull was then

sacrificed. 5 The belief in the virtues of the mistletoe was doubtless due

to its strange parasitic growth ; and the special regard for the oak-grown

mistletoe, like that for the four-leaved shamrock, was due to its extreme

rarity. We are told that in Brittany to this day a mistletoe bough is hung

1 See Rhys, 390-431. We may also compare "Lugotorix" the name of a noble

Briton who led the attack on Cesar's ships B.C. 54. Cffisar, B. G. t V. c. 22.

- R. C. Temple, Legends of Panj&b.
3 Compare the Laws of Cnut, forbidding heathen practices, i.e. worship of idols, sun

or moon, fire or water, springs, stones or trees of the forest. No deity is named.
••Secular Dooms," II. c. 5; Schmid, Gesetze.

Elton, 283-285, 292. Rhys' C. B., 67. Thus the Roman wall [vallum, pnetentura)

had its genius. Ilubuer, C. I. Z., VII. Nos. 634, SS6, Britannia and Rrigantia are

deified, Nos. 203, 875 ; the " Matres Campestres," 510, 10S4, are the Irish Side (whence
Glen Shee in Scotland) and the " Ladies " of our Lady-Wells and the Loge-ks-Dames
the holy tree round which Joan of Arc danced as a child. See also W. Stokes, Tripar-

•ft of St. Patrick, I. clviii.

Hist. Nat., XVI. 105. The line attributed to (hid, "Ad viscum Druida: Druid«
cantare Bolebant" is pronounced spurious.
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over the stable door for luck. But before specially connecting this super-

stition with Celtic religion, Pliny might have called to mind how the

Cumsean Sybill had directed /Eneas to gather mistletoe from an oak as the

charm wherewith to open the gates of the Nether World. 1 In modern

times we are told that the reverence for the plant has left more enduring

traces on Teutonic soil than in France, and our own Christmas mistletoe

might be appealed to as evidence of the fact. 2

Of the personal relics that have come down to us from the men of early

Britain the most interesting as indications of their civilization and wealth are

their coins, of which many specimens have been found, the most important

being their gold coins. These were modelled after coins apparently derived

from Marseilles ; these again being copied from the gold stater of Philip II.

of Macedon, a fine coin weighing about 133 grains and exhibit-

Tritons
*

*nS a laureated head on one side, and on the other a charioteer

in a biga. 3 The first British imitations bear some resemblance

to the original ; the later copies wander further and further away from the

track till all resemblance is lost. The coins prior to the Roman invasion

bear no inscriptions. The loss of weight and general degradation of type

traceable between the earliest and the latest of these uninscribed coins are

held by Sir John Evans to imply a lapse of about 150 years. 4 Gold

currency therefore might be supposed to have been introduced into Britain

about 200 years b.c. x\ccording to the same authority the

coinage first appeared in Kent, thence spreading Northwards

and Westwards to the petty kingdoms of the south coast. But he doubts

if up to Caesar's time the use of money had made its way as far as

Gloucestershire or the northern parts of Wilts and Somerset. 5 This

suggests that the gold currency was limited to the Belgic kingdoms.

With reference to this subject it may not be out of place to point out

that Saxon England practically never had a gold coinage, and that even

Norman England never saw a gold coin struck till the year 125 7.°

But the British currency was not limited to gold which might be con-

sidered a coinage de luxe, more intended for the glorification of the king

Silver
wno issued ^ tnan to suPply an actual business want. For

Copper, and daily needs we find in circulation uninscribed pieces of silver,

copper and brass, the earliest of these apparently coinciding

1 Vergil, ALneid, VI.
2 See H. Gaidoz, La Religion Gauloisc et Le Gi*l de Chine,
3 This stater was not struck till after the year 356 B.C., when Philip acquired the

valuable gold mines of Crenides or Philippi ; J. Evans, Coins of the Ancient Britons,

p. 24.
4 Coins of Ancient Britons, pp. 25-32.
5 Id., 37, 41.
6 Ruding, Annals of the Mint, I. 186. A few gold pennies, however, of Archbishop

Wigmund of York (a.d., 837) and some of .^Ethelred II. and Eadward the Confessor

have been found. C. Oman, Academy, 10 August, 1895.

R. H. - D
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with the latest of the uninscribed gold coins. 1 Ceesar also mentions rings

or bars of iron as being used for small money. 2 After his time we shall

find the British currency making a fresh start.

Very striking as evidences of the life and work of bygone ages are the

Celtic earthworks of our southern counties. The sacred circles of

Earthworks ^tonenenge and Avebury are famous. Less known, but very

and remarkable are the concentric ramparts and ditches to be
' seen among other places at Holwood (Kent), Reigate, St.

George's Hill (Surrey), St. Katherine's Hill (Winchester), Old Sarum, Yarn-

bury (near Steeple Lawford), Ogbury, Scratchbury (near Warminster, three

several triple enclosures), Amesbury, Barbury, and Liddington (both near

Swindon).8 The broken fragments also of lines of earthworks formerly

continuous, the Wansdikes and Grinsdikes of the same districts, 4 tell in like

manner of sanguinary struggles between races battling for the possession of

the soil. Three epochs might be mentioned with which these relics might

be connected, namely, the struggles of the Belgic settlers with the earlier

inhabitants : or those of the Belgic Britons with the Romans ; or again,

those of the Romanized Britons with the Anglo-Saxons. Some,

however, of the fortifications seem to point rather to intertribal warfare.

They also bear witness to a population greatly in excess of that to be

found in the same districts at the present day.

The fortifications of the Britons exhibit a remarkable uniformity of type

throughout our island. All affect elevated sites, not always suitable for

Forts
ordinary habitation, but very defensible. Their ground plan

is either oval or circular, with double and triple rows of

ramparts and ditches. The Roman camp is usually rectangular, at any
rate enclosed by straight lines, with rounded corners, the latter a very

noticeable feature. The Romans again seldom or never placed their

camps on inconvenient heights, but in comfortable situations, with

water within easy reach, usually, in fact, on a river bank. In North
Britain we sometimes find the innermost rampart of a fort built of stones

which appear to have been vitrified by the action of fire.
5 The appear-

ances do not suggest that these walls have been raised to any great height.

As a conjecture we suggest that the vitrification may have been a rude

mode of cementing a foundation course or plinth, in lieu of " dowelled "

masonry, to support a stockade. In Ireland lake-dwellings, " island-

stockades " were in vogue. These crannoges, as they were called, were

1 Evans, sup., 99, 116. " /;. c, v. 12.

I he last :-.i\ places are all in Wilts. The Araesbury work is of unusual shape, being
triangular. It also has a mound-fort in the centre, which must be referred to Anglo-
Danish times, but the outer works seem Celtic.

1 For tli- jo-called Belgic Ditches see Dr. Guest, Archaol. Instil., Salisbury vol., p. 28.

As at t raig Phadrick, near Inverness ; at Dunsinane, near Coupar-Angus ; on Barry
Hill, near Alyih, etc. Vitrified forts have also been found in Trance.
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Weapons.

found very troublesome by the English in warfare as late as the time of

Elizabeth. In these bronze and neolithic articles have been found

associated with Tudor and Stuart relics. 1

The metallic implements of early date that

have been found in Britain include bronze celts

or axe-heads of many patterns, with a few iron

ones ; bronze sickles, knives, dag-

Implements, gers, spear-heads, and swords ; the

latter mostly leaf-shaped, but some-

times shaped like a spit or rapier. Thirty inches

is given as the maximum length of these last. 2

Iron swords of British make have also been

found in various parts of Great Britain and

Ireland ; but in less numbers than those of

bronze
;

partly because iron perishes more

readily than bronze
;
partly perhaps

because the practice of burying

weapons with the dead may have gone out of

fashion when the use of iron became general.

The iron swords appear to have been mostly

sheathed with bronze scabbards, 3 iron scab-

bards being less common. The blades of the

iron swords varied from i ft. 8 in. to 3 ft. 6 in.

in length ; the ends being less pointed than

those of the bronze swords that proceeded

them, but sharper than those of the Teutonic

swords of later days. Sir. A. W. Franks would

ascribe the introduction of these swords to

about the same date as that of the gold coin-

age, namely, 200 B.C. or thereabouts. After the

Claudian Conquests 4 these weapons again were

driven out by "the shorter and more effective

Roman sword." 5 That bronze implements in

the more backward districts remained in use

till a much later period is proved by the fact

that bronze celts have been found in Cornwall —*i<

CELTIC SWORDS.
, ,„ _ ,„ , , _ . _ . _ , , _ „ (From Evans' Ancient Bronze 1mfile-
1 Vv. G. Wood Martin, Irish Lake Dwellings. ments.)
2 See Sir J. Evans, Ancient Bronze Implements, passim ; also the specimens in the

British Museum, the Dublin Museum, and the Meyer collection at Manchester.
3 See a specimen in the Late-Celtic collection in the British Museum.
4 a.d. 43-54.
5 ArcAaolog., XLV. 251-265. The swords of the Picts of the time of Agricola must

have been of the longer type. Tacitus speaks of them as " enormes gladios . . .

sine mucrone." Agricola, c. 36.
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associated with coins of Constantius Chlorus. 1 In Ireland bronze appears

to have been still in use in late Christian times
;

8 so probably in Scotland.

Caesar speaks of the Britons as importing their bronze. 3 That sounds

odd, as the tin, if not both the copper and the tin, of which bronze was

made were found in Britain ; while moulds for casting bronze celts have

also been found in Britain. Perhaps the remark should be understood as

applying to manufactured bronze of a higher character, many bronze

articles of foreign type having been found in Southern Britain. 4 Again

Caesar makes mention of mines of iron on the South coast. 5 These must

have been the mines of the Weald of Kent and Sussex, " where the last

forge was only blown out in the year 1825."°

Among the military appliances of the Britons their war chariots (esseda

covini) cruelly armed with scythes must not be overlooked. 7 Their size

.

i t
may ^e inferred from that of their wheels, of which one has

been found, and it measures just 30 inches in diameter. 8

They were probably built of wickervvork, open in front and closed

behind, in that respect differing from the Greek and Roman chariots

which were closed in front and open behind. Cnesar praises the efficiency

of the British chariot, with which the warrior could at will act as a horse-

soldier or a foot-soldier, like the original Dragoon of modern times.

The chariot-men would begin by skirmishing round the enemy's position,

throwing their spears and endeavouring to break his ranks. If they got

in among squadrons of cavalry the warriors would jump out and fight on

foot, the charioteers meanwhile falling back, ready to succour their

masters in case of need. ' Thus they exhibit in battle the mobility of

cavalry with the steadiness of infantry.' 10 Their driving was very skilful,

and they could pull up and turn in a moment when going downhill at

full speed. In case of need they could make their way along the pole to

the horses' heads and so back to the car. 11

The shield in common use was a round target, plated with bronze, with

a central boss ; to all intents and purposes the identical shield in use in

the Scottish Highlands down to the year 1745.
12

I Evans' Ancient Bronze Implements, 115. - Encyclop. Britannic^, " Ireland, " p. 256.
:i " Oire utuntur importato," B.G., V. c. 12.

4
J. Evans, Ancient Bronze, 419, 483. 5 B. C, V. c. 14.

l!oyd Dawkins, Transactions of International Congress of Pre-hist. Archccol., 1S68,

p. 188, cited Rhys. C. B.,21.
7 'Covinos vocant quorum falcatis axibus utuntur," Pomp. Mela., III. 6. (flor. circa

A.D. 45). Essedum is Cresar's word for the chariot.

8
. Irchaol.i XXI. 42.

hi se inter equitum turmas insinuaverint." B. G., IV. c. 33.
10 " Ita mobilitatem equitum stabilitatem peditum in prseliis prsestant." //'.

II
( Isesar, sup,

'-' Evans, Ancient Bronze Implements; conf. Tacitus, Agricoiat^ 36," brevibus cetris."

Eor an engraving of a British shield made of bronze and 14 inches in diameter, see

ArcnaologiO) XXVII. pi. 22.
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Flint arrow-heads have been found in great abundance, especially in the

Northern districts, but none of bronze or iron. This suggests that stone

must have remained in use for arrow-heads, unless we suppose the bow

Flint Arrow- and arrow to have been abandoned, as perhaps may have
Heads. been the case in the districts occupied by the Romans.
British pottery, as found in their graves, is usually of a very rude sort,

hand-made, of coarse clay, imperfectly baked, and only ornamented with

Pott
finger marks and nail scratches. But a British cemetery at

Aylesford in Kent has yielded specimens of wheel-made pottery

of a superior kind, coated with black lustrous pigment, and exhibiting an

undoubted elegance of form. Encircling groins or cordons are a special

ornament. Along with these was found a wooden tankard hooped and
handled with bronze of artistic design ; also a fine wooden pail, hooped
with flat bands of bronze : the uppermost band being ornamented with

repousse scrolls of considerable merit. But in the cinerary urns of the

same cemetery flint flakes are found associated with implements of bronze

and iron. The approximate date of these urns seems fixed by the presence

of two gold coins, not inscribed, but of a type found on both sides of the

Channel. 1 The superior pottery, therefore, and the artistic bronze can

only be ascribed, like the gold coinage, to the Belgic tribes of the South

coast.

With respect to the native coinage we may here point out that a numis-

matic map of Britain drawn up by Sir John Evans 2 shows that, practically,

all the " finds " of British coins yet made fall within a line drawn from

Peterborough to Worcester, and thence southwards to Dorchester. This

would include all coins struck down to the time of the extinction of native

rule within those districts, say down to the year 50 of our era.

Again with respect to interment of the dead it may be useful to state

that it is believed that the practice of cremation was introduced among the

Celtic nations about the same time as the use of iron ; say B.C.

200-100; and that it was derived from Illyro-Italic tribes

settled on the Eastern Alps. The Celts are said to have been slow as

compared with the Germans to adopt the practice. Thus, in the cemetery

at Aylesford already referred to, skeletons of bodies buried entire are found

in proximity to the cinerary urns. The skeletons so found must have

w .. . been buried in a tucked-up attitude, with the knees drawn up
Bodies in L .^

Tucked-up towards the chin ; the usual attitude of skeletons found in
Attitudes.

pict jsh graves in Scotland. 3 Again in the great necropolis of

which Stonehenge might be regarded as the mortuary chapel, the numerous

mounds contain remains, some cremated, some buried at full length, and

1 See the article by Mr. A. J. Evans, Archceologia, vol. Hi. p. 315, etc., and Plates

and the objects themselves in the British Museum.
2 Supplement to Coins of Ancient Britons.
3 A. J. Evans, Academy, 21 Dec, 1889 ; and again Archaologia, vol. Hi. p. 323.
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some tucked-up. 1 With regard to this last position we have the suggestion

that it may have been connected with funerals conducted on horseback,

the bodies being doubled up for convenience of transport on pack-saddles,

when taken to distant places of burial.

Strabo describes the Britons as being taller than ' the Celts,' i.e. the

Gauls, and darker haired. 2 The exports from the island included corn,

cattle, gold, iron, skins, slaves and hounds ; the latter being

Sports* usec^ m war as we^ as m tne chase. In return the Britons

took salt, glass, earthenware, bronze (manufactured bronze ?),

beads, and trinkets.

Great Britain is spoken of as a very populous country, and one thickly

studded with' habitations. 3 History and archaeology are agreed on this

point. But Celtic inability to combine neutralised all the advantages of

numbers, No evidence of any federal organization has been discovered
;

the want of it helped the Romans in their conquest of Britain 4 just as it

helped the English in their conquests in Ireland.

1 See Hoar's Wiltshire, I. 52. These facts suggest a great antiquity for Stonehenge, if

it witnessed successive periods of Celtic custom with regard to burial.

'-' " jjaaov £ai>66Tpixes" IV. 278.
3 " Hominum est infinita multitudo creberrimaque rcdificia." Cres., B. G., V. c. 12.

4 " Nee aliud adversus validissima: gentes pro nobis utilius quam quod in commune
non consulunt . . . Rarus duabus tribusve civitatibus ad propulsandum commune
periculum conventus." Tacitus, Agricola, c. 12.



CHAPTER III

C/ESARS INVASIONS OF BRITAIN

B.C. 58-54

THE first attack of the Romans on Britain was undertaken in the

summer of the year 55 b.c.

Within the space of the previous four years, that is to say since the early

spring of the year 58 b.c, Caius Julius Caesar had not only over-run and

subjugated Gaul, but also defeated and expelled rival powers

Gaul competing with Rome for the possession of a land no longer

able to govern or defend itself. Thus he had driven back a

mass immigration of the Helvetii, who, yielding to pressure from the

Germanic tribes on the North and East, had crossed the Jura in quest

of a home in Western Gaul. He had expelled Ariovistus, a German

leader settled on the left bank of the Rhine, in Upper Alsace. He had

repelled the formidable incursion of the Usipetes and Tenchtheri across

the lower Rhine ; and had checked threatening demonstrations on the

middle Rhine by taking his forces across the river into the territory of

the Ubii, to camp defiantly for eighteen days on Teutonic soil.

^lh°p

SS
B?MTip These operations concluded, Caesar led his forces to the coast

of the Morini, i.e., the district adjacent to Calais and Boulogne.

The irruption of the Usipetes and Tenchtheri (b.c. 55) had apparently

taken him by surprise, and thereby delayed the intended expedition across

the Channel. At any rate it is clear that the plan of invading Britain

had been conceived for some time ; and considerable preparation made
therefor.

Caesar's motives were probably mixed :

u the romance of a brilliant

adventure " was probably one ; but the undertaking was altogether in

Policy
harmony with Caesar's policy which was to forestal danger, and

towards keep up his prestige by striking boldly at any quarter from

whence trouble might possibly arise. If the Britons had not
Britain.

1 The compilers of Napoleon III.'s Histoire de Jules Cesar, place the pile-bridge

thrown across the Rhine by Ccesar on this occasion at Bonn, II. 143. Mommsen
would place it between Coblentz and Andernach : History of Rome, Translation by

Dickson, IV. 256. Both works agree that the Ubii were established between the Lahn
and the Sieg. For the events of the years 58-55 B.C. see Ceesar's own narrative, De
Bello Gallico, I., II., III., and IV. capp. 1-15.

39
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lent any very material help to their cousins in the Armorican war of

the previous year they must certainly have sympathised with them, and

their close relations with the Belgae, the most warlike and patriotic of

the Gauls, laid them open to especial suspicion. Britain might easily

become an asylum for fugitives, and a basis for hostile action against

the Roman dominion in Gaul. Thus the crossing of the Channel,

like that of the Rhine, was a defensive operation conducted by offensive

means. 1

The hostilities on the Rhine had taken up too much of the summer
of the year 55 b.c. to leave time for effecting conquests in Britain, but

Caesar thought that there might still be time enough to effect a recon-

naissance to pave the way for future operations. Accordingly while shipping

was being gathered he endeavoured to pick up information about Britain

and the Britons. But the merchants who were brought before him told

him as little as they could, professing ignorance of all but the south coast

and its harbours. On the other hand reports of Caesar's intentions were

N . promptly transmitted to the Britons, who lost no time in

sending envoys to offer hostages and promise submission.

Caesar applauded these wise dispositions on their part ; made liberal

promises to the ambassadors ; and sent them back with Commios, a

Belgic Gaul of extensive influence both on the Continent and in the Island,

to cultivate a Roman party in Britain. Finally Caius Volusenus was sent

in a war galley to survey the coast and report on a landing place. At the

end of five days he returned without having been able to set foot on shore,

so thoroughly were the Britons on the alert. 2

The fleet collected for the occasion included galleys built by Caesar for

the war of the previous year against the Veneti of the Atlantic seaboard.

Eight sailing vessels (naves oneraria were assembled in one

jSrWto.
M

harbour, as transport for two legions. The war-galleys or

triremes, (naves iongcc) propelled by oars, were assigned to

the commissariat and staff (qucesiori legatis prwfectisque) ; while another

fleet of eighteen ships of burden was detained by foul winds in a harbour

eight Roman miles 'higher up,' ;i that is to say eight miles to the eastward.

The data furnished by Caesar seem to identify the principal harbour, to

which he gives the name of Partus Itiusf with Boulogne ; and the lesser

harbour ' higher up ' with that of Ambleteuse. 5

1 Moninisen.

- Qesar, de Bello Gattico
%
IV., capp., 20, 21. Caesar made Commios king of the

Atreb
8 Id. 22, 23, 2S :

" Superiore portu." That by " superior " he meant an easterly

direction is proved by his use of "inferior" as synonymous with westerly; "ad inferi*

orera partem insulae quae est propius solis occasum," c. 28.

1 A. G.
%
V. C. 2. So tOO Strubo. Mott. Hist. Brit., p. vi.

'' Boulogne, under the later name of Gcsoriaatui, was elearly a harbour of importance
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A favourable opportunity for crossing having offered itself, Caesar loosed

' about the third watch' ; * i.e., soon after midnight, the cavalry being sent

Fleets
to tlie mrtner harbour with orders to embark there. Astro-

nomical calculations based on Caesar's statements as to the

moon and the seasons fix the night as one of those falling between the

24th and the 27th days of August. 2

The legions were the 7th and the 10th. According to accepted

_ estimates two legions at full strength would make up
The Army. ° &

1 o,ooo or 12,000 regular infantry. But we may question

if legions after an arduous summer of fighting and campaigning could

be at their full strength. Caesar himself on another occasion speaks

of two legions as barely making up 7,000 men. 3 A writer of the

fourth century refers to Caesar's legions in Gaul as having averaged

4,000 men :

4 8,000 ought therefore to be a liberal estimate for the pre-

sent occasion. The cavalry for whom the eighteen ships were prepared

have been estimated at 450 men
;

5 but they never crossed the Channel.

About the fourth hour, i.e. ten o'clock in the morning, Caesar with

the leading vessels found himself off the harbour for which his pilots were

Thee "

a-
ma^mg- The port is described as a narrow inlet running in

between heights, the latter crowded with armed men, whose

missiles entirely commanded both harbour and beach.

Here we cannot fail to recognise Dover, especially when we are told

in Roman times ; more so than Wissant or Calais. The distance from Boulogne to

Ambleteuse, walking along the cliffs is just eight Roman miles ; Ambleteuse could

hardly have been the principal port ; and the distance from thence to Wissant would be

more than nine Roman miles. By many Portus Itius has been identified with Wissant

(see C. H. Pearson, History of England, I. 25), in which case the upper harbour would

have to be formed at Sangatte or Calais. But the distance from Wissant to Sangatte

is six miles, to Calais eleven miles. Again the length of the crossing given by Coesar

from Portus Itius, about thirty Roman miles, or 27 J English miles, agrees better with

the distance from Boulogne to Dover than with the distances from Wissant either to

Dover or Deal. Lastly the supposed Roman fortifications at Wissant are a delusion,

while the site of the camp of Labienus of the following summer is still marked out

by the square ramparts of the Upper Town of Boulogne. See Hist. Jules Cesar, II.

166-17 1. T. Lewin, Invasion of Britain byJulius Cccsar, 18-21. Cape Grinez seems

to be called "Ikiov &xpov by Ptolemy ; perhaps Portus Itius ought to be rendered the
1 Itian harbour ' ; Itium was an old name for the coast of the Morini ; the Gaelic

name for the Channel being muir-i£-Icht
t
as already mentioned.

1 " Tertia fere vigilia solvit."

2 24-25 August, Histoire de J. Cesar, II. 156, 174. Lewin, sup., p. 27. See also

below.
3 B. G., V. c. 49. The 13th legion which Cresar had at Ariminum at the outbreak of

the civil war (Caesar, de Bello Civili, I. 7) apparently mustered 5,000 men. Plut. Cces
,

32 ; Pomp. , 60.

4 Sextus Rufus Festus, M. H. B., lxxi.

5 Hist de Cesar,, II. 156. The writers estimate the total of the legions at 10,000 men ;

Professor Airy and Mr. Lewin estimate it at 8,000 or 8,400 men.

\
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that in those days the harbour ran much further in than it does at present,

and that in fact it covered great part of the existing town. 1

Cresar prudently refused to enter such a trap, and brought his squadron

to an anchor till the rest of the fleet had come up. ' At the ninth hour '

(3 t0 3-3° P-ni., having got wind and tide to suit, he weighed, and, making

a further advance ~ of seven miles along the coast, brought up

Deaif °ff ' a smooth and open shore ;
'•' as we may suppose, between

Walmer and Deal. 4 "Even here it was not easy to land,"

the natives having followed Caesar's movements step by step, chariots and

horsemen leading the way. The transports drew too much water to be

run ashore, and the legionaries hesitated to wade in "under fire" to attack

an enemy standing above them on dry land. Caesar sent the lighter row-

ing galleys inshore to hurl missiles on the enemy's flanks ; then the Stand-

ard-Bearer of the Tenth Legion set an example by plunging into the sea

with his Eagle ; the men, ashamed to be left behind, followed him ; small

boats were also brought into use. Inch by inch the Romans fought their

way to shallow water, and then, getting into formation, carried the beach

with a rush. Pursuit was out of the question, the Romans being destitute

of cavalry.

Disconcerted by this check, the Britons fell back on diplomacy. They
released Commios, who had been imprisoned as a spy, and gave hostages

for peace. Caesar had the assurance, as he himself informs us, to deliver

to the Britons a suitable rebuke for their unprovoked and treacherous

attack upon him. On the fourth day, however, their spirit of resistance

revived when they saw the cavalry-transports dispersed and driven off

1 See Histoirc dcJ. Cc'sar, II. 157, and Atlas, plate 16. The site of old St. Martin's

church appears to mark one side of the harbour of Caesar's time. Almost all writers

agree that Dover was the place to which Cresar first came.
- " Progressus "

: the word distinctly implies a continued advance in one direction

and not a change of direction. According to astronomical tables the tide ought to have

turned West at 3 p.m. on the 27th August. Lewin therefore contends that Gesar
turned with it, and landed at Lympne or Limne near Hythe, supposed at that time to

have been at the head of an inlet (pp. 35-44). But changes in the configuration of the

coastdines and sea-bed might well account for alterations in the times of the tides. If

the Goodwin Sands had been joined to the mainland, even by a mere spit of sand, the

tide at Dover would have begun by flowing North. Dr. Card well points out even now
that the tides at Dover are anomalous ; and that the inshore tide differs materially from

the mid-channel tide, which is the tide of the astronomical tables. Arclucol. Cantiaua,

III. 14-17. See also Guest, Arehetological Journal, W\. 239; Pearson, I. 25. The
compilers of the Histoirc doJ. Cc'sar get over the difficulty by suggesting that he sailed on

the 25th August, six days before the full moon, and not four days before it, as he seems

to say, II. 174, etc. Cesar might speak of the full moon in a loose way so as to include

a day or two before the climax. Apart from the question of the tide everything falls in

with Deal.
:l " Aperto ac piano littore,"/?. 6\, IV. cap. 23,

' DSon Cassius understood that Coesar after leaving Dover doubled a promontory,

that would just be the South Foreland.
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by a sudden gale from the East. At night came a full moon, and the

high tide and surf between them did considerable damage to

the Roman shipping, of which part was at anchor, part hauled

up on the beach. 1

Caesar now had enough to do to refit his fleet, and get in daily supplies

without attempting any further advance. The foraging, however, was

brought to an abrupt conclusion by a sudden attack made by the Britons

on the men of the 7th Legion while busy reaping corn. Caesar succeeded

in rescuing his men ; but from that day he was practically beleaguered in

his camp. A storming assault on his entrenchments, however, was repelled

with ease.

The equinoctical season drawing near, Caesar judged that it was time

to get away from Britain; and, the fleet having been made fit

Gaul. for sea, on the first fine night embarked his men, and brought

them back in safety to the Continent. 2

The expedition was a distinct failure, but the Senate, " estimating the

attempt by its boldness rather than by its success," ordered a thanksgiving

of twenty days. 3

Caesar himself was so little satisfied with the result that he gave imme-
diate orders for the preparation of an armament for the following spring.

He ordered modifications in the build of the vessels, directing
Fresh PrG-
parations. them to be constructed with a lower freeboard, to facilitate

loading and unloading ; and with a broader and flatter floor,

for the transport of horses ;
4 thus in fact making them barges rather than

ships. He also directed them to be fitted with oars. The soldiers were

employed on this work during the winter, and with such success that by

the summer (54 b.c.) 600 transports of the new type were turned out be-

sides 28 triremes. 5 The whole were ordered to " Tortus Itius" which had

been found so convenient a starting point in the previous summer. All

reached the port in safety, except forty vessels built in the district of the

Meldi (i.e. Meaux on the Marne), and these never left the Seine.

The troops under Caesar's command now numbered eight legions and

4,000 Gaulish horse ; the latter including leading natives from every part of

The Forces
tne country> hostages in all but the name. Three legions and

half the cavalry were assigned to Titus Labienus, who was to

1 B. G, IV. 28, 29. Eight vessels had eventually to be broken up. The moon
reached the full at 3 a.m. on the 31st August. Histoire de Cesar, II. 175. But Coesar

may not have written with astronomical precision.
2 B. G, IV. 30-36. The compilers of the Histoire de Cesar calculate that he prob-

ably returned to Gaul about the 12th Sept., II. 180. For a summary of the expedition

compiled some 300 years later see Dion Cassius, XXXIX. s. 50, ed. 1750, extracted

M. H. B. li.

3 Pearson, I. 25. B. G. t
IV. c. 38.

4 " Paulo facit humiliores . . . et paulo latiores," etc., B. G., V. c. I.

5 Id., 1, 2. Some of the fittings (qy. cordage?) had to be brought from Spain.
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keep his headquarters at Portus Itius, l so as to arrange for the trans-

mission of supplies ; whilst Caesar took with him five legions and the

rest of the cavalry, 20,000 men, more or less ; a force that would leave

him nothing to contend with except the difficulties of commissariat and

transport.

The reader may be informed that Edward III. in all his glory never

shipped 10,000 fighting men across the Channel ; Henry V. and Edward IV.

may have reached that number, but then only after months, in fact years,

of strenuous exertion. 2

When all was ready a North-West :5 wind set in, precluding exit from the

harbour, and Caesar had to wait no less than five-and-twenty days for a

favourable opportunity. At last the wind turned to south-west,
ms

' and the flotilla got under way one evening about sunset. 4 No
date is recorded, but probable estimates bring the day to one falling

between the 18th July and the 20th July.
5 The fleet was accompanied

by a number of vessels, chartered by individuals on private account,

bringing up the grand total to some 800 sail.

About midnight the wind failed ; and when the day broke Caesar found

that he had been carried by the tide past his destination, Britain lying to

his left-hand. When the tide turned the fleet drifted back again ; and then

the men, taking to their oars, with much labour brought the ships, about

noon, to the landing place of the previous year. Not a native was to be

seen, the Britons, as Caesar afterwards learned, having been utterly scared

by the portentous scale of his armament.

Caesar's first care was to fortify a camp, to guard his ships and keep up
communications with the Continent. Ten cohorts and 300 horse were

told off to guard the camp. 6 Preliminaries having been arranged, and the

position of the Britons ascertained, the army began its march into the

interior, starting by night. Twelve Roman miles brought them

land. within sight of the Britons, established on rising ground on the

farther side of a river, and prepared to defend the passage. 7

Measured from Deal, the distance would correspond with that either to

Littlebourn, or to Barham, both on the Little Stour. 8

1 As already mentioned, the square ramparts of the Upper Town of Boulogne are

supposed to mark the camp of Labienus, Histoirc dc Cesar, II. 171.

- Sec Lancaster and York, II. 407.
3 "Corus."

1

/-'. G., X. 5, 7, 8. "Leni Africo provectus."
5 See Lewin

% 77-79, 84. Histoirc de Cesar, II. 185.
'"* B. (7., X'.

8, 9. Ten cohorts made a legion ; but it is suggested that Caesar took

two < bhorts from each legion to keep up the organisation of his force. Hist. eU Cesar,

II. [86. 7 B. G., V. 9.
H Hist.de C'uir, sup. At either place wooded heights would be found on the farther

side of the river. Supposing Csesar to have landed near Hythe, the twelve miles would

bring him to Wye on the Stour ; Mr. Lewin would post the Britons in Challock wood,

a mile to the North, p. 87.
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Driven from the river by the Roman cavalry, the natives retired to

a stronghold in a wood, fortified with abattis of fallen timber. The

Seventh Legion cut their way into the wood after a regular siege, 1 and

then the enemy vanished. Next day Caesar was recalled to the coast by

reports of another storm, and of damage again done to the shipping.

Forty vessels had been destroyed. Ten days were spent in

on the^oaTt
5 naunn§ UP tne remaining vessels out of reach of the waves

;

and then, to protect them from the natives, they were sur-

rounded with earthworks, connecting them with the camp. 2 Having

thus secured his retreat in case of need, Caesar rejoined his men in the

advanced camp. The numbers of the Britons had greatly increased, an

extensive coalition having been formed under the leadership of Cassive-

launos, a prince, whose territory, Caesar tells us, lay to the North of the

Thames, at a distance of about 80 Roman miles from the sea. 3 This

distance (73 English miles) would fairly correspond to that from the

South Coast, either to the point where Cc"esar crossed the Thames, or

to Verlamion, or Verulam, by St. Albans, mentioned by Ptolemy as the

capital of the Catyeuchlani or Catuvellauni, of whom Cassivelaunos was

probably King. 4

Of this man, and his character and position, Caesar was not ignorant,

as he had in his retinue a British refugee, Mandubratios, whose father,

Imanuentios, formerly King of the Trinovantes, 5 had been dethroned and

killed by Cassivelaunos. Mandubratios had gone over to Gaul to invoke

Caesar's aid, 6 and so, in a manner, Caesar had crossed the Channel on

purpose to make war on Cassivelaunos.

Caesar's plan was to attack the enemy in his own country ; and with this

end he was making for the nearest available ford across the Thames. On
the first day of the renewed advance the Britons kept up

Resumed. a series of harassing attacks on the marching columns, the

Romans, however, driving them steadily before them, with

little loss except where the pursuit was pushed too far. The Romans,

however, fought under great difficulties, the legionaries being too heavily

armed to be able to leave their ranks
;

7 while the cavalry suffered from

1 " Testudine facta et aggere ad munitiones adjecto," etc., B. G, 9.

2 " Cum Castris una munitione conjungi," etc. 3 B. G., 10, 11.

4 M. H. B., xiv. ; Rhys, Celtic Britain, 15, etc. For the name Cassivelaunos, see

Id., 281. The tribe-name " Catuvellauni'''' is not found in Ccesar, but in Dion Cassius,

LX., s. 20,
'

' KOLToveWavol "
: It is, however, fully confirmed by the fragmentary

inscription found on the Roman wall, near Lanercost, " Civitate Catuvellanorum,"
where, apparently, the work done by a British contingent is recorded, C. I. Z., VII.

No. 863.
5 The Trinovantes occupied the modern County of Essex and part of Middlesex,

between the Lea, the Stour, and the Thames. 6 B. (?., V. 22.

7 " Propter gravitatem armatune quod neque insequi cedentes possent, neque ab signis

discedere auderent." B. G., V. 16.
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the British practice of dismounting for hand to hand encounters. Again,

the Britons fought in very open order, the parties in front being relieved

at short intervals of time. At night, when the Romans set to work to

entrench their camp, a bold rush was made upon them from a wood ; and

two picked cohorts posted on guard were driven in. A military tribune,

Quintus Liberius Durus, was among the losses of the day. Next day the

Britons kept at safer distance along the hills, apparently the Surrey Downs,

till mid-day, when Caesar sent out three legions and all his cavalry to

forage. The enemy then came down in clouds, attacking even the sup-

ports round the Standards. x The Romans, however, faced them boldly,

charging home, while the cavalry, profiting by the experience of the

previous day, kept up a continuous advance, giving the

theBrttona. chariot-men no time to alight. A severe lesson was inflicted
;

the British contingents from a distance went home, and no

general encounter was again risked by them. 2

From this point Caesar takes us at a stride to the banks of the Thames,

without noticing a single place or river passed on the way. Presumably he

marched along the southern slopes of the Surrey hills, through Maidstone

and Westerham, and so on to Gatton or Dorking ; thence striking north-

wards to YValton-on-Thames, where abiding tradition points out the site

of the historic ford of Coway Stakes.'

On reaching the place, Coesar found the enemy posted in strength on

the opposite bank, their side of the river being protected by a strong

palisade, while stakes had also been driven into the bed of the

^Crossed.
88

r iyer
>
under water. He ordered a general assault, the cavalry

leading. The legionaries in places had to wade up to their

necks ; * but the enemy made a poor resistance : a way was cleared, and

the whole army crossed in safety. 5

Cassivelaunos adhered to his defensive tactics ; clearing the country

along the line of the Roman advance, and besetting every lane and by-

way with chariots to cut off foraging parties. Had all the Britons been as

staunch, Caesar might have been reduced to straits ; but the Trinovantes,

perhaps more anxious to get rid of Cassivelaunos than of the Romans, set

1 " Sic uti ab signis legionibusque non absisterent," c. 17. lb.

3 The Thames has changed its bed. In Caesar's time it probably flowed through the

Uroad Water, under the bank of Oatlands Park, rejoining its present channel just below

Walton Bridge. The primitive road probably passed to the west of Walton village, and

the site of Coway Ford is to be sought on dry land, in the meadow about 200 yards above

the bridge on the south side of the existing stream ; Lyson's Environs of London,
" Shepperton." The ford was pointed out in Bfleda's time, the stakes being visible,

thick as a man's thigh, and shod with lead. Hist. EccL, I. 2 ; see Lewin, 103, etc. The
Ordnance Survey map places Coway Stakes about 560 yards above the bridge on the

existing stream.

4 " Cum capitc solo ex aqua exstarent."

» B.C., Y. iS.
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a prudent example of submission. Coesar dealt gently with them, merely

Submission rec
l
u,

'

rmg hostages and a supply of corn, to gether with the

of restitution of Mandubratios. The cessation of ravages in
Triiiov£Ln fcp ^5

the territory of the Trinovantes induced other communities

to follow their example ; among these Caesar names the Cenimagni,

Segontiaci, Ancalites, Bibroci, and Cassi. 1 These men led him to the

storm'mr *ast strongh°ld of Cassivelaunos, a fastness amid wood and

of marsh, crowded with men and cattle. 2 Caesar attacked the
er amion.

^q[^ n two sides, and then again the natives escaped at the

rear. 3

As a last effort Cassivelaunos conceived the brilliant idea of burning the

Roman ships, and so imprisoning his enemy in the island. Four kings

of Kent 4 who were acting in concert with him, were directed to make
the attempt. 5 But the legion on guard sallied on them, and drove them

off, capturing a noble leader, Lugotorix by name. Beaten and deserted,

Cassivelaunos now condescended to go through a form of submission, and

Caesar who was anxious to be off, the equinox drawing near, insisted upon

nothing but hostages ; a nominal tribute, however, was im-
a
lubmfts

n°S
Posed> and strict injunctions given not to meddle with

Mandubratios or the Trinovantes. 6

Caesar returned to his ships, which were found safe and sound ; but his

numbers had been so much swelled with captives carried off for the

market that the return voyage had to be made in two trips.

R6
Gaui

t0 Towards the end of September Caesar left Britain never to

return, having on this occasion spent some two months in the

island. 7 Cicero, who had exchanged letters with his brother Quintus and

Caesar during the expedition, admits that if the army had run few risks

1 If the Cenimagni were the same as the later Eceni, they would occupy the modern
Suffolk and Norfolk ; the Segontiaci are connected by an inscription with the Silchester

Calleva, on the borders of Berks and Hants. Of the Ancalites nothing is known (yet

Conf. Ancaster in Oxfordshire, Pearson) ; but the Bibroci have been identified with
" Berroc," whence the modern name of the county of Berks, and " Bibracte " Bray,

(conf. the Gaulish Bibracte, Mont Bouvray ; and Bibrax Vieux-Laon). As for the Cassi,

Mr. Rhys would identify them with the Catti, whose coins have been found in Glou-

cestershire. Mr. Lewin suggests the Hundred of Cassio in Herts, p. 114. See Rhys'

Celtic Britain, 28, 29, 283.
2 The site should be placed at Gorhambury, 1 \ miles to the west of St. Albans. The

Roman camp of later days was placed on the banks of the Ver, between Gorhambury and

St. Albans.
3 B.G., V. 19-21. 4 Cantium.
5 Coesar gives their names as Cingetorix, Carvilius, Taximagulus, and Segonax.

E.G., V. 22. Cicero, Epp. ad Attiaun, IV. 17. M.H.B., lxxxviii.

7 E.G., V. 23. Cicero received a letter from his brother Quintus from the British

coast dated "a.d. VI. Kal. Oct." supra : that would be the 26th Sept : but the Roman
calendar at the time was in confusion. Mr. Lewin, assuming that it must have been

high tide when CcTsar reached Boulogne, fixes on the morning of the 22nd Sept. for his

landing there (123, 124). The passage took about eight hours.
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it had gathered as few laurels, and little booty. ' I hear,' he says, 'that

there is neither gold nor silver to be found in Britain. . . . nothing

but slaves.' l British pearls, however, were found in sufficient quantity for

a votive stomacher to Venus, the patroness of the Julian House. 2

Many spots in Southern Britain have been glorified by a connexion

with Caesar's name; but no traces of any works that can be recognised as

his doing, have been made out. :J On the other hand, we have within the

limits of Holwood Park, adjoining Hayes Common, near Bromley, triple

earthworks enclosing part of a British camp ; and again we have at St.

Georges' Hill, near Walton-on-Thames, an undoubted British fastness,

with the usual concentric ramparts and ditches. It is quite possible that

from this point the natives may have watched Caesar's advance from the

Surrey Downs. At any rate these fortifications cannot be ascribed to any

period later than the Claudian conquest (a.d. 43-47).

Another non-Roman work may be seen in the so-called Caesar's Camp
on Wimbledon Common. Whenever executed, this entrenchment must

have been intended to resist an advance from the South, as its defensive

strength points wholly in that direction. Had it been intended to face an

enemy coming from the North, it must have been placed at the other end

of the plateau, at the top of Putney Hill. But as it is girt only by one

rampart and one ditch it ought probably to be referred to a post-Roman

date.

1 Ad Familiares, VII. 7. Ad. Attic, sup. See M.H.B., sup.

- C. J. Solinus, Polyhist., c. 53. M.H.B., x.

3 See Mr. George Payne's Archaeological Map of Kent, Arclurologia, li, 447.



CHAPTER IV

B.C. 54-A.D. 78

Last Native Kings in Britain—Roman Invasion—Conquests of Aulus Plautius, Ves-

pasian, Ostorius Scapula, Suetonius Paullinus, and Petilius Cerialis—Reduction
of Britain to the line of the Humber, perhaps of the Tyne.

DURING nearly a hundred years Britain, though occasionally

threatened, was left unmolested by Rome. Augustus talked of

invasion, but refrained from it in fact. Tiberius declared himself bound
by the policy of his predecessor. 1 But with the subjugation of Gaul,

Roman influences made their way across the Channel. Thus we find the

old uninscribed currency of Greek origin giving place to inscribed coins,

and coins of Roman type. From these some scraps of British history have

been recovered.

Commios, Caesar's friend, broke with the Romans, and, eventually flying

from their hateful presence, disappeared from Gaul about the year 51 b.c. 2

« -x. ,. « ^ would seem that he retired to his possessions in Britain, 3

British Kings. .....
where he bequeathed three principalities to his sons, Tin-

commios, Verica, 4 and Eppillos; who ruled, the first in Hampshire

and Sussex ; the second in Surrey and Sussex ; the third in

Kent. 5 Another Kentish prince was Dubnovelaunos who,

whether as conqueror or refugee, seems in his latter days to have passed

over into Essex. He may be identified as one of the two

launos. British kings who, to avert threatened invasion, made a

formal submission of the island to Augustus.

Further north we find a king whose name appears in Latin as Tascio-

1 " Consilium id Divus Augustus vocabat ; Tiberius preeceptum." Tacit., Agric, c. 13.
2 De Bell. Gall., VIII. 48.
3 So Frontinus, M.H.B., xci. For a coin with the name of Commios, see Sir J.

Evans' Coins of Ancient Britons, 157. Julius Frontinus served in Britain A.D. 75-78.
4 For the name Verica, conf. " Ard-verikie," in Perthshire : 'The Hill of Verika.

'

5 Evans, 151-155 and Supplement, 509; Rhys, Celtic Britain, 22, etc. Eppilos seems

to have survived Verica, as on some coins he styles himself "rex calle." This looks

like Calleva, which is generally identified with Silchester, but "there seems to have been

another Calleva situated at Haslemere in Surrey," Rhys, 24. (Some of Verica's coins

are thought to have been struck in Gaul, as if he had some dominion there also. Evans,

sup.).

6 See Evans, 198, etc., and his reading of the Ancyra Tablet commemorating the

deeds of Angustus, M.H.B., cvi. ; Rhys, 25-27. The other prince may have been

Tincommios,

—

"tim," is all that appears. For the attitude of Augustus and Tiberius

towards British conquest see Hiibner's Exercilus Britannicus, Hermes, XV?. 517.

49 E
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vanus, or Tasciovans. He must have been a successor of Cassivelaunos,

as his capital was Yerlamion, where most of his coins were

struck. The number of these, and the variety of their types,

suggest that he was a ruler of considerable importance. His influence

would seem to have extended at any rate over the districts represented by

Herts, Essex, Cambridgeshire, Hunts, Northants, Beds, Bucks, Oxon,

Berks, and Kent. 1 Besides Yerlamion, his coins appear to claim for him

two other cities, indicated as Sego and Riconi, neither of which have been

satisfactorily identified.'- His coins give evidence that he was living after

the year 13 b.c. It has been conjectured that he may have reigned from

about 30 b.c. to a.d. 5.''

Tasciovans left two sons ; and again a partition took place. Cunobe-

linos, the Cymbeline of romance, succeeding to the bulk of

' his father's dominions, with his capital at Camulodunon by

Colchester ; while Epaticcos inherited or conquered a smaller

principality in Western Surrey and East Wilts. 4

It has been suggested that Cunobelinos may have become the ruler

of the Trinovantes in his father's lifetime, as the conqueror of Dub-

novelaunos

;

5 and that having been established at Camulodunon he

preferred to remain there. After his father's death it is clear that he

was the most important personage in Britain. The " finds " of his coins

indicate that his authority extended to the districts represented

Cunobelinos. by Norfolk and Suffolk in addition to those under the sway of

his father. The " number and variety " of his coins prove

that his reign " must have extended over many years." G His accession

has been conjecturally placed about the year 5 a.d. : the date of his death

can be fixed with greater certainty, as it falls under the light of external

history. His last years were clouded with troubles ominous for the future.

About the year 39 a.d. he had to banish a troublesome son, called

Adminius by Suetonius. This son repairing to the court of the Emperor

Caligula, who was then in Gaul, made a "cheap surrender" of his father's

kingdom. Caligula reported the important cession to the Senate, and

prepared an army to assert his rights. According to unfriendly writers he

led his legions down to the seashore, reviewed them from a trireme, and

then dismissed them to gather shelb as ' the spoils of the ocean.' 7

Next year Caligula was assassinated, and Claudius became Emperor.

1 These are the counties in which his coins have been found. Middlesex also may be
safely assumed to have been under his rule.

niain has been identified with Silchester on the strength of an inscrip-

tion found there: deo her[culi] s.kgon, Rhys, 49. But the place is too far south,

and it is not clear that s.i:<;ox i^ a local designation. Evans, 2S3.

I

. J 20-275.
1

I "6-280. lor the final "o" in Camulodunon, see p. 337 : so too of Yerla-

mion. 1 pans 2^;. ,;

/,/., 2SS.
7 A

•
•'• 1" : 3 ',/, 43, 44, 46 ; Dion., LI X. 21, 25 ; conf. Tacit., Agric.t
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Of Adminius nothing more is heard : but another refugee turns up in the

person of one Bericos, again to invite foreign intervention in the affairs of

Britain.

The Romans The Britains could neither rule themselves nor defend them-

caiiedin. selves, and their hour was come.

Claudius entered into the scheme of a conquest of Britain. 1 Born at

Lugdunum (Lyons) he took a deep interest in Gaulish affairs; and he

doubtless regarded Britain as an unsubdued outwork of Celtic nationality.

He also wished " to earn a title and a triumph, like his ancestors before

him, on the field of battle." The organisation of the expedition, how-

ever, and the opening of the campaign were delegated to a tried soldier,

who held a high command in Gaul at the time, and was perhaps a con-

nexion of the Emperor, Aulus Plautius. 2 Among his subordinates was a

man for whom fate had great things in store, Titus Flavius Vespasi-

ANUS. 3

The Legions selected for the expedition were the 2nd, uAugusta "
;

9th,

'•' Hispana" ; 14th " Gemma" ; and 20th, " Valeria Victrix" ; four in all,

with the " vexillarii" of the 8th Legion, making up from
AUl

tius

laU" 20
>
000 t0 25,000 regulars, besides auxiliaries. 4 Presumably

the army was brought to Boulogne, now styled Gesoriacum^ the

port from which Claudius himself sailed later in the year. The prospect

of relegation to an unknown and inhospitable isle was not grateful to the

soldiery, and they broke into open revolt, refusing to sail. Narcissus, the

Emperor's freedman, came down to reason with them. At first they

greeted him with derisive cries. But Narcissus must have had some

effective arguments at command, as in the next sentence we are told,

without one word to account for the change, that the Legionaries returned

to their duty, and submitted to orders. 5

The army was taken over in three detachments to facilitate landing. The

crossing was effected not without hindrance from weather and tides, but

without opposition from the natives ; who had been lulled into
an ms

' security by the reported disaffection of the Roman troops. 6

13 ; Germ., 37; M. H. B., xlix. liii.; Merivale, V. 457. Caligula built a lighthouse

at Gesoriacum now Boulogne. It is stated that relics of this building were still traceable

a century ago. Histoire de Cesar•, II. 167. Boulogne therefore probably was the scene

of his demonstration.
1 See Merivale, VI. 2-15 ; Mommsen, Rdmische Geschichte, V. 155-158.
2 Merivale, 18. Hiibner suggests that Plautius may have been brother of the Empress

Plautia Urgulanilla, and legatus of the army of Upper Germany {exercitus Germanioc

superioris), Rdmische Heer in Britannien, Hermes, XVI. 519.
3 He was legalus of the 2nd Legion. Hiibner, 525.
4 Hiibner makes the auxiliaries equal to the regulars, making 50,000 or 60,000 fighting

men : sup., 523, 526. Mommsen takes a total of 40,000 : V. 160. Either number seems

immense.
5 So Dion., lx. 19. The writer apparently follows the lost Tenth Book of the Annals

of Tacitus; Hiibner, 518. 6 Dion., sup.
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No indication is given of the place where Aulus landed, but we may fairly

assume that it was somewhere on the Kentish coast. Cunobelinos was no

more, having died within the last two or three years. At his death appar-

m . ently the usual partition had taken place between his sons
Togodumnos J r 1

and Togodumnos and Caratocos, better known as Caractacus. 1

ara ocos. jr ijow j ng the tactics of Cassivelaunos against Cnssar, the

Britons kept on the defensive ; and Plautius had much ado to get at them,

in their woods and swamps, as they fell back from one position to another.

The reduction of their first line of defence was rewarded by the submission

of part of the Boduni? apparently a western tribe under the supremacy of

the Catuvelauni. As the Romans now meant to remain in Britain a

garrison was left among the new subjects. The next advance brought

Plautius to a river, too deep to be forded, with the enemy posted on the

opposite bank. From its evident connexion with the Thames the river

must be identified with the Medway. 3 The Britons thought themselves

safe, but the Gaulish auxiliaries were made to swim the river on one flank,

while on the other flank Vespasian was sent up the stream to make his

way across as best he could. Attacked on two sides the Britons made
a very creditable resistance ; renewing the struggle on the morrow, and

nearly capturing the legatus of one of the Legions. But in the end they

were thoroughly beaten, and driven to the Thames, here described as a

tidal river. The Britons had means of crossing ; and the Roman advance

was checked. But the Gaulish horse again swam the river in places,

while other detachments crossed by a bridge higher up. It

Bridge. ^oes not seem ^ar fetched to regard this as the first notice of

our great historic thoroughfare—London Bridge. 4

Skirmishing operations ensued in which the Britons suffered severely,

the Romans losing a few men in the marshes, a well-known feature of the

Thames to this day. 5 Togodumnos had now fallen ; and Plautius, judg-

ing that the time for the Imperial intervention had come, sent word to

The
Claudius, who sailing from Ostia to Marseilles, and thence

Emperor making his way, partly by land and partly by river to Gesoria-
ciaudms. cum 6

j
ine(j tne Camp on the banks of the Thames. A

general advance across the river was then made to Camulodunon : the

1 Dion., sup. Evans, 294. Rhys, 76. A coin has been found with the legend "car a"

or "carat." This may fairly be ascribed to Caratocos, though Mr. Evans thinks the

type rather early for him. Supplement, 552.
- "/xfyos tl tCov UoSoiVwj/. " The name Boduni looks very like the Dobunni of

Ptolemy, but these are placed between the two A.vons and the Severn. According to

our idea of the campaign Dion's Boduni could not be placed further west than Sussex.
3 So too Pearson, I. 30, and Mommsen, V. 160, note.

4 The bridge may have been constructed by Tasciovanus or Cunobelinos as a military

work, to keep up the connexion between Yeilamion and Kent, by " the Old Kent
Road."

5 Dion., s. 20. 6 Suetonius, Claudius, e. 17 ; At. H. B.
t

xlix.
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stockades were stormed and Catuvelauni and Trinovantes surrendered

their independence. But Caratocos, scorning to submit, retired like the

Ambrosius Aurelianus of a later day, to keep up the hopeless struggle in

the West.

After sixteen days in Britain Claudius returned to Rome "to enjoy a

triumph and the surname of Britannicus." l

Aulus Plautius remained in Britain, as proprietor and legate with con-

sular authoritity, 2 to carry on the work. The brunt of the fighting was

borne by Vespasian. In the course of four years' time he is given credit

for having fought thirty actions, taken twenty towns, and conquered two
1 nations ' (gentes) and the Isle of Wight. As these deeds are

Vespasian. .

said to have been done partly under Aulus, and partly under

Claudius himself, the whole of the conquests of the first four years seem

to be here ascribed to Vespasian. 3 The one 'nation' therefore would be

the Trinovantes-Catuvelauni ; the other perhaps the Belgae. 4 A pig of

Roman lead has been found in the Mendip hills with the date for the year

49, only two years after the recall of Plautius. 5 This seems to warrant

the belief that the conquest had been pushed by him to the banks of the

Bristol Channel, possibly to the line of the Exe. 6

The Roman road from London to Bath (Aquce Sulis), with the great

camp at Silchester( Calleva Atrebatum)\ and minor posts at Speen (Sftince),

Mildenhall (Cunetio), and Sandy Lane (Verlucio) would represent the

limes or military frontier at this time. 7

The Romans were always ready to make terms with native princes

willing to accept positions of friendly dependence. Such a man was

Cogidubnus, king of Regnum (Chichester) or the "Regni," who was allowed

_ „ .to assume the Imperial name, " Tiberius Claudius "
; and to

The Regm. .

r ...
style himself ' Legate of Augustus.' Hemmed in on all sides

1 Dion., s. 23 ; Suetonius, sup. Pearson. Claudius was absent from Rome about six

months in all.

2 "Legatus consularis," Sueton., Vesp., 4. On the inscriptions the regular designation

of the Governors for 200 years to come is " LEG. AUG. PR. PR " = Legatus Augusti

pro-prcctore.

3 " Partim Claudii ipsius ductu." Suetonius,^//. Tacitus, Agricol., 13, 14; Hist III.

44: " Monstratus fatis Vespasianus." The statement in Dion. s. 30, that Vespasian's

life was saved on one occasion by his son Titus is shown by Merivale to be impossible,

as Titus was a mere child at the time. Romans tender Empire, VII. 50; correcting

VI. 28.

4 The towns of the Belgce given by Ptolemy are Ichalis = Ilchester ;
' Hot Springs ' =

Bath; Venta= Winchester.
5 Hubner, sup., 531.
6 Numerous coins of Claudius have been found at Exeter {Isca Damnonioruni). This

suggests an early occupation. Merivale, 28, citing Shortt, Silva Iscana.
7 See the Antonine Itinerary Mon. Hist. Brit., p. xxii., and Mr. Hughes' map. The

camp at Silchester encloses an area of 120 acres ; Wright, Celt, Roman and Saxon, 178-

For recent excavations there see Papers in Archaol. XL., XLVIL, and L.
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he might well remain 'faithful.' 1 An alliance on more equal terms had

also apparently been formed with the Iceni or Icii,~ neigh-
The IcenL ir '

, .

hours and enemies of the lrinovantes.

In 47 Aulus Flautius was recalled to enjoy his well-earned triumph :

"the last Roman subject to whom that distinction was conceded." ;{ His

successor was Publius Ostorius Scapula, who however did not make his

appearance in Britain till the year 50.
4 The Province having been left for

three years without a head, affairs were found to be in great

scanuia
confusion. 5 The independent natives were making war freely

on the friendly allies, and endeavouring to arrange for com-

bined action ; while the Roman captains again showed too much dis-

position to act independently of each other. Scapula showed extraordinary

promptitude and vigour. Although winter had set in, he hurried his men
from one point to another, crushing all resistance. His next step was

to fortify a frontier by establishing a chain of outposts from the Nen,

presumably along the line of the Warwickshire Avon, to the

Nen-Severn Severn. Lastly he began to disarm all natives within those
me

" limits. But the Iceni refused to be disarmed. They had

joined the Romans of their own free will, and their resources were unim-

paired by war. Under their leadership a confederate army was mustered

in one of the usual strongholds, a place inaccessible to cavalry and forti-

fied with earthworks. 7

Scapula's force consisted mainly if not wholly of auxiliaries, 8 but he did

1 Tacit., Agric, 14 ; Hubner, sup., 528. An inscription has been found at Chichester

which is read : "Claudius [Co]gidubnus rex legatus Augusti." C.I.L., VII. No. 11.

2 This people occupied our Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridgeshire, etc. For their coins,

some of them with the legend ECEN, see Evans, 379, etc. Their well-known town,

Venta Icenorum, Caistor, apppears in the Geographer of Ravenna as Vcnta Cenotnum.
This seems to supply a link with the Cenimagni of Ca?sar. It seems impossible not to

connect the name with the "Icks,"so thickly scattered over East Anglia, such as

Ickborough (Norf.) ; Iken, Exiling, Ickworth (Stiff.) ; Ickwell (Beds.) ; Ickford (Ducks)
;

Ickenham (Mddx.) ; the Icknield Way, etc. The Antonine Itinerary has an " Icianos,"

either in Cambridgeshire or Hunts, on the road from London to Lincoln [Ldndum).
'' Dion., s. 30; Tacit., Ann., XII. 32; Mommsen, V. 161 ; Merivale, VI. 29.
4 Tacit., Ann., XII. 25, 31.
r
' " Turbidse res excepere.

11 " Cunctaque castris [ad] Antonam et Sabiinam fluvios cohibere parat." Most geo-

graphers take the Antona as the Nen. Mr. H. Bradley {Academy, 28th April, and 19th

May, 18S3, and 2nd April, 1892) would read, " cunctaque tis Trisantonam ct Sabrinam"
etc., making the Trisantona = the Trent. But this would place the boundary too far

north, with a long winding line ; nor do we find there the chain of Roman stations that

(an Be traced from the Nen to the Warwickshire Avon. Tor these see Appendix to this

chapter.
7 " His auctoribus circumjecUv nationes locum pugnse delegere," etc. Borough Hill,

near Daventiy, has been suggested as the place. There is a well-marked Celtic camp
there.

fl " Soeialcs copias sine robore legionum."
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not hesitate to join issue with the tribes. The earthworks were stormed

and the natives driven out with heavy loss. 1

The Southern Midlands having been awed into "sullen submission,"

Scapula seized the opportunity to push an advance in a north-westerly

direction, leading his men into the new territory of the Cangi. Pigs

of Roman lead found with the mark DE CEANGI connect

Street.
g tne name w^h our Staffordshire and Cheshire. 2 Of course

this line of advance would coincide with the celebrated

arterial road, the Watling Street, which thus presumably may be said

to date from this epoch. We are told that the advance was pushed to the

neighbourhood of the Irish Sea.-5 As the next recorded move brought

the Romans within the limits of our Yorkshire, we may further conjecture

that Chester as a Roman station dates from this expedition.

From the neighbourhood of the coast the Legate was induced to turn

inland by reports of movements among the Brigantes, the most powerful

of British nations, who apparently ruled all the country from the Mersey

and the Humber to the Cheviots ; in fact the later Bernicia,

Brigantes. a name clearly connected with " Brigantes." 4

Scapula was too prompt for the Brigantes, who were evi-

dently not prepared for war, and peace was made at the expense of a few

restless spirits who were sacrificed. 5 The attack on the Brigantes was

clearly intended to leave the Legate free for the great work he had at

heart, the reduction of our Wales, and especially of South Wales, where

Caratocos still found men to follow him. Scapula's hands had been

strengthened for this undertaking by the establishment of a colony of

veterans, the first in Britain, at Camulodunon, " Colonia. Victrix"

;

whereby the Legion previously quartered there, probably the 14th, would

be available for service elsewhere. 6

1 Tacit., sup., c. 31. The legate's son Marcus earned a civic crown for saving a

comrade's life.

2 C.I.L., VII. Nos. 1,204, 1,205, I>206. Ptolemy gives the name of "Yayyavuv

anpov" the "Cape of the Gangani," to the chief promontory of N. Wales, Bachy Pult

Point, in Carnarvonshire. M. H. B., xii. Mr. Rhys reads the inscription on the

Cheshire pigs, " DECEANGL," and identifies the name with Tegeingl, "the name of

a district embracing the coast from Cheshire to the river Cluyd " : Academy, 21st

October, 1891. But Scapula clearly did not attack Wales till later.

3 " Haud procul mari quod Hiberniam aspectat." Tacitus, sup.

4 Rhys derives Bernicia and Bernicii "from the Anglo-Saxon Bcernicas, which appears

to have been the English pronunciation ... of Breennych or Brenneich," the

" Welsh equivalent " of Brigantes. C. B., III.

5 "Brigantes . . . paucis interfectis . . . resedere. Tacit., sup., 32.

6 Tacitus, jz*/., Hiibner, sup., 533, 534. The colony is represented by Colchester,

where the Roman walls may yet be seen. The British Camulodunon must have stood

somewhere near, as the name was transferred to the Roman town, perhaps in Lexden

Park, a site protected by a deep ravine, with earthworks and a tumulus still remaining.

To the W. and S. of these three parallel lines of earthworks are visible, arranged en echelon
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The Silures occupied the Eastern half of South Wales, apparently

between the lower course of the Severn and the Bay of Caermarthen,

districts known in later times as Morganwg, otherwise Glanv
The Sllurss

' organ and Gwent. Tacitus distinguishes these men from the

other Britons by their swarthy complexions and curly hair, 1 a type which

to his mind suggested a Spanish origin. Modern writers regard them as

Gael with a large infusion of pre-Celtic blood. 2 Less civilized than the

other Britons, their history proved them an intrepid and indomitable race. 3

Ostorius probably made his advance from Glevum, Gloucester, where

perhaps the second legion may have had its headquarters ;
4 but this is not

recorded. At his approach Caratocos withdrew into the hills of

,

Tl1
? the Ordovices, another powerful community who occupied

Middle and North Wales. 5 Driven to bay, he took his stand

on a range of hills, in a position fortified with ramparts of loose stones,

and protected by a river. We are told that the Legate hesitated, but

that the soldiers refused to be kept back. A way across the river having

been found, the ramparts were attacked and undermined by men working

under cover of mantlets. 7 The Britons then retired along the hill tops,

the Romans pressing them on all sides. The rout was com-

Cara^ocos l^ete : tne w ê anc* daughter °f Caratocos were taken
;

his

brothers surrendered their arms. 8 He himself escaped to the

Brigantes to be ultimately given up by their queen Cartismandua (a.d.

51).
9 He was sent to Rome and exhibited in a martial spectacle. Nine

years of resistance had made his name great, even at Rome. His manly

bearing justified the interest already excited by his career. He was allowed

to live in honourable custody with his family. " They were enrolled

perhaps among the clients of the Claudian house ; and indulgence may be

so as to cover the whole space between the Colne, near Lexden Park, and the Roman
River at Baymill. These must be considered Roman works. Three British roads are

believed to have radiated from Lexden : one to Chelmsford ; one to Verulam ; and one

to Cambridge. Quarterly Review, vol. 97, p. 77.
1 " Colorati vultus et torti plerumque crines. " Agricola^ c. 11.

8 Rhys, C. B., 80.

3 " Validam et pugnacem gentem." Tacitus, Agricola, c. 17.

4 Hiibner, nip., 531.
5 The name may perhaps be traced in Cautref' Orddwyf (for Orddwy), formerly given

to "the district between the Dovey and Gwynedd." Rhys, C. B., 299, citing Iolo

MS., 86, 477. Mr. Rhys would confine the Ordovices to Mid-Wales, but with Tacitus

they clearly cover the country from the border of the Silures to the Menai Straits : so too

with Ptolemy.

' '' i'rxfluebat amnis vado incerto."
7 "Testudine facta."

Tacitus, mp.
% 33-35. For the various places suggested for the battle, see Merivale,

37. The most likely perhaps is Cefn Carnedd, wot o( the Severn, near Llanidloes;
Ilartshorne, Salop. A/ifi</., 63.

:

' '' Traditua est novo post anno qutm bellum in Britannia cseptnm." Tacit., 36.
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PUDENS AND CLA UDIA 5 7

challenged for the pleasing conjecture, that Claudia the foreigner,

Claudia the offspring of the painted Britons, whose charms

and genius are celebrated by Martial was actually the child of

the hero Caractacus." x

Ostorius failed to retain his hold on the country of the Silures. The

outposts that he attempted to fortify were overwhelmed with heavy losses

;

on one occasion a camp prefect and eight centurions were killed ;
on

another two auxiliary cohorts were cut off. Worn out by the interminable

struggle Ostorius died. 2 A successor was promptly sent out in the person

of Aulus Didius Gallus. An elderly man, the new propraetor

ivd^s was content t0 work through others, dividing his attentions

between the Silures on the one hand, and the Brigantes on

the other. The Silures were stubbornly independent. The Brigantes

were divided ; their Queen, Cartismandua, holding to a Roman alliance
;

while Venutios, a distinguished warrior whom she had taken as her

husband, favoured a more independent policy, and the Romans had to

do some fighting to keep the friendly Queen on her throne.-3

No advance however was made during the six years that Didius lived ;

nor under his successor Veranius, who, obtaining the command about

a.d. 58, died within the year. In 59 the command was given

to Suetonius Paullinus, a general reputed second only to

Corbulo. 4 Again for two years we are told that he was con-

tent to consolidate his dominion.

A good deal however to change the aspect of Britain had been done in

the eighteen years since Aulus Plautius landed. London was beginning

to take its place as the commercial centre of the island, if not the seat of

government. 5 To this period we may ascribe the construction of most of

the highways from London to the South Coast j and also of

makine-
tnose fr°m London to Gloucester (Glevnm), to Wroxeter

(Uriconium) and Chester (Deva), this last being the well-

known later Watling Street. Possibly the road from Colchester by God-

manchester (Duroliponi) and Leicester (Pates) to Chester, which has been

called by antiquarians the Via Devana, may date from this period.

In the wake of the Legions came troops of speculators, eager to make

1 Merivale, VI. 41. Martial, Epigg., V. 48; VI. 58. As Martial's Claudia was the

wife of one Pudens, the further question arises whether they should be identified with

Pudens and Claudia mentioned by St. Paul (2 Tim. iv. 21). See Alford's note ad loc.

Another suggestion is that the British lady Claudia was daughter of Claudius Cogidubnus,

the king of the Chichester inscription, because Pudens, son of Pudentinus, appears

on that inscription as giving the site for a temple. M.H.B., No. 124; Williams'

Quarterly Review, v. 97, p. 101. Contra Hallam, Arclucol., xxxiii. p. 322.
2 Tacit., Ann., XII. 38, 39.

3 Tacit., Ann., XII. 40.
4 Tacit., Agric., 14; Annals, XIV. 29. The dates are by no means clear.

5 " Londinium . . . copia negotiatorum et commeatuum maxime celebre."

Tacit., Ann., XIV. 33.

Suetonius
Paullinus.
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money out of the country and its people. Conscription, taxation, and re-

quisitions pressed hard upon men little used to government of any sort.

Capitalists
—" such as Seneca, moralist and sycophant "—offered fatal

facilities to needy chiefs ; the administration was bound by no law ; in

short "tyranny" had been "organised" till it had "become insuffer-

able. " !

Unconscious, however, of the ferment that was brewing behind him

in the East, Suetonius in the year 6i 2 undertook the reduction of

Mo/ia, Anglesey ; described as a harbour for refugees ; and of

(Anglesey)
course the stronghold of Druidism and Celtic nationality.

The disposition of the forces shows where the resistance to

the invaders at this time lay. Of the four Legions now quartered in

Britain the second was probably at Isca St'/urum, Caerleon-upon-Usk

;

the fourteenth at Uriconium, Wroxeter ; and the twentieth at Deva,

Chester.^ Only the ninth remained to watch the Midlands and the East.

For the transport of his infantry across the Menai Straits Suetonius had

prepared flat-bottomed barges ; the cavalry being left to ford or swim the

Channel. 4 The Britons had mustered all the weapons of their simple

repertory to defend their stronghold. Dishevelled women robed in black

ran up and down the ranks with flaming torches, while the Druids filled

the air with curses and incantations. -The legionaries for a moment were

overawed by the strange weirdness of the sight ; then shaking

o^Druidismu °^ superstitious terror they charged home and scattered the

natives. The Druids were immolated on their own altars

;

5

the sacred groves cut down ; and Druidism trampled under foot. 6 From
the reeking ashes of Mona Suetonius was recalled by alarming tidings from

headquarters. For some years, perhaps from the time of their revolt in

the year 50, the Iceni had been ruled, under Roman protection, by one

Prasutagos. Possessed of considerable means, he had hoped to secure

something for his daughters by naming them joint-heirs with the

Emperor. At his death his dispositions were set aside, and his daughters

found themselves slaves in their own home. For attempting

the^icenL t0 assert their rights their mother, Queen Boudicca, 7 was

scourged, and they themselves brutally outraged. "With a wild

1 See Mommscn, V. 161; Merivale, VI. 49; Pearson, I. 32. The reference to

Seneca comes from Dion, lxii. s. 1 ; AT. H. />., Ivi.

- Tacit., Ann., XIV. 29. This is the first distinct date given by him since that of

the extradition of Caratocos in 51. ' Mommsen, 162.

1 Between Beaumaris and Aber the sands may be crossed on foot at low water, all but

a narrow channel on the Anglesey side.

'

I he Romans after all only treated the Druids as the English in the fifteenth century

treated the Pucelle
t
Joan of Are.

8 Tacit., Ann., XIV. 29, 30; Agricola, 14. For the survival of Druidism outside the

pale of the Roman dominions, see above, chap. i.

7 For the name see Rhys, C. />'., 27S. "Bodicca," " Eoudica " and a masculine

" Bodiccius" are found on inscriptions.
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Celtic outburst the Iceni once more flew to arms. They were promptly

joined by the Trinovantes who had special grievances of their own. The
erection of a temple to the ' Divine Claudius ' at Camulodunum had been

felt as a national insult ; and the military colonists, not content with the

lands assigned to them had freely laid their hands on everything. In the

absence of Suetonius the colonists appealed to Catus Decianus, the pro-

curator or fiscal administrator of the province. Two hundred men were

all the reinforcement that he could send them, the soldiery being

scattered in outposts. 1 Undefended as yet by walls or ramparts,2

Camulodunum was stormed and sacked, the regular troops

Boucficca. holding out f°r two days in the temple. Boudicca then led

her men to meet the 9th Legion, the only one within reach,

who were hurrying to the rescue; and again fairly overwhelmed them in

the fury of her rush, the Legate Petilius Cerialis only escaping with his

cavalry. The guiltyprocurator who had caused all the mischief, abandon-

ing hope, took ship for Gaul.

On receiving the alarm Suetonius at once started for London, marching

boldly through troubled districts

;

3 his steps probably traversing the

Watling Street. He took with him the 14th Legion and the

Suetonius, ""vexillarii" 4 of the 20th. The 2nd was ordered to leave its

quarters in the country of the Silures and rejoin the propraetor

in the South. Their camp-praefect, Paenius Postumus, ignored the

summons, and kept within his earthworks. On reaching London
Suetonius was at first in doubt as to the course he ought to pursue

;

namely, whether he should remain on the defensive within the precincts of

London, or boldly face the enemy in the field. Satisfied of the import-

ance of prompt resistance to the movement he left London to its fate,

carrying off all able-bodied men fit for service. Thus aban-

burnt
1

doned, London fell a prey to the Britons, who laid it in ashes. 5

Verulam had suffered the same fate. Suetonius prudently

took up a position to await attack. His numbers all told made up

1 " Pnesidiis et castellis."

2 " Nullis munimentis saeptarn." This seems to imply that the Lexden works had not

been constructed. But if they had been the colonists were probably not strong enough

to man three miles of earthworks.
3 " Mira constantia medios inter hostes Londinium perrexit."
4 The Vexillarii of a legion appear to have been men who having served the proper

time of sixteen years, as limited by Augustus, were re-enlisted under special conditions,

and a vexillum of their own to serve for a further period of four years to make up the

original twenty years of liability of service of Republican days. The vexillarii were

excused fatigue duties. Their numbers are estimated at from 500 to 1,000 per legion.

See Smith, Did. Antiq.
5 Excavations in the city have brought to light the traces of two buried Roman cities,

with a layer of ashes between them. These ashes are supposed to mark the conflagration

of the year 61. Meriv., 57.
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1

10,000 men, a very substantial force of disciplined soldiers, when properly

led. He selected a position with a narrow front backed by a wood where

he could not be outflanked ; and placed his men in extra deep formation,

to withstand the first wild rush, the dangerous point of a Celtic attack.

The Britons, flushed with success and laden with spoil, came on in count-

less bands ; Boudicca riding in a chariot with her daughters. The

Romans allowed the natives to begin the attack, keeping to

SuetoSus
f

tne * r vantage ground, and plying them with the pilum\ when

their onset began to flag, the Romans formed a wedge, charged

home, and all was over. The escape of the vanquished was much im-

peded by their own waggons and the presence of their wives and children.

No mercy was shown to age or sex. The Romans, however, admitted a

loss of 400 killed in the action. Boudicca destroyed herself with poison.

Poenius Postumus, the camp-prefect on hearing of the victory threw himself

on his own sword. 1

The Britons were now crushed, but Suetonius showed no disposition to

be merciful. Famine ensued, the natives being driven from their fields.

The newly appointed procurator, Julius Classicianus, openly condemned
the severity of the legate. Polycletus, a freedman of the Court, was sent

out to report on the state of affairs in Britain. Unable to establish

harmony between the two chiefs, he requested Paullinus to

Turpmanus surrender his authority to a successor, Petronius Turpilianus

(a.d. 62).- Under his gentle rule the land began to recover

from its wounds (62-65?).

The like gentleness, contemptible in the eyes of the martial historian,

characterised the rule of his successor Trebellius Maximus, whose policy

is described as 'the very urbanity of administration.' 3 The

Maximus
3

struggles that followed the death of Nero led to no civil strife

in the British dominion, 4 the partizans of the different factions

leaving the Island to join the continental armies and fight abroad.

Trebellius declared for Vitellius ; but while caressing the natives he had

lost the confidence of his own soldiers; and so he had to join his master

all alone, nobody following him. 6 Vettius Bolanus was

Bofanus appointed to succeed him in Britain in the Vitellian interest

(a.d. 69). But he too found the cause of Vespasian too strong

1 Tacitus, Ann., XIV. 31-37 ; Agricola, 15, 16. The narrative of Dion, LXII.
s. 1-4, except where he follows Tacitus, is of little account. As for the site of the battle,

we need not suppose that Suetonius moved far from the basin of the Thames ; all that

he wanted was elbow room.
'-' Tacit., Ann., suf>. f 38, 39 ; Agric, 16.

:i "Petronius . . . honestum pads aomen segni otio imposuit.'' Trebellius,

jnior . • . comitate quadam curamli piovinciam tenuit. " Mr. Petrie places

ili.' appointment of Trebellius circa A.D. 65, M. II. B., Chron. Abstract, but the evidence

is not clear.

1 Tadt, His/., I. 9.
B

/,/., 59, 60; II. 65. Agricola, sup.
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for him, through the influence of the 2nd and 14th Legions. The 2nd

was Vespasian's old Legion. The 14th had been summoned from Britain

by Nero ; had sided with Otho against Vitellius ; was again relegated by

Vitellius to Britain, and was therefore ready to support his enemy. 1 Under
these circumstances Vettius found an excuse in the state of Britain for

evading the call of Vitellius to join him in Italy; 2 and so Vespasian

allowed him to remain at his post for some months longer.

In fact the attitude of the Brigantes was disquieting. The dissensions

between Cartismandua and Venutios had never ceased ; and she, finally

discarding him, took a new protector in his armour-bearer Vellocatus.

In 69, when Britain was drained of troops Venutios and his party saw an

opportunity for shaking off Roman influence, and Cartismandua was only

saved by the intervention of some cohorts ; but Venutios remained lord

of the Brigantes. 3

For eighteen years the Roman dominion in Britain had seemed to

''mark time"; probably, however, a good deal of unrecorded progress

had been made. For instance their establishment at Lindum, Lincoln, may
be ascribed to this period

;

4 marking a third stage in the Roman progress.

This acquisition may be regarded as won from the Parish', a tribe noticed

by Ptolemy 5 and usually placed north of the Humber. But their proper

seat seems fixed by the fact that as late as the thirteenth century " Paris "

was still the name of the district round Horncastle to which we owe our

great chronicler, Matthew Paris. G But with the accession of Vespasian

a fresh period of marked advance was inaugurated. In 70 Bolanus was

relieved by Petilius Cerealis, a thorough-going partisan of the

CereaUs. Flavian House, who had effaced the memory of his defeat at

the hands of Boudicca by crushing the revolt of Civilis and

winning Gaul for the cause of Vespasian. 7 War was promptly declared

1 Tacit., Hist., II. 65, 66 ; III. 44. Agricola, 7, 8, 16. The 20th Legion was
doubtful ; but Agricola was appointed to it by Mucianus (spring of 70), and secured it

for Vespasian {Agric, 7). The 14th was then withdrawn from Britain (Tacit., Hist.,

IV. 68). It is believed that after an interval the 2nd " adjutrix " was sent to replace it

(Hiibner, 539).
2 Tacit., Hist., II. 97.
3 Tacit., Hist. III. 45.
4 An inscription by a " veteranus " of the 14th Legion found at Lincoln raises a

presumption that the Legion had been at Lindum before it left Britain in 70. C.I.L.,

VII. 187. The 9th then probably went to Lindum. Hiibner, 536. The existing Cathedral

stands within the precincts of the Roman camp.
5 M.H.B., XIV.
6 See Sir F. Madden's introduction to vol. iii. of M. Paris' Hist. Minor. Coins

marked PA. have been found at places between York and Chester, and again south

of the Wash, but not in Lincolnshire. See the map in Sir John Evans' Supplement.

It may be mentioned that in mediaeval writers both the city Paris and the district are

given in Latin as " Parisius " {indecl.).

7 See Merivale, VI. ch. 58.
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against the Brigantes, and at the end of three years, and after much

fighting, great part of their territory was subdued. This is

Th
Subdfed

teS
a11 that we are told

>
the historian beinS chiefly concerned to

record that much of the credit was due to his future father-

in-law, Agricola, who was in command of the 20th Legion.

To this period we must attribute the construction of the two military

highways, which, starting the one from Lincoln and the other from

Chester, the headquarters of two legions, and passing re-

R
°Nort2

the
sPect ^vely through Doncaster {Danum) and Manchester {Man-

cunium) unite at Castleford {Legeolium or Lagecium) to

advance upon York (Eboracum). Thirteen miles further on we come to

Tadcaster, another name that speaks for itself, and beyond that again at

Street Houses, within six miles of the doomed capital of the Brigantes,

we have a formidable entrenched camp of fifty acres. 1

In the year 75
2 Sextus Julius Frontinus, the writer on the art of war, 3

assumed the command in Britain ; his attention was directed to South

Wales and by him the spirited Silures were at last reduced; 4

Pi*outinns
but to retain the hold gained on them the 2nd Legion had

to be kept at /sea, Caerleon 5-upon-Usk.

Appendix to Chapter IV.

Forts of Ostonus Scapula.

A chain of camps and detached forts seems fairly traceable from the Nen to the

Warwickshire Avon and the Severn, though we do not venture to pronounce the whole

the work of Ostorius. Beginning at Water Newton {Durobrivce) we have a clear Roman
camp on the Ermine Street, with Castor, and perhaps another camp, on the other side

of the river. Passing up the Nen and entering Northamptonshire, we have at Barnwell

Castle, and again at Titchmarsh, square earthworks, near water, which might have had

their origin in small Roman forts. Between Great Addington and Stanwick there is a

camp, Cotton Camp, not very well defined, but apparently not Celtic. At Higham
Ferrers again, the castle might mark the site of another outpost. The name Irchester

speaks for itself, and there, sure enough, we have a well-defined rectangular camp on

the road from Higham Ferrers to Wellingborough ; the road also being claimed as

Roman work. 6 Passing the town of Northampton, and holding westwards across the

Watling Street, we have, three-quarters of a mile north of Farthingstone, a small, but

well-defined rectangular camp. To the south of this we have Towcester {Lactodonim),

but our line should run to Arbury Hill, where we have a camp, tolerably well defined,

1 See Roy, Military An tit/. He gives the internal area of the camp as 600 yards x

400 yards. Of somewhat later date might be the smaller camps on Pickering Moor
between York and Whitby, evidently utilised in the reduction of the North Riding.

/,/., Plate XL.
1 Mr. Petrie, .)/.//./.'.

For his Strategematicon Libri, see Smith's Diet, of Biography.
1 Tacit. , Agric, S, 17.

' I.e., " the city of the Legion."
,; So Mr. Hughes' map of Roman Britain, in the .!/.//./>'.
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with a wavy outline, no doubt, but still rectangular in its general plan. West of

Arbury Hill and Harbury, we come to Chesterton, and with it to a well-preserved

rectangular camp, on the Foss Way, within three or four miles of the Avon. After this,

there seems to be no camp short of Gloucester {G/evum), but, on the left bank of the

Avon, we have at Lower Milcote, opposite Luddington, and again at Holm Castle and

the so-called Margaret's camp near Tewkesbury, opposite the fords of the Severn, small

rectangular earthworks, which may have had a Roman origin. By whomsoever the

" Margaret's camp " may have been constructed, it was assuredly not constructed by

Margaret of Anjou, on the eve of the battle of Tewkesbury. 1 At Hoptons Gorse, north

of Overbury Park, we have a camp, but as the defences are concentric, we cannot call

it Roman. Lastly, on the right bank of the river Avon, we notice, at Lower Fulbrook

and Salford Hall, small square moats and earthworks ; but these hardly come within

our line.

Running south from Water Newton we have another line of posts at Godmanchester

(Dw'olipons), Cambridge (Camboricuw), and Chesterford (near Saffron Walden) ; the

camp at Cambridge (west side of the Cam) being flanked by outposts at Grantchester

and Chesterton. These stations must have been intended to keep the Iceni in check,

but whether established before or after the first rising of the Iceni we would not say.

1 See Lancaster and York. II. 377.



CHAPTER V

THE GOVERNORSHIP OF AGRICOLA IN BRITAIN

Final Reduction of the Ordovhes—Reforms in the Administration—Prosecution of the

Conquest ; the Roman Dominion carried to the line of the Cheviots, and from

thence to the Forth and Clyde—Attack on the Caledonians—Battle of the Mom
Groupius— Recall of Agricola

IN the year 78 the province changed hands, Frontinus retiring in favour

oi Cnoeus Julius Agricola, who now came back to Britain for the third

time. 1

Summer was waning when the new Proprcetor appeared, and the soldiers

were beginning to think of winter quarters. With most governors a state

progress to inaugurate his rule would have been thought
Acricoid

enough. But Agricola saw that there was work to be done,

and he lost no time in doing it. The Ordovices of North Wales were still

not only independent but aggressive, and had recently destroyed a wing

of horse stationed on their borders. Agricola led his forces against them,

wasting their land with fire and sword, till he found himself again on the

shores of the Menai. Mona had been left to itself since the time of Paul-

linus ; but Agricola was determined to make an end of independence in

the West. The islanders at first, seeing that he had no vessels, thought

themselves safe. They were quickly undeceived ; the auxiliary cavalry,

11 probably natives of the low country near the mouth of the Rhine, sud-

denly plunged into the channel and swam safely across." The natives

then begged for peace and surrendered their island. 2

But Agricola was not only an able general, but also a wise and con-

siderate administrator. He knew what the wants of Britain were. He
had seen the trouble caused to his predecessors by the mis-

fiv^Reforui conduct °f subordinates
;
he sympathised with the subject

population in the hardships they had to endure. Thus we are

told that the natives being bound to supply corn for the troops might be

compelled to buy it from the officials, at prices fixed by them of course

;

1 Agricola had served his noviciate in arms under Suetonius, whose tent he had been

allowed to share (a.i>. 60). Tacitus, Agricola, c. 5. He left Britain before 63 to go
through a round of offices. In 70 he was appointed by Vespasian to command the 20th

Legion in Britain. In 74 he was set over the Province of Aquitania ; in 77 he was

ted consul, and in 78 returned to Britain as Legate and Proprietor. (Smith).
-' Agricola, 18. Rhys, CJ>\, 86.

64
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or again they might be required to deliver the corn, not at the nearest

camp, but at some remote spot, where it was not wanted ; to force them

to pay for leave to deliver it where it was wanted. 1 Agricola endeavoured

to check these evils—inherent to proconsular government—by keeping

strict order in his own household

;

2 by establishing assessments to equalize

burdens
;

3 and by taking great care in his choice of officials.

But with the return of summer (a.d. 79) Agricola was again in the field, 4

completing the reduction of the Northern parts of modern England. The

Subjugation special reference to ' estuaries ' explored by him points to

of the operations on the West Coast ; but the future course of events
Brigantes. .... . ... ,. ,

implies the complete subjugation of the country from sea to

sea up to the line of the Cheviots. We are told that Agricola took his

measures so judiciously and systematically that whole districts {civitates)

which till then had retained independent positions gave hostages and sub-

mitted. The establishment of garrisons and outposts 5 seemed to clench

the work.

The son-in-law and biographer of Agricola would have us to believe

that the work had been done once and for all ; but subsequent events

proved that his view of the situation was to say the least of it sanguine.

Among the garrisons established may have been Coccium (Ribchester on

the Ribble) ; Lo?igovicnm (Lancaster); Luguvallium (Carlisle). To this

period probably should also be ascribed the camp at Vindolana

and Roads (Chesterholm) and other fortifications on the well-known

strategic line between the Solway and the Tyne, but not form-

ing part and parcel of the celebrated vallum and wall, of which we shall

shortly hear. If so the expediency of fortifying this line would have been

first suggested by Agricola. About this time also the head-quarters of the 9th

Legion must have been removed to York, its place at Lincoln being taken

by the 2nd Adjutrixf a legion sent over to reinforce Agricola. But garri-

sons and outposts imply military ways ; and in that department too the

hand of Agricola may be traced to this day. The building of forts at

Carlisle and Lancaster involved the formation of a road connecting them
with Manchester (Manamium) and Chester (Deva). So again by this

1 " Namque per ludibrium adsidere clausis horreis et emere ultro frumenta ac ludere

: pretio cogebantur : devortia itinerum et longinquitas regionum indicebatur, ut civitates a

proximis hibernis in remota et avia deferrent, donee quod omnibus impromptu erat

paucis lucrosum fieret." Agric.,z. 19. For similar practices conf. Cicero, Verres III. 82.

Above "horreis " seems to refer to the public granaries : for " ludere " F. C. Wex sug-

gests "luere": the common "vendere" is another conjecture.
2 " Familia."
3 " .Equalitate munerum."
4 The dates must again be given with some reservation.
5 "Pnesidiis et castellis." Agricola, c. 20.
G On this see Hiibner, 549, 540. Josephus speaks of four legions in Britain at this

time. lb. and M. H. B.,xxxv. After the recall of Agricola the 2nd Adjutrix was prob-

ably sent to Pannonia. Mommsen, v. 168.

R. H. F
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time the great North road (the Watling Street) must have been pushed on

from York (Eboracum) through Aldborough (Isurium) l to Catterick on

Swale {Cataractonum). At that point the highway forked, one branch

continuing northwards to the Cheviots, while the other made westwards

over Stainmore to Carlisle. The construction of these extensions with

their concomitant camps and forts, many of them traceable to the present

day, may be fairly ascribed to this summer. On the western branch we

have camps of 18 acres or 19 acres at Rey Cross on Stainmore, and Powis

House on Crackenthorpe Common ; with Brocavium (Brougham Castle),

and Voreda either at Plumpton Hall or old Penrith, on the way to Carlisle.

On the Eastern branch beyond Catterick, we have Vinovia (Binchester)

Vindomora (Ebchester) and Corstorpitum (Corbridge or Corchester). As-

cending the North Tyne and entering Redesdale we have on the same
11 Watling Street " a series of camps and works, large and small, at short

intervals, leading up to Chew Green on the Border line. 2 As a whole

they suggest the advance of an army or armies pushed forward through

a difficult country by successive detachments.

Having thus made himself master of Britain south of the Cheviots,

Agricola in the summer of the year 80 broke into fresh ground, 3 attacking the

A -cola
country North of the Border. In the course of three years he

crosses the overran and reduced to some sort of subjection the whole of
Cheviots.

the country up t0 the j ine of the Forth and Clyde. His

biographer's account of the operations, the only account that we have, may be

given in few words. In the first summer 4 the Legate made his way to an

estuary called the " Tanaus."' For this some would read " Taus" ; an

unfortunate suggestion, as Agricola clearly did not pass the Forth till two sum-

mers later. We are told that in the first campaign the Romans had little

fighting to do, but that they suffered a good deal from the weather. As

Agricola meant to retain what he conquered, we hear that garrisons were es-

tablished in the country, with supplies to carry them over the winter. The
next summer was employed in securing the country previously

the
U
North. overrun

J

6 and the Roman frontier was pushed up to the line

of two remarkable firths, " Clota
:
' and " Bodotria" of which we

are told that, running towards one another from seas far apart, they almost

cut off the inhabitants of the rest of the island. 7 Here, without doubt, we

1 Otherwise Isubrigantum. For these and other places see the so-called Antonine

Itinerary, Ptolemy, etc., M. II />'., x. xx. etc. Also the very useful Index Geographi-

CUS ill Mr. C. Pearson's Historical Maps.
1 See the 6-inch Ordnance maps, the best of existing guides to Roman remains.
:t " Novas gentes aperuit.

"

4 Tacitus, beginning with the year 7$, that of the Conquest of Anglesey, reckons 80 as

the third year of ' expeditions,' but the first of the expeditions into our Scotland.
5 So K. C. Wex and the best MSS.
'• " Quarta sestas obtinendis quae percurrerat insumpta."
7 " Summotis velut in aliam insulam hostibus."
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have the Forth and Clyde, described in words that cannot be mistaken.

The isthmus between the two was at once secured by a chain of forts,

many of them traceable to the present day. 1 Lastly in the third summer
Agricola took ship, and, landing on the coast facing Ireland, reduced the

western tribes, but not without a good deal of fighting. 2

Archaeological research may help us to expand this very meagre sum-

mary.

For his advance across the Cheviots the Proprcetor had before him the

choice of the two ways : either that by Chew Green or that by Carlisle.

Roman roads lead northwards from both. On Pennymuir Rigg, four miles

from Chew Green, we have a large camp of 39 acres. From

R^ute^ thence the road advances in a pretty straight line to St.

BoswelPs, at the foot of the Eildon Hills, which must be the

Trimontium of Ptolemy. 3 Ascending Lauderdale, at Channel Kirk, some
five miles beyond Lauder, there was still distinguishable in the last century

the outline of a camp of 50 acres.4 From Channel Kirk the later road

continued by Fala and Path Head to Inveresk, an undoubted Roman
station, and in their days a seaside place, but now left inland by the retreat

of the waters. At the same time it is quite possible that from Fala

Agricola may have descended the Tyne water to its mouth, which would be

just the Tanaus described as an 'estuary,' 5 not a large estuary certainly,

but still to this day a snug land-locked harbour, navigable for two miles,

which must have been amply sufficient for Roman shipping. But the

brief record of Tacitus does not oblige us to arrest the Roman progress of

the years at Tyningham. Having effected a junction with his fleet, the

Legate would assuredly take it and his army round to the Forth.

On the western road between Carlisle and Carstairs we have first at

Netherby the well-known station " Castra Exploratorum "
: then, 15 miles

on, we have at Birrens the camp of " Blatum Bulgium" after-
e

Route
St

warc^s tne frontier outpost of the Roman empire. 6 Further

stages of 7 miles and 12 miles respectively, bring us to large

camps of 50 acres each at Torwood Moor near Lockerby, and Tassiesholm,

approaching Moffat. At Thankerton a road branches off to Lanark, with

1 "Praesidiis firmabatur." Agricola' s forts, as we shall see, were subsequently joined

by a continuous vallum or rampart running from firth to firth. General Roy has pre-

served plans of the ten western forts, being about half the original number, namely,

Duntocher, Castle Hill, East Kilpatrick, Bemulie, Kirkintilloch, Auchindavy, Bar Hill,

Westerwood, Castle Cary, and Rough Castle. They stand on excellent sites at intervals

•of 1 £-5 miles. See Roy and his plans, also given in R. Stuart's Caledonia Romana.
2 Tacit., Agricola, 22, 23, 24.
3 The three peaks of the Eildons are quite unique—there is no other such trimontium

in all Scotland. For a Roman altar found in the neighbourhood, see Stuart, sup., 50.
4 Roy, Military Antiquities, p. 61 and plate VI.
5 " /Estuario nomen est."
6 For " finds " in this neighbourhood, see Stuart, Caled. Rom., 123-130.
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a Roman camp and a " Chesterhill " two miles on, and close to the modern

railway. At Castledykes, one mile to the South of Carstairs, we have a

small camp ;
' and, three miles to the west of that place, a large one on the

Mouse river between Cleghorn and Stobbielee.- From Castledykes Roman
roads struck westward to Glasgow and Paisley ; Northwards to Castle

Cary ; and possibly Eastwards to Cramond, Leith or Inveresk.8

imbTy^aken. All this indicates a careful scheme of subjugation. We may

be tempted to ask did Agricola in the first instance advance

by the Western or by the Eastern route ? It has been suggested that he

advanced in two columns by both.4

In answer to this we may point out in the first place that the biographer's

narrative suggests nothing of the sort, and in the second place that a

simultaneous advance along the two lines would imply a force of 20,00a

men at least, as the larger camps on each route appear to have been

Garrison of
intended f° r i°>°°° men or 11,000 men each. 5 Now Agricola

Great had just four legions to draw upon, with probably an equal
n am.

force f auxiliaries or 40,000 men, all told/' It is im-

possible to believe that he could denude Britain of half its garrison for

this distant expedition. In his great battle with the ' Caledonians ' we

shall find him in command of 8,000 auxiliary foot, with a force of legion-

aries to all appearance considerably less, say 12,000 or 13,000 foot in all.

For that battle every available man had been brought forward ; and the

development of the conquest would of itself lead to an increase in the

number of men in the field. We may therefore fairly conjecture that

Agricola began with 10,000 men to 12,000 men, the major part being

auxiliaries ; and so that he advanced by one route at a time. The expedi-

ency of leaving legionaries rather than auxiliaries to garrison a newly-

conquered country was illustrated by an occurrence of the year S3, when a

1 See Jd., 139.
2 See Roy., sup., and plates, also Stuart, Caledonia Romana and the Ordnance

maps. It is a curious circumstance that on both roads there should be an interval of

some 40 miles without a camp, namely, between Pennymuir and Channel Kirk on the

East road, and between Tassiesholm and Cleghorn on the West road.
3 Sec Stuart, 154, 162.

'l So Roy.
5 So Roy, 61. Of the camps in Gaul which have been identified as the work of Caesar,

there are three with respect to which he gives us the number of legions for which they

were constructed, viz., those at Mauchamp on the Aisne ; Gergovia ; and Mont St. Pierre.

The areas of these give either 14.I or 15$ acres per legion. See Histoirc de Char, Plates,

9, 21, 29 and 30, and II. 328 ; Caesar, B. </.. II. 16-19; VII. 34, 40; VIII. 5-17. If 45
acres were enough for three of Crcsar's legions at 3,500 men each, 50 acres would be

more than enough for two of Agricola's legions at 5,000 men each. But he probably

had an extra amount of supplies with him.

' The legion of this period is usually estimated at 5,000 men : see Mommsen, V. 173.

Iliibner places it at 6,000 men, sup., 521. For an elaborate investigation of the auxiliary

> in Britain see Hiibner, 556-5S1. lie places the total at about 25,000 men, about

tin- >.ime as his four legions. Mommsen estimates their number after the withdrawal of

one Legion by Domitian at 15,000 men, equivalent to his three legions, sup.
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cohort of Usipii just brought over from Germany to Britain, mutinied,

killed their Roman officers and then took to the sea in vain hope of

making their way back to their fatherland. 1

From the number of camps on the western road antiquarians have

inclined to the view that Agricola made his first advance along that line.

But the words of Tacitus suggest a development of conquest by stages

from East to West and again by the east route—the route taken by almost

all later invaders of Scotland from the South—Agricola would have a much
shorter journey to the Forth, which must have been his objective from the

first. Lastly, by that route he would bring himself much sooner into com-
munication with his fleet, an auxiliary arm which we are told he was the first

to bring into use. 2 We have already pointed out that the Tyne water

would answer to the Tanaus of the historian. But as we are told that the

work of castle-building began that summer, and there seem to be none in

our East Lothian, we must suppose that Agricola pushed on at once to

Cramond, three miles beyond the site of the modern Edinburgh, perhaps

to Bridgeness, also on the Forth, where his line of forts across the isthmus

was made to begin. 3

For the operations of the third summer it is clear that Agricola took the

westermost district of all, that in sight of Ireland. Roman camps have

Operations
keen traced near the modern town of Kirkcudbright. This

of the Third suggests that Agricola crossed the Solway, landed near Kirkcud-
' bright, and then fought his way along the valleys of the Dee

and Ken to Ayr, advancing thence to Paisley and Glasgow. 4 The re-

corded resistance of the tribes 5 would be quite in accordance with the

later history of the Galloway Picts, a very fighting race. It would seem

that Agricola even established some outposts on the west coast, 6 in view,

we are told, of a possible invasion of Hibernia. He did not form a high

estimate of the military resources of the sister island. The information

that he had gathered led him to express a confident belief that one legion

and a moderate force of auxiliaries would suffice to conquer and hold

Erin. 7

Thus by the end of the year 82 Agricola had fairly executed his plan of

1 Tacit., Agrtc, 28. 2 Agricola, 25.
:i If " Tan " or " Tana " represents a Celtic name for water, it may be that we have in

''Tanaus" the earliest form of the well-known later "Scots Water," i.e. the Forth,

Merivale, VII. 84.
4 Roy thinks that Agricola sailed down the Clyde to the coasts of our Renfrew and

Ayr. Mr. W. F. Skene would take him across the Clyde to Argyllshire ; but that

would be a useless step, and outside the scope of Agricola's plan, which clearly was to

keep to the line of the Forth and Clyde, if possible.

"Crebris simul ac prosperis prseliis domuit." Agric, 24.
c "Eamque partem Britannia? qure Hiberniam aspicit copiis instruxit," etc. lb.

' " Scepe ex eo audivi legione una et modicis auxiliis debellari obtinerique Hiberniam

posse." lb.
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extension. He had pushed the limits of the Roman Empire to the scientific

frontier of the Forth and Clyde. But like other conquerors he
A
FronUer

fiC
f°und ^ difficult to stop. All the elements of resistance were

gathered on the Northern hills, ready to fall on his scientific

frontier ; and the frontier might require a costly army to defend it. The

Legate, therefore, resolved to push a further series of inroads to weaken

and terrify the hostile natives ; another defensive operation to be conducted

by offensive means.

With the summer of S3, and his sixtli year of office, Agricola drew the

sword against the tribes on the further side of the Forth, 1 exploring their

coasts and harbours, with the aid of his fleet. The fleet

navigated
1
a ^ vvays made a great impression on the natives. The naval

and military forces worked so well together that one camp
often served for both. This points unmistakably to operations round the

coast of our Fife, where we have a series of ports and landing-places, from

North Queen's Ferry to Abernethy. 2 Having, as we may suppose, reached

he banks of the Tay, the army began to be disquieted by rumours of

attacks on their base of operations by the tribes from the North, 'the men
of Caledonia? 3 Agricola was urged to withdraw behind the Forth, and

apparently started to do so, marching in three columns. The result was

that the natives made a night attack on the camp of the 9th Legion, the

weakest part of his force. The outer lines of defence were overpowered,

and the assailants had actually penetrated the camp, when Agricola

hastened up at daybreak and rescued his men. The soldiers now were all

for a march into Caledonia.^ Their leader gave in to the plan,

theForth but apparently deferred its execution till the next season,

returning for winter quarters to Lothian. 5

1 "Estate qua sextum officii annum inchoabat amplexus civitates trans Bodotriam

sitas," etc.

- Roman remains are scarce in Fife, as Agricola did not intend to annex it ; but one

strong castellum existed at Lochore, two miles to the south of Loch Leven, in the heart

of the country. Camps at Carnoch and Tulliebole have been spoken of. Stuart, 216, 241.
:! " Caledoniam habitantespopuli." Agric., 25. Caledonia " was probably a word like

Britannia, made by the Romans, while the native term may be supposed to have been

Calido, genitive Calidinos, whence ' Caildenn ' in Dunchailden ' or Dunkeld. In

early Brythonic (British), the word would be Calido, genitive Calidonos, now Celyddon
as in Coed Celyddon, the Caledonian Forest." Rhys, C. B., 279. Ptolemy agrees with

Tacitus in placing this forest North of the Forth ; but the Silva Caledonia of Pliny, which
had been revealed for thirty years by the Roman arms, must be placed further south, as

he died in 79. M. II. />'., viii. So also must the Coed Celyddon ot Nennius, the

Welsh writer of the 9th century. In later ages the one and only great Forest of Scotland

known either to native records or the outer world was the Forest of Fttrick Selkirk and

Teviotdale, but the name, as implying woodlands, would be applicable to almost any

part of our Scotland in old times.

1 " Penetrandum Caledoniam." The words imply that the army had not yet pene-

trated that region.

5 Agricola, 25, 26, 27. Tacitus has no break here, and no mention of winter quarters :
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To the year 84 therefore we must refer the attack on the country North

of the Ochils ; and the construction of the roads and camps in Strathallan,

Strathearn, and the basin of the Tay which have attracted so

oraL mucn attention. Every available man must have been brought

into the field, including British auxiliaries
;

1 while the fleet was

sent on to await the arrival of the legions, as we believe, at Perth, the

highest point on the Tay reached by the tide. 2

The work of road-making was probably begun early in the season, if

not in the previous year. From the frontier line near Falkirk, we have

a military way (in places obliterated) crossing the river Forth, near Stirling
;

and then advancing through Ardoch (Lindum), Strageath, Gask, Dupplin, and

Cherrybank into Perth. The latter part of the road is still in use. After

Perth it disappears for a bit ; but it is believed to have followed the right

bank of the Tay up to the confluence of the Almond, where it crossed the

Tay by a ford, continuing thence along the left bank to Lintrose and

Coupar Angus. 3 The extension of the road beyond Coupar Angus may be

ascribed to a later period.

From the frontier line to Coupar Angus the road is studded with

Roman stations, large and small. At Ardoch, 20 miles from the frontier,

we have three distinct works : first a huge camp of 1 2 1 acres
;

Ardoch. this may be left to be noticed hereafter in connection with
"Lindum.

a ser jes of camps of similar dimensions leading into Aberdeen-

shire ; a district never penetrated by Agricola. Secondly at Ardoch we

have a camp of 50 acres similar to those we have already noticed ; and

thirdly an impregnable fastness or castellum of 4 acres girt by as many as

five and six concentric rows of ramparts and ditches, with an entrenched

annex or procestrhcm of 27 acres,4 probably intended for animals, as the

but as he makes Agricola refer to the ensuing campaign as falling in the eighth year ;

and to the attack on the 9th Legion as having happened in the preceding year (anno

proximo), cc. 33, 34, I agree with Mr, Skene that a new year must begin with chapter

29. Celtic Scotland, I. 51. But I think that the words "proemissa classe " negative his

view that Agricola wintered near Perth. How could the fleet be sent on in advance if

the army was there before it ? and when would the works in Strathallan and Strathearn

have been executed if Agricola never made an advance along that route ?

1 "Ex Britannis fortissimos." Agric, 29.

2 Perth has not been generally held a Roman post ; but the whole plan of the central

part of the city stamps it as such. It would have no attractions as a site for a Celtic fort,

being situated in a plain. If Agricola had his magazines there, it should be the Orrea of

Ptolemy. Not a vestige of Roman work has ever been discovered at Bertha at the

junction of the Almond and Tay, the place usually identified with Orrea.
3 See the 6-inch ordnance map for the track of the road. The mistaken notion that

the road avoided Perth, and made for Bertha at the mouth of the Almond, may be due

to the spurious Itinerary of Richard of Cirencester, a forgery of the last century, which

has taken in Roy, Stuart, and others. The road evidently came down from Cherrybank

with a sweep straight into South Street, Perth. See Roy's MS. map of Scotland in

the British Museum.
4 See the plans in Roy copied by Stuart. PI. V. The castellum was intended for a
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ground even at this day is swampy. The second and perhaps the third

of these works may be attributed to Agricola.

At Comrie, some eight miles to the West of Ardoch, but without any

traceable Roman road to connect them, there are, or rather used to be, a

pair of linked camps, together containing about 22 acres. 1

between Ardoch and Perth (20 miles) the stations are of a

minor character; but the nucleus of Perth would suggest a camp of 41

acres. 2 Beyond Perth we have at "Grassy Walls " (properly Gray's Wells),

near Scone Palace, a camp of the larger series ; but a little further on, at

Lintrose and Coupar Angus, 12 and 13 miles from Perth, we

Ang-us come to adjacent camps of 50 and 34 acres ; while lastly, cross-

ing the Isla, and ascending the left bank of the Tay, towards

Dunkeld, we have at Delvine, some seven miles to the North, a camp of 52

Del
.

e
acres, to say nothing of more doubtful relics at Meikleour, be-

tween Coupar and Delvine. 3 It is clear that we have here

indications of important operations which must be connected either with

Agricola or Septimius Severus. But the operations of Septimius seem dis-

tinctly to connect themselves with the series of larger camps to which we
have referred ; the minor series, therefore, ought to be ascribed to Agricola.

Our view is that in this year he advanced from Ardoch to Perth, from

Perth to Coupar Angus, and from Coupar Angus to Delvine.

The Picts had been preparing for two years at least ; and Agricola was

pressing forward to challenge them to action. We are told that he found

them at last, gathered in their thousands, under the leadership of one

Galgacus, or Calgacos, 4 on the slopes of a hill, to which Tacitus apparently

gives the name of Mons Groupius, transformed by editors into Grampius. b

The name cannot be identified ; but as we are told that after

Groupius.
tne battle Agricola turned homewards without attempting any

farther advance, it is clear that the battlefield must be placed

permanent station, and a monument to a Spanish auxiliary has been found there. The
ramparts and ditches alternate in size on a very scientific plan, and in places are 60 yards

wide in section.

1 These linked camps are noticeable at other places within the sphere of Agricola's

operations, as on Pickering Moor, and at High Rochester. Roy notices a curious re-

semblance between the traverses of the gates in the Pickering and Comrie camps, p. 65.

The former must belong to the days of Agricola's military career, if not of his governor-

ship.

-' I take the dimensions of the town as it was in 1750, surrounded with watercourses,

and comprised within Canal St., Methven St., and Mill St., about 500 yds. by 400 yds.

See General Roy's MS. map of Scotland in the British Museum. Perth is perhaps the

best preserved Roman camp in Britain.
3 See the plates in Roy ; also Stuart, 196, 200, 207.
4 See Rhys, Celtic Britain, p. 279.
'' See the edition of the Agricola by F. C.Wex, Brunswick, 1S52. The name "Gram-

pian is unknown to native literature and records ; its modern use is a mere classical re-

importation from the pages of Tacitus. We may take it however that the name was that

of a group of hills rather than that of one simile elevation.
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at the farthest point to which his works seem to extend, namely, Delvine. 1

As a trysting-place for a gathering of Highland clans on a large scale, no

spot could be more suitable than Dunkeld : and a short ad-
Dunlisld

vance from Dunkeld would bring the tribes to the slopes of a

group of little hills, the natural outworks of the position at Dunkeld, with

spurs coming down close to Agricola's camp at Delvine. 2

By following the left bank of the Tay round by Coupar Angus, instead

of marching direct from Perth to Dunkeld, Agricola had obviated the risk

of crossing the Tay in front of the enemy. His camp at Del-

Battlefield
vine was Placed on a remarkable site, a bluff or plateau, rising

abruptly on all sides to a height of 40 feet to 60 feet above

the surrounding plain. The Tay flows along the south side of it, and at

one time must have encircled it with an arm, of which detached portions

still remain. To the North the arena is enclosed by sloping hills. 3

In honour of the great battle that ensued, Tacitus has composed

speeches for the two leaders. These addresses, besides enriching the

B . literature of the wrorld with some immortal phrases, 4 have
•->peeciies.

,

handed down some facts of historical interest. Chief of these

is another enumeration of the burdens entailed upon natives by the Roman
occupation, namely, for the young men conscription for service in distant

lands ; for those who stayed at home heavy taxation in money and kind,

and forced labour on camps, and roads, and mines. 5

The Picts, estimated at the large figure of 30,000 men, were marshalled

on the slopes of the hills, the front rank occupying level ground at the

foot, the rear ranks rising in tiers, one behind another; an

the Armies imposing sight; while chariots and horsemen scoured the

plain.

According to our theory the bold spur of the Redgole Braes was the

central point of the native position, lower ground running backwards on

either side, a circumstance which will be found to fit in singularly with the

description of the action. Agricola placed his auxiliary infantry, evidently

the larger part of his force and given as 8,000 strong, in the front line
j

1 This consideration seems to exclude the Ardoch and Comrie sites for which Chalmers

and Gordon contended. Roy, taking the series of larger camps as the work of Agricola,

placed the field near Stonehaven, though the series extends beyond that point. To Mr.

W. F. Skene is due the credit of having called attention to the claims of the neighbour-

hood of Blairgowrie, already suggested in the Old Statistical Account of the parish of

Bendochy. Celtic Scotland, I. 53, 54.
2 I reject Mr. Skene's theory of the battle as fought between Meikleour and Blair-

gowrie on account of the Lunan Burn, and the chain of lakes cutting off access between

these two points. The action as described by Tacitus could not possibly have been

fought on that ground. The name Dunkeld, earlier Duncaildenn, Dunchailden, seems

to give the Gaelic form of the root of Caledonii. Rhys, C. B., 279.
3 See map. The west side, and part of the east side of the camp appear not to have

been finished,—as if the work had been interrupted by some sudden emergency.
4 E. g. " Solitudinem faciunt, pacem appellant," c. 30.

5 Agricola, 31, 32.
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with 3,000 horse on the wings ; the legionaries being drawn up as a

reserve force in front of the entrenched camp; 1 a fact which limits us in

our search for a battlefield to a site in the neighbourhood of some camp.

Advancing to give battle Agricola found himself in danger of being out-

llanked, and was obliged to extend his front at the risk of weakening it.

The auxiliaries called out for the legionaries to be brought into line. But

Agricola was resolved to shed no drop of Roman blood that he could

help
; and so, keeping the legionaries still in reserve on the high ground

in his rear, took his own place on foot in the front line with the standards. 2

On this occasion we hear of no headlong Celtic rush, but we are told

that the natives did well enough as long as they were allowed to keep at

_ . .. arm's length, with room to wield their broadswords and
The Action, ° '

" dodge " the pilum with their targets 3 and the help of their

own bodily activity. Agricola then ordered his Batavian and Tungrian

cohorts, being probably on the right or upper flank, to charge in line,

pushing the enemy bodily backwards with their wall of locked shields. In

this trial of strength the Romans could stab at the enemies' faces with

their short dagger-swords, while the natives could make little use of their

long pointless weapons. The movement was successful, and, the rest of

the Roman line joining in, the Picts were driven back to the fort of the

higher ground. Their rear divisions now judging it time to intervene,

began to pour down the hill, as we suppose on the Roman right, to take

them in flank and rear. But Agricola was prepared for this, and immedi-

ately charged them with 1,200 horse that he had kept in hand for an

emergency. 4 The enemy having been turned and put to flight, the cavalry

were taken round to the other side, and the operation repeated on the

other flank, which had now in some measure become the enemy's rear. r>

But why should the cavalry be brought round by a circuitous route from

one flank to the other, instead of being allowed to wheel round and take

the enemy in his proper rear ? Our site explains the manoeuvre. The
jutting promontory of the Redgole Braes made it impossible for cavalry to

wheel round the rear of the enemy's position.

The rout became general j but an indiscriminate pursuit might have

involved the victors in ultimate disaster, as the Picts rallied in bands

in the woods and thickets that skirted the battlefield. The careful

1 " Legiones pro vallo stetere." For the preponderance of the auxiliaries conf. the

speech of Calgacos, who is made to deride the Roman army as a motley gathering of

homeless Germans and Gauls, and renegade Britons. " Aut nulla plerisque patria aut

alia est," c. 32.

igrico/a, c. 35, " dimisso equo pedes ante vexilla constitit."

3 "Ilostihus . . . parva scuta et enormes gladios gerentibus; nam Britannorum

gladii sine mucrone ... in arcto pugnam non tolerahant."
4 " Quatuor equitum alas ad subita belli retentas," c. 37.
5 " Transvectseque pnvcepto ducis a fronte pugnantium alse aversam hostium aciem

invasere. lb.
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Legate, however, kept his men well in hand, scouring every thicket with

horse and foot. Night put an end to the pursuit,

tofpict? The Roman loss was stated at 360 men killed ;
that of the

enemy they were pleased to put at iOjOoo. 1 From the num-

bers engaged, if not from the results, the battle was one of importance.

Agricola must have had 12,000 or 13,000 foot and 3,000 horse. 2 The

estimate of the native force as double this seems quite borne out by the

facts of the action.

When the morrow came silence reigned on hill and dale. Not a native

could be found ; while columns of smoke showed where they had fired

their huts and villages in their retreat. Discarding all idea of pursuing an

impalpable enemy, Agricola turned homewards towards winter quarters,

The marching by easy stages. To utilise the opportunity he led

"Boresti" his army through the county of the Boresti, exacting hostages. 1'

attacked. T̂q
j n(jjcat jon jg given QS f th e situation of the country in-

habited by these people, beyond the fact that it must have lain somewhere

not far from the line of the homeward march. Some would identify the

land of the Boresti with the later Fothreve, i.e. Kinross. Others connect

the Boresti with the later Verturiones, the men of Fortrenn or Strathearn.

In that case the linked Comrie camps would be memorials of this expedi-

tion. The question is a very open one. 4 If Agricola wished to explore

fresh regions a peep into Strathearn would present more novelty than a

march through Fife, which must have been already penetrated.

The achievements of the year were wound up by the cir-
Circumnavi- . .

J ...... ,

gation of cumnavigation of Britain by the fleet, which, sailing north-

Britain.
warc*s fr°m tne Forth or Tay, doubled the Northern capes, and

then rounding the Western and Southern coasts, completed the

circuit by returning to its winter station, apparently in the Humber. 5 The
Orkneys too were considered to have been discovered on this trip.

Agricola probably held that a conquest to be profitable must be com-

plete ; and that the entire subjugation of Britain, possibly of Ireland too,

would in the end prove economical of men and money. If so his views

1 lb.

2 Hiibner would give Agricola 15,000 legionaries and 26,000 men in all, p. 546, half

the entire garrison of Britain, on his own estimate. Is this quite credible ?

3 Agricola, c. 38.
4 Fife and Fothreve made up the district between the Tay, the Ochils, and the Forth.

Chron. Picts and Scots, 136 (Skene). Bor-esti would stand to Fothreve as Bod-otria to

Forth. The usual "Horesti" seems like "Grampius," an early editorial conjecture.

Mr. Skene adheres to " Horesti," but takes Agricola through Fife all the same. Mr.

Rhys would identify " Boresti " with the Verturiones, Celtic Britain, 277, 308 ; Chron.

Picts and Scots, 460.
5 Agricola, 10, 38. " Portum Trucculensem tenuit unde redierat." The credit of

having first doubled Cape Wrath however belonged to the mutinous Usipii as pointed

out by Dion, M.H.B., lix.
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were not adopted by the Imperial Government ; with whom from this

time non-extension of the frontier in Britain became a settled rule of

policy. 1 The withdrawal of one of the four legions (the 2nd Adjutri

gave clear proof of this.

While Agricola held rule in Britain two emperors passed away ; namely,

Vespasian, and his elder son Titus. The " timid inhuman Domitian " now
held sway ; he had no personal prestige of his own to set against that of

his Legate ; and the crowning victory over Calgacos stood in painful con-

trast to his own recent failure on the Danube. In 85 Agricola was re-

called, having in fact held office beyond the usual term. The ' triumphal

ornaments

'

:3 and a statue were decreed to him by the Senate ; but he

found it prudent to sink promptly into the obscurity of private life. He
declined an appointment to the government of Asia or Africa ; but in spite

of all his caution his end was attributed to Imperial jealousy. He died

in the year 93 at the age of fifty-five. 4

In Britain Agricola's attention had not been wholly engrossed with

military matters; he had endeavoured to civilize the natives by training

them to the use of the Latin tongue, an appreciation of Roman ways, and

a Roman sense of comfort. He introduced dwelling-houses of a better

class ; he set an example by giving public money for the erection of

temples and court-houses. "The sons of the chiefs learned to speak

Latin, affected the use of the toga and began to accustom themselves to

the bath and banquet." 5

1 See Momrasen, V. 167, 168, citing Appian, financial officer under Antoninus Pins,

who pointed out that although they already held the best part of Britain, it yielded

nothing.
2 See Hiibner, 540. The legion was probably withdrawn soon after the recall of

Agricola.
:J " Triumphalia ornamenta." Tacit., Agric, 39, 40 ; Mommsen, ;«/.
4 Agricola, 43, 44. Dion, LXVI. 20. Merivale, VI. 177. Smith.

Agric.f 21. Pearson, I. 36.



CHAPTER VI

A.D. 85-360

Rome on the defensive in Britain—Visits of Hadrian and Septimius Severus—Fortifica-

tion of Frontiers—Carausius—Allectus—Constantius Chlorus—Changes in the

Civil and Military Organization of the Empire

UNDER Agricola the Roman advance in Britain reached its turning

point. The military history of the rest of the occupation is that of

struggles to retain what was supposed to have been already won.

During the next five and thirty years the Roman writers find little to

boast of in connexion with Britain. We hear of a native chief Arviragus,

who must have gained a name by giving trouble ; we hear that the

Brigantes still had strongholds that they could call their own; 1 we are

D . told, in a word, that the Britons could not be kept down. 2

anceofths But the most significant fact is one not recorded on the pages
9tn Legion.

Q^ history, namely the disappearance of the 9th Legion, the

York Legion
;
presumably used up in petty warfare, perhaps finally over-

whelmed in some sudden catastrophe. 3

Under these circumstances the Emperor Hadrian, not long after his

accession, found it desirable to visit the island in person.4 To replace

the 9th Legion he brought with him the 6th Victrix ; if it had

Hadrian not ^eeri sent over already ; also Reserve-detachments (vexil-

larii) from three other Legions, namely the 7th " Ge/m'na" the

8th "Augusta," and the 22nd "Primigenia." 5 Yet with all this strength

the Emperor thought contraction of territory the right policy. His stay in

the Province was distinguished by the construction of the first continuous

frontier fortification 6 on the well-known line of the Tyne and Solway, the

1 See Juvenal, Sat., IV. 126, XIV. 196; M.H.B., xci. Juvenal "floruit circa

A.D. 90."

2 " Britanni teneri sub Romana ditione non poterant." CElius Spartianus, Dc
Hadriano, c. 5. M.H.B., lxiv., "floruit Spartianus exeunte sceculo tertio." Conf.

the dictum of Tacitus, " perdomita Britannia et statim missa." Hist., I. 2.

3 See Ffubner, siip., 536, 583 ; Mommsen, V. 171.
4 CElius Spartianus, c. II ; M.H.B., lxv. Hadrian succeeded Trajan in 117; he

passed over to Britain in 119 ; Meriv., VII. 420: " Publius CElius Hadrianus." He
was cousin to Trajan and married to his niece. Meriv., VII. 412.

5 See Hubner, 546, 583. The 6th Legion was sent at once to York ; the 2nd was still

at Caerleon, and the 20th at Chester.
6 "Murum per octoginta millia passuum primus duxit, qui barbaros Romanosque

77



THE TYNE-SOLWAY [a.d. 119

line of the Forth and Clyde being apparently abandoned. The works on

the Southern isthmus as still traceable consist of a vallum or

His series of earthen ramparts, and of a stone wall with a con-
" Vallum."

. ,.
r '

j 11 .-ii
comitant foss or ditch. Ramparts and wall run on practically

parallel lines, but they are of different lengths, and irregular in their rela-

tions to one another. Archaeologists have differed and still differ widely

in their views as to the dates, authorship, and mutual relations of the two

works, but we hold to the theory that the vallum was the work of Hadrian,

and that the stone wall must be referred to the later period of the Emperor

Septimius Severus. The vallum extended from Pons (Elii (Newcastle) to

Burgh-upon-Sands, a distance of sixty miles English. 1 The work consisted

of three parallel banks of earth {aggeres) and a central ditch separated by

31

level intervals. Two of the banks ran along the South side and one along

the North side of the ditch. This latter seems to have been "flat-

bottomed, with sloping sides (angle of 30 ) 15 feet wide at the bottom, 30

feet wide at the top and 8 feet deep." - The aggeres were made of the

earth dug out of the ditch. The usual width of the work is given as 41

yards

;

;; but in places it widens out to 70 yards, and for a short distance

between Birdoswald and Wall Bowers it takes on an extra rampart and

ditch on the north side, thereby extending its borders to the width of 100

yards or thereabouts.

The stone wall was 13 miles longer, beginning at Walls' End (Sege-

dunum), and running past Burgh-upon-Sands to Bowness (Glaunibanta*

or Gabrosenium 5
), both on the Solway. The two works for the most part

divideret." Spartianus, sup. He uses the same word murum of the work ascribed by

him to Septimius ; but as there was certainly only one wall, the other murus must have

been a vallum. We shall find the two works perpetually confounded. The length of

eighty Roman miles however ( = 73^ English miles) given above corresponds with that

of the stone wall not of the vallum. On the other hand Julius Capitolinus, a writer of

the same epoch as Spartianus, speaking of the vallum executed in the time of Antoninus

Pius on the line of Agricola's forts, says: "Alio muro cespiticio submotis barbaris."

The use of the word "alio" implies that the pre-existing murus, that of Hadrian, wa>

also " cespiticius," i.e. earthen. M.II.B.
1 The Roman name of the station at Ihirgh has not been clearly fixed. Ilorsley in his

Britannia, and Mr. Petrie in the M.H.B., identify it with the Axelodunum of the Notitia

/ Iriusque Imperii. The 6-inch Ordnance Survey identifies it with Gabrosentum.
-' See Transactions Cumberland, de., Antiquarian Society, 1S94, p. 457.

S e the Survey of the Roman Wall wad the accompanying Memoir executed in 1S52-

1S54 by Mr. H. MacLauchlan for the Duke of Northumberland; .also Dr. J. C. Brace's

Roman Wall, and the Ordnance Maps.
1

I IfdnailCC Map. B Ilorsley.
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keep at a distance of 70 or 100 yards apart, but in places they diverge as

much as half a mile ; while again in some places they come

Wall.
int0 actual contact, and there the wall seems to override

and cut through the vallum, as notably at Wall Bovvers where

the wall distinctly cuts through the extra ditch and rampart above referred

to.
1 Even if this fact were less clear than it seems to us to be still those

who hold the vallum to have been constructed either con-

Authorship. current^y wltn or subsequently to the Wall would have to

explain why the constructors of the vallum should in those

places have run it up against the wall in such a way as to interfere with

the symmetry and utility of their own plan. 2

In their choice of sites the wall follows the highest and most defen-

sible ground, the vallum having to be taken along lower ground, where a

greater depth of soil for banking up would be found. History distinctly

asserts that one line of fortification, be it wall or vallum, was executed by

Hadrian, and another by Septimius Severus. Taking our vallum and wall

to be the two works in question, as they certainly appear to be, we must

hold that the vallum was the earlier work, and therefore the work of

Hadrian ; because it seems clear that no men with a stone wall to protect

them would seek to pile up useless earthworks behind it ; while men who
had only an earthen rampart to defend them might well seek to supple-

ment its protection by a bulwark of a stronger kind. As a matter of fact

the vallum cannot have had any value as a military work. Though
planned as if to resist attack either from the North or South, with the

foss in the middle it could easily be stormed from either side. Some go

so far as to suggest that it was really intended for a mere elaborate limes

or boundary line, to impress the Barbarians with a sense of the majesty of

the Roman Empire. 3

Lastly, in all contemporary records, we find the whole collective forti-

fication, vallum, wall, and adjuncts, spoken of as the vallum \^ a further

indication that the vallum was the original work. 5 Technically the whole

fortification was styled a Prcetentura ; but of this more anon.

1 In this I have the support of Mr. T. McK. Hughes, Cambridge Antiquarian Society,

VI. 360. 2 See Append, to this chapter.

3 So Prof. Mommsen.
4 So the Antonine Itinerary and the Notitia Utriusque Imperii, M.H.B., xx., xxiv.

;

and the inscriptions "rebus trans vallum prospers gestis" ; and Genio valli, C.I.L.,

VII. Nos. 886, 940.
5 As to the date and authorship of the two works, the Rev. J. Hodgson and Dr. J. C.

Bruce hold that the whole was of one plan, and ascribe the whole to Hadrian, leaving

nothing but repairs or additions for Septimius. See Hodgson, Northumberland, pt. ii.,

vol. iii. 277 ; Bruce, Roman Wall, and The Roman Wall and Who Built It, passim.

The strong point in their favour is that no inscriptions to Septimius have been found

either on wall or vallum, while inscriptions to Hadrian have been found on both. See

Hubner, C.2.L., VII. Nos. 506, 660-663, 713, etc. But the inscriptions say nothing of

the character of the work they commemorate ; and the stones may easily have been moved



So FORTH-CLYDE VALLUM [a.d. 138,139

Nothing more is heard of Britain under Hadrian ; but with the acces-

sion of Titus Antoninus Pius a more active policy was resumed. We

Titns are told that he deprived the Brigantes of great part of their

Antoninus territory for attacks upon ' the parts of the Gemini] friendly

tributaries not heard of elsewhere. 1 At any rate it was

under Antoninus that the Legate Quintus Lollius Urbicus reasserted and

strengthened the frontier of Agricola by running another vallum,- or

earthen rampart and ditch, along the line of Agricola's forts, from the old

coast margin at Bridgeness on the Forth to West Kilpatrick on the Clyde,

a distance of nearly thirty-seven English or forty Roman miles. The

rampart and ditch seem to have covered a width of 25 to 30 yards ; the

ditch being deeper and broader than that of Hadrian's vallum.'-'

The
vaS.uni

ern ^es^ es ^ie nmeteen stations already mentioned the work

included small watch towers at short intervals ; also a mili-

tary way running along the back of the vallum. 4' The fortification

followed a well-chosen line of high ground, with lower ground in front

of it from sea to sea.

But the weak point of all such works was the numbers of men needed

to guard them. Six thousand men would not have been too much to hold

such a frontier. But the entire force in Britain probably did not exceed

30,000 men.'

The amount of control exercised by the Romans over this district

between the walls is difficult to estimate. The region is not entered in

the surveys of the Empire. On the other hand we shall find clear proofs

that, eventually, the language and customs of Rome extended to the

Clyde. Breda with his usual accuracy seems to solve the difficulty by

from their original sites. Mr. MacLauchlan's final conclusion is that the wall was later

than the vallum Memoir, pp. 89-92. Horsley, Roy, and Lingard agree that the r<\

was the work of Hadrian, the wall of Septimius. Merivale, without ascribing the wall

to Septimius, rejects the theory that the two works were of one date ;
Quarterly Review,

vol. 107, p. 127.
1 ilt

Yy)v Tevowiav fxolpap "
; Pausanias, Gracia Dcscript., VIII. c. 43; M.H.B., L.

Pausanius wrote 170-180. Rhys suggests that poioa. may represent the Gaelic " ddlu

C.B., 90. Might it not represent the Pictish equivalent Pet}
2 "Alio cespititio muro ducto," etc. C. Julius Capitolinus ; Dc Antonino P'u\ c. 5 ;

M.H.B., lxv. "Floruit Capitolinus sxculo tertio exeunte.

"

8 The ditch has been estimated to have been 20 feet deep, and the agger 20 f:.

high above the level, 40 ft. in all, but this seems excessive. Stuart, 278. Perhaps

20 feet may have been the height from the bottom of the ditch to the top of the

mound.
1 See Stuart, Caledonia 'Romaiia, 269 ; and the plans there taken from Roy ; also

the 6-inch Ordnance Map, and Appendix B to this chapter. The numerous inscriptions

found Show the work to have been done by detachments from the 2nd, 6th, and 20th

I >ns. In later ages the work, like other similar works, was attributed to supernatural

agency, and so called " dame's Dyke" (Devil's Dyke). The name is still localised

near lirMgeness.
'•' Mommsen, V. 173.
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stating that the control beyond the southern vallum was merely political

(jure domincmdi possidebaut), as contrasted with the administrative occu-

pation to the South of it (liabitabant). 1

Britain, however, seems to have given no more trouble under Antoninus

Pius. The accession of his associated successors Marcus Aurelius and

Lucius Verus (a.d. i6i) 2 was the signal for an outbreak that was quelled

by the propraetor-legate Calpurnius Agricola. 3 Marcus Aurelius having

survived his brother-emperor died in 180 ; and was succeeded by his son

Commodus, when a fresh era of disturbance was inaugurated. The
Northern tribes burst across the vallum of Antoninus, 4 and

N
Kisinff

n
comm itted great depredations, finally overwhelming a Roman
commander and his army. The war is described as the most

serious of the reign.

Ulpius Marcellus, a stern, strict soldier, was then sent out ; and he

eventually expelled the invaders, and gained for his master the surname

of Britannicus, himself to be disgraced and recalled. 5 The next governor

mentioned, one Perennis, proved unsuccessful; at any rate in the manage-

ment of his own troops, who apparently sent a body of 1,500

Troops
13 mutineers to Rome to petition against him ; and then, taking

the law into their own hands, murdered him. 6

With respect to the difficulty of managing Legions, the reader will bear

in mind that owing to the cost of transport they were seldom moved ; the

recruits that were sent to them went practically to settle for life : thus the

Legions became military settlements with strong local connexions and

interests. The reader will have noticed that the legionaries were reserved

as much as possible for garrison duty ; the rough work being laid on the

auxiliary cohorts. Order was eventually restored by P. Helvius

P^rUnax Pertmax ) a distinguished commander, afterwards for three

months Emperor of Rome. But in Britain he had to fight to

establish his authority over his own men, and on one occasion, we are

told, was left for dead on the field. 7

The next governor on record, and the last appointed by Commodus,

1 Hist. EccL, I.e. 11.

2 Antoninus died in March, 161. Meriv., VII. 518.
3 Capitolinus; De Marco Antonino> M.H.B., lxv. ; also C.I.L., VII. Nos. 225, 758.

Calpurnius appears to have been legate A.D. 162-169, Hiibner. It is said that a prefect,

Statins Priscus, had been offered the Purple by the British legions ; a first attempt at

independent action ; Meriv., VII. 568.
4 " to T€i%os to bt.opi'c'ov civTovs T€ koX To. tQu 'PwyiicuW 0"rpar67re5a."' Dion, apud Xiphil.

,

LXXII. s. 8 ; 7lf.//.B.,lix.,A.T). 181. The Northern rampart must be the one referred to.

5 Dion. ap. Ziphil., sup. For coins of Commodus with the inscription Britannicus,

see M. H. B., PI. III. 4-7.
G Dion., sup., s. 9 ; Capitolinus, De Pertinace, c. 3 ; ^Elius Lampridius, De Commodo,

c. 6; M. H. B., lx., lxv., lxvi. "Floruit Lampridius exeunte soeculo tertio."

7 Dion. ap. Xiphil., sup., V. 9 ; LXXIII. 4; Capitolinus, sup., c. 2, 3, 4.

R. H. G



32 ADMINISTRATIVE CHANGES [a.d. 191

was Clodius Albinus, and he succeeded only too well in gaining the

ciodius affections of his men. Commodus, alarmed at the reports

Albinus. f his attitude, sent to supersede him, but died before the

order could be executed. 1 Two ephemeral emperors—Pertinax and

Didius Julianus—were successively set up and deposed by the Praetorian

Guards, and then three serious candidates were announced as in the field

;

namely, Septimius Severus in Pannonia, Pescennius Niger in Syria, and

Clodius Albinus in Britain, each supported by his own Legions. Sep-

timius deeming Pescennius the more formidable opponent, temporised

with Albinus, offering him a share of the empire, with the

^taesar"
secondary title of Caesar. The offer was accepted, 2 and

Albinus remained peaceably within his province till Septimius,

having disposed of Pescennius, declared war against the British Caesar.

Albinus then, perhaps rashly, cook his forces across the Channel to

meet Septimius in Gaul ; and there he was defeated and killed near

Lyons. 3

The attempt of Albinus led to an important change in the adminis-

tration of Britain. Septimius divided the province into two, 4

Britain.
an Upper or Northern, and a Lower or Southern Britain. As
we are told that the 2nd and 20th Legions, quartered at

Caerleon and Chester, belonged to the Southern province ; while the 6th

Legion, quartered at York, belonged to the Northern province, 5
it is clear

that the dividing line must have been drawn from the Mersey to the Humber.

This subdivision, which was dictated by political and imperial considera-

tions, left the governor of the Northern province very weak to resist the

Caledonians, although the bulk of the auxiliaries were assigned to his

share. Accordingly we hear of the Propraetor Virius Lupus being reduced

to the miserable expedient of buying peace from the tribes ; and of course

we are told in the same breath that the tribes soon found excuses for

breaking their treaty engagements. 6

It was under these circumstances, apparently, that the provincial autho-

rities resolved to strengthen their inner frontier by adding a stone wall to

the vallum of Hadrian, which had proved quite insufficient to keep out

incursions.

This implies that the northern rampart, the vallum of Antoninus and

1 Capitolinus, De Clodio Albino, c. 13, 14. Commodus died in 192.
1 a.d. 193. Dion-Xiph., LXXIII. 14, 15 ; Herodian, Hist^ II. 48. Conf. Spartianus,

De SeverOt 6 ; M. H. B., lx., Ixii., lxx.

:t a.d. 197. Herodian, III. 16, 1S-24. J/. //. B., Ixii.

1

1 Icrodian, st//>., 24.
'' Mommsen, V. 173, citing Dion. The style of the governors does not seem to have

been changed. < >n the inscriptions they still appear as "leg. aug. pr. pr." [legatus

tsti pro pratore). So down to the time of Valerianus and Gallienus at any rate,

A.I-. 254-260.

Dion-Xiphil., LXXV., s. 5. M. II B., lx.
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Lollius Urbicus, had already been more or less abandoned. Probably the

intermediate districts formed a Debatable Land, over which the tide of

domination ebbed and flowed.

With respect to the date of the stone wall, inscriptions on the faces

of old Roman quarries in its immediate neighbourhood show
ne

Wall.
that quarrying on a large scale was going on in the year 207,

and again in the year 210. 1

PROFILE OF THE WALL (RESTORED) SCALE £$ IN. TO THE FOOT.

This celebrated wall was held one of the chief glories of the reign of

Septimius. As already mentioned, it ran from sea to sea, 2 a distance of

I3J miles, or 13 miles longer than the contiguous vallum which is ascribed

by all to Hadrian. The wall was about eight feet thick, and twelve feet

high without the parapet, which was four feet higher; 3
it was made of

•concrete, faced with small square blocks of stone, like paving stones. On

1 Hiibner, C. I. I., VII. Nos. 871, 912; conf. 269, also of the time of Septimius.

If we suppose the work to have been begun in 207 we get over the difficulty felt as to

its having been undertaken by Septimius when he was prosecuting active hostilities beyond

the Northern Border. It is worthy of note that both Jerome and Cassiodorus give the year

207 as that of the construction of the vallum, as they call it, of Severus ; though, no

doubt, they seem to take that as the year of his coming to Britain. M. H. B., lxxxi. and

Ixxxii.

2 " Britanniam quod maximum ejus [sc. Severi] imperii decus est muro per transversam

insulam ducto utriusque ad finem oceani munivit." Spartianus, De Scvero, 18; HI. H. B.,

Ixv. As already noticed he gives the length of the mitrus which he ascribes to Hadrian

as being 80 (Roman) miles. That agrees with the length of the stone wall, not with

that of the vallum ; but again the statement that the murus of Severus extended from

sea to sea is true of the stone wall and not of the vallum. That an important fortifica-

tion, whether wall or vallum, running from sea to sea, was executed by Severus is also

stated by Aurelius Victor, M.H.B., lxxi. ; but he gives the length as 32 miles, not the

length even of the vallum of Antoninus. So too Orosius, who notices the towers [turres)

which belong to the wall, not to the vallum, but expands the length to 132 miles. Id.,

Ixxix. ; his words are copied by Eusebius, Jerome, and Cassiodorus. The name of

Severus again appears in the Epitome to Gildas, M. H. B., 5 ; Nennius, Id., 60 : Breda,

Id., 112. Gildas himself would have us to believe that both vallum and wall were built

by the Britons, with some little help from the Romans, after they had abandoned
Britain ; Id., 10, 11.

3 Gildas, Epitome, HI. H. B., 5 ; Breda, Hist. E., I. 12. Breda gives the height of
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the North side it had a ditch, which seems to have been ten to fifteen feet

deep, while a well-made road, twenty-two feet wide, ran along the southern

side. 1 Connected with it were some eighteen permanent stations, or walled

camps,- of three to five acres each, with " mile-castles " and watch-turrets

between ; thus closely resembling the Forth-Clyde vallum of Antoninus.

For necessary freedom of communication apertures or gaps were left in

the wall at every station and mile-castle.

But with all their fortifications the provincial authorities reported the

situation as intolerable : either the army of occupation must be per-

manently strengthened, or a errand effort made to crush the
Septimius

.

°

Severus in Northern tribes. Though past threescore years of age and
Britain,

crij^pleci with gout, Septimius chose the latter alternative.

Travelling in a litter he left Rome with " his two sons, his whole court,

and a formidable army" (a.d. 208). Rejecting all offers of negotiation,

he declared war against the Caledonians and the Maata, the two lead-

ing Northern confederacies, in which all other tribes at this time were

merged.

The Mtzata are described as living ' on the frontier wall

'

;i

; i.e. the

vallum of Antoninus ; the Caledonians are described as living beyond

them. The Mceatcz therefore prima facie would be the inhabitants of

the districts of Strathearn and Strathallan
;

possibly also of Strathmore

and the Mearns, otherwise Kincardineshire. 4

The raising of troops and other preparations must have taken con-

siderable time, as the actual expedition seems to have fallen in the year

210. The younger son Geta was left in command in the province, the

elder and more troublesome son, Antoninus, otherwise " Caracalla,"

being kept under his father's eye. Crossing the Northern vallum :>

E nedifon
Septimius plunged into the wilds beyond, and with enormous

against labour worked his way ' almost to the end of the island '

;

Caledonians.
that jg tQ gay tQ the soutnem sh res of the Moray Firth.

the wall as 12 feet. Camden and other writers of the i6lh century give the height as

15, 16, and 21 feet. Bruce, Roman Wall, 48.
1 Ihuce, 56. Transactions Cumberland Antiquarian Society, sitf>., 459, 461.

- For a list of these, with details of the troops quartered there, see the Xotitia,

M. II. />'.
, \\iv. Bruce estimates these, all auxiliaries, at 12,000 men. Three of the

stations—Vindolana, Magna, and Petriana lie to the South of the vallum of Hadrian,

and must originally have been connected with it.

:i " wpbs avT(f ry SiaTaxiV/uari " (Dion-Xiphil).
1 This might be inferred from the line of Severus' march, but the name Mseatse seem-

fairly identified with the Miati or Miathi of Adamnan, the biographer of St. Columba ;

and they are connected with Magh Circinn, the later Mearns or Kincardineshire. Rhys,

C. /-'., 155, '59> 297- The name Mseatse, however, must not be connected etymologi-

cally with Magh Circinn.
5 u t& rpofitpkiipiva pet'vuara re Kal xw/uara " (Ilerodian). The combination of rivers

and earthworks clearly points to the northern rampart.
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The historians claim for the Emperor the credit of having imposed a

treaty on the clans ; but neither in coming or going did he once behold

an enemy in battle array. His achievements were utterly incommensurate

with his losses which were terrible. The army was worn out with the

toil of incessant road-making and bush-fighting, while having to endure

wet, cold, and privations of all sorts. 1

The footprints of the Imperial march may yet be traced with a fair

degree of certitude. The army would need no fortified camps till it

entered hostile territory, beyond the Northern rampart; and

accordingly to the South of that no camp has been found

exceeding the dimensions of the 50 acre camps which we attributed to

Agricola. But at Ardoch, 20 miles from the frontier, we find the first

of the series of larger camps to which we have already referred ; and

which must be ascribed to Septimius. The great camp at

Ardoch encloses about 121 acres of ground, an area equalled

by only a few of the camps in Southern Britain, such as those at Silchester

and Wroxeter. On the Polybian system this would afford accommodation

for 25,000 or 30,000 men. Another camp of the same size is found at

Gray's Wells 2 near Scone, about 1 miles beyond Perth, and
Gray's Wells. -i l 1 -r. j r * j t n

24 miles by the Roman road from Ardoch. Some 10 to 12

miles from Gray's Wells we have the two smaller camps at Lintrose and

Coupar-Angus already noticed ; 6 miles further we have traces of a camp
at Cardean, at the confluence of the Dean and Isla; and thus advancing

I t, miles by Ruthven, Lindertis, and Kirriemuir we come to
Battle Dykes.

r
*i» L , t-x \ „ r ^ 1 , • -1- rII Battle Dykes, a camp of 124 acres near Oathlaw in Forfar-

shire, being at a distance of 30 or 31 miles from Gray's Wells. 3 Some
14 miles further East we have a smaller camp of so acres,

War Dykes
"War Dykes," Keithock. The next stage would probably

be to Stonehaven (24 miles), where traces of a fort are found. 4 From
Stonehaven an attempt was apparently made to plunge into the heart of

the country, as some four miles inland we have a camp of

about 87 acres, "Rae Dykes." But as even at the present day

there is no road beyond, we may suppose that the army fell back to

Stonehaven, and then, taking a line a little more to the East, made an

advance of 9 miles to a ford on the Dee, seven miles above
Norman y

,

Dykes. Aberdeen, where on the North bank of the river we have

1 Dion-Xiphil, LXXVI. ss.n-16; Herodian, II. cc. 46-51; M. H. B., lx., lxiii. The
loss of 50,000 men given by Dion is absurd ; it is most unlikely that Severus had as

many as 50,000 men with him in all.

2 This the proper name as found on the old maps is now usually given as "Grassy

Walls."
3 Traces of a Roman road are marked at West Muir between Lindertis and Kirrie-

muir.
4 Coins of Severus have also been found near Stonehaven; Stuart, Caledonia Romana,

248.
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another large camp of 10S acres, "Norman Dykes." 1 Dropping down

the river to Aberdeen Septimius must have made a final advance from

that city, as 30 miles on the road to Banff we have our last stepping-

stone in the shape of one more large camp, another " Rae
Rae Dykes Dykes," one m jie t0 tne East of Wells of Ythan.2 Having

fairly traced him so far we cannot doubt that the Emperor

finally reached the shores of the Moray Firth.

Septimius returned to York to die there. He passed away on the

4th February, 211. His last moments were embittered by the conscious-

ness that his efforts had been all in vain, both Caledonians

Septimius
anc* ĉcatce being again in full revolt. His dying injunctions

to his sons were to exterminate them without mercy. :] But

the sons had their own succession to attend to : they renewed the peace,

and left the province to its own resources. 4

For the next 65 years nothing has been handed down concerning

Britain except the names of a few rulers. If the island had no history

we may indulge in the belief that it was comparatively tranquil and

prosperous. It certainly appears to have escaped the troubles that dis-

tracted the rest of the Empire during the unfortunate reigns of Valerian

and his son Gallienus (a.d. 254-268). But inscriptions prove that Britain

uniformly followed the lead of Gaul, and accepted the rule of

SSJaS the recessive Gallic pretenders Postumus, Victoriims, and

Tetricus. 5 So again things went in 276 when Proculus and

Bonosus endeavoured to form a Celtic Empire to include Spain, Gaul,

and Britain. The Emperor Probus however defeated these rivals, and

then sent over masses of Germans, as forced settlers, to keep the Britons

quiet. 6

With the accession of Diocletian (a.d. 285) the shaken Empire entered

1 1^ miles to the S.W. of Culter House.
'-' See Roy, Military Antiquities, 66, and Plates, and the 6-inch Ordnance Map.

Another well-defined camp with a small procestrium, together enclosing 5SA acres, is

found at Harefaulds, Kirkbuddo, about half way from the Oathlaw camp to Broughty

Ferry, near Dundee. This may have been used by a wing marching independently, as

it lies quite off the road from Perth to Stonehaven, or it may have been used for bring-

ing up supplies from the mouth of the Tay.
3 Dion-Xiphil and Herodian, sup. Spartianus, De Sn'cro, c. 19.

4 Dion-Xiphil, Ixxvii. c. I. Herodian, sup. ; according to the latter Caracalla signed

a peace on receiving hostages ; according to the former, he evacuated fortresses " rd

<ppovpia e'^XiTre," that suggests the abandonment of the northern vallum. If the Auto-

nine lti>ierary belongs to the time of Caracalla the fact cannot be doubted, as with it

the Southern vallum is the frontier.

5 See the inscriptions. C. I. L., VII. Nos. 1150, 1 15 1, 1160, 1161. Postumus

apparency ruled from 259 to 26S ; Victorinus in 269 and 270 ; and Tetricus in 271, 272,

or thereabouts. See Mommsen, Y. 149-152.
,; a.d. 276, 277. VopiSCUS, De Probo, c. iS ; Zosimus, Hist. Nov., I. 66. M. If. />.,

lxvi., lxxv. ; Mommsen, V. 152. " Claruit Yospiscus exeunte s.vculo tertio, Zosimu-.

ineunte sseculo tertio."
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on a period of reorganisation and rehabilitation. But even under Diocle-

tian and his colleague Maximian, surnamed Herculius, 1 the

Emperor?
looseness of the bonds by which Britain was bound to the

Empire was very apparent. 2 If a weak man was appointed

to command, the province fell into confusion ; if a strong man was

appointed, he revolted on his own account. Thus for ten years under

Diocletian Britain became an independent kingdom.

For thirty years before the accession of Diocletian the Franks had been

harassing the Empire along the frontier of the Rhine. 3 Driven back by

Tne Saxons
^roDUS tnev t0°k t0 tne sea

>
ravaging the Channel coasts, in

concert with the Saxons, another Teutonic people, now heard

of for the first time. Carausius, a Menapian (Fleming) and an able naval

officer, was given the command of the Roman fleet, with his headquarters

at Boulogne, 4 to keep down these attacks. Being suspected of malversa-

tion, if not of direct complicity with the rovers, an order for his execution

Carausius was issued by Maximian : whereupon Carausius threw off his

Emperor in allegiance, retired to Britain, and assumed the Purple (a.d.
Britain

287). 5 It is interesting to note that for some years he re-

tained his hold upon Boulogne : thus anticipating the position of England

in the 14th and 15th centuries with its footing at Calais. Unprovided

with shipping, always a weak point with the Romans, the Emperors had

to accept the position of Carausius ; and for some eight years he ruled

Britain with success, as indicated by the extraordinary number of his

coins found. On some of these he represents himself as joint Emperor

with Diocletian and Maximian. On others we have a female figure,

welcoming a soldier, with the legend Expectate Veni
;

7 an inscription

not found on earlier coins, nor on later ones, till it was revived in Scot-

land in the year 1745 in honour of "Prince Charlie."

We may conjecture that Carausius, while ruling by the swords ofFrankish

mercenaries, had the dexterity to pose as the champion of British aspira-

tions after Home Rule.

In 292 Constantius Chlorus and Galerius, nicknamed " Armentarius?

1 Diocletian was proclaimed Emperor in 285 ; he associated Maximian in 286 ;

Gibbon, II. 64 (ed. 1854).
2 " Britannia fertilis provincia tyrannorum " was the remark of St. Jerome, Adv.

Joviamun, II. iv. 6 ; M. H. B., xcix.

3 The Franks, perhaps new opponents only in name, are first heard of as pushing

forwards towards the lower Rhine in 253. Mommsen, V. 149. Three years earlier the

Goths were attacking the line of the Danube.
4 " Gesoriacum," Eumenius ;

" Bononia," Eutropius.
5 Aurelius Victor, De Casaribus, c. 39 ; Eutropius, Breviar., ix. cc. 21, 22. Orosius,

Hist., c. 25. Eusebius Pamphilus, Chron., II. M. H. B., lxxi., lxxii., Ixxix., lxxxi.

6 M. H. B., PI. x. 1. The coins of Carausius are supposed to have been mostly

struck in London or Colchester.

7 M, PI. v. 13.
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were associated by Diocletian as Casars (1 March). 1 Constantius at once

Constantius s ignansed his accession by ousting Carausius from his

Chlorus continental footing at Boulogne. 2 Two years later Carausius
Csesar.

00 j

fell a victim to assassination, the fate of so many rulers in those

days of military rule ; he fell by the hand of his follower Allectus, who
usurped his authority. 3

War was promptly declared against the new ' pirate.' The operations

were conducted by the Cnesar Constantius Chlorus in person. A fleet

Allectus
^avm& at last- been raised he himself sailed from Boulogne,

Emperor in part of the armament sailing from the mouth of the Seine.
am.

jTaV0ured by a fog they accomplished the crossing without

attracting the attention of the British fleet, which was stationed oft* the

Isle of Wight. The landing must have been effected in different places,

as we are told that Allectus was defeated and killed by one wing, under

the command of Asclepiodotus, prefect of the Praetorians ; while the last

of the fugitive Franks were cut to pieces in the streets of London by

another wing that had sailed up the Thames. 4

In the year 305 both Diocletian and Maximian abdicated (1st "May):

whereupon the two Caesars were proclaimed Emperors ; Galerius to rule

in the East, and Constantius Chlorus in the West ; two new
Constantius ~ , . , . . c ^ - T . . ,

Chlorus Caesars being named in the persons of Daza-Maximinus and
E™P®r

r
or °f Valerius Severus. Constantine, the son of Constantius, for

ths Vt fist

whom no place had been found in these arrangements,

was at the time in the hands of Galerius at Xicomedia. Dissatisfied

with his position he made a hasty escape, and joined his father

at Boulogne, just as he was preparing to sail to Britain. The two

having established their position in the Island signalised their accession

by an expedition against the Caledonians and other Picts.

The war over, Constantius, like Septimius, returned to York to die

(25th July 306) ; when Constantine was at once proclaimed. 5

1 Gibbon, II. 67.

- Claudius Mamertinus, Panegyr. Maxim., cc. 11, 12: Eumenius, Pro Instaurandis

Scholis, cc. 18, 21. Id., Panegyr* Constantino, c. 5. M.H.B., lwi. Ixix. According to

Ncnnius, the Welsh writer, Carausius repaired the " murus " and "agger" of Severus,

adding new "turres." Nennius took the Northern vallum to be the work of Severus

(c. 19 M. H. B.), but " turres " would be inapplicable to the Northern work as there

was no wall there.
'' Aurelius Victor ; Eutropius j Orosius, sup. , A.D. 294, Fetrie.
1 Eumenius, Panegyric Const., cc. 9-19; M.ILB., lxvii. Aurelius Victor

;

Eutropius ; Orosius, sup. For the coins of Allectus see J/.II.B., PL XV., XVI., XVII.
Naval emblems are again common.

' Efegtenius, Panegyr* Constantino, 7, 8; Aurelius Victor, De Casaribus, c. 40, and

Epitome 41 ; Zosimus, Hist. Nov., II. 8; Eutropius, X. I, 2 ; Ammianus Marcellinus,

Addenda ; Socrates, Schoh Hist. Eccl.
t

I. 2 ; M. H. 2?., Ixix., lxxi., lxxv. , Ixxxi. Con-

stantine the Great may have been born in Britain, but the point is doubtful ; the allega-

tion that hi-> mother, the Sainted Helena, was of British extraction is a mere legend. See

(jibbon, II. 109, note.
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Under Constantine the Great and his sons Constantine II., Constan-

tius II., and Constans, Britain again enjoyed more than fifty

the Great years of tranquillity. 1 In 312 the province had to supply its

proclaimed contingents for the Great struggle against Maxentius. 2 At the
at York.

death of Constantine (a.d. 337) the Empire was divided

among his sons, and Britain fell to the share of the eldest, Constantine II.

At his death Britain came into the hands of his brother Con-
Constantine

stans
^
A D< ^o). For his reign the only bit of civil history

that we have is an indirect notice, the original narrative being
Constans.

lost, of a hasty visit paid by the Emperor to Britain in winter

time ; the August presence apparently being called for by hostile inroads

of some sort. 3 But of such inroads we hear no more for nearly twenty

years.

In 350 Constans fell a victim to the successful rising of Magnentius,

commander of the Household troops in Gaul. Magnentius, being of

British extraction on the father's side, received some support

a°Briton.
' fr°m Britain, and notably from ' Count ' Gratian, at that time

holding office in the province.4 After the fall of Magnentius

(353) we hear of searching inquisitions in Britain, instituted by one Paulus,

an Imperial commissioner, in opposition to the wishes of the provincial

authorities. The struggle culminated in a personal collision between

Paulus and the Vicar Martinus, in which the latter lost his life.
5 The

importance attached to this occurrence implies a dearth of greater events :

but the incident in itself shows the jealousy felt towards provincial rulers

at headquarters • and the mischievous readiness to interfere with their

authority.

Direct testimony to the well-being of the province during this period

however is not wanting. Eumenius, the Panegyrist of Constantius,

extols the fertility of its soil ; the rich produce of its flocks, and herds, and

hives. 6 Still more to the point are the records of large shipments of corn

to the Rhine for the support of the Roman garrison during the time that

Julian (afterwards Emperor) held sway in Gaul as Caesar. 7

The reader may have wondered at the new titles of office, ' Count,' and
* Vicar,' above introduced without explanation.

Adminis- Important modifications in the adminstration of the Empire
trative had been introduced by Diocletian.

After the association of Maximian and the two Caesars,

1 a.d. 306-361. 2 Zosimus II., c. 15. M. H. B., Lxxvi.

3 a.d. 340-350, Ammianus Marcell. , XX. 1 ; Julius Fermicus, De Errore ; M. H. B.,

Ixxiii., xcv. Fermicus lived at the time.
4 Zouaras, XIII. 6 ; Amm. Marcell., XXX. 7 ; M. H. B., lxxiv., lxxxvii.
5 Amm. Marcell., XIV. 5 ; M. H. B., lxxii.

6 A.D. 296. Panegy. Const., c. 11 ; M. H. B., Ixvii.

7 a.d. 355-361. Zosimus III., c. 5; Eunapius Sardianus, Hist. Byzant., p. 15;
Amm. Marcell., XVIII. 2; M. H. B., Ixxiii., lxxv., lxxvi. ; Gibbon, etc.
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Galerius and Constantius Chlorus, 1 he had subdivided the Empire

into four parts, one for each Augustus and each Caesar. Constantine

the (Ireat retained this arrangement with modifications to suit the

case of a sole Emperor, the position to which lie ultimately attained.8

The Empire was thrown into four vast Prefectures, each under

Prefectures a l3ret°r ian Prefect (prccfectus prcetorio). The Western or

Gallic Prefecture included Western Africa, Spain, Gaul, and

Britain ; thus extending from Mount Atlas to the Firth of Forth. :i For

obvious political reasons the civil and military commands were separated
;

the military commands being again subdivided between Masters of the

Cavalry and Infantry, In this system Britain ranked as one of the six

' Dioceses ' of the Gallic Prefecture ; the civil government being
P0
BritSn°

f
in the hands of a 'Vicar.' or Vice-prefect, whose head-

quarters were at York, that city, from the military point of view,

being of more importance than London. Each ' Diocese ' again was sub-

divided into ' Provinces.' Under Septimius Severus Britain had been

divided into two, a Lower and an Upper Britain ; now we have it split

into four provinces, Britannia Prima, Britannia Secunda, Flavia Canadensis,

and Maxima Canadensis. 4 The limits of these districts are nowhere laid

down ; but it is generally agreed that Britannia Prima lay to the South of

the Thames valley, answering to the later Wessex ; and that Britannia

Secunda lay to the West of the Severn, answering to Wales and the Welsh

March; Flavia Canadensis would extend from the Thames to the Humber

—

the later Mercia ; and Maxima Canadensis 5 from the Humber to the Wall,

the later Northumbria. The addition of a fifth nominal Province, Valentia,

for the districts North of the Wall came later on in the century.

Under the Vicar each Province, according to its importance, was

administered either by a Consularis or a Preses. The military com-

Civii a d
mands °f tne ' Dioceses ' rested with comites, ' companions

'

Military (i.e. Emperors Companions) 1 or 'counts'; and Duces,
cers

' 'Leaders,' or 'Dukes.' The Duces were subordinate to the

1 The two Caesars were associated 1st March, 292; Gibbon, II. 69. The scheme of

the new subdivisions was probably settled in or after 297. Mommsen, AbJiand., sup.

- Constantine the Great did not become sole Emperor till 324, after the defeat and
death of his last rival Licinius.

; See Freeman, Historical Geography, Maps, pi. XII.
4 The oldest authority for these divisions is the Verona MS. printed by Mommsen,

Abhandl. AkaJcm. Wissensch. %
Berlin, 1S62, p. 491 ; Rhys. This list appears older

than the year 342 ; the next oldest is that of FestUS Rufus, circa 370.
' The name " Flavia " Canadensis clearly points to the House of Constantius whose

family name was Flavius. Constantine II. had a daughter Flavia Maxima, but the

l'i'>vince "Maxima" Canadensis was probably named after the Western Augustus,

Maximian.
5 Valentia is not named either in the Verona MS. or in Rufus Festus.

1 he title seems to have been originally given to those appointed on the Emperor's
retinue in his progresses. It is found from the time of Marcus Aurelius.
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Comites, two or three Duces being usually under one Comes. But in

Britain we have two Canutes and only one Dux ; namely Comes Britannia
;

the Comes Littoris Saxo?iiciper Britannias ;
l and the Dux Britanniarum*

The Comes Britannia must have been the commander-in-chief; but for

the third century of our era we have no record of the disposition of the

troops in Britain. At the beginning of the fifth century,
The Garri- w^en t ]ie j\r titia was compiled, we have them mostly massed

in the two quarters exposed to attack : namely, on the Wall in

the North, and along the sea-coast in the East and South. The 6th

Legion and the Auxiliaries on the Wall were under the command of the

Dux; and the 2nd Legion, with a further complement of Auxiliaries,

were under the command of the Comes Littoris Saxonici. The 20th

Legion is not named ; and the troops under the command of the Comes

Britannia are mostly cavalry. The growing importance of cavalry is one

of the features of the Lower Empire, mounted soldiery being most effectual

for checking or punishing barbaric raids. 3

The troops under the command of the Comes Littoris Saxonici were

divided between nine seaside stations ; namely Bra/inodunum, Brancaster

in Norfolk ; Garianonnwn^ Burgh Castle on the Yare ; Ot/iona, Ithanchester

in Essex ; Regulbium, Reculvers in Kent ; Rutupice, Richborough by

Sandwich; Dubris, Dover; Lemanis, Lymne by Hythe in Kent; Anderida,

Pevensey ; and Portus Adumi, perhaps Shoreham. 4

APPENDIX A TO CHAPTER VI.

THE SOUTHERN PR^ETENTURA—RELATIONS OF THE VALLUM AND WALL.

If we follow the lines of the vallum and Wall westward from Newcastle we find the two
keeping on parallel lines at an average distance of about 100 yards apart till we come to

Eppie's Hill, beyond Rudchester ( Vindobald), where the two converge till they touch.

So again between Carr Hill and Halton Shields. At Halton Chesters [Hunnum) the

camp—a walled camp attached to the Wall— clearly infringes on the vallum : the vallum
does not retain its full width as it passes along the south side of the camp. If there was
any need for the vallum after the Wall and the walled camp had been built there seems
no reason why the vallum should not have retained its full width here. At Planetree,

just to the East of a Mile Castle, the Wall turns suddenly at an angle, as if to avoid cutting

into the vallum. At Chesters [Cilemum) we have the same circumstances as at Halton
Chesters ; a walled camp, with the vallum apparently passing along the south side of it,

but with a very diminished width. Beyond Tower Tay we have a good piece of the

Wall 150 or 200 yards in length. At Limestone Corner we have the two fortifications in

1 The words per Britannias are added to distinguish the Saxon shore of Britain from

that on the other side of the Channel, extending from Belgium to Armorica ; Notitia,

II. 106, 108, ed. Bocking, 1839. The occurrence of this second Saxon shore makes it

unnecessary to assume the existence of Saxon Settlements in East Anglia at this time.
2 In the Notitia these British officers are described as being under the orders {sub

\ dispositione) of the Masters of the Household Cavalry and Infantry :
" Magistii

1 Pra^sentiales Equitum, Peditum."
3 On this subject, see Mr. C. Oman's Art of War.
4 This last indent ification must be considered doubtful, as it depends on the antiquity

of the name Adur as applied to the Shoreham river, which is disputed.
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juxtaposition, but without any interference on either side, both ditches being cut

through basalt to a depth of 9 ft. or 10 ft. But at Procolitia, beyond Carrawbrough,
we have a walled camp, attached to the Wall, completely overriding the vallum, with a

ditch of its own that cuts through the va/luw-diich. At the Old Ouarry, 300 yards before

reaching Shield on the Wall (No. i)
1 the vallum, if not infringed upon by the Wall, is

jammed up against it ; and 700 yards beyond Shield on the Wall seems clearly cut into

by it. At Ilousesteads {Borgovicus) we have the best preserved portions of the Wall,

but the vallum1 which apparently passed ico yards to the south of it, is here completely

destroyed, as if for the sake of access to the camp or by traffic to and from it. For some
miles from this point the vallum runs at a considerable distance from the Wall, and
could serve no purpose in connexion with it. At Carvoran {Magna), a camp not attached

to the Wall, and one which must be referred to an earlier date, the Wall as it issues

from Wall Tower Wood again turns at a sharp angle as if to avoid the vallum ; while

the latter makes a bend with two angles, like a bastion, round the N. side of the camp,
for its protection ; an unnecessary step if the stone Wall was there already. At Gills-

land, in the grounds of the vicarage, we have a well-preserved piece of wall, which
further on, beyond the river Irthing, reappears as forming the North side of the camp of

Amboglanna (Birdoswald) and so onwards to the West. From Amboglanna to Wall
Bowers the plan of the vallum appears to have been changed, a fourth rampart and a

second ditch being added on the North side of the normal works. The track of the two
ditches is plainly visible from the camp at a distance of 350 yards or 400 yards to the

West. Looking back eastwards to the camp from that distance we may judge that origi-

nally the extra northern rampart ran straight through the ground afterwards occupied by
the camp, the southern rampart having passed over ground now washed away by the

river Irthing. At Wall Bowers the Wall cuts off and destroys the extra northern

rampart and ditch of the vallum which here come to an end. Of the meaning or

purpose of this deviation from the regular plan we can offer no explanation. After

Abbey-Gill's Wood, both Wall and vallum disappear, the track of the Wall and the
.sites of the Mile Castles, however, being just traceable. So on to Walton and Cambeck
Hill ; but some indications of the vallum, a little to the West of Sandy Sike, suggest
that at Walton, Wall and vallum coincided. At Newtown the traces seem to show that

the Wall and vallum must again have come into contact, and the Wall again makes a
bend as if to spare the vallum. Beyond Newtown, the remains of the vallum are more
substantial, and the two works run parallel, mostly at what we may call the normal
distance of 100 yards as far as a spot one half-mile Fast of Brunstock House and some
two and a quarter miles short of Stanwix, where on the map we have the two fortirica-

cations again coming into actual contact, and again diverging,- to run into the camp at

Stanwix (Concavala)3 one on the North side and one on the South side of the fort.

Finally, crossing the Eden, at Davidson's Banks, on the river side just beyond the North
British Railway Shed the Wall and vallum are shown as running in actual contact for

one-third of a mile. The tracks of the wall may still be seen, but the vallum at this

place has been so completely destroyed that no statement one way or another can be
ventured on from personal observation.

Burgh upon Sands {Gabrosmtum)A is usually given as the terminus of the vallum, but
in fact it is traceable, a mile further, to Dykesfield. The last two camps belonging to the

Wall-series are found at Drumburgh {Tunnjtclum) b and Bowness {Glannibanta).^

[Since the above was in print I have seen the Report of the operations of the Cumber-
land Excavation Committee in 1S96, and it appears that at Carranbrough (Procolitia),

the vallum is not overridden by the camp, but that on the contrary it makes a bend so as

to include the camp. So again at Birdoswald {Amboglanna). It follows that these camps,
probably with only earthen ramparts in the first instance, were executed either con-
currently with or more likely before the vallum.}

1 There is another place of the same name further West.
- The excavation at Brunstack of the Cumberland Committee of 1S94 seems to have

been made to the West of the point of approximation as may be seen on their plan, p.

436.
• So Horsley, sup., and Petrie, M. H. B. The Ordnance Map and Mr. McLachlan

apply the name Axtlodunum to Stanwix. There are no inscriptions to fix the names of
the Western stations.

1

s.. the I Ordnance Map. Horsley identifies Axelodunum with Burgh upon Sands.
1

1 hrdnance Map. Horsley makes \t= Gadrosentum. ° Ordnance Map.
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APPENDIX B TO CHAPTER VI.

THE NORTHERN PR/ETENTURA.

This work appears to have begun at Grange, overlooking Bridgeness on the Forth, in

Linlithgowshire. An inscription found at Bridgeness commemorates the completion by
the 2nd Legion of 4652 Roman yards {passus= at ft. 10 inches) of the work. 1 This
portion of the fortification has disappeared, but the given distance brings us along the

traditional line past Kinneil House to a small tower at Inneravon, overlooking the

Avon, which is held to mark the site of an old Roman post. Traces of a corresponding

post are said to be found on the other side of the stream. Crossing the Avon, the

vallum and ditch become clearly distinguishable, and in fact unmistakeable, as we
approach and pass through Polmont Park ; continuing more or less distinct through
Calendar Park, to the outskirts of Falkirk. West of that town, it again becomes quite

distinct in Tentsfield Plantation (Rough Castle), and so along the South bank of the

Forth and Clyde Canal. Just beyond Castle Cary Station (fort) it crosses the Edin-
burgh and Glasgow Railway, recrossing it just before Easter Dullater, and so to

Croyhill, after that crossing and recrossing the Forth and Clyde Canal, between
Twechar and Hillhead. The next point is Kirkintillock (fort), and then the Canal is

again crossed and recrossed at Glasgow Bridge and Cadder Wood. The vallum then
runs across the Kelvin at Balmuidy Bridge, turning North for a short distance, and then
again going West to New Kilpatrick. A short distance before reaching this place,

where the work crosses a stony height, the ditch seems almost as intact as on the day it

was dug. The fortification then passes on by Duntocher (fort) and Mount Pleasant, to

Old Kilpatrick on the Clyde (fort) ; but this last portion is no longer distinguishable.

1 "Perf. M. P. 1III D CL I I."



CHAPTER VII

A.D. 360-4II

Renewal of barbaric attacks on Roman Britain—Government of Count Theodosius

—

Last Roman Emperors holding Rule in Britain—Marcus—Gratian—Constantine

III—End of Roman Domination—Their Fiscal System—Results of their Stay in

Britain

WITH the year 360 a new era of trouble was inaugurated in Britain,

the Northern hordes being reinforced by the Scots, a people

now mentioned for the first time. 1 The new comers were Gael from the

^ . North of Ireland, the original " Scotia" and the only one
Fresh

. . .

Northern known for many centuries of our history; "Scotus" being in
invasions.

fact s jmpjy t jie Latin name for Gael.2 We may suppose them

Th scot
t0 nave made their crossings to Loch Ryan, or to the Clyde,

on the banks of which river 143 years later they established a

permanent settlement.

The marauders did not in the first instance venture to cross the frontier,

their ravages falling presumably on the debatable lands between the two

walls.8 But the province or ' Diocese ' as it was now called
Successions l

in the was greatly alarmed, and a hasty call for succour was for-
mpire.

war(j e(j to Julian, then holding his Court as Ccesar in Paris.

Afraid to leave Gaul for fear of the Alamanni, Julian deputed the task to

Lupicinus, Master of the Horse, 4 who eventually reached London with

some auxiliary troops. But Lupicinus did not really enjoy the confidence

of the Caesar, and was either recalled or obliged to return before he could

take any effective action. 5 The Emperor Constantius II. then died (361):

1 Amm. Marcell., XX. I. A rather earlier notice of the Scots is found in the Verona
MS. printed by Mommsen, Abhandl. , sup., p. 492, where " Scoti, Picti, Calidoni," head a

list of the barbarous nations of the time. The MS. may be dated between 297 and 342.

Eumenius, however, writing in 296, speaks of Britain as "assueta Pictis et Hibernensibus

hostibus," M. H. B. t
lxvii.

- Rhys' C. />'., 92, 194, 236, 239. The Irish form of the name is "Scuit," but the

word is rare. lb. Also Skene, Celtic Scotland, I. 137. " Scotia eadem et Ilibernia,"

Isidore, Origm.
t
XIV. c. 6 ; M. II. />'., cii.

3 "Cum . . . loca limitibus vicina vastarent." Ammianus, sup,
1 Ammianus styles him magister armorum

t
but, as above pointed out, the tnagisttr

tquitum was the chief officer in Gaul.
5 Amm. Marc, sup., conf. the extract from a letter of Julian, M. H. B., Ixx., lxxiii.

M
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Julian succeeded him, and his attention was fully engaged with other

matters than the relief of Britain up to the time of his death, which

occurred in the year 363.
x Jovian then became Emperor, but died in a

year; when Valentinian was proclaimed. Unwilling to under-

an^VaiTns
1
ta^e tne burden °f governing the entire Empire he made a

final partition with his brother Valens, assigning to him the

Eastern Empire, and retaining the Western half for himself. 52

With all these changes of government following in such quick succes-

sion Britain's enemies grew and multiplied. The Picts and Scots harried

her in the North, 3 while the Channel coasts were infested by Saxons and

Franks. Moreover the Northern assailants had been again reinforced by

the Atecotti, people dwelling between the Walls who had joined the Picts

and Scots in self-defence. 4 In 367 matters reached a climax when Valen-

tinian being on his way from Amiens to Treves was startled by the intel-

ligence that Britain had been overwhelmed by a combination of barbaric

attacks ; and that both Nectarides the Count of the Saxon Shore, and

Fullofaudes the Duke, had fallen in action ; the one as we may suppose

in the South, the other in the North.

Two or three officers having been hastily appointed to go over, and

then as hastily superseded, a leader equal to the emergency was at last

found in Count Theodosius, " the best general of the Empire,"

Tiieodosius.
^atner °f tne future Emperor. He crossed in 368 with a sub-

stantial force, which included the ' Jovians ' and the ' Victors ';

the Heruli and the Batavians, all crack corps.

Having landed at Richborough, the Counts' first business was to clear

the neighbourhood of marauders, who were driving before them cattle and

slaves for sale. Advancing to London he relieved the panic-stricken city.

But the recovery and reorganisation of the Province was a matter of time

and trouble. To enable him to effect the work Theodosius begged that

men of ability, personally known to himself, should be sent out to fill the

posts of ' Duke ' and ' Vicar.' The first necessity of the moment, however,

was the suppression of the bands of miscellaneous origin who were preying

1 Julian, however, as Emperor, did not altogether forget Britain, as we are told that

he endeavoured to cut down military expenditure there ; but that would not strengthen

the province against invasion. Libanius, Oratio Parent., injulianum; M. H. B.,xcv.

Libanius lived at the time.
2 26 February-28 March, 364. See Gibbon, III. 213-236.
3 " Per diversa vagantes multa populabantur."
4 See Aram. Marcell., XXII. 3, XXVI. 4, XXVII. S ; M. H. B., Ixxiii. For the

y Atecotti see Rhys' C. B., 92. S*kene, Celtic Scotland, I. 101. Ammianus now divides

I the Picts into Dicaledonas and Verturiones (not Vecturiones, Rhys, 308). The Vertu-

i riones would be the men of Fortriu or Fortrenn=Strathern. Dicaledonas is clearly the

i same as Duicalidonios {Aovr]Ka\i86vios), the name given by Ptolemy to the Western, or

as he considered it, Northern sea or sea coast of Britain.
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on the country. 1 This was mainly effected by the liberal offer of pardon

on condition of enlistment in the Roman service. ~

But Theodosius did not feel strong enough to take the field against the

Northern tribes till next year (369), when he marched from London clearing

„ „ all before him. The Picts and Scots were driven to their
Northern
Frontier homes ; the frontier fortifications were restored and remanned

;

Restored.
an(j ^ districts between the Walls recovered and reunited to

the Empire as the Province of Valentia. Here again the turbulent ele-

ments were got rid of by the enlistment of Atecotti to serve as auxiliary

cohorts on the Continent. ;J The work of the year included the crushing

of an attempted rising by one Valentinus, an exile in banishment from

Pannonia ; and the suppression of the "Arcani," apparently an Intelli-

gence corps on the frontier, found guilty of supplying information to the

enemy.

All this and much more accomplished, Theodosius left the Province for

which he had done so much, called off to discharge duties of still greater

importance elsewhere. 4 His labours however had gained for Britain some

years of peace and quiet ; a period that might have been considerably

prolonged had either the Provincial rulers been loyal to their Emperors ;

or, if ambitious, content to keep their ambition within reasonable bounds.

But Carausius, apparently, was the only man able to conceive the idea of

an insular kingdom, perhaps because he was a sailor. To all others

Britain seemed a mere fraction, an inarticulate fragment, incapable of

independent existence. The idea that all legitimate authority emanated

from the Imperial centre, had taken such a hold upon the minds of men
that each successive 'tyrant' hastened to justify his position by laying

claim to universal Empire, exhausting the resources of the Island in hope-

less enterprises.

At the death of Valentinian I. (17th Nov., 375), the Western Empire

was subdivided between his two sons Gratian and Valentinian II. ; Gratian

taking Spain, Gaul, and Britain, and Valentinian II. taking

peror over Italy and Illyricum. When Valens fell at Adrianople, de-
Spain, Gaul, feated and killed by the Goths (oth August, ^78), the younger
and Britain. .

J
. .

w o >
o / /> j o

Theodosius, son of the British Count, was named by Gratian

1 " Variarum gentium plebem.

"

a.d. 368. Aimn. Marcell., XXVII. 9; M. H. B., lxxiii. The use of the word
" desertores " suggests that some of the soldiers had turned Free Lances.

Four bodies of Atecotti are given in the Notitia among the auxiliaries on the Conti-

nent ; one in the East, three In the West, vol. I. c. 8, and vol. ii. c. 5, Ed. Booking.

Two of these corps, the " Honoriani," must have been raised later, under Ilonorius ; one

or both of the others may have been raised by Count Theodosius. St. Jerome saw some
of these " Atticoti," as he spells the name, in Gaul : he taxes them not only with poly-

andry, but also with cannibalism, which seems hard to believe. Adv.Jovianum, c. 2 ;

J/. //. B., xcix.

4 Ammianus Marcell., XXVIII. c. 3, XXX. 7. Pacatus Drepanius, Panegyr.

Theodosio
t

c. 5. Zosimus IV. 12 ; J/. H. !>., box., Ixxiv., Ixxv.
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Emperor of the East. 1 Gratian was not wanting in good qualities, but

after seven years' rule he had lost the respect of his subjects by neglecting

the duties of his position ; devoting himself to the pursuit of the chase

;

while he offended his troops by surrounding himself with Alani—Nomads
from the banks of the Don and the Volga ; splendid horsemen, but men
regarded as barbarians by Germans no less than Romans. 2

Suddenly news came that one Clemens Maximus had been proclaimed

Emperor in Britain by soldiers and people. His previous position there

is not clearly defined : but it seems natural to assume that he
CIptyighs

Maximus pro- held some high command, if not the chief command. 3 An
claimed in Iberian by birth, he had served under the elder Theodosius
Britain. . . , .

in Britain, and it was alleged that his ambition had been

stirred by the success of his countryman.4 High character and talents

are ascribed to him, and he had clearly gained the goodwill of the

Britons. 5 Accepting the nomination with a decent show of reluctance,

Clemens led all the forces of the Island across the Channel to attack

Gratian in Gaul. Deserted by his men Gratian fled from Paris to Lyons,

there to be overtaken and put to death (25th August, 383).^

When this happened, Valentinian II., the Italian Emperor, was still but

a boy twelve years old ; Theodosius, the Emperor of the East, had no

direct concern with the affairs of the West ; and Constantinople lay a

long way from Gaul. Recognising the position to which Clemens Maxi-

mus had attained, he made a treaty with him, recognising him as Emperor

beyond the Alps, on condition of his respecting the dominions of Valen-

tinian II. 7

" The reign of Maximus might have ended in peace and prosperity, could

he have contented himself with three ample countries " ; corresponding

1 19th January, 379. See Gibbon, III. 290, 335, 342. 2 Id., 356.
3 Gibbon denies his having held office in Britain ; but the words of Pacatius, " insu-

lam . . . regali habitu exulem suum illi exules orbis induerent," seem mere rhetoric.

Panegyr. Theodosio, c. 23; M. H. B., lxx. The words of Zosimus, " ovde els dpxw
fvTLixov trvxe irpodhdCov" need not mean more than that he did not consider his position

equal to his merits. Hist. Nov., IV. 35. He is said to have kept the Picts and Scots

in good order, but it is not clear whether this was before or after he assumed the Purple.

Pseudo- Prosper, M. H. B., lxxxii.

4 Zosimus, sup. Count Theodosius was a Spaniard, and his son was born in Spain.
5 " Vir quidem strenuus et probus, atque Augusto dignus." Orosius, VII. 34 ; so

too Sulpicius Severus, Dial., II. c. 6. Sacr. Hist., II. c. 49, ed. 1709. Conf. Pacatius,

sup. , c. 28.

c See the authorities already cited : also Aurelius Victor, Epit., c. 47 ; Tiro-Prosper ;

and Pseudo-Prosper, M. H. B., lxix., lxx., lxxii., lxxvi., lxxx., lxxxii., c. Gibbon, II.

511. "Tiro Prosper, of Aquitaine, a Father of the Gaulish Church, lived from about

400 to 450." He has left a valuable short, chronicle of his own times. He is usually

cited as Prosper of Aquitaine. Another short chronicle, partly based on his, but of

unknown authorship, has usually been cited as Prosper Tyro (so in M. H. B.). Mr.

Hodgkin suggests " Pseudo-Prosper " as a better name. Italy, I. 277.
7 Gibbon, III. 361.

R. H. H
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to three of the principal kingdoms of modern Europe. But within four

years he found excuses for breaking his treaty with Theodosius and

Valentinian.

Church questions at that time occupied a position of paramount in-

terest. It was the age of Councils ; and the Arian controversy was still

warm. Valentinian II. and his mother Justina were Arians
;

Questions Maximus was rigidly orthodox, the most conspicuous event

of his rule in Gaul being the suppression of the Manichnean

followers of Priscillian, Bishop of Avila in Spain. It is worthy of note

that " the first among Christian princes who shed the blood of his Chris-

tian subjects on account of their religious opinions " was a Spaniard.

With his convictions Maximus may have regarded an attack on Valen-

tinian II. in the light of a crusade. 1 He crossed the Alps with a powerful

army, to which Britain again contributed its quota in men and money

(a.d. 387). Valentinian fled to the court of Theodosius, with his mother

and his sister Galla. Theodosius, recently left a widower, fell in love

with the sister ; and, ignoring the theological side of the quarrel, took up

the cause of her brother. The armies met on the banks of the Save

Fall of
at Siscia, now Siszek. Maximus was defeated. Theodosius

Clemens pushing on with great rapidity, captured his adversary near

Aquileia, and put him to death. (June-August, 388).

-

Of the British followers of Clemens Maximus few returned to their

homes, the survivors being mostly settled in Armorica. The loss of these

men was considered by the British writers one of the proximate causes of

the fall of the Roman dominion in Britain. 3

But the end was not yet. While the great Theodosius lived the fabric

of the empire could still resist assaults. After the death of Valentinian II.

(392), at any rate after the suppression of the rising of Arbogastes and

Eugenius (394),'
1 Theodosius became for a short time sole Emperor both

of East and West. In 395 he died, 5 and the Empires fell to

Honorius!
1 ms tw0 sons Arcadius and Honorius, boys of eighteen and

eleven, the elder called to rule in the East the younger in the

West.

' So apparently Pseudo-Prosper, sup., Maximus, "indignum ducens contra ecclesiae

Statum agi " : also Sozomen, Histor. EccL, VII. 13. For the persecution of the

Priscillians see Sulpicius Severus, Hist. Sacr., cc. 4S-51 ; Dial., III. cc. 11-13;

Pseudo-Prosper, sup., Gibbon. According to Sulpicius, St. Martin of Tours, to whom
Maximus paid great court, did his utmost to restrain his persecuting zeal.

- Gibbon, III. 3S1-3S6.
8 S<_c Gildas, Hist., ss. 13, 14 ; Nennius, s. 27. Maximus was no hero to these

writers. This seems to prove that his position in later Welsh writings was a mere
literary creation, evolved from history, and not a genuine popular tradition : so too with
Caros = Carausins.

1 See Gibbon, III. 395-403; Hodgkin, Italy and her Invaders, I. 155-16S.
:

' 17th January
; Gibbon, sup. February; Hodgkin, sup., 196.

Gibbon, IV. 1.
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The change at the centre of the system was soon felt at the extremities.

Pict and Scot and Saxon resumed their attacks. In answer to the calls

a * A+f ir
of tne Britons, the great Stilicho, who ruled the West in the

.tr6SH At/L3.CKS
# 10

on Roman name of Honorius, was induced, about the year 398, to
Britain.

sen(i Qver tr00pSj Sp ken of as a ' legion.' By their exertions

the invaders were repelled and the frontier fortifications repaired. 1

The troops sent by Stilicho were recalled about the year 402 for the

great struggle with Alaric ;
2 who had invaded Italy for the first time.

The Noiitia Utriasque Imperii to which we have referred appears to

describe the state of things in Britain after this withdrawal. The two
1 Honorian ' cohorts of Atecotti must have been raised at this time. A
reference to Equites Honoriani also proves the survey to have been drawn

up after the accession of that Emperor, but before the final catastrophe.

Two Legions, the 2nd and the 6th, 17 cohorts, and 16 numeri of infantry,

with 7 alee or other bodies of cavalry, are specified as quartered in

Britain. 3 The posts on the Saxon shore, on the Wall, and in Cumber-

land, are described as held in strength. 4 How much of the given force

was effectual and how much existed only on paper it is impossible to say.

The 2nd Legion must have been reduced to a skeleton, as its headquarters

were at Richborough, a mere coast station.5 The number of posts in

Cumberland and Westmorland suggests that the Northern invaders already

affected the path so often trodden in future " roads," that by Carlisle and

Brough into the West Riding.

Reduced as it was, however, the garrison ought to have been sufficient

for the defence of the Island. The end was precipitated by the old

infatuation.

Not many months after the repulse of Alaric (402-403)° Italy had to

face another wave of barbaric invasion under the leadership of Radagaisus.

1 Gildas, Hist., s. 15. Writing from tradition, probably about 560-570, he gives no

dates. These must be gathered from the Panegyrics of Claudian, who wrote at the

time. We hear nothing of Britain in connexion with the 3rd and 4th consulships of

Honorius (a.d. 396, 398); but under the year 399 we have " domito quod Saxone

Tethys Mitior, aut fracto secura Britannia Picto." In Eutropium, I. verse 392 ; and
more explicitly, " Me quoque vicinis pereuntem gentibus inquit Munivit Stilicho . .

illius effectum curis ne tela timerem Scotica." In Primum Cons. Stilichonis, II. 250

;

again III. 148.
2 "Venit et extremis legio prsetenta Britannis," etc. Claudian, De Bello Geiico, verse

416. Mr. Hodgkin would refer this to the withdrawal of the 20th legion, which is not

named in the Notitia : Italy, I. 288. But the words seem to refer more naturally to the

reinforcements that Stilicho had clearly sent over. The 20th legion might have left

Britain with Maximus.
3 By comparing the Notitia with the summary in Hiibner, Romische Heer, sup., p. 584.

fourteen of the cohorts will be found to date from the time of Hadrian and upwards.
4 See Notitia, II., ed. Booking, sup., and M. H. B., xxiii.

5 The walls of Richborough enclose "not more than four" acres. Wright, Celt,
.Roman, and Saxon, 178.

6 Namely at Pollentia, a.d. 402, Hodgkin ; a.d. 403, Gibbon.
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Again the prudent strategy of Stilicho hemmed in and mastered the enemy.

Radagaisus fell (405); but the disappearance of the relics of his hosts

„ . from Italy was followed bv the invasion of Gaul by a horde
Barbaric J

. . .
J J

invasion of of Vandals and Alani joined by Suevi, who, crossing the Rhine
GauI on the last day of the year, established themselves in the

defenceless Province. 1

,, . , Cut off from communication with Italy the Romans in
Ephemeral ,

*

Emperors in Britain had to act for themselves ; and, accordingly, the troops
n ain

* at once proclaimed one Marcus Emperor. Being found
Marcus, unequal to the situation he was assassinated 2

; and another
Gratian. n ...

Emperor, Gratian by name, was set up in his stead ; but he

too, being found wanting, shared the same fate within four months' time.

It may be conjectured that the troops quarrelled with these
ons
nj

n e
rulers for adopting an Insular policy, too contracted to please

Roman ideas. At any rate their next choice, a third Con-

stantine, as if profiting by experience, immediately took the British army

into Gaul. 3

Like Maximus, Constantine III. at first achieved remarkable success.

The Gauls flocked to his standard ; and he inflicted a considerable defeat

on the Vandals, driving them across the Rhine. Advancing

Successes,
southward down the Rhone his forces had to encounter Sarus,

the Goth, sent against them by Stilicho, who was not prepared

to surrender Gaul to Constantine. Sarus defeated Justinian,

one of Constantine's generals ; and assassinated Neviogastes, another

general, at a conference under flag of truce. His next move was to

besiege Constantine himself in the town of Valence. After seven days

the tables were turned by some mysterious revulsion, and Sarus had to

raise the siege and retreat across the Alps with loss of all his baggage.

Gaul, from the Channel to the Pyrenees, now lay at the feet of Con-

stantine III. 4 But, as if that was not enough, he went on to conquer

Spain, sending his eldest son Constans to reduce the Peninsula,

which was ruled in the Honorian interest by four brothers,

members of the Imperial family. Spain must have been denuded of

troops, as the brothers could only bring hasty domestic levies into the

field. Constans triumphed over these, driving two of the brothers out

of the country, and bringing the other two back to Gaul as captives. 5

This expansion of territory ultimately involved Constantine in ruin.

1 Sec Gibbon, IV. 36-39, and 46-51. Hodgkin, Italy, I. 2S0-312 ; Zosimus, VI. 3 :

M.1I.P.., lxxviii.

1 a.d. 406? Olympiodorus, Hist., p. 179 [(ed. 1653). M.H.B., lxxv. "Floruit

Olympiodorus ineunte sseculo qointo."
:l a.d. 407. Zosimus, VI., c. 2 ; Prosper Aquit. ; M.II.B-, lxxvii., lxxxii.

4 A.D. 407. Zosimus, VI. 2, 3 ; Olympiodorus, sup.

h 40S. Gibbon, IV. 55; Zosimus, c. 4, 5; Orosius, VII., c. 40; M.H.B. y

lxxx.
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Negotiations were opened with Honorius, who, being pressed by the

second advance of Alaric into Italy, and anxious to save the lives of his

relatives, condescended to recognise Constantine, sending him the purple

robe. Meanwhile, however, the two captives, Didymius and Verinianus,

had been sacrificed ; and a real accord with the House of Theodosius

made impossible. 1

For three years more Constantine III. struggled on, the ground

gradually slipping from under his feet. During the years 409 and 410

Italy was in the hands of Alaric ; and Honorius could take no steps

against the usurper beyond urging the Britons to revolt, 2 a suggestion on

which we are told that they were not slow to act. Constans was sent

by his father to rule in Spain ; but unfortunately he attempted to supersede

his chief captain, Gerontios, a Briton, who had done the fighting in 408.

Gerontios drew the sword against Constans, upset him, put him to death

and set up a puppet of his own, one Maximus, and then carrying the war

into Gaul, he broke up the government of Constantine. Fresh barbaric

hordes at once pressed in from beyond the Rhine.

The drama closed in 411. Alaric was dead; his successor, Ataulphus,

left Honorius more free to act. The Emperor's chief minister and general,

End of
Count Constantius, was sent across the Alps : he besieged

Constantine Constantine in Aries, took him prisoner, and carried him off
in

to Ravenna to be beheaded. Gerontios fell a victim to his

own unruly soldiers \ while the puppet Maximus was allowed to retire into

oblivion in Spain. 3

No attempt was made either to set up a new Emperor within Britain or

to assert any Imperial authority over it from without the Island. It was

allowed to drift away on its own course, and so the Roman domination

came to an end 367 years after the landing of Claudius.

The Greek historian Zosimus represents the Britons at the last as ex-

_ . _ pelling the Roman officials. But in fact 'it was not Britain
End of l ° ...
Roman that gave up Rome, but Rome that gave up Britain. 4 The

Occupation. £» rjtons were too helpless and dependent to rise against their

The later masters. The Roman system had destroyed in the subject
Government.

races not on\y au sense f nationality, but even " the remem-

brance of past independence." 5 It had destroyed all individuality, and

with it all capacity for self-help. " Grinding taxation " had destroyed

capital and crushed industry. For lack of life-supporting callings popu-

1 A.D. 408; Autumn?; Zosimus, V. 43; VI. 1, 5.

2 Zosimus, VI. 10. The letters appear to have been sent while Attalus was ruling as

nominee of Alaric, that would be Oct. 409 to July 410 ?

3 Zosimus, VI. 5, 6 ; Prosper Aquit. ; Orosius,VII. 42. Maximus was still living when
he wrote. See also Hodgkin's Italy, I. 350, 406. Spain had now been overrun and

occupied by the Vandals.
4 Mommsen, V. 177. 5 Sir J. R. Seeley, Lectures and Essays,, p. 37.
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lation dwindled. " Men of property everywhere were, so to speak,

chained to the spot where they lived, that the vulture of

Taxation, taxation might prey upon their vitals ; the peasantry were

in like manner appropriated and enslaved to military service.''
1

From the first the Roman government had been irresponsible and

irresistible : taxation had always been heavy. The administrative reforms

of Diocletian and Constantine, introduced for political reasons, had added

greatly to the efficiency of the government : but they also added to the

weight of the incubus on the land. " The army of officials might be

necessary to carry on the government but they ruined the people." 8

The mere enumeration of the taxes as established from the time of

Diocletian will speak for itself. Landowners paid a state-rent or land-tax

on their estates {tribuium) ; the soil of the conquered provinces

being held in theory to have been forfeited to Rome. The
amount in early times was a tenth of the annual produce {decumce) ; but

in later times we are told that it might run from one-fifth to one-seventh,

paid either in kind or in money, on the estimated value of the land. 3 A
tenth or even a fifth would not seem a heavy rent, but it would be a heavy

land-tax. In mediaeval days the English Parliament thought itself very

liberal if it granted from time to time a tenth from the boroughs and a

fifteenth from the counties, as an extraordinary ' subsidy,' and lucky was

the king who could get it.
l

Under the Romans the landowner was also liable to find corn for the

troops (Aimona)
;

5 he was bound to entertain officials on their journeys
;

G

and he had to keep up the roads and bridges. 7

As the landowner paid on the produce of his land, so traders (negotia-

tors) were taxed on their stock-in-trade. 8 Estates above a certain value

were liable to a Succession Duty of 5 per cent, {viccsima

hereditatum). Handicraftsmen and labourers paid poll-tax

Labo
{capitatio) u

: artisans were forbidden to change their callings,

lest they might evade their poll-tax. It is said that Caligula

1 Seeley, sup., 56, 57. The decurioncs, or men of landed property, who formed the

scnatus of the municipal towns, were responsible for the taxes ; they could neither resign

their functions, sell their land, nor even absent themselves without leave. See the Codex

Jus/., X. tit. xxxi. and xxxiii. ; Guizot, Civil. France, Lect. II. p. 67, ed. 1S29.
2 Seeley, sup., 70.
8 So Iiyginus, l)e Limitihus, p. 19S, ed. 1674 J Marquardt, Romische Staatsverwaltungt

II. 216.
4 See " Lancaster and York." 5 Marquardt, sup., 224, passim.

Cod. Just., X. xlii. 3, ed. Beck.
7 Id., XI. Ixv. 1, Ixxv. 4. Novclhc, CXXXI. c. 5. Mr. Coote also cites Tabula

HeracUensis, Blondeau, II. Si.
"• The amount would seem to have been an eighth, or i2o percent. " Omne genus

hominum quod commerciis voluerit interesse. . . . octavas more solito consueta>

dependat." Cod. Justin, IV. lxi. 7.
'' Marquardt, sup., 227, 231, 258. Two women apparently reckoned as one man : in
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had proposed to tax street porters (geruli) to the extent of an eighth of

their earnings. Caligula was a madman, but the proposal to lay a tax

of 12 \ per cent, on the roughest kind of manual labour seems astound-

ing.

Customs (portoria) were charged on all imports and exports passing

in or out of certain fiscal districts, of which Britain must have been one

:

12 \ per cent, {octavo) was the rate in the latter days. One per
Customs. cen t. was paid on all produce sold in the market {centesima

rerum venalium)
; 4 per cent, being charged on the price of

Dues. slaves as an article of luxury. 1 It was to facilitate the collec-

tion of these imposts that fairs and markets were instituted, 2

on the principle of the mediaeval Staples. We need not again point out

how much the weight of these burdens would be aggravated by the fact

that the taxes were collected, and the country administered by aliens,

irresponsible satraps, armed with irresistible power, and, presumably,

anxious to make money and retire. The frequent references to lands

at one time under cultivation, but then lying waste, speak forcibly of

decay. 3

It has always been recognised that the Roman occupation of Britain

was essentially military. Even the civil officials of the later Empire bore

military titles, and their] admirable roads, however useful in

Character other respects also, were laid down for military purposes. The
of Roman inscriptions found in Britain are few compared with those
Occupation. L l

found in other countries
;

4 and they give no evidence of any

real municipal life. Only four cities can be shewn to have received the

higher municipal franchise, that of Colouice, namely Camidodwium (Col-

chester), Glevum (Gloucester), Lindum (Lincoln), and Eboracum (York). 5

The towns must have been essentially camps or forts

—

castra—down to

the time of the Anglo-Saxon settlements. Of 135 places recorded either

in the Antonine Itinerary or the Notitia, only forty-six lived to become
towns of any note. But these no doubt include most of our old borough

towns.

" The language and manners of Italy must have been even more exotic

here than on the continent "
;

7 yet we are in possession of facts which

course of time the government had to content itself with one payment from three or four

souls.

1 Marquardt, sup., 229-269; and Mr. T. W. Arnold's Roman Provincial Administra-

tion.

2 Codex Just., IV. Ix. and Ixi. 5; Pearson.
3 e.g. Id., XI. lix. ; " Agros domino cessante desertos."
4 Compare the 1,400 British inscriptions in Hiibner's C. I. L. with the 5,000 from

Spain, and the 8,000 from Africa.
5 See C. I. L., VII., Nos. 54, 189, 284, and above for Camulodunum.
6 The ever recurring A. S. " Chester " must have been formed directly from castra,

and not from the Welsh caer. 7 Mommsen, V. 176.
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seem to prove that in the later times of the occupation and long after-

wards the landed gentry at any rate, spoke Latin, and called themselves

by Latin names, up to the banks of the Clyde. 1 On the other hand of

native industries we hear nothing beyond agriculture and mining.- The
remains of public buildings which have been discovered are paltry : villas

or private residences of Roman citizens have been found in great numbers

along the lines of the roads, especially in the Southern districts. Some of

these must have been magnificent; but with respect to the majority of

them archaeologists are in doubt whether they were not simply built of

timber on solid foundations.'' For trunk lines of communication the

system of roads was complete, extending to the utmost corners of Cornwall

and Wales :* the bridges appear to have served the Anglo-Saxons all their

time. 5 Latin, as a spoken language, must have lingered on for an in-

definite period ; but all culture and civilization speedily disappeared, as is

proved by the low ebb to which the arts of making pottery and glass, and

the art of making or rather imitating coins at once sank after the departure

of the Romans.6 On the other hand the native Fauna and Flora must

. have received some valuable additions. Anions; these we may
Plants and

, .

Animals notice the plane, chestnut, walnut, English elm, lime, and
introduce

.

p piarj 7 wnich are believed to date from Roman times, as do
the fallow deer and the rabbit ; the cherry and the vine ; the radish and

the pea. 8 Abiding traces of the Roman occupation may also be found

in the customs connected with the tenure and cultivation of the soil, a

domain in which use and want exhibit a surprising vitality. Thus along

with their roads and bridges and their fortifications the Romans appear to

have bequeathed to their successors the principle of making the mainten-

ance of these works a primary burden on land. Lastly the agricultural

1 See the Confessions of St. Patrick as given below ; and the monumental stone found

near the Kirk of Yarrow to the memory of the sons of " Nudi Dumnogeni " a native

prince, inscribed in Latin. For Latin in Wales see the bilingual inscription, (in Roman
and Ogham letters) from Castell Dwyran, MEMORIA VOTEPORIGIS TROTH "-

TORIS. " Protector " was a complementary title given to native chiefs. F. Haver-

field, Academy.
-' For Roman ingots or pigs of metal found, see C. I. Z., VII., Nos. 1196, etc. : also

Wright's Celt
t
Roman and Saxon, ch. VII. Mines of lead, iron, coal, and jet are

mentioned by Baeda ; and may be regarded as legacies from Roman times.

See Wright, sup., 188, and the description of the villas at Wood Chester in Glouces-

tershire, and Bognor in Sussex, comparing p. 163.

' For Cornish Roads, see Elton, 346. In Wales a Roman road is traceable down to

the -ea-shore at St. David's. For inscriptions found in Wales, see J. O. Westwood,
Lapidazium Walluz.

5 Wright, sup., 187.

. 212, 420, 421, 426, 435.
7 Nisbet, British Forest Trees, citing Loudon, Arboretum.
H Pearson, I. 56. Caesar's statement that the beech and fir were unknown (/>. C.,Y. 12)

cannot be accepted : the Scotch fir and beech are indigenous, as well as the oak, ash,

birch, wych elm, and some sorts of willow, Nisbet, sup,
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serf of later times, attached to the soil and irremovable from
The .

Coionus or it, not a slave nor yet a freeman, a man who had rights and
Predial couhi acquire property, looks very like a survival of the

Roman colonics}

APPENDIX TO CHAPTER VII.

LIST OF CHIEF ROMAN STATIONS STILL EXISTING AS MODERN TOWNS.

(From the Antonine Itinerary ; the Notitia Utriusque Imperii; and the Geography of

Ptolemy, as given in the M.H.B. For the identification of the sites, see generally

Pearson's Historical Maps of England [1869] Index Geographicus.)

Aliona or Alona
Anderida .

Aquae Sulis

Ariconium
Bannaventum
Blestium .

Borium
Burrium .

Cresaromagum .

Calcaria .

Camboricum
Camulodunum or Colonia
•Causenna?

.

Clausentum
Coccium .

Corinium or Durocornovium
Danum
Deva
Dubris
Durnonovaria or Durnovark
Durobrivas (1) .

Durobrivoe (2) .

Durocobrivie
Durolipons
Durolitum
Eboracum
Glevum
Gobannium
Isca Silurum
Isca Damnoniorum .

Ischalis

Lactodorum
Lagecium

.

Eemanis Portus.

Lindum .

Eondinium
Longovicus
Luguvallium or Luguvallum
Magiovinium or Magiovintum
Mancunium
Maridunum or Muridunum
Orrhea ....

= Ambleside ?

= Pevensey or Eastbourne.
= Bath.
= Ross in Herefordshire.
= Daventry or Weedon.
= Monmouth.
= L'eeston.

= Usk in Monmouthshire.
= Chelmsford, or Writtle, or Widford in

Essex.
= Tadcaster.
= Cambridge.
= Colchester.
= Ancaster.
= Bittern or Old Southampton.
= Ribchester in Lancashire.
= Cirencester.

= Doncaster.
= Chester.
= Dover.
= Dorchester in Dorsetshire.
= Rochester.
= Water Newton or Caistor on the Nen.
= Fenny Stratford ?

— Godmanchester.
= Leyton or Rumford in Essex.
= York.
= Gloucester.

= Abergavenny.
= Caeiieon-upon-Usk.
= Exeter.
— Ilchester.

= To\vchester or Stony Stratford.

= Castleford in Yorkshire.
= Lympne or Lymne in Kent.
= Lincoln.
= London.
= Lancaster.
= Carlisle.

= Dunstable ?

= Manchester.
= Cacrmarthen.
= Perth (J. H. R.)-

1 For an exhaustive treatise on the Roman colonus
y
see Fustel de Coulanges, Problemes

cfHisloire. In Gaul he traces the same land system obtaining after the fall of the

Empire as before it, pp. 130, 145.
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Pons CEliL

Pontes
Portus Magnus
Rata
Regulbium
Salina:

Spins
Venta Belgarum
Venta Icenorum
Venta Silurum .

Verulamium
Viiulomora

= Newcastle-upon-Tyne.
= Staines ?

= Porchester or Portsmouth.
= Leicester.

= Reculver in Kent.
= Nantwich in Cheshire.
= Speen in Berkshire.
= Wincliester.

= Caistor near Norwich.
= Caergwent in Monmouthshire.
= St. Albans.
= Ebchester * in Northumberland.

1 So named after St. Ebb (" yEbbe "), who is said to have been established there at

one time.



CHAPTER VIII

The British Church— St. Ninian—St. Patrick—Pelagius—Britain from the end of the

Roman occupation to the landing of Hengist.

(a.d. 411-450.)

BETWEEN the age of the Antonines and the age of Constantine 1 a

great revolution had come over the spiritual life of the Empire.

The political languor of the age of the Antonines was net
Reli°*ious • •

Movements. compensated by any intellectual or speculative activity. At

the close of the third century we are further than ever from

political liberty
;
yet " we find ourselves in an age when ideas, good and

bad, have an overmastering influence, and when, in particular, the sense

of religion is more universal and more profound than it had ever been in

the world before. Thoughts, reasonings, controversies, which in the age

of the Antonines had been but languid in the schools, had now made their

way into the world, and lived with an intense life. . . . Under the

iron military rule human will and character begin to live again. Violent

passions surge again, party divisions reappear, acts of free choice are

done, men fight once more for a cause, once more choose leaders and

follow them faithfully, and reward them with immortal fame. The trance

of human nature is over, men are again busy and at work in spite of

tyranny and misery." "The force of Theology "has done this : "an age

of faith" has set in. Liberty "expelled from the State" has "reappeared

in the church." 2

From the period we have reached, for centuries onwards, if Britain

"can properly be said to have an history at all" it will be only in

connexion with the Church,

in Britain. Throughout the Empire Christianity "had been tolerated,

with few intermissions, from the time when Hadrian had found

a kindly excuse for the Christians by classing them with the worshippers of

his favourite Serapis." 3 Tertullian, writing about the year 208, claims the

unruly Britons as subjects of Christ : the claim is reasserted by Origen in

239^ At any rate by the year 300 it would seem that there was a

Christian Church in Britain. 5 It has been generally held on the

1 Say a.d. 180-306. - Sir J. R. Seeley, Lectures and Essays, 79-88.
3 Elton, Origins, 348 ; and the authorities there given. For inscriptions to Serapis in

Britain, see C. I. L., VII. Nos. 240, 298.
4 Haddan and Stubbs, Councils, etc., I. 3.

5 Id., p. 4, citing Sozomen, Hist. Eccl., I. 6.

107
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authority of Gildas, who wrote about the year 560, that the great perse-

cution of Diocletian extended to Britain, and that the British proto-martyr,

St. Alban of Yerulam, with Aaron and Julius of Caerleon and others

suffered at that time. 1 The authority of Gildas as to events anterior to

his own time may be estimated by the fact that he represents the mums of

Septimius, and the vallum of Hadrian, if not that of Antoninus also, to

have been the work of the Britons after the departure of the Romans.

With respect to the persecution his allegations are " conclusively contra-

dicted" by the authorities of the time, who tell us that Constantius gave

little effect to the edicts of Diocletian, and that in Gaul and Britain no

violence was offered to the persons of the Christians, though the churches

were destroyed. 2 But the memory of St. Alban was still fresh in the year

429 when St. Germanus opened his tomb: the fact of his martyrdom

therefore can hardly be doubted. We may suppose, either
St. Alban. , , r ., . /

, , r 1
•

1

that he fell a victim to some popular outbreak, for which

Constantius was not responsible ; or that he was put to death in some

earlier persecution."

In the year 314 three British bishops assisted at the council of Aries,

namely, Eborius of York, Restitutus of London, and Adelfius,
British wnose see js doubtful.4
Bisnops.

Throughout the Arian controversy Britain seems to have

followed the teaching of St. Athanasius, giving its adhesion to the

decisions of the Councils of Nice (a.d. 325), and Sardica (a.d. 347) ; but

with some hesitation about the term 'O/aoouo-ios. British bishops were

certainly present at the Council of Ariminum (a.d. 359); three of their

number being obliged from poverty to accept an allowance from the

Emperor. 5

But the spiritual life of Britain at the close of the Roman dominion

comes out most clearly in connexion with the names of three distinguished

men all living at the same time. St. Ninian, Pelagius, and St. Patrick
;

two of them missionaries, the third a heresiarch, between them representing

the practical and speculative aspects of religion.

1 Cildas, Hist., c. VIII. ; M. //. B., p. S.

-' Sec Haddan and Stubbs, sup. t 4-7, and the extracts there given from Lactantius,

Eusebius, and Sozomen. The persecution began with the first edict of Diocletian in

February 303. If Alban suffered during that period, it must have been in 304, as the

persecution was not extended to laymen "such as Albanus is represented to have been
"

till the fourth edict, in 304 ; while the persecution in Britain must have ceased altogether

m 3°5> when Diocletian abdicated.

S • apparently the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle and the Liber Landavensis
%
which date his

martyrdom in 286, Haddan and Stubbs, sup.
4 The best MS. reads " De Civitate Colonia Londinensium," for which Haddan and

Stubbs would read " Legioncnsium," = Caerleon-on-Usk, p. 7. Another MS. reads

"ex civitate Culnia." I would read " Lindicolensium," or " Lindiculnia "= Lincoln,

which was a Colony, and a more likely place for a bishopric than Caerleon.

Haddan and Stubbs, sup., 7-10.
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St. Ninian may have been born between the years 360 and 370 : he was

a native of the South-West of Scotland, probably of Galloway, the seat

of his later bishopric. His father is described as a man of

considerable position, a chief or prince (rex) and a Christian.

The son went to Rome ; was consecrated Bishop by Pope Siricius—prob-

ably a bishop of Valentia—and on his way home visited St. Martin, at Tours,,

from whom he obtained masons to build him a church of stone and lime, after

the Roman fashion, in contradistinction to the churches of the native pattern,.

" creel " churches, built of wicker-work and mud. Ninian's church was duly

built at Candida Casa, Whithern in Galloway, a work of great interest, and

Church
dedicated to St. Martin, who must therefore have been then dead..

at His death happened between the years 397 and 401, and that

gives us the only fixed point in Ninian's career. Working

northwards from his see in Galloway, he carried the Gospel across the

Forth, preaching to the ' Southern Picts,' defined by Baeda as the dwellers

among and, as presumably we might add, along the southern slopes of

the great Northern hills, the range in modern parlance called the

Grampians. 1 It would also seem that Ninian founded a church at Cluain

Conaire in Leinster, where he was commemorated as " Monenn," i.e.

Nenn or Ninian with the honorary prefix " Mo " ' My.' 2 His memory
has stamped itself on the traditions of the South-West and North-East of

Scotland. He must have died before the year 432 : he was buried in his

own church at Whithern. 3

Pelagius again was probably born about 370. He is generally called a

Briton, but one writer of his time (St. Jerome) calls him a Scot. This

may suggest a connexion with the south-west of modern
PgIcL&tius

Scotland. The name Pelagius used to be regarded as a mere

translation of the Welsh name Morgan (Marigena, LTeAayios), but this is

now doubted. He went to Rome and lived there apparently from 401 to*

409, returning to Africa at the approach of Alaric. A man of high charac-

ter and a moral reformer, he laid great stress upon conduct : rejecting all

predestination he insisted on the freedom of the human will : he denied

the doctrine of " original sin," maintaining that infant baptism was to be

practised, not for the remission of sin, which the child could not have

1 " Australes Pictos qui intra eosdem montes habent sedes." Hist. Eccl., III. c. 4.

2 Skene, Celtic S., II. 3.

3 See Breda, Hist. Eccl., III. c. 4; and Ninian's Life by Ailred of Rievaulx (12th

century), in J. Pinkerton's Vita SS. Scotia (ed. W. M. Metcalfe, 1889) ; Haddan and

Stubbs, sup., 14 ; Dr. Gammack's Article in Smith's Dictionary of Christian Bio-

graphy ; and Bishop Forbes' Kaknaars of Scottish Saints; p. 421. Old dedications to

St. Ninian, otherwise Rinnan, or Ringan, are found in Lothian, Stirling, Ayrshire,

Perthshire, Fife, Kincardineshire, etc. In Peebleshire two streams of traditional re-

miniscences meet; one from the S.W., connected with St. Ninian, the other from the

S.E., connected with St. Cuthberht.
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committed, "but for the sake of obtaining a higher sanctification through

union with Christ." In 412 his follower Celestius was accused before a

Synod at Carthage on a charge of denying original sin. He was also taxed

with teaching that Adam was created liable to death ; that he would have

died whether he had sinned or not ; and that his sin hurt himself only,

and not his descendants. 1 In the opposition to these views leading parts

were taken by St. Augustine, the Bishop of Hippo, and St. Jerome, Bishop

of Bethlehem. Orosius the Spanish writer was also active against the

Pelagians. Their tenets were condemned by a 2nd Synod held at Car-

thage in 416 ; by Innocent, the Bishop of Rome, in 417 ; and again by

another Synod at Carthage in 418 ; the action of the Church being now

followed up by edicts of confiscation and banishment against all Pelagians

issued by Honorius and Theodosius II. From this time Pelagius dis-

appears from history. He is supposed to have died in Palestine about the

age of 70. His teaching had made a deep impression in Italy, Gaul, and

Britain ; but his views were condemned and are still condemned by

Church writers as tending " to revive pagan modes of thought " ; and

"evacuating Christianity of all its spiritual and supernatural elements." 2

The spread of Pelagianism in Britain, under the teaching of one Agricola,

son of a Pelagian Bishop Severianus, gained for the island the honour of

_ „ a visit from St. Germanus the Bishop of Auxerre, to which we
St. Germanus. .

l
.

'

shall refer again (a.d. 429). The action of Germanus was

prompted we are told by Pope Celestine ; his intervention again having

been invited by the deacon Palladius, doubtless a Briton, who
himself two years later was entrusted by Celestine with an

episcopal mission to the Scots, i.e. the Irish (a.d. 431)/3 Palladius went

to Ireland, but proved unfitted for the work : he made no impression on

the Irish. Returning to North Britain he preached with more success to

the Picts, and eventually died at Fordun in the Mearns (Kincardine-

shire). 4

Of St. Patrick, " Patricius," or, as the name must have been pronounced,
" Patrikius," we have personal records in two compositions at any rate

• tnat nave come down to us from his pen, namely his Confession

and the Epistle to the Christian Subjects of Corotieus. 5 Both

writings are of extreme interest, if only as being the earliest prose that

' Sec the summary given by Prosper of Aquitaine under the year "413. M. H. B»f

lxxxii.

-' Sec Dr. W. Ince's article on Pelagius in Smith'-; Dictionary of Christian Biographyt

and the authorities there given ; also lladdan ami Stubbs, sup.
t 15.

1 Prosper of Aquitaine, sup. ; lladdan ami Stubbs, I. 15, 16.

4 Tripartite Lift ofSt. Patrick (ed. Whitley Stokes, Rolls Series), pp. 272, 352, 419 ;

citing Irish Ar
<>i>:i//s, p. 106 (ed. Todd).

I iticua i^ identified with the " Coirthcch regem Aloo " of Muirchu, the biographer

of St. Patrick. If so he was prince of Dumbarton. W. Stokes, Trip. Life, 271, citing

Sir Samuel Ferguson. "Alow"' wc must take lor a corrupt form of Alclyth = Dumbarton.
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can be attributed to a native of these islands. 1 The epistle is a remon-

strance addressed to Romano-Britons, countrymen of the writer, reproach-

ing them for making war on Christian Irishmen, Patrick's men, carrying

off their goods, killing some, and selling others as slaves to unconverted

Scots and apostate Picts. The Confession is an Apologia pro Vita Sua,

addressed to his friends in Britain,2 and explaining his position with

reference to the central event of his life, namely his episcopate and mission

and the initial difficulties that he had to contend with.

For Patrick was not one of those men who are called to greatness by

the voice of their age. On the contrary, his mission was opposed on all

hands, apparently on account of his defective education
;

3 and was only

carried out by his own indomitable faith and purpose. His Confession

therefore is a spiritual autobiography of singular interest.

The few facts that he records about his birth and parentage are preg-

nant with information. At the age of sixteen he was carried off from his

father's farm at Bannavem TabemicE, and sold into Ireland,4

Hl
L?fe

rly
' Wltn- thousands of others,' a Celtic hyperbole. Bannavem
has not been identified ; it may have been the mouth of a

stream ; but it is generally admitted to have been situate in basin of the

Clyde. 5 Patrick goes on to say that he was the son of one Calpornius a

deacon ; who was son of one Potitus ; who again was son of Odissus a

priest. Elsewhere he adds that his father was a decurio, and that he him-

self forfeited the privileges of his birth (nobilitatem) by taking Holy

Orders. From this we learn that the Latin language and a Christian

Church 7 had been established on the banks of the Clyde for at least three

generations before the times of Patrick. We also learn that the British

clergy were not restrained from marriage, while the use of the word decurio

would imply that the Roman municipal system was established in the same

district. It certainly proves that Roman custom had supplanted native

custom ; a fact not to be gathered elsewhere. 8

1 Besides these a fine hymn is ascribed to St. Patrick and certain "Dicta Patricii "
;

Trip. Life, 49, 301.
2 " Opto fratribus et cognatis meis scire qualitatem meam," etc., Id., 359.
3 " Multi banc legationem prohibebant. . . . Non ut causa malitie ; sed propter

rusticitatem meam," p. 371. Again "Ego peccator rusticissimus," "rusticus profliga,"

" rusticationem ab Altissimo creatam," etc.

4 " Hyberione" (indecl.) ; this is the form used throughout by Patrick, a Welsh form,

as I am informed by Mr. Rhys.
5 Cf. the tradition representing Patrick to have been born at Nemthor, otherwise Ail

Cluade, otherwise Dunbarton ; Trip. Life, 413 : also the extract, 494.
6 Confession ; Trip. Life, 357.
7 See also the reference to the Saccrdotes, the ministering clergy of his country, //;.

8 Patrick's use of the word decurio may be taken in a general sense, just as his refer-

ence to his own loss of status by taking Holy Orders must be taken in a general sense.

His father was a decurio though a deacon. It would seem that the tonsure " as a mild

form of mutilation " was a symbol of servitude, the priest becoming servus Dei : a pagan
survival, Rhys, C. B., 72.
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In Ireland Patrick became the property of a chief, Miliuc by name/
who set him to keep his swine 2 on 'the Mountain of Miss,' i.e.

Captivity. 1
.

,

'

Shab Miss, now Slemish in Antrim.'' Six years Patrick served

there.

Hitherto Patrick, according to his own account, had led a careless,

boyish life. In the loneliness of his captivity the Lord ' opened his eyes

of unbelief ' (aperuit scnsum i?icredulitaiis) ; and he gave him-

Chan^e. se^ t0 fasting and prayer. One night he heard a voice 4 in a

dream, ' Thy ship is ready.'

In the life of Patrick, as in those of St. Dunstan, Joan of Arc, and other

highly-strung natures, dreams played an important part.

Obedient to the warning, Patrick made his way to the coast, as he seems

to say, a distance of 200 miles. Sure enough a ship was there. After

some demur the captain took him on board. The crew proved

to be heathen, and Patrick tells us that at first he hesitated to

fraternize with them. 5 After three (?) days' sail they landed, and then

ensued a journey of eight-and-twenty days through desert places. On the

way provisions failed ; their dogs, one by one, dropped down to die for

want of food. Patrick's companions taunted him, ' How now, Christian,,

where is thy God ? where are thy prayers ? ' 7
' Nay !

' retorted he, ' turn

in faith to the Lord, and ye may yet be saved.' Patrick was justified : a

herd of swine came across their path, and all feasted and were refreshed.

At last they 'came to men,' 8 that is to say, as we suppose, to men akin to

the rovers. But poor Patrick again found himself a slave. The second

captivity, however, lasted just sixty days, and no more. 9

1 Muirchu, Trip. Life, 275 ; Tirechan, Id., 302.

- Patrick writes "pecora" ; but all the Irish traditions agree that the animals that he

tended were swine.
:! " Juxta montem Miss." See the Notes by Muirchu, and the Collections of Tire-

chan, as preserved in the Book of Armagh, Trip, Life, 276, 302. The Book of Armagh
was transcribed in the year 807. "Muirchu professes to write in obedience to the com-

mands of Bishop Aed of Slethy, who died a.d. 69S. . .
'

. Bishop Tirechan is said

to have written from the dictation, or copied from a book of bishop Ultan of Ardbraccan,

who died a.d. 656." W. Stokes, Trip. Life, xci. It may be noted that the Book of
Armagh suppresses some passages in the Confession thought derogatory to Patrick :

these are supplied by other MSS. The Collections of Muirchu and Tirechan, with the

Confession and the Epistle, seem the only trustworthy authorities for the life of St.

Patrick.

4 " Audivi responsutn." This is the word always used by Patrick for these monitions.
5 The phrase employed is most primitive, " Sugert Mainmelas coriim." Confession,,

sup., 361, 362. According to Irish tradition, Patrick sailed from the mouth of the Boyne.

That would be 100 miles as the crow flies from the place of his captivity in Antrim.

Notes on Place's Hymn, Trip. Life, 417.
6 " Pet disertum."
7 "Quid est Christiane? Tu dicis Deus tuas magnus et omnipotens est," etc.
H M Pervenimus ad homin
;

' Confession, 362, 363; Muirchu, sup., 269.
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Of the nationality of his shipmates, or the lands to which they took

him, Patrick tells us not one word ; but a journey of eight-and-twenty days

through uninhabited country points to the Continent rather than Britain :

his own narrative seems to imply the lapse of some years before his return

home {post pancos amws) ; and Irish tradition informs us that in fact he

wandered for seven years in Gaul and Italy. * It may be that during this

period he took Holy Orders ; because he tells us that on his return to his

parents after some years, a long struggle 2 ensued over his declared purpose

of returning to Ireland as a missionary. His friends protested
;

Purpose, while voices from Ireland kept begging him to come over.

The use of the word ' boy,' as applied to himself at this time

(Rogamus te scuicte finer ut venias, etc.), implies that he was still quite a

young man ; but it is not incompatible with the view that he may have

been about thirty years old when he returned home. 3 If so a farther

period of fifteen years and upwards must have elapsed before he attained

to the episcopate.

His friends eventually sent him to St. Germanus, in Gaul, to obtain

a sanction for his mission. He was met by the news that Palladius had
been appointed by Celestine to the Irish mission (a.d. 431), and so again

his aspirations seemed doomed to be disappointed. 4 It may be, however,

that the appointment of Palladius had been brought about by

encountered. Patrick's agitation for a mission to Ireland. Patrick was still

in Gaul, waiting and hoping, when reports of the failure and
death of Palladius were received ;

5 and then his instances could no longer

be withstood. A friend, in fact one whom he describes as his greatest

friend (amicissimus meus), to whom he had opened his very soul (cut ego

credidi etiam animam), promised to consecrate him; and did, in fact,

* designate ' him as bishop. 6

1 Confession, 364 ; Tirechan, sup., 302.
2 " Deo gratias quia post plurimos annos praestitit illis (sc. the Irish) secundum

clamorem eorum," Con/., sup.
3 So the Brussels MS. of Muirchu, Trip. Life, 496. Besides the notes above quoted

from Tirechan, Muirchu gives a further fact, on the authority of Bishop Ultan, that

Patrick was in an island ' quce dicitur Aralanensis "
(qy. Arelatensis — Aries ?) " annis

xxx.' If this means that Patrick was thirty'years at Aries or anywhere else on the Conti-

nent it cannot be reconciled with Patrick's own data ; but it may mean that he was there

in his thirtieth year, p. 302.
4 Muirchu, 270, 272, 496. The Confession gives no hint of this episode, or of any-

thing connected with Palladius. Nothing is said of Patrick in the Life of Germanus,

by Constantius, of Lyons, written about forty years after the death of Germanus, nor in

the metrical rendering of that Life, by Hericus or Hiericus, written 860-870 ; Acta SS.,

XXXIX. 213, 234, 31st July. But a supplementary prose Life of Germanus, apparently

written by the same Hericus, states that Patrick did study with Germanus for eighteen (?)

;
years, and that Germanus had the highest opinion of him. Id., p. 270.

5 Muirchu, sup.
6 " 'Etiam mihi ipse ore suo dixerat,' ' Ecce, dandus es tu ad gradum episcopatus,"

Confession, 366.

R. H. I
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But the 'rhetoricians' 1 were still hostile ; and produced a last and

most unkind objection, based on some trespass committed by Patrick

thirty years previously, when he was barely fifteen years old, before he had

been carried off to Ireland, before his faith had been
A cruel enlightened by suffering. The transgression had been dis-

objection. & J & °

closed by Patrick in confession before taking deacon's orders
;

and, apparently, to this same 'dearest friend.' 2 By this man we must

understand Germanus, though the part ascribed to him does not seem

creditable. The offence of poor Patrick had clearly become known

through him, in one way or another; and when the objection was raised

he allowed it at once. J

Patrick thought himself lost, once and for ever (/// cadcrem hie et in

ccteriium), when a timely vision finally turned the scale in his favour. He
saw a tablet held up before him with a representation of his own face on

it, and his name written beneath, but without episcopal title.

Then came a Voice, ' The face of the Designate with only his

bare name pleases us not.' 4 ' Mark,' says Patrick to his friends, ' he said

not ' pleases you not,' but ' pleases Us not,' making himself one with me.

How or by whom Patrick was ultimately consecrated bishop remains a

complete mystery. Two traditions on the subject were current from an

early period. According to the one Germanus sent him to

last.

a
^ie P°Pe

>
given as Celestine, with a personal recommenda-

tion entrusted to one Segetius, a presbyter. From Celestine

Patrick would have received his mission. 5 But Celestine died in the year

432, before the failure of Palladius could well have been ascertained.

According to the other account, Patrick's friends took him to one

Amatorex, by whom he was consecrated without further ado. G Whoever

1 " Et vos Domini ignari rethorici audite," etc. Corrf., 360.

- " Nam post annos triginta invenerunt me et adversus verbum quod confessus fueram

ante quod essem diaconus. Propter anxietatem mesto animo insinuavi amicissimo meo
quae in pueritia mea una die gesseram .... Nescio, Deus scit, si habebam tunc

annos quindecim, etc." On this single reference to the lapse of a period of thirty years'

rest all the thirty-year periods—four at last—introduced into Patrick's life, by which it

was brought up to the space of 120 years ; namely, thirty years of early life, thirty years

in Gaul, and twice thirty years in Ireland.

See Patrick's bitter complaint of his friend's change of attitude, "Sed unde venit

illi post modum ut coram cunctis bonis et malis in me puplice dehonestaret quod ante

sponte at letus indulserat ?" Conf. y 366.
1 " Vidi in visu noctis scriptum erat contra faciem meam sine honore, . . . Male

vidimus faciem designati nudato nomine," lb.

'•' So Tirechan, 112 ; and Hericus, sup.
t p. 270, quoting "Gesta" Patricii. Muirchu

also distinctly records a recommendation to the Pope by Germanus, through " Segitius,"

p, 272, though he goes on to record the alternative story of consecration by Amatorex.
8 Muirchu, sup. Later writers combined the two accounts, making Patrick to have

been ordained by Amatorex in the presence of Celestine. Notes on Fiacc's Hymn,
Trip. Life, 421. The name Amatorex does not inspire confidence. St. Amator was

Bishop of Auxerre before Germanus.
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consecrated him it is clear that he was helped with friends and assistance

from Gaul. 1

Patrick returned to Ireland never to leave it again. He landed at the

mouth of the river Vartry, " Where the town of Wicklow now stands."

We cannot follow him in his missionary career. It is enough

Ireland! t0 sav tnat in tne course of thirty years and upwards he

traversed the whole of Ireland, baptising converts, ordaining

clergy, and consecrating monks and nuns. It is clear that although not

himself a monk his sympathies were monastic, and that he imparted a

monastic character to the Irish Church from the first. To him directly or

indirectly we must ascribe the unique form of church government, found

only in Ireland and places in North Britain, to which it was carried from

Ireland, namely, that of " Government by abbots, with bishops as sub-

ordinate officers, discharging episcopal functions, but without jurisdiction."

One more incident may be noticed as showing either the scrupulosity or

the tact of the man. Almost his first act on entering Ulster was to seek

out his old master, Miliuc, in order to tender double the amount of which

he had defrauded him by running away. 3

From one point of view the Confession is disappointing reading. St.

Patrick had wandered far and seen much. He could have given us

precious notices of the state of Great Britain, Ireland, or Gaul. But

nothing had any interest for Patrick that was not connected with his

spiritual life and work, and so of mundane things he tells nothing.

Britain abandoned by the Romans soon found itself in a helpless

condition. When the army was withdrawn the existing machinery of

government fell to the ground. "The old tribal divisions,

Britain!
which had never been really extinguished by Roman rule,

rose from their hiding-places." Mushroom princes sprang up,

with the old never-ending squabbles and dissensions. 5 Men of property

must soon have found that for them independence meant the loss of

everything they had to lose. If an entry in the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle

may be trusted, a final exodus of Roman capital took place in the year

1 Tirechan, 303. 2 Haddan and Stubbs, Councils, I. 143.
' Tirechan, 275. For the dates of Patrick's life, the primary datum is his own statement,

above noticed, to the effect that he was forty-five (thirty and fifteen) years old when his

claims to an episcopal mission began to be entertained. That must have been immediately
after the death of Palladius, say 432 or 433, and that will bring Patrick's birth to the

year 387 or 388. Tirechan, p. 303, asserts that Patrick died 436 years after the Passion of
Christ, = a.d. 469. The Annates Cambria: and the annals of Ulster place his death in

457. For farther details of Patrick's life see Dr. J. Henthorn Todd's work ; Professor

G. T. Stokes' Ireland and the Celtic Church ; and his article in the Dictionary of
Christian Biography.

4 Stubbs, Const. Hist., I. 60. Gildas names Constantinus 'tyrant' of Damnonia, and
Vortiporius of the Demet?e ; Epistola, M. H. B., 16, 17.

5 So Gildas, " augebantur extranece clades domesticis motibus." Hist., c. 16 ; M. H.
B., p. 11.
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418, the island having already fallen into utter confusion. 'Here (i.e.

in this year) the Romans gathered all gold-hoards that on Britain were ;

and some in [the] earth they hidden so that them nane man sythen finden

ne might ; and some with them onto Gallia they ledden.' l It must

be added that the "finds" of coin belonging to this period suggest a

hasty flight of the rich under some sudden panic.

Britain was a derelict ship, abandoned of her crew. The question was

who would take possession ? At first it seemed as if the struggle would

lie between the Northern tribes and the sea-rovers, both old enemies. But

the Picts and Scots failed to establish any settlements on the old Roman
territory, unless perhaps between the walls. 2 The prize was reserved for

men of sterner stuff and Teutonic blood.

A glimpse of the state of Britain is given us through the mission of St.

Germanus already referred to. The mission had been recommended by

Pope Celestine at the suggestion of Palladius, and was sanc-

Germanus '^oned by a Gallic synod (a.d. 429). Bishop Lupus, of

Troyes, accompanied Germanus. The two went over in time

of winter (a.d. 429-430?), and did something towards their end of winning

back the Britons from Pelagianism. In a public disputation held at

Verulam they are said to have utterly refuted their adversaries.' 5 But
the incident with which we are now concerned is the victory gained by
the Britons under the leadership of Germanus over a mixed body of

Saxons 4 and Picts. The battle was apparently fought on

Victory. Easter Day, 5 and local tradition places the site at Maes
(iermon, near Mold, in Flintshire. Germanus, who was an old

soldier and sportsman, and who had been a ' duke ' before being a bishop.

drew up his men in a valley between hills, with ambush parties on the

flanking slopes in front. As the enemy advanced to the attack, at a

given signal, a triumphant ' Hallelujah !
' was raised. The men in ambush

joining in, the hills and woods re-echoed the cry. The enemy, panic-

stricken, dispersed in flight. 7 The appearance of Saxons and Picts,

1 See the Chronicle in anno. It may be consulted with translations in the M. H. £.,

or in Dr. Thorpe's ed., Rolls Series, No. 32, or without translation in Mr. Earle's Two
of the Saxon Chronicles Parallel.

- So apparently Gildas, " Aquilonalem extremamque terra: partem pro indigenis muro
tenus capessunt," i.e. "Scotorum Pictorumquegreges," Hist., c. 15, M. H. />'.

:l See Haddan and Stubbs, I. 16-1S. It was on this occasion that the tomb of St.

Alban was visited by Germanus.
4 The name occurs twice in the narrative of Constantius, and is given by every MS.

;

also by the metrical rendering of the work by Hericus, Acta SS., XXXIV. b. iv. c. 1.

* The bulk of the Britons are said to have been ' baptised ' on the day [modulus
baptismate exercitus). It has been inferred that they had never been baptised before.

We would BUggest either that they were re-baptised to purge them from Pelagianism, or

that the ' baptism ' was a ceremonial washing in honour of the day.
" In insidiis constituti."

7 See Constantius of Lyons, Dc Vita Germain', Acta SS., xxxiv. (31 July), b. I. c. 6.
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acting in concert South of the Mersey in the year 429, is a significant

fact.
1

For sixteen years we have nothing on record, except a dim picture

of ever-increasing disorder, until even the tillage of the soil began to

The ' Groans ^' *n 44^ a *ast Plteous appeal for help was addressed to

of the
^

y£tius, the Master General of Valentinian III. 'To ^tius
Britons,

thrice consul the groans of the Britons. The barbarians drive

us to the sea ; the sea drives us back to the barbarians ; we are either

slaughtered or drowned.' 2

yEtius had done much to restore the Imperial authority in Gaul, but

he could extend no help to Britain. The Britons were left to struggle

with their own difficulties.

But with all the gloom of their surroundings, perhaps for that very

reason, the Britons were still deeply interested in church questions. In

447 the help of St. Germanus was again invoked to quell the tide of

Pelagianism. On this occasion he brought with him Severus,

o/Germanus recentlV appointed Bishop of Upper Germany (Germania

Prima), with his seat at Treves. Little is recorded of this

mission, which apparently did not travel far inland, probably on account

of the state of the country. Germanus, however, advised the Britons

to make short work of the heretics by expelling them from their coasts. 3

Some three years later Hengist and Horsa landed in Kent.4 The
fact is put before us almost as if this was the first occasion on which

' Saxons ' had been heard of in British history. Of course,
Hen
^ga

and
for a century and a half the island had been only too familiar

with their predatory attacks. The south-eastern seaboard of

Great Britain, as well as the opposite coast of Flanders, were known
as ' The Saxon Coasts,' the coasts exposed to Saxon landings ; and to

guard against Saxon piracy was the distinctive duty of the second

military officer in Britain, the ' Count of the Saxon Shore.' But if

Teutonic rovers were no new sight to Roman or British eyes we may

Permanent believe tnat the traditions of the invading race rightly gave

settlements, the landing of the Jutish chiefs as marking the beginning

His narrative is embodied by Breda, H. E., I. 20. Constantius wrote 473-492. It

is possible that the 18th chapter of Gildas' History may contain a reference to this victory,

but it is placed out of date, after the year 446. For the supposed allusion in Gregory I.'s

works, see Haddan and Stubbs, III. 14. The allusion is really to St. Augustine's work.
1 The year 429 is one of the dates given by Nennius, that is to say the date given by

one of the authorities worked up by him, as that of the landing of the Anglo-Saxons.
2 Gildas, Hist.) c. 15-19; Breda, H. £., I. 13; M. H. B.

y
n, 94, 119. I give

the date, as usually given, that of the 3rd consulship of yEtius ; I think it more likely,

however, that the letter was sent after his 3rd consulship, say, 446-450.
3 " Ut pravitatis authores expulsi ab insula sacerdotibus adducantur ad mediterranea

diferendi." Constantius, De Vita Germani; Haddan and Stubbs, I. 13 ; also given by

Breda, I. 21 ; and Nennius, c. 30. As Germanus probably died in 448, the date is fixed.

4 Breda, Hist. Eccl., I. c. 15, Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, a.d. 449. See more below.
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of a new era, that of permanent conquest. The period of desultory

ravages was past, the period of agrarian settlement had begun.

We shall find that the first recorded settlements are all placed on the

south coast, the history of the northern settlements being left in darkness.

Tin's would seem to leave the question of possible earlier settlements

on eastern coasts an open one. But the reader must be informed of

a fact which will probably be new to most people, namely, that for

the ages with which we are now dealing, and for centuries later, the

regular course of navigation from North Germany and Denmark to

Britain was down the Frisian and Flemish coasts, say to Cape Gris Nez,

and from thence over to the Kentish coast. This was the route taken

by the great Cnut in his journeys to and from Denmark; this was the route

of the Danish armaments sent against England in the time of the

Conqueror. From the Kentish coast the fleets might either turn north-

wards up the east coast, or westwards along the south coast, but Kent

was the first place where, in the ordinary course of things, they would

enter a British harbour. Of the course of the invading stream of settlers

that flowed westwards we shall have some account ; of the stream that

flowed northwards to East Anglia and Xorthumbria nothing has come
down to us.



CHAPTER IX

Teutonic Settlement of Great Britain—The Jutes, Angles, and Saxons—Course of

Conquests on southern, eastern, and northern coasts—The Heptarchy—Indepen-

dent Celtic Principalities—Ambrosius Aurelianus—The Arthurian Legend

HOWEVER satisfied we may feel of an extensive survival of Celtic

population even in the districts properly called " England," we
must nevertheless fully admit that we owe all the dominant elements of

our blood, our language, and our institutions to the conquering

Britain
11 Teutons ', and that in the lands occupied by them the pre-

existing races, if not exterminated or expelled, were absorbed

and assimilated to a surprising extent. This result must be ascribed to

the strength of character, pride of race, and tenacious conservatism of

the conquerors. They came as armed settlers with their flocks and their

herds, 1 their wives and their little ones. They entered at once into the

fruits of other men's labours ; they found fenced cities that they had not

built ; roads and bridges that they had not made ; fields and meadows that

they had not sown.

These invaders belonged to three closely-connected nations : the Jutes,

Angles, and Saxons ; all sprung from the same Low German or Dutch

stock, and all speaking dialects of the same old Low German or Dutch

tongue. 2

The Saxons had been known from the time of Ptolemy, who mentions

three ' Islands of the Saxons,' 3 apparently referring to the islands at the

mouths of the Elbe or Weser. Apart from this indirect notice,
Tlie Saxons

'* the Saxons are first found as settled in modern Hanover and

Oldenburg, between the Lower Elbe and Frisia, their borders perhaps

extending into Holstein. Their piratical ravages had made them the

terror of Western Europe as early as a.d. 287, as we have seen.

Probably the tribes, known in earlier history as the Cherusci, the Mars/,

the Dulgebini, and the Chauci may then have passed as Saxons; just as

the tribes previously known as the Sigambri, the Sa/ii, and the Ubii

came to be classed as Franks. " Whilst the nations on the Lower Rhine

were all becoming Franks, those between the Rhine and the Oder were

1 The bones of the cattle found in the early Anglo-Saxon burials prove them to have

been of breeds different from the British breeds. Stubbs, Const. Hist., I. 64.
2 Anglo-Saxon is said to be an amalgamation of broken-up dialects. "There is no

proof that it was ever spoken anywhere out of Britain." G. P. Marsh, Lectures on

English Language. 3 " Xa^ovojv vrjcroi rpets."

119
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becoming Saxons." 1 By the British Celts the name " Sassenach/' Saxons,

has always been applied to the whole Anglo-Saxon kin.

Of the three invading peoples we shall find the Saxons occupying

Britain south of the Thames, plus Essex, but minus Kent and the parts of

Hampshire taken by the Jutes.

North of the Saxon border lay the home of the Angles, established

perhaps in Holstein, certainly in Schleswig, where the name u Engeln " still

preserves their memory. Alfred recognised Haithaby, now
Schleswig, as the original headquarters of the ' English.' 2

They furnished the largest proportion of the invading hosts, occupying

the eastern half of Britain, from the Thames to the Esk, if not to the

Forth, and gave their name to England, "Engla-land." The entire nation

appears to have come over in the migration ; their name disappearing

from Continental history. In the time of Baeda their original territory

was still lying waste and untenanted, between the Continental Saxons and

the Jutes. 3

The fatherland of these last, therefore, must be placed still further

North, in the peninsula that still bears their name, " Jutland." They only

The Jutes
came over m sma^ numbers, occupying Kent, parts of Hamp-
shire, and the Isle of Wight. 4

Bands of Frisians and other cognate tribes may also perhaps have come
over, but of these no definite account can be given.

According to Boeda, our only real authority on this point, the Jutish

chiefs Hengist and Horsa landed in Britain in the first year of the joint

reign of the Emperors Marcian and Valentinian III. 5 (25th August 450-

1 Stubbs, Const. Hist., I. 41. The 'Old Saxony' of Bseda, Alfred, and other old-

English writers extended southwards to the Weser and the basin of the Rhine. Lappen-
berg's Anglo-Saxon Kings, I. 87 {cd. Thorpe).

2 So his Orosius, c. 20. Elton's Origins, 370, 371.
:! " Patria qure Angulus dicitur ab eo tempore usque hodie manere desertus inter pro-

vincias Iutarum et Saxonum perhibetur." Bocda, Historia Ecdesiastica Gcntis Anglo-
rum, I.e. 15 (English Historical Society). This well-known writer was born about

the year 674 and died in 734, having spent his life in the monasteries of Wearmouth ami
Jarrow. See below.

4 Bseda, sup. Archaeological research confirms his statements as to the districts occu-

pied by the different nations. One type of brooch ox fibida is found mostly in Kent and
the Isle of Wight; evidently the Jutish brooch : another is found in the Anglic districts

;

and a third in some of the west-Saxon districts. Wright, Celt, Roman, and Saxon,

415-418.
5 H.E., I. 15. Ba?da's words in strictness only imply that the landing took place

during the joint reign of the two Emperors, i.e. 450-455. But it is pretty clear that he

meant the first year of the joint reign, and he gives 449 as that year, which is wrong.
The A. S. Chronicle copies him. The dale in a general way is confirmed by Gildas, who
places the landing not long after the appeal made to -Etius, in or after his third consul-

ship, A.I). 446-450. -Vilnius gives different dates indifferent places, according to the

different authorities copied. One date is 'forty years after the end of the Roman occu-

pation,' c. 2S, and Epitome; M.//./k, 50, 62. This tallies exactly with the year 450 ;
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24th August, 451).
1 Tradition had it that three ceo/s, or long galleys, con-

veyed their force. 2 They landed at "Ypwines Fleot," now Ebbsrleet in

Thanet, near Minster on the Stour, which was then a navigable estuary,

and a favourite entrance to the Thames from the South. The
56

Kent!
m

landing-place was well-chosen, as Thanet being in those days

a real island, cut off from the mainland by an arm of the sea,

could easily be defended by a moderate force. 3

Gildas has it that the strangers had been deliberately called in by the

'tyrant' Guthrigernus, duke (dux) of the Britons, to resist Northern

enemies, whom the writer supposed to be Picts. Nennius, with more
probability, tells us that the strangers were roving ' exiles,' and that the

first thing they did was to fortify a camp. 4 It seems hardly necessary to

point out that if these men had been imported for service against northern

enemies they would not have been quartered in Thanet. It was the habit

of Gildas to ascribe everything to British agency : and it may be that he

preferred to ascribe a mistaken policy to his countrymen rather than no

policy at all : at any rate it is clear that national vanity made a scape-goat

of the prince whose name was traditionally associated with the settlement

of the English in Kent.

Whatever the circumstances, it would seem that Thanet was yielded

without a blow. A footing having been secured, reports of the ' goodness

'

of the land and the * naught-ness

'

5 of the inhabitants, induced fresh bands

but Nennius himself had no idea when the Roman occupation ended. Another passage

seems to point to the year 429, the date of Germanus' first mission. The Pseudo-

Prosper gives the year 441 as that of the subjugation of Britain by the Saxons ; and this

apparently was the date recognised by Alcuin, who, writing in 793, said that Britain had

been inhabited by his countrymen "nearly 150 years." Epp. No. 9. Haddan and

Stubbs, III. 476, 493.
1 Gibbon, IV. 219.
2 " Tribus ut lingua ejus exprimitur cyulis, nostra lingua longis navibus," Gildas,

Hist., c. 23. The names Hengist and Horsa are given by Bseda, sup. Hengist appears

in the Geographer of Ravenna as "Anschis," M.H.B., xxiv.

3 C. J. Solinus, JII.H.B., x. Nennius gives Ruichim, or Ruoichim, as the British name
of Thanet ; but " Adtanatos insula " occurs in Solinus, sup., and " Tanatos " in B?eda.

4 Hist., cc. 28, 36, M.H.B. Gildas, a Romanised Briton, was apparently born

about the year 516, and wrote when he was 44 years old. He has left us a Historia de

Excidio Britannia?, and an Epistola, a Lamentation on the state of his country

(M.H.B., and English Historical Society, Stevenson). For the Historia Britonum of

Nennius, a 9th century compilation, see list of authorities.
5 " Nahtnesse," Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, A. The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, as it has

been usually termed, is really a series of distinct chronicles, with a common basis. The
common basis is the chronicle started at Winchester in the reign of Alfred (MS. Corpus

Christi Coll., Cambridge, clxxiii. ) cited as A. It begins with the year B.C. 60, and

extends to a.d. 1070; but practically ends in 975. The Abingdon Chronicle (MS.

Cott. Tiberius B., I.) extends from the invasion of Julius Caesar to the year 1066. It

will be cited as C. The Worcester Chronicle (MS. Cott. Tiberius B., iv.) extends from

the Incarnation to a.d. 1079, and will be cited as D. The Peterborough Chronicle

(MS. Bodl. Laud., 636) extends from the Incarnation to A.D. 11 54, and will be cited as
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to follow. But five years were needed for the conquest of East Kent.

The line of the Medway was not reached till the year 455, when " VVyrt-

georne," was defeated at Aylesford. Horsa was killed in the action ; but

Hengist apparently thought his position such as to justify the
H

j?
sl
J
!t assumption of Royal dignity; his son ^Esc being associated

with him, 1 as if to play the part of Caesar to the Augustus of

East Kent.

Two years later the invaders entered West Kent, crossing the Darent at

Dartford and defeating the Britons at Crayford with great slaughter. We
are told that the rout was so complete that the Britons ' forsook Kent and

retired to London.' 8

Nennius, the British writer, records four battles in connexion with the

struggle in Kent, all apparently given as creditable to his countrymen.

In the first Hengist and his men were driven into Thanet, a most amusing

inversion of the apparent fact. The second and third were respectively

fought " super flumen Derevent" ; and " super vadum . . . Episford*

. . . et ibi cecidit Horsa" These two are obviously the actions at

Aylesford and Crayford, given in the wrong order. The fourth battle was

fought "Juxta Lapidem Tiiuli qui est super ripam Gallici maris" i.e. Stonar,

near Sandwich. 4 At that time it overlooked the sea.

Eight years later we have another great battle in which twelve ' Welsh

Ealdermen ' fell, and one English ' thane ' ; from whom the place was

named " Wippedes fleot," but the site has not been determined.

Hengist continued to press the Britons ' like fire.' But Kent, situate

in a corner between the Thames on one side and the Forest of Anderid

on the other side and bisected by the Medway, was never fated to retain

the lead in the affairs of Britain. Hengist at his death could only

bequeath Kent and nothing more to his son /Esc (a.d. 48S). 5

But before that a fresh attack on the South coast had been made by

the Saxons, who, under the leadership of zElle and his sons, Cymen, YVlenc-

Saxon ing and Cissa, landed in 477 at ' Cymenes ora.' u This place
Landings.

jias not been clearly made out, but the name of Cissa seems to

Sussex, be preserved in that of " Cissan-cester," Chichester ,
7 the new

E. There are also several other continuations of the original Winchester Chronicle

of which the most noteworthy is the Canterbury Chronicle (MS. Cott. Tiberius A., vi. ff.

1-34), which will be cited as B. See Mr. Earle's Introduction to Tzoo of the

Saxon Chronicles Parallel (Clarendon Press, 1865).
1 " . Kt'ter )>am Hengest feng to rice and . l'.sc his sunu," Chron. A. ; conf. Nennius, c.

47, M.II.B. The flint heap of Ilorsted is supposed to mark Horsa's grave. Guest's

Early English Settlements, p. 4S ; cited Green, Makers of England, 46. An inscribed

stone stood there in Bseda's time. '-' Chron. A.
:; "In nostra lingua Sathenegabail " (al. " Rithergabail "). Dr. Guest gives the

Welsh, Sydden-y-cenbail, as=" House of ferry-boat."
1 Nennius, CC 46, 47.

5 Chron. A. G Ora = shore, haven.
7 Marie, Saxon Chronicles Parallel, 2S1. The best suggestion for Cymenesora seems

that of Ingrain, Shoreham, quasi Cymeneshorchani. lb.
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name given to the Roman town of Regnum. But the land of the

Regni, cut off from the interior by the Forest of Anderid, extending from

Romney Marsh to the borders of our Hampshire, was even less fitted

than that of Kent " to serve as a starting-point in any attack on Britain

at large." The kingdom of the South Saxons had no future in store for

it ; and indeed fourteen years elapsed before /File and Cissa were able

to reduce the border fastness of Anderedescester, now Pevensey. 1 But

the slow progress of the conquest proves that in point of numbers the

invaders must have been very weak.

A really promising opening was at last secured when the Jutes and

Saxons established themselves on Southampton Water, with an open

country before them, and Roman roads to lead East, and
Hampshire. __ J _„ . ' .

JNorth, and West into the heart of the interior.

The record of the facts however is dim, and in some respects open to

suspicion. We seem to have two traditions strung together by the

_ , chronicler of the house of Wessex, and placed to the credit
Cerdic. . .

of his master's ancestors. First we are told that the Ealder-

men Cerdic and his son Cynric, the undoubted founders of the dynasty,

landed in 495 at a place called " Cerdices Ora," and that day by day they

fought the Britons. Then in 501 we have "Port" landing at -'Portes-

mutha," i.e. Portsmouth, a place that bore the name of Portus in Roman
times. Again in 508 Cerdic and Cynric defeat the Britons in a signal

engagement, in which the native 'king' " Natan-leod," 2
i.e. 'Prince

Nechtan,' fell. Then six years later we have the entry, ' Here came the

West Saxons to Britain and fought against the Britons,' as if that was their

first appearance. 3 In 519 Cerdic and Cynric ' took the king-

of Wight dom': 4 in 530 they subdued the Isle of Wight; and cap-

tured "Wihtgarassbyrig," Carisbrook; and in 534 Cerdic died. 5

Here we may notice, first, that Cerdic is made to live and fight for nine

and thirty years after he landed with a grown up son ; and secondly, that

nothing is said of the Jutes, whose establishment in Hampshire and the

Isle of Wight rests upon the indisputable authority of Beda. G As a con-

jecture we may suggest that the settlements prior to 514 were those of the

Jutes ; and that the conquest of the Isle of Wight by Cerdic in 530 was

the political subjugation of the insular Jutes or " Wiht-garas." The Jutes

1 a.d. 491 : Chron. A. Boeda ascribes to ^Elle a position of predominance on the

South coast : probably he was predominant before the West Saxons arose ; but there is

nothing to show that he encroached even on Kent.
2 This name seems quite genuine: "leod is identical with clwydd or \\wyd=prmce"

;

whence the well-known family name Lloyd. Nechtan is quite a common Celtic name.

Earle, sup. 281.
3 Stuf and Wihtgar are given as the leaders ; but Wihtgar seems a mere manufacture

from " Wiht," the Isle of Wight, a name older than Roman times.

* " Rice onfengun."
5 Chron. A. 6 H. E., I. 15.
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of the mainland appear to have been known as the " Meonwaras," 1 whose

name is preserved in Stoke Meon, and East and West Meon on the

1 1 amble. As for the followers of Cerdic their proper tribe name appears

to have been " Gewissas," afterwards merged in the larger name of " West

Seaxe."

Again the Chronicle tells us that the country up to " Cerdices ford '*' was

called after Prince Nechtan, " Neatan leaga " or
l Neatan's lea ' ; and we

hear of much fighting at " Cerdices ford." Netley is still an existing

name on Southampton water, and Cerdices ford has been identified with

Charford on the Hampshire Avon. 2 This river therefore was probably

the western boundary of the original kingdom of the Gewissas. Its

limits to the North are indicated by the fact that Old Sarum (Sorbiodunum,

afterwards Seaxobyrg) at this time was still in British hands, and was not

in fact attacked till a.d. 552. Thus we may quite accept the view that

Hampshire as a whole represents the West Saxon Kingdom of the

year 520.-'*

To the West and North of this principality we may place the territory

of Ambrosius Aurelianus, the one British ruler whose memory Gildas could

really honour as that of a true representative of old Roman

Aurelianus vlrtues : " viro modesto, qui solus fu it comis, fidelis, fortis,

veraxque" 4. The pause in the Saxon advance clearly trace-

able in the Chronicle coincides with the successful resistance ascribed to

Ambrosius by Gildas. This name survives in Amesbury, Ambroscbyrig

;

and the date of his great success, the repulse of the invaders from the

siege of the Mons Badonicus, is placed in the year 5 16

;

5 while the

limitation of the Saxon frontier at the Avon gives every probability to the

identification of the Mons Badonicus with the triple Celtic earthworks of

Badbury Rings in Dorsetshire, between Wimborne and Blandford.

To the memory of Ambrosius a tardy tribute is due as it was his mis-

fortune to have his glory transferred to a hero of romance ;
7 apparently a

pure myth ; certainly one of whom history properly so-called

knows nothing. The name of Arthur is not to be found in

1 Breda, H. E., IV. 13. In the year 681 they were still politically connected with the

[sle of Wight
'-' Green, sup., 8S. 8 Green, sup., S9. 4 Hist., c. 25.
5 Annates Cambria: (Rolls Series). Gildas gives no date, except that the siege took

place in the year of his birth, forty-four years from the time when he was writing, so

that the memory of the events was still fresh. For the date 423 see Stevenson,
< rildas, ix.

6 Guest, Early English Settlements, 61-62. Green, sup., S9. One MS. of Gildas adds

after " Badonici montis " "qui prope Sabrinum ostium habetur." But this must be

rejectee! as an interpolation ; Bath could not be attacked 30 years before Salisbury was

attacked. Carte suggested Badon Hill in Berkshire, but even that seems too fax off,

It has been suggested that Ambrosius may have furnished the historic basis for the

tales of Emrvs Wledig or Gwledig, alias MerSen, alias Merlin the Wizard. Rhys,

rt Lectures
t 151.
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Gildas, 1 who wrote only forty-four years after the siege of the Mons
Badonicus. As he gives the names of several native princes it seems clear

that there was no leading native of that name known to him. If we
search for the oldest historic record of an Arthur we find it

Arthurs. among the Gael, in the person of a Dalriad prince, in Latin

"Arturius," son of Aidan, killed in battle by the heathen Picts,

a.d. 59 1.
2 We also have an Arthur map Petr, and more clearly a Noe

son of Arthur, ruling in Dyfed (Pembrokeshire), 600-660. 3 The name
therefore was not unknown in Great Britain. But neither of these men-

can serve as basis for the legendary Arthur. For him we have to skip on

150 years to the pages of Nennius, who wrote in the ninth century, and

there we have the Arthurian legend in full bloom. He is represented not

as being a British King, or even a Briton at all, but as a heroic personage

who fought for them against the Saxons and led their armies. 4 He fights

twelve battles—a suspicious number—and apparently wins them all ;
5 the

last being that "in montc Badonis" the victory of the historic Ambrosius. 6-

If we turn to the old Bardic poems of Wales, we find in them no

allusion to these battles. The name Arthur however does occur in four

of the poems, for which a historic character is claimed by Mr. W. F. Skene.

But the only one that couples him with a personage that can be identified

couples him with Geraint ap Erbin of Dyfnaint

;

7 apparently the Geraint

who was defeated by Ine of Wessex in 710,
8 two centuries after the time

of the Arthur of Nennius. Another poem talks of fighting on the Wall,

* the ancient boundary,' and of the ' loricated legion
'
;
9 thus relegating its

Arthur to the times of the Roman dominion.

The theory that commends itself to us is that the Arthurian legend is

merely a reissue of Ossianic myths, brought over by the Dalriad Scots,ia

. . disseminated through the agency of the Columban missionaries

Origin of (of whom anon), and appropriated and adapted by the Celtic
"Arthur.

pe0p]e f Great Britain. This will account for the localisation

1 Nor does it occur in Breda or the A. S. Chronicles.
2 "In bello Miathorum." Adamnan, Life of St. Columba, I. cc. 8, 9 (ed. Reeves).

Adamnan lived 623-704.
3 See H. Zimmer, Nennius Vindicatus, 283, citing the Liber Landavensis, 73, and

a Welsh pedigree (Berlin, 1893). Another Dalriad " Artur,"son of Conaing, is named in

a very late pedigree, Chron. Picts and Scots (Skene), 310.
4 " Tunc Arthur pugnabat contra illos (sc. Saxones) cum regibus Brittorum, sed ipse

dux erat bellorum," p. 47, Stevenson. Ambrosius is given the post of King of Kings

among the Britons—a clear mixing up of accounts. lb.

5 For these, see Appendix to this chapter. 6 M. H. B., p. 7S ', Stevenson, p. 47.
7 Four Ancient Books of Wales, I. 267 ; W. F. Skene. 8 Rhys, Celtic Britain, 232.
9 Four Ancient Books of Wales, I. 259-261. With respect to these Bards, Taliessin

and others are named as such by Nennius, M. H. B., 75-
9 See A. Nutt, Academy, 13th Sept. ; and F. York Powell, Id., 20th Sept., 1884. So

again the Sir Gawain cycle seems clearly traceable to an Irish source. Whitley Stokes,

Academy, 23rd April, 1892 ; A. Nutt, Id., 30th April.
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of the legendary Arthur in North Britain ;

l because the North was the

chief scene of the labours of the Irish clergy
; and the deficiency of

Arthurian traditions in Wales will be due to the fact that the Irish mis-

sionaries gained no footing there.

To return to the course of West Saxon conquest. Ccrdic, as already

mentioned, died in 534,
2 his son Cynric succeeding. For eighteen years

Cynric seems to have rested within his borders; but in 552
' his hands having been strengthened, probably by fresh arrivals

of immigrants in want of land, he attacked the Britons in their stronghold

at Old Sarum, wresting it from them, and so making himself master of

Salisbury Plain, and the " mystic circle
' ;

of Stonehenge. The district so

acquired became known from its new masters as that of the " Wil-scctas"

or Settlers on the Wil or Wiley, an affluent of the Avon, 3 their chief

town being " Wil-tun " or Wilton. The name Wilsaetas indicates that the

colonists were a mixed population, not a homogeneous ' folk,' with a tribe

name of their own.

Four years later, Cynric made an advance along another of the Roman
roads from Winchester, namely that leading N.W. through Mildenhall

(Cunctid) to Cirencester (Coriniiuu). The Britons were de-
Conn 11 psts

in Wilts feated at " Beranbyrg," identified with Barbury Camp, between
and Berks. ^£ariborough and Swindon, 4 " on the very brink of the Downs :>

(a.d. 55 6).
5 This victory made Cynric master not only of North Wilts,

but also of the right bank of the Thames from Cricklade to Reading.

On the slope of the Downs, where the stream of the Ock flows down to

join the Thames, "the traveller still sees, drawn white against the scanty

turf, the gigantic form of a horse which gives the Vale of White Horse

its name, and which tradition looks on as a work of the conquering

Gewissas." 8

In 560 Cymric was succeeded by Ceawlin, and he carried on the work

of reducing the basin of the Thames. In 568 he marched along the

North side of the forest of Anderid, and defeated .Fthelbirht,

the young king of Kent, at " Wibbandun," Wimbledon, and

1 See Stuart Glennie, Arthurian Localities. I agree with the writer that if there was

a historic Arthur he must be sought in the North and not in the South.
'-' "There was in the time of Edward the Elder a barrow at Stoke, near Hurstbourne

(Hants, between Whitchurch and Andover), known as Ceardices beorg, the hill or barrow

of Cerdic." Earle, Parol/. Citron., 2S2, citing Codex Diplomatic its sEvi Saxonici, N< .

1077. J. Kcmble.

[iron. A. 1 Green, sup., 92.
1 '• This is a large camp in excellent preservation. It is nearly circular, and girdled

by a double ring of ditch and rampart ; the inner very strong, sloping full fifty feet to the

bottom of the ditch." Murray's Handbook Wilts, cited Earle, sup., 2S2.

mod. A., Green, sup., 94.
'

( rreen, sup. 95. The White Horse, however, may perhaps be a memorial of Alfred's

victory over the Danes al Ashdown in 871.
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drove him out of modern Surrey ' into Kent.' The so-called Csesar's camp

at Wimbledon may be associated with this campaign. 1

Being thus lord of the South bank of the Thames, down to the borders

of Kent, Ceawlin in 571 sent his brother Cuthwulf to attack the Britons

on the North bank. Crossing the river, probably at Wallingford, Cuthwulf

drove the enemy as far back as " Bedcanforda," Bedford, 2 and captured

four towns, namely, Eynsham, Bensington, Aylesbury, and Lenborough,

"the last of these a small hamlet near the present Bucking-
Conquests

. \ &

North of ham." The territory thus acquired may be said to correspond
the Thames.

roUghiy w j th t iiat f the shires of Oxford, Buckingham, and

Bedford. 3 Further advance eastwards was probably arrested by the East-

Anglian Works, drawn across the Iknield way, between Royston and

Newmarket. 4

The next move was towards the North-West, where the lower valley of

the Severn offered rich prey within easy reach of Winchester. In 577 a

decisive battle was fought at Deorham, identified with Dirham, between

Gloucester and Bath. 5 According to the Saxon chronicler, three British

princes fell ; and without doubt three Roman " ceastra " changed hands.

The names of the British leaders are given as " Commail" (Conmael?),

. . . " Condidan " 6 (Kyndylan ?), and " Farinmail " or Farinmael

:

And in v
l

Western the captured towns were Gloucester, Cirencester, and Bath.
Counaes. r^^

Q annexe(j territory would thus include part of Worcester-

shire, all Gloucestershire, and North Somerset as far as Wells and the

river Axe. 7

By the loss of these towns the Britons of Cornwall, or "WT

est Wales,"

were for ever cut off from their brethren in South Wales. The territory

acquired in Gloucestershire and Worcestershire was occupied by a people

who appear under the tribe name of ' Hwiccas.' 8 This would suggest that

the conquest was effected by a new immigration, fighting under the banner

of Ceawlin. As a matter of fact we shall find them turning against him

at the first opportunity.

But the West Saxon advance did not rest even at this point. " If Welsh

1 Chron. A. The " Ccesar's camp" is circular, and therefore certainly not Roman.
Its position at the S.W. corner of the table-land of Wimbledon Common suggests that

it was intended to face an enemy advancing from the S.W. But it may perhaps be

better attributed to the later Danes.
2 Florence of Worcester gives the name as " Bedaforda" ; Henry of Huntingdon

adds, "quoe modo dicitur Bedeforda." Florence, a Worcester monk, died a.d. 1118.

Henry of Huntingdon circa 1154.
3 Chron. A., Green, sup., 118, 124. The Saxon settlement seems to have stopped

at the borders of Huntingdon and Cambridgeshire. " Bedfordshiremen still speak a

Saxon, Huntingdon and Northamptonshire folk speak an Engle dialect.

"

4 For these, see below. 5 Earle, sup., 282.

G For this name, see below, a.d. 584.
7 Freeman, Old English Hist., 36.

8 See Green, sup., 129, and note.
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legend is to be trusted, their forays reached across the Severn as far as the

Wye "

:

J and here when we obtain fuller records we find the " Magasretas "

occupying our Herefordshire.- Again in 584 we find Ceawlin in the field,

1 taking many towns and untold booty.' 3 In this campaign,

Fuxnt
Ury

doubtless, Wroxeter (Uriconium) fell; and Pengwyrn, now
Shrewsbury, was given to the flames. The Welsh bard, Lly-

warch Hen, laments the burning of the halls of Kyndylan ; but the buried

ruins of Uriconium tell their own tale of " flight and massacre.'' 4

With the burning of Pengwyrn the West Saxon successes in the Severn

Valley came to an end. Still thirsting for conquest, Ceawlin pushed into

the borders of modern Cheshire, to be defeated by a Welsh chieftain

—

Brocmael—at " Fethan-leag," a place identified with Faddiley, some three

miles to the west of Nantwich. Cutha, brother to Ceawlin, fell in the

action. ' Wrathfully Ceawlin returned to his own.' 5

But worse things were in store for him. Part of his dominion, probably

the new settlements in the Severn Valley, revolted and made Ceol or

Ceolric, son of Cutha, king : a year or so later. Ceawlin was

driven from the rest of his kingdom after a bloody fight at

" Woddesbeorge " or " Wodnesbeorge," Wamborough, on the Wiltshire

Downs, overlooking the Vale of White Horse. Britons, as well as Saxons,

fought against him, and two years later he died (a.d. 593).
6

The breach between the Houses of Ceawlin and Cutha "broke the

strength of Wessex for more than 200 years." 7

After a hundred years of fighting the West Saxon conquest of Britannia

Prima was still incomplete. The legions of Claudius had reduced the

whole within four years. But if the Roman conquests were rapid, their

effects had been transitory ; the impression made by the Teutonic settlers

was indelible.

If our insight into the history of the settlement on the south coast is

but dim, when we turn our eyes northwards we find ourselves in utter

darkness. Yet the colonization of Britain did not stop at the

The Midlands Thames, or the Tweed, or even at the Forth. The fertile

the North, plains of Lothian were seized at some time by men who could

drive the natives to the Pentlands (yPcchtlands, i.e. Pictlands)

1 Green, sit/., 129; citing Guest, Archtzol. Journal, XIX. 195.

- " Magesetensium. sive Herefordensium," Flor. Worcest., M. II. B., 621.
3 Chron. A.
4 Green, su/>., 205, referring to Wright's Uriconicum. Dr. Guest, Archaoi. Joumaly

XIX. 199, identifies the "Tren" of Llywarch with Uriconicum. Kyndylan must be

the same name as the Condidan of the chronicle given as killed in 577. According to

Llywarch Kyndylan fell in this campaign. Perhaps there were two of the name : if not

the Welsh writer here would be the better authority.

bron. A., ( iiiest, sup.

Chron. A. and E., 590-593 ; W. Malmesbury, Gesta Regumt
I. 17. Malmesbuiy, a

local writer, gives the place as " Wodnesdic," Florence, as " Wodnesbeorh, id est mons
Wodcniy "' Green, St*p., 207.
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Nowhere, indeed, has the English tongue been preserved in greater purity

than in the district which now calls itself Southern Scotland. 1 Even

beyond the Forth, the valley of Strathmore 2 received settlers who could

stamp the hills on either side as "Laws." 3 But of the process of all this

colonization nothing has been handed down to us. Of the great kingdom

of the Northumbrians, the first notice appears under the year 547, when

we are told that Ida began to reign, 4 with his capital at

Bamborough, ' which at first with a hedge was begirt, and

thereafter with walls/ 5 Headquarters at Bamborough on the coast do

not seem to imply a territory reaching far inland
;
yet it appears that

Ida united under his sway both divisions of old Northumbria, Deira,

and Bernicia, the former extending from the Trent to the Tees (our

Yorkshire) ; the latter stretching northwards from the Tees 6 to the

Cheviots.

A dominion so extensive implies the lapse of a considerable period of

colonization and consolidation, 7 especially when we consider that Ida's

dominions may have included, and probably did include, the East coast of

modern Scotland.

But Bernicia and Deira were hard to keep together. We shall find

their jealousies the standing difficulty of Northumbria. Ida's sons were

unable to retain their hold on Deira, which, at their father's
JEllo

death (a.d. 560), fell away to ^Elle, the leader of a rival house
;

while they had to content themselves with the northern half, and the duty

of carrying on the interminable struggle with the natives of Cumbria,

Galloway, and Strathclyde. 8

If from Northumbria we pass across the Trent southwards into the

Roman Flavia Ccesariensis we find even less recorded of the early Anglic

settlements. The bulk of this district became in time the

kingdom of Mercia (Merata- rice), or the March, as it was

1 Green, sup., 73.
2 Between Perth and Forfar.

3 e.g., Catlaw, near Kirriemuir, and the range of Sidlaws [Siid laws, South Hills)

between Perth and Arbroath. 4 " Feng to rice," the usual formula. 5 Chron. A and E.
6 "Ida . . . junxit arcem, id est Dingueirin et Gurbirneth, quae duoe regiones

fuerunt in una regione id est Deur et Berneth, Anglice Deira et Bernicia." Nennius,

c. 66. M. H. B., 74. Another MS. reads: "Ida uncxit {leg. junxit) Dynguayrdi

Guuerth-berneich. " The separation of " Deur o Birneich " is attributed to one Soemil,

several generations earlier. lb. , Flor. Worcest., M. H. B., v. 631. The Welsh

Breennych or Brenneich (whence Bernicia) comes from the same origin as Brigantes.

Deira comes from Deivr, "the Welsh name of the district or its old inhabitants."

Rhys, C. B., in, 112. Dingueirin or Duiguayrdi is given as = Bamborough, and Guuerth

seems another name for Deira.

7 " Cum proceres Anglorum multis et magnis prceliis patriam illam sibi subjugassent,

etc." H. Hunt, 712. Nennius, whose Northern notes are his best, attributes the expul-

sion of the Britons from " Manau Guotodin," or " Gododin," the ' Plain of the

Otadeni,' or ' GadeniJ i.e. Lothian, to a period three generations anterior to. the time of

Ida, sup. : he reckons these three generations as equivalent to 147 years.

8 Chron A., Flor. Worcest., a.d. 559, Nennius, sup.

R. H. K
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emphatically called ; the border country with which almost all the other

kingdoms came into contact. Within its limits we have the names of

several tribes or peoples, each pointing to a several settlement, such as the

Lindiswaras and Gainas of Lincolnshire ; the Girwas of the Fen country;

the Mercians proper, or West Angles, established round Lichfield and

Tamworth ; the Middle Angles, and South Angles, respectively connected

with Leicester and Dorchester. 1 Crida, or Creoda, who
Creoda, King. . . _ ..... ,

apparently began to reign in 584, and died in 593, is named
as the first king. 2 But the whole was not united till the time of his grand-

son Penda (a.d. 626). At the same time, the stoppage of the West Saxon

advance in our Oxfordshire and Bucks, when viewed in connection with

their rapid progress up the Severn, suggests that the Midland districts

were already in strong hands.

Of the first landings of the East Angles who settled in the country of the

/ceni, nothing is told us. North Folk doubtless made their
Heist An°*li3-

' way up the Yare, and South Folk up the Orwell. Norwich

would be the centre of the one settlement j Sudbury, perhaps, of the other. 3

The establishment of the united kingdom under UfTa is placed by Henry

of Huntingdon about the year 571 ; and Uffa's date, to a

certain extent, is confirmed by that of his grandson Redwald, a

considerable personage, who came to the throne soon after the year 600.

Florence, of Worcester, a careful writer, understood that the
Redwald. ... ..... . . . . .. . . ,

beginning of the kingdom (luitium reg/u) came later than that

of Kent, but earlier than that of Wessex (455-519). Perhaps he referred

to the original immigration. The hundreds in East Anglia are small, an

indication that the conquerors were thickly settled there.
4

If so, the

popular form of government under ealdormen may have held its ground

there longer than elsewhere.

To their dread of West Saxon encroachment we may, perhaps, attribute

the execution of the series of earthworks yet visible between Royston and

Newmarket, drawn across the Icknield Way, and evidently intended to bar

access by that route from the West. 5 It is worthy of notice that the year

571, given by Henry of Huntingdon as the date of the establishment of

the East Anglian kingdom, was also that of the West Saxon advance into

Bedfordshire. It may be that the choice of a common head was one of

the defensive measures taken by the East Anglians on that occasion.

To the South of these tribes we find ourselves again on Saxon soil. We
1 See Green, sap., 74-S5, and the map at p. 59.
-' 11. Hunt., Chron. A.

. up., 52. '
I iieen, sup., 52.

6 The westernmost line <>f ramparts ami ditches is found one and a half miles to the

ton. The easternmost is the Devil's Ditch, or Wansdyke, across Newmarket
:i. Three others come between, namely, Ileydon Ditch, Brent Ditch, and Fleam

Dyke, all crossing the road, and later in date. See Babington's An (Aire,

97 etc.
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may conjecture that the East Saxons found landing places in the Stour,

or the Colne, or the Blackwater, with a fair extent of good
Essgx

land to till, and Colchester as a good city to sack. The year

527 seems to be given as that of the establishment of the kingdom ; and

this date receives confirmation from the statement that Sleda, son of Ercen-

wine, or ^Escwine, the first king, married a sister of ^Ethelbirht, of Kent. 1

iEthelbirht was born in 552. The East Saxon kingdom, therefore, may
well have been established some years before.

But the East Saxons cut off from the interior by the woodlands of

Waltham, Epping, and Hainault, had no greater opportunities of extending

their frontiers than their Sussex cousins. 2 Of the fall of

London and the settlement of the Middle Saxons, no record

has been preserved. It is probable that they were an offshoot of the East

Saxons. Verulam had fallen before 560, as Gildas deplores its loss.

London was probably captured not long after. 3

Thus by the end of the 6th century after a long and arduous struggle

the seven Anglo-Saxon kingdoms 4 were established in Britain. Not that

the exact number of a Heptarchy was at all times maintained.

HeDtarchv ^nere were occasionally more, often fewer, than seven king-

doms. But for the seven principalities above-named a definite

succession of kings and a certain amount of history can be made out. As
might be supposed, a certain pre-eminence was generally enjoyed by one

or other of these states. Such a position, as already mentioned, is

ascribed by Bseda to /File of Sussex, a most singular statement. After

iElle the leading king would have been Ceawlin, a more intelligible

assertion ; and after him again vEthelbirht, of whom hereafter. 5

If we turn to survey the districts still held by the Celtic peoples, we
have North of the Forth the traditional seven kingdoms of the

Kingdoms Plcts
>
afterwards the seven earldoms of Scotland.

' Seven sons had Cruithne :

Cait, Ce, Cirig,

Fib, Fidach, Fotla, Fortrenn.' 6

" Five of these divisions can still be identified." Fib is Fife :
" Fotla is

Athfoitle now corrupted into Atholl." Fortrenn is better known as

Strathearn : Cirig properly Circinn, or Maghgirginn, is now the Mearns,

Kincardineshire, the country of the old Mesetae : Cait is Caithness.7 The

1 Henry of Huntingdon, M. H. B., 712 ; Florence of Worcester, Genealogies, Id.,

629. 2 Green, sup., 47.
3 Id., 108-111.

4 The seven kingdoms as generally reckoned were Northumbria, Mercia, East Anglia,

Essex, Kent, Sussex, and Wessex. But they were often subdivided as we shall see.
5 Bseda, H. £., II. c. 5.
6 Chron. Picts and Scots, 4, 25 (W. F. Skene, 1867). As Cruithnig was the Irish

name for Picts it is clear that the legend has come down through Gaelic channels.
7 Skene, Celtic Scotland, I. 186.
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other two principalities would seem to be Moray and Ross, and Mar and

Buchan (Big and Little}), the latter being the two divisions of Aberdeen-

shire. 1

To the South and West of these lay the " Scottish " (i.e. Irish) kingdom

of Dalriada, 2 whose foundation is commonly dated from the landing of

Fergus, Loarn, and Angus, the sons of Ere, in the year 49s. 3

Gaelic Their territory corresponded practically with the modern

Argyllshire, their chief seat being at Dunadd in the Crinan

Moss. 4 The Dalriads were Christians, and it was under Gabhran, grand-

son of Fergus, that Colum, better known as St. Columba, 5

' established himself in Hy, otherwise Iona, in the year 563.*'

Colum-cille, i.e. Church-Colum, a familiar nickname given to him, was

a native of Ireland and born 518-521. About the year 563 he had to

leave Ireland in consequence of a quarrel with his king, who had him

excommunicated. He went over to Iona and founded the celebrated

monastery there. The great incident of his life was his journey to

Inverness, where he baptized the Pictish king Brude. But his career

was spent between the islands and the coasts of Ireland and modern
Argyllshire. 7

Conterminous with the Dalriad kingdom was that of Netnetoduron,

Nemthorn, Ailcluith, or Dumbarton, with its headquarters at Dumbarton,

and a territory extending over the basin of the Clyde, inciud-
Strathclyde. .

, / • r -r, r , T 1 j
ing the modern counties of Renfrew and Lanark, and parts

of Ayrshire. The people were of Welsh blood, and were commonly
known to the Anglo-Saxon writers as the Strathclyde Welsh or the Strath-

clyde Britons. Among the native princes who contended with the sons

1 See the tract printed by Skene, Chron. Picts and Scots, 136, where the boundaries

are very fairly given, but with wrong names to them.
2 There was an earlier kingdom of the same name in Ulster.
3 See Skene, Chron. Picts and Scots, ex. ; and Celtic Scottand, I. 139.
4 From the head of Loch Long northwards their boundary followed the watershed that

divides the affluents of the Tay from the streams that flow to the West coast ; the dis-

trict on the East side of the line being called " Uruinalban " or " Brunalban " {March

of Atba), the modern Breadalbane ; while the district to the West of it was called
11 Brunhere" or "Bruneire" {March of the Irish), Chron. Picts and Scots, Ixxxiv. 136,

137. Curious to say it appears that the Western halves of the district of Morven and the

Island of Mull were retained by the Picts, a boundary between them and the Irish being

traceable. .Skene, Celtic Scotland, I. 22S. Brunalban must be carefully distinguished

from the "Drumalban" or Dorsum Britannise, constantly used by Adamnan, the

biographer of St. Columba to denote the whole mountain region to the East of the Cale-

donian Canal, practically the later " Mount." Mr. Skene applies the name Drumalban
t<> a Bon-existing chain running north and south. See his Map, Celtic Scotland, I. 8.

'Columcille," ».<?. 'Church-Colum.' 6 Haddan and Stubbs, II. 105.
7 Set' his Life by Adamnan (ed. Reeves), and the Introduction. Adamnan was bom

iii 62 .-/;///. Lifter, lie is believed to have become Abbot of Iona in 679, and

Vt died in 704. Sec Stevenson's notes to Bseda, //. E., III. c. 4, and Haddan and

Stubbs, sup.
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and successors of Ida 1 (560-588) we have one "Riderchen" 2 (Rhydderch

Hen, i.e. the Old) who seems clearly the Rodercus of Ailcluith, mentioned

by Adamnan the biographer of St. Columba. 3 To this prince belongs

the credit of having founded the See of Glasgow, St. Kenti-

g-ern

1_

§ern (Cyndeyrii), otherwise Mungo, having been brought by

him for that purpose from his native Wales. 4 At home, we

are told, Kentigern had already founded the See of Llanelwy for the

principality of Powys, though it was destined to take its name from his

successor, Asaph. In later times we shall find the kingdom of Strathclyde

styled "Cumbria," with its borders, as defined by those of the concomitant

diocese of Glasgow, including all the South-West of modern Scotland, the

basin of the Tweed to its junction with the Teviot, and English Cumber-

land to Dearham Water and Rere Cross on Stanemoor. But this extent

of territory cannot be attributed to the Strathclyde of the period of

which we are now treating, as we have three other kings associated with

Rhydderch as acting against the Angles—namely Urbgen, Guallauc, and

Morcant. 5 Urbgen or Urien is styled King of Rheged, an uncertain

territory, perhaps answering to Galloway. 6 Of the dominions of Guallauc

and Morcant nothing is mentioned ; but whether the same as Rheged or

not, we certainly seem to have a distinct principality in Gallo-

way, a land of Picts, descendants of the old Attecotti, who
occupied the modern counties of Wigton and Kirkcudbright, with their

capital at Whitehorn, alias Candida Casa, alias the Leukopibia of Ptolemy. 7

1 For these see Florence, A.D. 559.
2 Nennius, M. H. B., 75.

3
p. 43, ed. Reeves.

4 Rhydderch may lie supposed to have reigned 573-603 ; Skene, Chr. Picts, etc., xcv.

Kentigern died in 612 ; Ann. Cambria:. A 1 2th century Life of him by Joscelin of

Furness may be seen in Pickerton's Vita SS. Scot., 195^ and another of the same

century in Glasgow Chartulary, I. lxxvii. Eut nothing is really known of the details of

Kentigern's life ; H. and .S.

5 So against Hussa, not a son of Ida, but an under-king, and " Deodric. " Nennius,

M. H. B., 75. Deodric is clearly Theodoric, fifth son of Ida, who reigned 580-586,

and is identified by Mr. Skene with the " Flamddwyn " (Flame-Bearer) of the Bards.

Celtic Scotland, I. 159.
6 Mr. Skene identifies Rheged with Galloway, quoting the bard Llywarch Hen, who

styles Urbgen the " Ereyr gal " or ' Eagle of Gal,' which Mr. Skene takes as Galloway.

Chron. Picts and Scots, lxxx. Galloway might be a vassal kingdom. Moreover that

Urbgen belonged to a Christian family seems proved by the fact that we shall find his

son Rhun somehow associated with the baptism of Eadwine the Anglic king.
7 The name Galloway is derived from the Welsh Galwydel, Irish Gallgaidel. Skene,

Celtic Scotland, I. 239. Baeda distinguishes them as " Picti qui Niduari vocantur "
; the

name being taken from the river Nid or Nith. Life of Cttthbert, c. xi. Ptolemy calls

this river the " Novios " and the people in like manner "Novantoe. " These men re-

tained the name of Picts longer than any others, in fact down to the 12th century. See

Skene, sup., 131-133. Their quasi-nationality was recognised at the battle of the Standard

(1138), and later in the special position of "The Stewartry" of Kirkcudbright. They
form one of the four Nations in which the students of the University of Glasgow still

enrol themselves, Loch Urr being taken as marking their boundary on the East. The
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It would seem that since their conversion by St. Ninian they had fallen

away from Christianity, and were now reckoned heathens.

A remarkable ring of Celtic forts crowning the hill-tops of our Peeble-

shire, the heart of the Forest District, suggests a retreat from whence an

obstinate strufjcrle with external enemies was kept up. These
The Forest. •

forts are especially numerous along the Lyne and the Tweed
below Peebles, and again along the left bank of the Slitrig above Hawick,

where moreover we have relics of the great rampart known as the Catrail. 1

Another earthwork, a " Deil's Dyke," or in older parlance the " Murthat,"

runs from the Solway towards Lochmaben. To the South of Cumbria or

Strathclyde, as above defined, the rest of Cumberland, Westmorland, the

greater part of the West Riding of Yorkshire, Lancashire, and Cheshire

still remained in native hands. How these districts were

Conl^deracv
SUDCUvided and governed we cannot say. As a group of

confederated states they styled themselves " Kymry," ' The

Fellow-Countrymen.' 2 As to their subdivisions we only know that

within the limits of the West Riding alone there were two principalities,

possibly united, Loidis and Elmet. The name of the former is preserved

by our town of Leeds ; while the eastern frontier of Elmet may perhaps

be traced in the earthworks at Barwick-in-Elmet, on the west side of the

road from Castleton to Tadcaster. 3

For the political sub-divisions of Wales about the year 600, and their

limits, we can refer to the corresponding bishoprics, the majority of which

seem to have been of recent formation. Five at lenst arc
Wales

given. For Venedot, Gwyndod, or Gwynedd, a district in

later times equivalent to North Wales, 4 we have the See of Bangor which

included Anglesty, Caernarvon, (" Arfon "), Merioneth as far South as

Dolgelly, and a large district in Denbigh. Next we have Llanelwy, or St.

Asaph, for Powys, or the eastern half of North Wales, including Flint, ihe

rest of Denbigh and Me'ioneth, all Montgomeryshire and Radnor, and a

large slice of Shropshire, its capital being Pengwern, otherwise Shrewsbury. •'

Then we have St. David's for Dyfed, or Demetia, namely Pembrokeshire,

with the southern half of Cardiganshire, "and parts also at different times

of Glamorgan, Brecknock, and Radnor," according as the limits of the

secular principality varied. Llanbadarn was the See for Keredigion

(Cardigan), " including however only the northern half of modern

Other three Nations represent Str'ithclyde, Lothian, and Scotland North of the Forth.

Mr. Skene however and Mr. \V. K. Robertson would connect the " Picti Niduari" of

B eda with Abernethy and Fife.

1 Tik: Catrail however must not be extended to Upper Liddesdale. The works there,

near Peel Fell, are quite detached. They were evidently intended to bar an invasion

hum Northumberland by way of Bellingham.

- Rhys, C. £?., 114. Green, suf>., 253-256.
4 Rhys, c\/>'., 121.

n, Historical Ma/S, citing Trice and Lloyd.
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Cardiganshire," but with parts of Brecknockshire, Radnorshire and perhaps

of Montgomeryshire
; while Llandaff was the diocese for Gwent, 1

(Monmouthshire and Glamorganshire). Lastly, we have some indications

of a short-lived See at Llanafanvaur in Brecknock which may have been

founded about the year 600. " Nothing is known of the history of such

a See, but it must have been speedily merged in that of Llanbadarn, and

then both in that of S. David's." 2

The establishment of so many Sees about the same time points to a

retreat of British Christianity into Wales.

South of the Bristol Channel (West Wales) Gildas names two princes :

Constantine, " tyrant " of Damnonia or Devon, and Aurelius Conanus,

presumably a descendant of Ambrosius Aurelius, who may
West Wales. {.,/.« , , n ,

J

have ruled in Somerset and Dorset.

Throughout all these regions the population remained purely Celtic.

Our belief in a considerable survival of natives in the conquered districts

must rest rather upon the general probabilities of the case than upon
specific evidence. In an agrarian struggle the only classes with whom no

terms could be made would be the rulers, the clergy, and the landowners.

On the larger estates the position of the new lords would be greatly

simplified by the acceptance of the rents and services of the coloni as

they stood. Within the three classes of Icet and the three classes of

theow of the laws of /Ethelbirht accommodation for a large subject population

might be found. A clearer indication may be traced in the laws of Ine,

where it is provided that if a Welsh theow kill an Englishman, and his

lord be unwilling to pay the fine for the misdeed, then the free kindred of

the wrong doer, if he have any, may intervene on his behalf. 3 If the

Britons had been unable to combine for self-defence a strong feeling of

brotherhood was engendered by their troubles, as evidenced by the new
name " Kymry," which first makes its appearance about this period. 4

APPENDIX TO CHAPTER IX

THE TWELVE BATTLES OF ARTHUR 5

Of these " delta " we are told that the first was fought at the mouth of the river

"Glein"; the second, third, fourth, and fifth, upon another river, called "Dubglas,"
in the region of " Linnuis "

; the sixth was on a river called " Bassas" ; the seventh in

the Caledonian Forest, " Id est Cat Coif Celidon "
; the eighth action took place " In

Castello Guinnion." On that occasion we hear that Arthur carried an image of the

Blessed Virgin Mary on his shoulders, ' and the heathen were put to flight on that day,

and great slaughter made of them through the merits of Our Lord Jesus Christ, and

1 See Haddan and Stubbs, I. 143. Gildas stigmatises three Welsh princes, Magoclunus

of Venedod, Vortiporius of the Demetoe, and another whose territory is not indicated.

Epistola, M. H. B., 16, etc.

2 Haddan and Stubbs, 146.
3 Ine, c. 74. Schmid, Gesetze der Angelsachsen.
4 Rhys, C. B., 114.
5 Nennius, pp. 47, 48, ed. Stevenson. (From MS. Harl. 3859.)
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through the merits of the Blessed Virgin Mary, His mother.' 1 The ninth battle was

fought in the ' City of the Legion' [in Urbe Legionis)\ the tenth on the banks of a

stream called " Tribrnit " ; the eleventh 'on the hill called Agned ' ; the twelfth and
\as the action of the " Mons Badonis." On that day we are told that 960 men fell

by the hand of Arthur. 'Nobody slew them but he alone, and he had the victory in

all his battles.' So far as these localities can be identified, the majority of them seem
connected with the North. The river "(ileir, " should be the Northumbrian Glen
mentioned by Baeda {H.E., II. c. 14); the " Dubglas" [Douglas] must be placed either in

Lancashire, Kirkcudbright, or Dumbartonshire: if" Linnuis " could safely be identified

with the district of Lennox, the decision would be in favour of the last; the Cale-

donian forest of course is Northern ; the 'City of the Legion' should be Che
while " Mons A^ned " looks very like Mynyd Agned, the Welsh name for Edinburgh.

-

If we are asked to supply possible historic bases for these actions, we must say that

the materials appear to have been freely appropriated from all quarters. The battle of

the Mons Badonis, of course, is the victory of Ambrosius, A.n. 516. The battle on the

river " Bnssas " looks like the fighting at Baschurch, A.D. 5S43
; and the " bellum in

Urbe Legionis" must be the victory of .Ethelfrith over the Britons at Chester A.D.

605-613. Can the battle of the Caledonian Forest be taken from Tacitus and Agricola ?

If Mons Agncd is to be identified with Edinburgh we may point out that the city is

believed to have been founded by, as it takes its name from, the Northumbrian
king Eadwine, who reigned 617-633. The battle there therefore, could hardly have
occurred before that period. On the whole the unhistorical character of the deeds
ascribed to Arthur seems perfectly clear.

1 " In quo Arthur portavit imaginem Sanctse Maria; perpetue Virginis super humeros
suos, et pagani versi sunt in fugam in illo die et cnedes magna fuit super illos per

virtutem Domini nostri Jesu Christi, et pel virtutem Sanctse Maria" Virginis genetricis

ejus."
'

» Skene, C. /?., 153.
3 Seven miles N. \Y. of Shrewsbury. Four Ancient Books of Wales, vol. i. 448,

454 (Skene).
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CHAPTER X

Early Anglo-Saxon Life and Institutions—Marriage—The Family—Criminal Law

—

Orders of Society—Social Organization—Popular Assemblies—Mythology and

Religion

FOR the English historian it might be thought that the history of

Anglo-Saxon institutions would begin with the settlements of the

Anglo-Saxons in Britain. But our records of the first ages following their

establishments in the island are so meagre that we can only fill up our

picture by combining evidence drawn from later periods with the testi-

mony afforded for earlier periods by the writings of classical authors and

especially by those of Caesar and Tacitus. 1 In their pages we find

physical and moral traits depicted that we can quite call our own ; devo-

tion to field sports ;
2 height of stature and length of limb

;

The Early j-^g e es ancj faj r ha j r 3 Their chief recorded virtues were
Teutons. J

m

domestic purity, truthfulness, and courage ; their chief failings

Their gambling, gluttony, and drunkenness ; characteristics easily

recognisable at the present day. In the eyes of the Roman
they seemed incapable of deceit ; and he openly smiled at the scrupulosity

which insisted upon discharging debts of honour, even in the case where

one who had lost everything else staked and lost his liberty on a last

throw.4 Of their intolerance of heat and thirst, and their pro-
And vices

pensity for drink, Tacitus makes frequent mention.

Nor was he less struck with their hospitality, and their disposition to

combine eating and drinking with the transaction of business, 5 a practice

which is directly linked with the bytt-fyllings and scotales of mediaeval

times, and which still lives in the dinners attendant on the meetings of

our manorial courts, and our rent collections.

The Celts loved to crowd in towns and strongholds. The Germans

1 Caesar wrote De Bello Gallico about 50 B.C. The Germania of Tacitus was written

about a.d. 98.
2 "Vita omnis in venationibus ;

" war too came in largely " atque in studiis rei

militaris." Caesar, De Bello G., VI. c. 21 ; also IV. c. 1, and Tacit., Germ., c. 14.
3 Germania, c. 2, 4. " Truces et caerulei oculi." In connexion with the stature of

the Germans we may note that the Anglo-Saxon yard, based doubtless upon the average

step of a man, was 39/6 inches long. Kemble, Saxons, I. 99.
4 Germ., 22, 24. Similar cases are recorded of the North American Indians, who

have been known to stake their scalp at the last.

5 Id., c. 22.

137
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hated fenced cities, and dwelt either in detached homesteads or in hamlets

loosely put together, each house surrounded by its curtilage.

' The straggling English village is the abiding expression of this

inborn taste. In their noble contempt for fortifications the Germans

rivalled the Spartans, but English history has been distinctly affected by

this disregard of military prudence. Wood was the material of their

edifices. 1 In the Anglo-Saxon tongue getinibrian^ ' to timber,' was the

only word for building ; while even towards the days of the Norman
Conquest a minster of l stone and lime ' was something calling for special

notice. We may also point out that the Old-English tun denoted not only

a town in our sense, but also a Scottish toun, i.e. a homestead or habitation.

In their original seats the habits of our Teutonic ancestors seem to have

been, on the whole, rather pastoral than agricultural, while their husbandry

wras of the simplest character, and limited to the cultivation
State of •

Agriculture. °f corn - As among the Celts a considerable share of this work

devolved on the women. Cattle were their only wealth ; milk

a leading article of diet; their favourite beverage was beer, and that they

consumed in no measured quantities. At Anglo-Saxon banquets however,

we find mead rivalling beer as a liquor. Gardens and orchards, unknown
at home, 2 they would find ready planted and dressed in Britain, with

servile labour in abundance to carry on agricultural work of all descrip-

tions.

Early Germanic society at the best must have been turbulent and dis-

orderly. Predatory forays were encouraged by the chiefs as giving the

young men the best training in martial exercises. 3 So, in the history of

our Mercia, war against the Welsh appears to have been a recognised

career for young men of family not otherwise provided for. 4

The courage and independence of the Germans is too well recognised

to need proof. The fact that they, and they alone, were able to stem the

tide of Roman conquest, speaks for itself. Among their tribes the Saxons

are placed in the forefront for their courage and enterprise. Ammianus
Marcellinus, the Emperor Julian, Sidonius Apollinaris, and others agree in

describing them as the most formidable of the Teutons. 5

Their early naval enterprise need not be noticed again. Next to their

valour their domestic morality and their consideration for women struck

the Romans.

1 Germ., c. 1 6.

- " Agriculture non student . . . major pars victus eorum lacte et carne et caseo

consistit." B.G., VI. 22. "Nee labore contendunt ut pomaria conserant . . .

et hortos rigant . . . sola terrse seges imperatur." Germ., 2d.
1

/>'. G. t VI. 22 ; Germ., 21.
1 Stte.g. below, the Life of Guthlac,
5 Sidon., viii. 6. •' Saxonesprse ceteris hostibus timentur." Amm. Mar., XXVIII. s. 2,

l irip tt)v Pijpov, nai t)]u 'Vjarrepiau daXdrrai' idvuv to. ^ax^wrara, Julian, l Mat. 1. in

Laud, Cons!.,
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Tacitus assures us that they paid considerable deference to the ' holy

and thoughtful' counsels of women. 1 Nevertheless, the position of woman
in England was not one of independence. On the contrary

^
Women** whether married or single she was always under tutelage

(mund, i.e. ' hand '), either that of her husband or of her

family. The intending husband had to buy the right to her legal guardian-

ship from her father or her relations. 2

An Anglo-Saxon marriage consisted of two parts, the betrothal or

' wedding ' (meridian, desponsatio, dotatid) and the giving-away (gift-, gifta,

traditto). The suitor had first to deposit a pledge that his

intentions were honourable ; he then discussed terms with

the lady's friends : what he would give them, what he would allow

her, what he would settle upon her if she survived him. These

matters having been adjusted and secured, the bride was then formally

'wedded/ i.e., pledged to the bridegroom ' To wife and to right life.' The
giving-away followed in due course. After the introduction of Christianity

it was provided that a priest should be present at the giving-away to bless

the union. On the morning after the actual nuptials the bridegroom made
a definite assignment to his wife of her dower, or some part of it, thence

known as her morgengifu or ' morrow-gift.' 3 From Tacitus we learn that

the Teutonic wife was warned that she came to share her husband's lot

as his partner in weal or woe, in peace or war,4—an interesting testimony

to the antiquity of our marriage rites. The same writer informs us that

the Germans as a rule were monogamous j only a few great chiefs (of whom
Charlemagne might be taken as a leading instance) indulging in plurality

of w7ives. 5 But it would be a mistake to look for the highest or most

refined morality in a primitive community. In the days of ^Ethelbirht,

if a man ran away with another man's wife the law was content if the

wrongdoer paid a fine equal to the value of his own life (wer-ge/d), a

heavy penalty no doubt, and in addition provided the injured husband

with another wife ' with his own money.' 6 In the succession to the Crown
we shall find bastardy no bar.

The authority of the father over his child was absolute ; he could sell

1 " Inesse sanctum aliquid et providum putant." Germ., 8.

" Laws of ALthelbirht, c. 77 ; Ine, c. 31 ; and the Law of Betrothals, Schmid, App., p.

390 ; Thorpe, I. 254.
3 Ld. and ALthelbirht, c. 81. On the subject compare E. W. Robertson, Scotland

under Early Kings, ii. 324, and Historical Essays, 172. The marriage in two parts was

not peculiar to the Anglo-Saxons. The position of a woman taken after betrothal but

without formal giving away and blessing (sanctificatio) might be doubtful, but Mr.

Robertson thinks that the issue would be legitimate. He compares the case of a nun.

Her novitiate is her betrothal—the taking of the veil her final marriage to Christ.
4 " Mulier ipsis incipientibus matrimonii auspiciis admonetur venire se laborum peri-

culorumque sociam, idem in pace, idem in praelio passuram et ausuram.' 5 Germania, 18.

5 Ibid. 6 sEthelbirht, c. 31, Schmid.
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it. Over his wife, in matters domestic, his authority was equally para-

mount. If she misconducted herself he could, of his own sole
P
R'Shts'

1
authority, expel her with ignominy from home and village. 1

Here we see the patria potestas of the monogamous family;

but we have other facts pointing to an earlier state of things. The con-

nexion between the woman and her kindred was not altogether severed by

the fact of her marriage. They retained an interest in her : they were still

co-responsible for her acts and her safety. If she was murdered the price

of her life went to them ; and they had to pay for a murder committed by

her. 2 In these primary matters the rules of the primitive joint-family had

not been over-ridden by later customs.

That the original kinship had been reckoned on the female side, may
be gathered from the fact that the Anglo-Saxon term for kindred, mcegtli,

meant primarily a girl or daughter. 3

We may suppose that the authority of the father over his son ceased

when the latter came of age, and was formally invested in public with

spear and shield. 4 From that time he ranked as a tribesman : before he

was merely a member of a family. 5

To the era of the primitive family belong the principles upon which all

Anglo-Saxon criminal law was based. These were shortly two ; the

mutual responsibility of the larger family kindred or clan,
r
L̂

ia
" mcegburh" and the right of private war, fxhtSe^ fcehthe? feud

or foeship. Here while using the word clan we must premise

that the Anglo-Saxon mcegburh was a much narrower and less compre-

hensive group than the Celtic clann, being limited to bona fide blood-

relations.

The right of private warfare was one of the inalienable privileges of the

Teutonic freeman. In it essence its was merely a recognition of the pri-

mary lex lalio?iis, an eye for an eye : a tooth for a tooth. But
Private War. J

.

from an early period means were devised for regulating this

right, so as to enable compensation for wrongs done to be exacted other-

wise than by retaliation and force of arms, as already pointed out in con-

nexion with Celtic institutions. This was effected by establishing a tariff

of fines at which different injuries were rated ; and by making the com-

munity or State an arbiter between the parties, to assure to the sufferer

1 Germanici, 19. Fustel de Coulanges, Problhties iflfistoiir, 211.
2 Sec Betrothals^ su/>.

f 7, and the authorities cited by Schmid there, esp. Hair., 1\\.

12, 13.
1 The closeness of the tie between the uncle and the nephews, sons of a sister, points

in the .inn- direction. Men Standing in that relation were specially singled out as

hostages for each other. Germama, 20. Tacitus was evidently puzzled by the fact. Conf.

'"//", 1. 1755, ed. Keinble.

' "Scuto [ue " (German Pfriem, A.S. £w).
" Ante hoc domus pars videntur, mox reipublicse. " Germ., c. 1;.

The word is derived hora/d, a foe. Kemble, I. 267. Schmid, 570.
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that he should receive proper compensation ; and to the wrong doer that

on payment of the appointed penalty he should be protected from all

further feud and molestation. In return for its intervention the State

claimed a fine over and above what passed between the parties. In

assigning definite rights to the State the Teutonic differed from the Celtic

law. The former system, which is clearly described by Tacitus, 1 was the

basis of all Anglo-Saxon law. Private war was not absolutely
The State. . ... .

prohibited, but the individual was bound in the first instance

to apply to the lawful authorities for redress
;

2 if they neglected to assist,

or if the offender refused to submit, then the person aggrieved was re-

mitted to his original right of war ; and in this case the State was bound to

assist him. This principle is briefly expressed in the maxim preserved in

the so-called Laws of Eadward the Confessor :
" Bicge spere of side o'Ser

bere." ' Buy [the] spear off [your] side or bear [it].'
3

So in civil actions, as we would call them, that is to say suits to recover

property or damages. The plaintiff had to begin by a formal demand
made in a public meeting or before a judge. The defendant

Civil Actions. * ,., , . . ,-, ,-•>,
had to meet this by depositing a pledge to abide by legal

decision. 4

Where a prima facie case was made out against a man he might rebut

the charge by bringing forward testimony, apparently not so much to the

_ ... facts of the case, as to his general character. The amount of
Testimony, .' b

How testimony required varied according to the nature of the
eig e

' offence

;

5 and the value of a man's oath varied with his social

status? It is needless to point out the temptation to perjury that such a

system held out. If a man could not raise the required weight of testi-

mony among his own relations, the natural thing would be to buy the help

of strangers. 7

Pecuniary fines settled everything, from murder downwards, forfeiture

of land following in some cases. In the times of Tacitus the mulcts were

still estimated in cattle, 8 and in Anglo-Saxon documents the
Fines. D

.

general term for goods, property, or money is still feoh — cattle. 9

1 Germ., 12 and 22.

2 See Laws of Hlothcer and Eadric, c. 8 ; Ine, cc. 8, 9, etc.

3 " Quod est dicere lanceam erne de latere aut fer earn." Leges Edw. Conf., c. 12, s.

6, Schmid, c. 12, Thorpe.
4 Laws of Hlot/uvr and Eadric, and Ine, sup.

5 See Laws of Lne, cc. 14, 15, 25 s. I, 52 ; sElfred, cc. 4, s. 1, 36, s. I, etc. For an

illustrative case see Earle, Land Charters, p. 165.
6 On this see below.
7 See a most instructive case, Earle, Land Charters, 165 {Cod. Dip. No. 32S), where a

man charged with cattle-stealing gives his foster-father the reversion of an estate to swear

him guiltless, and so escapes.

8 Germ., c. 21.

9 As Schmid observes sub voce in his Glossary, it is often very doubtful in which sense

the word feoh is used.
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Most important of these values was the Wergeld 1 or Man-price; corre-

sponding to the Eric fine of the Brehon laws ; the Galanas

,„
Tne

.. or Gabies of the Welsh codes; the Cro of the Scoto-Pictish
wer-geld.

. ....
codes. 2 The penalties for minor injuries passed under the

comprehensive name of hot compensation. If the injured

party was under the legal protection (miuid) of a superior,

as father, husband, lord, or king, a further penalty was due to him.

Where the murderer was willing to make atonement his ' forespeaker '

gave a pledge (wed) to the kindred of the slain man
; and received in

return a pledge for his principal to come in peace and deposit his pledge

in person. This latter pledge having been given and accepted, the slayer

then gave bail (borh) for the due payment of the wer-geld. That done, the

King's mund or protection was ' reared,' the kindred on both sides laying

their hands on a weapon, as a token that all right of private warfare was

waived or suspended. The various penalties were then paid by instal-

ments at intervals of twenty-one ' nights.' 3 It is worthy of notice that a

"wer" was equally exigible for the life of a man killed on a fair field of

battle, as for that of a man killed by mere assassination.4 Where a man
caught a thief in the act he might kill him, unless he preferred to accept

his "wer." But if he killed him he was bound to proclaim the fact, and

then the relatives (itieegas) of the deceased would have to forswear feud.

If the slayer concealed the fact and it was afterwards brought home to him

the wer for the deceased might be demanded. 5

Fines exacted as penalties to the state or king for a wrongful act

"Wite" irrespective of injury done to the individual were known as

Fines. witeSt

The aversion to capital punishment common to all barbaric codes, and

conspicuous in English law till after the Conquest, must not be ascribed

to a mere sense of humanity. We must bear in mind that to a small

primitive community the loss of a single life was a serious blow. It would

be a poor compensation for the loss of one member to add the destruction

of a second life.

If the reader expects to find among the primitive Teutons a democratic

state of society where all men were free and equal, he will greatly err.

1 Also called leddgeld, or shortly, ivcr, Icod, and even geld. The word is compounded

of wer, a man (Latin, vir), and gild or geld, money.
- S and E. W. Robertson, Scotland under Early Kings, II. 284. Skene.

Celtic Scotland, II. 152, 204, 217.

Eadward and Guthrum, c. 13; Thorpe, 75; Schmid, 395. Eadmund, Secular

Dooms, 1 7. The Teutons reckoned time by nights, not by days. The fact is noticed

by Tacitus, an instance of his accui rvation.

1 So Ecgfrith, King of Northumbria, received from T'.thelred, King of Mercia, the

" wer" «.f his brother iElfwine, killed in battle ; a.d. 670. So again, in 694, the men of

K'-nt paid [ne <>f Wessex the wer of his brother Mul, killed in an inroad into Kent

/«, 1
• 35-
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The simplicity of German life was not incompatible with well-marked social

distinctions. The gradations may not have been as numerous
Social Rcinlfs

'or minute as those we have noticed in early Irish society,

but the broad lines were quite as clearly drawn. As the free differed from

the unfree so one freeman differed from another, not only in the value of

his life and person {wer-geld), but also in the weight to be attached to his

testimony in legal proceedings, as already mentioned. 1 The differences

were such as to admit of definite numerical admeasurement.

Four orders of society are noticed by Tacitus, nobiles, ingenui, liberti,

servi

;

2 Gentle, Simple, Freedman, or as we would render it, Serf, and
Slave. The same fourfold division is ascribed to the Continental Saxons

about the year S6^. 3 In a Saxon Capitulary, however, of Karl the Great

(Charlemagne, a.d. 797), the classes are only three, nobilis, ingenuus, and
iitus ; while the historian Nithard (circa, a.d. 843) likewise gives us

cdJielingus, frilingus, and lassus, the latter term being rendered serviles

by a later writer. 4

The appearance of slaves calls for no special notice—slavery being a

primordial institution, almost as old as property itself. Of the condition

of the slave Tacitus tells us that it was not necessarily one
The SlclVGS

of hardship, and that he was seldom ill-treated ; but that if a

master, in a fit of passion, chose to kill a slave no penalty would attach.

The slaves were not employed, as with the Romans, upon handicrafts,

or in domestic work ; the simple duties of the household were performed

by the wife 5 and daughters. The slaves were employed in agriculture,

each slave having a cottage and a home of his own ; and a plot of ground

part of the produce of which went to the master. 6 The agricultural servus

described by Tacitus must therefore be clearly distinguished from the

later Roman colonns who ranked as a free man, while the German servus

was clearly a mere slave and nothing more.

The fact that the servus was allowed to occupy and cultivate a definite

parcel of land implies not merely ownership of land among the Germans
as early as the time of Tacitus, but ownership of land in severalty, not to

say accumulation of landed property, in the hands of those who owned
the slaves. The master could not allot a holding to his slave unless he

had land that he could call his own.

The omission of slaves from some of the tables above given need not

1 This feature does not appear in old Irish law, but then legal proceedings in the

proper sense were unknown to the Irish. 2 Gerinania, 7, 24, 25, 44. Stubbs.
3 Rudolf, Translatio S. Alexandr., Pertz, II. 674, cited Stubbs, Const. Hist., I. 49.

(Ed. 1883).
4 Capitzd. Saxon., Baluze, I. 199 ; Nithard, Hist., IV. 2, cited Stubbs, sup.
3 The Anglo-Saxon hlafdige, lady, means 'loaf-distributer.' Hlaford, lord, means

'loaf-provider'; while the menial or dependant is hlccfeata, 'loaf-eater.' For the
lady handing round the cup to the warriors in the hall, see the Beowulf.

6 Germania, 24, 25.
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trouble us. They were doubtless passed over as not being "law-

worthy
;

' or entitled to notice. In the laws of our own jEthelbirht we

have all the four social classes, given as eorl, ceorl, Iczt, and theow, with

subdivisions of the two latter, implying that their numbers, to say the

least of it, were not inconsiderable. The Let of course will correspond to

the liberties of Tacitus, who tells us that as far as he could see his

position differed little from that of a slave. 1

In the laws of yEthelbirht the slaves appear to be divided into three

classes, with lives of different values, the values differing partly according

to the grade of the slave, partly according to the grade of his

slaves or her owner - Thus if a man violates the king's handmaid

(cyuinges m<egden-man) let him pay fifty shillings amends ; if

she be a grinding slave (grindende theowa) let him pay twenty-five shillings

;

if she be third class (thridde) twelve shillings. 2 The same offence com-

mitted with an eorl's waiting-maid (birele) involves twelve shillings penalty
;

with a ceorl's waiting-maid six shillings ;
' with second-class slave-girls

(at thczre otiere theowan) fifty scccttd, for thirds thirty sca'ttd.' 3 Of the

'principles of the distinctions between the classes of slaves we have nothing

special to suggest. They might be of different personal qualifications,

or they might be born slaves, bought slaves, or captives in war. One

Penal Sla e
sPec ia^ class of slave however is noticed in our laws

—

ivite-

theowan= penal slaves, persons sold into bondage from in-

ability to pay their debts, and specially legal penalties incurred either by
their own misconduct or by that of others for whom they were responsible.

Of the lect we hear even less than of the slave, though the subject opens
up a more interesting field of enquiry. In the laws of ^Ethelbirht three

The "lset " c ^asses °f icet are given
>
whose lives are rated at eighty shillings,

sixty shillings, and forty shillings respectively, 4 where the life

of an ordinary freeman is apparently rated at one hundred shillings, but

really perhaps at two hundred shillings. 5 This is the first and last mention

1 With respect to the word libertus in Tacitus, we may take it that he used it as the

only term he had to describe the position of a man in theory free, but not altogether

so in fact. The colonics had not yet made his appearance in the Roman system. We
are told that he came in later, and that apparently he filtered in from without, being,

originally, of barbaric origin. In the laws of the Lower Empire the libertus is dis-

tinguished from the free colonics on the one hand, and the servus on the other hand.
Fustel de Coulanges, Problimes Colonat., 67.

- J'thelbirht, cc. 10, 11 (circa A.D. 600).
:t W.| 14, 16, also 25. The Kentish scsel was=a farthing, four making a penny, while

fivepence made a Wessex shilling. For 'fifty' (L) above we should probably read
' sixty ' (LX.), the penalties would then run evenly, 6s. 3s. ih: 4

c. 26.
1 Mi dume leod-geld C shillinga," c. 21. This perhaps should be taken as the strict

manwyrf, the full wer being 200 shillings. Laws of Hhtheere and Eadric, cc. 3, 4.

"The medume leod-geld of the Kentish code was evidently the medium weregildum of
the Continental codes. ... a manwyrth, the full leod-geld therefore was 200."
Robertson, Scotland, II. 2S0.
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of the la>t in English history, but his position may be fairly illustrated by

that of his continental compeer, the lazzus or litus} while at the close of

our period, when we get fuller lights, we shall find the bulk of the agri-

cultural population of England ranked under three heads, the geneat, the

gebur, the cotsetla. These were men occupying exactly the position of

the Roman colonics : they were theoretically free except in relation to their

lord and his land, neither of which they could forsake. They held plots

of ground, paying rent, partly in kind, partly in labour expended on the

lord's demesne ; the amount and nature of the services they had to per-

form varying according to their status. 2 To us it seems impossible not to

connect the geneat, gebur and cotsetla, with the three classes of Ice./, the latter

term having fallen into disuse. Without supposing that the proportion

of the semi-servile population in the early days was at all as great as it was

in the latter days, the belief is pressed upon us that the Anglo-Saxons,

when they settled in Britain carried on the landed system much as they

found it, being already accustomed to servile labour in Germany. We
are told that on the Continent the Germanic invaders took over the coloni

and the slaves with the land, without substantial change, and that the

system went on practically unchanged down to the time of our Norman
Conquest. 3 At that time we find a system prevailing in England on all

fours with that found in France. But before the Anglo-Saxon settlement

the system in Britain must have been the same as in Gaul, of which it was

part. Thus at the beginning and at the end of a given period a certain

system is found obtaining in the two countries. In one of the two the

system is proved to have gone on continuously. Is it not more natural to

suppose that in the other country also the system ran on with a continuous

course, than to suppose that after a period of complete interruption, it

should spring de novo from the soil, to develop the same features as

before ?

The original principle of the distinction between the ceorl or ingenuus,

and the eorl or nobilis seems hard to seize. We may conjecture that in

The Ceorl * ts mceP ti°n lt was a mere social distinction, based upon

ancestral wealth and traditional purity of blood. Families so

distinguished have been found even in very democratic communities, as in

ancient Greece. But whatever the principle the line was clearly drawn.

In a Kentish code of the 7th century the life of the simple freeman

appears to be valued at 200 shillings (£4. 4s.); that of the "eorlcund"

1 By Frisian law a freeman could reduce himself freely to the position of litus and

again emancipate himself with his own money. Lex Frisiomon, tit. II, ed. Lindenburg,

cited Stubbs, I. 52.
2 See below. For the services of an ordinary colonus see Fustel de Coulanges, Colonat.

,

I27-129
; for classes of fixed tenants, 64, 67.

3 Id., 130, 145, 153. A law of Valentinian, A.D. 371, distinguishes three sorts of fixed

tenants, namely free coloni, freedmen, and slaves. Id., 67.

R. H. L
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at 600 shillings. 1 The same values are given in an Anglic code of the

8th century, where the murder of a slave has to be atoned for by a

" wergild " of thirty solidi (shillings) ; that of the freedman with eighty ; that

of the freeman with two hundred, and that of the "adaling" with six

hundred. 2 Conversely in the Saxon Capitulary above cited, where for

certain offences the ?iobilis pays four solidi, the ingenuus pays two, and the

litus one. It would seem that the wers of 200 shillings and 600 shillings,

as above given, consisted of two parts, one half representing the value of

the man's life to his kindred, manwyrth, the other half the mulct due to

the state or king. 3

Where rank involved such definite rights and liabilities one would like

to know how the register of nobility was drawn up. Of the album de-

curionum in the Roman municipia we hear plenty ; but of any album of

eorlcutid in Anglo-Saxon history we hear nothing at all.

The difficulty will be greatly lessened if we suppose the distinction to

rest on the basis of landed property. The value of a man's oath bears an

exact proportion to the acreage of his estate. But the value

Property. °^ a man '

s oath and the amount of his iver-geld went hand in

hand. The same fundamental principle, therefore, must have

determined both. In fact " primitive nobility and primitive landownership

bore the same name." Adel or sEthel, Adali?ig or sEtheli?ig are directly

derived from Odal or Edhel, an old name for a family portion of land

with house and adjuncts. 4

The law endeavoured to maintain the social distinctions of

sta/tus.
rank, the different classes being forbidden to inter-marry. But

the limits were not impassable. As a man by acquiring

property might certainly rise, so presumably the born gentleman or noble-

man, if he could not show the requisite estate, would fall.
5

1 Lmws of Hlotluere and Eadric, cc. 1-4; Schmid, A.D. 6S3-6S5. In the Laws of

/Etkelbirht we have widows divided into four classes ; the guardianship (mund) of the

' best' sort is valued at 50 shillings ; that of the lowest at 6 shillings ; c. 75. See also

Schmid, Append. VII.
5 Laws of the Anglii and ll'eriui, " Edited by Merkel, 1S51 ; Canciani, vol. III."

Stubbs, sup., p. 50. The wer of 80 solidi, for the freedmen again seems to agree with

the 80 shillings of the first class lat of .Kthelbirht. The names of the Anglii and ll'eriui

are traced in the townships of Kirchengnl, Westengel, and Feldengel, on the rivet

Unstrut, a tributary of the Saale, with Werningshausen opposite. K. Blind, Academy,

24th Feb., 1894.

above, and Schmid, Append. VII., c. 2, s. I, and c 3, s. 3.

4 See Stubbs, Const. Hist., 1. 57, and authorities there cited. Mr. Robertson com-

pares the allodial eorlcutld to our "untitled landed gentleman of ancient family," and

the Scandinavian Holdr. Scotland, II. 324. /Ethel and odal must be distinguished

etymologically from the Frankish equivalent alod, which in its Latinised form allodium,

imported into I England by the Norman-. . ilod is explained as al <></, whole, absolute

property, as distinguished from feodum, feo od, stipendiary property, property given for

reward. Earle, Land Charters', li.

5 Yet in the Laws of due the gesiScund man (/.,. tori) without land is recognised.
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In the ceorl or simple freeman we have the lowest class of the fully

franchised members of the community, the rank and file of the colonizing

armies. We cannot doubt that each would receive an allotment of the

territory he had helped to conquer. But by what process or in what

shares and proportions the land was distributed we know not. Through-

out the Anglo-Saxon period we find land always measured by hides or family

portions, 1 the hide apparently containing from 100 acres to 120
The

>

" hide " acres f arable land, according to the nature of the soil, the
of land. o

measurement being one of estimation and repute, and more-

over based, like the Roman jugerum, on value rather than acreage. The
iooacres or 120 acres were exclusive ofrough pastureand woodland, of which

seemingly certain portions usually went as appendant to each share of plough-

land ; while again meadow land and other good permanent pasture was

usually given in acres, as extra-hidal. The standard unit in the admeasure-

ment of land being thus known as a ' family-portion,' and the whole country

apparently being mapped out in such portions, one can hardly help suppos-

ing that the original normal holding of the free tribesman would be the

complete little estate of the hide of plough-land with its adjuncts. A
political franchise based on such a qualification would present a very

stable, in fact almost an oligarchic basis of the society, and so Tacitus tells

us that in the Germany of his day the substance of power rested with the

main body of the tribesmen, not with the elective chiefs. " De minoribus

rebus principes consultant, de majoribus omnes." 2 That in later days

such was still the theory of our constitution cannot be doubted. The

traces of the principle are numerous. It lies at the root of all our institu-

tions. But it would be rash to accept it in its pristine integrity as exhibit-

ing the true balance of forces in an English folkmote. When we get a

clear view of the subject we shall find the distribution of land (and of

L t f d 1-
P°l'tical Power) very different, one man owning many hides, and

isation of others owning, or rather renting, but a fraction of a hide. But

the mere natural increase in the population would account for

the subdivision of the land where no other industry was available. What-

ever the extent of his holding the ceorl of the days of yEthelberht must have

been a man in a comfortable position. He might be the owner of a slave-

handmaid, he might have other household dependants. 3 In fact a man

He pays a fine of 60 shillings for failure of attendance in the host, where the land-

owning (land-dgende) man of the same class pays 120 shillings, and the ceorl 30 shillings,

c. 51.

1 Higid. hid. (conf. hige, /zz£V?=family), in Boeda rendered/amiiia, Hist. Eccl., I. c. 25,

and in the Latin charters by Cassatiis mansus, mansa, etc. These Latin equivalents are

found on the continent, not so the word hid, which is peculiar to England. See Kemble,

Saxons, I. 91 ; Earle, Land Charters, lii., also append, to chap, below.
2 Germ. , c. 1 1

.

3 For the ceorls " birele " see above, and /Ethelbirht, c. 16, for his hlafaita (loafeater),

see c. 25.
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could not properly cultivate a hundred acres of land without outside help,

unless he had a grown-up family. As a fully-franchised member of an

organised community the ceorl held his land subject to definite obliga-

tions and burdens. These included the duty of personal military service

in time of war, of personal attendance at the various tribal

Duties. meetings for the discharge of judicial and other business, the

discharge in turn of petty public functions involving calls upon
his time. From the eighth century downwards we find attendance in the

host (fyrd), repairing of forts (burhbot) and repairing of roads and bridges

(brigcbot)—primary duties from which no land should be ex-

nwessitas eniPte(^—specially noticed as the tri?ioda neccssitas. The same

obligations appear in Gaul about the same time, but are re-

ferred to as old regulations common to other nations. To us a liability to

to repair forts and bridges looks more like a legacy from Roman times,

taken over as part of the existing land system, than a product of Teutonic

soil.
1 It is not easy to see how the attention to fortifications at any rate

could grow into a primary social law among a people who despised strong-

holds and possessed none.

With the establishment of Royalty the burdens on land would naturally

increase. If a king of the East Saxons or the South Saxons could not take

the vineyards and the olive yards of his subjects, and give them to his ser-

vants, 2 he at any rate, like the Celtic kings, could require a certain amount

of entertainment (feorm, pas/us) on his journeys, or else contri-

Jjjjj
n" Duti°ns m kind in lieu thereof (feorm -faiturn). Besides that

he could demand transport and assistance for himself and for

all persons in his service or accredited by him.

Of the primary burdens the most onerous would be that of personal

military service (Fyrd). The man would have to serve with his own equip-

ment and at his own cost. In the early days of the settlement,

Service^ wnen tne new-comers were armed colonists, holding by no

title but that of the sword, little difficulty would be found in

exacting fulfilment of the duty. But as the country became more and

more settled, and the wars became political rather than agrarian, the diffi-

culty would become considerable. We may suppose that in theory a man
might be called out from each hide. But there is evidence that in cases,

very likely in many cases, the kings were obliged to accept compositions,

cutting down the number of men liable for service. 3 Anyhow before

England was reduced to substantial unity we shall find the military system

1 For the fust notices of the trinoda necessitous see Stubbs, I. S2. The Bishop, how-

ever, us the Roman origin. 2 See 1 Samuel c. viii.

See t.g. Codex Diplomaticus, No. 116, where King Coenwulf of Mercia accepts five

men from thirty hides [circa a.d. Soo). For a grant of many hides ' to be held as one hide

in all things,' sec Id. 642. Montesquieu tells us that in Gaul one man went to the host

from Tour mansi, mansus being one of the words used to render ' hide' in A. S. chart
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breaking down utterly, and the country left at the mercy of every petty

band of sea-rovers.

Lastly, among the rules under which the ceorl held his land was that of

cultivation in common. The usual system was one of three courses, say

one year wheat, one year barley or oats, and one year fallow.

inCommon Sometimes a two-course shift was in use ; there the land would

lie fallow alternate years. From this point of view the hide

might be regarded as an aliquot share of the Common Field. 1

The eorl held his land under the same general conditions as the ceorl, 2

except where a favoured individual had obtained from the
The Eorl

king and witan a charter (boc) granting him land to be held

free from the ordinary regalian dues (bocland, freols, terra libera)? In

later days we find the normal estate of a thegn, a. term equiva-

lent to the earlier eorl, estimated at five hides
;

4 that is to say,

apparently at five rated hides. 5 The higher tribal posts of course would

be filled by men of eorl rank. Tacitus tells us that very distinguished

parentage would sometimes entitle a mere lad to high office, 6 and more

particularly that in the larger tribes, where the chief ruler aspired to regal

style, the king would be selected from the family of noblest birth, a state-

ment quite in accordance with the teaching of our history. But he goes

on to say that, in critical times, the common sense of a free people held

that the claims of birth must give place to more weighty considerations.

Whoever might be allowed to rule in time of peace, in time of war none

but the tried warrior could be chosen captain 7 (dux heretoga ; conf. the

Celtic Toisech).

This may have been true of the actual days of the migration, but we
have no instance in our records of a king being superseded in time of war

in favour of an elective captain. In the election, again, of the

arv^incSle ea^ormen and other officials below the king, we find the

primitive rights of the freemen suffering encroachment on the

one hand from the invasion of the hereditary principle ; on the other hand
from the ascendency of the royal authority. If the office is sufficiently

important it either becomes the appanage of a particular family, or else

rests at the king's disposal.

In Eorl and Ceorl we have " the first simple division of society," the

1 See more below.
2 See "Rectitudines Singularum Personarum," c. i. Schmid, App. III. ; Thorpe, I.

432.
3 So in Alfred's Will, Birch, Cart. Sax., II. 177, 178-182 ; also Cod. Dip., No.

806. Yor freols, a "liberty " or franchise, see No. 481. 4 Rectitudines, sup.
5 So I understand the passage, " Thegen . . . the to cinges ut ware fif hyda

hoefde." Ranks, Schmid, App. V. c. 3.
6 " Insignis nobilitas, aut magna patrum merita principis dignationem etiam adoles-

centulis assignant." Germ., c. 13.

Reges ex nobilitate, duces ex virtute sumunt." Germ., c. 7.
7 a
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later Gentle and Simple. The word " Ceorl " kept its place, but " Eorl "

was destined to be supplanted by a series of other terms as fresh gradations

of rank were introduced. By the time of Ine's legislation l we have a

threefold division of twyhynde, syxhynde, and twelfhynde men,
Later Grada-

j t^ weraekls of 200 shillings, 600 shillings, and 1200 shill-
tions. .

&
. .

ings. 2 Above these, again, came the ealdorman, bishop, ^-Ethe-

ling, or Prince of the Blood, and King—all valued at still higher rates. The
twyhynde man of course is the ceorl, who was always valued at 200 shill-

ings, and the syxhy?ide man, now otherwise spoken of as the gesithcund

man, is the old eorl, who was worth 600 shillings. The twelfhynde man
is new, and he is also called a 'king's thegn' (cyninges thegn).9 The gra-

dations are very clearly put in a law of King Alfred, where the penalties

for breaking into another man's premises iburh-bryce) are laid down. In

the case of a ceorl's curtilage the fine is five shillings ; in the case of that

of a syxhynde man fifteen shillings ; and in the case of that of a twelfhynde

man thirty shillings, the penalty being again doubled for an attack on

the house of an ealdorman, and yet again for one on the palace of a

king. 4

The word gesith, in Latin comes, originally meant a companion, but the

term gained dignity through special association with warfare, and service

under military leaders. In the Laws of Ine the gesith appears
The

cund "
ith"

as a man *n su^ordinate authority, perhaps originally a military

officer, whose duties had assumed a civil character as the

country became settled. 5 The term, however, soon disappears. The

m^ m^ word thegn was of humbler origin, but fated for a greater
The Thegn. d

. .

&
. . ,

destiny. Meaning, originally, ' servant ' or minister 6
it rose

to distinction, like our " Cabinet Minister," in the service of Royalty. The
king's thegns form a new class valued at twice the price of the old

syxhynde eorl.

Short of royal dignity the highest post known to the constitution was

that of the Ealdorman, or Elder, 7 the later Earl, the pri?iceps of the

Germania. In our Latin charters the title is rendered dux.

Ealdorman ^n tne ^me °^ Tacitus apparently many of the Germanic

tribes were still ruled by elective principes
;

8 and such was

still the case with the Continental Saxons in the days of Breda, who tells

us that they were governed by Satrapce, rendered ealdormen by King

-Klfred in his translation. The title implied an authority even more

1 ('iria 690. Haddan and Stubbs, III. 214. 2 Laws, Ine, c. 70.
'- Id., c. 45.

4 Laws dI iElfred, c. 40. For wers, again, see Schmid, Anhang, VII.
B See Earle, I.atid Charters, lxv. One might, perhaps, compare the gesithcund with

the later scutifer or esquire, i.e. man-at-arms.
'' In the Latin charters minister represents the vernacular thegn,

mf. the Biblical " Elder" and the Arabian "Sheik."
8 Sec Stubbs, c. //., 1. 31. • Bseda, Hist. Eccl. t

V. 10.
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restricted than that of a king, and also a dominion of less extent. But

with the position of an independent ealdorman of this sort we need not

concern ourselves, because though the actual leaders in the immigration

are usually styled earldormen or heretogan, the reader must have noticed

that the final establishment of a tribe on British soil was immediately

followed by the assumption of royal style by the leading chief. By a

converse process when the original Heptarchic Kingdoms were subdued

and incorporated we find the representatives of the fallen dynasties

continued in orifice as under-kings (sub-reguli) or ealdormen, and in fact,

with scarcely diminished authority. 1

The ealdorman of the later type was no longer elective, but nominated

by the king with the assent of his Witenagemot, of which more anon. But

a powerful family with strong local influence might establish a hold upon a

particular ealderdom that might not be lightly overlooked. The position

was that of a Lord Lieutenant or King's representative within the shire.

His Authority
R yal mandates were transmitted through him. He wore a

and sword of orifice : in time of war he led the local fyrd ; in time
mo umen s.

Q ^ peace he presided in the shire-mote, folc-gemot, or county-

court. He shared the judicial fines and emoluments accruing to the

king from the administration of the Law, receiving one-third—the third

penny. 2 Some late references to " earl-lands " suggest that special mensal

lands may have been appropriated for the endowment of these orifices,

but we do not get the clear view of official estates in England that we do

in Ireland. 3 Prima facie, the ealdorman ruled a single shire. In Kent

we shall hear of two Ealdormen, doubtless one for East Kent and one for

West Kent, the two original Kingdoms. In later times, however, a

practice grew up of entrusting a group of shires as a province to one

ealdorman or earl.

An institution by which Tacitus was evidently much struck, an institu-

tion on which according to him the influence of the leading chiefs

(principes) mainly depended, was the comitatus. Modern

Comitatus scholars also have devoted much attention to the subject. On
the face of it the comitatus was the household retinue of a

primitive magnate, in an unsettled state of society, when the maintenance

of an effective body of armed retainers was an object of primary

importance. 4 In Celtic phrase the retainer was said to ' enter the house '

of the chieftain to whose service he attached himself, and whose ' man 5

he became. Large households naturally admitted of different offices filled

1 See cases, Stubbs, I. 123.
2 The same proportion was drawn on the Continent by the Graf, conies, or count, the

remaining two-thirds going to 'the palace.' Stubbs, II. 126, citing a capitulary of

a.d. 783. 3 See above.
4 " Haec dignitas, hrec vires, magno semper electorum juvenum globo circumdari, in

pace decus, in bello presidium. Germ., 13.
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by men of very different birth and rank. 1 One would be a social equal,

literally a ' companion ' {comes, gesith) \ another would be a mere servant

(thegn). The remarks of the Roman historian apply to those of the

higher rank. He evidently thought it strange that men of birth could

place themselves in vassalage to other men.2 But this will not surprise

the modern reader who knows what the gradations of office in a Royal

Household are. Nevertheless, the relation of lord and vassal under the

comitates presented features not easily realized at the present day. In

the first place the institution implied more or less a right of

R°etinues
d

private warfare. Then the tie that bound the follower to his

lord {princeps) was held singularly sacred, if not indissoluble,

the balance of advantage being very much on the side of the superior-

The most devoted loyalty, the most entire self-abnegation were required

of the follower. He was expected to live, and, if necessary, to die for his

lord. 3 From his lord in return he received shelter and protection, good

society, sport, and his daily maintenance. He also received a horse and

his equipment of weapons for war and the chase 4 (heregeat). These

reverted to the lord on the death of the vassal, and to this custom the

later heriots may be traced. 5

Another odd feature of the institution was the legal recognition

apparently given to the status of the gesith or thegn, at least to the gesith

or thegn of ealdorman or king. Even a ceorl might have a 'loaf-eater'

(hlafceta) as we have seen. But the right of maintaining a comitatus in the

highest sense was in this country apparently limited to kings, ealdormen,

and the later bishops. 6 The view that a man by entering the comitatus

lost his personal freedom, that in a manner he became disfranchised, seems

very exaggerated. 7 Of course he would lose his independence of political

action, as a modern member of Parliament loses his independence by enter-

ing the Cabinet. But there is no reason to suppose that he would forfeit

any of his rights of citizenship. The king's thegns of our later period are

the highest nobility next to the ealdormen or earls. The system of the

comitatus suggests large landed estates and primogeniture. The noble

youths willing to take service would be the cadets of the great families.

1 " ( rradus quia etiam et ipse comitatus habet, judicio ejus quern sectantur, etc." Germ.,

13 ; conf. K. Mumer, Krit. UebcrscJntu, II. 400, cited Stubbs, I. 167, where the house-

carles of a Danish king are divided into three classes: servants, external agents, and
hireJ-mcnn (A.S. hired- men), household retainers.

1 " Nec rubor inter comites adspici." Germ., sup.

' "Jam vcro infame in omnem vitam, ac probrosum superstitem principi suo ex acie

recessive. Ilium defendere, tueri, sua quoque fortia facta gloria: ejus assignare prseci-

puuni lacramentum est Principes pro victoria pugnant ; comites pro principe."

'', 14- 4 Germ., c. 14.

-
.'. heriot, see Cod. Dip., No. 699 ; Earle, p. 215 (,\.n. 997).

! he point is not very clear. See Stubbs, 25, 167 ; also especially the writ of Cnut
(a.d. 1020), where he refers to the thegns he has allowed the Archbishop of Canterbury

ve. ' See Kemble, I. 173. Stubbs, sup., I. 26.
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Forms of the comitaius may be traced in the housecarles of the later

Anglo-Saxon period and the liveried " household men " of our mediaeval

nobility. In fact analogous relations have existed at different

custorns!
S

t'mes m many parts of the world. Such was the bond

between the patronus and the cliens of early Rome. Patroclus

was the gesith (ercupo?) of Achilles • Eteoneus the thegn (dcpdnwy) of

Menelaus; comites again were the noble ' table companions ' (6/xorpa7re^ot)

who felt themselves bound to die with the younger Cyrus at Cunaxa. 1

In fact, even within the limits of the Roman Empire, in its latter days, we
seem to trace the germs of a system of this character endeavouring to

spring up. 2

But in our history, without doubt, the comitatus plays most part in con-

nexion with royalty. The king had opportunities of employing and pro-

moting his thegns that no other man could have, and he alone could give

them definite rank in the social scale. ' King's thegn ' became the Eng-

lish equivalent for the Norman " baron.'

Of the Teutonic, as of the Celtic kingship, the essence appears to have

been a combination of the hereditary with the elective principles, the

The K"
electors being restricted in their choice to the members of

a particular family. That could only be after kingly rule had

been established. That form of government might be supposed to arise

where, on the one hand, the community felt itself strong enough to assert

an independent national existence ; while, on the other hand, a particular

leader or a particular family had gained such a position as to exclude

competition outside its own circle. Perhaps the more likely account

would be that kingship arose where a military leader had established within

and without the tribe a position which seemed to justify the assumption

of royal dignity, that is to say, when he found himself strong enough to

get himself proclaimed king. The dynasty once started was prompt to

invest itself with a halo of sanctity by producing a pedigree tracing descent

from Woden. 3

The king was the representative man, the head and father 4 of his people.

He was the chief conservator of the peace, the protector of the stranger

His Position
anc* t ^le nelPless J

tne supreme judge in final resort. His wergild

and greatly exceeded that of any other man. By Mercian law it

Prerogatives.
wag j£ I2Qi r thirty-six times that of the simple ceorl, whose

1 Xenoph., Anab., I. c. 8. See Freeman, Norman Conq., I. 92.

2 Seethe peremptory prohibitions against Patrocinium and Obsequium, Cod. Just., XI.

tit. 53, 54, a.d. 365, 468.
3 All the first Anglo-Saxon kings claimed descent from Woden. See their pedigrees

in the Chronicles and Florence.

* The word cyni?ig is held to be not merely Teutonic, but Aryan, and connected with

the Sanskrit ganaka, 'Father.' So Max Miiller. "But the Anglo-Saxons probably

connected the cyning with the cyn more closely than scientific etymology would permit."

Stubbs, I. 158.
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life was valued at 200 shillings of 4^. each. 1 Minor offences against the

king's person or property, or against the persons or properties of those

under his protection (mund) likewise involved enhanced penalties. For,

be it noted, the king's prerogative did not override the primary right of

private war except with regard to certain persons, or to certain places, as

the four great ways, 2 or the precincts or verge of the king's residence for

the time being ; or, again, with respect to certain times and circumstances,

such as feasts and festivals and public gatherings, either in the host, or for

the transaction of civil business. 3 With the king rested the calling out

and leadership of the fyrd
y
or national militia, the summoning of special

Revenues
nati°nal meetings, and the like. He was entitled to a share

of all judicial mulcts and fees, and to the whole of the estates

forfeited for political and other offences, a vast source of income. It is

probable that there were crown lands annexed to the office, but, by what-

ever title, the king was, without doubt, the greatest of landowners. 4 He
was also entitled, like the Celtic kings, to receive a certain amount of

entertainment on his journeys (feorm, pastits), or composition in kind in

lieu thereof.

He could also call for the services of his subjects, with their carts and

animals, to transport and escort himself and his retinue, with all their

belongings. Among these hawks and hounds are specially noticed. Ealdor-

men and other official persons, and persons travelling on the king's business

might claim similar assistance. In grants of land by charter (boc) to a

favoured individual these rights were frequently released, and from these

documents we learn what the royal perquisites were. 5 The king again

had the chief voice in all appointments to national posts, such as those

of ealdormen, and, after the conversion, of bishops and abbots. As the

mark of his rank the king wore a circlet of gold, cynehdm or cynebeah
t

round his head. Throne and sceptre were also his. But the head of

the State was not invested with unlimited or irresponsible power. 7 As he

was elected so he could be deposed for incapacity or misconduct. Several

instances will be recorded in our narrative. 8 In all matters of high im-

portance, such as legislation, declarations of peace or war, supreme appellate

1 Sec the Tables, Schmid, 394 ; Thorpe I., 174. ^120 was also the king's wer in

Kent and Wessex. Of the sum half would go to his family, half to his people— 240
pennies went to the £1.

- I.e., The Watling Street, the Foss Way, the Icknield Street, and the Ermine Street.

Eadw. Couf., e. 12. 3 See below and Kemble, II. 38.
4 In my view the king might hold land under three different titles: (i) Crown

desmesne lands, which he could not alienate. (2) Ordinary folcland, held as a private

individual, which he could not devise by will. (3) Bocland, which he could devise by

will. Sec below.
5 See Earle, Land Charters, Ixxxv., from Cod. Dip., Nos. 216, 2S1, and 1,003.

" Kemble, Saxons, I. 154.

1, too, the (j'cr/nanla,
<; Nec regibus infmita aut libera potestas," C. ,.

5ee them collected by Bishop Stubbs, (
'. //., I. 152.
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jurisdiction, appointments to the chief posts in the State, he was bound

to consult his leading followers, known as his witau, or wise men. In fact,

without their concurrence his powers of enforcing his man-

Taxation*
dates would be small. Of any power of imposing taxes

nothing need be said, because, though the king could exact

tolls and dues on goods imported into the kingdom, or sold in markets

and fairs, nothing in the shape of direct taxation is heard of before the

Danegelds of the tenth century. With respect to Crown lands, as already

stated, the evidence is not very ample, but it does appear that

Lands there were estates which were or might be applied to the

maintenance not only of the king, but also of the members of

the royal family. It is clear, however, that the king and witan had full

power of disposing of these lands as they pleased. Alfred, in his will,

speaks of land given him by God and his
"yldran" meaning apparently

his Wise Men. 1 ^Ethelred II. tells us that when his father died, and his

elder brother became king, the optimates gave him the lands appertaining

to the king's sons (ad regios pertinentes filios), and that when his brother

died, and he himself became king, he took possession of the Crown lands

in addition (regalium simul . . . ierrarum suscepi dominium)? Lastly,

Domesday Book clearly refers to Crown desmesne lands (Dominicatus

regis ad regnum pertinens).'6

If we turn from the consideration of the several classes to that of the

tribe or petty kingdom as a whole, we shall find in our modern counties

and their subdivisions the cadres within which the invaders organized

themselves. Following the system under which they had lived in their

continental homes, they arranged themselves by townships (via) and hun-

dreds (pagi) ; aggregates of these forming tribes or kingdoms

Township (cwitates). The Township (tunscipe) is represented by the

modern manor or parish. 4 The latter, of course, is an eccles-

iastical division, but one based on pre-existing civil delimitations. The
Hundred is known to us all as a subdivision of the shire, and the

areas of our south-eastern counties coincide with those of primitive king-

doms, their names again indicating the tribal character of the settlements.

Essex is the land of the East Saxons ; Sussex that of the South Saxons.

Kent is a Celtic territorial name retained by the conquering Jutes, but its

borders were thought ample enough to admit for a time of the two king-

1 Cod. Dip., No. 314, Birch. 2 Id., No. 1,312.
3 Exeter, Domesday, p. 75. Cited Stubbs.
4 The words "mark " and " mark-system " introduced by Kemble to denote the vicus

or township and the life of a village-community, have been shown by Fustel de

Coulanges to be destitute of authority. " Mark " (A.S. mearc) is nowhere to be found
in any other sense than that of boundary or march, as in Scotland to the present day. In

an extended sense it might be used of a border territory, as " the Welsh March," but

never of a town or village. See also Earle, Land Charters, xlv.
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doms of East and West Kent. Dorset and Somerset again (Dornsatas,

Sumorscetas) represent colonial settlements, offshoots from the parent tribe

of Gewissas
t
established on a footing of quasi-independence. Hereford-

shire gives us the territory of the Afagesatas ; the old diocese of Worcester

that of the Hwiccas.

In the general organization the Hundred appears to have been, as for

some purposes it still is, the judicial and administrative unit ; the Town-
ship in such matters ranking as a fraction of the Hundred,

Hundred. w^e political supremacy rested with the tribe or kingdom.

Each of these groups in their several spheres had their

periodical meetings under the presidency of public officers for the trans-

action of competent business, a complete and efficient system

Assemblies. °^ self-government, so far as it went, that is to say within the

limits of a primitive kingdom. Of the proceedings in these

meetings as he witnessed them in Germany, Tacitus has drawn a very

popular, in fact quite a Republican, picture. All are free, all appear in

arms, sitting in the open air, grouped by clans or townships, as in the host.

The chiefs {principes) may meet beforehand in committee to arrange the

agenda ; they are also allowed to take the lead in debate, but the ultimate

decision of all matters of importance rests with the assembled tribesmen. 1

The official magistracy, the rulers of the vicus and the pagus, are elective
;

2

the chief captains in time of war are carefully chosen, as we have seen,

even the kings are elective. Of this popular elective system undoubted

survivals are to be found in our own institutions, but it is doubtful if in

Britain the principle of an elective magistracy ever had such free play as

appears in the Germania.

In looking for the principles on which the original Townships and Hun-

dreds may have been settled it is worthy of notice that in the south-

_,.... western counties we have Tithines instead of the Townships
Tithings. °

,

of other districts. 3 So in the laws of Eadgar, in a general

ordinance for the pursuit of thieves, the petty officer next below the Hun-

dred-man is the Tithing man, 4 and in the Leges Henrici Primi, a compila-

tion of Anglo-Saxon law, the subdivisions of the Hundred are given as the

Decanioe. or Decimce and the manorial jurisdictions. 5 A passage is cited

from the Civil Law in which ten men are said to constitute a Turba ; this

1 " De minoribus rebus principes consultant, de majoribus omnes," etc. Germ., c. [I.

2 "Eliguntur in iisdetn conciliis et principes qui jura per pagos vicosque reddant."

/</., c. 12.

:t "So in Gloucestershire, Worcestershire, and all counties south of the Thames ex-

cept Rent and Cornwall!" C. Pearson, Historical Atlas, 52. Conf. Stubbs, C.H.,\. 92.

4 " Teotfingman." Eadgar I. ss. 2, 4.

5 " Distinguunlur centurise vel hundreta in decanias vel decimas et in dominorum

os." In this case it is possible that the reference might be to the later, revived,

personal arrangement of frithborli, but on the whole I think that territorial divisions are

meant throughout.
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word Turba, in French Tow be, looking very much like " thorp " or dor/, a

village
;
" as if the original village was supposed to consist of ten families." 1

This much, however, may be taken as admitted, that the Teutonic peoples

were organized for the purposes of the host and of police administration

by tens and hundreds, 2 while the majority of terms used in this country

to denote territorial subdivisions are words primarily importing groups of

men, not areas of land. Between the Trent and the Tees the divisions

Wapentakes
now corresponding to the southern Hundreds are called

Wapentakes, a word of Norse origin, meaning apparently a

taking or mustering of spears, i.e. of armed men. 3 In Lincolnshire also we

Wards
nave Wapentakes. Further North the shires are divided into

Wards, i.e. Guards, again quotas of men, not of acres or

hides. In Kent several Hundreds make a Lathe : this is explained by the

Danish or Jutish Lething a levy or force. 4 The clear inference from these

facts is that the territorial divisions of the country were based on pre-

existing personal arrangements of the invading forces. We may suppose,

therefore, that their armies being organized by regiments of a hundred

men or a hundred and twenty men—the old English hundred often ex-

tending to that figure—with subsections of ten men each, the several regi-

ments parcelled out among themselves the land they had conquered by

allotting a fair proportion to each ten. Or it may be that the country

having been occupied by independent groups of squatters, when they came
to organize themselves for the purposes of self-defence and orderly govern-

ment they arranged themselves by tens and hundreds according to the

system under which they had lived in their former homes. A sufficient

number of men might constitute their district a legal Hundred, giving the

status of a Tithing or Township to any section prepared to accept a

theoretic liability of finding ten men for the host. 5 In this way very

unequal areas might become Hundreds. In short, either the hosts

occupying the lands according to their military subdivisions gave the

names of those subdivisions to their districts, or the settlers in ordering

themselves fell back upon the arrangements to which they had been

accustomed in the host. Both processes may have come into operation in

different places. In either case the earliest view that we get of the Ger-

mans is that of " a nation in arms."

1 " Turba decern dicuntur," Leg. Prat., 4, s. Turba. " Coutume si doit verefier par

deux tourbes et chacun d'icelles par dix temoins." Loisel, V. tit. 5, c. 13. Kemble,

Saxons, I. 244.
2 See Bishop Stubbs' note, I. 92.
3 Mr. Skeat, in his Etymological Dictionary, accepts the popular etymology given in

the so-called Leges EJw. Con/., c. 27, Schmid ; c. 31, Thorpe.
4 Ellis, Lntrodnction to Domesday, I. 179, 180. See also for more, Stubbs, I. no, 121.
6 The original Township-Tithings, primarily personal and secondly territorial, must

be distinguished from the later Tithings oi/rithborh or Frankpledge, which must be con-

sidered a revival of a decayed institution. So too Earle, sup., liv., note.
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The settlement under the former of the modes here suggested would

be facilitated by the fact that the Teutonic hosts being organized terri-

torially, kinsmen and neighbours fought side by side. 1 The members of

the original Townships might thus be extensively related by

g^uds **es °^ c ^ansmP from the first. "With the mutual responsibilities

of the members of a Township, it is not surprising that no

stranger could be allowed to settle, or even to purchase the share of a

townsman without the consent of the others. 2 But, as already pointed

out, we must assume that the lion's share of the spoils of the Britons

would fall to the military leaders and captains, and that alongside of the

family portions of the rank and file arrayed in their Tithings and Hundreds

large manorial estates lying somewhat outside of the normal

Estates
s )"stem mu st have been found from a very early period. At

the same time the proceedings in our manorial courts even at

the present day imply that the constitution of the manorial Townships

was in outward form as nearly as possible the same as that of the free

Townships. It will be borne in mind that except in his relations to his

lord and his land the Icet was a freeman. In the free Townships the people

held their periodic gemots to elect their petty officers, their head man,

tithing-man, or constable, their bydel (beadle), their hedgeward, their pound

keeper, and the like. 3 So they have to choose the four good men who

with the head-man will represent them in the courts or meetings of the

Hundred and Shire. In the manorial Township the head-man was the

lord's gerefa (reeve, steward) nominated of course by him, but with the

proper assent of the little community. Then again the townsmen pass

by-laws 4 regulating the course of their common husbandry, and

juriSiction
execute orders transmitted to them from above in such matters

as selecting and equipping men for the host, pursuit of crimi-

nals, tracking stolen cattle, and the like. Survivals of these meetings still

surround us, partly in the manorial courts, partly in the vestries, where the

freemen, the ratepayers, "still assemble for purposes of local interest not

involved in the manorial jurisdiction." It does not appear, however, that

the Township gemot enjoyed any criminal jurisdiction." 5

Cultivation in common, under the system still partly in use, and known

1 "Quodque prsecipuum fortitudinis rncitamentum, non casus vol fortuita conglobatio

turmam aut cuneum facit, sed familisfe et propinquitates." Gennania, c 7.

- See the extract from the Lex Salica, tit. 45 (ed. Merkel), given by Bishop Stubbs,

I. 55. Compare the assent of the "homage" to the admission of a new copyhold

tenant of a manor.
:i Fq£ these see RcctituJincs, Schmid, 3S0 ; and again, for an Oxfordshire manor in

tin' last century, E. Nasse, Agricultural Community, p. 12 (Cobden Club, 187

Williams, ArcJucol., xxxiii. 270.

' By-law, formerly written birlaw or burlaw, would properly mean a local rule pas

in a burh, Northern byr or by= township. Skeatj Etym. Did.
.see Stubbs, i. 88, 96.
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as that of " Open Fields," " Commonable Fields," " Intermixed Lands,"

or " Lammas Lands," was one of the chief bonds of associa-

in

U
Common a^on among the members of the Township. The system was

in full force in England till the last century. Of the periodic

redistribution of land mentioned by Tacitus, 1 and found by us as still

practised in Ireland within living memory, the evidence is less full, but

sufficient traces are forthcoming to prove that to a certain extent it did

form part of the original land-system of England. 2 It is important to point

out that the practice of redistribution by lot or otherwise in itself implied

that the ultimate ownership of the soil rested not with the individual, but

with the collective body entitled to participate. The description in

Tacitus clearly applies to an earlier style of husbandry than any that we
can identify in England. Here for the purposes of common tillage the

best land of the Township was laid out in large blocks or Fields, as nearly

as possible of rectangular shape, separated by banks of turf. Sometimes

there were two such blocks, but more usually three, according to the

system of husbandry adopted, that is to say according as the land was

cultivated under a three-course or a two-course system, as already men-

tioned. 3 The whole of each Field was treated alike, being either sown

with one crop or lying fallow. But in many, and probably most cases the

Township land could not be thrown into two or three parallelograms, and

then the Fields had to be broken up into minor blocks or " Shots " of the

desired shape. The aim was to get parcels of land that could be cultivated

in strips not exceeding 200 Anglo-Saxon yards (=220 Imperial yards) in

length—"furlang" lengths. That length with a width of four 'rods,' or

20 Anglo-Saxon yards (=22 Imperial yards) made an acre. If the

furrows could not be made of "furlang" length the width of the strips

had to be increased. The whole Fields were thus broken up into acre-

strips made to approximate as nearly as possible to the normal standard.

The acre-strips apparently were parted off by unploughed intervals two

furrows wide. Each hide included of necessity an equal number of strips

in each Field. If the whole had lain in one Field the owner would have

had no crop when that Field was under fallow. But even in each Field

1 " Agri pro numero cultorum ab universis in vices occupantur, quos mox inter se

secundum dignationem partiuntur : facilitatem pavtiendi camporum spatia proestant, arva

per annos mutant et superest ager." Germ., c. 26. The latter words point to a

primitive agriculture under which rough grass land is broken up, one or two crops taken

off it, and then a fresh piece broken up. This rude "field-grass" husbandry, as it has

been called, can be traced in Cornwall. Nasse, sup., 11, 20.

2 E. Nasse, Agricultural Community, 13 ; citing evidence before an Inclosure Com-
mittee (Cobden Club, 187 1). In the Orkneys (partly Celtic and partly Scandinavian)

arable land was frequently repartitioned down to the year 1500. A. Mitchell, Academy,

19th April, 1884.
3 In later times we find the two crops distinguished as " tilth grain " and " etch " {i.e.

stubble) "grain." Seebohm.
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the strips of a given hide did not lie together. Apparently each man

entitled to participate took strip and strip about, according to the size of

his holding, the object being to secure as far as possible equality of value

among the holdings of the same size. The system in itself suggests an

original distribution by lot, which might easily be repeated. The sub-

division of the land in acre-strips obtained in many places till very recent

times. Even in the last days of the system, before the passing of the

Enclosure Acts to reconstitute the holdings, we are told that a man own-

ing a hundred acres in a Common Field might " at the most have two or

three acres together." !

From seedtime to harvest each Field as a whole was fenced in, and

each man was entitled to the entire produce of his own strips, these, as

already mentioned, being merely marked off by unploughed intervals.

The ploughing was done by common ploughs to which each man con-

tributed labour and animals pro rata. On light land eight oxen commonly

went to the plough, but in parts of England more had to be used. 2 After

the severance of the crop individual rights fell into abeyance. The

fences surrounding the Fields and Shots were thrown down, and the

animals of the community, previously restricted to the waste lands, were

allowed to range freely over the stubbles, the grassy banks, and the

fallow till the next seedtime. But each townsman could only turn out a

number of beasts proportionate to his holding in the Field. Again we

must remark that if the land was called " Common," it was only common
to the landowning families. The system was equally applicable to hay

meadows, each man mowing and top-dressing his parcel during the summer

as he pleased. On a given day in autumn the cattle would be turned on,

as may be seen in Switzerland at the present day. 3 These were known as

Lammas Meadows. In recent times when the shares were redistributed

the redistribution took place at the end of a period of rotation, and so

most likely it was at all times. Finally it is clear that co-tillage could be

worked as well among tenants of a manor as among small proprietors, and

that the lord of the manor might have his estate in the Common Field. 4

Next in order above the meetings of the Township came those of the

Hundred, or Wapentake, corresponding to the pagu's of Tacitus, the harred

Jurisdiction °^ Scandinavia, the huntari or gau of Germany. 5 As a social

of the and judicial institution it was common to every branch of the

Germanic race, a relic of their primitive organization. At

1 Nasse, suf>., 7. See also Canon Isaac Taylor, Domesday Studies, I. 55-60, with the

plan of the Common Fields of Burton Agnes in the East Riding copied below in vol.

II. ; and Seebohm, English Village Communities, 1-13, with the plans of the manor

oi I litchin taken in 1816.

, 7 ; Seebohm, 62.

e Maine, Village Communities, 84, etc Nasse, sup.

* Tliis I infer from the fact that in later times we find lands of free and base tenure

intermixed. Seebohm, sup.
% 13, 23. B Stubbs, I. 1^, 103.
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common law the Hundred still is "the unit of our finance and police

administration "
: a claim for damages against the community not other-

wise provided for would have to be preferred against the Hundred. 1 The

relation of the Hundred to the host, and the authority of the Hundred as a

judicial court are both clearly noticed by Tacitus. Speaking of the struc-

ture of the German army he says: " Definitur et numerus : centeni ex

singulis pagis sunt." ' The very numbers are fixed : a hundred men come

from each pagusJ He then goes on to say " idque ipsum inter suos

vocantur, et quod prius numerus fuit jam nomen et honor est." 2 ' And in

fact they are called the Hundred among themselves, so that what was a

mere number has become a name and title.' The reader will compare the

cases of a modern County Eleven or University Eight. Again, describing

the national assemblies or meetings of the whole tribe, the writer tells us

that in them were appointed the principes or magistrates to administer

justice throughout the pagi and vici (Hundreds and Townships) ; and then

speaking of these magistrates he says :
" Centeiii singulis ex plebe comites

consilium simul et auctoritas adsunt." 3 ' Each of these has a hundred free-

men sitting beside him to advise and support him.' Here however

we should see not a delegation of a hundred assessors sitting beside a

magistrate, but the actual Hundred court or meeting (hundredes-gemot),

consisting of the theoretic hundred free heads of households, assembled

with a magistrate as chairman. This man in England would be the

lucndredes-ealdor, 4, or Hundred-man, corresponding to the ce?itenarius of

Frankish law, originally elective but in later times appointed by the king,

possibly by the ealdorman of the shire. We also hear of the gerefa, reeve

or sheriff, in connexion with the Hundred court. He was essentially a

Royal officer, the steward of the King's rights, and never at any time elec-

tive. The sittings of the court or gemot were held once a month, the

judges were the whole body of freemen or suitors, who were bound to be

present. In later times we find that the tenants of a manor in the absence

of their lord might be represented by four good men and their reeve. But

even then special meetings might be summoned twice a year, at which the

whole male population would be requested to attend. 5 The Hundred

court enjoyed full civil and criminal jurisdiction : it attested
C
°lnstsmce

rStwills and transfers of land - Suits could only be carried to the

County court or to the King's hearing by way of appeal from

proceedings in the Hundred. It had a common purse to and from which

payments were made : suitors attending the meetings were under special

1 See Earle's Land Charters, xlix. , where the case of the damages for the burning of

the castle of Nottingham by the mob in 1832 is cited.

2 Ger??iania, c. 6. 3 Germ., c. 12. 4 Laws of Eadgar, IV. cc. 8, 10.

5 See Henr. L, c. 7, ss. 4 and 8 ; c. 8. s. I. Yet again we hear of a jury of twelve of

the 'eldest' thegns being put forward for the transaction of business. ALthelred, VIII.

c. 3. This would not do away with the general duty of attendance.

R. H. M
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legal protection (grith)
t
and persons neglecting to come when summoned

were fined. 1

Highest in the scale of popular assemblies came the county court (sa'r-

gemdt) or folkmote (folc-gemot) 2 in the fullest sense, answering to the

national gatherings of Tacitus, and meeting twice a year. Poli-
T

Court ^cal an<^ legi s ^at ive >
as well as judicial functions must originally

have belonged to these assemblies, of which a trace is pointed

out as late as the time of /Elthelstan, when the bishops, thegns, and

people (villani) of Kent in a general meeting at Faversham declared

their acceptance of certain measures recently passed by the King's Witoia-

gemdt at Greatley. 3 But apart from this case, in times posterior to the

Heptarchy political and legislative authority is only found in the King's

The
Witenagemot, which was not a representative assembly, except

Witenage- in the sense in which at the present day the House of Lords

might be said to represent the landed interest. When the

petty Kingdoms were consolidated the Anglo-Saxon mind failed to devise

any system of representation beyond that of the Township in the courts

of the Hundred and Shire. The highest prerogatives were vested in a

Council of Magnates who could give their personal attendance at Court,

and the functions of the shire-mote were cut down to those of a Hundred

court with an extended area of jurisdiction. The county court was at-

tended by the same classes of persons as the Hundred court : it would

decide questions between inhabitants of different Hundreds, and it would

entertain appeals or quasi-appeals from the Hundreds. Again, reference

to the King was not permitted till after application to the Shire as well as

the Hundred.

The division of the country into shires (scira) emanated from Wessex.

There we hear of them from the time of Ine's legislation. We shall

not find Mercia mapped out in shires till the time of Eadgar

DivisSns (957—975) ^ and Deira first figures as 'Yorkshire' (Eoferwicscir)

a century later. 4 The establishment of shires in our sense

followed on the break up of the tribal divisions, and indicated the adoption

of a more uniform national system. But to the end of the Anglo-Saxon

period the word sar, meaning a district or division, 5 was also used to

denote subdivisions corresponding to Hundreds, and, in fact, to denote

governments or districts of any kind. A diocese is spoken of as a ' bishop's

1 ALtkelredy III. c. I ; Eadgar, I. c. 3. For the distribution of the Hundreds, Wapen-
takes, and Wards, much fewer and larger in the North than in the South, and questions

connected therewith, see Stubbs, I. 106, etc. -l-'.lfn -d, c. 38, s. I.

8 Mthelstan, III. p. 148. Schmid. Kemble, Saxons, II. 233. Stubbs, I. 129.
4 Cod. Dip., No. 1343. Northumberland is distinguished as a shire in 1065. Chron.

C and I).

The derivation usually given i- from scirian, scira*, to shear or divide. Schmid.

Glossary. Mr. F.arle regards the primary sense as that of function or office, J

Charters, xlv. ; a use common in Uaxla. Schmid, sub voce.
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shire.' Within the limits of Yorkshire we have Richmondshire, Hallam-

shire, Riponshire, and other ' shires.' In Domesday the city of York is

reckoned as six ' shires ' besides that of the archbishop. A twelfth cen-

tury manuscript gives Cornwall as divided into six 'small shires.' 1 In

Domesday it had seven Hundreds, and now it has nine. 2

Of the Anglo-Saxon towns nothing need be said, except that their

constitution gives no support to the idea Of any survival of

Towns Roman municipal institutions. The organization of the towns

followed strictly that of the country districts. A petty town

was a Township, a larger town ranked as a Hundred, and a city as a

County.

Another order distinct from those already noticed might be found in

the priests. Of their position however we hear little in Tacitus, and in

fact nothing special, except that on them fell the burden of

Heathen executing capital sentences when decreed by the assemblies. 3

Priesthood.
Again, after the migration we hear little of the priests, and

particularly little or nothing of any opposition on their part to the con-

version to Christianity. When the Chief or King declares for the new
Faith we shall find them bowing acquiescence. Apparently their position

was less distinctive and important than among the Celts.

Of the religion of our Teutonic ancestors little has been handed down
to us, owing to their early conversion to Christianity. Enough however

is traceable to enable mythologists to identify their gods with

Go'ds

liC tnose °f tne North German and Scandinavian peoples, where

paganism held its sway down to times comparatively recent.

The result discloses a system closely resembling that already described in

connexion with Celtic Britain, the cults of both races being part of their

Aryan heritage.

The days of our week and the genealogies of the early Anglo-Saxon

leaders ffive us the names of their chief deities. First of these

was Woden (Old Norse, Obinn ; Old High German, Wuotan),

from whom the fourth day of our week takes its name. Like the chief

god of the Celts (Ogmios) he was always identified with the classical

Mercury, 4 as being the inventor of runes or letters ; the guardian of roads
;

the patron of all civilizing arts. He is also generally described as the

arbiter of wars and the giver of victory. The personal attributes given to

him enable us to refer him to the same origin as the Celtic ' Mercury.'

He is One-eyed, a Wanderer, the Swift god; 5 one who can penetrate the

1 Printed by Mr. Hinde with his Symeon, I. 221.
2 See Stubbs, I. 102, 106, III. 3 Germania, 7, 10, 11.

4 " Deorum maxime Mercurium colunt." Tacit., Ger/n., 9, 39. For a series of later

authorities see Kemble, Saxons, I. 336, and Grimm, Teutonic Mythology, transl. J. S.

Stallybrass, I. 120.
5

J. Grimm, I. 131. It "can scarcely be doubted" that the name Wuotan is derived

from the Old High German verb Watan, Wuoti
= meare

i
cum impelu ferri.
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inmost depths of the forest. He is crowned with a hat [of rays], robed

with a mantle [of clouds]. The Great Bear is his wain ; or again, he rides

a tall white horse, sometimes described as 'the eight-footed steed Sleipnir,

the best of all steeds.' x Thus Woden must have been originally a

sun-god, afterwards expanded into the Maker and Giver of all things.

The sum of his attributes is "the all-pervading creative and formative

power." He is the shaper and maker of all things ; of whose gift are

victory in war, the fertility of the soil, and all other earthly blessings. 2

For his wife Woden had Fricge or Frigg, the Movable' woman.

She, as consort of the highest god, takes precedence of all other

ladies in the Teutonic Olympus; 3 the sixth day of our week

is named after her ; but no special department seems to have been

assigned to her.

Next to Woden, and in fact sometimes placed before him, we have

Thunor (O.N., Thorr; O.H.G., Donar), from whom our Thursday takes

its name. His position is quite clear ; he is the Hammer-God,

the God of Thunder and bad weather, the exact counter-

part of the Celtic Taranis or Taranos. Sometimes he is spoken of as

Woden's son, sometimes as his ancestor. His worship was especially

strong in Scandinavia. 4

Tuesday apparently comes from Tiu (O. H. G., Zio; O. N., Tyr).

"Represented in the Edda as Ooinn's son, he may seem inferior to

him in power and moment ; but the two really fall into one,

inasmuch as both are directors of war and battle, and the

fame of victory proceeds from each of them alike." 5

Tiu is identified with Mars : he was emphatically the Norse god of

battles ; represented as one-handed, probably because he could only give

victory to one side. Wolves and ravens follow his tracks.
xi.ll Lei* .

Associated with him is the female Hilta or Hild. For the

origin of Tiu we need only turn to his name, which is etymologically the

same as the Sanskrit Dyaus, the Greek Zevs, and the Latin [Jus] Jovis.
,;

He was originally a sky-god, who became differentiated as the god of war.

Woden, Thunor, and Tiu will be the Mercury, Hercules, and Mars given

as the three gods of the old Germans. 7

Next to Tiu we may take Frea (O. H. G., Fro ; O. N., Freyr), the god of

love and fruitfulness and plenty. Rain and sunshine were in his gift.

He had a wonderful boar, " whose golden bristles lighted up

the night like day." The boar drew his master's car, and

could gallop along with the speed of a horse.

1

I rnmm, 146-151.
2

/,i. . [33. For place names preserving the name of Woden, such as Wanborough

(Wilts), Wembury (Devon), and the Wansdyke (Somerset), see Kemble, I. 344.

I rrimm, sup., 299.
4 Grimm, sup., 1S0-1SS. For place names in England connected with Thunor.

Kemble, I. 347.
r> Grimm, 196. c

Id., 165, 196, 207, 20S. 7 Tacit., Gtrm.,c. 9.
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Associated with Frea was his sister Fro (Norse Freyja), just as we find

Libera associated with Liber. The emblems of productiveness were

attributed to Fred ; and the lustral fires of Yule and Mid-
Fro

summer were kindled in his honour. These, as among the

Celts, were lighted from virgin fire made by rubbing of sticks (will-fire, 1

notk-feuer). The wheel also played a part in these rites, a wheel covered

with straw being set on fire and so rolled along. 2

The reader's attention has already been called to the fact that of the

four marked points in the sun's annual course, the Celts seem to have paid

most attention to the beginning and end of summer (Beltaine and Sam-

huhi), the Teutons to Midwinter and Midsummer.

The want of clear evidence of the worship of Frea in Anglo-Saxon

records is fully compensated by the testimony of a thirteenth century

chronicler to popular faith in such rites in his own time. 3

Our Christmas processions of the boar's head may possibly be sur-

vivals of the same cult.

As may be supposed, Frea the god, his sister Fro or Freyja, and Frigg

the wife of Woden, were often confounded. If Frigg was the ' lovable
'

one, Fro was the ' gladsome ' one. 4

Like Dionysos, Frea did not belong to the inner circle of Olympus : he

was not one of the Ases who dwelled in Asgard ; but one of the Vanir

dwelling in Vanaheim. 5

Saturday (Sceleresdczg) may take its name from a god Saetere, for whose

existence further evidence has been sought in the names of the towns Satter-

thwaite in Lancashire, Satterleigh and S&teresbyrig in Devon-

shire, and in the old name of the plant crowfoot, satorldde. Q

But little has been ascertained concerning Saetere, and it may be that the

name of the day was simply borrowed from the Latin " Saturni dies." The
reckoning of time by weeks of seven days filtered into the barbaric nations

through contact with Rome ; the Romans again having taken it from the

Jews.

Baldor or Bealdor (O. N. Baldr = lord or prince) was the Northern

Apollo ; the bright god of light and beauty : his son is Brond

the Ray ; he dies to come to life again. His myth, too long

1 Kemble, I. 361.
2 For the wheel see Grimm, sup., 617, 619 ; also the passage from the Harleian MS.

No. 2,345, p. 50, cited by Kemble, sup. Grimm suggests that noth-feueris not con-

nected with noth, need, but with an old hnot-fiur= friction-fire. He is inclined to

identify Frea with the Norse god NiorSr, and the German goddess Nerthus, mentioned

by Tacitus, p. 217 ; for these Kemble suggests Lunus and Luna. Without these we
should have neither moon-god nor moon-goddess.

3 Seethe rites recorded in the Lanercost Chronicle, A. D. 1268 and 1282; Kemble,
sup., 358. The chronicler connected the worship with " Liber Pater."

4 Grimm, 303, 305.
5 Grimm, sup., 218. 6 Id., 247 ; Kemble, 372.
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to be given here, is described as one of the most beautiful and striking in

the whole compass of Northern mythology. 1

Of the practical religion of the people much the same account might be

given as of that of the Celts, 2 and again we must refer to the instructive

passage in Cnut's Laws. 3 Large scope was given to belief in

Benefs*
wights and elves, witches and giants. Most popular of wood-

sprites was probably little Hode, the German Hodeken, im-

mortalised by Robin Hood. 4

Besides gods the Anglo-Saxons had their fiends or spirits of evil. The

poem of Beowulf, an old Scandinavian lay, translated into later Anglo-

Saxon, informs us of Grendel (identified with the Norse Loki)
P
Evll

° an(-L ms motner
>
wild, monstrous beings, bringers of evil, who

fed upon men. Mr. Kemble places these among the rough

deities of nature like the classical Titans. Grendel's mother is commemo-

rated in the popular expression " Devil's Dam " ; and in the legends of

early writers, such as Csedmon and Guthlac, the instrument of temptation

is always the son and satellite of Satan, who, like Loki, himself lies bound

in hell. Another spirit of nature was Nicor the water-spirit (hence Water

Nixes and old Nick), the enemy of the sailor whom he dragged to the

bottom of the sea and devoured.

Among the fearful beings whose power was dreaded even by the gods

was Hel, mistress of the cold and joyless underworld. Hel was not herself

the agent of Death, nor was her realm a place of torment ; it

was simply the classical Hades, the dim, shadowy abode of

those who had not earned by a warrior's death a seat in the joyous Wael-

heal of Othin, where the mighty dead sang and drank and fought for ever-

more. For the perjurer and secret murderer Nastrond was reserved, a

noisome den of cold and darkness, peopled with poisonous serpents. In

Christian times the distinction between Hel and Nastrond was effaced, and

the two were combined to form the modern notion of Hell.

The Eddas, the songs and tales from which our knowledge of Northern

mythology is chiefly derived, 5 have an especial interest as being a reflexion

of the spirit of the Northern people ; in fact, the only real

and Sagas picture of early Teutonic life and feeling that we have of their

own drawing. " Throughout there is ever-striving energy,

determination of purpose, the physical power seconding the unbending

will, a courage that is manifest not only in the contempt of death, but in

patient endurance of suffering, with a distaste of all politic devices and

diplomatic intrigues. There are no applications of gentleness and mercy,

but there is a strong sense of justice, and an aversion to wanton cruelty;

1 Kemble, 363 ; Grimm, 347.
2 See above, p. 32. 3 Cnut, II. c. 3.

1 From Eidde we have Hddes ac, Hoocfs Oak, Worcestershire; Hudsvvell, Yorks J

and the family name Hudspeth, Hootts Path. II. Bradley, Academy, 15th September,

18S3. 5 See Appendix I* to this chapter.
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again there is nothing spiritual in Scandinavian mythology, all its creatures

are large-limbed, strong, and jovial . . . they are supernaturally

endowed with the elements of physical enjoyment. Asceticism is unknown

to them, but so are the impurities that stain the classical and oriental

mythologies. All are man and wife, and conjugal fidelity is so much
a matter of course that it is not spoken of as a special virtue." 1

Tacitus speaks as if letters were not known in the Germany of his time,

but it is clear that the Anglo-Saxons brought with them the Runic alpha-

bet, having apparently adopted it since the time of Tacitus. 2

Alphabet ^ ^ e use °^ come<^ money again was another step in advance

which must have been taken since the days of Tacitus. In the

laws of .-Ethelbirht the fines are all expressed in scaztta and scillinga ; no other

standards of value are given. The primitive character of the code, and

the slow rate of Anglo-Saxon progress, will justify us in carrying back the

use of this currency to days at least coeval with the landing in Britain.

The Kentish sccet was = a farthing, four making a penny, and twenty a

shilling. But throughout the greater part of England the

unit was the silver penny, of which five made a Wessex shil-

ling, four a Mercian shilling, two hundred and forty being reckoned to the

pound of silver. The types of the earliest sccetta as yet found seem

remotely derived from Roman originals. 3

As in the Germatiia of Tacitus, so in England down to the latest days

of Anglo-Saxon ascendancy, the spear was the main weapon of offence. In

the illustrations to Saxon MSS. the armed retainer with his

a? War*
5

sPear ar,d shield invariably figures at the door of the noble

mansion. The spear (gar, ategar, Franca 4
) might be used

either for thrusting as a pike, or for hurling as a javelin j but probably

there were long and short spears, as noticed by Tacitus. 5 The early

Saxon shield (targa) appears to have been very like the Celtic shield,

round, made of light wood covered with leather, and held at arm's length

by a handle fixed behind the boss. 6 Later we shall find a large three-

cornered shield mostly used by the heavy-armed foot. The sword,

' costliest of irons,' must have been the distinction of the rich. Differing

only in size was the dagger-knife (seax, bill), both being of a very special

type. The seax is specially mentioned by Nennius,7 and by some the

1

J. H. Eurton, History of Scotland, I. 236, 242.
2 Bceda mentions a monument to Horsa in East Kent "suo nomine insigne," H. £.,

I. 15. The Runes themselves are mostly capitals of the Roman alphabet with modifi-

cations. Elton, Origins, 378, citing Rhys' Lectures, 321. See Kemble, Archaol.,

XXVIII. 338. Runic monuments can be traced long before the year 450 of our era.

3 See Ruding, Annals of Coinage, vol I. 115, and plates ; Hawkins, Silver Coins of
England, 23 ; Schmid, Gesetze, 593, 594.

4 Cod. Dip., No. 699.
5 Germ., c. 6. For spear-heads of different sizes, see Wright, Celt, Roman, and

Saxon, 409 (Plate). 6 Wright, sup., 412.
7 "Nimith eure saxes." Hist. Britt., s. 46, p. 37, ed. Stevenson.
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name "Saxon" is connected with it.
1 The swords of this type have not

been found in the earliest graves, but it seems difficult not to suppose both

swords and daggers primitive. The hilts were richly worked in silver and

bronze, and sword-blades may be seen in our Museums beautifully inlaid

with golden inscriptions, as described in the Beowulf. 2 Arrow heads have

been found, but the bow does not appear to have ever come into general

use as a weapon of war. The axe, the woodman's implement, seems to

have been chiefly introduced by the Danes.

APPENDIX A TO CHAPTER X

Folc-land and Boc-land

The above two words, with a third, Lenland, may be said to be the only terms found
during the Anglo-Saxon period to distinguish lands of different tenure. But Lenland as

a term of classification is not co-ordinate with the other two. Ltenland (lent-land) was
land set or let either for lives or a term of years, with reversion to the grantor or his heirs.

Either folc-land or boc-land could be dealt with in this manner ; the incidents of Lenland
therefore throw no light on the distinction between folc-land and doc-land.'3 The nature

of boc-land is not in dispute. It was land held by boc, i.e. book, writing or charter,

which enjoyed certain privileges by virtue of such charter. The privileges were of two
sorts. The land on the one hand might get a remission more or less complete from the

regalian dues and prestations above mentioned, while on the other hand the owner for the

time being would enjoy a power of testamentary disposition which did not appertain to

lands of ordinary tenure. 4 From these exemptions boc-land was also known as terra libera,

and later as " freeland." (See the renderings of King Alfred's Will, Birch, Cart. Sax., II.

177-182.) The privileges, once conferred, would " run with the land " in the hands of

successive owners, unless cancelled or revoked by the king by a proper deed, as we shall

see.

We have already intimated our view that folc-land was simply the land owned and
occupied by the land-folc, b under folc-riht, the ordinary land of the country, held by the

people, in lots great or small, under the general common law. Whatever had not been
converted into boc-land would be folc-land. The view originally propounded by Mr. John
Allen in the year 1830 {Royal Prerogative in England), and accepted by Mr. Kemble
and almost all subsequent writers, is that folc-land was land belonging to the people in a

corporate capacity as a nation ; that at the first settlement reserves of land not allotted to

individuals were kept in the hands of the State

—

like the ager publicus of Roman history

—and that these lands remained at the disposal of the State, that is to say, of the king
and Witan. It is suggested that from this fund the endowments of the church were
mostly taken, and also the endowments of the king and other official personages, but it

is contended that even then large reserves remained of which either the usufruct might be
given to individuals, subject to the paramount rights of the community, or which by a

proper act of the government might be utterly severed from the other folc-land and con-

verted into boc-land^ estates "of perpetual inheritance." We are also led to suppose

that the bulk, if not the whole of the lands on which the privileges of boc-land are con-

ferred by the charters were taken from the fund. 6 So down to the time of the Norman

1 Compare the name " Long-knives " formerly given by the Red Indians to the North

American trappers. Ruxton, Scenes in Far West. 2 Wright, 410.

See Bishop Stubbs, I. 83, citing Mr. II. C. Lodge, Essays on Anglo-Saxon i

95 ; also Kemble, Saxons, I. 310.
4 For the remissions see Kemble, I. 294, and e.g. Cod. Dip., Nos. 216, 257 ; also for

testamentary power, No. 269.
'' For this word see Chronicle E, A.D. 1066.
6 See Kemble, I. 2S9-298 ; Allen is less explicit. He betrays a prudent mi-giving

when he says that " it is not quite correct to say that all the lands of the Anglo-Saxons

were either folcdand or boc-land." ( )f course not under his theory. If folc-land was
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Conquest, and then we are told that in Domesday the whole remaining folc-land appears

as Terra Regis (Allen, 152 ; Freeman, N. C, I. 102, ed. 1867).

A primary objection to this theory may be taken in the fact that it leaves no name for

the allotments of the original settlers and their descendants, the word "ethel" intro-

duced by Mr. Kemble being unknown to the laws and charters. 1 The allegation with

respect to the Term Regis may be disposed of by a reference to Domesday itself. These
hinds are given at the head of the list in all counties where any such were to be found,

and they were found in all counties except Middlesex, Shropshire, and Cheshire. In

every case the name of the previous owner is given. In many cases the previous owner was
the Confessor ; in other cases it was Harold or one of his brothers, or some other indivi-

dual who had forfeited his land either before or after the battle of Hastings. The lands

put down to the Confessor doubtless included the official Crown lands, but these could not

form the whole or even the greater part of his property. So with respect to the then late

earls. A large portion of the Isle of Wight is put down to Tostig, but it never formed
part of his earldom (see below). His holdings there therefore must have been private

property. Of any State-lands (apart from Crown demesne), or lands not treated as the

private property of individuals, there is not a mention. The same may be said of the

period before the Conquest.

No evidence is forthcoming of any State-lands except the official endowments, and
the evidence for these, as already stated, though sufficient, is but fragmentary. A sup-

posed reference to folc-land as land at the disposal of the State has been found in a

well-known letter addressed by Baeda to Ecgberht, then recently appointed to the See
of York. Baeda is lecturing the Bishop upon his episcopal duties, and pointing out

matters urgently needing reform. Among other things he presses for the creation of

new bishoprics, and for their endowment he suggests the appropriation of monastic

estates. 'Many of these,' says he, 'are held by men monks only in name, leading

most irregular lives, but refusing to contribute even to the defence of the country from
invasion. To apply stick lands (hujusmodi loca) to the foundation of a bishopric would
be no transgression {prcevaricatio) but a work of merit.' 2 Mr. Kemble, in his transla-

tion, by omitting the all-important word of reference, 'such' ("hujusmodi"), has given

a wrong meaning to the passage, 3 making it appear that Baeda is speaking of indeter-

minate lands of which the government could dispose.

A very doubtful charter of Offa which refers in a vague way to certain lands as having

been formerly in the possession of the comites (a title unknown to the period) and prin-

cipes of the kings of Kent (Cod. Dip., No. Ill) need hardly be noticed. If the charter

was beyond suspicion land in the possession of noblemen would not be in itself evidence

of the existence of State-lands. Again Mr. Kemble points with confidence to a charter

of King yEthelwulf (Cod. Dip., No. 260; Earle, p. 119) as proof of the existence of

State-land (a.d. 847. Saxons, II. ix.). Here no doubt we seem to have a grant made
by the Witan to the king of twenty hides (manentes, cassati) to be enjoyed by him during

his life with power to devise them by will at his death, the land receiving all the usual

exemptions of doc-land. On the face of it, no doubt, the charter purports to be a grant

by the Witan to yEthelwulf, but nothing is said of the source from whence the lands

have come. But the king in the exordium of the document clearly claims for himself

the merit of an intended eleemosynary gift, implying that the gift would come out of

his own means ; and in the next place he tells us that under those circumstances he has,

with the consent of his bishops and princes, ordered the particular hides in question to

be entered to him as doc-land (mihi in heriditatem propriam describere jusi). To us it

seems pretty clear that the land was the king's from the first, folc-\&\\&, such as we shall

find other kings owning. But as folc-land it would not be devisable by will ; to enable
the king to devise it the Witan had agreed to convert it into boc-land for him, the

king's intention clearly being to leave it to the Church. The transaction would be

State-land and boc-land converted State-land, where would the possessions of the ordin-

ary landowners be? See pp. 133-137.
1 Saxons, I. 289, 298, where folc-land is carefully distinguished from the lots of the

first "markmen," an invented term.
2

5 Nov., 734. Baeda died in the month of May following. Haddan and Stubbs, III.

319, 326.
3 " Quia hujusmodi maxima et plurima sunt loca," rendered "since there are both very

numerous and very extensive tracts." Saxons, I. 290.
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simply a conveyance "to the use of his will," in the language of more modern
conveyancing.

More to the point seem references to hides of land as being situate in communi terra

(Cod. Dip., Nos. 800 and 995), the Latin term in the latter case being rendered "in

corrupt Saxon" by ''on 8am gemannan lande." Mr. Earle (p. 394) and Sir F. Pollock

{Land Laws, 194) take communis terra as equivalent to folc-land. But if a given piece

of folc-land could be described as communis terra it would certainly not be State-land or

public domain, because neither before the Conquest nor after it did "common" lands

or "common" rights ever imply anything of the sort, or anything but a particular mode
of use and enjoyment of land by ascertained persons with definite rights. A "Common "

as something free to all the world (except perhaps under some private Act of Parliament)

is a thing only known to popular imagination. The communis terra of these charters

must be taken simply to mean the Common Field, 1 folc-land no doubt until converted

into doc-laud, but strictly private property. With respect to the land in the former of

the two charters it is stated to have come into the king's hands through the forfeiture of

a previous owner, so that it could not possibly have been State-land.

The uncertainty with respect to the nature of folc-land has arisen from the paucity

of the references to it that have as yet been found. The ordinary land-tenure of a

country would need no description to the people. In fact it would hardly have a special

name. In the Codex Diplomaticns (No. 281, Earle, p. 125) we have an exchange of

land between /Ethelberht II. of Kent and his thegn Wullaf. The king had already

given him five hides (aratra) of land at Mersham to be held as doc-land; now with the

consent of his Witan he gives him in lieu thereof other five hides at " Wassingwelle

"

(Washingwell, Kemble). This land is described as abutting on the west side on folc-land
of the king's, then in the occupation of Wighelm and Wullaf, thus showing that the

king could own folc-land as others might. The charter further tells us that the five

hides (suiting) at Washingwell having been ' booked,' z'.£. converted into doc-land, the

king took back the hides at Mersham as folc-land, showing that boc-land could be

reconverted.

Next we have the will of Ealdorman (Dux) Alfred (a.d. 871-8S9, CD., No. 317,

Earle, p. 149) dealing with his " boc-lond." This to the amount of eighty-six hides in

Surrey and twenty hides in Kent he devises to his wife Werburg and his daughter

Alhthryth. A son also he had, by name /Ethelwald, whom we must suppose to have
been illegitimate because his father only gives him five hides of " doc-loud," expressing

however a hope that the king will allow him to have his (the testator's) folc-land in

addition. If not then /Elfred requires his widow to give him out of the lands devised

to her either seven hides at Horsley or ten hides at Lingfield, whichever she pleases.

It has been suggested that thefolc-land to which /Elfred referred was State-land of which
he had a grant for life, a Ian in fact, and that his hope was that the king would renew
the grant in his son's favour. In the absence of any satisfactory evidence of the exist-

ence of State-land we prefer the view that the position of the son being doubtful /Elfred's

hope was that the king either by some judicial decision or by some exercise of the Royal
prerogative, might declare him legitimate, and so entitle him to succeed to the small

amount of his father's folc-land. 2

Finally in a Law of Eadweard the Elder we have doc-laud and folc-land set before us

as the two classes of landed property under one or other of which any man's estate must
fall. The king is denouncing those who holding land by a disputed title refuse either

to give up the land or to appear in court, when duly summoned, to defend their ca>e.

Right, says the king, must not be refused, 'whether in respect of doc-land or of folc-

land.' 3 The wrongdoer must be summoned. 'If he then shall [be found to] have no
right, neither to boc-land nor folc-land, 4 let him forfeit to the king for the first refusal

30 shillings,' etc. This division must be taken to be exhaustive. It seems impossible

too I'rof. Vinogradoff, "Folkland," Eng. Hist. Review, 1893, p. 15.

- See Vinogradoff, SUp., 9. Mr. Earle would infer from the will that folc-land could

not go to a woman, but nothing appears as to the devolution of the folc-land if /Ethel-

wald did not get it. The testator /Elfred was the man who gave to Christ Church,

Canterbury, the well-known Golden Gospels, now at Stockholm. Earle. See West-
wood's " Facsimiles."

:t "a.Nor otNSe <»n boclande oNSe on folclande," Eadw. Elder, I. c. 2.

1 " ne on boclande ne on folclande."
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to restrict folc-land to State-lands, even to State-lands in the hands of an individual.

Why should the king fail to denounce refusal of justice in respect of land of the

ordinary tenure of the country? It is important to notice that with respect to folc-land

reference is made to the jurisdiction of the 'reeve' (gerefa)
1 doubtless in the Hundred

Court.

With respect to the concurrence of the Witan in grants of boc-land it is found mainly

in the early days. After the time of ^Elfred the kings make such grants without refer-

ence to the Witan. With respect to the principle on which their assent was sought,

publicity, and the safe-guarding of the interests of the grantees (as in the case of wills

published in court), may have been one reason. But a broader one may be suggested.

A district, whether Township, Hundred, or Shire, being liable to certain burdens,

whatever was taken off part of the
r

district, would throw an increased liability on the

rest. The concurrence of the Witan may have been an assent to the extra tax thus

imposed on the non-exempted parts of the district. Or again their sanction may have
been required on account of the interference with the ordinary law of succession, and
the consequent curtailment of the rights of heirs involved in the creation of boc-land. A
man might will away his boc-land and disinherit his legal heirs. Of his folc-land he could

not deprive them.

APPENDIX B TO CHAPTER X
The Eddas

Two collections of legends and tales are generally known by this name, "Edda," mean-
ing ' great-grandmother.'

I. A prose collection, long ago known as the Edda, and ascribed to Snorri Sturluson,

a great Scandinavian scholar who lived 1178-1241. The tales were probably older than
his time but may have been arranged by him. Three MSS. of this work are extant, all

of the 14th century : it is often called the younger Edda.
II. A collection in verse the solitary MS. of which was discovered in 1643, the work

being conjecturally attributed to Saemund Sigfusson, a scion of the royal House of
Norway, who lived in Iceland, 1055-1132. These ballads were, for want of any other
title, styled Sremunds' Edda, or the Elder Edda ; the style being more archaic than that

of Snorri's Edda. The versification is very simple ; the songs, which treat of mythical
and religious subjects, are thought to date from the 8th or 9th century. " There is

no doubt that they were collected in Iceland and by an Icelander." Sophus Bugge
rejects Saemund altogether, and dates the collection circa 1240. (Encyclop. Brit.,

"E. W. G. ") See also the Corpus Poeticu??i Boreale of Messrs. Vigfusson & York
Powell.

APPENDIX C TO CHAPTER X
Ridings— Wapentakes—Hundreds

We have spoken of Wapentakes as divisions now corresponding to Hundreds. The
two however should not be regarded as historically identical. The Wapentakes were
apparently a later arrangement superinduced by the Scandinavian conquerors of the
9th and 10th centuries on the earlier Hundred system. In fact the Wapentakes like
the Lathes of Kent and the Rapes of Sussex represented aggregates of Hundreds.
Yorkshire, as is well known, is divided into three Trithings or Ridings, each corre-

sponding in some respects to a county (Ellis, Domesday, I. 178). Each of these Ridings
again is subdivided into Wapentakes. Lincolnshire was divided into three ' Parts,'

Lindsey, Kesteven, and Holland, Lindsey being subdivided into three Ridings, and
these again into Wapentakes. In Domesday the Wapentakes are divided into Hundreds
in Yorkshire, Derbyshire, Rutland, and Lincolnshire. Canon Isaac Taylor argues that
properly three Hundreds made one Wapentake, and he has certainly proved this with
respect to the East Riding of Yorkshire {Domesday Studies, I. 67, etc.). In Lincoln-
shire again we have, e.g., 84 Hundreds in the aggregate with 28 Wapentakes, but
the distribution of the Hundreds is irregular. In Leicestershire we have no mention
in the great Survey of Hundreds, but only of Wapentakes. These are now called
Hundreds, but their large area, triple that of average Hundreds, suggests that they were
teally Wapentakes of three Hundreds each. These Leicestershire Hundreds average

1 Vinogradoff, 6. I gladly acknowledge my indebtedness to this valuable article but
I must state that the Professor's views were mine before his article was in print.
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about 136 squire miles each, the Hundreds in the Southern counties averaging from

23 to 34 square miles each. The large size of the Northern Wapentakes may
he accounted for in the same way. But with respect to the Lincolnshire Hundreds
it must be pointed out that they were very small, corresponding in fact to Tithings or

Townships, and consisting of twelve carucates or hides each {Liber Niger Scaccarii,

I Iearne, 399-423. Stubbs). So again in the time of Eadward the Confessor Stamford
was rated as twelve and a half Hundreds. In actual fact it was only equal to one
proper Hundred and a half. (Round, Domesday Studies, I. 200.)

Where the Wapentakes still exist they have replaced the Hundreds for all purposes.

ANGLO-SAXON SWORD, FOUND IN SUFFOLK. IN THE BRITISH MUSEUM.

ANGLO-SAXON DAGGER KNIFE.



CHAPTER XI

Mission of St. Augustine—Foundation of Sees of Canterbury, London and Rochester-

Northumbrian Affairs—/Ethelfrith—Eadwine—Paulinus, Bishop of York—Conver-

sion of Deira—Penda—Oswald—Mission of Aidan to Bernicia—Oswiu— St. Chad

—

Archbishop Theodore—Wilfrith

IN the general wreck of Roman life and civilisation in Britain Chris-

tianity had fallen to a low ebb. The poor hill districts retained by

the Christian Celts were weighed down by the richer tracts in

Pagan^Hands tne nan(^s °f tne Pagan invaders. For 150 years Great Britain

had been cut off from the outer world. But this barbarism,

this isolation, could not last. Intercourse with the Continent was first

resumed in Kent, the natural landing-place for continental importations.

King ^Ethelbirht, kept within bounds so long as Ceawlin lived,

had profited by the fall of his great rival (590-593). He
became overlord of the East Saxons, whose king Sledda was married to

his sister Ricula. " The East Saxon kingdom, it must be remembered,

comprised Hertfordshire and Middlesex as well as Essex itself." London
also passed under the sway of y^Ethelbirht. 1 His dominions so far would

correspond with those of Cunobelinos. Bseda however further asserts

that his rule 2 extended over all the Anglic peoples south of the Humber
;

a statement hard to accept in any but a very general sense. Of any real

overlordship over central Britain we have not a trace.

^Ethelbirht's prestige however had doubtless been enhanced by his

marriage to a Frankish princess, Berhta or Bertha, daughter of King

Charibert of Paris. 3 Her friends had stipulated that she
Berhta • •

should be allowed to retain her religion ; and a Frankish

Bishop, Liuthard of Senlis, had been sent as her chaplain. 4

The lapse of Britain from the pale of Christianity could not but be

deeply felt by Churchmen. Baeda tells the story of the handsome boys,

with fair complexions and silky hair, standing in the slave

market at Rome, who moved the pity of the Deacon Gregory,

atterwards Pope Gregory I., "The Great." He enquired of their origin,

and was told that they came from Britain, a heathen land, and that by

1 Baeda, H.E., II. 3; Green, sup., 214. 2 "Imperabat."
3 a.d. 583-588. Green, 211.
4 Baeda, H.E., I. 25. W. Thorn, Decern. Scriptt., 1767, cited Haddan and Stubbs.
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race they were " Angli il (Angles). " Right," said he, "Angles indeed

(angeli) they are in face, and should be coheirs with such in Heaven."

The story goes on that he further enquired of their province and was told

that' they came from Deira. "De ira" ? "From wrath truly must they be

saved and brought to the mercy of Christ. But who is their king ?

"

"yElle," was the answer. " Alleluiah !" rejoined Gregory; "then shall the

praises of God be sung there." x

But Gregory did not rest content with playing upon words. From that

time he began to work for a mission to Britain. He would have under-

taken the task in person, but the Romans would not part with him.

Nothing was done till after his own promotion to the papacy (a.d. 590).

At last, in 595, he was able to commission a band of monks, headed by

Augustine, then abbot of St. Andrew's on the Ccelian at Rome.
'

uffUS me
* The party made their way to Aix in Provence. There they

were so much alarmed by reports of the barbarism of the Anglo-Saxons

that Augustine felt obliged to return to Rome to consult Gregory. He
finally left the Imperial City on the 23rd July, 596, armed with fresh

exhortations to his followers, and letters of commendation to the Frankish

kings and the Gaulish prelates. 2 The mission wintered in Gaul, crossing

over to Britain early in 597. They landed in Thanet, at the
L
Thanft

m °^ landing-place, Ebbsfleet, being accompanied by Gallic

priests and interpreters ; some forty souls in all.

^Ethelbirht must have been prepared for the coming of the mission,

which could not have been sprung upon him without previous negotiation.

But as a prudent ruler of men he was careful not to alarm the suscepti-

bilities of his subjects. The strangers were directed to remain in Thanet

for a few days till the king should come. When he came he took his

seat " on the chalk down above Minster," in the open air, for fear of

magic. 3 Augustine then came forward with his monks in procession,

chanting a litany, and carrying a silver cross and a picture of Christ.

A formal address was delivered to the king and his gesit/is^ to explain

the purposes of the mission. In answer ^Ethelbirht told them that they

spoke fair, but said that he himself could not lightly depart from the

customs of his people. At the same time he promised the strangers

hospitality, and leave to preach to all who wished to hear them. Within

a few days they were brought to the Royal city of Canterbury (Cant-wam-

byryg), 5 otherwise the old Roman Durovemum. For public worship

they were allowed to use an old Roman church, St. Martin's, which had

1 Bseda, /I.E., II. c. 1. As /Elle died in 5S8 the incident must have happened before

that time and probably after 5S5, as Gregory was absent from Rome for a considerable

time before that year. Green, sup., 2 16.

2 Bseda, ff.E., I. 23, 24; Haddan and Stubbs, III. 3-11.

8 " Si quid maleficse artis habuissent." Bseda.

4 "Comitibus." 5 i.e., The ' burh of the Men of Kent.' "In civitate Doiu-

venunsi."
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been fitted up as Bertha's Chapel; 1 and which may yet be seen—

a

Establish
substantial relic of Roman Christianity in Britain. 2

mentat The mission throve. On Whitsunday (2nd June) King

^Ethelbirht submitted himself for baptism. 3 In the autumn

Augustine thought his position such as to justify his own promotion to the

Episcopate. He went over to Gaul, and, in November, 4 was consecrated

'archbishop of the Angles' by Vergilius the Bishop of Aries, under a

commission from Gregory. 5 Returning to England in time for Christ-

mas, Augustine is said to have baptized ' thousands ' on that day. 6 Two of

his followers, Lawrence a presbyter, and Peter a monk, were then sent to

Rome to give an account of their doings, and obtain directions on sun-

dry points connected with the government of the young Church of Eng-

land.

Augustine's envoys started from Rome on their return journey, 22nd

June, 601, bringing with them the archiepiscopal pallium or pall 7 for their

chief, and a fresh band of helpers to reinforce his staff. Chief

RelnforceT of" tnese were tne Abbot Mellitus, and the monks Justus,

Paulinus, and Rufinianus. They also brought careful answers

to Augustine's questions ; a scheme for the future constitution of the

English hierarchy ; and an equipment of plate, vestments, books, and

relics for the use of the churches.

The scheme for the future church proposed two archbishoprics with

twelve suffragan bishops uuder each primate ; the northern Province

Sen f
t0 ^e established in the city of York, when converted ; the

Bishoprics, southern Province (after the death of Augustine) to have its

seat in London. 8 During his life Augustine would remain

supreme over all spiritual persons within Great Britain. After his death

the archbishops would be equal in rank, the senior for the time being to

have precedence. 9

Meanwhile Augustine, with the help of ^Ethelbirht, had repaired an old

Roman church which he consecrated to Christ, 10 the starting-point of

the metropolitan church of England, Christ Church, Canterbury. In a

letter to ^Ethelbirht Gregory had urged him to destroy all heathen temples,

1 Baeda, I. 25, 26.
2 The lower courses of the walls of the nave are still coated with the original Roman

cement. The church may have been dedicated to St. Martin by Bertha. If originally

dedicated to him it must have been built after a.d. 400. 3 H. & S., III. 3.
4
Qy. Sunday, 17th Nov. ? See Stevenson, note to Baeda.

5 " Licentia data."
6 So Gregory's letter to the Bishop of Alexandria, H. & S., III. 3, 12.

7 For the Pallium—the distinctive badge of an archbishop—a sort of stole marked
with crosses worn round the neck, with a falling end in front, see engraving of St.

Dunstan below.
8 This implies that according to the records at Rome London had been the capital of

Southern, as York was of Northern Britain.
9 BGeda, H.E., I. cc. 27-32 ; H. &. S., III. pp. 14-38. 10 Baeda.

R.H. N
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on second thoughts he wrote that it would be better to purify them, or

apply them to Christian purposes. Augustine also laid the foundations

of a church and monastery to the East of the then city, intended to be

dedicated to St. Peter and St. Paul, but which in fact came to be called by

his own name, St. Augustine's, Canterbury. 1

Nor did Augustine neglect efforts to obtain recognition of the authority

over the British bishops with which Gregory had graciously endowed him. 2

Through the influence of ^Ethelbirhta conference was arranged

Bishops! on tne Dan^s of the Severn, under a spreading oak, 3 known

afterwards as Augustine's oak, now Aust ; and still "one of the

chief places for crossing the Severn "

;

4 obviously a convenient place for a

meeting between Welsh and English.

Augustine to a certain extent must be given credit for practical ends in

seeking union with the British Church. He wished to enlist their

co-operation in the work of converting the Anglo-Saxons ; and to

facilitate conjoint action he sought to bring their ritual into entire harmony

with that of Rome. During the 150 years which had elapsed

tf Ettatd?
smce Britain had been cut off from the outer world, the practice

of the western Church had undergone modification on sundry

points, and notably as to the manner of reckoning Easter Day. The
British Churches held to the practice handed down to them from earlier

times. 5

The answer of the Welsh to the claim of ecclesiastical supremacy may
be easily divined. 6 Under like circumstances the pretension would

certainly be rejected at the present day. Two sittings were held without

result, although Augustine did, in the spirit of Elijah, offer to contend

with them by a sign from heaven ; and did, in fact, we are assured, open

the eyes of a blind man (an Angle) after that the Welshmen had failed to

do so. On the second day Augustine apparently narrowed his demands

to three points, as an irreducible minimum : viz., acceptance of the Roman
practice as to the Easter calculation, and as to the mode of performing

holy baptism, and co-operation in the work of preaching to the Angles.

The Britons being utterly obdurate, Augustine shook off the dust from his

feet against them. ' If ye will not have peace with us as brethren ye shall

have war with us as enemies ; if ye will not preach the Way of Life to the

Angles, ye shall suffer at their hands the vengeance of death.' 7 This was,

1 Bseda, I. 33.
'-' So in answer to Augustine's seventh question, " Brittaniarum omnes episcopos tiuv

fraternitati committimus," II. ..V S., p. 22.
:t " Lingua Anglorum Augustinaes Ac, id est robur Augustini." Bseda.

' Freeman.
5 See the whole matter clearly set out, II. & S., I. 152.

I
"i the answer attributed to Dinoth, more correctly Dunawd, Abbot of Bangor

[scoed, in Flintshire, see 11. & S., I. 122; Rhys, C. />'., 124.
7 Bseda, II. 2 and H. & S., III. 3S-40. The conferences must have been held in
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to say the least of it, an unfortunate utterance, through which Augustine

was held prophetically responsible for subsequent deeds of blood. " Quod
ita per omnia ut prcedixerat divifio agenie judicio patratum est." 1

Augustine himself did not long survive the conferences at Aust. But he

lived long enough to establish two new sees ; the work of conversion

Meiiitus
navm& made sufficient progress to justify the step. Mellitus

Bishop of was consecrated Bishop of the East Angles, ruled by Sasberht,
London.

nephevv f ^Ethelbirht, in subordination to his uncle. His see

was established in London—again spoken of as a great trading-mart 2—and

his church was the original St. Paul's, built for him by /Ethelbirht. Justus

was appointed Bishop of Rochester, as spiritual father of West

Rochester Kent, which may have been administered as an under-kingdom.

His church was St. Andrew's, Rochester, also built for him, and

liberally endowed by ^Ethelbirht. Lastly (if not before) Augustine conse-

crated Laurentius as his successor, and then he passed away, on the 26th

May, apparently in the same year. 3 He was ultimately buried

ArchWsnop m tne nortn a^e
(
l

'

n porticu aquilonalt) of his own monas-

tery at Canterbury, which had not been completed at his

death.

^Ethelbirht lived on, the most influential prince south of the Humber, till

the year 616, when he was gathered to his fathers. His Laws, published

during the life of Augustine, 5 are a re-enactment of primitive

JEtheibirht customs
?
with suca modifications as had been necessitated by the

adoption of Christianity. The first clause proclaims the exalted

position assigned to the clergy. ' Goods (feoh) of God and the churches

twelvefold; bishops' goods elevenfold; priests' ninefold; deacons' six-

fold ; clerics' threefold.' The restitution to be made for stealing the

king's goods is only ninefold. 6 All the penalties are pecuniary. Tables of

fines for injuries to life, limb, and property, varying according to the social

rank of the persons concerned, fill up nine-tenths of the code.

At the death of ^Ethelbirht the ascendancy of Kent came to an end,

and the Christian mission suffered a distinct check. ^Ethelbirht's son,

Eadbald, and the sons of Sseberht in Essex, rejected the new creed.

Mellitus and Justus had to retire for a while to Gaul. Wessex drew the

602 or 603. The Annates Cambria refer to a synod held by St. Uavid at Caerleon-upon-

Usk a.d. 601. This may have been held to receive Augustine's overtures.

1 Bosda, sup. 2 So Breda.
3 a.d. 604, Breda, H. E. %

II. 3, 4 ; H. & S., III. 4. Breda gives the day of Augus-

tine's death, but not the year. Florence of Worcester gives the year as 604. " The
chronologia in fine W. Thorn (X. Scriptt., 2,230) gives 605 "

: so too does Thorn himself,

a 14th century writer {ll>. 1765). The orginal charter of Rochester Cathedral is dated

28th April, 604. Laurentius is mentioned in it as bishop, but not Augustine (H. & S.,

III. 52).
'

4 Breda, sup. 5 " On Augustinus drege," Schmid, p. 2.

6 Laws of sEthetbirht, I. 4. Breda refers to these provisions {H. E., II. 5).
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sword on the one side, while on the other Rsedwald of East Anglia,

renouncing all allegiance, embarked in a career of ambition on his own
account. 1 But the centre of political influence and the scene of interest

had already shifted to the North.

yEthelric, sixth son of Ida, had succeeded to the throne of Bernicia

about the year 586. In 588 yElle, the rival King of Deira, died ; yEthelric

expelled his sons, 2 and thenceforward ruled as King of all

Northumbria Northumbria. That dominion he bequeathed to his son, the

ruthless /Ethelfrith, in the year 5Q3.
3

Of all Anglic kings, none waged war against the natives with more

relentless vigour than ^Ethelfrith, surnamed "Flesaur"

—

the Devastator.*

Expulsion, tribute, or the sword, were the only alternatives

offered. 5 His bitterness for once roused the Celts to a com-

bined effort. In the year 603 Aidan MacGabran, King of the Dalriad

Scots, the friend of St. Columba, who had made him king, 6 led a great

confederacy against the sworn foe of his race. The allies were met by

^thelfrith at " Degsastan," or "Daegsanstane," identified with Dawston in

upper Liddesdale, near the head waters of the North Tyne. The locality

suggests that the confederacy were advancing along a Roman cross-road

into Northumberland. 7 Their forces would include those of Strathclyde,

Annandale, the Forest district, and perhaps Galloway. The lead taken by

Aidan foreshadowed the part to be played in Northern affairs
Victories at 1 1

• r^i 1 1
• *

Dawston ">' nis successors. The battle was most sanguinary. A
brother of /Ethelfrith and his division were cut off; but the

Celts in the end were utterly routed, and for more than a century neither

Pict nor Scot ventured to meddle with English territory. 8

A few years later we find ^Ethelfrith dealing a blow of equal if not

greater severity against the Britons south of the Border. The battle was

And Chester
fou§nt at Chester. As the forces advanced to engage yEthel-

frith noticed a strange band of men drawn up on one side, in

1 Breda, H. E., II. 5, 6 ; Cliron. A and E ; Flor. Wor. ; W. Malm., G. A1

., I. 10.

Laurentius however managed to make terms with Eadbald.
* For these see a note Green, sup., 247.
3 Baeda, //. E., I. 34 ; Chron. A ; Flor.
4 Xennius, Hist., M. H. B., 74 :

" Fleisawr Cambria? vastator vel depopulator " (note

Petrie).

B " Nemo . . . plures eorum terras exterminatis vel subjugatis indigenis aut

tributarias genti Anglorum aut habitabiles fecit " (Baeda, H. E., I. 34).
6 Adamnan, III. c. 5.
7 The circular camps and hill-ditch near Dawston, commonly regarded as part of the

ul, may have been connected with this battle. If so the confederates must have

assumed a defensive attitude on reaching the Border.

Baeda, sup. ; Chron. A and E.

"Ad civitatem Legionum, quae a gente Anglorum Legacae^ter, a Brittonibus autem

' rlegion appellator " (Baeda, //. E., II. 2). The name would do equally for

Caerleon-upon-Usk, but Chester must have been the place.
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attitude of prayer, with a guard of soldiers to protect them. He was told

that they were holy men, ' monks ' from the great monastery of Bangor

Iscoed, who were appealing to their God for the success of their country-

men. * Nay,' said ^Ethelfrith, ' but if they offer up prayers against us,

they fight against us, even though they bear not weapons in their hands ';

and accordingly he ordered the first attack to be made on their position.

The priests were slaughtered, as if in verification of Augustine's words, and
^Ethelfrith gained a complete victory, but not without severe loss. 1 The
monastery of Bangor and the city of Chester were wasted and left desolate

;

the confederacy of the Kymry was cut in two, "the rudest shock ever

given their traditions." Wales was for ever severed from Cumbria and
Galloway. 2

The one thorn in the side of ^Ethelfrith was the fact that Eadwine, son

of ^Elle of Deira, was still living. For twenty years zEthelfrith hunted

him and his from one hiding-place to another at the courts of

of Eadwine? tne British princes of the West coast. 3 At one of these courts,

namely that of Cerdic, prince of Elmet cum Loidis, Eadwine's

nephew, by name Hereric, had been poisoned. 4 At another time he was

with Cearl, a Mercian prince, whose daughter, Qusenburh, he married. 5

At last Eadwine took refuge with Raedwald,. King of the East Angles>

a man who, even before the death of yEthelbirht, must have attained to a

considerable position, as at the death of yEthelbirht he became the leading

potentate of Southern Britain. 6

Again at the Court of Raedwald ^Ethelfrith pursued his enemy. He
plied Raedwald on either hand with promises and threats to induce him

to surrender Eadwine. At the third embassy Raedwald seemed to give

way, and promised compliance with iEthelfrith's wishes. It was the first

hour of night, a trusty adherent dragged Eadwine from his chamber, and

urged him to flee. With noble pride he refused to betray any suspicion

of his host. Then as if weary of a life of wandering he added, ' If I must

1 Breda, H. £., II. 2 (without date). The Winchester Chron.. (A) gives the year as

607 ; the Peterborough Chron. (E) as 605. The Annates Cambria and Tigliemac give

the year as 613 : the last is perhaps the most likely date.

2 See Rhys, C. B., 613, 634. It is suggested that Jago, King of Gwynedd, who fell at

Chester, may have been the Welsh leader. Breda names one Brochmail, or Brochvael
\.

but he seems to have been only captain of the priests' guard. See also Ann. Camb..

3 Breda, II. 12. At one time Eadwine seems to have been with Cadvan of Gwy-
nedd, son of Jago, who fell at Chester (Rhys, C. B., 126).

4 Hereric was the son of an elder brother of Eadwine, whose name has not been pre-

served, and who died or was killed in exile, but who was old enough to leave Hereric and

two daughters—Hereswith married to an East Anglian prince, and Hild the foundress

of Whitby Abbey. Besides Eadwine and his brother yElle also left a daughter, Acha,

who remained in Deira, and became /Ethelfrith's wife, " a marriage clearly intended to

reconcile the Deirans to his rule." (Breda,. II. 14, III. 6, IV. 23; Nennius ; Green,

sup., 247).
5 Breda, H. E., II. 14.

6 Breda, H. E.
t
II. 5.
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die I may as well fall by the hand of Roedwald as by that of any meaner

num.' And so he took his seat on the doorstep to abide his fate. His

agony of suspense was cut short by the return of his friend, who hastened

back to tell him that Rcedwald's wife had persuaded her lord to face

yEthelfrith in the field rather than betray his guest.

Afterwards it transpired that while Eadwine sat on the gloomy door-

step a mysterious form had appeared to him, and claimed his allegiance,

if he should be delivered from his extremity.

Rnsdwald marched boldly against ./Ethelfrith. They met on the borders

of Mercia and Deira, at Retford in Nottinghamshire, on the
p j of

JEtnelfritli. east bank of the river Idle. ^Ethelfrith was defeated and

killed, but Rsedwald lost his son Rcegenhere in the action. 1

Eadwine was raised to the throne, not only of Deira, but also of Bernicia.

During the seventeen years that he ruled he attained to a dominion more

extensive than that of any previous king. He expelled Cerdic

King.
' fr°m Elmet and annexed his territory; the Isles of Man

and Anglesey were for the time brought under his sway.8 But
the abiding memorial of his reign was the establishment of the fortress on
the hill thenceforward known as " Eadwinesburh," in Gaelic " Dunedin,"
in Welsh " Dineiddin,"3 Edinburgh.

His throne being firmly established and his first wife dead, Eadwine
began to look about him for another consort. Kentish princesses were

the fashionable ladies of the time, Kent being doubtless in advance of the

other kingdoms in civilisation and refinement. Accordingly Eadwine
applied for the hand of /Ethelburh, commonly known as "Tata,"
daughter of ^thelbirht, and sister of Eadbald the reigning king. Ead-

Paulinus
wme '

s °^Qr was accepted on the condition that the lady should

Bishop of be allowed the free exercise of Christian worship; and
York •

Paulinus was consecrated bishop to accompany her. 4

Paulinus laboured diligently to make converts among the Northum-
brians, but it is clear that he made little progress in his first year, namely
up to Easter Day (20th April) a.d. 626, when events occurred to give the

cause a helping hand. On that day a desperate attempt to assassinate the

1

Bseda, &.£., II. 12; a.d. 617. Chron. Ej II. Hunt. The latter gives a transla-

tion of the refrain of some old ballad " Amnis Idle Anglorum sorduit cruore."
' Baeda, II. 9. Nennius, M.H.B., 76. The name Anglesey however must not be

supposed— " Engla-ig, *. e. "The Isle of the Angles." That would have led to "Ingley"
>me such word. "Anglesey" is later, perhaps Norse. II. Bradley, in Academy.

" So Skene, Celtic Scotland, I. 238. " Myned Agned " was another Welsh name.
1 hum Puellarum " in Latin writers remained in use to B late date.
1

Baeda, H.E., II. 9. Paulinus was consecrated by Archbishop Justus 2 i>t July,

625 ;
/". Laurentius, the successor of Augustine, died 2nd February, 619 : he was suc-

ceeded by Mellitus, the first Bishop of London. MellitUS having died 24th April. 624,

was lucceeded by Justus, originally the first Bishop of Rochester. See Haddan and

Stubbs, etc.
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king in public audience was made by an emissary of Cwichelm, a West

Saxon king. Eadvvine's life was saved by the devotion of his thegn

{minister) Lilla, who threw himself on the dagger. But so desperate was

the assassin that he succeeded in killing another man besides wounding

the king before he was despatched. 1

Tiiat night ^Ethelburh gave birth to a daughter, who received the

name of Eanfled. Paulinus was able to represent the queen's safe delivery

as due to the special prayers he had offered up on her behalf. He was

also able to make some capital out of the king's escape from the fury of

the assassin. Eadwine promised to take the question of his own conver-

sion into consideration, if he should be vouchsafed a safe recovery from

his wound, and also given a victory over the treacherous West Saxons.

In the meantime he allowed his infant daughter Eanfled and twelve

of his household to be baptized. The rite was performed on Whitsun-

day (8th June), a firstfruits of Northumbrian Christianity. 8

Eadwine having recovered of his wound, and a suitable chastisement

having been inflicted on his enemies, Paulinus returned to the charge.

The king still hesitating, the Bishop, as a last expedient, appealed to the

vision which had appeared to Eadwine on Rsedwald's doorstep, and

boldly claimed the merit of the fulfilment of the promise then given.

The story goes on that Eadwine was greatly agitated. But constitutional

instinct still made him require the formal assent of his council of Witan

or Wise men (consiliarii sapientes). In the discussion that ensued it is

curious to note that Coifi the king's high priest was the first to disclaim

the old gods, and that he asked to be allowed himself to desecrate and

burn down the great temple at Godmundham. 3

Finally Eadwine was baptized at York on Easter Day (12th April),

627 :

4 among the members of his family mentioned as being also baptized

were his two sons by his first wife, and his niece Hild, after-

Eadwine. wards abbess of Whitby. The ceremony was performed in a

wooden church built for the occasion, and dedicated to St.
York

Minster. Peter ; but Eadwine lost no time in laying the foundations

of a stone church to enclose the wooden church, the original

York Minster.

Under the fostering care of Eadwine the work of conversion advanced

1 The incident is stated to have happened at a royal seat on the river Derwent

(Deruventionem). But there are several rivers of the name. Camden suggested Auldby,

near Kirkby Underdale, in the East Riding. 2 Baeda, sup. Chron. A and E.
3 Near Wighton in the East Riding. Bseda, H.E., II. 13.

4 Nennius, M.H.B., 76, and the Annates Cambria while recording the baptism of

Eadwine allege that he was baptized by Rhun, son of Urien. If this means anything, it

must mean that Rhun at the time was attending Eadwine's court as a vassal prince, and

acted as his sponsor.
5 Bseda, H.E., II. 14, 20; IV. 23. Chron. E. For letters from Pope Boniface

V. to Eadwine and /Ethelburh, see Baeda, II. 10, XI.
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rapidly ; the royal progresses being made occasions for baptizing on a large

scale. Thus we hear of Paulinus baptizing numbers in the river Glen at

Yeavering 1 {Adgefrhi) near Wooler ; and in the Swale at Catterick ; and

again later in the Trent at " Teolfinga ceastra"; we also hear of a

wooden church at another royal seat " Campodonum," probably

" Danum" otherwise Doncaster. 2

From Deira Christianity spread Eastwards and Southwards. Eorpwald,

son of Roedwald, the King of the East Angles, at Eadwine's suggestion,

followed his example (628?). Some three years later his

Bishop of the brother and successor Sigberct brought from Gaul a Burgun-
East Aug es.

(jjan ^jg^Qp^ pe ijx by name, who was established at Dunwich, 3

there to labour in peace for seventeen years. 4

The conversion of our Lincolnshire was undertaken by Paulinus in

person ; he preached to the Lindissas, and built a stone church at Lincoln
;

and there, Archbishop Justus having died, he was called upon to con-

secrate Honorius as his successor. 5 A few years later Palls were con-

currently sent by Pope Honorius to Paulinus of York, and to Honorius

of Canterbury. By this recognition the Northern Province was placed on

a footing of equality with the Southern Province in accordance with

Gregory's original scheme. 6

The ability of King Eadwine as a ruler was shown by the ' good peace '

(to borrow the language of a later day) that he was able to maintain

throughout his wide dominions. In his days, it used to be

of^idwiiie. sa^' a woman w im a new-born babe could travel safely from

sea to sea. Brass cups could be attached to posts at drinking

places by the wayside, and not be stolen. At the same time he cultivated

a certain pomp till then unknown to English Royalty. Wherever he went

his Standard was carried before him. If he only walked down the street

a Roman Tufa or a plume of feathers preceded him. 7

But Eadwine was doomed to fall before a coalition of the rising power

of Mercia with the Welsh.

Penda, grandson of Creoda, had succeeded to the throne of Mercia in

626, at the ripe age of fifty winters. Two years later we hear of hostilities

with the King of the West Saxons at Cirencester, ending in a

o^MeTc^ convention. 8 It is not too much to suppose that the incor-

poration of the Hwiccas of Gloucestershire and the Ma
sastas of Herefordshire with Mercia dates from this treaty.

1 Local tradition marks the site of a summer residence of Eadwine at this place.

The Gkn is an affluent of the Till. 2 Bseda, II. 14.

' This place was on the coast of Suffolk, but has been destroyed by the sea.

;

Bseda, II. 15. Chron. A and Florence give 632 as the year of Eorpwald's conver-

sion, ami 636 as that of the establishment of Felix ; but the data supplied by Bseda point

to the years 628 and 630 or 631. See 1 1, and S., 111. 89.

1 \.k 628, I La, II. 16-18. Justus died 10th Nov., 627, lb., and Chron. E.

a i). 634, Bseda, II. 17, 18. 7 Bseda, II. 16. a Chron. A.
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Cadwallon, King of Gwynedd, son of Cadvan above mentioned, had

been hardly pressed by Eadwine, who took Anglesey from him, and finally

Cadwallon c^rove ^im out of his dominions into Ireland. 1 His restoration

King of may have been due to the influence of Penda, when he became
Gwvnsdd

lord of the conterminous districts of Middle Britain. Anyhow
Cadwallon, though a Christian, joined hands with the heathen Penda

for an attack on Eadwine. The battle was fought on the

Eadwine. I2tn October, 633, at " Heathfelth," now Hatfield, between

Doncaster and Thorne. Eadwine fell and his whole army was

dispersed. 2

The result need not be taken as indicating the real strength of the con-

tending forces, but rather as an illustration of the advantages which we

shall find, all through the course of English domestic warfare, invariably

attending the assailant, the party who, after preparing in secret, could

strike as and when it suited him best.

For the time the House of Eadwine was crushed by the blow. His

eldest son Osfrith fell in the action ; his second son Eadfrith surrendered

himself to Penda, who, after a while, found it expedient to make away

with him. Archbishop Paulinus with Queen JEthelburh and her children

retired to Kent. For some twelve months Northumberland
Cad

York
11 at remamed m the hands of Cadwallon • not be it noted of

Penda, whose policy apparently aimed rather at consolidation

than at extension of territory. Osric, a collateral of the House of JEWe, 3

attempted to raise his head in Deira, and was killed while besieging

Cadwallon in York. The Bernicians brought Eanfrith, eldest son of

^Ethelfrith, from his retirement beyond the Forth, only to meet with the

same fate. He was killed by Cadwallon ; treacherously killed, it was said,

while negotiating for a peaceful settlement.4

His brother Oswald was then brought forward with better results.

Sheltered for years at the court of the Dalriad princes Oswald had em-

braced the principles of Christianity with ardour. His force

o?

S

J?h
d
if

S
'°th

was sma^> Dut animated with his own spirit. Descending the

North Tyne he advanced without opposition to the Roman
Wall, where he encamped on a height known afterwards as " Hevenfelth,"
1 Heavens Field,' now called St. Oswald's. The enemy were posted to

the South of Hexham. Rising early on the morrow Oswald ordered a

wooden cross to be hastily put together. With his own hands he sup-

ported it while it was being planted in the ground. He offered up a

short prayer for the success of his cause and then led his men to the

attack. The battle was fought on " Denises Burn," now the West

1 See Rhys, C.B., 128, 129.

2 Breda, II. 20. Chron. E. The place is called Meicen by Nennius, M.H.B., 75 ;

and Meiceren by the Annates Cambrics.
3 Son of iElfric, brother to JElle. Baeda, III. 1.

4 Bieda, II. 20, III. 1.
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Dipton Burn, 1 doubtless on one or other of the two roads leading south-

wards from Hexham, perhaps at West Dipton Mill, but more likely at

Newbiggin. The road by West Dipton Mill, even at the present day,

leads to nothing, ending among hills ; whereas the Newbiggin road is

a thoroughfare to the South West, along which a Welsh army might

naturally advance. Moreover a most eligible site, either for a camp or

a battlefield, may be seen at Newbiggin, not so at West Dipton Mill.

Whatever the site, Oswald gained a complete victory, Cad-
Defeats wa uon falling on the field. If, as we believe, the action took

Cadwallon, ° '

place at Newbiggin, it was fought in the very next held to the

Linnels, where eight hundred and thirty years later Henry VI. suffered

defeat at the hands of Edward IV. 2

Oswald obtained recognition from Deira as well as Bernicia, the

Southern Kingdom accepting him as the son of Acha, the sister of

Eadwine. Under Oswald the two peoples became more
And

Ktoe-

meS umte<* tnan tney vet nad been. Nor was his sway less ex-

tensive than that of his predecessor. In fact we are told that

all the four ' tongues '— Britons, Picts, Scots, and Angles, acknowledged

his sway.3

On entering on his new duties Oswald's very first step had been to

apply to the friendly monastery of Hy or Iona for a bishop. Paulinus,

being bound up with the hostile dynasty, was allowed to
A
of ^Bernicia

P remain m Kent. In answer to Oswald's application the monk
Aidan was consecrated and sent, and established by the

king m Lindisfarne or the Holy Isle ; his own favourite seat being

Bamborough. With Aidan began the practical conversion of Bernicia :

till then, we are told, no place of worship had been consecrated in all

the kingdom. 4

While Aidan the Scot was thus attacking Heathenism in the North, a

fresh Italian mission was entering Wessex under one Birinus, who had

Birinus a commission from Pope Honorius I. Birinus was established

Bishop of as Bishop of the Gewissas at Dorchester on the Thames,
Dorchester.

under the combined patronage of Cynegils of Wessex and

1 "In loco qui lingua Anglorum Denisesburna, id est Rivus Denisi vocatur."

Baeda, III. 1 ; a.d. 634, Chron. E; Adamnan, St. Columlnu L c. 1. A 13th century

charter cited Greenwell, Tyneside Naturalists' Club, VI. 13 (Lansdowne MS., 402, f. 19),

clearly identifies Denisesburn with the West Dipton Burn. Nennius, .]/.//./>'., 76, calls

the battle " Catscaul," qy. ' Battle of the Meadow ' or 4 Weir ' ? The Newbiggin Park
is surrounded by streams.

2 See Lancaster and York, II. 303.
; " Nationes quae in quatuor linguas divisae sunt." Bseda, III. 6. The reader will

note that the Pictish language is here equally distinguished from Welsh and Gaelic.
4 a. n. 634. B.eda, III. 2, 3, 26. Aidan must have been consecrated before the 31st

August, 034, as on the 31st August, 651, when he died, he had completed the 16th and
begun the 17th year of his episcopate. /</., 17.
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Oswald (634, 635). Oswald was present when Cynegils was baptized,

and took him as his godson ; he himself having come to woo the hand of

a daughter of Cynegils. 1

Oswald's appearance on the banks of the Thames would imply friendly

if not submissive relations on the part of Penda. It must have been

to please Oswald that he made away with Eadwine's son Eadfrith.

^thelburh, afraid for the safety of her children in Kent, sent them over to

Gaul. 2 The Lindiswaras, much against their will, had to bow to the

yoke of Oswald. 3 Yet at the last we find Oswald, like Eadwine, suc-

cumbing to Penda, who defeated him and put him to death at " Maserfelth,"

an uncertain place, but generally identified with Oswestry 4—'Oswald's

Fall of Tree '—where the body of the fallen king was " dismembered
Oswald. and se t Up »

[n th e phrase of later days. 5 The suddenness of

his fall seems startling : but if we look at the place where he is supposed

to have met with his end, the locality will suggest that Oswald fell on a

foray pushed right through Mercia into Wales.

At Oswald's death his kingdom broke into two. His brother Oswiu,

as son of ^Ethelfrith, succeeded to Bernicia; but not without opposition

from his nephews, the sons of Eanfrith and Oswald ; while

(^wine
n(i Oswine, son of Osric, who was killed by Cadwallon in 634,

became king of Deira, as representative of the house of ^Elle.G

But the reign of Oswald had left its mark on the religion of Northumbria.

In 634 both Eanfrith and Osric had apostatized, presumably from motives

of policy. Now both Oswiu and Oswine adhere firmly to Christianity.

With a divided Northumbria Penda became the dominant power in

Britain, though the Christian writers refused to recognise the fact. 7

Lincolnshire at Oswald's death went back to Penda ; East

Dominating-
Anglia na(^ always been under his influence ; even Oswine

must have bowed to his supremacy, as we hear that Penda

could ravage Bernicia, and even lay siege to Bamborough. 8 This could

not have happened if Oswine had stood in the way. But such sub-

1 Bceda, III. 7 ; Chron. A ; H. & S., III. 90.
2 Bieda, II. 20. 3 Id., III. 11.

4 See Eyton, Shropshire Antiquities\ X. 317. He derives Maser-feld from Maesdyr,

suggested as the old name for the district of Oswestry (conf. Maesbury). Oswestry is

called " Croes Oswalt," Oswald's Cross, in Welsh. Stevenson notes a Maserfield in

Lancashire near Win wick. By Nennius the battle is called helium Cocboy. M.H.B., 76.
5 5th August, 642. Bceda, III. 9 ; Chron. A. Oswald's body was buried after

a time at Bardney in Lincolnshire, and translated later to Gloucester. His head was
taken to Lindisfarne, eventually laid in the tomb of St. Cuthberht, and found there

in 1827. J. Raine, Cuthbert (Durham, 1828); Bieda, III. II, 12.

6 Baeda, III. 14 ; Chron. A and E.
7 Bceda, who assigns a temporary supremacy to Roedwald and /Ethelberht, and even to

.rElle of Sussex, gives no such honour to Penda ; yet it would be idle to compare the

position of either of the three former with that of Penda.
8 Baeda, III. 16.
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servience to Penda involved the hostility of Oswiu, and,, to all appearance,

the loss even of the confidence of Deira. Oswiu resolved to annex Deira,

and with that object married Eanfled, the daughter of Eadwine. 1 Having

thus gained a title to Deira he declared war on his rival. Oswine raised

an army and marched to Catterick, but there, perhaps conscious of dis-

affection among his men, he gave way to despair, and disbanded his host,

placing himself in the hands of an ealdorman whom he thought devoted,

but who, on the contrary, gave him up to Oswiu, by whom he was at once

put to death.-

The reader will notice that primitive aversion to capital punishment did

not extend to political offences.

Bishop Aidan, who was on equally friendly terms with both kings, died

within twelve days, apparently of a broken heart. 3

Oswiu now became lord of Deira ; but the extension of territory, for

the time, brought him little accession of strength ; as we hear that Penda

to the last of his days could push devastating inroads into
°S

!ong
0le Northumbria; tnat he could force Oswiu to accept his

(Oswiu's) nephew, ^-Ethelwald, son of Oswald, as under-king in

the North Riding

;

4 and that he actually had Oswiu's own son Ecgfrith

as a hostage in his hands. Finally we are told that on the eve of the

decisive struggle Oswiu made the largest offers for the sake of peace.

Scorned by Penda Oswiu found comfort in the enthusiasm of his faith.

He vowed an infant daughter as a virgin to Christ ; he vowed to found

twelve monasteries of ten hides each.

The unequal forces met in the district of Loidis, on the banks of

the Winwsed, now the Are. Contingents from Wales, East Anglia, and

the North Riding swelled the hosts of Penda
;

probably, however, a

source of weakness rather than of strength. Again the Banner of the

Cross proved triumphant. Penda fell, a man of eighty years :

Penda ^is thirty under-kings and ealdormen were scattered or slain,

and the bulk of his army driven into the river. The stream

was in high flood, 'so that more men perished by the waters than by the

sword.' 5

The result was probably due to the disaffection of Penda's vassal

allies. Between him and the East Angles there could be little love lost

:

1 Id., 15.

2 20th August, 651. Bseda, III. 14; Chron. A. The event happened at Gilling

St. Agatha, in the North Killing. A church in honour of Oswine was built there by
Eanlfed. Lewis, Topog. Diet. 3 Bseda, III. 14, 17.

4 We find . Ethel wald giving lands for a monastery at Lastingham, near Whitby.
'' Bseda, III. 17, 24. He gives the date as the 15th Nov. (xvii. Kil. Dec.) in

tin- 13th year of Oswiu. If Oswiu's reign was reckoned from the death of Oswald
(5th August, 642). the year would be 654, as given by Chron. E. If Oswiu did not

begin to reign till 043 the year would be 655, as given by Chron. A. Nennius calls the

place " Campus Gai."
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Basda tells us that Ealdorman ^Ethelwald (of the North Riding) took

no part in the action ; while Nennius informs us that Cadwaladr of

Gwynnedd, who led the Welsh men, gained the surname of ' Battle-

Shunner ' from his conduct on this occasion. l

For three years Oswiu remained master of Mercia, conceding a sub-

ordinate kingdom over the Middle Angles and Southern Angles, or

Mercians South of the Trent, to his son-in-law and convert Peada, son

of Penda. But the Mercians could not be kept under Northumbrian

Wuifhere ascendancy. About the year 657 Peada was assassinated :

King of his brother Wulfhere was made kin? ; and Mercia a^ain
Mercia.

became an independent and influential state. 2

Penda in his time was considered the pillar of Heathendom : but

it must be admitted that his heathenism was of a tolerant sort. He fought

for political ascendancy, not for creeds. ' What he hated,' he used to

say, ' was a man who did not act up to his principles ' ; or, to use his own
words more nearly, 'men who did not obey the gods they worshipped/ 3

Twice he overran East Anglia and slew its king. 4 But the work of Bishop

Felix and his successors was never interfered with. So when Penda
expelled Cenwalh from Wessex in 643, Birinus remained at Dorchester in

peace. When his son Peada married the daughter of Oswiu and became
a Christian, he allowed him to introduce a mission, not only among the

Middle Angles then ruled by him, but also among the Mercians proper

governed by Penda himself. 5

The victory of Oswiu over Penda failed to secure the
E
me

b
t

iS

f"
ascendancy of Northumbria over Mercia, as we have seen.

Christianity But it sealed the downfall of Paganism. Christianity became

England
11

tne State religion of England at large, the worship of Woden
only holding its ground among the benighted South Saxons,

behind the thickets of the Forest of Andered. 6

The rule of Oswiu from first to last was identified with missionary

work ; and to this doubtless he owed his triumph over Penda. Bishop

Aidan having died in 651, as already mentioned, he appointed Finan,

another monk from Iona, as his successor. 7 Through his influence the

East Saxons, who had remained without a Bishop since the expulsion

1 Af.ff.B., 76 ; Rhys' C.B., 131. It is suggested that having previously been known
as "Cadavael," * Battle-seizer,' he now received the extra name of " Cadommedd," the

two making ' Battle seizer who Battle shuns.' Rhys.
2 Bceda, III. 24 ; Chron. A.
5 " Dicens contemnendos esse eos . . . qui Deo suo in quern crederent obedire

contemnerent. " Bseda, III. 21.
4 He killed Ecgrice and his brother the ex-king Sigberht about the year 635 ; and

again about the year 653 or 654 he put to death Anna, who had been allowed to succeed
Ecgrice. Bseda, III. 18 ; a.d. 654 Chron. A ; a.d. 653 Chron. E.

5 a.d. 653. Baeda, III. 21 ; Chron. A.
6 Green, Making of England, 310. 7 Bceda, TIL 17.
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of Mellitus, were induced to accept Cedda, an Angle, as the second

Bishop of London
;

l and when Penda fell, Oswiu sent Diuma,
Diuma l ' ' '

Bishop of another Scot, to be the first Bishop of 'the Middle Angles
Lichfield. and MercianSj > 2 with his seat at Lichfield.

To Oswiu must also be given the credit of having settled the Easter

question, and settled it at the expense of the traditions in which he had

been brought up. According to Baeda, public opinion inclined to the

adoption of the Roman practice ; but respect for the personal characters

of Aidan and Finan had allowed the question to remain an open one.

Till it was settled all union between the churches of the different kingdoms

was impossible ; and even within the limits of an individual kingdom the

interests of the Church could not but suffer when men saw the king and

his wife holding their Easter Feasts on different days. Finan having died

in 661, was succeeded by Colman, another Scot, under whom the conten-

tion entered on a new stage. A great champion of the Roman cause had

arisen in the person of the distinguished Wilfrith, chaplain to
Wilfrith

the king's younger son Alchfrith, 3 and Abbot of Ripon.

Born about the year 634, Wilfrith, at the age of fourteen, had been intro-

duced to Eanfled wife of Oswiu, by whom he was sent to school at Lindis-

farne. Fired with the ambition of going on pilgrimage to Rome

^RomJ
10

he was sent by Eanfled to her relative Erconberht of Kent,

who again placed him under the charge of Biscop Baducing,

{i.e., son of Bad/tea), better known as Benedict Biscop, who was going to

Rome. Wilfrith travelled with Biscop as far as Lyons, but parted from

him there, remaining with Annemundus the Archbishop and his brother,

" Dalfinus" 4 Count of Lyons. Dalfinus wished to marry Wilfrith to his

daughter ; but Wilfrith declined the offer, and went on to Rome, where he

was fully instructed in the Easter question. Returning to Lyons he stayed

three years with the Archbishop, from whom he received the Roman

tonsure (655-658). Returning to Northumbria he was taken up by

Alchfrith, who established him at Ripon ; Abbot Eata of Melrose and

a band of Scottish monks being turned out to make place for him (66 1).
5

Agilbert, late Bishop of Dorchester, 6 having come to Northumbria on

1 lie was consecrated by Finan in 654; Li., 22; Stubbs' Reg. Sacrum. Cedda,

brother of Ceadda (St. Chad), had already been on a mission to the Middle Angles.

- Beeda, III. 21. Stubbs, sup.

Alchfrith must have ruled a province under his father, as Beeda Styles him "rex."'

So too JEdde, Vita Wilfredi.

1
< )ne is inclined to ask if " Dalfinus" may not really have been the man's title as

••
1 uuphin " de Vienne, he being also Count of Lyons. This might be the earliest

notice of a Dauphin.

See his life by I M'' or Eddi, Raine, Historians of Church of Yorkt vol. I. cc 1 8

i), Bseda, V. 19, .-Kdde joined Wilfrith as choir-master in 669, and appa-

rently remained with him most of his life after that.

appointed Bishop of Dorchester about 650, in succession to Birinus, retired
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a visit to Alchfrith was introduced to Wilfrith, who took advantage of the

opportunity for effecting a settlement of the Easter question. For this

purpose a conference was held in the newly founded convent of " Streones-

halch," now Whitby. ' Both kings ' (Oswiu and Alchfrith) were present.

Bishop Agilbert and Wilfrith appeared for the Roman cause, with the

support of one James, formerly deacon under Paulinus, who had remained

ever since in charge of church interests in Deira. Bishop Colman and

his clergy defended the Scottish use, with the support of Bishop Cedda of

London, who had been ordained by the Scots, and the Lady Hild, great-

granddaughter of y^lle and Abbess of Streoneshalch.

Colman relied on the practice of his spiritual ancestors and the

authority of St. John. Wilfrith appealed to the practice of the whole

world as against that of 'the Picts, the Britons, and the dwellers in two

remote islands of the western sea.' 1 St. John, he urged, had only followed

the Quarto-deciman 2 rule to indulge the Jews ; his practice had been

deliberately overruled by St. Peter at Rome. After sundry rejoinders

Wilfrith finally declared that the authority of St. Peter must be conclusive,

as he, and he alone, had the Keys of Heaven. At this Oswiu enquired

eagerly whether such authority had really been given to Peter and to him

alone. Colman admitted that it was so. ' Then,' said the King, ' I tell

you that I will not go against my doorkeeper, lest when I come to the

gates of Heaven there be no one to open unto me.' 3

The Roman rule for Easter was now formally accepted for Northumbria

;

Cedda gave in his adhesion on behalf of the East Saxons, but Colman

refused to be convinced. He resigned his See and went
Roman °

Easter home. Tuda, a Scot who followed the Roman use, was
Adopted.

app inted in his stead. 4 Tuda however died within the year

of a pestilence which was then devastating Europe; whereupon Wilfrith,

at the instance of Alchfrith, was named for the See of York. Objecting

from Wessex about 662, in consequence of an attempt made to divide his See, and

went back to Gaul, where he became Bishop of Paris. B.cda, III. 7. Reg. Sacrum.
1 " De duabus ultimis oceani insulis." The Irish, or at any rate the Southern Irish

(gentes Scottorum ... in australibus Hibernse insuloe partibus) had conformed

640-642 at the instance of Pope John IV. B^da, II. 19, III. 3 ; H. & S., III. 82.

As for the British Easter they simply followed the old Roman rule, counting as Easter

Day the Sunday after the equinox that fell between the fourteenth and the twentieth

days of the moon, as calculated by the cycle that had been in use at Rome down to 458,

Easter Day at Rome since being counted as between the fifteenth and the twenty-first

days of the moon, and that calculated by a different cycle : H. & S., I. 152, a.v., as to

tonsure and other points of difference. For the Pascal cycles see Bond's Handy Book

for Verifying Dates.
2 So called because, following the Jewish rule for the Passover, they took as Easter

Day the 14th of the moon on whatever day of the week it fell.

3 a.d. 664. Breda, III. 25, 26. iEdde, Vita Wilfridi, cc. 9, 10.

4 Bceda, III. 26. Tuda had been ordained by the Southern Irish — " Scottos

austrinos "—who conformed to Rome.
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to the English bishops, as being all more or less tainted by intercourse

with Quarto-deciman schismatics, Wilfrith went over to Gaul,

The see of an(j was consecrated by his friend Agilbert, at Compiegne,

in the year 665. 1 Meanwhile however Oswiu, who, perhaps,

was not quite so partial to Wilfrith as his son was, and who certainly was

more under the influence of the Scots, 2 had appointed Ceadda

(St. Chad) to be Bishop of York. He went to Canterbury to

seek for consecration at the hands of Archbishop Deusdedit, 3 but found

that Deusdedit was dead.4 The archbishop also had probably been

carried off by the plague. Eventually Ceadda was consecrated by Bishop

Wine of Dorchester and two Welsh bishops, about the year 665, and was

duly installed at York, Wilfrith being still absent.

For the appointment to be made to the See of Canterbury, Oswiu took

counsel with Ecgberht, King of Kent, and they agreed in making choice

of one Wighard, an English priest, whom they sent to Rome

o^Tarsus (
A,D* 66^ But ^r

ignard aiS0 feU a victim to the pestilence;

and the Pope, Vitalian, treating the presentation as having

lapsed, nominated and consecrated Theodore of Tarsus, a Greek monk. 5

11 A philosopher and divine of Eastern training," the new archbishop,

to qualify himself for his mission, had submitted to the Roman tonsure. 6

Having entered Canterbury on the 27th May, 669, he undertook at once

a visitation of all England to fill up the vacancies caused by the plague,7 to

establish the Roman rule, and generally to reorganize the churches. The

first question that confronted him was that of the right to the See of

York. Ceadda was in possession, but Wilfrith had been appointed first.

St chad Theodore however had no difficulty in deciding, as in his eyes
Translated. Ceadda's ordination was vitiated by the concurrence of schis-

1 Breda, III. 28; /Edde, Vita Wilfr., cc. II, 12. H. & S., III. 106-108.
2 /Edde represents both kings as concurring in the choice of Wilfrith ; Bseda puts it

as the sole doing of Alchfrith. But .Edde adds that the counter appointment of Ceadda

was made under the influence of the Scottish party, c 14.

3 Archbishop Honorius died 30th September, 653. Deusdedit, the first Saxon

archbishop, whose original name is said to have been Frithonas, was consecrated as his

successor 26th March, 655. See Haddan & Stubbs, III. 82, 99.
4 l.reda, IV. I gives the date of the death of Deusdedit as 14th July, 665 {prid. Id.

In!.). On the other hand the duration of the primacy of Deusdedit is given as nine

years, seven (or four) months, and two days (Breda, III. 20). This would imply that he

died either 28th July or 28th October. H. & S., III. 99.
5 26th March, 668. Breda, III. 29, IV. 1 ; Chron. E. Flor. Wore.
6 Stubbs, Const. Hist., I. 218.
7 Bishop Cedda of London had died of the plague soon after the conference at

Whitby ; so had Ithamar of Rochester. Wine, originally established at Winchester,

having quarrelled with Cenwalh, left Winchester ami went to Dorchester in 663, ami to

London in 666. Boniface of Dunwich died about 669. Stubbs, Reg, Sacr. Thus there

were at least three or four sees vacant. Wine had been appointed to Winchester in 662.

Scu rum ; Bseda.
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matic Welsh bishops. St. Chad bowed meekly to his word. ' I never

thought myself worthy of the office,' said he; 'all unworthy, at the bid-

ding of others, undertook I it.'

*

Theodore was so touched with his humility that he reconsecrated him,

and sent him to fill the vacant bishopric of Mercia, with his see at

Lichfield.

In this matter again it must be said for Oswiu that not every king

would have allowed the man of his own choice to be set aside for the

Wilfrith
sake of church unity. Wilfrith became bishop of York—not

Bishop of archbishop, as Theodore contemplated the subjection of all

England to one Primate ; but the see of York extended to

the borders of the distant Picts. 2

Within the course of the years 669 and 670 bishops were consecrated

by Theodore for the vacant sees of Rochester, Dunwich, and Wessex
;

3

and in 673 the unity of the English church was proclaimed

Hertford
to a^ ^y the holding of a Synod at Hertford (Herutforda),

" the first council properly so called of the English church."

Of the six suffragan bishops five attended, 4 either in person or by deputy.

The Canons passed dealt mainly with questions of church government.

Bishops were forbidden to interfere in the sees (parochiam) of their

episcopal brethren ; secular clergy were forbidden to leave their own
bishops, monks to leave their monasteries ; while monasteries were

declared wholly exempt from episcopal jurisdiction. Bishops and clergy

on journeys were required to be content with such hospitality as might

be offered to them. Lastly to ensure " permanent co-operation " in the

future it was resolved that a Synod should be holden annually on the

1st August in a place called " Clofeshoch." 5

Theodore would have liked a resolution for the subdivision of Sees, but

the Bishops were not disposed to move in the matter, and no resolution

D . . .

f
was passed. 6 But Theodore was determined not to let the

the East- matter drop, being sensible of the urgency of the case. He
g an See.

tQQ^ ^Q matter into his own hands, and, by way of a begin-

ning, deposed Bisi the East-Anglian Bishop, on the ground of infirmity,

and consecrated two Bishops in his place, one for Elmham and one for

Dunwich. 7

1 " Neque me unquam hoc esse dignum arbitrabar, sed obediential causa jussus," etc.

2 Boeda, IV. 1-3. Like other prelates of the Columban school, Ceadda performed his

rounds on foot ; Theodore urged him to ride ; he refused, till the archbishop took him
by force and seated him on a horse. lb.

3 See Stubbs, Reg. Sacr. H. & S., III. 118.
4 Wine, then of London, accused of simony, was the absentee.
5 The place has not been identified, but must have been in or near Mercia. H. & S.,

III. 122. On the Thames we have Clifton-Hampden, Cleeve, and Clieveden.
6 24th Sept., 673. Bceda, IV. 5 ; H. & S., III. 11&-122.
7 Boeda, lb. Flor. Worcest. Reg. Sacr.

R. H. O
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When the church of Rome received, through Theodore, its nominee, the

allegiance of the English churches it certainly reaped the fruits of much
that it had not sown. The mission of Augustine had proved "a compara-

tive failure." East Anglia had been converted by a Burgundian ; Wessex

by a Lombard. But the real life and energy of the new Christianity were

concentrated in the North, and the North looked for its religious centre,

not to Rome, but to Ireland. 1

For the work of primary conversion the Irish were specially fitted by

their poetic fervour, their command of language, and, it must be added,

their unlimited faith in signs and wonders. But all powerful to stir

up emotion, they were helpless to mould things into " ordered form."

Disciplined organization was a thing they could neither understand nor

tolerate. The ultimate predominance of their ideas would have led to

mere Congregationalism and confusion. 2

In connexion with this we may notice the resolute abstention of thfl

Welsh from any participation in the work of converting the hated Saxon.

1 Green, Making of England, 312, and the passage from Ikeda there cited.

2 See Id., 317.



CHAPTER XII

A.D. 643-757

Affairs of Wessex-, Mercia, and Northumbria—Cenwahl—Wolfhere—Ecgfrith—Eald-

frith—Wilfrith Bishop of York—Ceadvvalla—Ine—Eadberht—^Ethelbald—Saints

of the Seventh Century

IN 670 Osvviu had been gathered to his fathers, the first English king

to be canonised—" Saint Osvviu." His dominion must have been as

extensive as that of either Oswald or Eadwine, because we hear that even

some of the Picts recognised his sway. 1 His son Ecgfrith succeeded

him.

Cenwahl of Wessex died in 672. Wessex as yet gave no promise of

the position to which it was destined to attain. If we go back

Wessex to Cenwahl's accession (643) we find that he clearly had

Cenwahl
to snare tne kingdom with a relative, Cuthred son of Cwich-

elm. 2 His first act as king was to renounce Christianity, and
discard the sister of Penda for another wife. He was promptly punished

by expulsion from his dominions. 3 He took refuge with Anna of East

Anglia, who brought him back to the pale of the church. Having been

recalled to Wessex in 648 he founded St. Peter's Minster at Winchester,

but was unable to withdraw the episcopal seat from Dorchester. In 661

his dominions were overrun by Wolfhere, who sought to break them up

by handing over the Jutish population, i.e. the Isle of Wight and the

Meonwaras, to the King of Sussex. 5 Next year Cenwahl made another

effort to sever the connexion with Dorchester and Mercia by establishing

Wine as Bishop of Winchester. But the Bishop and he soon quarrelled.

Wine deserted to Wolfhere, and obtained from him first the see of Dor-

chester (663), and later that of London (666). But money was said to

have passed between him and the king. 6 Again a few years later Cenwahl

made a fresh effort to get a bishop of his own. He applied to Agilbert

at Paris, who sent his nephew Hlothere. Theodore consecrated him,

but the influence of Wolfhere still kept the see at Dorchester. 7

Winchester. Not ^ tne year 6 7 6 did the contmuous series of Winchester

Bishops begin with the appointment of Hedde. 8

1 Bceda, II. 5, III. 24, IV. 3.
2 Chron. A, a.d. 648, 661.

3 Bseda, III. 7. Chron. A, 645.
4 Chron. F (ed. Thorpe); Flor. W. ;

II. & S., III. 106.
5 Chron. A. Basda, IV. 276. G Bseda, III. 7.
7 a.d. 670. Bceda, sup. Chron. A. Stubbs, Reg. Sacr.
8 Chron. A; Reg. Sacr. But see H. & S., III. 127: "The point of time at which

195
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Cenwahl on the other hand had been able to extend his borders at the

expense of the Britons. In 652 he gained a victory over them at Brad-

ford-on-Avon (Wilts), expelling them from the Frome valley ; and again

in 658 he defeated them at " Peonnum "
;
perhaps Pen Sehvood near

Castle Cary, perhaps one of the Mendip hills. The Britons were driven

across the Parret, and this became the West border of Wessex. 1

Wolfhere of Mercia died in 675 ; his hand had been heavy on the

kings of Wessex; but in his last days (after 670) Lindsey had been

wrested from him by Ecgfrith of Northumbria ; in other respects however

he seems to have handed down a well-to-do kingdom to his

Mercia. brother and successor yEthelred. Surrey (Sudergeona) must

have formed part of his dominions, as Chertsey Abbey is said

to have been founded by Earconwald, or Erkenwald, afterwards Bishop

of London,2 under the protection of Frithewald, a Mercian ealdorman. 3

It must have been through Surrey that ^Ethelred in 676 invaded Kent,

and sacked Rochester. 4 In 679 again he defeated Ecgfrith on the Trent

and recovered Lindsey. 5

But Church history must still engross the bulk of our attention. In the

course of some ten years of episcopate Wilfrith, partly through his own
character and ability, partly through the liberality of patrons,

had attained to a very commanding position in Northumbria.

We are told that Ecgfrith and the Bishop kept on good terms so long

as ^thelthryth, the sainted Queen, remained with her husband ; but that

when she finally left Ecgfrith for the cloister, and a new Royal consort,

Irmenburh, was set up, she instilled into her lord a jealousy of the popu-

lar and influential Bishop.6 Anyhow the king resolved to curtail Wilfrith's

See. Wilfrith not being disposed to submit, Theodore was

^ork™
111

invited to York ; and, WT

ilfrith being still impracticable, a

council of some sort was held, in which he was utterly deposed,

and his See broken up and given away. Eata was consecrated Bishop of

Lindisfarne or Hexham for Bernicia, while Bosa was consecrated Bishop
of York for Deira. Lindsey, which being then under Northumbrian rule,

might be considered part of Wilfrith's See, was made into a third diocese

under one Eadhaed. 7

Wilfrith at once appealed to Rome and left the country. Sailing from
the East coast, he was driven among the Frisians, where he spent the

I )orchester ceased to belong to Wessex, and Winchester became the only seat of the

Wessex bishop is uncertain."
x Chron. A, and Earle's notes. - Bseda, IV. 6.

5o the Life in Smith's Christian Biogr.
' Baeda, [V. 6j Chron. A.
Chron. A and E. Peace was negotiated by Theodore, Ecgfrith receiving the

fol his brother
. Ilfuine killed in the action. Bseda, IV. 21.

So
1 dde, by far the best authority on this point

7 a.d. 678, .l.d.le, Vita IF///., cc. 19, 24 ; To da. IV. u ; II. and S. , III. 125.
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winter, preaching to the people and laying the foundations for a mission

to be afterwards carried on by his pupil Willibrord. 1 Resuming his

journey in the spring (679), he made his way to Italy, via
A
Rome

t0 Gau1
'
and Iaid nis case Defore PoPe Agatho. He asked that

he might be fully reinstated, as having been deposed without

just cause of any sort ; and that the intruding 2 Bishops should be turned

out. He was willing however that his See should be divided, if thought

proper; only he prayed that fresh Bishops, with whom he could act in

harmony, might be appointed. Agatho accepted this alternative, and a

decree to that effect was promulgated in a council held at Rome in the

Basilica of Constantine. Theodore was ordered to reinstate Wilfrith and

to consecrate new suffragan Bishops, 3 to be chosen by Wilfrith with the

concurrence of an Anglican council. 4

Wilfrith remained some time in Rome, probably to allow of negotiations

with Theodore. These having failed, he made his way back to North-

umbria armed with his Papal decree. Ecgfrith treated him and his decree

with equal contempt. The Northumbrian Witenagemot voted

prisoned ^e decree spurious ; and the king put Wilfrith into prison

where he remained nine months. 5

Meanwhile Theodore was steadily carrying out his scheme of church

extension. About the year 679 he subdivided the Mercian See at the

request of King ^Ethelred and his vassal the under-king of the Hwiccas.

N Bosel became Bishop of the Hwiccas, with his See at Worcester;

Cuthwin became Bishop of the Middle Angles, with his See at

Leicester ; Saxwulf, the existing Bishop, being allowed to remain at Lich-

field, with his See cut down to Mercia proper. Lindsey remained an

independent Diocese, but as the country had been recovered by ^Ethelred,

a new Bishop, yEthelwin, was ordained, with his See at Sidnacester. 6 In

680 Theodore held the second of his " great historical synods " at Hat-

field, to declare the orthodoxy of the English church, and its acceptance

of the recognised General Councils. 7 In 681, again, he subdivided the

Bernician See, establishing Tunberct as Bishop of Hexham, and Trum-
wine as Bishop of the Picts, with his See at Abercorn. 8

1 " In Freis pervenit." ^Edde, cc. 25, 26. 2 " Invasores."
3 " Adjutores episcopos." 4 ^dde, cc. 27-32 : he was doubtless present.
5 680-681? Id., 33-39. Wilfrith was imprisoned first in " urbs Bromnis," after-

wards in "Dynbaer," Dunbar.
6 See Flor. W., Append. M. H. B., 622, comparing H. and S., III. 128, and the

Reg. Sacr. Florence represents Dorchester as having been a fifth See, now carved

out of Mercia, evidently on the authority of Bseda, who names one ^Etla as having been
Bishop of Dorcester (IV. 23). ^Etla is not named elsewhere, so that the arrangement

must at any rate have been a short-lived one. In the Registnim Sacrum the appoint-

ments are placed in the year 680.
7 17th Sept., 680. Boeda, IV. 17, 18 ; H. & S., III. 141, The council was held in

view of " the (Ecumenical Council (6th) of Constantinople held the same year."
8 Breda, IV. 12, 26 ; H. & S., III. 165. As Abercorn is in West Lothian or Linlith-
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Wilfrith was eventually released from bonds at the intercession of the

king's aunr,"VEbbe (St. Ebb), Abbess of Coldingham. 1 He retired first

to Mercia, then to Wessex, and finally to the remote corners
Wilfrith in

f gussex# There at last he found a refuge, and scope for the
Sussex.

, . . .
° /

r

exercise of his active charity behind the thickets of the Ande-

red's Weald. The Sussex king (/Ethelwald) had embraced Christianity some

years before ; but the bulk of the population were still heathen, and so

ignorant of the simplest arts of life as to be unable to catch sea fish, and

that at a time when a lengthy drought had reduced them to the brink of

starvation. The king gave Wilfrith a residence at Selsey, where Wilfrith

founded a monastery, which received an endowment said to amount to

eighty-seven hides, 2 the germ of a future Bishopric. Wilfrith remained

some five years on the South coast, in fact till after the death of Ecgfrith,

instructing and civilising the people. 3

Ecgfrith's reign had opened with successes, and might have ended in

glory, had he been content to act with common prudence. His inherit-

ance must have included our North Lancashire and the Lake

No
C

uf
rit

b°
f

district, native rule having been crushed in those parts. 4 In

one of his first years6 the subject Picts, by whom we must

understand Picts South of the Forth, with the help of friends from the

North, attempted to throw off his yoke ; but were promptly quelled by an

army under Beornheth, the under-king or Ealdorman of Lothian. 6 The
Picts can have given no further trouble, as we have seen that a bishop was

established among them at Abercorn in 681.

Ecgfrith then conquered Lindsey (670-675), but this acquisition was

lost, as already stated, in 679, when we hear of a battle on the Trent, in

which he lost a brother. 7 In 684 he broke into furious war against the

Celts. It would seem that he sent an expedition under the Ealdorman

Berht or Berhtred into Ireland, where they landed on the East coast, de-

stroying even monasteries and churches without mercy. 8

gowshire we see that the Northern Picts extended south of the Forth. The datum here

supplied may be connected with that supplied by the name " Pentlands," i.e. Pecht-

lands, or Pictlands.
1 She was daughter of ^thelfrith and sister of Oswald and Oswiu.
2 " Mansiones," " famili^." 8 /Pdde, 39-41 ; Baeda, IV. 13.

4 Ecgfrith gave Cartmel in Lancashire to St. Cuthherht, " et omnes Britannos cum

eo." Sym. Durh., Hist. Citthb., I. 141 (Surtees Soc), cited Raine, A c. 17.

Cuthberht, of whom anon, used to visit Carlisle in his rounds ; and we hear of a friend

oi his, an English priest, Hereberht, living in an islet in Derwentwater. Baeda, IV. 29.
5 " In primis annis ejus, tenero odhuc regno." .Kdde.

* yKdde, Vita lli(/f.,c. 19. Mr. Skene would connect with this war the expulsion

of the Pictish King Drost, ami the burning of " Bennchair Britonum," recorded by

bernac a.d. 672. 7 Chron. A and 1.

* "Misso Eiiberniam exercitu . . . insulani," etc, Beeda, IV. 26; " On Scott

Chron. E; " Saxones Campum Breg vastant " ; Ann. Ulstertl a.d. 685, i.e., Magh-Breg,

Or the plain between the Liffey and the Boyne ; [oyce, Irish Names, 423 ; Skene, (
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Next year (686), against the advice of his best friends, including St.

Cuthberht, who had just been ordained Bishop of Lindisfarne, he led an

army against the Northern Picts ; he was drawn onward as far as " Dun
Nechtain/' Dunnichen in Forfarshire, by his opponent Brude or Bruide,

tt- r- n son °f Bile, King of Fortrenn, i.e. Strathearn. On Saturday,
His rail.

20th May, Ecgfrith was defeated and killed, the flower of his

army falling with him. 1

This reverse was a great blow to Northumbria. Picts and Britons, pre-

viously subject for a time, threw off their allegiance, and became inde-

pendent. Bishop Trumwin was chased from Abercorn. The vacant

throne was filled by the election, as we may suppose, of the late king's

natural brother Ealdfrith, a man of studious habits, well versed
Ealdfrith. .

'

in the Scriptures, 2 and perhaps better fitted to rule a convent

than a kingdom.

The death of Ecgfrith cleared the way for the restoration of Wilfrith.

Theodore held out the hand of reconciliation to his Episcopal brother.

They had an interview in London, in the presence of Bishop Erkenwald,

and Theodore undertook to intercede with Ealdfrith on behalf of Wilfrith.

But the latter had to concede the whole point at issue between himself and

the Archbishop, undertaking to accept the See of York as limited by

Theodore. Accordingly in the course of the year 686 Wilfrith

Reinstated. was remstated at York, Bosa being turned out ; but Hexham,

Lindisfarne, and Lindsey remained separate Sees, to say no-

thing of the lost Pictish territory in the North. 3

Theodore lived to establish one more See by consecrating Tyrhtel to

be Bishop of Hereford, for the Magessetas, in the year 688 ;

—

See
f°ord

ere
if in fact the Bisn0Pric na^ not been established before. 4 The
establishment of this Diocese, by the way, proves that the

Mercian conquests had already crossed the line of the Severn. Next year

the Archbishop passed away, at the great age of eighty-eight (19th Sep-

tember, 690).
5

Founded by aliens, and organized by an alien, the English Church was

Scotland, I. [265. Berhtred was apparently the son of Beornheth. Id., 261. It is

suggested that Ecgfrith attacked the Irish for having harboured his brother Ealdfrith,

who in fact succeeded him. Stevenson, notes ad Boedam, sup.
1 Baeda, sup. Tighern , a.d. 686, where however he gives the day of the week

correctly for 685, not for 686. Symeon in his Hist, of Durham calls the place " Nech-
thanesmere. A drained lake can still be traced at Dunnichen. Skene, sup.

2 Baeda, sup., and Vita Cuthb., c. 24, cited Stevenson.
3 ^Edde, 43, 44. " Secundo anno Aldfridi," Baeda, V. 19 ; H. and S., III. 169-171.

Wilfrith was allowed to hold the See of Hexham vacant by the death of Eata, but only

till the appointment of John of Beverley in 687. The monastery of Ripon and its

revenues were also restored to him.
4 Reg. Sacr. It may be that Putta, Bishop of Rochester, who left Kent when it

was ravaged by yEthelbert in 676, became acting bishop in Herefordshire under Sexwulf.
Boeda, IV. 12. See II. and S., III. 128-130. 5 Baeda, V. 8.
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now a national institution. Theodore had induced the petty States, jealous

as they were of each other in all other matters, to act together for Church

purposes. The ecclesiastical unity thus introduced pointed the way for

that civil unity that was not destined to be fully realized for three centuries

to come. This united Church Theodore left as well organized and en-

dowed as any other church of the West. 1 The seven bishoprics that he

found in England he had raised to the number of fifteen, all

•Sees*

1 un( ^er the Metropolitan Primacy of Canterbury. By the es-

tablishment for the most part of these Sees in villages or

country monasteries, the bishops were "saved from the infection of court-

life and corruption which forms nearly the whole history of the early

Franco-Gallican church." 2 In other ways too Theodore worked for the

cause of civilisation and culture by educating the clergy and raising the

standards of life and morality. He left a Penitential, the first compiled

in Britain.3 We also hear of a school at Canterbury, where arithmetic,

astronomy, Latin, and Greek were taught, besides Scriptural subjects and

music. Especial stress is laid on the thanks due to Theodore for diffusing

a knowledge of Gregorian music, till then restricted to the kingdom of

Kent. In all his educational work he had the help of his friend and

companion the Abbot Hadrian, a native of Africa, who had studied in

Southern Italy. 4

No sooner had Theodore been laid in his grave than Wilfrith began

to rebel against the position so recently accepted by him. He com-

plained of lands withheld from his church ; of invasions of his rights at

Ripon; 5 but his real grievance was the curtailment of the See of York,

which he contended ought to be restored to its pristine dimensions.

Ealdfrith insisted that the decrees of Theodore must be respected.

wilf ith
Wilfrith refusing to stand by them was again sent into exile.

again ^Ethelred of Mercia received him with open arms, and installed
x e

" him as Bishop of Leicester, the See falling vacant.6 Between

691 and 693 we find him consecrating bishops, Canterbury being still

vacant. 7 On the 29th June, 693, a new archbishop was consecrated,

Berhtwald, previously abbot of Reculver in Kent. 8

For the next nine years we hear nothing of Wilfrith's case; but he must

1 See Bishop Stubbs' Life of Theodore in Smith's Dictionary of Christian Biography.

- Stubbs, sup., and Const. II., I. 219.

" See this, II. and S., III. 173.
1 For Theodore and Hadrian see Bseda, //. E., IV. c. I, and V. passim.
B Badhssd, the ex-Bishop of Lindsey, had been established by Ecgfrith at Ripon,

circa 6S0 ; he may have continued to exercise episcopal functions there. Bseda, IV. 12.

8 See . Kddc, c. 45; where however the exact point of the quarrel is rather slurred

Ii is worthy of note that . Kthelred gave Wilfrith only one of the Mercian S

though two, if not three of them fell vacant.
7 Bada, 23 i Reg, Sacr.

t
II. and S., III. 220.

. \ . 8. 1 te was consecrated at Lyons by the archbishop.
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have contrived to alienate Berhtwald, as in 702 x we hear of a Synod at

Austerfield, on the confines of Yorkshire and Notts, held by the Arch-

bishop under the protection of Ealdfrith, to judge Wilfrith. When Wilfrith

appeared he was required to subscribe an absolute submission to the deci-

sion of the assembly. He declined to do so, except subject to the Canons

of the Church, and the decrees of Pope Agatho. He was offered the

abbey of Ripon if he would abdicate his episcopal functions. Wilfrith

refused with scorn. He had established in Britain the Roman Easter and

the Roman Tonsure ; he had introduced the Benedictine Rule. How
could he abdicate, who was not conscious of one single dereliction of

duty? Again he appealed to Rome. 3

In the seventieth year of his age, and the fortieth of his episcopate,

Wilfrith undertook his third journey to Rome (704).
3 The matter was

Third
carefully sifted, the investigation extending over four months.

Journey to But the decision of the Pope (John VI.) was much less favour-

able to Wilfrith than that of Agatho. John simply directed

Berhtwald to make the best compromise that he could between Wilfrith

on the one hand, and John of Beverley Bishop of Hexham, and Bosa,

who had returned to the See of York, on the other hand. 4

Under these circumstances Wilfrith would have preferred to end his

days abroad ; but the Pope ordered him to return to his duties. On
landing in Kent he had a friendly reception from the Archbishop, and the

two apparently entered London together. 5

Events occurred to facilitate a settlement of the long protracted dispute.

Bosa, the rival Bishop of York, was dead. Ealdfrith died soon after Wil-

frith's return. 6 The Government of his son and successor Osred, a boy of

eight, agreed to reinstate Wilfrith in the See of Hexham, but not in that of

York, though York was vacant and Hexham was not. To

Hexham. m^ke a vacancy at Hexham, John of Beverley was translated

to York. The whole matter was finally settled in a Synod

held by Archbishop Berhtwald on the banks of the Nidd 7 (Yorkshire,

West Riding).

Within four years Wilfrith passed away in peace at his monastery of

1 Twenty-two years from a.d. 680; JEdde, 46, p. 66.

2 JFAde, 46, 47, comparing Wilfrith's speech at Rome, c. 53.
3 On his way Wilfrith paid a visit to the English mission in Frisia under Willebrord,

Bishop of Utrecht. Bseda, III. 13. Willibrord was a native of the Yorkshire coast.

For his work see Baeda, V. 9, 10, n ; H. and S., III. 225; and his Life in Smith's

Christian Biography.
4 ^Edde, c. 54. For the date see H. and S., III. 262.

5 ^dde, c. 55-57.
6 14th Dec, 705 ; Chron. Dand E. Bseda, V. 18. Stevenson suggests that the date

should be 16th May, 705. Note to Baeda.
T a.d. 706. iEdde, cc. 58-60. Bseda, V. 3.
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Oundle
;

l a grand and interesting personality, in fact the Becket of his

Ealdfrith apparently handed down the kingdom of Northumbria to his

successors much as he had received it, without substantial loss or gain.

But during the twenty years of his rule " the literary and

artistic impulse" received from the Celtic and Roman
churches produced striking results. Benedict Biscop brought books from

Rome to be mastered and popularised by the patient industry of Baeda

;

while Caedmon turned Scripture history into English verse. Thus Northum-

bria became, for the time, quite a " literary centre." 2

The death of Ealdfrith had been preceded by a year by the abdication

of his contemporary zEthelred of Mercia, who retired to the monastery

of Bardney, 3 leaving the crown to his nephew Coenred, son of Wulfhere.

The material progress of Mercia seems to be shown by its currency.

^Ethelred was the first of English kings to issue coins stamped with his

own name. But in the latter years of his reign the growing strength of

Wessex had deprived him of all control over London, Essex, and the

South coast.

Wessex had sunk to its lowest at the death of Cenwalh (672), being

broken up among petty kings. For a year after his death his widow

Sexburh had actually held rule
;

4 a startling innovation for a
Affairs of • •

Wessex. kingdom where even the position of a Consort-Queen was not

recognised. With respect to the weakness of the Western

kingdom it has been pointed out that this may have been due partly to

the struggle for the headship between the Houses of Ceawlin and Cutha,

partly to the practice of appointing under-kings of the Royal Family to

rule the successive conquests from the Welsh. 5 The period of disruption

was brought to a close about the year 685 when Ceadwalla of
CCnClVr'0.113.. J

t r»

the House of Ceawlin fought his way to supremacy. In 686

we hear of his ravaging Sussex and proposing to put the whole Jutish

population of the Isle of Wight to the sword : the whole island was treated

as confiscated property, and one-fourth part of it, estimated at 300 hides

(fa?nilice), was assigned as a thank offering to Wilfrith, then still in Sussex,

the Bishop having harboured Ceadwalla when he was in exile. 6

From Sussex Ceadwalla pushed on into Kent, invading it two years

running
; but there in 687 he lost his brother Mul, burnt to death in a

house that he was plundering. 7 Next year Ceadwalla threw down his

bloodstained crown and retired from Britain, to die on pilgrimage at

1 /Kddc, 44, 45. Frid., 12th Oct., 709, Reg. Sacrum. He was buried at Ripon : for

the inscription on Ids tomb see Breda, V. 19.

» in, Making of Engktnd% 397.
3

704, Chron. A ; Birch, Cartularium Sax., I. 163. ' Chi, mi. A.
5 Freeman, Somerset Archeeol. Proc.

y
Will., cited Green, sup., 384.

' B la, IV. i.\ 15, 16. .ldde, c. 42. Chron. A.
7

( hron. A
; \\ . .Malm

, G. A'., I., B. 14, 19, ed. Hardy.
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Rome. 1 His kinsman Ine, also of the House of Ceawlin, succeeded

him, and ruled with considerable success for some eight and
Ine.

' °

thirty years.

In his code of Laws, published about the year 690,
2 Ine speaks of

* Eorconwold ' of London as 'mine biscep,' just as he calls Hedde of

Winchester ' mine biscep,' indicating an assumption of supremacy over

Essex. In 694 the men of Kent under Wihtrsed formally accepted his

supremacy ; and agreed to pay a heavy wer for the death of Mul. 3 Ine

would thus be lord of the whole South coast from Thanet to Dorset. In

710 Ine took up the work of Western conquest where it had been left

by Cenwalh, and attacked Geraint King of West Wales or Dyvnaint

" Shrunken as it was from its old area, the realm of Dyvnaint still stretched

from the Quantocks to the Land's End, and its king seems to have

exercised some supremacy across the Bristol Channel over the princes of

the opposite coast." 4 But Geraint was unable to withstand the onslaught

of the Gewissas, and Ine wrested from him a tract of land along the Tone,

with the districts of Crewkerne and Ilminister. The conquest was secured

by the construction of a border fortress, Taunton (To?ie-Tun).

founded! placed in a strong position in a fen district, at the junction of

the Tone and a small affluent called the Potwater. 5

The expansion of Wessex elicited a challenge to a trial of strength,

on the part of Mercia. In 715 Ceolred, king of the latter state,6

invaded Wessex, marching through Oxfordshire, and across the Thames,

into Wilts. Ine met him at Wamborough on the Downs above the Vale

of White Horse. The battle would seem to have been a drawn one, as no

issue is recorded, 7 but Ceolred established no footing in Wessex.

Ine must have attempted too much, or lost prestige in some way or

other, in the latter years of his reign, as they were marred by domestic

revolts— " the curse of Wessex." In 721 we hear of the ^Etheling

Cynewulf being put to death by Ine; and in 722 we hear of the king's

consort ^Ethelburh—we must not speak of a Queen of Wessex—laying

siege to Taunton, and destroying it on one side, while the king was

1 Chron. A, a.d. 688. Ceadwalla died in April, 689. Inscript. ; Boed., V. 7; Flor.

Wore. 2 H. & S., III. 214.
3 The Chronicle gives the sum paid as 'thirty thousand,' the denomination of the

coin being omitted. Kemble would read 'thirty thousand scsettas '=1,500 shillings.

Saxons, I. 283.

4 Green, 387, citing Freeman, Somerset Archceol. Proc, XVIII. For a letter of

Abbot Ealdhem of the year 705 to Geraint urging church union, see H. & S., III. 268.
5 Chron. D & E. "The existing earthworks, though mutilated, are beyond question

original " : they enclose about seven acres, and are surrounded by water. Clark,

Military Architecture, II. 4 88.
6 Ceolred, son of /Ethelred, came to the throne in 709, on the abdication of his cousin

Coinred, son of Wulfhere, the elder brother of ^Ethelred. Baxla, V. 19.
7 Chron. A, etc. Green, 392.
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pursuing Ealdberht, another rebel yEtheling, through Surrey and Sussex on

the other side. A fresh invasion of Sussex in 725 resulted in the death of

Ealdberht; and then in 726 Ine "laid down his troubled
Abdication. .

crown, and like his predecessor Ceadwalla sought peace and

death in a pilgrimage to Rome." 1

Ine was distinctly a friend of the church. At the death of Heddi

Bishop of Winchester in 705 he completed Theodore's scheme by

dividing the Diocese. Daniel was consecrated Bishop of a

a Bishopric, reduced See of Winchester, while the Western districts were

assigned to Ealdhelm, the scholarly Abbot of Malmesbury, as

Bishop of Sherborne. 2 Ine was liberal in his benefactions to Winchester

and Malmesbury

;

3 and the stamp of ecclesiastical influence is impressed

as distinctly on his Laws as on any other of the Anglo-Saxon Codes.

Baptism of infants and payment of Church dues (ciric-sceattum) are made

compulsory, Sunday labour is prohibited ; so is the selling of bonds-

men over sea. 4 An ealdorman allowing a thief to escape from custody

forfeits his "scire," 'unless the king will show him grace.' 5 The
references to Welshmen are numerous. We have the Welsh slave

(theow wealli) estimated at a 60s. wer ; the Welsh freeman with one hide of

land, and the Welsh rent-paying tenant (gafol-gelda), both rated at 120^.

The king's mounted Welshman (/wrs-7vca//i), ' who can go on errands

'

{gecerendian), is worth 2005. ; and the Welsh gentleman with five hides is

rated as a " six-hynde " man, namely, at Goos.f like the Englishman of

the same estate.

At the death of Ealdfrith, the star of Northumbria seemed about to pale

under a series of feeble kings. Ealdfrith, as already stated, was succeeded

by his son Osred, a boy of eight, who, after a wild career of

Northumbria. some ten years, was made away with by kinsmen of his own

(a.d. 716).
7 But his lieutenants could hold their own against

the Picts, who suffered a severe defeat in 710 or 711 'in the plain of

1 Bocda, V. 7 ; Chron. A, etc. ; Green, 393.
2 Ba?da, V. 18. Reg, Sacr. t H. & S., III. 275, 276. Sherborne took in Wilts,

Berks, Dorset, and the conquered parts of Somerset. Hants, Surrey and Sussex

remained under Winchester.
3 See Birch, Cart. Sax., I. pp. 148, 149; also 166, 177. The numerous charters in

favour of Glastonbury however are considered spurious.

4 Schmid, Gesctzc Ine, c. 2. 3, 4, 11. 5 Id., c. 36.

8 Id., cc. 23, 24, 33, 74.
7 Bseda, V. 18, 22 ; Chron. A ; Symeon of Durham, Hist. Regg., II. 15 (Rolls Series) ;

and the letter o I Boniface to . Kthelbald, H.& S.,III. 355. Symeon, Precentor of Dur-

ham, was probably born about the year 1060. He was in a monastic house at Jarrow

ime time before ils removal to Durham in 10S3. He was present at the opening of

St. I athberht's tomb in 1 104 ; he probably died about 1130. He is a primary authority on

Northern affairs. His Historia Regutn incorporates from 731 to 802 an old Northumbrian

chronicle not extant in any other shape. See Mr. T. Arnold's Introduction to the Rolls

edition of his work., ami Bishop Stubbs
1

Preface to Roger of Hoveden in the same series.
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Manann '

; or 'between Haefe and Caere,' by which " the rivers Avon and

Carron are probably meant/' x This identification if correct would imply

that West Lothian had been recovered by the English. Osred was

succeeded by Coenred, 2 a collateral said to be descended from a natural

son of Ida. 3 In two years' time he died (718), and was followed by

Osric, of whose parentage nothing is told us. Osric died 9th May, 729,

leaving the crown to Ceolwulf, brother of the late Coenred. 4 Ceolwulf, we
are told, came to the throne under unfavourable auspices. Eight years he

reigned, and then he was shorn and sent to Lindisfarne. 5 Yet his reign

was marked by two events of interest. In 730 Whithern was

Whittiern
ma<^ e an independent See for Galloway, Pechthelm being its

first Bishop. Of course he was appointed under Northumbrian

influences. 6 In 735 again the See of York was re-established as an Arch-

bishopric, in the person of Ecgberht, cousin to Ceolwulf, who received a

pall from Gregory III., a distinction conferred on no previous occupant of

the See since Paulinus. 7

The year 735 was also marked by the death of our great chronicler

Baeda, fondly known to after ages as " the Venerable Bede."

Baeda was born about the year 673, of unknown parents, probably on the

very lands that afterwards formed the endowment of the Jarrow monastery

where so much of his life was spent. At seven years of age'he

was placed in the hands of Benedict Biscop who had already

built his monastery at Wearmouth, but not that at Jarrow. At nineteen

(a.d. 690). Baeda received deacon's orders from John of Beverley, then

Bishop of Hexham ; and at thirty (a.d. 702) he received priest's orders

from the same hands. " There is no evidence that he ever wandered from

the banks of the Wear further than to York, which he visited shortly

before his death." His whole life was spent between the twin foundations

of St. Peter's, Wearmouth, and St. Paul's, Jarrow, under the rule, first of

Biscop himself, and then of his successor, Abbot Ceolfrith. Apart from

the performance of his monastic duties Baeda led the life of a scholar

—

the father of English scholars—dividing his time between reading and

writing and teaching. " Semper aut discere aut docere aut scribere duke

habui" 8 By patient industry he made himself master of all the science

of his time. A list of thirty-seven works attests his diligence as a writer

;

while as a teacher he could boast that 600 monks, besides laymen, had

1 Tighernac, 711 ; Chron. A, 710. Skene, Celtic Scotland, I. 270. For "Manann"
compare the hills of Slamannan on the one side, and the county of Clackmannan on
the other side. 2 Baeda, V. 22 ; Chron. A, a.d. 716.

3 Flor., a.d. 716, 729, comparing 547.
4 Baeda, V. 23.

5 A.d. 737, Chron. D and E. Symeon, Hist. Regg., A.D. 731-737 (vol. II. 30, 32).

Baeda, Cont., M.H.B., 288. 6 Baeda, V. 23 ; Reg. Sacr.
7 Ecgberht was apparently consecrated in 734, and received the pall in 735 ; Chron.

D and E; Symeon, sup., and Hist. Dunelmensis Ecdesicz, p. 49 (Rolls Series, Arnold,

No. 75). Haddon & Stubbs, III. 335.
8 Baeda, HE., V. 24.
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availed themselves of his tuition. 1 His history of his own times was an

" imperishable legacy " to posterity ; but not the only one worthy of

remembrance, if indeed we owe to him the introduction of the Era of the

Incarnation, for the purposes of historical chronology. He wrote on the

subject, and his Historia Ecrfesiasiica is said to have been the first work

based on that system. 2

Ceolwulf on his retirement was succeeded by a cousin, Eadberht,

brother to Archbishop Ecgberht, to whom doubtless he owed his election. 3

Twenty-one years Eadberht ruled, with distinct success.

Eadberht Toward Mercia friendly relations were maintained, save on
King. . .

one occasion, namely in 740, when his restless neighbour

^Ethelbald basely took advantage of his being away on an expedition

among the Picts to invade and harry Northumbria. 4 On the other hand

Eadberht was able to make considerable acquisitions at the expense of

the Strathclvde Britons, who appear to have been hard pressed by the

Dalriads and the Picts. 5 In 750 he conquered ' the plain of " Cyil " and

other districts'
—"evidently Kyle in Ayrshire." 6 This suc-

C
th

q
N
eSt

tb.

in cess was Pr0DaDly helped by the war between the Britons and

the Picts of which the Celtic Annals tell us under this same

year, a Pictish king or under-king, Talargan, falling in battle. 7 In 756
Eadberht completed the seeming overthrow of the Britons by capturing

their great stronghold, Ailcluyth or Dunbarton, this success being effected

with the help of the Pictish king " Unust," otherwise yEngus of

Fortrenn. 8 We are bound to add that ten days after the army was

nearly cut off on its homeward march. 9

Of wider interest was the establishment by Archbishop Ecgberht of a

school at York, with a library, understood to be the largest in Britain.

Like Theodore, Ecgberht himself took an active part in the
School Work of his school, which had the "lory of turning out so0+ York

distinguished a scholar as Alcuin. 10 It was probably the

reputation of this school that gained for Northumbria the honour of

1 Vita Abbatum, 328 q.v.

2 On this point sec Earle, Land Charters, xxxii. In the Saxon charters the era A.D.

is first found after the time of Breda. Nennins did not use it systematically, though he

refers to it and to the Passion as eras in one or two places. For Bseda's life generally

Bishop Stubbs' article in Smith's Christian Biographies.

B eda, Co/it., sup. ; Symeon.
1 B eda, Cont., sup. The Chronicle E records the fact under the year 737.
5 Tighernac records defeats of the Britons by the Dalriads in 71 1 and 717; and

Symeon under the year 744 has " Bellum inter Pictos et Britones."

' Bteda, Cont.
t
sup. ; Skene, I. 294.

7 Tighernac, Ann. Comb. Mr. Skene supposes Talargan to have been a brother

of /RngUS ruling under him. 8 1st Aug., 756, Sym.
" Between " Oyania " and " Niwanbirig, id est ad novazn civitatem," Symeon. Mr.

Skene JUg StS that " Ovtnia" may be Avendale.
111 -

, M. of £., 405-408.
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diplomatic overtures from the Frankish king Pepin, distinguished by

French writers as " Pepi?i le Bref" (Short)} Interesting evidence of the

joint character of the brothers' rule in Northumbria has been adduced

from the inscriptions on the " stycas " or copper pieces coined by them at

York, which show the legend of the king on one side and that of the

Primate on the other. 2 In the Pontifical of Ecgberht we seem to find

our Coronation Oath in its earliest form. 3

But Eadberht at the height of his prosperity giving way, against the

advice of his friends, to the infatuation of the times, threw up his royal

dignity and his sphere of usefulness to devote himself to the vain

repetitions of the cloister, there to live on, a shaveling monk, for ten

years more. 4

With the abdication of Eadberht the political influence of Northumbria

came to an end. The son Oswulf, in whose favour Eadberht had abdi-

cated, was discarded at the end of a year ; and revolution

Northumbria. followed revolution with bewildering rapidity, nine reigns

being crowded into the space of thirty-eight years ; of which

reigns the longest without a break covered nine years, and the shortest

twenty-seven days. 5

To return to Mercia and Wessex. The central kingdom after the re-

tirement of ^Ethelred had gone through a period of depression. His

successor was his nephew Coenred, son of Wulfhere (a.d. 704),

Mercia° as alrea-dy mentioned
;
but Coenred again in 709 threw up

his sceptre, and went to Rome to make way for his cousin

Ceolred, the son of ^Ethelred. This alternation seems to prove the reality

of the elective principle in Mercia ; and all the more so in this case as

we are told that under Coenred the functions of government had been

discharged by Ceolred. 6

The great event of Ceolred's reign was the invasion of Wessex, and

the battle of Wamborough, already noticed ; next year he died, at the

dinner table, in the hall of an Ealdorman, in a drunken orgy. 7 Mercia

_, . .. .. then hailed a real king in the person of ./Ethelbald, a prince

descended from a brother of King Penda,8 a man whose talents

1 Sym., Hist. Dunelm. Eccl., p. 48.
2 See these in the British Museum. At an earlier date however pieces with the joint

names of the king and archbishop had been struck at Canterbury.
3 For the Pontifical (a collection of episcopal services) and other works of Ecgberht

see his Life by Canon Raine, Smith's Christian Biog. ; Maskell, Mon. Rit., II. 77.
4 A.D. 758. Baeda, Cont. ; M.H.B., 289; Symeon, H. R. and H. Dune!., II. c. 3.

A - D - 757' Chron. D and E. These retirements were not always voluntary, but that of

Eadberht appears to have been such. His brother Ecgberht was still Archbishop.
5 For these kings see Table below.
6 Baada, V. 19 ; Chron. a.d. 704, 709. The student will note that Coenred of Mercia

reigned 704-709; Coenred of Northumbria 716-718.
7 Chron., A.D. 716. Boniface to sEthelbatd, H. & S., III. 355.
8 Chron., sup. ; Flor. , A pp., M.H.B., 638. Kemble assigns to the year 734 a charter of
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and ambition had already excited jealousy, and who had been forced to

find a hiding place at Crowland with the hermit Guthlac. 1

. Ethelbald reigned for the lengthy period of forty-one years, in itself a

speaking fact. When Breda closed his History in 731 /Ethelbald was

recognised as being supreme over all England south of the Humber, 2 Ine

being no more. As Eadberht worked Northwards against the Strathclyde

Rritons, so /Ethelbald worked Southwards against the men of Wessex and

the West Welsh, the boundary of the Humber being mutually respected,

except on the one occasion already noticed, when /Ethelbald invaded the

Northern Kingdom. In their time there were in fact but two centres of

political influence in England, York and Lichfield.

In 733 /Ethelbald began his conquests by winning Somerton
;
perhaps

Somerton in Oxfordshire, as Wessex still retained some lands North of the

Thames
;

3 but perhaps more likely Somerton in Somerset, as the capture is

spoken of as an important event ; and in the ensuing year we find /Ethelbald

disposing of lands at Maiden Bradley, within twenty-five miles of Somer-

ton.4 Again in 739, when Cuthred succeeded iEthelheard as king of the

Gewissas, 5 we hear of constant aggression on the part of /Ethelbald,

sometimes openly, sometimes by underhand intrigue. 6 It

^f Wessex^ was Pr0Dauty as a vassal that about 742 or 743 Cuthred

marched with /Ethelbald to attack the Welsh.7 Cuthred

however also proved successful as a king. About the year 749 he put down
a dangerous rising under one /Ethilhun distinguished as 'the proud ealdor-

man
'

; and put it down so judiciously as to win back /Ethilhun to his

service. 8 A change of attitude towards /Ethelbald immediately foliowc

and in the twelth year of his reign (751 ?) Cuthred finally shook oft* the

yoke of Mercia by defeating /Ethelbald at " Beorgfeorda," Harford in

/Ethelbald dated " mense Septembrio die indie. II. anno regni nostri XVII." Cod. Dip.,

No. 78. If this is correct ^Ethelbald began to reign in 717.
1 Green, sup., 394; Flor., a.d. 716.
2 Bceda, V. 23. In a charter of the year 736 yEthelbald styles himself " Rex

Britannia.'," and " Rex non solum Marcensium sed et omnium provinciarum quae generate

nomine Sut Angli dicuntur,'' Cod. Dip I., No. 80. The customs of the Port of London

were his. Cod. Dip/., No. 78.
:t Chron. A and C ; Freeman, O.E.H., p. 75.
4 Cod. Dip/., No. 79; Earle, Laud Charters, p. 26.

5 Baxla, Cont. ; Symeon. Ine was succeeded by his kinsman .T.thelheard (brother

to . I'.tlu 'lburh, Freeman, 0. E. H., 74), who reigned fourteen years; the A. S.

< Chronicles make his reign end in 740 or 741, but the date of the Northern authoriti

the only one that falls in with the statement of the Chronicles, that -Ethelheard reigned

14 years and Cuthberht 16 years ; and this again makes for 626 as the date of the abdica-

tion of Ine as against the 62S of Chronicle A.
6 Chron. C, 1), E, A.D. 740 ; II. Hunt, and Chron. A, A.D. 741.
7 Chron., II. Hunt., a.d. 743.

8 Chron., II. Hunt., a.d. 750.
9 " Anno DCCL. Cuthred rex . . . surrexit contra Edilbaldum regent etOengusum(?) u

Baeda, Cont. The name Oengusum is mysterious. I rectify the dates in the Chronicles

and Huntingdon by taking 739 as the year of Cuthred's accession.
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Oxfordshire. ^Ethilhun himself as Standard-bearer supported the Golden

Dragon of Wessex. The victory was a very glorious one for Cuthred, as

we are told that ^Ethelbald had the support of East Anglia, Essex, and

Kent. 1 But coalition armies were seldom successful in those days.

Cuthred then resumed his attacks on the Welsh; but in 755 he passed

away, having reigned sixteen years. A kinsman Sigeberht succeeded

him 2 for a year or so, to be then deposed by the Witan in favour of

Cynewulf (757).
3 That same year ^Ethelbald came to an untimely end,

being assassinated at night by his own bodyguard {a suis tutoribus) at

" Seccandune," probably Seckington in Warwickshire, four miles North-

East of Tamworth.4

^Ethelbald had something of an ecclesiastical policy. In 737 at the

death of Aldwine alias Wor, Bishop of Lichfield, he broke up the see,

appointing Hwitta to be Bishop of Lichfield for the Mercians

a Bishopric, proper ', and Torthelm or Totta to be Bishop of Leicester for

the Middle Angles. 5 In 716 and 742 he held councils at

., " Clovesho " and confirmed the ' Privilege ' of Wihtraed, King
Councils.

m t

°
. .

of Kent, apparently introducing it into Mercia. The ' Privilege'

in question exempted churches and their lands from all secular control

{dominium), and all liability to secular services. It also guaranteed to

monasteries free canonical election of abbots and abbesses, subject to the

consent of the bishop of the diocese. The question of the appointment

of bishops was passed over in silence, that being a prerogative that no

king could forego. 6 It may be noticed that ^thelbald's charter makes

an express reservation of the well-known trinoda nccessitas? a reservation

not contained in the original ' Privilege.'

A third important council, also held at " Clovesho," under the presi-

dency of ^Ethelbald, is recorded in September, 747, when all the prelates

1 Chron. , H. Hunt., a.d., 752. 2 Symeon.
3 The accession of Cynewulf is apparently given by the Continuation of Boeda under

the year 757, the event however being misrecorded as his death (obiit), M.H.B., 289. The
A.S. Chronicles with one accord place the death of Cuthred in 754, and the accession

of Cynewulf in 755. They make his reign last 31 years and end it in 784. So too

Florence and H. Huntingdon. Symeon however places his death in 786, which seems

more correct, as he certainly lived till that year. (See below.)
4

757. Bceda, Cont., sup. ; Symeon. For the proof of the date as against the 755 of

the A.S. Chronicles, see Stubbs' Hoveden, I. xci. 5 Sym., Reg. Sacr.
6 See H. & S., III. 238, 300, 340. The charters on the whole seem genuine : no

reference to bishops occurs in the best copy of the original, but it is interpolated into

later copies. For the immunities of the Church, cf. Breda's letter to Archbishop

Ecgberht of York, H. & S., III. 321, and the letter of St. Boniface, Id., 354; and for

Wihtroed's attitude towards the church see his Laws enacted in 696, Schmid, p. 14 ;

H. and S., III. 233.
7 " Exceptis expeditione pontis et arcis constructions," Id., p. 341. The duties of

military service {fyrd or fyrd-fareld), repairing roads and bridges (brycg-bot or brycg-

geweorc), and repairing fortifications {burh-bot) were burdens appertaining to all lands

in whatever hands.

R.H. P
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South of the Humber attended. Thirty Canons for the regulation of the

church were passed. 1 A friendly letter however from St. Boniface of

Mentz to /Ethelbald informs us that while the king maintained strict order

in his dominions, there was much to amend in his private life, and that

the nunneries were liable to be made the scenes of great irregularities. 2

The death of -Ethelbald was followed by a short period of civil strife

;

1 a tyrant,' Beornred, seizing the throne till he was suppressed by the
1 bloody sword ' of Offa, cousin to the late king. So Beornred died and

Offa reigned. 3

APPENDIX TO CHAPTER XII

Saints and Churchmen of the Seventh Century

Hild (St. Hilda) was the grandniece of King Eadwine, being daughter of his nephew
Hereric, the son of a brother whose name has not come down to us. She was born in

the year 614, shared the vicissitudes of Eadwine's early life, and like him received

baptism at the hand of Paulinus, perhaps on the same Easter Day (627). At the age of

33 she resolved to embrace a monastic life, and went to East Anglia intending to follow

her sister Hereswith, widow of an East Anglian prince, to the monastery of Chelles in

France. Bishop Aidan, however, induced her to return to Northumbria, and established

her in a small Religious House of one hide on the North bank of the Wear. After a year

she was transferred to a nunnery at " Ileruteu," 4 Hartlepool, of which she became
Abbess. After the victory of Winwced Field (654) Hild received from Oswiu an endow-
ment of 120 hides for Hartlepool, with the care of his infant daughter /Filled, whom he
had dedicated to Christ ; but for reasons not stated Hild after two years' time left Hartle-

pool to found a new monastery at Streaneshalch {Lighthouse Bay), now Whitby, where she
received ten hides of land as an endowment. 5

There the celebrated conference of 664 was held. Her own feelings were with the

Scots, but she bowed to the decision of Oswiu, and adopted the Roman Easter. The
sympathy of her character gained for her from all who held intercourse with her the

appellation of 'Mother.' She must have been a woman of superior judgment as she
was largely consulted even in matters of state. Her monastery became a perfect training

school for bishops, as no less than five monks who had been under her attained to the

Episcopate. She died on the 17th November, 680. 6

Botulf must have been one of the most venerated of Anglo-Saxon saints, as fifty

churches are said to have been dedicated to him. But the only definite fact that can be
given of his life is that recorded by the A.S. Chronicle, namely that in the year 054 he

began to ' timber ' his minster at Icanhoe. This place must be identified with Boston,

properly Botulfston, which takes its name from the sainted Abbot. It also appears that

Ceolfrith, afterwards Abbot of Jarrow, was his pupil. See the anon. Life of Ceo/frith,

printed by Mr. Stevenson, Ba?da, II. 319. For facts alleged in a Life by Folcard,

Abbot of Thorney after the Conquest, see Acta SS. and Smith's Christian Biographies.

Equally obscure is the history of St. Mildred, Midrith or Milthryth. It appears how-
ever that she was daughter of Merewald, a younger son of Penda, who ruled the West
Angles, or Mercians proper, as under-king. Her mother was a Kentish princess,

Eormenburh, daughter of Eormenred, grandson of .Ethelbirht. Eormenburh eventually

went back to her own country, and founded a nunnery there, at Minster in Thanet, in

1 See II. and S., III. 360-376.
- A/., 350, a.d 744-747. For monasteries in name, established merely to obtain ex-

emption from secular law, see Bseda's Letter, sup., p. 320, 321.
:t

Bseda, Cont. ; Sym. ; Chron. A. Offa signs a charter as if recognised heir to Mercia

in anticipation :
" Nondum regno Merciorum accepto." Cod. Dip/. No. 102.

4 "Insula cervi," Ikeda, III. 24 ; IV. 23.
5 Bseda, III. 24.

8 Bseda, sup. Hild also founded llacanosor Ilackness near Whitby. Flor., A.D. 6S0.

In the times of the Danish inroads her relics were translated to Malmesbury. W. Malm.,

G.A\, I. p. 77-
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honour of the Virgin Mary. Mildred succeeded her, and gained such a name that the
nunnery was called after her ever afterwards. See Florence a.d. 675, and Symeon,
H. A\, 3, 12.

Cuthberht was born of humble parents about the year 625, a native of East Lothian.
As a youth he kept sheep in the valley of the Leader above Melrose. About the
time of the death of Aidan (651) he had a vision, and went down to Old Melrose,
then a mere mission station from Lindisfarne. At Melrose

w
Cuthberht made so good

an impression that Lata the Abbot of Lindisfarne took him with him when he went to
Ripon to" found a monastery on land given by Ealchfrith the son of Oswiu. From
this monastery they were turned out in 661 by Wilfrith. Cuthberht went back to

Melrose, where he became Provost. In 664 he was promoted to be Provost of Lindis-
farne. There he had to reconcile his brethren to the new Roman rule of Easter. After
twelve years at Lindisfarne he retired first to a cave on the mainland near Hovvburn, and
then to one of the small Fame islands, near Lindisfarne, for the sake of privacy and
freedom to devote himself to a sterner asceticism. From this seclusion he was dragged
in 684 to be made a Bishop. As he refused to go to Hexham, the vacant See to which
he had been appointed, his friend Eata, then Bishop of Lindisfarne, threw up that See
in order that Cuthberht might have it, and himself went to Hexham. Cuthbert died on the
20th March, 687. He was buried at Lindisfarne, of which he became the patron saint.

In the time of the Danish inroads the body was removed from Lindisfarne (a.d. 875)
and after many wanderings and several translations was finally settled at Durham in 999.

l

It is clear that Cuthberht's great reputation was due not merely to his ascetic practices,

but to the sweetness of his character, and his success as an itinerant missionary and
preacher.

/Ebbe (St. Ebb) was daughter of /Ethelfrith of Northumbria by his second wife Acha.
It is said that she was established by her brother Oswiu first at the old Roman station
of Vindomora, renamed after her Ebchester ; then at Coldingham (Coludi 2 urbs)>

iounded by her. She interceded for Wilfrith when in prison at Dunbar, and procured
his release 3 She died 25th August, 683. Her name is preserved by St. Abb's Head
near Coldingham. 4

/Ethelthryth (St. Etheldreda) was daughter of Anna, king of East Anglia, killed by
Penda in 654. Before her father's death she had taken as her first husband Tondberht,
Ealdorman of the South Girwas, who gave her as her ' morning gift ' the Isle of
" Elge," or Ely. Tondberht having died about 655, /Ethelthryth was induced some
five years afterwards to take Ecgfrith of Northumbria as her second husband. With
him she lived about twelve years, but, according to Bseda and Wilfrith, as reported by
/Edde, only as a sister with a brother. In 671 or 672 she left Ecgfrith to take the veil

at Coldingham under /Ebbe (St. Ebb), her husband's aunt. Baeda states that Ecgfrith
made large offers to Wilfrith to turn /Ethelthryth from her purpose, but that he refused,
and, in fact, he consecrated her as a nun. It does not appear however that the quarrel
between Ecgfrith and Wilfrith can have originated in this matter, as the quarrel did not
break out till 678, six years after the retirement of ^Ethelthryth, and some time after

Ecgfrith's marriage with his second wife, Irmenburh. /Edde taxes her with the quarrel,
and asserts that /Ethelthryth kept her husband on good terms with the Bishop. After a
year at Coldingham /Ethelthryth went to Ely, where she built the monastery of which
she was made abbess. She died 23rd June, 679, her sister Sexburh succeeding her. 5

Earconwald, or Erkenwald, deserves a word on account of his intimate connexion with
St. Paul's, London, of which he became the local patron saint. He may have been born
a.d. 635-645. He founded the monasteries of Berking and Chertsey. Berking he com-
mitted to his sister .Ethelburh. Chertsey he ruled himself. 6 He became Bishop of
London in 675, and died 30th April, 693 (?).

7 Down to the Reformation his shrine was
the Palladium of St. Paul's. An engraving of the shrine (that of 1148) is given by Dug-
dale.

1 See his Life by Canon Raine in Smith's Christian Biographies from Baeda, and below,
A.D. 999.

2 Baeda. 3 ALdde, c. 37.
4 See her Life by Canon Raine, sup.

5 Compare her Life by Canon Raine in Smith's Christian Biographies.
6 Breda, H.E., IV. 6. The oldest charter of Chertsey Abbey appears to be that of

Offa, Codex Dipl. No. 157. The charters purporting to be granted under the pro-

tection of Frithewald, under-king of Surrey for Wulfhere, are marked as spurious ; Id.

Nos. 986, 987, 988. 7 Regm Sacr^
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Caedmon of Streaneshalch or Whitby may be called the Father of the English
Christian Lyre. An illiterate man, a lay brother, employed at a grange or farm belong-

ing to the monastery in the time of Abbess Hild, Ccedmon being then of ripe years, was
inspired with an idea, a genuine inspiration, namely, that of paraphrasing passages from
Scripture History in the vernacular for popular use, a lay folk's Bible done in rhyme.
The story ran that the inspiration came to him by night, in a dream, and that when
morning came he found himself in possession of a new and unsuspected gift of poetry.

His compositions were reported to the abbess, who made him take orders, and had him
more fully instructed in Scripture and Theology. He died apparently between 6So
and 684. l

Biscop Baducing {i.e., Biscop son of Baduca), generally known as Benedict Biscop,

was born about the year 628 of good family, if not of royal blood. He appears first as

a minister, or thegn, at the court of Oswiu. At the age of twenty-five he determined
to renounce the world, and made his first pilgrimage to Rome, Wilfrith going with him
as far as Lyons, as already mentioned (653-654). He visited Rome a second time,

665-668. During this absence from England he took monastic Orders at Lerins in the
South of France, " then the seat of monastic discipline in its purest form." He returned
to England with Theodore in 669, remaining in Kent for two years. He then went for

the third time to Rome, apparently to buy books. Returning to England in 672, he
went back to Northumbria, and received from Ecgfrith seventy hides of land on the Wear,
where he founded St. Peter's Monastery, Wearmouth (674). For this work masons were
brought from Gaul, with glass-workers to provide glazing for the windows. To com-
plete the furnishing of his church he made his fourth journey to Rome (not earlier than
67S). He returned in 679, bringing a large collection of books, relics, pictures, etc. ;

also John the archchanter, from St. Martin's, Rome, to instruct his monks in church
music. Ecgfrith was so pleased with the monastery at Wearmouth that he gave Biscop
forty hides of land to found a second house at Jarrovv-on-the-Tyne, to be dedicated to

St. Paul (680-682). Ceolfrith was made the first Abbot of this monastery. To pro-
cure books and pictures for Jarrow Biscop made his fifth journey to Rome. He became
paralysed in his last years, and died 12th January, 690, a man whose merits have hardly
been fully recognised by posterity. To his enlightened zeal the world owes Bxda, the
school of York, and the great Alcuin.-

Ealdhelm (St. Aldhelm), a scion of the Royal House of Wessex, was born about the
year 650. He was educated by the Scot Maildulf, the founder of Malmesbury. For
further teaching he went to Theodore's school at Canterbury, returning to Malmesbury,
where he became Abbot in succession to Maildulf (670-676). He did much to spread
Christianity in Western England : he founded monasteries at Frome and Bradford, and
advised Ine in his restoration of Glastonbury. When the great Diocese of Wessex was
divided in 705 Ealdhelm became Bishop of the western half, with his See at Sherborne.
In the history of English literature and English education he occupies a very important
place. " He was the first Englishman who cultivated classical learning with any success,
and the first of whom any literary remains are preserved." He " filled Wessex " with
monastic schools. "Pie was a fluent writer of very involved Latin"; his knowledge
)f Greek was but moderate. Hymns of his in the native language were popular in the
time of J-dfred, but none of them have come down to us. His work De Laudibas Vir-
ginitatis is specially mentioned by Ba-da. He died on the 25th May, 709.

3

Guthlac, presbyter and hermit, was born of a good Mercian family in 673 or 674.
His youthful tastes were martial, and the first years of his manhood were spent in pre-
datory warfare against the Welsh, though he himself, we are told, was the bearer of

1 See Bseda, IV. 24. Poems conjecturally attributed to Civdmon have been printed

by Thorpe from a unique MS. in the Bodleian Library. The dialect is West Saxon,
and of a later date than that of Cxdmon ; but the close correspondence of the tirsr

twenty-three lines with the paraphrase given by Baxla of the beginning of Csedmon's
chief song, the story of Genesis, warrants the belief that we have here, with modifications

and interpolations, a substantial relic of the Whitby poet.
- See Bishop Stubbs' Life of Biscop in Smith's Christian Biographies from Bivda's Vita

Abbatum.

See hi. Life, which fills the fifth book of Malmesbury's Gesta Pontt. ; also his Gesta

Rigum
t

.vs. 29-31 • and Bishop Stubbs' article in Smith's Christian Biographies,
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a Welsh name. 1 We may note that tribal warfare was evidently still part of the daily

life of the upper classes. But Guthlac at the early age of twenty-four threw up these
pursuits, and retired to the monastery of Ripon. Two years later, in 699, he migrated
to Crowland, or Croyland, an uninhabited isle in the Fens of our South Lincolnshire,
where he founded a cell. He seems to have spent the rest of his life there, and died
in 714. 2

1 So Felix, his biographer.
2 Florence W. ; Chron. A. See the article by the Rev. C. Hole in Smith's Christian

Biographies. Guthlac's Life by Felix is interesting, as being a native composition of the

8th century. Acta SS., nth April, II. 37.



CHAPTER XIII

A.D. 757-S29

Offa King of Mercia—First landing of Northmen—Ceonwulf King of Mercia— Ecgberht

King of Wessex—Annexation of Devon—Incorporation of Kent—Supremacy of

Wessex over South Britain

UNDER Offa the kingdom of Mercia reached its zenith. He himself

was quite the greatest English potentate of the century. Among
European princes his figure seems to loom in the hazy distance as the

most imposing after that of the mighty Karl, " Charlemagne." In fact

when we consider the position to which Offa attained we may wonder that

the final hegemony among English states did not rest with Mercia. Prob-

ably its inland situation and its composite character as an agglomeration

of tribes severed from each other by rivers and forests may be taken as

leading causes of its ultimate failure.

The policy of Offa, like that of his predecessor, will be found directed

towards the South, Northumbria being left to its own troubles. Of the

first fourteen years of his reign we hear little ; but in 771 we are told that

he subdued the " Hastingas." 1 This was followed by grants of
A
&assex°

n
Sussex land, to which Cynewulf of Wessex, and Ecgberht of

Kent were attesting parties, a clear proof of their submission. -

Ecgberht however must shortly have grown restive, as in 774 we hear of

the men of Kent being defeated by Offa at " Ottanforda," Otford :

;i and

_ this success aGrain is followed by grants of Kentish land to
Kent, & J &

Archbishop Jaenberht. 4 Three years later Offa deprived

Cynewulf of his last foothold North of the Thames, driving him from

Bensington opposite Wallingford. 5 But Offa's chief wars were those

against the Welsh. As early as 760 we hear of fighting be-

tween Britons and 'Saxons' near Hereford ; and of the death

of Dunnagual, son of Teudubr. ,; But Offa did not go to work in earnest

till 7 7 8, when he invaded and harried South Wales. 7 Six years later he

1 Symeon ; R. Hoveden.
- 15th August, 772 ; Birch, Cart. Sax., I. p. 294. II and S., III. 402.
3 Chron. C, D, Ej I'lor. ; II. Hunt. ;j A.D. 773, Chron. A.
4 Cod. Dip, Nos. 121, 122. II. and S., sup. For further dealings with lands in

Kent byOffa see Cdd. Hip. No. 1019. Earle, Land Charters, 66, 67. For the suc-

1 of Ar< hbishops from Berchtwald to Jaenberht see append. B to this chapter.

5 A.D. 777, Chron. ; II. Hunt.; A.D. 77S, Flor. ,;
-•/////. Camb.

7 "Vastatio Brittonum dextralium." The Celts reckoned the points of the coir.;

81 1
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crossed the upper Severn, which till then had been the boundary ; drove

And Wales.
tlie Prmce °f Powys from his capital, previously known as

Pengwyrn, but afterwards as Scrobbesbyrig or Shrewsbury ; and
advanced the frontier of Mercia to the Wye, the conquest being secured

partly by the establishment of English colonies, partly by the construction

of a great defensive rampart, ever since known as Offa's Dyke, or in Welsh

Offa's Dyke.
Clawdh OrTa. This earthwork ran from the estuary of the

Severn to that of the Dee, along a line that has practically

remained the boundary between England and Wales ever since. 1

Of Offa's internal policy the most interesting fact was his attempt to

detach the Mercian Bishops from Canterbury, and to establish a third

Archbishopric at Lichfield. This may be taken as a proof that with him,

as with Penda, consolidation rather than extension of territory was the

aim ; and that he accepted a triple subdivision of England as the " per-

manent basis " of her political system. It cannot be doubted that his

scheme if it had maintained itself would have added a fresh obstacle to the

ultimate unification of the kingdom. 2 The proposal naturally met with

opposition both at Canterbury and Rome. OrTa was so incensed with the

resistance of the Pope, Adrian I., that he actually sounded Karl the Great

as to the possibility of deposing Adrian, and appointing a Frankish Pope.

Karl, a man of wider views than OrTa, conveyed a hint of this intrigue to

Adrian, advising him to indulge OrTa in his wish. Adrian at once did as

he was told, 3 and sent George, Bishop of Ostia, and Theophylactus, Bishop

of Todi, on a Legatine mission to England, the first since that

^ion.
1S

" °f St. Augustine. They landed in 786 4 and shortly had a

meeting with OrTa and Cynewulf of Wessex. 5 To save time the

two Legates then parted company ; Theophylactus making a tour through

Mercia and Wales, while George pushed on into Northumbria. Consider-

able time elapsed before a Northern Synod could be convened ; but

with their"faces to the East. The South therefore was the right-hand side, the North the

left-hand side. The south and north sides of Loch Tay are still known as "deschyra "

(right) and " tuya " (left).

1 Ann. Camb. Bnit-y-Tywysogion (Rolls Series). Asser, De Rebus Gesiis ALlfredi,

M.H.B., 471. Green, M. of E, 420. Freeman's O.E.H., 82. Asser was invited to

the court of Alfred about 885, and died about 908. The Brut-y-T. or Chronicle of the

Princes of Wales is supposed to have been compiled by Caradog of Llancarvan before

1 150. Offa's Dyke ran from Caedwyn in the parish of Mold (Pennant, II. 273), past

Rhuabon, to Wynnstay, Chirk and Selathyn, then past Oswestry (w. side) to Mont-

gomery, and so on by Knighton and Kington, finally joining the Wye near Bridge

Solers, some 6 miles w. of Hereford ; from thence it followed the left bank of the Wye
down to Chepstow.

2 See Green, sup., 423, who points to the influence of the Archbishopric of York in

keeping the North apart from the South in much later days.
3 See his letter to Karl, H. & S., I. 440. 4 Symeon.
5 He was assassinated later in the year; Sym. (a.d. 784, Chron.) For details of

the deed see append. A to this chapter.
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eventually one was held on the 2nd Sept., 787, at " Pincanhala," Finchale,

near Durham, 1 King Elfwald and Archbishop Eanbald of York being

present. The Legate produced a set of cut and dry Canons or

Finthale
f

' decrees ' for tne ordering of Church and State, which were

accepted by all without demur. 2 A Mercian Synod followed

either in the same year or the next, being held at " Cealchythe," Chelsea.

Again the Legates tell us of the acceptance of their Canons ;
but of the

stormy discussions to which the prickly question of the new Archbishopric

gave rise they say nothing. That the debates were of an

animated character appears from the fact that the Synod lived

in English traditions as the ' contentious Synod ' of Chelsea. 3 Archbishop

Jaenberht however must have given way, as the Legates received from

Offa a grant of 365 mancus a year for the lighting of St. Peter's ;
4 while in

due course a Pall came from Rome for Offa's protege' Bishop Higberht,

who thenceforward for some thirteen years ruled the See of Lichfield as

its first and last Archbishop. 5

Frankish envoys had accompanied the Legates in their journey to England.

Karl took a keen if not altogether an unselfish interest in the affairs of

Relations
Britain. He was doubtless anxious that the island should not

with Charie- become a harbour for political exiles ; he might be afraid of
magne.

SUpp0r t to his great enemies, the continental Saxons, cousins

of the English
;
possibly he hoped to include Britain in his empire. At

any rate he lost no opportunity of bringing Englishmen of influence into

personal relations with himself. With Northumbria friendly intercourse

had been established by his father Pepin. After Pepin's death we find the

Northumbrian King Alchred and his Queen Osgeofu writing to the Arch-

bishop of Mentz, Lullus, successor to Boniface, to bespeak his good offices

on behalf of an embassy going to the court of ' the most glorious King

Carl.' 6 A close correspondence with Northumbria was kept up by Karl

all his days, mainly through his literary secretary, the celebrated Alcuin or

1 Sym.
2 See the Legates' report to Adrian, with a copy of the decrees, II. & S., III.

447-459. Bishops are required to visit their sees once, to hold synods twice, in each year.

Regulations are given for the due election and hallowing of kings ; tithes are to be paid ;

usury is forbidden, so are all pagan rites, including tattooing and the eating of horseflesh.

3 " Geflitfullic senoth." All the versions of the A.S. Chronicle, with Florence and

Henry of Hunt., give the year as 785, but it is clear that the Chelsea Synod took place

after that at Finchale in September, 787.

* See the letter of Leo III. to " Kenulfus," Ceolwulf of Mercia, Offa's successor,

reminding him of the benefaction. II. cS: S., III. 445. The mancus or quarter mark was

worth thirty pennies, eight going to the pound of silver. Schmid, Gesctzt', 593.

Higberht had been Bishop of Lichfield since 779. In 7SS he signs one charter as

Bishop, another as Archbishop, so that clearly he received the pall in the course of that

year. II. & S., 446. In 801 he resigned and retired to an Abbey.
6 a.d. 77I-774- H. & S., III. 434, from £/>/>. S. Bonifac, ed. Jafie.
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Alchwine, the pride of the school of York. Further North still we are

told he had the Scottish (qy. Pictish ?) kings regularly in his pay. 1

In Wessex after 786 when Cynewulf fell, assassinated by Cyneheard

—

brother of the deposed Sigeberht—and Beorhtric succeeded, some trouble

seems to have been given by young Ecgberht, whose father Ealmund had

been, and perhaps still was, reigning in Kent. 2 Beorhtric expelled Ecg-

berht, probably through the help of OfTa, whose daughter Eadburh he

subsequently married. 3 But Ecgberht at once found a refuge at the

Frankish Court.

In 790 we hear of a breach between Karl and Offa, commercial inter-

course cut off, and war expected. 4 If we can trust a tradition preserved in

the Abbey of Fontanelle, Karl's ire had been excited by the presumption

of Offa, who met an application for the hand of one of his daughters for

the younger Karl, by a counter-demand for the hand of Karl's daughter

Bertha for his own son Ecgferth. 5 Peace however was not broken ;
G and

two years later we find Karl corresponding with the English

Bish.ops!

S
BisnoPs on the subject of the decrees of the second Council of

Nicaea (a.d. 787) ; and obtaining from them, through Alcuin, a

declaration in support of his own views against Image Worship. 7 Two
years later again (794) we are told that 'British' (sic) Bishops attended

a council of the Frankish clergy convened at Frankfort by Karl to con-

demn Image Worship and the 'Adoptionist' heresy of the Spanish Bishops

Elipandus and Felix. 8

In this same year, probably, Offa committed the act which has left on

his memory " its one great stain "
; namely the execution of ^Ethelberht,

iEtheibe nt
km§ °f East Anglia, presumably for insubordination. 9 Later

of East legend sought to blacken the deed by introducing charges of
ng a

' treachery and breach of hospitality, with a set-off throwing

the whole responsibility on Queen Cynethrith. 10 The fact of the execution

1 Eginhart, Vita Caroli, c. 16. Conf. the letter of Alcuin to Offa, II. & S., III. 498,

and that of Karl to Offa, requesting him to forward a delinquent Scottish priest to his

own country, there to be duly tried, Id., 486.
2 Birch, Cart. Sax., I. p. 337. A.D. 784. Ealmund the king disappears from this

time, but we have an " Ealmund abbas " attesting charters.

3 Probably in 789, though the event is recorded by the Chronicles under 787. Eadburh

signs as "Virgo" in 787, but the charter is doubtful. H. & S., III. 463.
4 See the contemporary letter of Alcuin to the Scot Colcu. Epp. No. 3 (Migne,

vol. 100, col. 103).
5 So the Life of Abbot Gerwold, collector of customs at " Quintawich," (Etaples) in

the time of Offa ; Pertz, Mon. Germ. Hist., II. 291. Karl was peculiar in his treatment

of his daughters, none of whom he ever allowed to marry. Eginhart, Vita Caroli, c. 19.
6 The grant made by Offa in this year (790) to the Abbey of St. Denis may have been

an eirenikon. Birch, Cart. Sax., I. 360 (12th April). 7 H. & S., III. 468.
8 H. & S., III. 481. 9 Chron., a.d. 792 ; Fior., a.d. 793.
10 So the Vita Offa II., attributed on slender grounds to Matthew Paris, and printed

by Wats with the Historia Major. The composition however is of no historical value.
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however is not open to doubt ; and here again we find fugitives from the

wrath of Offa, probably followers of /Ethelberht, receiving shelter at the

Frankish Court. 1

Still more questionable, as touching his relations with Offa, appears to

have been Karl's conduct in the matter of that mysterious personage in

Kentish history, Eadberht surnamed " Prsen." This man first

Prsen appears as an ' apostate ' priest, flying for his life from Britain.

Karl, writing in answer to remonstrances from Offa, assures

him that he had listened to no tales against him ; but that as opinion

seemed divided as to the merits of Eadberht's case he had sent him to

Rome, to be judged by the Pope. 2 As a matter of fact Pope Leo III.

had emphatically condemned Eadberht for resistance to his Archbishop. 3

But immediately afterwards Eadberht returns to Kent, to enjoy for a short

period the dignity of king. 1 A probable explanation suggests

'that Eadberht was a troublesome ^Etheling, leader of a national

Kentish party in opposition to the Mercian supremacy ; and that he had

been tonsured to incapacitate him for rule. His ' apostacy ' therefore would

consist in resistance to his spiritual superior, Archbishop /Ethelheard, who
was devoted to Offa. 5 It is certain that about this time ^-Ethelheard was

in great trouble, and inclined to throw up his office. G Eadberht's pro-

ceedings may also be connected with the fact that Offa had apparently

suppressed the Kentish monarchy, as, with numerous Kentish charters, we
have no signature of a Kentish king from the year 784 till 801 ; only

signatures of "principes" Ealmund the last recorded King having appar-

ently retired to an abbey.7

Offa however died about this time

;

8 and Eadberht was left in peace for

a couple of years. The suppression of the kings of Kent and of the

under-kings of the Hwiccas, 9 proves that Offa had a policy
Death of Offa. c .. . ., . , . , . .,

of centralisation, though he may not have risen to the con-

ception of one united England.

1 See the letter of Karl to Archbishop /Ethelheard on their behalf, excusing them as

having acted under the orders of their lord, one Urnhringstan, since dead. II. & S., III.

487. Archbishop Jaenberht died in 791 ; /Ethelheard was elected his successor, but

was not consecrated till 793. H. & S., III. 403, 467.

- II. & S., III. 497. a.d. 796.
3 See his letter to Coemvulf, Id., 524.

4 Chron., Flor., II. Hunt, (given as A.n. 494).
5 See Stubbs' Life of Eadberht in Smith's Christian Biogr. II. & S., III. 496.

Henry of Huntingdon asserts that Eadberht was a relation of Ecgberht and rightful

king of Kent. A.D. 823.
'' See the letter of Alcuin dissuading him from his purpose. II. & S., 495. A.D. 796,

also those Id., 509, 518.
7 lurch, Cart. Sax., I. p. 355. A.D. 7S9.
8 a.d. 796, 2OH1 July (VII. Kal. Aug.), Symeon ; 29th July (IV. Kal. Aug.), Chron.

E ; Flor.

The la^t signature of a Ihviccan undcr-king (subregulus) is found Cod. Dip, No.

I46, A.D. 778-7S1.
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Offa was the traditional founder of St. Alban's Abbey, but the charters

adduced as evidence, dated in 792 and 793, are not considered genuine. 1

The Saxon
^^*a was a ^so rePuted the founder of the Saxon School

School at at Rome, near St. Peter's. The institution was a hospital

for the entertainment of English pilgrims, with a church and
a burying ground attached to it.

2 It must have been as old as the time of

Offa, as it suffered from fire only a few years later. 3 Offa left a Code of

Laws, " now unfortunately lost." His fondness for reading is attested by
Alcuin

; his artistic taste is proved by the beauty of his coins, which stand

quite alone ; the number and variety of the types is also remarkable. 4

By Cynethyrth Offa had one son, Ecgferth, who succeeded him ; and
four daughters, namely /Ethelburh an abbess ; /Ethelfled married to

^Ethelred of Northumbria (29th September, 792) ; Eadburh
'married to Beorhtric of Wessex, probably in 789

;

5 and
^Ethelswith of whom nothing seems to be recorded.

Three months before the death of Offa, his son-in-law, yEthelred of

Northumbria, had fallen a victim to domestic faction. 6 His dismal reign

had been marked by the first clearly recorded landing of the Northmen in

Britain. In 793 they plundered the church at Lindisfarne. Next year

they returned and plundered Jarrow, also a monastery at the mouth of the

Don (the old Don ?).
7 These ravages made a deep impression, inspiring

well-founded alarm for the future. 8

After Offa came his son Ecgferth. To ensure his succession he had
been ' hallowed to king ' in the lifetime of his father, in the ' contentious

'

Synod of Chelsea, the first instance of the performance of this rite in

England. But his reign lasted only 141 days. He died before the close

of the year ; and then the crown of Mercia passed to a distant cousin,

Ceonwulf
Ceonwulf, representative of another branch of the house of

King of Pybba. 9 After giving a year to the consolidation of his
IVTPT*f*l F)

authority at home, Ceonwulf marched against the unfortunate

1 Codex Dip. Nos. 161, 162. See H. & S., III. 469, 478. W. Malm., G.R., I.

p. 118.

2 W. Malm., G.R., II. p. 153, ed. Hardy. See Lappenberg (Thorpe), I. p. 204.
3 Chron. A, a.d. 816.
4 See Ruding, Annals of Mint ; Hawkins, Silver Coins, etc.

5 Cod. Dip. No. 151. Sym. D., a.d. 792. Chron., a.d. 787.
6

1 8th April, 796, Sym. For Karl's indignation at the Northumbrians see a letter of

Alcuin to Offa, H. & S., III. 498. /Ethelred was killed for having put away his wife

and taken another. So R. Wendover, a.d. 796.
7 Symeon, Hist. Dunelm., II. c. 5; Ann. Ulster.

8 See the letters of Alcuin, H. & S., III. 472, 476, etc. According to the Ann.

Camb. the Danes landed in Ireland in 795. Another letter of Alcuin of the year 797
speaks of the ravages as continuing, H. & S., 510.

9 I4th-i7th Dec, 796; Sym. ; Flor., Id., Gencal., M. H. B., 630. Apparently Offa

and Ceonwulf ^were descended from two brothers of Penda, all three being sons of

Pybba.
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Eadberht Preen, put out his eyes, and carried him off to Mercia, his ecclesi-

astical character protecting him from capital punishment.

Kent was then practically incorporated with Mercia, Ceonwulf, we are

told, placing the crown of Kent on his head with his own hands. 1 But to

indulge the feeling for local sovereignty he appointed his brother

tionof
P
Kent. Cuthred king of Kent. 2 The strength of local feeling among

the English of the time may be gathered from the fact that

down to the time of Offa the Hwiccas of Worcestershire, though an integral

part of Mercia from an early period, had been indulged with a regular

succession of under-kings. 3

In the matter of the Archbishopric of Lichfield Ceonwulf deliberately

undid the work of Offa ; and that apparently from purely conscientious

scruples. 4 In 801 Archbishop /Ethelheard went to Rome with his ap-

proval, and obtained from Leo III. a confirmation, or rather a re-grant of

all the 'old' metropolitan rights of the See of Canterbury; the privilege

being so worded as to imply a distinct supremacy over all English

churches, thus of course including York. 5 The Papal decree was formally

accepted by a council held at Clovesho with Ceonwulfs consent, and there

the Lichfield controversy ended. 6

In 802 another of Offa's circle passed away, namely Beorhtric of

Wessex 7
; accidentally poisoned it was said by partaking of a cup pre-

pared by his wife for another man. Eadburh is described as a

Eadburh
11

j ca^°us >
ambitious woman, determined to rule, and unscrupu-

lous in getting rid of rivals. She retired to the Frankish

court. Asser tells us that at her presentation to the Emperor, he said,

1 Choose now, Eadburh, whether of us twain thou wilt have for husband,

me or my son there?' Eadburh rather imprudently answered that if she

might have her choice she would rather take the younger man. Karl

answered with a scornful laugh, ' If thou hadst chosen me thou shouldst

have had my son, but now thou shalt have neither me nor my son.' By

way of a suitable provision she was appointed abbess of a nunnery. But

her life there became a scandal, and she was expelled. " Her second fall

was irretrievable," and she died a beggar in the streets of Pavia.8

Beorhtric having passed away, the /Etheling Ecgberht, who for thirteen

1 a.d. 798, Symeon ; a.d. 796, Chron., Flor., H. Hunt.
2 See Stubbs, C. H., I. 172. Cuthred signs in the year 805, calling it his eighth year.

Cod. Dipl. No. 190.
:; See the signatures to the charters in the Codex Dip.

• Sn -c his letter to Leo III. opening up the question. H. & S., III. 521, a.d. 79S.
b

1 8th Jany., 802 :
" Omnes Anglorum secclesias sicut a priscis temporibus fuere, in

perpetuum in ipsa tua metropolitana sede, per subjectionis cognitionem irrefragabili jure

concedimus obtinendas." Archbishops as well as bishops are threatened with deposition

if they resist. II. & S., 536. ° I2th Oct., S03. II. & S., 542.
7 Sym., If. R. (a.d. 800, Chron., Flor., H. Hunt.).

r, M. //. />'., 471, 472. These facts were apparently derived from King .Alfred.
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years * had been kept in exile, was then recalled and hailed King of

Wessex. 2 The period of sojourn abroad had not been lost time to him.

At the Frankish court he could profit by the store of learning which,

gathered together in Northumbria by Biscop and Boeda, had by a strange

reflux in the tide of civilization been carried back to Gaul by Alcuin.

Still more might he profit by lessons in diplomacy and the art of ruling

men under a centralized system. It may be doubted if any Anglo-Saxon

born and bred could have risen to the conception of an England united

even under the nominal suzerainty of one man.

For some thirteen years however after the accession of Ecgberht we
hear little of Wessex. About the year 806 another revolution broke out

in Northumbria, Eardwulf being expelled, perhaps by clerical

Northumbria mn,Qence
J
a^ter ten years' reign, when ^Elfwold was raised to the

throne. 3 The event may. be noticed because it shows us once

more the attention paid by the great Karl to English politics. Eardwulf

joined the Emperor at Nimeguen in 808, went on to Rome, and returned

home escorted by envoys from the Pope (Leo III.) and the Emperor.

According to the Imperial annalist their intervention was successful. 4

But our domestic writers know nothing of any restoration of Eardwulf.

From our best authority on Northern affairs we gather that a compromise

was effected, ^Elfwold beiner discarded, and Eanred, son of
Eanred King.

.

° '
.

'

Eardwulf, raised to the throne, there to reign for three and

thirty years. 5 The Pope's letters in connexion with these matters exhibit

Karl as corresponding with the King of Mercia (Coenred) ; the Arch-

bishop of York (Eanbald II.) ; and Wada, a turbulent Northern 'duke'

(duoc)?

In 814 or 815 Ecgberht first comes forward as a conqueror in the old

B Wessex style, drawing the sword asrainst the West Welsh, the
Advance of J > ° o >

Wessex. natural prey of the House of Cerdic. We are told that he

1 The A. S. Chronicles (a.d. 836) give the exile as of " III " years' duration. But

this must be read "XIII " years. Ecgberht, as already mentioned, was son of Ealmund,

who had reigned in Kent (Chron. a.d. 784), and descended from Ingild, brother of

Ine. Florence, Geneal., M. H. B., 633. Asser, Id., 468.

2 Jan.-April, 802. The year is fixed by several charters. For the time of the year

we have one {Cod. Dip. No. 236) which tells us that Easter day, 835 (18th April) fell in

Ecgberht's 34th year. Symeon also gives the year as 802, the Chronicles, etc., as 800.

3 Sym., Hist. Dunelm., II. c. 5 (p. 52) ; Chron. D and E. According to abetter 2 f

Alcuin preserved in Leland, Coll., II. 398, the revolt against Eardwulf was occasioned by

an act of adultery. H. & S., 564.
4 a.d. 808 : Eginhart, Ann., Pertz, I. 195 ; extracted II. & S., III. 561.

5 Sym., sup.

6 H. & S., III. 562, 565, 567. Wada had taken the leading part against /Ethelred in

796 ; and again he was in opposition to Eardwulf, whom he fought (unsuccessfully) in

798. Sym., in annis.
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'harried' their land from Eastward to Westward. 1 The annexation of

Devon probably dates from this time.

Some ten years later we find Ecgberht at " Creodan treow," probably

Crediton or some other place on the river Creedy, preparing to invade

Cornwall (15th August, 825). 2 An action was fought at
<c Gaful-forda "

—

Camelford—in which the Cornishmen were defeated. 3 The power of the

West Welsh was now for ever broken. " But the effectual conquests of the

English stopped at the line of the Tamar." Beyond that the Cornishmen

retained for centuries their Celtic tongue and a semi-independence.

Down to this time the hostility of West Wales had hampered the men of

Wessex in any advance against their English neighbours to
k
the North. l

But just at the time when Wessex had been strengthened by
A
Mercia tne reduction of the South-Western peninsula, Mercia began to

fall into difficulties. For five and twenty years Ceonwulf had

wielded the sceptre of Offa with undiminished sway. East Anglia, Essex,

Surrey, and Kent acknowledged his supremacy ; but his hold on Kent

may have been weakened by a quarrel of some years' duration with Arch-

bishop Wulfred. 5 Wales on the other hand must have been reduced to

the lowest ebb. Three petty kingdoms now divided the land—Gwynedd,

Powys, and Dyfed (St. David's). All three were overrun by

of parts of Ceonwulf, and Powys reduced to subjection. 6 Ceonwulf how-
Wales.

ever was gathered to his fathers either late in 821 or early in

822 7
; and, according to church traditions was succeeded for a few months

by his son, the boy-king Cenelm (St. Kenelm), who was said to have been
1 martyred/ i.e. assassinated, by the orders of his sister the

Th
^e
B
nê

ng Abbess Cwenthryth (17th July? S2 2 ).
s Be this as it may

have been, by the month of September, S22, we find our-

1 Chron., Flor., A.D. 813. They give this as the year of Archbishop Wulfred's return

from a journey to Rome ; but that happened in 814. R. Wendover.
2 See the charter, Codex Dip. No. 1033 ; Birch, Cart. Sax., I. p. 540.
3 Chron., A.D. 823. The year however is clearly fixed by the charter above.

4 Green, Making of E., 434.
5 The cause of the quarrel is obscure ; the only point that comes out clearly is that

there were lands in dispute between them, lands at Reculver and South Minster. See

II. &S., III. 586.
6 " In sua potestate traxerunt. " Ann. Camb., S16-822. Brut-y-T. In the north the

'Saxons' invaded the 'Mountains of Ereri '

—

i.e. Snowdon—and captured "Arcem
Decantorum," otherwise Degannwy, now Tegannwy, near Llandudno. Rhys, C. £.,

258, etc.

7 He signs in 821, as in his 25th year. Cod. Dip. Nos. 214, 1029. According to

II. Hunt, he reigned 26 years. M. H. B.
y 735.

Fibr., A.D. 819. W. Malm., G. JR., I. p. 132. R. Wendover, a.d. S21. The

last quotes an old couplet : "In clent coubethe Kenelm Kynebearn lith under thorne

ha vedei bereaved." Latinc :
" In pastura vaccarum Kenclmus regis films jacet sub spina

capite privatus." The earlier writers do not mention Kenelm. The 17th July is his day

in the Calendar. The couplet however by calling him "Kynebearn," king's son,

negatives his having been king. For "clent" coubethe, I would read "clene"=a
' fair ' meadow.
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selves on firm, historic ground, as about the 17th of that month Ceolwulf,

_ , .„ brother of Coenwulf, was hallowed King of Mercia. 1 At the
Ceolwulf. °

end of a year or so however Ceolwulf was deposed in favour

of one Beornwulf. 2 The new king lost no time in bringing the dispute

Beo n if
between Archbishop Wulfred and the House of Coenwulf to

an end, himself making sacrifices for the purpose. 3 That done
he led the forces of Mercia to attack Ecgberht, just as he was returning

from his victorious campaign in Cornwall. A pitched battle

by Ecgberht.
ensued at a place called Ellendune or Ellandune.4 The action

was sanguinary, but it ended in the utter defeat of Beornwulf. 5

Ecgberht at once seized the firstfruits of his victory by sending his son

yEthelwulf, duly escorted by an Ealdorman and a Bishop, to make sure

of Kent. King Baldred, who, two years before, had been set up in

opposition to Mercia, was quickly driven ' North over Thames.' 6 Surrey,

Sussex and Essex submitted without a struggle. So seemingly ended the

year 825. 1

Encouraged by this collapse of Mercia, the East Angles, apparently in

826, threw off the yoke ; Beornwulf marched against them, to be defeated

and killed. Not four full years had he reigned. 7 The
C
°Mercia

0f
Mercians however had not yet lost heart, and a fresh king,

by name Ludecan, was set up (a.d. 827).
8 Ludecan reigned

something more than a year, 9 and then succumbed to a coalition effected

between Ecgberht and the East Angles. The fighting must have been

severe, as we are told that five Ealdormen were killed, besides Ludecan. 10

As a last effort Wiglaf was raised to the Mercian Throne, but he too was

speedily chased away by Ecgberht. 11

1 H. & S., III. 589.
2 Chron., Flor., H. Hunt. (a.d. 821). Ceolwulf signs 26th/ May, 823. Birch., Cart.

Sax., I. pp. 511, 512. Beornwulf signs in 825 as his 3rd year, Cod. Dip. No. 220. But

he also signs in 822, Id. No. 1030. Perhaps he was a rival king at first.

3 a.d. 825 : Cod. Dip. No. 220; H. & S., III. 596.
4 Apparently somewhere on the Wilts Downs ; a charter associates Ellandune with

Malmesbury, Charlton, and Wotton. C. D. No. 1048 ; H. & S., III. 631.
5 a.d. 825, R. Wendover; a.d. 823, Chron., Flor., H. Hunt. These writers how-

ever agree in placing the battle after that at Gafulforda. Huntingdon here again seems

to translate a scrap of an old ballad, " Ellendune rivus cruore rubuit, etc."

G Chron., Flor., Hunt. (a.d. 823). Baldred had set himself up in 823. Cod. Dipt.

No. 240; Stubbs, Const. Hist., I. 235. Before him we have a Sigred, or Sigered,

attesting Kentish charters sometimes as "Rex," sometimes as " Subregulus," under the

Mercian kings, a.d. 811-823. Cod. Dipl. Nos. 196, 198; Birch, Cart. Sax., I. pp.

475, 511. In the act of flight Baldred made a grant of Mailing to Archbishop Wulfred,

as if to secure him. Cod. Dipl. No. 240.

7 R. Wend., a.d. 823, 826 (Chron., etc., a.d. 823).

8 H. Hunt. Wendover places the accession of Ludecan in 826, making it the year of

the election of Pope Eugenius II. ; but this should be 827.

9 W. Malm., G. R., II. p. 132.
10 a.d. 828, Wendover ; Chron. (a.d. 825).

11 a.d. 828, Wendover ; a.d. 825, Chron., etc.
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The defeat of Mercia in a fair trial of strength with Wessex seems

strange considering the extent and seeming compactness of her territory.

The result must in part be ascribed to the personal talents of Ecgberht.

But we must also bear in mind that Mercia was a federation of five distinct

folks, separated by forests and rivers, as we have seen. It has been

pointed out that Mercia had no real capital, such as Winchester or Ycrk.

" Tamworth was simply a royal vill at which the Mercian kings dwelt more

frequently than elsewhere." l The crown was the only real link, and the

crown in the hour of trial had fallen into weak hands.

Eco-bert Next year (829)
2 Ecgberht made a progress through Mercia

Lord of as its acknowledged lord. But he was not disposed to rest

there : a challenge was forwarded to Northumbria.

Eanred had sat on the throne for one and twenty years—a long period

for the Northern kingdom. But Northumbria, distressed by piratical

landings of Northmen, and enfeebled by fifty years of previous discord,

had no heart for a struggle with the triumphant Lord of Wessex. Eanred

came to Dore, in Derbyshire, on the borders of Mercia and

North Wales
Northumbria, and there formally accepted the supremacy of

Ecgberht. 3 Finally in 830 Ecgberht led an army against the

North Welsh, and 'did them to humble submission.' 4

His supremacy in some form or another was now recognised by every

race and people from the Esk, possibly from the Forth, to the Land's End,

except the Strathclyde Britons and probably the 'Galloway Picts. 5 But

the supremacy was a mere suzerainty, a step we might say in the right

direction, but only a step. Eanred remained king of Northumbria ; and

Wiglaf was restored to Mercia in this same year. The Royal House of

East Anglia was not interfered with. Kent was the only kingdom that

Ecgberht attempted to incorporate. From this time onwards his style is

that of ' King of the West Saxons and of Kent.' But even in this annexed
'O

1 Green, Conquest of England, 45.

- In the A. S. Chronicles the year is given as that following an eclipse of the moon,

which happened on 'mid-winter's mass night,' i.e. Christmas Day, in the year 827, as

they thought. But the eclipse in question happened 25th December, S28. Wendover

gives the right year.

:i a.d. S29 ; R. Wendover, a.d. 827 ; Chron. ; Flor. Here the A. S. Chronicles dub

Ecgberht 'the eighth Bretwalda,' a title apparently extemporised by the compiler of the

Winchester Chronicle {circa 8S7), and copied by the other Chronicles and those who
copied them. The previous seven ' Bretwaldas' were the kings who, according to B.vda,

had held the most extensive rule before his time, a list already criticised ; but the title

is not found in him.
1 R. Wend., a.d. 830. Chron., etc., A.D. 82S. The year is fixed as being that of

Wiglafs restoration : below.
r

° The last undoubted Bishop of Whithern of the Anglian succession was Badulf or

Baldwulf or Bealdwulf, who does not appear to have lived after 803. II. & S., II. 7.

In August-September, S31, Wiglaf signs as in the first year of his restoration ; in S36

as in his seventh year. Cod. Dip!. Nos. 227, 237 ; Birch, C. S., I. 550, 5S1.
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kingdom the tradition of local sovereignty was humoured by the appoint-

ment of Ecgberht's son /Ethelwulf as king of Kent. 1

But however desirable a consummation the union of England under one

head might seem to be, in point of time and circumstance Ecgberht's

efforts in that direction must be pronounced unfortunate. The piratical

descents on the British coasts, to which we have already alluded, were

beginning to assume alarming proportions. The crying need of the time

was resistance to foreign invasion. But here were the English fighting

among themselves. Ecgberht's nominal suzerainty could not establish

any machinery for central action, while in the vassal states action would

certainly be hampered.

APPENDIX A TO CHAPTER XIII

Murder of Cynewulf

The circumstances attending the death of Cynewulf are celebrated as an illustration of

the devotion of an Anglo-Saxon vassal to his lord.

About the year 755 Cynewulf had ousted Sigeberht from the throne of Wessex, and
eventually caused him to be assassinated when in exile in Sussex. Sigeberht left a

brother, Cyneheard, whose life was certainly spared by Cynewulf. Thirty- one years
after the death of Sigeberht (a.d. 786) Cyneheard began to give trouble, and was placed
under a decree of banishment. Having heard that the king would spend a certain night

at the house of a lady at "Merantune" (Merton in Surrey) he surrounded the place
in the dark, and, entering the courtyard without opposition, succeeded in killing the
king in the lady's ' bower ' {bur), a detached building, before the king's guard in the
principal hall could come to the rescue. The king's men were not a match for Cyne-
heard's band, but they refused to accept of their lives at his hands, and insisted on
fighting it out in the vain hope of avenging their lord, till all were destroyed, except one
man, a Welsh hostage, who happened to be in their hands. Cyneheard however had
thus been kept at bay, and was obliged to remain in the place to abide the attack

of the king's thegns, who soon came up in force, when the curtilage was stormed and he
and his put to the sword, all offers of compromise being again refused.

-

APPENDIX B TO CHAPTER XIII

Alcuin

(Ealchwine ? Ealhwine, Ealwine, Alchwin)

Alcuin was born about the year 735 ; a man of family and property, in fact the head
of the House which had given to the world St. Willibrord the apostle of the Frisians.

He was brought up at the school of York under Archbishop Ecgberht and yEthelberht
" Coena " who succeeded him. Alcuin was tonsured at an early age, but did not take
deacon's Orders till after 767. Before the year 780 he had been twice to Rome. He
went thither for the third time in 7S0 for Archbishop Eanbert's Pall. On his way
home he met the great Karl at Parma, at Easter, 781, and was pressed to abandon
England and join the Frankish court. Alcuin eventually did so, namely about 782, and
remained for eight years a member of Karl's Household in charge of the Palatine

School which followed the court. He was also active with his pen compiling books,
chiefly educational, and organizing schools. In 790 he paid a visit to Northumbria,
returning to Gaul in 792 to take up the cause of orthodoxy as against the Adoptionist
heresy of Felix and Elipandus, and also to deal with the question of Image worship.
He took a leading part in the Council of Frankfort in 794. In 796 he retired from
Court to the Monastery of St. Martin at Tours, of which he had been made abbot,

1 Cod. Dipl. Nos. 224, 234, etc. Once and once only Ecgberht signs as " Rex
Anglorum," a.d. 828 (given as 823). Id. No. 223.

2 See the account in Chron. A copied by all the others ; also Mr. Earle's note in his

Parallel Chronicles.

R. H. q
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though lie himself never took the vows " of a true monk." His position in this respect

made him " a bone of contention " between the rival orders of monks and canons. He
died at Tours 19th May, 804. For posterity his letters were his most valuable com-
positions. In his correspondence with his literary circle he used to sign himself " Flacats

Albinus" the Emperor taking the name of "David" etc.
1

APPENDIX C TO CHAPTER XIII

Archbishops of Canterbury and Kings of Wessex, Mercia, and Northumbrian

A.D. 69O-S02.

Archbishops of

Canterbury.
Kings of Wessex.

690
— 19 Sept.

693> 29 June

704

705-6

709

716

718

726

729

llh J™-

id., June

734, J"ly

735

737

Theodore
Death Theodore
Berchtwald

Consecrated

Ine

Death Bercht-

wald
Tatwin Conse-

crated

Death Tatwin
Nothelm Con-

secrated

Abdication of

Ine. .Ethel-

heard (kins-

man) King

Kings of Mercia.
Kings of

Xorthumbria.

.Ethelred

Abdication of

yEthelred ; his

nephew, Coen-
red, son of

Wulf here, Kim?

Abdication of

Coenred ; his

cousin Ceol-

red, son of

^Ethelred,

King
Death of Ceol- '

red. /Ethel-

bald (distant

cousin) King

Ealdfrith

Death of Eald-

frith ; his son

Osred Kins:

Murder of Osred.

Coenred (dis-

tant cousin)

King
Death Coenred.

Osric King

Death of Osric,

Ceolwulf, bro-

ther of late

Coenred, King

Resignation of

Ceolwulf. Ead
berht (cousin)

King, son of

Eat a, uncle of

Ceolwulf.

Sym., Hist.

J)., II. c. 3

See Bishop Stubbs' Article in Smith's Christian Biographies.
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A.D.
Archbishops of
Canterbury.

Kings of Wessex. Kings of Mercia.
Kings of

Northumbria.

739 Death Nothelm,
17 Oct.

Death .Ethel -

heard. Cuth-
red, brother,

King
740 Cuthbert, Arch-

bishop (Trans-

lated)

755 Death Cuthred.

SigeberhtKing;
deposed; Cyne-

wulf King
.Ethelbald as-

sassinated.

Beornred King
killed by Offa.

Offa King
75* Death of Cuth-

bert. Bre-

govvine Arch-
bishop

Abdication of

Eadberht. Son
Oswulf King

759 24 July, Oswulf
assassinated

by his house-
hold. 3 Aug.,
yEthelwald
Moll King.
(a.d. 759,
Sym., Hist.

Keg. a. D. 760,
7d. y Hist.

Diuielm.
,

765, Aug. 24- Death of Brego-
c. 4.)

30 Oct., Death
Sept. 1 wine of yEthelwald

Moll. Alchred

766, 2 Feb. Jaenberht Arch-
bishop

(cousin) King

774 Alchred deposed.
/Ethelred, son
of yEthelwald
Moll, King

779 .Ethelred de-

posed. Elf-

wald, brother
to Alchred,

7S6
Cynewulf assas-

sinated. Be-

King

788, 23 Sept.
orhtric King

Elfwald assas-

sinated. Osred
(son of Alchred
deposed in 774)
King

790 Osred deposed
and expelled.

/Ethelred, de-

posed in 779,
again King
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791, 12 Aug.

792

793

796, iS April

— 26 or 29
July

— Dec. 14 or

17

802

Archbishops of
Canterbury.

Kings of Wessex. Kings of Mercia.

Death of Jaen-
berht. /Ethel-

heard Arch-
bishop (Con-
secrated 21

July, 793)

Death of Offa.

Son Ecgferth,

King 141 days

Deatli of Ecg-
ferth. Coen-
wulf Kiwi

Death of Beorh-
tric. Ecgberht
Kinu

Kings of
Xorthumbria.

Execution of

Osred, at-

tempting to

return from
exile

First Landing
of Danes.
Sack of Lindis-

fame
Assassination of

J'thelred. Os-

bald Xing 2~

days. Then ex-

pelled. Eard-

wulf, son of

Eardwulf,
King (Symeon,
Hist. Dunelm.y
II. c. 5.



CHAPTER XIV

(793-371)

Norse and Danish Invasions—.Ethelwulf, King of Wessex and Kent—/Ethelbald

—

."Hthelberht—/Ethelred I—Fall of English Kingdoms of East Anglia and North -

umbria

COXQUERIXG Wessex had now her own troubles in store for her.

Even under Ecgberht her resources were sorely taxed to stem the

new tide of invasion. The movement was in fact but a repetition or

revival of that by which Celtic Britain had been converted into

^inroids Saxon England. The same stages are traceable in each pro-

cess. First we have desultory plundering inroads ; then terri-

torial settlements ; and lastly political wars for supremacy among the

settlers. 1 Our conception of the earlier settlement may thus be fairly filled

up by the fuller view we get of the details of the later one. The English

had now to suffer at the hands of their barbaric cousins some of the

miseries that they had inflicted on the Romanized Britons. The new-

comers were known by different names in different countries. Their own
term " Wicking " or " Vicking," meaning ' Baymen,' was used to denote

private expeditions, 2 as distinguished from national armaments. In

_ „T . , . England they were called Danes : in Ireland Ostmen : on the
The Wicliings. b

.
J ' '

Continent Northmen ; but they were all of the Scandinavian

branch of the Teutonic race, and so of near kin to the Low-German Angles

and Saxons. By a curious coincidence the first to land in Britain would

seem to have come from Jutland, 3 now become Scandinavian territory.

The life and institutions of these Northmen were simply those brought

by the Anglo-Saxons into Britain. Eorl, Ceorl. and Theozu appear as/art,

Carl, and Thrall; the Northern Thing is the English Gemot.4
' Our sketch

of Anglo-Saxon mythology had to be filled up by references to Scandinavian

lore. The difference in civilization between the two peoples in the 9th

1 Freeman, N. C, I. 12, 43.
-' This is the received interpretation. I feel inclined to connect the name with the

real headquarters of Norse expeditions, the great Wick or Bay of Christiania, the

district round the head of the fiord being also known as Wick.
3 The Worcester and Peterborough Chronicles (D and E) recording an alleged first

landing of Danes in the year 7S7 (a doubtful statement), describe them as " Northmanna
of Hrerethalande." This is identified with Hardeland or Hardesyssel in Jutland ; Green,

Conquest of England, p. 50, citing Munch, Norske Folk's Historic The Danes proper
are said not to have come into action in Britain until a century later.

4 e.g. the Danish " husthing " (whence hustings) is exactly the A.S. " hallmote."
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century is the measure of the progress made by the Anglo-Saxons since

their settlement in Britain ; the difference being mainly due to the intro-

duction of Christianity among the latter, the former being still pagans. 1

The causes that would impel a hardy population, pent up among rocks

and woods, fiords and lakes, to push their fortunes elsewhere are not far to

seek. But the coincidence between the outbreak of these naval enterprises

and the reduction of the continental Saxons by the great Karl can hardly

be considered accidental. It would seem that a barrier having been set

up against migrations by land, the superfluous population of the North was

forced to take to the sea. At the very height of Karl's power their

piratical ravages on the coasts of Frisia and Gaul had excited his most

anxious attention. 2

As already mentioned, the first unquestionable appearance of these

Northmen in Britain was at Lindisfarne in 793. But according to our

ideas of the route from Scandinavia to the Northumbrian coast,

Britain° as a^ready pointed out, a landing at Lindisfarne would imply

prior appearances on the East Anglian and Kentish sea-boards.

In fact the Winchester Chronicle does record an earlier landing, namely in

the year 787 ; but as no locality is indicated, the statement has been

thought to require confirmation. Two distinct streams of invasion may be

traced as breaking upon our shores, the one old the other new. The new

tide flowed from Norway across to the Shetlands, and thence turning south-

wards moved by the Western Islands to Ireland and the extreme south of

Great Britain, where it seemed to die out. The other wave, following the

course of the old Anglo-Saxon fleets, flowed along the Frisian and Flemish

coasts down to the Channel. From thence the adventurers might either

cross over to Kent, or else sail on along the coast of Gaul to Aquitaine,

Spain, and the Mediterranean. 3 The northern route, of course, would be

that of the Norsemen, styled by the Irish the " Fingall," or

a^dDa^es
' White Strangers.' The southern course would be that of the

Danes, distinguished by the Irish as the " Dubgall," or ' Black

Strangers.' The darker complexion thus attributed to the Danes seems to

suggest a Slavonic element in their forces. Ireland was reached in 795,

only two years after Lindisfarne. 1 The landing at Lindisfarne, in our

view, implies prior visitations of the East Anglian coast, districts entirely

wanting in historical records. During the ensuing five and twenty years

the invaders are heard of on all parts of the Irish coast ; while

!n"reiand
t8 about the year 8 3 2 one "Turgeis," or Thorkil, established him-

self as King in the North of Ireland, with his capital at Armagh. B

1 For a brilliant sketch of Northern life and feeling see chap II. of Mr. Green's Con-

quest of England. - See Id., p. 62.
:l Compare Green, Conquest of England, 62, and the map there.

4 Attn. Ca»tl>. Iona was ravaged in £02 and 806. Norse ileets, however, may also

have moved southwards from the Shetlands down our East Coast.
'° See Dr. (. II. Todd's Introduction to the Wars of the Gaedhill and Gail

t
xxxv.-xUv.
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Thus in Ireland, where resistance was the weakest, the stage of territorial

occupation had already been reached. In 833 a party landed in Sheppey

Landings on
(SccaPl\z

e) with five and twenty ships, and ravaged the island.

the South These men were probably some of the marauders heard of in

Frisia during the preceding years. In 834 Ecgberht had to

fight five and thirty ' shiploads
' l at Carrum—Charmouth in Dorsetshire

—

and was practically defeated, the enemy remaining masters of the field.

Two bishops were numbered among the dead. As the invading vessels

of the period appear to have carried some thirty-five men apiece, these

two forces might be estimated, say, the one at eight hundred to nine

hundred men strong, and the other at some twelve hundred men strong.3

Again a year later a great armament came over to Cornwall, and, in concert

with the natives, attacked the English. The allies, however, were signally

defeated by Ecgberht at " Hengest dune," Hingston Down in Cornwall. :j

The pirates in this case probably had their basis of operations in Ireland.

That the Irish Wickings had reached the English coasts by this time is

proved by the discovery made at Delgany, in Wickiow, in 1874, of a hoard

of Anglo-Saxon coins, mostly Kentish, and the latest being of the time of

Lcornwulf (S23-826).4

The victory at Hingston secured peace during the rest of Ecgberht's

days. He passed away August-No v. 839.
5

One of Ecgberht's last acts was to seal a formal bond of alliance between

his House and the Church of Canterbury, through Archbishop Ceolnoth,

successor to Wulfred. The king confirmed a doubtful grant

Ecgberht. °^ Mailing made by King Baldred at the time of his downfall,

and received in return a promise of ' firm and unshaken friend-

ship for ever.' Ecgberht again for himself promised ' perpetual peace and

protection to the church. 6 A similar compact was made with the See ot

Winchester at the same time. 7 These curious transactions reveal the weak-

ness of the nominal overlord of Great Britain, and the local strength of the

clergy. Of the revolutions in Northumbria we have seen reason to suspect

(Rolls Series). Limerick, properly Luimnech, appears to have been founded by the

Northmen about this time ; Dublin, 838-842 ; Id., lxxviii. Waterford and Cork were
" pirate settlements" of the next century.

1 " Scip-hlrcsta," i.e. of men.
- For the Northern vessels see Appendix A to chapter XV.
3 R. Wend.; Chron. ; Flor. ; W. Malm., G. A\, II. p. 149. The dates are taken

from the first of these. Hingston is 9 or 10 miles SAY. of Tavistock.
4

J. Evans, Academy, 8th July, 1S82.

As shewn above, Ecgberht came to the throne in the year 802, and before the 18th
April. The authorities agree that he reigned 27 years and 7 months. He was alive

19th Nov., 838; Birch, Cart. Sax., I. p. 585. /Ethelwulf was king before the end of
S39 ; Id.

, p. 590.
l; Kingston-on-Thames, a.d. 83S ; Cod. Dip. No. 240; Birch, Cart. Sax., I. p. 592.
7 Birch, p. 593 ; H. & S., III. 619.
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that more than one was due to clerical influence. The kings had heaped

grants and immunities upon the clergy till the power of the Church rivalled

their own. Perhaps the kings looked to the bishops as a counterpoise to

the lay landed aristocracy. At any rate we may point out that the legis-

lation of the Anglo-Saxon kings took upon itself the burden of enforcing

not only payment of church dues, but also regard for church ordinances

in matters of pure religion and morality, down to points that might be

considered mere " counsels of perfection," such as abstinence from flesh on

fast-days. 1 On the other hand, the clergy were becoming more and more

secularized from interference in secular matters, while monasticism had

almost died out.

At the death of Ecgberht his son zEthelwulf at once became king of

the West Saxons and of Kent 2
; of the transient supremacy over the

„lt , ,. other English states conceded to his father we hear no more.-'5

JEthelwulf. &

Wessex alone was more than ^Ethelwulf had energy to rule.

Cut in making over Kent to his eldest son ./Ethelstan he was only

following his father's example and the custom of the times. 4 /Ethelwulf

was doubtless a charitable, well-meaning man, but a most incompetent

king. With Norse invasions pouring on the coasts of Britain the king's

thoughts were engrossed with pilgrimages to Rome, remissions

Incapacity, of taxation 5
; and pauperising grants for the support of the

idle poor. The man who might have been expected to take

a lead in organising measures for the defence of all England was unable

to devise anything for his own immediate kingdom ; or even to take the

field in person, except under extraordinary circumstances. Vet he

certainly had one very capable adviser in Ealhstan Bishop of Sherborne, the

man who had "acted as his general" in Kent in S25 ; and who, we are

told, laboured strenuously to bring the king to act. But --Kthehvulf had

also another and probably a more congenial adviser in Swithun, said to

have been his tutor, and afterwards Bishop of Winchester, a man whose

1 See the Zazus 0/ /tie, as noticed above, and those of Wihtmed of Kent, cc. 14, 15 ;

Schmid.
- " Gratia Dei rex Occidentalium Saxonum seu etiam Cantuariorum "

; Birch, Cart,

Sax., II. p. 17. .Ethelvvulf signs as king in 839 ; Id., I. 590.
1 Malmesbury notices the fact " avito West-Saxonum regno contentus," etc., G. A\,

II. p. 150 ; conf. 277. Only one Mercian charter subsequent to this time rec

confirmation from a Wessex king, and that was a grant by Queen .Kthelswyth out of her

private estates to which the consent of her brothers (/Kthelred ami Alfred) might well

be thought desirable, as well as that of her husband (Burgred) ; Cod. Dip. No. 29S.

•
1 limn. A and C ; Cod. Dip. Nos. 252, 256; Asser, M.H.B., 469. That /Ethelstan

was not brother to .Kthchvulf, as alleged by Chronicles I) and E, but son, is also dear
from . Kthelweard, M. II. B., 51 1 , 514, the best authority on Royal family history.

See the preamble to his charter of the 5th November, 844 ; Cod. Dipt. No. 104s.

II • propose 3 remission of taxation as a " remedium " for the devastation of the country.

• Florence} a.d. S27.
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saintly virtues gained him a place in the Calendar. 1 His thoughts, we

are told, were more in Heaven than on earth. 2

Anyhow, ^Ethelwulf would not act, and so each district was left to its

own ealdorman and its own bishop. Thus in the year following the

king's accession we hear of the ealdorman Wulfheard fighting

iEStf the ' loads ' of tnirty- five P irate vessels at Southampton

;

while .Ethelhelm dux of the Dornsatas engaged another force

at " Port," ue.9
Portland. .Ethelhelm fell on the field ; Wulfheard died

soon after, presumably of wounds. 3

In the following year a torrent of invasion burst on the East coast,

Mercia now coming in for it. The Ealdorman Herebryht fell in the Fen

district ("on Mersewarum "), while reverses are acknowledged in Lindsey,

East Anglia, and Kent. 4 Next year again London and Rochester were

sacked ; also on the other side of the Channel " Cwantawic " or Etaples.

For some five years our annals are a blank, indicating we must hope a

lull in the storm ; but about 848 (?) we hear that Eanulf the Ealdorman

of the Sumorsoetas, and stout Bishop Ealhstan, and Osric Ealdorman of

the Dornsastas gained a victory at " Pedridanmutha "—Parret-mouth. G

After another blank interval we note a distinct step in the downward

process when the ' heathen ' first ventured to winter in England,

the Tiiaine? establishing themselves in the Island of Sheppey
;
just as the

Jutes had first established themselves in Thanet. 7

This apparently happened in the winter of S50-851; at any rate in 851

we have a great armament of 350 ships sailing up the Thames, and, with

their basis of operations in Sheppey, 'breaking' Canterbury and London.

Beorhtwulf of Mercia who had come to the rescue was routed and driven

off. s The invaders then crossed the Thames into Surrey, as if to

1 See W. Malm., G. A\, s. 108. He distinctly asserts that whatever was done was

done by one or other of these two. " Obsistebat tamen semper rcrumpnis consiliariorum

regis vivacitas ... hi videntes regem crassioris et hebetis ingenii," etc.

'-' " Swithenus in terrenis nauseans regem ad ccelestia informabat "
; W. Malm., sup.

a.d. 840? Chron. ; Flor. ; H. Hunt, (all under S37).
4 A.D. S4I ? Id. (A.D. 83S).
5 a.d. S42 ? "Cwantawic," Chron. A and the Canterbury Chron. (MS. Tiberius A

VI.); "Cantwic," D and E; " Cantwarabyrig," C (all a.d. 839). The reading

Cwantawic is not only the best supported by the MSS., but it is also confirmed by the

fact that the sack of Etaples in 842 is recorded by foreign annals ; Ann. Bertin.

Bouquet, VJI. 61, Thorpe. This again will support our date.
6 Chron., Flor., H. Hunt, (all a.d. 845).
7 Asser, Flor., Chron., a.d. 85 i. The Winchester Chronicle does not name the

wintering place : the other Chronicles name Thanet ; but Asser is very explicit in his

description of Sheppey. He appears here to reproduce a lost original common to

himself and the Winchester Chronicle, only he gives it more accurately than the

chronicler does. The chronology of our authorities recovers itself apparently from the

year 849.
8 For the succession Mercian and Northumbrian kings after 803 see Appendix to this

chapter.
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penetrate the heart of Wessex. Then at last ^Kthehvulf appeared in the

field, 1 with his second son .Kthelbald to support him. They met the

invaders at " Aclea," Ockley, and after a severe fight gained a signal

victory. 'And there was made the greatest slaughter of the

Victory
5

heathen that we have heard tell of up to the present day.'

This success was followed up by the capture of six ships at

Sandwich by /Kthelstan, the under-king of Kent. 2

The result of the campaign would indicate that the Wessex ufyrd? if

properly mustered and led, was still a match for any invading " here."*

In 852 Beorhtwulf the King of Mercia died, Burgred succeeding. 1

In the ensuing spring he married ^Ethelswyth, the daughter of

. Ethelwulf 5
; and the latter, to please his son-in-law, marched with him

to harry the North Welsh. This might suit Mercia. But so far as the

interests of Wessex were concerned no justification could be offered for

such a waste of energy. At this very time, we hear that the ealdormen

both of Kent and Surrey fell while attempting to rid Thanet of invaders. ,;

The king also, in the course of this same year, managed to send his

youngest and favourite son /Elfred to Rome. The boy, as we shall see,

may have been about ten years old at the time. 7 Our
Young domestic writers tell us that Pope Leo IV. 'hallowed' the

Alfred at l

Rome. young ^Ktheling 'to king, and to bishop-son took him.'"'

A letter from the Pope himself to --Kthelwulf informs us

mere exactly that he had invested .-Elfred ' as his spiritual son with the girdle

and vestments of the Roman consulship."'
1 We may fairly suppose that

the Pope confirmed Alfred. " If there was confirmation

Honours con- there would be unction "
; and so it may be that when .-Elfred

ferr

nim
P°n came t0 tne throne, this unction, and the honorary investiture

with the insignia of consulship, were regarded by the English,

"perhaps by Alfred himself," as "an anticipation," of his coronation. lu

At the opening of the year 855 we again hear of a large heathen fori e

wintering in Sheppey. Yet this was the happy juncture chosen by

^Ethelwulf for executing his long-cherished purpose of making out his

1 In 840 the Chronicle make .Ethelwulf fight 35 ships at "Carum" ; but the entry

seems a mere repetition of that of S33. - Asser, Flor., Chron.
3 The Chronicles are very consistent in the use of these terms : the native force is

always a " fyrd "
; the invading force a "here."

1

Flor. ; Cod. Dip. No. 267.
r
' At Chippenham, after Easter, S53.

A jer, Flor. , Chron. " See below under his reign.

8 " I'nxit in regem et in filium adoptionis confirmavit." Asser. " To cyninge ^ehalgode

ond ... to biscepsuna nam.'' Chron. A.
" Filium vestrum . . . quasi spiritualem filium consulatus cingulo, honore,

mentisque, ut mos est Romanis consulibus decoravimus." B.M., MS. Additional

I,
No, ;i ; extracted Stubbs, W. Malm., G. A'., II. \lii. g.v, (Rolls Ed.)

1
••'/.
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own pilgrimage to Rome. 1 He went in great state, his sons

iEthelberht 2 and /Elfred going with him. The Roman

goes^Rome. annalists have placed on record the costly gifts presented to

St. Peter by the pious king. All classes of the community

are said to have partaken of his munificence. He also rebuilt the Saxon

School which for the second time had been destroyed by fire.
3

On his way home .Ethelwulf paid a long visit at the court of Karl II.,

otherwise Charles the Bald, at Worms. During this visit, which took

place in the month of July, 856, /Ethel wulf was betrothed to Charles's

daughter Judith, a girl of twelve or thirteen years at most. 4 On the

1st October he married her. Archbishop Hincmar of Rheims performed

tlie service, and also crowned Judith as Queen, 5 an innovation on West-

Saxon custom, where queens were not recognised. 6

-Ethelwulf sailed home (856) with his child-Queen, in happy indiffer-

ence to the fact, of which he could not have been left in ignorance, that,

in his absence, the kingdom had been taken from him, and

England. &ven t0 his son. At his departure the people, unable to

dispense with the presence of a governing king, held a

meeting in Selwood, under the presidency of Bishop Ealstan of Sher-

borne, and Eanwulf, Ealdorman of the Sumorsastas, and proclaimed

iEthelbald,7 the eldest surviving son of ^Ethelwulf, king of Wessex. When
the old king returned matters looked rather black at first, as ^Ethelwulf

had his supporters. But, as the annalist puts it, through the 'clemency'

of the king, and the kind mediation of the Witan, a com-
a
we3sex.° Prom ise was effected, under which ^Ethelbald kept the

Western and better half of the kingdom, ^Ethelwulf having to

content himself with the Eastern half, or under-kingdom of Kent, Essex,

1 Application had been made to the Emperor Louis by the "Rex Anglorum" for a

safe conduct to Rome as early as 839, "post Pascha." Prudentius of Troyes ; Ann.

Berlin. ; Pertz, I. 433. The expression " post Pascha " would imply that the application

was made before Ecgberht's death. 2 Cod. Dipl. No. 276.
3 Lappenberg, Anglo-Saxons, II. 26; Anastasius, Muratori, III. 251 ; W. Malm.,

G. J?., II. p. 152. The offerings included a crown weighing 4 lbs., and two armlets of

pure gold ; a sword of state partly sheathed in gold ; a tunic (saraca) of silk, etc.

4 Charles was married to Judith's mother, Ermengard, on the 12th December, 842.

Petrie, note to Asser, M.H.B.
5 Ann. Bertin. ; Pertz, I. 450 ; H. and S., III. 612. The service used on the occasion

is extant ; Capitularies of Charles the Bald; Baluze, v. II. coll. 209-212 ; also in Bouquet,

VII. 621.

See Asser, 471 ; where the withholding of royal honours from women in Wessex is

represented as dating only from the time of Eadburh, the daughter of Offa. But the

custom was doubtless primitive. Judith signs as Regina, but we get no such signature

again till the time of Eadgar, a.d. 968; Cod. Dipl. Nos. 543, 557, etc.; E. W.
Robertson, Hist. Essays, 168. In the Anglic kingdoms of Mercia and Northumbria

queens were recognised.
7 .Ethelbald died in S60, having reigned five years ; that would bring his accession to

S55; II. and S., III. 612.
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Surrey, and Sussex, 1 formerly held by his eldest son .Ethelstan, and then

actually by his third son .Ethelberht. 2

Death of
Within two years' time --Ethelwulf went the way of all flesh,

JEtheiwulf. having died, apparently, on the 13th June, 858.^

The name of ^Ethelwulf is probably best known to most persons in con-

nexion with his supposed grant of Tithes, the legal origin of which in this

country has been traced to him. 4 But in the first place the

and Tithes grants ascribed to him really import nothing of the sort : and

in the second place we have evidence of the legal recognition

of tithes long before his time. The demand of one-tenth part of all

that increases was advanced at an early time by the clergy "as heirs

to the rights of the Levitical priesthood," and it is probable that the

principle was introduced into England with Christianity. "It is clear

from the genuine Penitential of Theodore that the duty of giving tithe to

sacred purposes was regarded by him as a part of the common law of the

church."' 5 At any rate we have seen the payment of tithes throughout

Xorthumbria and Mercia enjoined by the Councils of Finchale and

Chelsea in 787 and 788. The canons there passed being approved by

the kings and their Witan, would have, without doubt, the force of law.6

If we turn to the records of what -Ethelwulf actually did we find our-

selves met by a certain conflict of evidence. Asser, whom for this period

we must consider our primary authority, tells us very clearly

the subject tnat *ne king before his departure for Rome ; freed the tenth

part of his kingdom from all Royal service and tribute . . .

for the redemption of his soul . . . and as an offering to God/ 7

This statement is repeated verbatim by the careful Florence of Worcester.

The Winchester Chronicle, however, giving, as we hold, a rough transla-

tion of the Latin original preserved by Asser, tells us that .-Ethelwulf

' booked,' i.e. granted away by charter, ' the tenth part of his land over all

his kingdom for the love of God, etc.' 8 This statement is repeated by a

string of chroniclers, the Latin writers rendering ' booked' (" gebocude ")

by decumavit?

1 Asser, M.&.B., 470, 471 ; copied by Florence and W. Malm., G. A\, II. p. 16S.

- .Kihelberht signs as " rex " in S53 (given as 855), Cod. Dip!. No. 269. .Kihelstan

signs up to 850 ; Id. 1049.

Florence. Most MSS. read tt Jd./aft" but one reads " Id.Jttnii." If he bad died

on the 13th January be would have lived little more than a year after his return from

Rome, whereas he is said to have died ' within two years' (ymb ii gear) ; again the 13th

June will tally better with the duration of a reign of iS^ years, which had its beginning

in September-December, 839. 4 So Selden, History of Tithes.

' See H. & S., III. 191, 203. '• II. & S., III. 636, 637.
7 " Decimam totius regni sui partem ab omni regali servitio et tributo liberavit . . .

pro redemptione animse suae," etc. ; M. II. B., 470.
"

I rebocude teo|>an dad his londes, etc.," A.D. 855.

., . l'.thelweard, Symeon, II. Huntingdon, W. Malmesluiry. The last says,

cimara omnium hidarum infra recmura suum Christi famulis concessit."'
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To compare with these two versions we have a bundle of charters. If

they had been clearly genuine their testimony would have been final,

but all are open to question, 1 and the Malmesbury and Winchester re-

pertories from whence they come are said to be of the lowest character.

The whole may be divided into four groups. In three deeds falling under

the first of these we have the announcement of an intended general

grant to the church of one-tenth of the king's lands freed from all royal

dues, together with certain other grants, the nature of which is not so

clearly defined, in favour of the king's ministri, i.e. his thegns. With

some variation in their language the three charters agree in intimating

that the intended ultimate recipient of all the king's bounty was the

church. " Consilium . . . salubre profcci tit decimam partem terra-

rum per regnutn 11011 solum Sanctis ecclesiis darem verum etiam et ministris

nostris in eodem constitutis in perpetuam libertatcm eoncessiris ita tit alis

(ay. aliis ?) donatio fixa et incommutabilisqzie permaneat ab omni regali

scrvitio, etc. (Easter Day, 22 April, 854)." 2 The two other charters

which we place alongside of this one, in rather different words, express

the king's purpose as contemplating a remission of crown dues on every

tenth hide of land at least {decimam mansionem ubi minimum), in the

hands of his minislri, but clearly only in the end for the benefit of the

church, "in libertatcm perpetuam donari sanctaz ecclesice" 3 This quite

agrees with Asser's account. As our second group we take two charters

dated ten years earlier (5th Nov., 844), in which the king's purpose of

remitting one-tenth of his crown dues is not limited to lands held by the

clergy or by ministri, but to all lands by whomsoever held (antea possi-

dentibus, etc.), and without any reference to the ultimate benefit of the

church. l Thirdly, we rank two charters in which the king's purpose of

'tithing' his land (decimans rura) is made to preface grants of estates to

the church at Winchester; 5 and fourthly, others again in which the

'decimation' (pro decimatione) is made to operate in favour of laymen. (;

On this evidence the view taken by Mr. Kemble, and since generally

accepted, is that /Ethelwulf in the first place released the crown dues

over one-tenth of all lands in his kingdom, whether in the hands of

churchmen or of others ; and in the second place granted away, or in-

tended to grant away, one-tenth of his private estates either to church-

men or to favoured thegns for their own private use and benefit. This

account, no doubt, is that which the charters as a whole on the face of

them seem to suggest. We would begin by putting on one side the

charters falling under our three latter groups ; those of the second group
as clearly giving an unwarrantable extension to the king's grant, and

1 The Indictions arc wrong throughout. 2 Cod. Dip. No. 270.
3 Id. Xos. 271, 1,050.

4 Nos. 275, 1,048.
5 Nos. 1,051, 1,052. A reference to Frithegyth Regina of Wessex does not inspire

confidence. c Nos. 276 (a.d. 855) and 1,054.
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those of the third and fourth groups as applying the king's grant to private

purposes. Taking our stand on Asser and the charters of the first group

we venture to suggest a new interpretation of the king's

' action. The original and usual mode of paying tithe of

course was by handing over in kind a tenth of the produce of the soil. But

the Plans of Common Fields recently brought to light show that there was

another mode of providing for tithe, namely, by allotting to the parish

priest the ' tenth strip in each Common Field.' l With this fact before us

we suggest that what yEthelwulf did was perhaps to introduce, perhaps

only to adopt and encourage, this mode of securing tithe by devoting the

tenth strip of every hide of land in his demesnes to the service of the

Church ; while to encourage others to do likewise he freed from all crown

dues the tenth parts of all lands in the hands of magnates on condition of

their being made over to the church. We may thus vindicate for yEthel-

wulf the traditional association of his name with the question of tithes,

not by way of any original introduction of tithes, but of a new and more

effectual mode of providing for their payment.

In .Ethehvulf's Will, made a few months before his death, we have a

further 'tithing' of a sort, in the shape of a direction that one poor man

should be fed and clothed for every ten hides of his estate. 2 With respect

to the Succession he directed the existing partition to be maintained,

. Ethelbald remaining king of Wessex, while Kent, Surrey, Essex and

Sussex would devolve upon his second surviving son .Ethelberht, who, as

above stated, had at one time held this dominion under himself. His

private estates and his goods ^Ethelwulf divided between his two youn.

sons and his daughter .Ethelswyth, the wife of Burgred of Mercia, subject

however as to the land to a provision for survivorship between the

brothers. :] Lastly, he bequeathed 300 mancusses a year to

' Rome. 4 It is possible that the well-known " Rome-feoh," or

Peter's Pence may have originated in this bequest.

By Osburh, daughter of Oslac, the king's cup-bearer, 5 .'Ethelwulf had

issue, /Ethelstan, who died before him ; ^Ethelbald ; /Ethelberht ;

. 1 thelred; /Elfred ; and yEthelswyth, married to Burgred King of

Mercia. She died in 888 at Pavia. u By Judith he had no issue.

1 See below in vol. II. the Flan of the Common Field of Burton Agnes, where the

parson's strips are shaded, and Canon J. Taylor's article in Domesday Studies.

- " Fer omncm heriditariam terrain suain ... in decern manentibus umim
pauperem," etc.

:i So I understand the reference to his father's Will found in Alfred's Will ; (

Dipl.
t
No. 314. The old English and Latin renderings of .Klfred's Will given in Birch,

Cart. Sax., 11. l8o, 1S4, introduce a survivorship as to the kingdom which does not

appeal in the Anglo-Saxon original.

Asser, M. H. />., 472. Conf. \Y. Malmesbury, (7. A\, II. p. 170. The ///<••<

was = thirty pennies, or one-fourth of a mark ; while two marks at this time made a

pound. A M 1, 469. ''
( .'iron.
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By the death of .-Ethelwulf, yEthelbald, his son and successor, as we must

call him, gained no accession of territory, retaining simply his
^theibaid.

k jngcjom of Wessex, as provided by his father's will. His

first act was to marry his stepmother Judith, 1 a union not forbidden by

Teutonic custom, though contrary to the laws of the Church. This is

almost the only fact recorded of his reign. He died in 860, having

reigned two and a half years since his father's death, five years in all. 2

Judith, still a mere girl, then disposed of her " morgengifu " and other

property in England, and returned to her own country. There she took

as her third husband, Baldwin, first Count of Flanders, distinguished

as Baldwin the Forester, by whom she had a family from which sprang

Matilda the wife of the future Conqueror. 3

At the death of .Ethelbald his brother yEthelberht, the King of Kent,

succeeded to Wessex, without surrendering Kent, which there-

by was merged, and, as a separate kingdom, came to a

final end, a distinct step in the direction of unification. 4 ' This, it would

seem, was contrary to the provisions of their father's will,, who sought to

keep Kent severed from Wessex by directing that the latter kingdom at

the death of .-Ethelbald should pass not to YEthelberht but to ^Ethelred,

the next brother. The Witan however doubtless had overruled the im-

politic direction.

The mark of yEthelberht's reign was the sack of Winchester by the
1 heathen.' Ultimately, we are told, the invaders were inter-

W
sacke<f

er
ceP te<^ and cut off by the men of Hampshire and Berk-

shire. 5

We are tempted to ask why were they not in time to save Winchester ?

But the English, as we have seen, had brought from their continental

homes an unfortunate contempt for fortifications ; and the fyrd in the

nature of things was slow to arm. Rapidity of movement was one of the

characteristics of the Wicking forces. Except in the personal courage in

which they placed their trust the natives were no match for the invaders.

As assailants with the command of all the coasts and waterways the natural

advantages of the latter of course were great. They could land where they

liked, and fall back on their ships when they had had enough of it. But

in the mingled caution and daring of their movements, their promptness

and resourcefulness, and their careful use of fortifications and entrench-

ments, they shewed a real genius for the art of war. G " Outnumber them as

they might, a host of farmers hurried from their ploughs, armed with what

1 She signs as "Judith regina" in 85S; Cod. Dip. No. 1058; the first genuine West
Saxon charter so attested. 2 Asser, p. 472, 473 ; Chron., etc.

3 Lapp., II. 28. Hincmar in Pertz, I. 456.
4 Asser: he adds, " ut justum erat." Chron., etc.
5 Asser, Chron., etc., 861?
6 See all this well brought out by Mr. Green, Cong, of £., 88-90.
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weapons each found to hand, were no match for soldiers such as these."

But the worst of it was that there was not even a substantial class of

farmers to fight for the land. So far as we can see the bulk of the

agricultural population must already have been in a condition of practical

serfdom.

The sack of Winchester must have happened early in the reign ot

. Kthelberht, 1 as it is the first event recorded. After that Asser seems to

say that .Kthelberht reigned five years 'in peace.'- Yet within that time

we have the 'heathen ' again wintering in Thanet (864-865). The men of

Kent attempted to buy them off with the promise of a subvention. But no

sooner was the treaty sealed than the enemy ' bestole them away by night

and over-harried all Kent Eastwards.' 3

In 866 /Ethelberht died, apparently without issue, whereupon the next

brother, ^Ethelred I., became king of the United Kingdom of "Wessex and

Kent. His five years' reicm witnessed the final downfall of the
iEthelredl. TT . .

J _, & . ,. . , . .

Heptarcnic system. I he invading hosts were beginning to

form permanent settlements on English soil, and the native dynasties out-

side of Wessex fell before them never to rise again.

In the year of . Ethelred's accession a mighty host alighted on the shores

of East Anglia, apparently under the leadership of three great captains,

Healfdene, Ingvar or Ivar, and Ubba. The two first were brothers.

"Skioldungr of the royal race of Seeland" 4
; Ubba is represented as a

Frisian chief. 5 These are the first Northern leaders whose names have

been handed down to us G
; and, as usual, legend has sought to enhance

the glory of the two of them, namely Healfdene and Ivar, by making them

the sons of a hero of romance, Regnar Lodbrog. 7 At any rate we fa

here the first unquestionable appearance of the Danes proper s
in Cireat

1 Lappenberg suggests that the leader was Weland, the terror of the Seine and the

Somme in S60-S61 ; Anglo-Saxons, II. 29.

2 "Pacifice." 8 Asser; Chron.
4 Robertson, Scotland under Early Kings, II. 430. Asser, 4S1.

5 Sym., Hist. Dun. Auctarium, pp. 203, 204, 229.
G Sym., Hist. Bun., 54; Hist. A\, 104. /Ethelweard only gives the name of

" Igware " or "Iwar"; M.H.B., 512, 513. Asser gives the name correctly " Ivar."

Id., 481.
7 So at least Chron. Eric, Langebek, I. 149, compiled circa 12SS, and Ann. Ros

Id's 373 (826-1157). Wars of Gacdhill, liii., Ivi. Regnar is supposed to have reigned

over Denmark and Norway at some time between 809 and 865, the dates of the different

writers differing.

8 Asser (copied by Florence) writes " de Danubio classis advenit," evidently meaning
" Dania " or " Dancmarchia." The Danes are traced to the South-West of Sweden, from

whence tliey had recently passed across Zealand into Jutland; Green, Conq, of £., 88.

In their descents on Britain they had been joined by Frisians and others. " Infinite

multitudine Danorum scilicet et Fresorum aliarumque gentium paganarum"; Sym.,

Hist. D., sup. It is not clear that Ivar had not come from Ireland in the last instance.

His comrade Olaf of Dublin was devastating the Pictish kingdom of Fortrenn or Strath-

earn this very year. ./;///. Ulster j Chron* Ficts,
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Britain. In Ireland they had already made themselves terrible for some

fourteen years under the leadership of this same Ivar and one " Amlaiph."

Ivar is identified with Ivar " Beenlos " (the Boneless) of Northern lays 1
;

while the trustworthy Annals of Ulster style him the chief king of all the

Northmen in Great Britain and Ireland. 2 Amlaiph, otherwise Olaf the

White, became King of Dublin.' 5 By the Irish writers their people were

called " Danarda " and " Dubgall," ' Black Strangers,' to distinguish them

from the "Fingall" or 'White Strangers,' who came from the land of
' ; Lochlann," i.e. Norway.4 The darker complexion ascribed to the Danish

hosts suggest the presence of a Slavonic element as already pointed out.

To the work of invasion they brought a strength of numbers and a

systematic action not yet witnessed. The East Anglians, powerless to resist,

at once ' made peace,' i.e. submitted ; supplying the invaders

Eas^iS^u
1 w*tn everytnmS tney wanted, including horses. 5 Accordingly

next spring the bulk of the force took the field on horseback,

with greatly increased powers of locomotion and action. Here again we
may notice the quickness of these men in seizing opportunities and adapting

themselves to circumstances. Northwards they moved across the Humber.

The Northern kingdom was in no fit state to resist them. Osbert, who
had come to the throne in 850, had been dethroned in 863 in favour of

one JEWsLj a man said not to have been of Royal birth, though bearer of a

royal name. Osbert however had not been made away with,
C°n

i?e

1

ira

t
°
f
ancl he must sti11 have had a Party- Between ^Ella and

Osbert the Danes were allowed to overrun the whole of Deira.

Churches and monasteries were given to the flames. The conquest was

completed by the capture of York on the 1st November, 867. Then the

Northumbrian parties agreed to sink their differences. Early in 868 an

army was raised which comprised contingents under eight ealdormen. At
their approach the Danes prudently withdrew within the fortifications

of York. The Northumbrians, with reckless courage, assaulted the city

and effected a partial entrance, but only to be cut down in the streets.

Both their kings fell, and the whole army was dispersed (21st March,

868).

Northumbria submitted. The Danes however, for the moment,
not wanting to meddle with Bernicia, set up a puppet king, by name
Ecgberht, to rule in their name North of the Tyne ; Healfdene apparently

retaining the kingdom of Deira.

Having thus mastered Northumbria, the Danes turned Southwards into

Mercia, Ivar leading them. 7 They established themselves at " Snotting-

1 Wars of Gaedhill, lvi. Green. 2 A.D. 873.
3 Ann. Ulster. Skene, Celtic Scotland, I. 324.
4 Wars of Gaedhill, p. 19.

5 a.d. 866, Asser, Chron., Flor., H. Hunt.
G Symeon, Hist. Dunelm., II. c. 6 ; conf. Asser and the Chronicles, who confuse the

two attacks on York of the 1st Nov., 869, and 21st March, 868. 7 Sym., sup.

R.H. R
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ham," Nottingham, on the ford of the Trent. But the Midland kingdom

did not fall so easy a prey as Northumbria. Burgred sent

^
erc *a

t
a pressing call for help to the court of Winchester, and

^thelred and his brother Alfred hastened to the rescue.

At their coming the Danes withdrew into Nottingham, ' so there was no

heavy fighting.' A truce was signed, the Wessex men returning home,

while the Danes wintered at Nottingham. 1 Next year they returned to

York, remaining there over winter. 2

The year 870 proved a dark one in the annals of the English Church.

The Northumbrian Danes extending their dominion drove Archbishop

Wulfhere into exile, and dismissed King Ecgberht, setting up one Ricsig

in his place. 3 The See of Hexham came to an end—if it had not fallen

before. 4 Another force marched southwards under Ivar to complete the

reduction of East Anglia. Every minster on their track was destroyed.

Burgheard, the Bishop of Lindsey, had to fly.
5 The abbot and monks

at Medehamstede (Peterborough) were put to the sword. Bardney,

Croyland, and Ely doubtless fared no better. On entering East Anglia

the Danes established themselves at Thetford, where their earthworks may
yet excite the wonder of the sightseer. 7 In face of a permanent occupa-

tion King Eadmund (the Martyr) led out a forlorn hope to strike a last

blow for homes and altars. He was utterly defeated, taken prisoner, and

put to death. Tradition had it that he was bound to a tree and shot with

King: Ead-
arrows

>
a domestic St. Sebastian. Bishop Humbert of Elmham

mund the suffered with him (Monday, 20th Nov., 870). 8 The See of

Dunwich passed away for ever : Lindsey and Elmham re-

mained vacant for upwards of 80 years. 9

So ended the native East Anglian succession. The indomitable Ivar

went off to the North, from whence he returned to Dublin, there to die in

peace some three years later. 10 Another chief, by name Guthrum, became

1 a.d. 868-869, Asser, Chron., etc.

- a.d. 869, id. ; Sym., sup. 8 Symeon, sup.
4 The last recorded Bishop of Hexham, Tidferth, died in 821. Stubbs, Reg. Sacrum.
8 He signs last in 869 ; Cod. Dip. No. 299. In the Rcgistrum Sacrum the name is

given as Berhtred.
6 See Chron. E, the Peterborough Chronicle. Circumstantial details of the war in

Lindsey are given by the Chronicle of Ingulf, for which see Lapp., II. 36 ; but this

work is an undoubted forgery of late date.
7 The central conical mound is one of the largest " made hills " in England : it is

enclosed by triple lines of ramparts and ditches of horseshoe shape, the open side

abutting on the river Thet. One side of the enclosure has been demolished : what

remains covers 13 acres of ground : the whole must have enclosed some 24 acres.

Blomefield, Norfolk, II. 27.
8 Asser; Chron.; Symeon, sup.; II. Hunt. ; and the so-called Annals of Asser or

Chronicle of St. Neots, M. H. B. t 475 ; Reg. Sacr. ; Abbo, Vita Eadmundi', Acta SS.

Reg. Sacrum.
10 Attn. Ulster., a.d. S73. These Annals represent Ivar as acting with Olaf in an
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the first king of a Danish East Anglia, the only u
strictly Danish king-

dom " that lasted any time, though apparently not a district specially

selected by them for agrarian settlements. 1 Probably the land was not

good enough to tempt them as colonists. But when the mound forts at

Norwich and Cambridge had been added to that at Thetford, the country

would be fettered with a band of iron.

With respect to the Danish settlements we may point out that as the

Anglo-Saxons had possessed themselves of the best of the lands previously

owned by the Britons, so of the lands held by the English the Danes seem

to have picked out the best grass lands.

Xorthumbria having been knocked to pieces; East Anglia subjugated;

and Mercia largely cut into, the invaders now proceeded
Wessiex

t0 attach Wessex. But the Southern kingdom justified its

prestige by the spirited resistance it offered.

Early in 871 an invading army came down on Reading, and entrenched

itself between the Thames and the Kennet ; doubtless on the tongue of

land now occupied by the ruins of the abbey and the gaol. 2 The force

was led by two kings, Healfdene and Bagsecg, and a host of jarls

("eorlas"). We may suppose that they had marched from East Anglia

more or less along the Icknield way. The camp having been fortified,

on the third day part of the force rode out to forage, but were checked by

the Ealdorman of Berkshire at Englefield, some five miles to the South-

west of Reading. Four days later ^Ethelred and Alfred came up and

drove the Danes into their camp. Not content with that, they attempted

to storm the entrenchments, but were beaten off and had to retreat. The
Danes following up their advantage contrived to outmarch them, and
in fact got between them and home, at " ^Escesdune," Ashdown, on the

heights overlooking the Vale of White Horse. In the action that ensued

the English had to attack the enemy uphill. 3 Local tradition has it that

the Danes were posted at Uffington Castle, on the Icknield way, or

" Ridgeway " ; the English at Hardwell Camp, lower down.4 The enemy

Battle of
rc^sh^ted themselves in two divisions, one under the two

Ashdown. kings ; the other under the many jarls. The English adopted

attack on Ailcluyth (Dunbarton) in 870. It is impossible to decide as to his exact
movements.

1 Lapp., II. 39. Freeman, O. E.H., p. 109, calls attention to the fact that Danish
names are much less common in East Anglia than they are in Lincolnshire or Yorkshire.

Asser. He adds that the Danish "vallum" was placed "a dextrali parte . . .

villae regirc." In the mouth of a Celt the ' right hand' would mean the South, as they
reckoned the points of the compass with their faces to the East : but the Danish position
must have been to the East of the town. The conical mound called Forbury Hill may
be identified with the Danish fort. As a rule the modern gaol will be found in
proximity to the primitive fort, a curious instance of continuity.

3 So Asser.

* Paterson's Roads, p. 100. The village of Ashbury is about 2 miles to the West of
the entrenchments at Uffington : Ashdown Park zk miles to the South of them.
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a similar formation, assigning one command to yEthelred and the other

to . Klfred. All was ready : the Danes were coming down with levelled

spears and locked shields—the testudo of the Romans, the ' board-

wall ' of Anglo-Saxon lays—but yKthelred refused to quit his tent till

Mass had been celebrated. The 'moment was critical : ^Elfred seeing

that in a few minutes all might be lost took upon himself the responsi-

bility of ordering the whole line to advance without waiting for the king.

His decision was crowned with success ; charging fiercely he gained a

complete victory: King Bagsecg and five jarls of name fell on the field. 1

It is not unlikely that the celebrated White Horse may have been traced

in honour of this day.

The Danes must have fallen back on Reading to recruit their forces, as

we hear of an action fought within a fortnight at Basing, in which they

had the best of it.
2 Again, we have yet another action fought before

Easter (15th April) at " Merantune," Merton in Surrey. There Bishop

Heahmund of Sherborne fell (22nd March ?)
;]

: and there ended the public

career, if not the life, of King yEthelred I. He died on the 24th April 4
;

worn out no doubt by the fatigue and anxiety of the campaign,

Sthdred I
^ not actua% done to death by wounds. The youngest and

last surviving son of yEthelwulf, Alfred the Great, was then

hailed by acclamation King of the West Saxons and of Kent 5
; the sons of

-•Ethelred being passed over.

But welcome as the accession of .Elfred must have been, there was

no time for rejoicings, hardly time for the obsequies of the late king.

The Danes were again advancing from Reading and in fresh force.

Within a month of his accession .Elfred had to withstand their onslaught

on a hill near Wilton, on the South side of the Wily. Favoured by their

position the English with inferior numbers kept the enemy at bay, till the

invaders with their superior generalship feigned a retreat, and so luring

the natives from their vantage ground, eventually won the day. 7

But both sides had had enough of it. Within five months eight or nine

pitched battles had been fought South of the Thames, besides untold

1 See Asser (copied by Florence). Asser had the details from men who had been

in the action ; he also visited the spot, and was shewn a thorn bush round which the

light had raged. Conf. Chron. A (copied by the others). - Asser, Chron.
:J Chron. ; Flor. ; /Ethelweard. The 22nd March is Bishop Ileahmund's Day in the

Anglo-Saxon Calendar. This action is not noticed by Asser.

4 Flor.

8 "Rex occidentalium Saxonum necnon set Cantuariorum " j Cod, Dip. No. 507;

Birch, II. p. 158; again Cod. D. No. 314, "West Seaxena cinge."
8 .Tthelred apparently left two sons, .Fthelhelm and /Ethelwold, both mentioned in

.F.lfred's will; Cod. Dip. No. 314. .Fthelwcard the chronicler claimed .Fthelred as

his great•great-grandfather. M. //./>., 514. See/./., Preface, 81.
7 Asser, Flor., Chron. iEthelweard, who must have been well informed in court

traditions, asserts that J'.lfivd was not in the action, being still detained by the obsequies

cf his brother at 'Wimbornc. M. II. />'., 514.
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skirmishes and beatings up of quarters. If the English had trouble in

. _ keeping their men together, the invaders were far from their
A Truc6.

base of operations. The Danes signed a truce and evacuated

Wessex, retiring to Reading. 1
It is likely however that .-Elfred had to

pay heavily for this deliverance.

APPENDIX TO CHAPTER XIV

A.D. S02-S74

S05, 12 May
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SoS

826

827

S2S

S30

SJ2

SJ9

Archbishops of

Canterbury.
Kings of Wessex. Kings of Mercia.

J'.thelheard

Death of /Ethel-

heard (H. &
S., III. 467);
WulfredArch-
bishop

Death of Wul-
fred

Feologeld Arch-
bishop (?) (H.
&S.,III. 609)

Ceolnoth Arch-
bishop

Eceberht

Death of Ecg-
berht ; iEthel-

wulf King

Coenwulf

Death of Coen-
wulf ; his
brother Ceol-
wulf King

Deposition of

Ceo lwul f
;

B eorn wulf
King

Death of Beorn-
wulf (killed in

battle)

Ludecan King

;

death of Lude-
can (killed in

battle)

Wiglaf King

;

deposition of

Wiglafby Ecg-
berht of Wes-
sex

Restoration of

Wiglaf (as

under-king)

Death of Wiglaf;
Beorhtwulf
Kins

Kings of
Northumbria.

Eardvvulf

Deposition of

Eardwulf;
/Elfwold King.

Deposition of

JE lfw ol d
;

Eanred Kine

1 Asser ; Chron. ; Flor. ; .Ethelweard.
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Archbishops of
Canterbury.

Kines of Wessex. Kings of Mercia.
Kings of

Northumbria.

841 Death of Eanred

;

son .Ethelred

850

II. King
Death ^Ethelred,

assassinated
;

852 Death of Beorht-
Osbert King

853 Death of yEthel-

wulf; Aithel-

bald King

wulf; Burgred
King

860 Death of yEthel-

bald; /Ethel-

berht King

863 Deposition of

Osbert ; .Ella

King
866 Death of ALthel-

berht ; /Ethel-

red King
868 Death of .Ella

(killed in
battle). End
of Angle
Kingdom

S70 Death of Ceol-

noth ; /Ethel-

r e d Arch-

S71
bishop

Death of /Ethel-

red ; yElfred

King
874 Expulsion of

Burgred. End
of Angle
Kingdom



CHAPTER XV

/ELFRED "THE GREAT "

(Born at Wantage circa S42. l Began to reign April-May, 871 ; died 28th Oct., 900)

Settlement of Danes in Mercia and Deira—Wessex overrun—Settlement in East Anglia

—Reorganization of Wessex by /Elfred—Fresh struggle with army of Hasten—His

ultimate expulsion—Death of /Elfred

/T~"*LFRED is certainly one of the most pleasing, and perhaps the

/ lJ most perfect character in history. " No other man on record has

so thoroughly united all the virtues both of the ruler and of the private

man.'' 8 Various deeds and institutions have been ascribed to him of

which he cannot boast ; but the outlines of his character are unquestion-

able ; and in fact it is refreshing to find a great reputation that "so

thoroughly bears investigation." 3 His ability has not been fully re-

cognised, owing perhaps to the modest way in which he speaks of himself

and his own accomplishments. He was a man of great breadth and clear-

ness of vision j one who could rise above the surroundings in which he was

born, and form a just estimate of his age and its deficiencies. To remedy

these he laboured ' night and day ' under the strictest sense of duty. A
thorough reformer, he never allowed himself to be carried too far in any

one direction, working, so to speak, evenly all round.

From his infancy his good looks and engaging manners made him the

favourite of his parents and their court.4 His mind must have been

enlarged by his two journeys to Rome in 853 and 855, young as he was.

But his schooling was neglected by his parents and guardians.

EduwtSn ^T° t ^ ^e was twe ^ve years °ld and upwards was any attempt

made to instruct him in letters 5
; and even then the instruc-

1 The accepted date for /Elfred's birth, on the authority of Asser (copied by Florence),

is a.d. 849. M. H. B., 467. Asser repeats this assertion in several places, but again he

tells us that 853, the undoubted year of Alfred's first journey to Rome, was his eleventh

year. M. H. B., 469, 470. This is intelligible : a mission to Rome at four years of age

passes belief. Again if we take /Elfred to have been eleven years old in 853 the story

about his mother and the book harmonizes with the statement that he began to learn to

read when he was twelve. M. H. B., 473, 474. That would be after his return from

his first visit to Rome. But if he was only four years old in 853 his mother cannot have

lived to see him reach his twelfth year, as she must have died before 856, when /Ethel-

wulf married Judith. See Bishop Stubbs, W. Malmesbury, G. 7?., II. xli.

2 Freeman, N. C, I. 51.
3 C. Pearson. 4 Asser, a.d. 849, 866.

5 " Usque ad duodecimum aetatis annum aut eo amplius, illiteratus permansit." Asser,

A.d. 866.

217
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tion was imparted in so desultory a manner as to yield little fruit. It was

a matter of constant regret to him in after life that with all his endeavours

he was never able to read properly. 1 His education was really limited to

making him learn a few things by heart ; such as native ballads, the daily

Hours of Prayer, and a few Psalms. He constantly carried a devotional

manual on his person. But his quickness in learning by rote was great.

Asser records the well-known incident of Alfred and his mother Osburh.

She was showing her sons a ' book ' of Saxon poetry, 2 and said that she

would give the book to whichever of them should ( learn it

'

hiaMother. îrst -' ! Alfred, stimulated by the beauty of the illuminated

capital at the beginning of the book, 4 took it to his tutor

;

mastered its contents with his help 5
; and then returning to his mother

repeated his lesson and claimed his reward.

For the deficiencies in . Klfred's education one reason assigned is the

scarcity of ' good readers ' in Wessex j another may have been the delicacy

of his constitution, which was far from strong. On the other hand from

an early age he was initiated in all the mysteries of the chase, on which he

was held a great authority to the end of his days. 6 In 868, at

' the age of six-and-twenty, he married ^Ethelswyth, daughter of

-Kthelred, surnamed " Mucil," Ealdorman of the Gainas "
; a match prob-

ably arranged by his sister the Queen of Mercia. In previous years he had

been troubled with a.ficus : the heavy carousals attendant on the wedding 8

were interrupted by an alarming attack, probably an epileptic fit, which for

the time prostrated the young bridegroom. The fear of a recurrence of

1 See the passage in Asser, very corruptly given in the M. H. £., p. 474; the point

however is clear, viz., that .Flfred was constantly lamenting " legere ut non poterat."

Again we are told that his great delight was to get persons to read to him, p. 4S6,

"non enim adhuc aliquid legere inceperat," 4S7. Here the "adhuc " may refer to the

incident recorded of the nth November, S87, when we are told that Alfred " legere et

interpreter! simul uno eodemque die primitus inchoavit," p. 491. But the incident as

narrated was simply the starting of an album of Scriptural passages copied out by Asser

for the king. Perhaps this was the first time that he thought of getting Latin writings

translated.

8 " Saxonicum poematicx artis librum."
3 " Quisquis vestrum discere citius istum codicem possit."
4 " Pulchritudine principalis litters istius libri illectus."
5 " Magistrum adiit et legit." Asser, M. H. B. t 474 j Flor., */., 556. The book

need not have contained more than one lay ; it need not have contained more matter

than the " boke " of a charter contained. For Alfred's age at the time see previous

page, note 1. On the incident see Pauli, Life of Alfred, Wright's Transl.
, p. S6 ;

Pearson, Hist., I. 163 ; Green, Conquest of E., p. 100.
''• Asser, Flor.

7 Asser, Flor., in anno. The name MttcU must not be taken as = JLuck/e, Big, nor
must the district of the Gainas be identified with Gainsborough. II. Bradley, Academy,

[8941 2n«l July; \Y. II. Stevenson, Id., 30th June.

"Post diuturna die noctuque convivia."
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these attacks haunted him during the rest of his life.
1 But bodily

infirmity seemed only to nerve the strength of his will.

The truce of Wilton gave /Elfred and Wessex a much needed breathing

time of five years. In 872 the Danes removed from Pleading to the

neighbourhood of London, where they remained for a year under a truce

with the Mercians. 2 The truce was doubtless an " appatisement" 3 such

as we shall hear of in the 14th and 15th centuries, an arrangement under

which the invaders agreed to respect a certain territory in consideration of

a fixed subsidy or blackmail.

In S73, Middlesex having been well fleeced, Healfdene led his army

northwards into Lindesey, where he wintered at " Turcesige," Torksey on

the Trent. 4 In 874 he plunged westwards into the heart of

of^rcia! Mercia. Burgred was driven from his throne, apparently with-

out a struggle. Submitting tamely to his fate he retired to

Rome, there shortly to die, the last of Mercian kings properly so called.

But the Danes did not want to be troubled with the whole of Mercia. As
on their first invasion of Northumbria they had set up a puppet king in

Bernicia, so now they assigned part of Mercia to Ceolwulf, a Thegn or

Minister of the late king. 5

The districts so assigned must have comprised Mercia proper, the

territory of the Hwiccas, and Hecana, or Herefordshire ; as we have an

episcopal succession continuing at Lichfield, Worcester, and Hereford. On
the other hand the See of Leicester removes to Dorchester, on the borders

oi Wessex
; while that of Lindesey remains in abeyance for eighty years

and upwards. The lands appropriated by the Danes were

Burghs
6

§rouped round Leicester, Nottingham, Derby, 7 Stamford and

Lincoln; towns which became linked in a sort of confeder-

ation, known afterwards as the Five Burghs. 8

But the greater number of the Danes were not yet disposed to settle

down as peaceful landowners. Having spent the winter of 874-875 at

Repton, in the spring the more restless spirits divided into two bands,

one moving northwards under Healfdene, the other southwards under
Guthrum, Oskytel, and Amund.

Healfdene must have moved up the West coast, as we hear that, starting

from Repton, he subdued all Northumbria, i.e. Bernicia ; harried the Picts,

1 Asser, 4S4, 485, 492. lie describes the attacks as liable to recur up to the king's

45th year, the time when he was writing ; but there is no evidence that they ceased
after that time. Conf. Flor., M. H. B., 556.

-' Asser, Chron., Flor. :; From the French pdtis. 4 M, and H. Hunt.
Asser, Flor., Chron., a.d. 874 ;' comparing the same, especially Florence, a.d.

877.
6 See Registrum Sacr., pp. 12, 13, 163.

' The Danish " Deoraby " previously known as " Northworthige "
; yEthelweard,

M.H.B., 513.
s Lapp., II. 4S. These settlements however may not have been established till 876.
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presumably the Galloway Picts; and the Strathclyde Britons. 1 We are

also told that he destroyed Lindisfarne and all other monasteries from sea

to sea, finally settling down for winter quarters at Tynemouth. At his

coming Bishop Eardvvulf of Lindisfarne fled with the precious body of

St. Cuthberht, to wander from one refuge to another for some eight long

years. 2

To this year we may probably ascribe the destruction of Carlisle, which

lay waste for upwards of 200 years, till rebuilt by Rufus in 1092. 3

Throughout two-thirds of England the whole ostensible fabric of the

Church had now fallen ; and with it all the learning and civilization of

the North. Of the art treasures of Benedict Biscop, of the

CivSization. libraries of Jarrow and York, we hear no more. The districts

hitherto distinguished as the chief seats of English culture were

once more reduced to barbarism.

Nor had the districts North of the Cheviots escaped the visitation of the

Scandinavian hosts, and more especially of those established in Ireland.

Nay more the colonization of " Cait," or " Katanes " (Caithness), and
" Sudrland " (Sutherland) would seem to have begun about this period. l

Nevertheless to the South of Drumaiban, otherwise the Month or Mount,

i.e. the so-called Grampians, the nucleus of a kingdom destined to unite

the later Scotland was beginning to emerge. About the year

Ma^Mpin. 84 2 5 Kenneth Mac Alpin, being king of the Dalriad Scots,

succeeded to the Pictish kingdom of Fortrenn or Strathearn,

and so united the two Thrones. In the seventh year of his reign he

1 /Ethelweard renders the Strathclyde "Wealas" of the A.S. Chronicles by "Cumbri,"

the first appearance of the Cumbrian name in this sense.

2 See Asser, still the best account, copied by Florence ; also Chron. A ; Symeon,

Hist. Dunelm., II. c. 6. The slaughter of Ticts by "Dubgallu," 'Black Strangers,'

i.e. Danes, is also recorded by the Annals of Ulster under this year (875), Skene's

Chronicles of Picts and Scots•, p. 362. All the authorities make the year S75 begin with

the winter quarters at Tynemouth, but the recorded winterings from 871 to 875 cannot

be made out unless the winter 874-5 was spent at Repton.
3 II. Hunt., a.d. 1092. Lindisfarne was certainly destroyed in this year. That

Carlisle had been destroyed before Lindisfarne, may be inferred from the fact that when
Bishop Eardwulf fled he was accompanied by Eadred, previously Abbot of Carlisle, who
followed him for years. Sym., sup. The existence of an English monastery at Carlisle

down to this period implies that so far Carlisle had not formed part of the kingdom
of Strathclyde. Symeon expressly states that it was part of the diocese of Eardwulf

;

Hist. Dun., II. c. 5. That in fact Anglican influence had extended northwards from

Carlisle into Dumfriesshire may be inferred from the well-known crosses of English type

at Thornhill and Ruthwcll.
4 Circa 875. See Skene, Celtic Scotland, I. 326.
•'' The best datum for the chronology of Kenneth seems to be that afforded by the

Annals of Ulster and Innisfallen, which state that he died in S58, correctly given H
being also the year of the death of .bthchvulf. The various editions of the Pictish

Chronicle give no date, but they all make Kenneth reign sixteen years. Chron. /Vets and
Scots, 8, 174, 361. Mr. Skene makes him reign 844-860 : Celtic Scotland, I. 310, 313.
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brought the relics of St. Columba from Iona 'to a church which he

built.' * The church referred to appears to have been that at Dunkeld.-

But in fact both Dunkeld and Kilrimont, otherwise St. Andrew's, had been

founded before his time. 3 Kenneth, we are told, invaded ' Saxony ' six

several times, and burnt "Dunbarre," and "Marios," obviously Melrose. 4

But he could not prevent the Strathclyde Britons from burning " Dub-

blain," or Dunblane j nor could he prevent the Danes harrying his

kingdom and burning Dunkeld. 6 His dominions, however, must have

included, besides his original Dalriada, or modern Argyllshire, the districts

of Stratheam, Athole, Fife with Fothreeve (Kinross), Gowrie, Strathmore,

Angus, and Kincardineshire.

The kingdom of Strathclyde still held its own, as already shewn, al-

though Ailcluyth had again been sacked, after a five months'
"

siege, namely by Olaf the White, king of Dublin. In the

collapse of Northumbria it is not too much to suppose that the Britons

had recovered the territory in Ayrshire wrested from them by

Eadberht in 756. Lothian, doubtless through the strength

of its Anglic population, maintained its position as a semi-independent

outlier of Northumbria. Lastly, Galloway must have fallen

back under native rule, the Anglican See of Whithern having

come to an end about the beginning of the century, as already mentioned.

By the beginning of the year 876 the followers of Healfdene, having

gleaned all there was to glean in the way of moveable property in the

North, became disposed to settle down as owners or cultivators of the soil

;

and we are told that their leader began parcelling out the land among
his people. 7 The districts appropriated lay in Deira, our Yorkshire, the

contiguous parts of Mercia having been already occupied. The settle-

ments in Cumberland probably fell later. But throughout a wide tract, from

the bounds of Yorkshire to those of Warwickshire and Northamptonshire,

the termination "by" ( = burh= town) marks the lands taken by the

invaders. In numberless cases the manor still retains the name of the

original Scandinavian lord to whom it was assigned. 8

1 "Ad ecclesiam quam construxit." So the oldest MS. of the Pictish Chronicle, p. 8.

" Haddan & S., II. 118 ; Skene, Celtic Scotland, I. 310. With the Columban relics-

the primacy in the Scottish Church was transferred to Dunkeld. The Iona clergy,

apparently disapproving of this, took part of the Columban relics to the recently founded
church of Kells in Ireland, to be the chief Columban abbey. lb., Ann. Ulst. ,814-849.

3 Chron. Picts, 173, comparing Skene, sup., 296, 306 ; H. & S., 1 17. St. Andrew's
Bust have been founded 731-747.

4 Chron. Picts, 8. Under 761 Symeon records a battle between ^Lthelwalcl Moll of
Northumbria and one Oswine at "Eldunum," which is glossed "Melros" ; Hist. Reg.,

41. Melrose is quite near the Eildons.
5 Chron. Picts, 8. G a.d. 870. Ann. Ulst. ; Ann. Cambria.
7 Asser ; Chron., etc.

8 See Freeman, N. C, I. 48; Robertson, Scotland Under Early Kings, II. 434.
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To return to the Southern column of the Danish force that broke up

from Repton in the spring of 875. It marched into East Anglia, establish-

ing itself for the winter at " Grantebrycge," * Cambridge. The earthworks

of the Castle Hill, piled up within the precincts of the Roman station,

may date from this period.

But Guthrum was not yet prepared to settle down as a mere king of

East Anglia. In 876 he embarked his army, largely reinforced from

various quarters, and sailed down the South coast to join

iifwessex! nands with a Western force. 2 Entering Poole harbour, he

landed at Wareham, and established himself there again within

old Roman works, between the Frome and the Piddle, adding a conical

mound, as at Cambridge. J His ' Western ' allies were probably connected

with the men against whom yElfred in the previous year is said to have

contended at sea with some success. But it is clear that at this time the

main tide of Northern emigration was setting on the coasts of Great

Britain, Ireland and Gaul being left in comparative peace.

From their post at Wareham the Danes overran all Dorsetshire. -Elfred

met one band, and attempted to buy them out of the country. They
closed with his terms, giving hostage?, and pledging themselves to depart.

The oath was sworn on a holy armlet dipped in blood,4 their most solemn

form of pledge. But when the money was paid they rode off to Exeter,

and took up a fresh position there. In the spring the whole

force came round from Wareham to Exeter, some by sea, and

some by land. Alfred followed the movements of the latter force without

risking a general action. But the winds and the waves fought for him at

sea, and the Danes lost 120 vessels off Swanage, in the Isle of Purbeck. 5

But at Exeter again the Danes soon found themselves in straits for

means, as fresh adventurers were perpetually coming in. About August

part of the force marched northwards to Gloucester to harry the Mercian

districts committed to Ceolwulf. The rest stayed at Exeter till the 6th

January, 878, when they departed to establish themselves at

Chippenham. The natives then seemed to abandon the

struggle in despair. yElfred was driven to hide in the woods and swamps

of Somerset ; and Wessex for some months lay utterly prostrate. The
prospect was indeed gloomy, as north of the Thames the Danes had

advanced as far as the gates of London, holding the whole East coast. 7

The well-known tale of -Elfred and the cakes belongs to this period ;

but the original authority appears to be a legendary Life of St. Neot, of

uncertain date. 8

' Asser, Flor., Chron.
-' "Conjecit statum commnnem cum occidentali exercitu

;

'
; . l.ihelweard, 515.

rk, Mi iutval Military Architecture^ I. 18.

* "On than) halgan beage" : Chron. See the note in Thorpe's translation of the

passage (Rolls edition). :> Chron., Flor. Asser, Chron., /Ethelweard.
7

II. Hunt. s See M. II. />'., 4S0, ami Preface, 79.
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Affairs, however, soon began to take a turn. The Danes, out of reach

of naval reinforcements, could not hold down Wessex for any length of time.

A brother of Healfdene and Ivar, after ravaging South Wales,

^u^cess
511

ventured t0 land at Kenwith, near Bideford, on the coast of

Devon, and was cut off.
1 The Raven banner, a precious trophy,

fell into the hands of the English. 2 After Easter (23rd March) we find

.Elfred fortifying a ' work,' as a rallying point, at Athelney, where the Tone,

flowing northwards from Taunton, strikes the Parret, in the heart of a

fen district impenetrable to cavalry. A jewel of blue enamel inclosed in a

setting of gold, with the legend " Aelfred mec heht gewyrcan," 3 found

here in 1693, "recalls the memory of this gallant stand." 4 Adherents

soon began to join the king. In the seventh week after Easter (5th-uth

May), bursting from his hiding-place, he unfurled his standard at " Ecg-

brihtestane," to the East of Selwood, a place identified with Brixton Deverill,

near Warminster. 5 Here the men of our Hampshire could join the

musters from Somerset and Wilts.

A day's march brought yElfred from Brixton to " Iglea," probably

Highley, just off the road to Chippenham, a mile and a half short of Melk-

sham. Next day, leaving the road to Chippenham, /Elfred executed a

flank movement to " Ethandune," now Heddington, some eight miles off,

where he took up his position on the slope of the Downs, facing Chippen-

ham, to await the onslaught of the enemy. The struggle

H^ddSffton. Proved l°ng ar>d obstinate, but the invaders were finally

worsted, and obliged to fall back on their camp at Chippenham. 7

Fourteen days' beleaguerment brought them to terms. They gave hostages

to evacuate Wessex. More remarkable was the undertaking given by

Guthrum to conform to Christianity, doubtless as a pledge and earnest of

his purpose of settling down as a peaceable English king. This promise

was duly fulfilled within a few weeks.8 Guthrum and thirty of his chief

followers came to Aller, a few miles above Athelney, and were baptized,

.Elired standing sponsor for his rival, and giving him the name of ^Ethel-

stan. From Aller the party removed to Wedmore, near Wells, and there

the chrysmal cloths of the neophytes were duly removed on the eighth

1 Asser, Chron.

- " Thaer waes se guoTana genumen the hie Hrrefn heton." Chron. E, C, D. Mr.

Freeman points out that "guthfana," 'battle-flag,' is the same word as "gonfalon."

O. E. H., 122. 3 ' /Elfred bade me [be] wrought.'

4 Green, Conquest of England, no; Earle, Parallel Chron., note. The jewel is pre-

served in the Ashmolean Museum at Oxford. 5 Earle, sup.

8 For these and other less likely suggestions as to the sites of Iglea and Ethandune see

Earle, sup. In Domesday Heddington appears as Edinton. lb.

7 Asser's narrative implies a retreat to an established position, as he tells us that

Alfred "ante portas Faganicoe arcis . . . castrametatus est." The Chronicles

imply a retreat to some distance, as they say that /Elfred rode after the enemy.
8 (i Post hebdomadas septem." Flor. , apparently from Asser. ' Within three weeks,'

Chron.
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day. Thus the pacification has since been known as the Treaty of Wed-

more. For twelve days in all the Danes were entertained by the King of

Wessex. 1

The evacuation of Wessex, however, was not effected in a day. The
Danes remained at Chippenham over the winter of 878-879, of course

living on the country. In 879 they moved to Cirencester, to

Evacuated Quarter themselves on the unfortunate Ceolwulf. In 8S0 they

finally went back to East Anglia. We are told that they

proceeded to ' deal ' out the land among themselves,- but, as already men-

tioned, the paucity of Danish names in East Anglia suggests that no

extensive colonization took place in that quarter.

On the retirement of the Danes from South-Western Mercia ^Elfred at

once took possession of the country, placing it under the rule of the

Ealdorman ^Ethelred, 3 to whom subsequently he gave his daughter ^Ethel-

fla^d to wife. England was now roughly divided into three districts,

Wessex, Mercia, and " Denalagu," or ' Dane-law,' i.e. the lands where

Danish law prevailed.

Thus the victory at Heddington, if not crushing, was at any rate decisive

in its results. The tide of Danish conquest was arrested,

Turned
6

anc* ^e mture °f Wessex, and through it of England, was

assured.

For some fifteen years Wessex remained in peace, broken only by

occasional hostilities. 4 In 882 we hear of a naval action with four hostile

vessels : two were captured and two destroyed. Two years later a detach-

ment from the forces that were overrunning the Netherlands sailed over

from the Scheldt to the Medway, and laid siege to Rochester. ./Elfred

hastened to the rescue and drove the invaders back across the Channel.

Having a fleet at sea, he sailed on to punish the East Anglian

^Fiee?
811 Danes wno nad broken the truce. At the mouth of the Stour

he destroyed thirteen " wicing " ships, but was finally repulsed

by a superior armament gathered from various quarters. 5

These actions give us a measure of what .Elfred could accomplish on the

sea. He has been called the founder of the English Navy ; he was

certainly the first of English kings to attempt to defend his coasts at sea,

but he had to enlist foreigners for the service :

G and the reader may be

1 Asser, Flor., Chron. The treaty between /Elfred and Guthrum, printed Schmid, p.

106, Thorpe, p. 66, and often called the Treaty of Wedmore, must be referred to a later

date, probably S86. See Schmid's notes. For unction as part of the rite of baptism at

this time see Earle's note, 307, citing Maskell. '-' Chron., etc.

3 See Codex Dip. No. 311, A.D. 8S0 ; also No. 313; liirch, Cart. Sax., II. p. 166,

172, etc. Oxfordshire, as well as the country of the Hwiccas, was under .Fthelred's rule

from the first.
A Asser, Chron.

5 a.d. S84, Asser. The Chronicles and Florence give the year as SS5, but it must be

read 8S4, as all agree that it was the year of the deaths of Fope Marinus and King Karl-

man. G Chron., A.D. S97.
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told at once that down to the 16th century the existence of the Royal

Navy was, at the best, but fitful and intermittent.

Within the next two years, however, ^Elfred must have got the upper

hand of Guthrum ; as the well-known treaty between them, commonly

supposed to have been executed at Wedmore in 878, seems to

Treaty of
]je iong t this period. The Danish king agreed to keep to the

East of a boundary line appointed to run as follows—namely,

up the Thames to the mouth of the Lea ; up the Lea to its source near

Hertford ; thence in a straight/line to Bedford ; and thence again up the

Ouse to the Watling Street, near Stony Stratford. 1 Of any boundary

further North nothing is said. That would be a boundary between Alfred

and the Mercian or Northumbrian Danes, and with that Guthrum was not

concerned. Under this treaty London and the western half of the old

kingdom of the East Saxons appear to have been made over to Alfred.

The treaty also provides for complete social equality between Englishmen

and Danes, but forbids foreign enlistment, or intercourse with the other

side except for commercial dealings. It was clearly by virtue of this treaty

that ^Elfred in 886 took peaceable possession of London,

Rebuilt
rebuilt lt> and made lt fit for habitation. 2 The Danes had left

it a heap of ruins. As belonging to Mercia it was placed

under the rule of Earldorman /Ethelred.

England South of the Tyne was now fairly ranged under two flags, if not

divided into two kingdoms. All Angles and Saxons not under Danish

subjection took ^Elfred as their king. The Princes of South

^^ g|g
and Wales accepted his supremacy to escape the hostilities both of

his Mercian subjects, and of the North Welsh, who were allied

with the Northumbrian Danes. But even the Princes of Gwynedd even-

tually found it politic to seek the court of the King of Wessex. 3 More-

over zElfred had this further advantage, that his England was one state

;

the England of the Denalagu, as the Danish districts were collectively

termed, was made up of many states, and within these the Christian

element was beginning to assert itself. In 883 one Guthred, son of

Hardacnut had been chosen King of Northumbria, that is to say of Deira,

in succession to Healfdene, who had fallen on a last naval expedition.

Guthred, we are told, was in slavery at Whittingham, near

Alnwick, at the time of his election. He was, however, ot

royal birth, and owed his election to the Christians, his promotion having

been moved by Eadred, the former Abbot of Carlisle, who was still with

the relics of St. Cuthbert at Craik. Guthred at once rewarded his sup-

1 See the treaty, Schmid, 106; Thorpe, 66. I agree with Mr. Green that it must
have been executed about the year 886 : Conquest of England, 149. Of the boundary
between yElfred and the Northern Danes nothing is said, as that did not concern Guth-
rum. 2 " Londoniam civitatem honorifice restauravit et habitabilem fecit." Asser.

3 Asser, 488.
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porters by re-establishing the See of Lindisfarne, and the bones of St.

Cuthbert, at Chester-le-Street, near Durham. 1 Lindisfarne would be too far

from Guthred's seat of influence ; it was exposed to inroads from the

Scots ; and Bernicia at this time was ruled by native chiefs in friendly

relations with the House of Wessex, probably by Eadulf of Bamborough.'2

The years of tranquillity that followed the retirement of Guthrum from

Mercia enabled Alfred to turn his attention to those peaceful labours

with which his name is so intimately associated. The amount to be done

was appalling. All regard for law and order had disappeared. Many of

the towns were in ruins ; whole tracts of land lay wasted. Learning had

so utterly perished that even men who could read, at any rate men who

could read Latin so as to understand what they read, were not to be found

in Wessex. 3 In reorganizing his military system, rebuilding

organization.
towns

>
building ships, and fortifying strongholds, Alfred only

did what other kings have been prompt to do. But we note

as singularly characteristic of England the apathy on the part of his

subjects with which Alfred had to contend in his efforts to make them

arm betimes against future contingencies. The possibility of foreign

invasion has always been the thing that Englishmen are most loth to con-

template or provide against. So now .Elfred was the only man in his

kingdom who was not lulled into false security by the clearing of the

horizon. He and he alone saw that the storm might break out afresh at

any moment. We are told that bishops, ealdormen, and thegns had not

only to be sharply reprimanded, but even at times actually punished for

wilful neglect of orders in these matters. l

We may point out that the infliction of punishment on an ealdorman or

a bishop implied an ascendancy hardly to be paralleled among Anglo-

Saxon kings.

But Alfred's zeal for education, for the diffusion of useful knowledge,

for the cultivation of the mother tongue, were all his own. The writing of

English prose dates from his time. Before him all prose

writing was in Latin. Aftei him we have a continuous succes-

sion of English prose writers. But for teachers for himself and his people

.Elfred had, in the first instance, to look outside of Wessex. Among the

first men of letters invited to his court were four Mercian priests—Western
1 Symeon, H. D. E., 68, 203 ; IF. A\, 114, 377, etc. Eardwulf was still Bishop.

Reg. Sacr. Guthred's donation is represented as extending to all the land between the

Tyne and Wear to the East of " Deorestrete," i.e. the Watling Street—a debatable land

perhaps between Deira and Bernicia.

- Sym., I. 209 {Hist. S. Cuthbert). We have seen that the Danes kept out of Ber-

nicia, appointing under-kings there : first Ecgberht, then Ricsig, and lastly another

Ecgberht (a. D. 876). Sym., II. in. From the time ofhis death (878) we know nothing of

Bernicia till we come to Eadulf, of whom we only know that he was allied with .Elfred

(Sym., sup.), and died in 912 (. Ethel weard, M.H.B., 520). His son Ealdred succeeded him.

5o the Preface to /Elfred's Translation of S. Gregory's Pastoral Care, cited Stubbs,

C. //., I. 238 ; and Asser, 474.
4 Asser, 492, 403.
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Mercia having suffered less from Danish ravages than any other part of

England. These men were Werfrith, Bishop of Worcester
;

Plegmund Plegmund, appointed Archbishop of Canterbury (890-89*).-;

and two of lesser note, by name ^thelstan and Wervvulf.

The revival of learning began under the primacy of Plegmund. From

„-, ^ M across the Channel Grimbald, from the Abbey of St. Bertin at
Grimoala. _ , _, , ,

....
St. Omer, and John 'the Old Saxon' l accepted invitations to

the Court of Wessex. These two were monks ; the former specially skilled

in chaunting and learned in matters of ritual. He was made
J
sax ^

e
Abbot of the king's New Minster at Winchester, placed along-

side of the Old Minster, or Cathedral Church. His acquaint-

ance with /Elfred was said to date from the time of the king's first journey to

Rome, 2 a further proof that Alfred was more than five years old at that time.

Asser
Lastly we have Bishop Asser, originally of St. David's, and

afterwards of Sherborne, 3 Alfred's biographer, who was brought

from Wales to act as reader to the king.

Through these men Alfred established his school, which the nobility

were invited to attend ; and through them he gave to the world the works

that bear his name. None of these are original compositions ; they are

one and all translations of books of established reputation. The list com-

prises the Epitome of Orosius, as a manual of general history ; the Conso-

lation of Philosophy of Boethius, as an ethical work ; the Pastoral of

Gregory, as a theological text-book ; the Ecclesiastical History of Baeda, as

a national record. Passages clearly dictated by the king reveal his own
co-operation in the work. 4

To Alfred's zeal for national history and native literature we owe the

The Win- m st °^ our vernacular chronicles, the Winchester Chronicle,

Chester which, whether originally composed in English or not, un-

doubtedly owes its actual form to Alfred. 5

A Code of Laws was also published by the king, compiled from the

Codes of ^Ethelberht, Ine, and Offa, with some fifty provisions taken

directly from the Book of Exodus. 6 But he attempted no

JEifred.
original legislation, because, as he tells us with characteristic

modesty, he knew not ' how it might like them that came after

1 "Of Corvey in Old Saxony." Lapp., II. 69. The reader will not follow William
of Malmesbury in confounding John the Saxon with John Scotus Erigena, the great

:
intellectual light of the age, an Irishman, as his surname indicates, though his history is

connected with the Court of Charles the Bald.
2 See Bishop Stubbs, W. Malm., G.R., II. xliii., etc.

3 After 892 ; Reg. Sacrum.
4 See Green, Conquest of England, 162, 163 ; W. Malm., G. R., II. s. 123.

' The Winchester Chronicle, prior to the year 887, at any rate the part common to

Asser (849-887), appears to have been originally composed in Latin, as embedded in

Asser. The Chronicle in several places obscures the sense by mistranslations, the text

in Asser being free from ambiguity. 6 Schmid, p. 58 ; Thorpe, p. 20.

R. H. S
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him.' l Hut the mere fact of the fusion of ' dooms ' from Kent, Wes
and Mercia to make one common law for all Englishmen, marked a

distinct step in the direction of unification.2

Judicial business occupied a large portion of .-Elfred's time. Appeals

to him must have been endless, as we are told that in the inferior courts

the conflicting interests of the upper and the lower classes led

Work* t0 sucn contentions that no decisions gave satisfaction except

those of the king. 3 In deciding cases we hear again, to his

honour be it told, that yElfred was most anxious to protect the interests

of the down-trodden peasantry, ' because in that country the poor had no

friend but the king.' 4

In Asser's account of these matters two further points seem to come out

clearly :

(1) That the ealdormen (comites) and reeves (prapositi) held office by

the king's gift
—

" Dei dono et mco"

(2) That however popular the forms of procedure might be, the king

held the presiding officers (judices) and them only as responsible for the

decisions of their courts.

Alfred's interference with the patriarchal government of the magnates

must have been bitterly resented by them. These feelings seem to find

expression in the Lives of St. Neat, himself a kinsman of the

Mag-nates. king, where we notice a distinct disposition to disparage

J'.lfred. 5 In his own works he complains of ' sorrow ' from

his own kindred/'

In dividing his day between his numerous duties Alfred had no clock

to tell the hours for him. Time was marked by the burning of wax tapers

of definite weight and length, the flame being protected from the draughts

that pervaded hall and chapel by the wonderful contrivance of a horn

lantern. His revenue was apportioned no less methodically than his time.

Asser gives us the heads of the Royal expenditure, which in

Expenditure
tne ^ rst ^nstance was broadly divided between civil and charit-

able purposes. The Civil List comprised three heads, namely

Household, Public Works, Largess to Foreigners. The maintenance of

the Royal School and the Royal foundations at Athelney and Shaftesbury

ranked as charitable expenditure. 7

1 Schmid, p. 68 ; Thorpe, p. 26. - Green, Conquest ofEngland, 145.
3

' Propter nobilium el ignobilium utilitatem qui s.epissime in concionibus comitum et

prsepositorum pertinacissime inter se dissentiebant." Asser, 497.
4 lb.

Scriptores Quindecim, I. 167 ; J. Whitaker, Life St. AW/, Append.,
|

348, 353- These Lizu ?, however, are hardly worth quoting; one makes St. Neol a con-

temporary of Elphege of Winchester, another of St. Dunstan, both belonging to the

10th century.

^••11" B 1 thius, ;:! Sharon Tunn -Saxons, II. 43, cited Green.
7 Asser, 495. If only tin- good Bishop had given us the total oi the Revenue for any

one yeai our gratitude would know no bounds.
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The king's difficulties at Athelney illustrate the complete decay of

Monasticism in England. Having founded a monastery there, he could

get no grown-up Englishmen to enter it. Boys he got to be trained up

for the future, but for the immediate services of the church monks had to

be brought over from the continent. John the Old Saxon was placed at

their head. With his nunnery at Shaftesbury zElfred had less difficulty,

his daughter /Ethelgifu being appointed abbess. 1

.Elfred has been credited with the introduction into England of the

divisions of our shires, hundreds and tithings. 2 The word "scir" or

' division ' was applied indifferent parts of the country to very different

things. But taking the word in its common acceptation as denoting a

county, the original shires represented the primitive kingdoms or settle-

ments ; and so the shires in the South of England do to this day. yElfred,

of course, did not introduce these. In Mercia the original tribal sub-

divisions were effaced by the Danish conquest. The existing shire-

divisions must have been introduced after the re-conquest by Wessex in

the 10th century; the arrangement of the Northumbrian counties came

still later, Yorkshire being "the only one of the existing subdivisions

which dates as a shire before the Conquest." 3 In all this yElfred can

have had no hand. With respect to hundreds and tithings we have seen

that these were part of the primitive Germanic constitution. William of

Malmesbury, however, seems to ascribe to Alfred the development of

this organization, of which we shall hear as " frith borh," or 'peace-pledge,'

mis-rendered 'frankpledge.' 4 Under this system the members of each

tithing were made standing bail for the appearance of each member to

answer any charge or demand. But this institution is clearly of later date

than the time of yElfred. Nevertheless in his legislation we seem to trace

an intermediate stage between this, the latest development, and the original

form of the arrangement under which the relations (" msegas "), and the

relations only, were interested in the doings of the family-member to the

extent of sharing in the fines due to or by him. Alfred enacts that 'if a

man who has no father-kin (" faedren-msegas ") fights and kills a
Alfred's .

0/0
Enactments. man

>
then, if he have mother-kin (" medren-maegas "), let them

pay one-third of the " wer," the " gegyldan " another third,

and for the remaining third let the man himself flee. If he have no
mother-kin then let the "gegyldan" pay half and for half let him flee.' 5

This seems to be the first appearance of a class of "gegyldan," persons

jointly interested in paying and receiving, outside the pale of the family. 6

1 .\sser, 495.
2 Kemble, Saxons, I. 247.

3 Slubbs, Const. Hist., I. 122 (ed. 1883).
4 "Centurias quis dicunt hundrez, et decimas quas thethingas vocant, instituit, ut

omnis Anglus, legaliter duntaxat vivens, haberet et centuriam et decimam. Quod si

quis alicujus delicti insimularetur, statim ex centuria et decima exhiberet qui eum
vadarentur, etc." G. R., II. p. 186. 5 Laws, c. 27.

6 We have " gegyldan " mentioned in the Laws of Lie, cc. 16, 22 ; but there they are
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If this was due to ^Elfred it would account for the tradition attributing
11 frithborh " to him.

But the organization of the hundreds and tithings was also directly con-

nected with the "fyrd" or host; and in this respect it is highly probable

that yElfred did introduce reforms, perhaps by rearranging the hundreds,

but certainly by insisting upon the proper complement of defensible men
being forthcoming in each district. 1 From the prominence

organization, given in the records of the later military operations of the reign

to ' kings' thegns ' we may further gather that /Elfred endea-

voured to keep the force more under his own control by appointing the

subordinate officers as well as the ealdormen, instead of leaving the appoint-

ment of the subordinates to the ealdormen. It further appears that he

sought to arrange a system of reliefs by providing that one-third of the

force should be liable for active service in the field ; another third for

garrison duty ; while the remainder stayed at home. 2

Another development of the Royal authority may be traced in the

gradual disuse as from this time of the recital of the sanction of the Witan

in charters granting lands to be held as " bocland." Hitherto the theory

had been that the special privileges of booklands could not be conferred

without the assent of the community. From the middle of the 9th century

the king does it of his own sole authority. 3 Strangers and

RefaUons
travellers were always welcome at the court of Alfred.

With Rome he appears to have kept up a more regular

intercourse than any of his predecessors. From Pope Marinus he obtained

sundry privileges in favour of the Saxon School at Rome. 4 We also hear

of an interchange of letters with Abel, the Patriarch of Jerusalem 5
; and,

most interesting to tell, of alms sent to the Christians of Southern India,

known as the Christians of St. Thomas and St. Bartholomew. 6 This must

have been quite the first subscription sent by any Englishman to Indian

missions.

But Alfred was not destined to end his days without further trouble.

In 892 7 his peaceful labours were interrupted by the contingency to which

he doubtless had looked forward with constant dread : that of

Inroads
tne renevva ^ of the Danish incursions. Gaul had never been

free from their hateful presence. In fact for fifty years 8 she

had endured them, now in the Garonne, now in the Seine, now in the

clearly identical with the " maegas." KLemble, Saxons, I. 200. On this most difficult

subject the reader may compare the article " Rechtsburgschaft " in Schmid's Glossary to

hifl A. S. Laws. ' See Gneist, EngL Const., I. 7, 4S.

Chron., a.d. 894. So with the officers of the Household; they were on duty by

turns for one month in three : Asser, 495.
8 See K.irle, Land Charters, \\ w.

4 Chron. A, a.d. 885, 8SS, 889. 5 Asser, 492 (A.D. 882-884).
6 C'hion. E, a.d. 8S3. For these Christians Sir T. D. Hardy refers to La Ci

Histoite du Christianismt des /ndes, 1758. See also S. Wheeler, Academy, 27 August)
7 Given as 893, Chron. 8 Say from 843, the year of the Treaty of Verdun.
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Somme or the Scheldt, with permanent head-quarters in the Loire. It

was natural to anticipate that if at any time Gaul would no longer hold

them, they might fall back upon Britain. In 890 an important division,

expelled from Brittany, made their way round into Brabant, where they

established a standing camp at Louvain. There again they were signally

defeated by Count Arnulf l on the river Dyle (1 Sept., 891), a great day

in Flemish history. In February, 892, they finally retired from Flanders,

but only to turn up in England. 2

Two forces landed on the South coast : one of 250 ships, perhaps com-

manded by Biorn Jsernside, " the pupil and companion in arms " of the

celebrated Hasten 3
: the other of 80 vessels, led by Hasten

Hasten. .

himself. The former entered the old Roman Portus Lemanis,

and, sailing up the river Limen, now silted up and dry, 4 established them-

's at Appledore ; while Hasten, entering the Thames, entrenched

himself at Milton (" Middeltune"). In these quarters apparently the

invaders spent the winter 892-893. 5

The spring of 893 ushered in a struggle of a desperate character, hard

to follow, though not badly recorded by the chroniclers. Alfred had

taken up a position between the two forces, to hold them in check, and

prevent combined action. About Easter (31st March) the bulk of the

Appledore force left their camp, and, threading the by-paths of the Forest

of Andered, burst into Hampshire and Berks. But at Farnham they were

met and checked by the king's son Eadweard, who had been

Checked.
1

'

Poste(^ on the north frontier, probably to watch the movements

of the Mercian Danes. Driven backwards, the enemy retired

along the London road, finally crossing the Thames, and taking up a

position in the swamps of Thorney Island, 6
i.e. Westminster. Here their

retreat was cut off by ^Ethelred the Mercian Ealdorman, who was in com-

mand in London. The Danes then opened negotiations, and a treaty was

made under which they retired to Mersea Island, at the mouth of the

Colne ; the ships and the camp-guard left at Appledore joining them there. 7

Meanwhile the king had come to terms with Hasten, who accepted a

subsidy to evacuate Wessex, surrendering on his part his two sons for

1 " Earnulf cyning," Chron. See Lapp., I. 341.
2 See Martin, France, II. 427-491. Ann. S. Vedast., Pertz, I. 528.
3 So Lapp., II. 75, citing Guido apud Alberic, a.d. 895.
4 See Mr. Earle's note in his Parallel Chronicles, p. 315.
5 Chronicle E gives the year of the landing as 892; the other chronicles give 893.

But A entirely omits the year 892, while C and D fill up the gap by ascribing the Danish
defeat at Louvain to that year, which is certainly wrong. /Ethelweard tells us that the

invasion came in the year after that battle

—

"post annum"
6 "Temesce ad partes Borere . . . in Thornige insula pali."

' Ethelweard. Conf. Chron. A. On the map a mound is marked on Mersea Island

facing the approach from the mainland.
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baptism. Alfred stood sponsor for the one and .-Ethelred of Mercia for

the other. 1

Wessex was now once more clear of invaders. But the English thought

themselves bound to follow up their advantage. Hasten, no doubt, had

evacuated Wessex only by crossing the Thames to Benfleet. It may be

that . Klfred did not consider this a proper fulfilment of the treaty : it may

be that he had stipulated for a complete evacuation of Britain. Anyhow

the English invaded the friendly territory 6f East Anglia, whereby the

English Danes were brought into the field, 2 and the war

Offensive
eassumed much larger proportions. An English detachment

laid siege to Mersea ; but before they had effected anything

their time of service was up, and they marched home. yElfred was

coming to relieve them with the ' shires' that followed his personal banner,

when he heard that a Northumbrian fleet was ravaging the coasts of

Devon, and in fact besieging Exeter. Of course he had to hurry back to

the relief of Exeter ; but part of his force went on to assist the Lon-

doners in reducing Benfleet, where the invading head-quarters were now

established.

The next news was that the indomitable Hasten had sallied from Ben-

fleet to lead Northumbrian and East Anglian allies on a wild raid up the

valley of the Thames. But by the time that he had reached

Hasten tne basin of the Severn the whole West country had been

raised against him. ' There were gathered ^Ethelred the

Ealdorman (of Mercia), and ./Ethelhelm the Ealdorman (of the Wilsa^tas),

and /Ethelnoth the Ealdorman (of the Sumorssetas ?
)
3

; and the king's

Thegns that at home were in the works, from every burh East of Parret,

and as well from West as from East of Selwood ; and eke from North of

Thames, and from West of Severn, and eke some deal of the North Welsh

kin.' 4

Hasten was followed up till he came to a stand at ' Buttingtune on

Severn bank,' i.e. Buttington in Montgomeryshire, near Welshpool. 5 There

he was kept beleaguered for some weeks, till most of his horses had been

eaten, and then, starvation staring him in the face, he broke out and

1 See the Chron. and Florence, the latter the better account of the two.
2 The Chronicle in a general way charges the East Anglian Danes with having assisted

their countrymen at Appledore and Milton, but nothing definite is brought home to

them till after the attacks on Mersea and Benfleet
; Freeman, 0. E. //., 136. ; Chron.
1 Two other places have been SUggi • 1, viz. Boddington, near Cheltenham, which

may be dismissed as not being un the Severn; and Buttinton in Tidenham, oppo

Chepstow, between the Wye and Severn, for winch Mr. Earle contends [Parrallel Cht

3l8). But the Severn at that point is an estuary some two miles wide. How could the

English blockade Hasten if he had got across such a piece of water? At Buttingl

Monl hire, both the Dane and his besiegers would be on the east bank of the

river.
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attacked his besiegers on the east bank of the Severn. A desperate en-

gagement ensued, in which many King's Thegns are admitted

r,

A(
:i-

0ILat to have fallen ; but Hasten cut his way out, and, according to

all the authorities, retreated to his ships in Essex ; and then,

again, before winter, started on a fresh raid across Mercia, all the way to

Chester. 1

This sounds almost too much, even for a Hasten ; especially when we

consider that if he made his way from Buttington direct to Chester, he

would only have forty miles of road to traverse. But it is clear that

whether after an intermediate ride to Essex or not, he took up

Sed
G" ms (

l
uarters f°r tne winter in the ruined city of Chester, where

again the old Roman walls supplied him with fortifications

ready-made. 2

Meanwhile Benfleet had been reduced by the English. Hasten's wife

and sons having been captured, these were sent to yElfred, to serve as a

basis for future negotiations with the veteran chief. The relics of the

Benfleet force, however, again succeeded in drawing off to Shoebury

:eobyrig") where they established a fresh stronghold. 3

The year 894 proved a much less busy one, both sides being probably

exhausted by their previous exertions. Ealdorman y-Ethelred kept Has-

ten pretty closely confined to his walls at Chester, wasting the country

far and near to cut off his supplies. In the spring Hasten abandoned

Chester and moved into North Wales. But even the North Welsh, as we
have seen, had begun to believe in Alfred. Getting no support in Wales,.

Hasten drew off into Northumbria, and so made his way round through

friendly territory into Essex. Dissatisfied with the position at Mersea, he

boldly brought all his ships round into the Thames, and then, towing

them up the Lea ("Lygan"), established a new position,
HaSt

Tea
P the probably at Walbury Camp, on the Stort, near Little Halling-

bury, twenty-eight miles from London. 4 This move suggests

that Hasten clung to the hope of a pacific settlement in Essex.

Through the first half of the year 895 5 the Danes held their own
against the Londoners ; but during harvest time zElfred came forward to

protect his subjects while engaged in reaping. Riding along the river

bank, we are told, he was struck with the idea of depriving the enemy of

one means of locomotion, by drawing a dam across the stream below

1 "Anre ceastre on Wirhealum, seo is Lega ceaster gehaten." Chron. " Wir-
healum " is the hundred of Wirral, between the Dee and Mersey. "Civitatem Legio-

num . . . Saxonice Legeceastre. " Flor.
2 Chron., Flor. Chester must have lain waste since the days of yEthelfrith, a.d. 613.
3 a.d. 893 (given as 894), Chron., Flor. Traces of works are found at Shoebury, but

not at Benfleet.

4 These remarkable earthworks, which enclose some thirty acres, are the only fortifica-

tions traceable on the line of the Lea. The Chronicle gives the distance as twenty miles

from London, but this discrepancy is not serious. 5 Given as 896, Chron.
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them, so as to cut off their ships from the sea. This having been accom-

plished, the Danes, as if convinced that they were not to be

^rom^saex
1
allowe<^ to settle so near the borders of Wessex, began to

withdraw from their camp. The bolder spirits started on a

fresh raid through Mercia to the Severn, which they struck at " Cwat-

brycge," l otherwise Quatford, two miles below Bridgenorth, where they

built a 'work,' in which they wintered. The 'work' is yet there, on a

rocky promontory overlooking the river, a little above the site of the old

bridge. It might accommodate perhaps 200 men. 2

Next summer the raiders made a final move back, via Northumbria, to

the East coast, and the army broke up. Those who had saved something

out of booty apparently invested it in stocking land, and settled down as

farmers in Northumbria or East Anglia ; those who were penniless again

enlisted for service abroad, and ' fared south over sea to [the] Seine ' ; and

there, sure enough, we find them reappearing at this very time. 3
' Thanks

to God, they had not utterly broken the Angle-kin, but were themselves

much more broken, with loss of cattle and men.' 4 The English, however,

must have suffered terribly. Among the recorded losses of the four years

were the Bishops of Rochester and Dorchester, the Ealdormen

Losses. °f Kent, Essex, and Hampshire {Hamtunscire). the King's

Thegn of Sussex, the Town Reeve of Winchester, etc., etc. 5

But the completeness of the riddance effected reveals the strength that

Wessex had gained under /Elfred. The supremacy of the Southern king-

dom could only now be a question of time.

The embers of war flickered on through the summer of 896 in the shape

of desultory landings on the South coast. These deserve notice as bring-

ing out once more the king's inventive resource. To master the Danish

vessels he had ships built twice the size of theirs, with sixty oars and more,

and made after a new model of his own designing, higher out of the water,

and unlike either the Frisian or the Danish ships. 6 Bat

g
e

Mps
ullds

Frisian seamen had to be enlisted to make up the crews.

The king's ships, however, do not appear to have been quite

a success. A detailed account of an engagement fought either in the

Solent or Southampton Water shows that nine of the big new ships had

much ado in coping with six of the Danish craft, the big ships being un-

manageable, and getting aground in water where the Danes could move

1 Chron. A and B ;
" set Ikicge," C.

- Clark, Military Antiquities, I. 282, and the 6-inch ordnance map. When another

bridge w;h built higher up the Severn, the latter was distinguished as the "Bridge
ih." The Danish stronghold consists of a conical mound, with a small camp

attached,

\i>. 896 (given as S97) Chron. ; a.d. 896 Ann. S, Vedast., Pertz, I. 530.
1

( hron. 5 Chron.
' See Append. A to this chapter.
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and act. 1 However in one way or another twenty Danish vessels were

destroyed in the course of the summer. 2 With these events the records

of the reign come practically to an end ; but we gather from a reference

incidentally made to the restitution of Hasten's wife and sons

Son
Ca" tnat some general pacification must have taken place. 3 It

would also seem that at the death of Guthred (894), the Chris-

tian Dane who ruled at York, yElfred was able to exercise some influence

in Northumbrian affairs, at least so far as to obtain some recognition of

suzerainty between the contending factions of English and Danes. But

for ten years the country must have been in a state of utter anarchy, no

king being recorded till we come to Reignwald, a pagan, in 91 2.
4

About the 28th October, 900, the great king was gathered to his fathers,

after a well-spent reign of nine-and-twenty years and six months. He was

buried at Winchester, in the New Minster founded by himself,

^lf
h
d
f

an<^ com pl ete(i by his son. The abbey is also spoken of as

Grimbald's Minster, from the fact that he was the first abbot. 5

By his Will, made in the time of Archbishop ^Ethelred (870-889), and

duly published in a witenagemot, Alfred disposed of his private posses-

sions in land and money, leaving the largest share of each to his two

sons, but not forgetting his wife or his daughters, or in fact anybody

immediately connected with him. The sons got in money ^500 each
;

the ladies ^100 each; charitable and other legacies bring up the total

to something under ^2,000 in all. ' Truly,' adds the king, in his simple,

straightforward style, ' I ne wot not if there be so much.' 6

vElfred's legislation, as already mentioned, does not profess to introduce

much that is new. Two further points, however, besides those already

touched upon, may be noticed as disclosing a development of central

authority. In his Laws we have the first mention of a king's
Prisons. . .

prison—" carcerne "—a loan-word clearly pointing to the

foreign origin of the practice of incarceration. Imprisonment, however,

is not prescribed as a legal penalty, but as a mode of forcing a man into

doing what is right.

Again in Alfred's Laws we have the first notice of a king's " gerefa,"

1 Chron. A. The action seems to have been witnessed by the writer. All the entries

for the last four years must have been written up very soon after the events. 2 Id.
3 Flor., a.d. 894. Conf. Chron.
4 Symeon, H. D. E., 71; Chron. and Flor., a.d. 894; ^Ethelweard, M. H. B., 518, 519.
' W. Malm., G. R., p. 193 ; /Ethelweard ; Florence. /Elfred's Minster was built on

the north side of, and in very close proximity to, the Old Minster, in consequence

whereof it was removed in 11 10 to the Hyde Mead, outside the city, and from that time

was known as Hyde Abbey. See W. Malm., G. R., s. 124 ; Ann. Winton., in anno,

and Liber de Hyda, xlv. (Rolls Series, Nos. 36 and 45) ; also the plan of Winchester
below, vol. II. For the date of /Elfred's death see Append. B to this chapter.

6 See the Will, Cod. Dip. No. 314; and Earle, Land Charters, p. 144; also given

with a translation Liber de Hyda, 52, 62, 327; and again Birch, Cart. Sax., II. 176, etc.
7 Cap. 1, ss. 2, 6.
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an officer who might preside in the " folces gemote," presumably in the

absence of the ealdorman. 1 As every large landowner would

have a "gerefa," a reeve, steward, or bailiff to look after his

interests in each manor, so the king would have a " scir-gerefa/' or sheriff,

to look after his interests in the county. But from the passages cited we

find that as early as the time of yElfred police and magisterial duties had

been added to the original fiscal functions of the sheriff. Originally an

adlatus to the ealdorman, in course of time he relieved him of almost all

his authority.

As evidence, perhaps, of the growth of the commerce of the Port of

London, we have the establishment of a new wharf, partly enclosed by a

wall, just below the present Blackfriars. This was the work of yElfred's

son-in-law, the Ealdorman of Mercia, and after him was named ".'Ethe-

redys Hythe." 2

By ^Ethelswyth, or Ealhswyth, who survived him (she died 905, Chron.),

/Elfred had issue :

—

(1) yEthelflaed, married to /Ethelred, Ealdorman of the Mercians, by

whom she had an only child, a daughter, ^Elfwyn. ^Ethelred died in 912
;

.•Ethelflaed in 9 19.
3

(2) Eadweard.

(3) ^Ethelgifu, Abbess of Shaftesbury.

(4) /Elfthryth, married to Baldwin II., Count of Flanders, the son of

Baldwin I. and Queen Judith. By this marriage iElfthryth was destined

to become the ancestress of Matilda, the wife of the Conqueror. A

(5) ^Ethelweard, died 16th October, 923. 5 He left two sons, .Elfwine

and ./Ethelwine, who both fell in the battle of Brunnanburh.' 1 .Hihelweurd,

who perhaps inherited his father's taste for books, was taught Latin. The
education of the elder brother was not carried beyond the mother tongue,

but he was carefully trained in all the duties of his station. 7

APPENDIX A TO CHAPTER XV

Ax actual Wicking ship, found buried on the sea-shore at Gokstad in 1SS0, may be seen

in the Museum at Christiania, in a very fair state of preservation. It is built of oak,

about 78 feet long, and 16 feet wide, and 4 feet deep amidships. It has a high pointed
stem and stern, getting wider and lower in the middle, just like a modern Norwegian
rowing-boat. It has no deck, but a deckdiouse amidships, ami one mast with a square

sail. It is pierced for 16 oars on each side, with slides to close the little port-holes when
the oars were not being used. It was steered by a rudder awkwardly rigged oi\ the right-

hand quarter, i.e. the "starboard" or "steerboard" quarter. The shields appear to

have been set up on the gunwale on either side, being equal in number to that of the

port-holes. The owner, who was buried in the ship, lias been identified with one Anlaif—
' TheGarstead Elf—a ninth century hero. Another vessel of the period has since

found buried in the Nydam Moss in South Jutland. It is 77 feet long, but only 10 feet

1 cc. 22, 34. - See Cod. Dip. No. 1,074, A.D. S99. :: below.
4 A ^; .bthelweard, 499; Florence; \V. Malm., C. A'., 193 j Freeman,

, //. , [38 ; Lapp., II. 85.
1 Florence. W. Malm., G. A\, p. 21S. ' Asser, 4S5.
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10 inches wide. Like the other vessel, it is built of oak. The planks are fastened to

each other with iron nails, but are attached to the ribs by ropes passed through projecting

" lugs " left in the planking. It has no keel. It is now at Pdensborg. Academy, 28th

March, 1896. The reader will notice that if /Alfred's ships had sixty oars they are rightly

described as being twice the size of the Northern craft. I do not think that we need

estimate for the Gokstad ship more than a man to each oar, a steersman, and perhaps

two or three more— say 35 men a-ship.

APPENDIX B TO CHAPTER XV

Date of Alfred's Death

THE year is fixed by two charters {Cod. Dip. Nos. 1,076, 1,077), which give the date,

thrice repeated, "anno dom: incarn: DCCCCmo
., indictione III., quando yElfred rex

obiit,'' with the further words in two out of the three passages, " et Eadward rexfilitis situs

pit." The Indiction is right for the year 900. I may point out that the

Indiction of the Anglo-Saxon charters was not the Imperial Indiction beginning 24th

September, but the Pontifical Indiction beginning 25th December— the natural begin-

ning in an era dated from the birth of Christ. So Kemble, and so my own comparison
of the charters down to the year 900. The A.S. Chronicles (A, B, and C) make /Elfred

die in 901 after a reign of 'twenty-eight and a half winters.' That period from April,

S70, would only bring us to 899, and this is the date given by Symeon, H. D. E., p. 71,

and II. A'., 92, 120. Elorence gives the duration of the reign as 29J years, but the year

of the death as 901. The Anjiales Cambria alone have the year 900. But this date

again receives confirmation from the chronology of Eadweard the Elder, who died in 924,
in the 24th year of his reign (Elorence) : and this again agrees with the chronology of

.Ethelstan, whose reign began before the 25th March, 925 {Cod. Dip. No. 1,102). As to

the day of the month the authorities again differ. Florence gives the 28th October. The
A.S. Chronicles and /Ethelweard agree that /Elfred died either ' six days before All Saints'

Day,' or on the "VII. Kal. Nov.," both = 26th October. But the Chronicles again,

recording the death of /Ethelstan on the "VI. Kal. Nov." = 27th October, add that he
died on the day before that of /Elfred's death. On the whole therefore the 28th October
seems to have the best support. That is the day of the " Depositio iEilfredi " in the
AS. Calendar; Lappenberg.



CHAPTER XVI

EADWEARD ' THE ELDER '

l

(Born circa 873 ?
2 Began to reign October, 900; died 924)

Wessex Gaining Ground—Frontier Forts—Reduction of Mercia—Homage by Northern

Princes

AT Alfred's death his son Eadweard, afterwards distinguished as the

Elder, was proclaimed king of the ' Anglo-Saxons,' a style used by

_. _. , his father in the latter part of his reign. 3 As Eadweard had
His Style. ... .

been chosen king id his father's lifetime, 4 there could hardly

be any further question of election. It is rather singular therefore to hear

that he was not crowned till Whitsunday 5 (31st May, 901), seven months

after his father's death. An attempt to dispute the succession seems to

have been the cause of this delay. ^Ethelred I., the elder brother of

.Kltred, apparently left two sons, /Ethelhelm and /Ethel wold, both re-

membered in their uncle's Will. Of the former we hear no more, but we
may suppose him to have been the father of /Ethelrlaed, Eadweard's Queen. ,;

yEthelwold at Alfred's death raised the standard of revolt at the royal

vills of Wimborne and "Tweoxneam," or Twynham, now Christchurch,

Hants. Eadweard called out the fyrd against him. /Ethelwold met his

summons with a great flourish of trumpets, and then losing heart fled to

Northumbria, where for a time he found a hospitable refuge among the

Danes. 7

In connexion with Northumbrian affairs we may notice the consecration

in London of an archbishop for the province of York, namely ^Ethelbald,

appointed to succeed Wulfhere, after eight years of vacancy. 8

T
the North

^
'^'ie aPPomtment however shows that in Deira too Christianity

was reviving.

After three years of retirement the yEtheling /Ethelwold reappeared on

the coast of Essex (a.d. 904) ; and next year, at his instiga-

War
Danes

thetion
'
Eonric

'
Damsn kinS of East Anglia, invaded English

Mercia, raiding the country as far as Cricklade (Creccagelade)
}

1 " Cognomcnto Senior." Flor. 2 He was the second child of Alfred, Asser.

3 " Angul-Saxonum rex." So Asser always, and the charters (after A.D. *S.2) ;

Dip, Nos. 324, 1,065. For Eadweard's style, see Nos. 1,077, 1,078. In the hitter

chartei he explains "Angul-Saxonum" as being equivalent to "Gewissorum et Mercen-

uum." ' He signs as king in 898, Cod. Dip. No. 324.
5 So .Ethelweard, 519: 31st May, 901.

,; See W. Malm., G. A'., p. 197.

< bron. A.
s
Sym., \.\>. Sn, 900; /Ethelweard, 519.
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and even crossing the Thames into Bredon Forest, near Malmesbury.

Eadweard, instead of attempting to pursue him, made a counter-raid into

Danish territory, wasting the country 'between the dykes and the Oose

(" Wusan ") as far North as the Fens.' The Dykes in question would be

the well-known Cambridgeshire earthworks, already described; and the

country overrun might comprise Bedfordshire and Huntingdonshire, as

well as part of Cambridgeshire.

The work of retaliation done, and the Danish army being reported as on

its return, Eadweard ordered a prudent retreat. But the Kentishmen, who

perhaps formed the rear-guard, disobeying orders, remained behind. The

enemy closed round them and a desperate fight ensued. The English had

the worst of it. But the loss of the two Ealdormen of Kent 1 was fully

compensated by the fall of Eohric and the rebellious ^Etheling v^Ethelwold. 2

Next year a formal pacification was signed at " Yttingaforda " (Fenny

Stratford?) 3 between Eadweard and Guthrum II. of East Anglia. 4 The

. „ treaty believed to have been executed on this occasion is
A Treaty. J

extant. 5 No boundaries are laid down, these probably re-

maining as they had been settled by /Elfred and Guthrum I. ; but on the

other hand no jealousy is now evinced of intercourse between the two

peoples. On the contrary, a common code of laws is provided to regulate

their intercourse. This was not difficult, as the system of pecuniary fines

for crimes was common to both nationalities. Offences committed by

Englishmen are to be atoned for according to the English scale {wite) :

offences committed by Danes according to the Danish scale (lah-slit). But

the interesting thing is the full recognition of Christianity as

RecoffSsed
7 tne estanusned religion. Heathenism is abjured : Danes as

well as Englishmen undertake to respect Feasts and Fasts, and
to pay Tithes and other church dues. The recognition of the Church
right of sanctuary ' within walls ' (cyric grith) is the first thing stipulated in

the code. 6

This treaty bears witness to that readiness in adapting themselves to

circumstances that has often been noticed of the Scandinavians. In

1 As Kent had two bishoprics, Canterbury and Rochester, for the two original king-

doms of East and West Kent, so probably it had an ealdorman for each of these districts.

Freeman, 0. E. J/., 140.
2 a.d. 905., Chron. A ; Flor. ; conf. /Ethel weard, a.d. 902.
3 See the charter, Codex Dipt. No. 1,257, where Yttingaforda is described as a

ford on a "street," ie. a Roman way, the stream flowing past " Lincgelade," Linslade,

near Leighton-Buzzard. 4 Chron., Sym. , Flor.

6 No time or place of execution are named in the document, and the treaty is intro-

duced as that which ' /Eelfred and Guthrum and eft Eadweard and Guthrum ordained.'

Schmid, 118; Thorpe, 71.
6 See Schmid and Thorpe, sup. The code implies the survival of a parochial priest-

hood in the Danish districts. The Danish population does not appear to have been large

in East Anglia, as already pointed out. In any case, however, the recognition of tithes

by Danish landowners need not import more than that their tenants should pay them.
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England they become Englishmen, in France they become Frenchmen,

in Italy Italians.

Whether the peace extended to the Northumbrian Danes may be con-

sidered doubtful. At any rate hostilities were soon resumed in that quarter
;

and in that connexion we have the first of a system which

Fortified
became the great mark of the reign, a system of defensive

fortification till then utterly neglected by the English, and in

fact only borrowed by them from the Danes. In 907 or 908 Eadweard

renewed Chester, 1 a most important place if we consider its capabilities as

a harbour, and its situation with reference to North Wales, Northumbria,

and the districts of uncertain allegiance to the North of the Mersey. This

step might easily cause friction and provoke counteraction on the part of

the Northern Danes. But, whether as a measure of retaliation or other-

wise, in 910 we find Eadweard sending a mixed West Saxon and Mercian

force to raid for forty days in Northumbria. 2 In 911 we hear of a new

fort established by ^Ethelflred at " Bremesbyrig," perhaps Bromsgrove 3
;

and of a battle at " Teotanheale," Tattenhall, near Wolverhampton, events

which may fairly be taken together.4

The action at Tattenhall seems to have been a mere engagement of local

forces. The Danes' great effort came later in the year. Taking advan-

tage of a time when Eadweard was engaged on the coasts of Kent
equipping a fleet for some unrecorded purpose, they descended the left

bank of the Severn as far as the Avon— ' the border of Wessex.' 5 Then
they crossed the river, apparently returning up the right bank, and recross-

ing at "Cantbricge " (Quatbridge ?). But Eadweard was ready and wait-

ing for them at Wodnesfield, again near Wolverhampton, where

Wodnesfield
ne attacked them and gained a decisive victory. Two kit

Eowils and Healfdene, fell on the field, besides jarls ami
" holdr " {worthies) of lesser note. G

In 912 ^Ethelred, the gallant loyal Ealdorman of Mercia, passed away.

Eadweard took advantage of the opportunity to break up the under-

kingdom, as it practically had been, taking London and Oxford ("Oxni-

forda "), with the appurtenant districts, into his own hands; but allowing

the rest of English Mercia to remain under the government of his spirited

1 907, Chron. B and C ; 908, Flor. Eadweard's fort stands to the South of the

Roman city, close to the old Roman ford, by the modern castle and gaol.

2 Chron., Flor.

3 A small fort is traceable at the South end of the town.
4 911, Flor. ; 910, Chron. B, C, I). In the conflict of authorities as to the date I

follow Florence. If the action took place in 910 it may have been an attack on the

raiders on their way home from Northumbria.

Ail afhe fluenta nbi inchoal occidentaVium terminus Anglorum." /Dthelweard.
6 5th August, 91 1. /Ethelweard, Chron., Flor. For " Cantbricge " the editors of the

M. //./>'., suggesl Cambridge Inn, between Berkeley and Gloucester; but that is a long

way from Wodnesfield.
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sister /Ethelflaed, ' the Lady of the Mercians.' The incorporated district

would include modern Buckinghamshire, Middlesex and part

M
divided

Ub
" of Herts

;
in fact

" the lower valley of the Thames." 1 The

mound-fort at Oxford may date from this period if not from an

earlier one. 2

.-.helfired shewed her fitness to govern by carrying on the work of

fortification with which her name was already associated. In May, 913, she

secured a position at " Sceargeate," a locality which as yet has eluded

identification; and, later in the year, at "Bricge," 'on the
Mound Forts. . . . , ~

, Q ~, c , ... .

west bank of the Severn. 6
1 he importance or controlling the

ige of the Severn had been shewn only two years before. But the

" burh " was not established at Quatford, nor yet at Bridgenorth, but at

Oldbury, between the two. 4

Eadweard now thought himself at liberty to tear up the treaty of 906 ;

and, crossing the border line accepted by his father, proceeded to establish

a fort at Hertford, on the North side of the Lea, between the Maran and

the Bean. 5 The work was carried on through the winter, a second
" burh " being added in the spring on the South, or English side of the

river. 6 As the works at Chester had been followed by hostilities with the

Northumbrian Danes, so those at Hertford led to rather futile

reprisals on the part of the Mercian Danes. After Easter (17th

April, 914) we hear of a dash across the Watling Street made by men from

Northamptonshire and Leicestershire, and pushed as far as " Hocneratune,"

Hook Norton, in Oxfordshire ; while again we are told of an inroad

through Bedfordshire down to " Lygtune," probably Luton at the head of

the river Lea.

These marauders having been dispersed and driven home, the king

moved on to Maldon, and remained there while another fort was being

established at Witham. By the erection of this work a new frontier

was secured, Southern Essex becoming English territory, while the Danes
were thrown back on the line of the Colne. 7

Meanwhile /Ethelflaed in the North was securing the line of the Watling

Street. In the course of the year she first built a fort at

tn^North Tam worth, tne old Royal vill, at the point where the direct

road to Chester leaves the Watling Street proper, which, as

1 Chron. A.
1 The work must be held posterior to the occupation of Mercia by /-Ethelred in 880.
3 Flor. (a.d. 912, Chron. B, C, and D.)
4

. KihellLed's work may be identified either with the mound known as Pan Pudding
Hill, or, more likely, with the smaller mound in the village of Oldbury. See Clark,

Military Antiquitiesi I. 2S1. 5 Flor., Chron.
6 No trace of the mound on the North side remains, but the southern mound with its

base court surrounded by a ditch have been preserved by incorporation with the castle.

See Clark, Military Antiquities, II. 119, and the plans there given.
7 Flor. ; Chron. B, C, D ; Green, Conquest of England, 198.
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originally laid down, made for Wroxeter, in the Severn Valley, the Roman
Uriconium, from which point later extensions took it on to Chester and

the North. /Ethelrlred's mound at Tamworth may yet be

Tamworth. seen on the north bank of the river Anker, near its

junction with the Tame, commanding the passage at Bole

Bridge. A little later in the summer x she secured another strategic point

by piling up a second burh at Stafford (" Stafforda") on the north bank

of the Sow, an affluent of the Trent. A Danish advance up

Stafford, the Trent Valley was now fairly barred 2
; while further North

the highlands of the Peak offered a natural frontier extending

to the basin of the Mersey. To guard against attack from beyond the river

we find her next year fortifying " Eadesbyrig," Eddisbury Hill, in the

Forest of Delamere, in Cheshire 3
; while to the South an attack along the

Foss way was blocked by the construction of another hold at Wceri?igwicitni,

Warwick. The remarkable mound at Brinklow, near Rugby,

Warwick, not far from the Watling Street, may be regarded as a Danish

counterwork to the English border fort at Warwick.

These works apparently consisted simply of earthworks and palisades.

The typical " burh "of the ninth and tenth centuries consisted primarily of

" a truncated cone of earth . . from twelve to fifty or sixty feet

high." This mound was surrounded by a deep ditch, which again was

encircled by an exterior rampart. Connected with the mound is usually

a "base court" or enclosure, also surrounded by earthworks and ditches.

The crest of the mound was probably surrounded by a palisade, inside

which stood the residence of the lord. Access to the summit was

provided by a plank bridge supported on timbers, and carried from the

crest of the outer rampart to the top of the mound.4

At this point the work of castle building was interrupted by the

unwelcome apparition of a Danish fleet on the South-West coast. The
invaders came from " Lidwiccum," i.e. Brittany. 5 Florence

Danish Q f Worcester would identify them with the men who nineteen
Invasion. /

years before had been driven from England to find quarters

in Gaul. At any rate we may take them to be some of those who, having

failed to obtain settlements in " Normandy " under Rolf, had been

harassing Brittany since the treaty of Clair-sur-Epte. 6 Rounding the

Land's End, they entered the Severn, and began plundering Glamorgan

and Gwent. "Cymelgeac" (Cyfeiliawg), 7 Bishop of Llandaff, fell into

1 " To hlafmsessan," i.e. at Lammas, 1st August.

- a.d. 914, Flor. (913, Chron. B and C).

3 Triple earthworks of irregular configuration, but without any mound, may be seen

,
just to the North of the continuation of the Watling Street.

4 See Clark, Military Antiquities, I. 16-34.
5 An interpolation in one MS. of Nennius gives " Letewiccion " as another name Ur

Almoin. 1, with .1 very popular etymology, \\ 21 (ed. Stevenson); Karle, Parallel

/., ]22.
''• a.d. 911-912? " Haddan and Stubbs, I. 209.
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their hands, a notable prize, to be presently redeemed by Eadvveard for

40 pounds of silver. Advancing up the right bank of the river, the

Danes were met by the men of Herefordshire and Gloucestershire at

" Ircingafelda," clearly the Archenfeld of Domesday, or southern part of

the county of Hereford bordering on Wales. 1 The invaders

Defeat, suffered a defeat, losing Ohter and a brother of their other

leader Hroald. The survivors took up a position in a " park,"

i.e. an enclosed grass-field, where they were beleaguered till they gave

hostages to evacuate the territories of the King of Wessex. The result

was the old one, namely, that they ' bestole them away by night ' to

find landing-places elsewhere. But Eadweard was watching their move-

ments on the opposite bank of the Severn, at the mouth of the Avon, so

they were forced to sail on to the Somersetshire coast, where they made
descents at Watchet and Porlock. But they failed to establish a footing,

and were driven off to one of the islands in the Bristol Channel, either

Flatholm or Steepholm. There ' meat ' (provisions) soon failed them, so

they sailed on to " Deomedum," i.e. the country of the Demefce, Dyfed,

now Pembrokeshire. Finally they went off to Ireland,

Expulsion a^ways tne last resort. 'And this was on harvest time.' 2

So ended what we may call the first cycle of Northern

invasions.

After a short breathing-time, Eadweard resumed his cautious, resolute

advance towards the subjugation of the Danelage and incorporation of all

England. Before the year (915) was out he had established two burns at

Buckingham, one on each bank of the Oose, 3 "on one of which afterwards

stood Earl Giffard's keep.'' 4 The submission of one Jarl Thorkill, and

many of the ' eldest ' men from Bedford and Northampton, followed.

Next year came the actual occupation of Bedford, and the building of its

burh, the future site of Beauchamp's Keep. Again a second work was

thrown up on the opposite or south bank of the river Oose. 5 yEthelflsed

meanwhile was doing her share of work in the North, securing her borders

by fortifications at " Cyricbyrig," Chirbury, in Shropshire—just inside the

line of Offa's Dyke—" Weardbyrig " and " Rumcofan " (Runcorn). In

917 we hear of the king recovering and refortifying Maldon,7

Progress a Pr0°f tnat ^ na<^ fallen back under Danish influence since

914. Jarl Thorkill, finding the situation intolerable, threw up.

1 For the customs of Archenfeld, see Domesday, 179.
2 Chron. B, C, D ; Flor. (a.d. 918, Chron. A).
3 Id. 4 Clark, Military Antiqq.y I. 21.
5 Id. Of double mounds to command the passage of a river, the only pair still trace-

able are those at York. Id., 22.
6
916, Flor. ; Chron. B and C, p. 186, ed. Thorpe; A.D. 919, Chron. A. I have

failed to identify Weardbyrig ; but between Chirbury and Chester the map is studded with
primitive forts and camps. At Runcorn the site of a small castle is marked by the wate
side touching the railway bridge. 7 No fort seems now traceable at Maldon.

R. H. X
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his possessions in England, and, with Eadweard's entire consent, went over

sea to find pleasanter quarters " on Fronclond," as we may suppose among

his brethren in Normandy. 1 Hitherto yEthelflscd had, so far as we can see,

kept on good terms with the Welsh, respecting their borders. Now of a

sudden, a quarrel broke out between her and the King of South Wales, 2

presumably Howel Dha, though his name is not mentioned in connexion

with the incident. 'The Lady' acted with her usual vigour: she sent a

force to "Brecenanmere" (Brecon), stormed the town, and carried off

* the King's wife ' with some four and thirty followers. 3

In 918 the struggle with the domestic Danes entered on a new and

more active phase ; in fact the year became the turning-point in the reign

and the fortunes of Wessex. Eadweard began by building forts at Tow-
cester, on the Watling Street, and at " Wigingamere," perhaps " Waymere
Castle, on a small island near Bishop's Stortford." 4 A fort at Towcester

was a direct menace to Northampton, Leicester, and Huntingdon

—

Danish strongholds. 5 The population of all three places flew to arms.

The men of Leicester and Northampton attacked Towcester ;

Repulses
being repulsed, they pushed a raid into our Buckingham-

shire, wasting the country between Brill, Bernwood Forest,

and Aylesbury. The men of Huntingdon advanced to Tempsford,

between Biggleswade and St. Neots, where they established a counter-

work j and then proceeded to lay siege to Bedford ; while a mixed
force from Essex, East Anglia, and Mercia attacked Waymere. Both

attempts failed signally. Eadweard then assumed the offensive, and,

advancing against Tempsford, stormed the place, putting the Danish king

of East Anglia and two or three jarls to the sword. (i But the chief laurels

of the year were again won by the martial Lady, who, on the 1st August,

carried the town of Derby by storm, four of her most ' cared

Stormed ^or ' Thegns falling on the breach.7 Eadweard's achievements,

though in themselves far from inconsiderable, read tamely in

comparison with this. His deeds included the siege and capture of

Colchester ; the repulse of an attack on Maldon, in which ' wicing ' auxili-

1 Flor. (a.d. 920, Chron. A).
2 ' Rex Britonum.' Howel Dha became king of South Wales in 909 ; Haddan and

Stubbs, I. 211 ; Ann. Camb.
3 a.d. 917, Flor. (916, Chron. B and C). I still follow the chronology of Florei

who evidently took pains to harmonize and correct the varying dates of the earlier

chroniclers.
1 Flor.; Thorpe; (a.d. 921, Chron. A). A plan of the Towcester fort, "Bury

Mount," is given by Mr. Clark, Military Antiqq., I. 21.

•"' The fort at Northampton has been destroyed. At Leicester we have the Castle

Mount, on the Soar ; and at Huntingdon the Castle Hill, an irregular enclosure on the

'
I lor. (< Huron. A, 921).

7 a.d. 91 cS, Flor. (917, Chron. B, C, D).
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aries took part ; the building of another fort at Passenham, 1 near Stony

. . Stratford ; and the occupation of Huntingdon. The year
Submission

. . .
r

, , ,.
°

, . , , .

of ended with the submission of the men of Cambridge, and in

Cambridge.
fact of aU the C0Lmtry < north to the Welland.' 2

The neck of the Danish resistance was thus broken, and Eadweard's

future campaigns might almost be described as progresses in arms.

In 919 again ^thelflaed was first in the field, taking 'peaceable' posses-

sion of Leicester. The submission of the ' most deal ' of the men of the

appertaining districts ensued. But this was her last triumph. On the

2th June she passed away at Tamworth in the eighth year of her rule, the

most remarkable woman of the whole Anglo-Saxon era. 3

Eadweard at the time was at Stamford, building a fort on the south bank

of the Welland, [ to confront the Danes established on the north bank.

On hearing of his sister's death he hastened to Tamworth to take the

government of Mercia into his own hands. ^Ethelflaed had left

„
M
l
rci

^ „ by . Ethelred an only child, a daughter, JEKwyn : but Eadweard,

very prudently, refused to recognise her claims. 5 Localism

had been, and for a century and a half was destined to be, the curse of

England.

At Tamworth Eadweard received the submission of three Welsh kings,

Howel, Clydawg, and Idwal. The year closed with an advance to Notting-

ham, where the king established a mixed population of English and Danes.

The ensuing year (920) was marked by the establishment of a fort at

Thelwall,7 on the Mersey, near Runcorn ; and of an outpost at " Mame-
ceaster " (Manchester) 'in Northumbria

'
; while the year after that wit-

nessed the construction of a second town at Nottingham ' on the south

half of the Trent, with a bridge to connect it with the existing town and

burh on the north bank. 8 From Nottingham Eadweard advanced to

" Peac-lond " and established one more post at " Badecanwiellon," (Bake-

well).9 Here his successes were supposed to have reached their climax in

H the submission of a host of Northern potentates and tribes.

WT

e are told that ' the King of Scots and the Scottish people,

' Xo fortifications are now traceable at Passenham, but they were traceable formerly.

Laker, Northamptonshire, II. 191. 2 Flor., Chron. A.
1

919, Flor. ; "xii. nihtum a:r middansumera " ; "pridie Id. Junii " ; Chron. B, C, D
(918). The chronology of Florence is here borne out by the A. S. Chronicles, which, while

I recording the death of .-Fthelflced under 918 and 922, agree that she died in the eighth year

of her rule, her husband having died in 912. She was buried at St. Peter's, Gloucester,

in the east " portice " (chancel). The Minster had been built by her and ^Ethelred, and
the bones of St. Oswald translated thither from Bardney, a.d. 907-910, Chron., Flor.,

W. Malm., G. A\, p. 196. 4 A " Castle" is still marked there on the map.
3 Flor. (922, Chron. A). .Flfwyn remained awhile at Tamworth, but in the ensuing

year she was sent into Wessex ; Chron. B, C, D.
6 Flor. (922, Chron. A). 7 Nothing seems to remain.

! The "Castle," a conical mound on the north side of " Trentbridge," may yet be
seen. ° A small mound." Castle Hill."
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and Regnald, and the sons of Eadulf, and all the dwellers on Northumbria,

whether English, Danes, or Northmen, and the King of Strathclyde, and

all the Strathclyde Welsh,' took Eadweard ' to father and lord/ l The
personages in question can all be identified. The King of Scots would be

Constantine, son of JEdh ; and the King of the Strathclyde Britons would

be his brother Donald, elected in succession to another Donald, a Briton.'-

Since the fall of the English kingdom of Northumbria the

sfraSyde. whole South-West side of the Island from the Clyde to the line

of Whitehaven and Red Cross on Stainmore had been or was

being merged in Strathclyde, now also styled " Cumbria."

Eadulf, or Ealdwulf, of Bamborough, we have seen, was the native Ealdor-

man or High-Reeve of Bernicia, an ally of the House of Wessex. He had

died in 912 or 913 ;

:j leaving two sons, Ealdred and Uhtred, who kept up

a friendly alliance with Eadweard, as their father before them had done. 4

Raignall, or Reingwald, was a grandson of Ivar, and of course a pagan,

of whom we hear in the year 914 as contending for mastery with a

countryman in a naval action off the Isle of Man (Manann). In 917 he

and Sihtric, another grandson of Ivar, and to all appearance his brother,

were on the coast of Leinster, when Sihtric became King of Dublin.

Reingwald then went over to Great Britain, attacking Ealdred in Bernicia.

Constantine and the Scots came to the rescue. A pitched battle ensued

at Corbridge ' on the banks of the Tine in North Saxonland.' 5 Moving

southwards, Reingwald occupied the patrimony of St. Cuth-
E
at

n
YoTk

ld berht
>

finally establishing himself in 919 at York, where he

was reigning at the time that we have reached.'

That the contending Northumbrian parties should be ready to bid for

the support of the victorious King of Wessex need excite no surprise.

Nor can we wonder that the Welsh Kings living on Eadweard's frontier

should think a submissive attitude prudent policy. If ' Strathclyde' was a

political expression for all the Celtic population of the West coast from the

Clyde to the Mersey, we might again understand a wish on their part to

disarm West Saxon hostility; and it may be that Constantine did come

forward on behalf of his brother. From any other point of view the con-

duct ascribed to him passes comprehension. Eadweard's

Scottish most advanced outpost, Manchester, was 180 miles, as the
Homage. crQw ^^ ^Qm the y0Yt\^ He jia(^ never set foot in Deiia,

much less in Bernicia. Constantine had no domestic difficulties to

1 a.d. 921, Chron. A (given as 924) ; Flor.
'-' Chron. Puts and Scots, 9. Skene, Celtic Scotland, I. 339, 347.

Ethelweard, M. H. B., 520 ; Ann. Ulster. ,A.D. 913, where he appears as " Etull

* King of the North Saxons.' 4 Syni., I. 209 {Hist. Cnthb.).
5 Ann. Ulster., A. n. 914,017,91s. Symeon, H. D. E. , And. 209; Chron.

and Scots.

''• Symeon, sn/>., 7 3, 209, 210; //. I\ ., 93. A second battle at Corbridge is recorded,

in which Ealdred fell.
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contend with, and the Danish inroads in North Britain as well as South

Britain had for the time come to an end. Yet we are asked to believe on

the authority of a single chronicler 1 that Constantine came all the way from

Scone to Bakewell to make a gratuitous surrender of his crown and people,

the only suggested motive being protection from the Danes, who at the

time, were not in the field. 2 The matter however, so far as national

honour on one side or the other is concerned, is of little importance, as we

shall find substantial grounds for holding that a few years later Constan-

tine did recognise an overlordship in Eadweard's son .rEthelstan. 3

( )n the other hand, if we pause to compare the position to which

Eadweard attained in the year 921 with that to which his ancestor Ecg-

berht had attained in 829, when submission was made to

Dominion. mm at ^ore
)
a place, by the bye, not many miles from Bakewell,

we shall find a notable advance to record. The agonies of the

last hundred years had not been suffered in vain. " Ecgberht's immediate

kingdom stopped at the Thames"; while that of Eadweard must have

extended on the east side of the Watling Street to Bedford and the Oose, at

any rate; and on the west side of the Watling Street to the Mersey. The
nominal overlordship of each on the east coast might be said to extend

to the Forth ; but Eadweard's influence over the vassal districts was of a

substantial character, and in the hands of his son it assumed a still more

definite shape, while the suzerainty of Ecgberht, as we have seen, proved

simply ephemeral.

Three years later Eadweard died at Farndon, in Northamptonshire,4 in

the twenty-fourth year of his reign, and was buried beside his

father at Winchester, in the New Minster, begun by Alfred
and finished by himself. 5

1 The submission of the Kings of Scotland and Strathclyde in 921 only rests upon the

original authority of the Winchester Chronicle (A), copied by the other A. S. Chronicles,

by Florence, and by Symeon in that part of his history which is taken from Florence.

Nothing of it appears either in his Hist. Dunelm. EccL or in the 10th century Chronicle

("the Cuthbertine ") incorporated in his Hist. Regiun. On the contrary Symeon dis-

tinctly asserts that -Ethelstan was the first of English kings whose overlordship extended
to the whole Island. " Primus regum totius Britannia; adeptus estimperium " (I. p. 74).

. Ethelweard again knew nothing of any overlordship of Eadweard. We may add that

the erroneous chronology of the Winchester Chronicle for the reign of Eadweard shows
that it was not written up at or near the time.

- See Freeman, TV. C, I. 57.
:! In any case Mr. Freeman's view that the transaction at Bakewell amounted to a

deliberate commendation of Scotland seems quite exaggerated. See N". C, I. 57, 118,

565. Mr. Green inclines to the view that the alleged submission to Eadweard is

merely borrowed from the submission to his son ; Con:/, of E., 220.
4 " On Myrcum cet Fearndune "

; Chron. C, D. Faringdon would be in Wessex.
5 a.d. 924, Flor. ; Chron. B, C, D, and E ; W. Malm., G. A\, I. p. 204. (a.d. 925, A).

The New Minster was hallowed in 903 ; Chron. F (Domit. A, VIII. ; Thorpe
p. 1S1).
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Eadwcard was no unworthy son of the great king, a man, like him, of

broad views, and sober steadfast purpose ; a wise and successful ruler.

Florence of Worcester held him only inferior to his father in the matter of

his literary tastes. 1 That he had a definite ecclesiastical policy may be

gathered from the fact that he created three new dioceses in Wessex.

Denewuif, Bishop of Winchester, having died in 909, and Asser, Bishop of

Sherborne, shortly afterwards, 2 the Sees of Wells, Ramsbury, and Crediton

were called into existence, thus providing a bishop for each shire of which

the kingdom consisted/3 It will be remembered that the subdivision of

unmanageable bishoprics was one of the primary aims of Archbishop

Theodore's policy. Other prelates having died about the same time,

it came to pass that Archbishop Plegmund was called upon to consecrate

the unparalleled number of seven new bishops, all in one
EC

Affa£
iCaI kat:cn '

4 Plegmund himself passed away in 914, and was

succeeded by an occupant of one of the new sees, ^Ethelhelm,

previously the first Bishop of Wells. 5 He, again, died in 923, and then

the second Bishop of Wells, Wulfhelm, became Primate/'

Eadweard also enacted a few laws, besides the international code

enacted or re-enacted to regulate the dealings of the English and Danes. 7

Perhaps the only strictly novel provision was one requiring all

sales of goods to be made in ' ports,' i.e. walled towns, and, it

possible, in the presence of the Port-reeve, a requirement clearly connected

with Eadweard's system of fortifying towns as centres of resistance to

foreign invasion. 8 In this aspect the law may be compared with the

ordinances under which the Calais Staple was established by Edward III.

Again the primary judge in all criminal courts now appears to be the

" gerefa," doubtless the shire-reeve or sheriff, a proof of the extension of the

authority of that royal officer.9 He is required to hold his courts once in

every four weeks : those would be the courts of the hundred. Lastly we

have the first reference to the ordeal (onfal), but not as a novel institution
;

1(>

and also reference to something like a general system of " borh," or mutual

guarantees for good behaviour. 11 Of both of these we shall hear more by-

and-bye. The Laws of Eadweard breathe a simplicity of tone passing

even the simplicity of yElfred, simple-minded man as he was. Eadweard

1 "Litterarom cultu patre inferior," I. p. 117. - Flor. ; Chron. A, C, I>.

:i Kent had its two Sees, Canterbury and Rochester ; Sussex had Selsey ; Hampshire,

"Winchester; Dorsetshire, Sherborne; Somersetshire, Wells; Devonshire, Crediton;

whilst Wilts and Berks were conjoined to form the See of Ramsbury.
1 W. Malm., G. A\, I. p. 204. See Stubbs, Reg. Sacrum, p. 13, and Const. Hist., I.

259. Also more fully W. Malm., G. A'., II. liv. J'.thcU.m was the first Bishop of

Ramsbury, /Kthelhelm of Wells, and Eadulf of Crediton.
' Floi ; Reg. Sacr. Reg. Sacr. "• Schmid, no, 11S.

s Laws, I. c. 1 (Schmid). The regulation, however, was abolished under J-.ihelstnn

a^ being too stringent. ''

//., I. Introduction, and II. cc -. 8.

10
I. c. 2 ; also Laws ofEadweard and Guthrunt, c. 9.

ll II. c. 3.
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wonders if any man could be so ' evil ' as to pledge another man's goods

to answer his own misdeeds ; or if any one could think of interfering with

another man's land ; and he appears to require all landowners to keep

a man or men always in readiness to assist persons coming in quest of ' their

own.' ' But he clearly intimates that peace-breaking, perjury, and robbery

were the great evils that he had to contend with.

Eadweard left by three different mothers a family of five sons and nine

daughters. Of these children no less than nine attained to regal or quasi-

regal positions. By Ecgwyn, politely styled by Florence Midier
The King's nol,ift'ssima}

but apparently a shepherd's daughter, whose ac-

quaintance Eadweard made as a young man when paying a

visit to his former nurse, 2 he had

— jEthelstan, and

— A daughter, afterwards married to Sihtric, Danish King of York. 3

By his first lawful wife, ^Ethelfl?ed, daughter of " Ethelmus comes" pre-

sumably .Ethelhelm or yEthelm, son of ^Ethelred I.,
4 he had

— ^Elfweard, who died at Oxford fifteen days after his father.5

— Eadwine, of whom hereafter.

— .-Ethelflsed, a nun, buried at Wilton.

— Eadgifu I., married first, a.d. 919, to Charles the Simple, " King

of the West Franks," by whom she had a son, Louis IV., surnamed

d ' Outremer ; and secondly to Herbert Count of Troy es (95 1).
7

— /Ethelhild, a lay recluse, buried at Wilton. 8

— Eadhild, married in 926 to Hugh the Great, Count of Paris, and

Duke of the French (father of Hugh Capet) ; no issue. 9

— Eadgyth, married in 930 to Otto, or Otho I., The Great, afterwards

King of the East Franks and Western Emperor, 10 and by him had issue.

1
J. c. 1, s. 5 ; c. 2 ; and II. c. 4.

" Concubina . . . (si tamen vera est) . . . opilionis filia." W. Malm.,

G. A\, pp. 205, 222. In another passage again he styles Ecgwyn * illustris foemina

'

(p. 197)- But on the whole he clearly distinguishes her position from that of Eadweard's

wedded wives (uxores). So, too, Florence, " Ex muliere nobilissima . . . ^Ethel-

stanum, ex regina autem sua Eadgiva filios tres." Mr. E. W. Robertson suggests that

the connexion of Ecgwyn with Eadweard may have been a " handfasting," i.e. an inchoate

marriage, a union "wedded," that is to say betrothed, but not completed by giving

away and blessing. Historical Essays, 174.
:: W. Malm., G. R. t 197. 4 Id. See Cod. Dip. V. p. 131.
5 Chron. B, C, D ; W. Malm., 197, where the name is wrongly given as " Ethel-

wardus," a confusion with the young man's uncle. yEthelstan and /Elfweard begin to

sign as the king's sons in 909 ; Cod. Dip. No. 1,090, etc.

' W. Malm., 197. Florence, whose account of Eadweard's family is very defective

(p. 117), makes Eadwine son of Eadgifu, the king's second wife, but he ignores yEthel-

Had altogether.
7 W. Malm., 166, 198, and notes, Hardy. Freeman, 0. E. H., 146.
8 W. Malm., 197.

" .Ethelweard, M. II. B. t 499 ; W. Malm., G. R. t 198, and notes.
10 -dEthelweard, sup. W. Malm., 166, 198, and notes. Malmesbury calls her Elfgiva,
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— ^Elfgifu, married to a prince or duke reigning in the vicinity of the

Alps, whose identity has not been satisfactorily established. 1

By his second wife, Eadgifu, a Kentish lady, daughter of Ealdorman

Sighelm,8 Eadweard had Eadmund, Eadred, Eadburh, and Eadgifu II.

Eadburh became a nun (St. Edburga), who lived and died in St. Mary's

Convent,3 Winchester, while Eadgifu II. was married to Louis VAveugU

(son of Loso and grandson of Louis II.), King of Provence 4 and titular

Emperor.

and the sister who married the Alpine potentate Edgitha, apparently transposing their

names, as it is clear that the wife of Otto was an Eadgyth or Edith.
1 yEthelweard, sup. W. Malm., s. 126, and Bishop Stubbs

:

Introduction, II. lii.

(Rolls ed.)

2 Cod. Dip. Nos. 499, 1,237 ; E. W. Robertson, Historical Essays, 167. Under

Eadmund, Eadgifu signs as " Regis Mater "
; Cod. Dip. No. 393.

3 \V. Malm., G. A'., s. 126 ; Id. G. P., s. 78, </.v.. for a story of Eadburh's early piety.

When she was quite a little child her father put before her on one side a chalice and a

copy of the Gospels; on the other side some feminine jewels, a bracelet and a necklace.

She promptly chose the former.
4 W. Malm., 198 ; yEthehveard, sup., and notes. As Louis died in 923, the marriage

must have taken place in Eadweard's lifetime.



CHAPTER XVII

.T.THELSTAN

Born circa S95. Succeeded 924 (after 12th Nov.). 1 Died 27th October, 940

Further Growth of Wessex—/Ethelstan Lord Paramount of Great Britain—Legislation

AT the time of his father's death yEthelstan was about thirty years of

age. 2 In his infancy his sunny locks had been the delight of his

grandfather .Elfred, who acknowledged him as the heir of the House, and

invested him with the insignia of a warrior and an ^theling, namely a

purple mantle, a jewelled belt, and the national Saxon sword 3 in a golden

Ea iv Life
scaDDard- In his early years he was placed under the charge

of his aunt, the Lady ^Ethelfloed, and her husband, by whom
he was carefully trained for the duties of his future station. We are told

that Eadweard by his Will had declared him his successor. The Will is

not forthcoming, but in Eadweard's charters, from the year 909 onwards,

we have /Ethelstan clearly acknowledged as the eldest son, and taking

precedence of the eldest legitimate son ^Elfweard. 4 ^Ethelstan therefore

had been clearly pointed out to the nation as the intended successor to the

throne. Nevertheless it appears that some opposition was raised against him

on two grounds. One, the stain on his birth : the other, the old

Claimants, dynastic difficulty which had given trouble at Eadweard's ac-

cession, arising from the fact that Alfred had been preferred

before the sons of ^Ethelred I., his elder brother. Alfred's heir was not

the heir of .Ethelwulf. Moreover, ^Elfweard, as the grandson—as we take

him to have been—of -Ethelm, the son of ^Ethelred, might see to have a

double claim.

The one difficulty was removed in the course of a fortnight by the death
of . Hlfweard,5 whereupon the Mercian Witan at once elected ./Ethelstan,

who, without delay, was ' hallowed ' and enthroned at King-
They are

disposed of.
ston-upon-Thames, G Archbishop Wulfhelm officiating. An
enthronement at Kingston could only apply, in the first in-

1 See Cod. Dip. Nos. 347, 348, and esp. 353, from which it appears that the 12th
Nov., 931, fell in .Ethelstan's seventh year. 2 W. Malm., G. R., I. p. 210.

"Ensis Saxonicus," W. Malm., sup. For the curiously shaped Saxon sword see
the engraving above (p. 174).

4 See Cod. Dip. No. 1,090, etc.
5 Chron. B, C, D. He died at Oxford, but was buried at Winchester.
c A.D. 924, "JEt Cingestune," Chron. B, C, D. ; Flor. ; W. Malm., G. R., 204,

210, 223 (a.d. 925, Chron. A; A.i). 926, /Ethelweard).

281
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stance at any rate, to the Kingdom of Mercia ; the attitude of Wessex might

still be doubtful ;
and accordingly we hear of a party at Winchester rising

in the name of one .Eifred, doubtless a representative of the House of

. Kthelred. The movement, however, came to nothing, and yElfred was

sent to Rome to abjure a charge of having conspired to depose ^Ethelstan,

and, moreover, to incapacitate him for rule by depriving him of his eyesight.

Alfred took the oath before the Pope, John XL, was seized with a fit,

and within three days died at the Saxon School, a visible judgment on his

impiety. 1

The records for the reign of ^Ethelstan are meagre in the extreme : only

very conspicuous events are recorded, and whole years are sometimes left

without an entry. But the position to which we shall find him attaining

will speak for itself. His mission was to carry on the work of his father

in the unification of England, and he lost no time in setting about it.

Reingwald, the Danish King of York, had died since the year 921,

when he made his submission to Eadweard, and was succeeded by Sihtric,

apparently his brother, as already mentioned. This man had

wfssex° keen King of Dublin from 917 to 920, when he left, or was

expelled, being succeeded by Guthfrith, presumably a third

brother, and at all events another grandson of Ivar.^ To bring the new
King of York within the range of his personal influence .-Ethelstan in-

vited him to Tamworth, and gave him his full sister to wife.8 No formal

act of submission or allegiance on the part of Sihtric is alleged, but the

connexion would presumably involve a tacit undertaking—in the phrase

of the time—'to love that that .Ethelstan loved, and shun that that .Ethel-

stan shunned.' 4 A more important transaction of the same character was

effected in the ensuing year (926), when .Ethelstan had a grand meeting

with Northern potentates at Dacor, otherwise Dacre, at the

Homages. ^oot °^ ETleswater. 5 According to the Worcester Chronicle

(D) the personages who came at .Ethelstan's invitation were

Howel Dha, King of ' West Wales,' i.e. Dyfed
;

(! Owen, King of Gwent

;

Howei Dha Constantine, King of Scots ; and Ealdred of Bamborough,
constantine the son of Ealdulf. William of Malmesbury places the event

a year later, after a breach with the Northumbrian Danes, and

1 Sec W. Malm., G. A'., I. 205, 219,220, where he gives a charter of iEthelstan in

which the facts are recited. .Alfred's estates were given to Malmesbury Abbey,

also p. 223.

- See the Annals of Ulster under those years. According to them Reingwald died in

921. :; 30th January, 925. Chron. D ; Flor. The Lady's name has not been preserved.

' See Lai ofEdweard) II. c. 1, s. 1.

5 "Ad locum qui Dacor vocatur," W. Malm., G. R.t
212. "On tho:re stowe the

genemned is set Eomotum," Chron. I). The Eamond is the river that flows out i>f

Ulleswater, and Dacre Castle stands on the
,
Dacre Beck, about a mile from its junction

with the Kamond. Dacor is still locally recognised as the original form of the name.
6 The expression, " West Weala," usually means the Cornis'pnen, but here it must

mean I 'vied.
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only names three Celtic Kings as being present, namely, Howel, Con-

stantine, and " Eugenius," King of Cumbria. 1 This latter man would be

Constantine's nephew Eogan, King of Strathclyde, son of the Donald of

whom we heard in 921.

We are told that /Ethelstan ' compelled ' (" gewylde ") the attendance of

these princes—we must suppose by moral pressure—because no hostilities.

of any kind are recorded, and a war against a coalition of Scotland, Bernicia,

( 'iimberland, and Wales could hardly pass unnoticed. We are further lold

that the Northern potentates gave pledges and oaths of peace, 2 'abjured

all idolatry,' and so departed in friendship. u

The details of this affair may be open to doubt. We need hardly call

attention to the ignorance of the chronicler who could think that at that

time either Scots, Welshmen, or Cumbrians could be called upon to abjure

paganism. But that a meeting of the character alleged did take place

cannot be questioned. The memory of the interview at Dacre between

/Hthelstan and three Celtic Kings still lives on the spot with as much
freshness as if the event had only happened in the last century. 4 The

presence of Constantine might be accounted for by his relationship with the

King of Strathclyde, as already suggested in connexion with the meeting of

921. But, on the whole, considering the subsequent course of events, and

Celtic readiness to buy off invasion by prompt offers of theoretic submis-

sion, we incline to the view that some recognition of supremacy was given

to ^Ethelstan by the rulers of Scotland, Cumbria, and Wales. His supre-

macy over Bernicia would probably have been already recognised. That

-r.thelstan himself considered the result of the meeting to have been such

is clear, from the fact that from this time onwards he changes his style.

Hitherto he had simply styled himself " Angulsaxonum Rex," as his father

and grandfather had styled themselves. Now he always adds "totius Bri-

tannia^ monarchus," or other words to the same effect. 5 One

sty?!.° charter we have expressly dated in the fifth year of his rule as

King of the ' Angolsaxons,' and the third of his assumption of

authority over the Northumbrians and Cumbrians. The supremacy in

question would involve a certain right to control the foreign policy of

the vassal estates ; but no right of interference in domestic affairs, except

1
G. R.

t
1 06, 112. 2 "Mid wedde and mid athum fryth gefrestnodon.

"

:: I2 J«br

, 926. Chron. D. ; Flor.

* The very apartment in which the meeting is supposed to have taken place is pointed
out. That, of course, is impossible. Dacre is a very interesting castle, of a type sug-
gestive of an Anglo-Saxon hall with four corner towers, but it does not date from the
tenth century. It is odd that this tradition should never till now have found its way into

literary history. 5 See Cod. Dip. Nos. 1099, 1100, etc.
6 Cod. Dip. No. 346 ; Hist. Abingdon, I. 60. Mr. Kemble marks the charter as

doubtful, yet it is found in two Cotton MSS. and a Corpus Christi Camb. MS. If we
ascribe the charter to the first half of 929, its dates will be perfectly consistent and cor-
rect. This seems a strong point in its favour.
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perhaps with respect to Bernicia, which might be considered part and

parcel of England. Welsh Kings had already rendered some sort of

homage to English Kings, as to Ecgberht and .-Klfred, but no right of

internal intervention had ever b^en asserted over Wales.

The reader will notice that the meeting, unlike the one alleged in 921,

was held, not within the English King's recognised dominions, but in

Cumbria, and probably at or near the common frontier. Dacre apparently

belonged to Eogan. If so, his dominions went at any rate as far as Ulles-

water—an extension which must have taken place since the destruction of

Carlisle by the Danes.

Diplomatic manoeuvres, however, were soon followed up by action of a

more drastic character. Sihtric having died in 926, ^thelstan

Northumbria. expelled his son and successor Guthfrith, and annexed his

dominions. 1 According to one writer, he also took Bernicia

into his own hands, driving out Ealdred. 2

Guthfrith fled to Scotland, while a brother, Anlaf or Olaf, found a

refuge in Ireland. Both lived to give frouble. The former returned

shortly to make an attempt on York. Being refused admission, he took to

the sea and kept up irritating piratical ravages, till he disappeared to be

no more heard of. 3

In these operations Guthfrith must have received support from Con-
stantine, of which yEthelstan had a right to complain. Following the

example of Ecgfrith, but with more satisfactory results, -Ethelstan led an

army into Scotland, harrying the East coast as far as " Dun-

invadec? foeder>" *•* Dunottar, while an attendant fleet pushed its

ravages as far as " Catenes," Caithness.'4 But Constantine was

only irritated, not crushed. Three years he took to organize his revenge.

As the captain of his warfare, by all accounts, he took Olaf, the Danish

King of Dublin ; Olaf, son of Guthfrith, the brother, as we have it, of

Sihtric, who had died in 934

;

5 Olaf, surnamed Cuaran/'' and destined to

live in the pages of Romance as Havelok the Dane. 7 According to some

1 a.d. 927, Chron. D and E; Symeon, II. A\, 93, 377 ; Florence.

- So W. Malm., G. R., 206. But his account is very vague, and he names " Aldulfus,"

the father of Ealdred, as the man expelled. :; W. Maim., G. R., s. 134.
4 a.d. 934, Chron. V>, C, D; Sym., H. A'., 93, 124 ; Flor. Can " Athelstaneford,"

the name of a place near Haddington, date from this invasion ? According to Symeon,

II. 1). E., p. 75, . Kthelstan, on Ins way North, made large grants to St. Cuthberht ; but

no charters are extant to support the statement.
"' See Ann. Ulst. for these years and the years 936, 937 ; also Symeon, " Onlaf Gutli-

rcdi, quondam regis filius," II. IKE. Many scholars make Olaf Cuaran the son of

Sihtric, but I take my stand upon these, the primary authorities.

8 See Mr. W. II. Ilcnessy's note to the Annals of Ulster, A.D. 937, where he thinks

it clear that the leader at Urunnanburh was Olaf Cuaran (i.e. " brogues " or " sandals,"

conf. '* Caligula "); also Ann. List., a.d. 947.
7 The transition from Amlaibh or Olaf to Havelok seems strange. We must suppose

BOme such intermediate sounds as Avlaf, Avlac, Ilavlac, etc. The identity is clear,
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accounts he was son-in-law to Constantine. 1 But it would seem that the

King also had with him the other Olaf, the son of Sihtric, 2 and perhaps we

should regard him as the son-in-law. Eogan of Strathclyde of course was

there, while Picts, Scots, Welshmen, and Danes swelled the ranks of the

host. In the year 937 their armament, boldly estimated by
Northern Northern tradition at 6iz sail strong/3 entered the Humber.
Coalition. .

J °

Constantine landed his men, and, without delay, commenced a

forward march. 1 We cannot entertain any doubt as to the direction

which he took. To turn northwards would simply be to retreat ; to turn

westwards would look like a retreat, just as fatal to an invader. South-

wards the allies must have marched, along the broad highway of the

Ermine Street, through the friendly Danish population of our Lincoln-

shire, within hailing distance of their ships, till they found their progress

arrested by ^Ethelstan and his brother Eadmund at " Brunnanburh."

The name of the place is otherwise given as " Brunnanbyrig " or " Brunnan-

werc "
;

5 that is to say, ' the Brunne Fort ' or ' the Brunne Work ' ; and,

sure enough, at Brunne, now Bourne, in Lincolnshire, we have

Earthworks
some verv remarkable earthworks, apparently of Roman date,

partly surrounded by water and enclosing twenty acres ot

ground and upwards. Here, apparently, the allies had taken post before

^Ethelstan's arrival. The battle has always ranked as one of the most

desperate ever fought on British soil

;

6 the future theme of many a lay, of

which some survive. The live-long day, we are told, the fight raged—

a

stand-up hand-to-hand encounter.

'Here gat King zEthelstan,

And eke his brother

Eadmund /Etheling

Life-long glory

At sword's edge,

Round 7 Brunanburh :

Board-wall they cleft

because in the French or oldest form of the ballad the name Cuaran is expressly given

to Havelok. See Roxbnrghe Ballads, Maiden. The reader may be informed that the

main incidents as there given are taken from the life of Cnut.
1 So Florence.
2 So Mr. E. W. Robertson, Scotland tinder Early Kings, I. 60; Skene, C. S., I. 356.
3 Symeon, H. R., p. 93.
4 "Multum processerat in Angliam," W. Malm., G. R., 207.
5 Chron. A, etc., Sym., H. D. E., p. 76. Apud " Brunefeld," ' The Field of Brune,'

W. Malm., sup. ; " Bellum Brune," Ann. Camb. ;
" Bellum Duinbruinde," Chron.

Pic's. Here again the fort comes in. Symeon gives " Weondune " or " Wendune " as

an alternative name for the battle-field, H. D. E., 76 ; H. R., 93. No such name is now
known there.

8 To the end of the century, as /Ethelweard tells us, the action was always spoken of

as the ' Great Battle ' {magnum bellum). So too the Irish Annals of Ulster,

" Bellum ingens et horribile." "Bruneburh, proeliorum maximum," H. Hunt.
7 "Ymbe."
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War-lindens ' hewed,

Sitlien sun up

At morning-tide,

God's noble candle,

Glid o'er the lands,

Till the bright being

Sank to his settle'
-'

Now this length of the battle again brings us to the " burh " or fortified

enclosure. A stand-up primitive fight of twelve continuous hours would

pass the endurance of any men that ever breathed. We might as well talk

of a football match of twelve hours' duration. But successive assaults on

A. Principal Camp.

B. Procestrium.

THE BRUNNE OR BOURNE EARTHWORKS.
C. Great Springs, "St. Peters Tool."

D. St. Teter's Church.

Scale, 6 inches to i mile.

earthworks might be kept up for an indefinite period. If, as we believe,

the invaders had established themselves within the Bourne moats, the

English might well be proud of their success. The Egills Saga, if worth

quoting, represents the Northern men as established in a " borg
r
to the

North of a stream and .Ethelstan as established in one to the South of it.

This agrees with the position we assign to the forces.

Constantine, Eogan and the Olafs escaped to their ships. But five

1 Shields made of linden or lime-wood.

- See the ballad, Chron. A, etc., with translations by Thorpe in the Rolls edition, and

by Freeman, O.E.H., 155. The implements of war mentioned are the "gar'' OK

"darath "=spear or javelin ; sweord=sword ;
" niece " or " bil "= dagger ; "scild

'*

shield ; and " culbod "=banner or standard. For the account of the battle given in the

Norse Egills Saga see Skene, Celtic Scotland, I. 353. Elsewhere we hear of the " S

or "hambseax," probably=" niece " or " bil." Cod Xos. 492, 1,242. Seethe
drawing of one of these above, p. 174.
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young kings ' and seven jarls were said to have fallen on their side. Of
the 'young kings' the only one identified was the son of Constantine.

Among the English losses were the King's cousins ^Elfwine and ^Ethel-

wine, the sons of his uncle yEthelweard ; both were taken to be buried at

Malmesbury. 1 Bishop Werstan, of Sherborne, was said to have fallen a

victim to his own imprudence in pitching his camp before the action on a

spot condemned by the King as too much exposed to attack. Olaf fell

upon him by night and overwhelmed his contingent. 2

The victory of Brunnanburh was fraught with important political con-

sequences. The battle was a final struggle for supremacy

Results
Detween North and South. The question as to which Power
in Great Britain should rule the destinies of the Island was

there put and settled once and for ever. The ascendancy of Southern

Britain could never again be seriously challenged.

Content with having established his position in England, .Ethelstan

turned homewards, without attempting to reassert his suzerainty over

Scotland by a second expedition beyond the Forth. Three

JEtheistan. years later death brought his highly successful reign to a some-

what premature 3 conclusion. He passed away at Gloucester,

on the 27th October, 940,
4 in the sixteenth year of his reign, 5 and the forty-

fourth of his age. His ability will stand out most clearly when we come to

consider the state of things under his successors. Certainly he had done a

good deal to justify his claim to be considered the first over-lord of all Britain,

and the first King of a united England, loose as we shall find the bonds

of that union to have been. In Wales his supremacy was undisputed. We
are told that he was able to impose upon the Welsh an annual tribute,

namely, 20 lbs. of gold, 200 lbs. of silver, and 25,000 head of cattle,

besides hawks and hounds for sporting purposes. 7 The same

Tribute writer tells us that he compelled the Welsh Kings to do

homage to him at Hereford, a Border town. But here

Malmesbury understates the case, because ./Ethelstan's charters show these

princes in attendance at the English court, and humbly attesting docu-

ments as ' under-kings.' 8 One of these was the celebrated Welsh

1 W. Malm., G.R., 218. 2 \V. Malm., G.R., s. 80.

3 " Immature* vitoe termino," W. Malm.
4 Chron. B, C, D, E; Flor. (a.d. 941, Chron. A). .Ethelstan's successor signs in

940.
5 Flor. ; W. Malm., G. R., 205. This tallies with our date for .Ethelstan's accession,

which we placed in November or December, 924. The Chronicles all make him reign

fourteen years and ten weeks (qy. fifteen years and ten months ?).

c See his charters above; also Symeon, H. D. is., p. 74. "Primus regum totius

Britannioe quaquaversum adeptus est imperium "
; and again, " in uno solidantur Brittan-

nidis arva," ^Ethelweard. 7 W. Malm., G.R., 214.
8 " Ego HowDel subregulus," "Ego Judwal subregulus," " Ego Morcant subregulus,"

" Ego Wurgeat subregulus." Cod. Dip. Nos. 363, 364, 1,107, 1,110.
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legislator Howel Dda, who visited Rome. 1 In declaring the Wye the

border between England and Wales ~ .Kthelstan was only reasserting the

line of Offa's Dyke. He expelled the Cornishmen from Exeter, which

till then had been held by them and the English as a joint possession.

He also fortified Exeter with a wall and towers of hewn stone—a novel

achievement—fixed the Tamar as the abiding limit of Cornwall, 3 and

marked the final annexation of the district by establishing an

Bishopric
EnSllsa Bishopric for Cornwall either at Bodmin or St.

German's.

'

We may note that while .Ethelstan fortified Exeter, the chief town of

Devon, he pulled down the Danish fort at York, as a work more likely to

be held against him than for him. 5

Yet .Ethelstan had some domestic difficulties to contend with. We
have spoken of the conspiracy of yElfred. Another plot, doubtless also

based on the defect in ^Ethelstan's birth, was discovered about

of°Eadwine
tne ^ear 933* ^ie man imPucated was the King's brother

Eadwine, the eldest legitimate son of Eadweard, and Heir

Presumptive to the Throne, yEthelstan being childless. The short record

of his fate was that he was drowned at sea by /Ethelstan's orders. The
fuller tradition preserved at Malmesbury had it that Eadwine and his

armour-bearer were sent to sea at Dover, in an open boat, without oars, to

meet such fate as the winds and the waves might bring them. The
. Ktheling, unable to endure the suspense, threw himself over-board and

was drowned. The armour-bearer, holding on, reached the shore at

Witsand, with his master's body, which he had managed to recover. The
story adds that Ethelstan was so smitten with remorse that he did

penance for seven years.

In European politics, again, ^Ethelstan achieved a position approached

by no previous English King. His prestige is shown by the matches that

he was able to arrange for his sisters, of whom one was

K^ti^ns marrieô t0 Count Hugh, the father of Hugh Capet, the

founder of the House of France ; another to Otto the Great,

future lord of the rising Germanic Empire. A third sister, by name

Eadgifu, had been given to an offshoot of the Karling dynasty, namely, to

the blinded King of Provence, Louis, son of Boso ; while a fourth, another

Eadgifu, had found a husband in Charles the Simple. 8 At his deposition

in 923 Eadgifu retired to England with her son Louis. Fourteen years the

youth lived at the court of his uncle .Ethelstan. At last Rudolf, the King

who had supplanted his father, died (936); and then the French Magnates,

1 Sec Haddan & Stubbs' Cone, I. 21 1, and Ancient Laws of Wales (Record Comm.).
- W. Malm., sup. :1 W. Malm., sn/>.

1 u Between 924 and 931." Stubbs, Const Hist., I. 259, citing Pedler's Ancient

Bishopric of Cornwall, B W. Malm., sup., 21 5.

'' Symeon, //. A'., 93, 124. « \Y. Malm., C. A'., 224.
8 Sec above under Eadweard the Elder.
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at the suggestion of Count Hugh of Paris, who refused the crown for him-

self, elected Louis, " Louis d'Outremer," or " Ultramarinus,'
,

as he had

come to be known to his countrymen through his residence abroad. An
embassy passed over to England and found /Ethelstan at York, but he

declined to part with his nephew until he had received oaths and assur-

ances as to Louis' reception in France. He went down to the coast of

Kent, while Odo, Bishop of Ramsbury, was sent to Boulogne to confer

with the great Count Hugh. The Bishop's report being satisfactory,

Louis followed, and was forthwith consecrated King of the West Franks,

in the royal city of Laon. 1

Another exiled prince who found shelter at the court of /Ethelstan was

Allan of Brittany. Worsted in a struggle with Duke William Longsword

of Normandy (son of Rolf) for the possession of the Coten-

^1

u
10f tm

'
ne came over t0 England (931). There he remained, like

Louis d'Outremer, till 936, when he was allowed to return

home, doubtless through ^thelstan's influence, but only on condition of

recognising the over-lordship of the Duke of Normandy. 2

Lastly, as another case of appeal to the English king in Continental affairs,

we notice the fact that when Herlouin Count of Ponthieu,

*p
erl

th
in wbose territory lay between Flanders and Normandy, was

ousted by Arnulf I. Count of Flanders, the wife and children

of the dispossessed Count were sent for safe keeping to /Ethelstan. 3

.Fthelstan was a great friend to the clergy. 4 His liberality to Malmes-

bury may be considered to have been in some measure repaid by the

pains taken by William, the Malmesbury writer, in collecting and pre-

serving the facts of his life. How lavish /Ethelstan's grants could be may
be gathered from the fact that one single charter makes over to St. Peter's

Monastery at Chertsey (St. Earconwald's foundation) no less

C
Abb

tSey tnan seven a°d thirty townships in Surrey, including Egham,

Thorp, Chertsey, Chobham, Frimley, Weybridge, Walton,

Molesey, Petersham, Tooting, Streatham, Mitcham, Sutton, Ewell, Epsom
(" Ebesham "), Cheam (" Cheham "), Gatton (" Getinges "), Clandon,

Effingham, Cobham, Byfleet, Albury, and Bisley (" Busseleghe"). 5 Where
the king's hand could be so open no wonder that fictitious

Be
J°?n claims were hazarded. We have already referred to a sup-

posed grant in favour of St. Cuthberht. Better known is the

rhyming concession of unprecedented privileges to St. John of Beverley.

1 A.D. 936. See Freeman, N. C, 1S3, 196. Sismondi, France, III. 393-395.
2 Freeman, IV. C, I. 180-185, and authorities there given.

8 A.D. 939. Freeman, N. C, I. 200. 4 See his charters, passim.
5 Kingston, 15th December, 933. Cod. Dip. No. 363. The grant covers the whole

1 North half of Surrey, from the Thames to the Downs. Mr. Maitland, in Domesday and
Beyond, suggests that in these excessive grants only Regalian rights and not the owner-

ship of the soil were conveyed.

R. H. U
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" Wyt [know) all that es and es gan l

That ik King Adelstan

As gyven als frelich as I may
And to the capitcll of seint Wilfrai

Of my free devotion

Thair pees at Rippon

On ilke side the Kyrke a mile

I or all ill deeds and ylke agyle
;

2

And in al thinges be als free

As hert may thynke or eygh may se." 2

r

rhe Laws of .Ethelstan exhibit a picture of a pious, well-mean

government struggling with social evils on the right hand and the left.

In theory the law is frightfully severe. Any person over
Legislation. . . , . . . . . r . ,.

twelve 'winters old caught in the net of stealing property

worth more than eight pence (the value of two sheep) must not be

spared ; he must be put to death. 1 By a later enactment the age is

mercifully raised to fifteen ' winters,' and the value of the stolen property

to twelve pence. 5 But we must add that the ultimate penalty is only

exigible if the culprit resists, and cannot produce friends to make com-

pensation for what lie has done, and to give security for his good conduct

in the future.' 1 Then, again, persons hastily taking the law into their own
hands may be made liable for the value of the life of the man they have

killed, if his relatives are prepared to swear that they never knew of any

thief among their connexion, and that the deceased in particular had

never done anything worthy of death.7 Further opportunities of escaping

immediate punishment are provided through the appeal to the

ordeal, and the rights of sanctuary (socne) allowed to churches

and men of position. 8

For the suppression of crime two sets of measures are put forward in

1 'Is and is to come.' - ' Every crime.'
:; 'Eye may see.' See the song, Cod. Dip. Xo. 360 (also in Earle's Land Chan

p. 438), being an evident translation of the Latin Charter No. 35S, which is

marked as spurious. The form of this charter and its legal phraseology belong to day-

much later than those of /Ethelstan. The only attesting witnesses are '•('.." Arch-

bishop of York, and "P," Provost of Beverley. Put the Archbishops of York under

/Ethelstan were Rodewald and Wulfstan. The other metrical charter, N

(Earle, p. 435), was probably expanded from the former. The language of both be!

U the 14th or 15th centuries.

1 Lcews
%

II. c. 1 ; IV. c. 6 ; VI. c. 1. We seem to find the Witan asking for

penalties than the king was prepared to grant : such as that a free woman
should be drowned ; a male slave stoned to death : female slaves burnt alive. IV. 1

"'

/</., VI. c. 12, s. 1.

8 VI. e. i, s. 4 ; cnf. the provisions relative to sorcerers, II. c. 6, s. 1.
7 II. C. 1

\ • C. 4. Five days " fyrst" (respite, truce) are given to 'thieve- or reiver- '
;.

refuge with the king, w church, or a bishop. Three days arc allowed for refuge witl

ealdorman or a Thegn, If the lord of the sanctuary harbours a fugitive beyond the I

I, he himself be< >mes liable for his offence.
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the Laws of .-Ethelstan. The first is of a feudalizing character. 'Lord-

less men, of whom no man can beget his rights,' are required to find them

a responsible lord in the folkmote. A man of good character
Re

Lo°rd

S

s

lble
(fa^eas) may choose his lord; 1 and the lords (do/mm), while

forbidden to harbour other lords' men without their con-

sent, are specially charged not to refuse their protection 2 to well behaved

persons. The weak side of this system is revealed by another set of

provisions, based on complaints, of which the reader will hear for five

hundred years to come, of the support given to criminals and wrongdoers

by men in great, nay even in official positions, and of the impossibility of

bringing such offenders to justice.

The other scheme is of a totally different character, being simply an

extension of the primitive principles of self-redress and right of private

war. The population are invited to enrol themselves by tens

and hundreds in voluntary 4 associations or gilds for the

preservation of the peace {gegylscipum, frithgildum), or, to speak more
accurately, for the suppression of thieves, the recovery of stolen property,

and mutual insurance against losses by theft. Each gild will have a

common purse, filled partly by levies on the brethren, partly by participa-

tion in property recovered. Each Ten will be looked after by an Elder

(y/desfa), who will keep the others to their duties ; the entire gild or

Hundred may apparently comprise as many as twelve Tens,5 while the purse

will be kept and the affairs of the association managed by a committee of

the headmen, to meet monthly, if possible.

The primary objects of the institution and its modus operandi axe, clearly

set forth in the first chapter of the Act. ' This is the first thing. That no

thief over twelve pence [worth of theft] and twelve winters [of

Thieves a§e] De sPare d, if we can ascertain that according to " folc-

riht " he is guilty, and can offer no excuse ; then that we slay

him and take all that he has, first keeping the worth of the stolen goods

(" ceap-gild "); then that we halve the rest into two parts, one part to the

wife—if she be guiltless of connivance,—the other part again to
Dl
Goods

°f be snared
>
nalf t0 tne king> nalf t0 the fellowship (geferscipe,

i.e. gild).' The brethren agree to stand by each other ' on one
friendship and one foeship.' One man from each Ten (if needful) to

join in the pursuit : twelve pence reward to the man who first fells the

thief.

1

II. C. 2 ; V. C. I, S. I.

" Hlafordsocnam," III. c. 4 ; IV. c. 5 ; V. c. I and id. s. 1. Schmid renders socnam
here as simply=following (hlaford-secan, Herrn zu suchen) ; but again at V. c. 4, s. 3,

we have socne clearly used of the protection of a lord's sanctuary.
:i

II. c. 3 ; IV. c. 3 ; V. c. I, ss. 3, 4.
4 See VI. c. 8, s. 6.

J Twelve heads of Tens (teoSunge) are spoken of as holding meetings, VI. c. 8, s. 1.

G VI. c. 1, s. 1, cc. 4, 7.
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The reader will observe that the fellowship are not required to appeal

to any legal authority for redress. They are to rely on their own re-

sources. The sheriff is only to be called in if they have to
e p

" deal with a clan or family (magft) too strong for them ; or, in

the case of stolen property being tracked into another shire, when the

sheriff of that county will be bound to carry on the pursuit. 1

The enactment embodying this scheme is entitled "Judicia Civitatis

Liindom'ic" having been drawn up 'by the bishops and reeves belonging

to London town ' (the to Lunden-byrig hyratS). But its provisions arc-

expressly stated to be given as a supplement to (to-eaui) 2 the ' dooms

'

already passed at Greatley, and Exeter, and Thursfield, that is to say the

public general Acts of the reign. Then the scheme is to include eorl as

well as ceorl; 3 and the king seems to urge its adoption by all his bishops,

ealdormen, and sheriffs. 4 This of course need only mean that it should

be adopted in other large towns suited to it, but in the measure itself we

can discern nothing specially applicable to town life ; nothing in fact not

primd facie suggestive of country life—such as riding after thieves, or

tracking goods or cattle across the march.

How the scheme would fit in with the ordinary judicial system of the

country it is not easy to say. Apparently the ten or twelve Elders would

have the powers of a Hundred court, with, presumably, an appeal to the

folkmote. That the Judicia—for once in Anglo-Saxon legislation—con-

tained something substantially new appears from the devout trust ex-

pressed that if the scheme should be generally adopted, as wished by the

king, ' folk ' would be less troubled with thieves than they ever had been

before. 5 On the other hand ' our frith gilds ' are clearly spoken of as an

existing institution/1 to be endowed with fresh vitality and extended scope

of action under the new regulations. The reader will remember that in

the legislation of .Lifted we found references to a class of gegyldan as dis-

tinguished from blood relations; men who were under certain mutual

responsibilities, and enjoyed certain mutual rights in the matter of contri-

buting to the payment or sharing in the receipt of fines. As the frithgilds

of jEthelstan seem to spring from the gegylda?i of /Elfred on the one

hand, so we must hold them connected with the later gilds on the other

hand. 7 Lastly, we may notice the undertaking that each man who shall

1 give his pledge to,'
8

i.e. join, ' our gilds,' shall, at his death, have prayerl

for the good of his soul subscribed for by the brethren.

1

c. 8, ss. 2, 3, 4.
'

Lit., ' to eke out.'

\ I. Preamble.
' VI. c. 11. It is not quite clear whether the "friS" that the king here enjoins is

that of the Judicia Civ. /./;./., or some other set of measures passed before; but it is

1 that theJudicia had his assent. • VI. c. 8, s. 9.
8 "ou unim rri'S-gegyldum " ; Id. and Preamble."
7 This view has the valuable support of Mr. J. K. Green, Conquest of England, 229.

bis wedd geseald hseflS," c. 8, s. 6.
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To return to the general legislation of /Ethelstan, we find there the shire-

"gerefa ;

'or sheriff definitely recognised as the king's chief
The Sheriff

executive officer for the district. 1 General attendance at the

folkmote is compelled by penalty. 2

The ordeal figures more prominently in these than in any earlier Laws.

This appeal to the judgment of God was allowed, as already mentioned, as

The Ordeal
a *ast cnance to helpless criminals.-' 5 We call it an appeal

to the judgment of God. But apart from trickery it ought to

be called an appeal to Heaven for a miracle on behalf of the accused.

We hear of the ordeal by iron and by water, and of the single and the

triple ordeal. 4 Whether the ordeal in a given case should be single or

otherwise, the Law decided. The choice of the form of ordeal to be

undergone lay with the prosecutor. In all cases the proceedings were

conducted with most solemn ritual. The accused party was required to

sanctify himself with prayer and fasting for three days. On the third day

he communicated, under a special form of mass, but before he was allowed

to communicate the priest adjured him in most impressive words not to

presume to come to the altar if he were in any way guilty.

iron
by

^n tne case °*" tne ordeal by hot iron a fire was kindled in the

church, and a bar of iron weighing one, two or three lbs.

placed upon it in the presence of an equal number of witnesses from each

side. The iron was kept on the fire while a certain service was being

performed. At the end of ' the last collect' the iron was placed upon
trestles, the man's hand was sprinkled with holy water, and then at a

signal from the priest he took up the iron and carried it a measured

distance of nine of his own feet ; then, dropping it, he rushed to the

altar, where his hand was bound up with a sealed cloth, to be removed at

the end of three days, when his guilt or innocence would be declared

according to the state of the hand. In the ordeal by hot
0r
water

>y water tne accused had to take up a stone immersed in boiling

water to the depth of his wrist or elbow as the case might be.

In the ordeal by cold water he was let down into a pool of water by a

rope an ell and a half long. If he sank he was innocent, if he floated he

was guilty. 5

Some Mint regulations issued by /Ethelstan throw side-lights on one or

two points of interest. The king directs that there shall be but one money
for all his dominion (pnweald), and names the towns where money shall

be struck. All, with the exception of London, lie within the limits of

Wessex. With the currencies of Mercia, Denalage, or Northumbria, King

1 See e.g. VI. c. 8, s. 4. For his connexion with the folkmote see II. c. 12.

2 II. c. 20.

3 See esp. VI. c. 1, s. 4, where the ordeal is offered to thieves 'already often

convicted.' 4 II. cc. 4, 5, 7, 23.
5 Id. and Schmid, Append. XIII., XVI., XVII. Appendix XVI. is printed by

Thorpe among the Laws of /Ethelstan, p. 227.
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- Kthelstan does not attempt to interfere. They lie outside the sphere of

his direct control. This fact should be noted by those who suppose that

England had been really united in one kingdom by yEthelstan. The

towns selected for minting establishments are twelve in number. One

moneyer will suffice for the requirements of Hastings, Chichester, and

Dorchester; two for those of Lewes, [South] Hampton, Wareham, Shaftes-

bury, and Exeter. Three moneyers are allotted to Rochester, 1 six to

Winchester, seven to Canterbury,'- and eight to London. Thus we gather

that in point of population and wealth, Winchester, Canterbury, and

London stood to one another in the mutual ratios of the numbers six, seven

and eight. These proportions appear to tally with the dimensions of these

cities as defined by the walls referable to the Roman period. Old Win-

chester might be included in an area of something less than half a mile

square, while old Canterbury would slightly exceed the half mile. Old

London ought therefore to cover about three-quarters of a mile square,

and that area would just come in between London Bridge on the East and

Blackfriars on the West ; between the Thames on the South and London

Wall on the North.

Charitable regulations, as usual, stand in the forefront of the king's legis-

ation. The payment of church dues is again enjoined. These include

Tithes, Kirk-shot, Plough-alms, and Soul-shot (sawl-sccaitd)? The last was

a fee payable at the burial of each person, presumably for prayers for his or

her soul. 1 /Ethelstan directs one poor Englishman to be fed from each two

of his farms (feorma), 'if ye have one, or that ye find another.' The pre-

scribed allowance seems liberal. The man is to receive monthly an amber

{ambra) of meal, a leg of pork, and a sheep (rani) worth four pence. 5 The
amber is said to have been equal to four bushels. A bushel of good wheat

flour at the present day ought to yield twenty quartern loaves. But allow-

ing, say, sixteen loaves for the bushel of tenth-century meal, the dole would

come to two quartern loaves a day, besides a substantial allowance of meat.

Above, four pence is given as the value of a middling sheep. We get

some further notes of prices from the Judicia Civitatis Lundonice, where

we find the gild brethren agreeing to demand ten shillings, or half of £i
t

as the standing compensation for a stolen horse, and the same for a stolen

slave ; one mancus or thirty pence must be asked for an ox, twenty pence

for a cow, ten pence for a pig, and a shilling (=five pence) for a sheep. ''

- Kthelstan was reported to have been a man of moderate stature and

slender build. 7 He wore his yellow hair, of which Malmesbury had seen

a lock, bound up with threads of gold. 8 Apparently he was never married,

and he certainly left no issue.

1 Two for the king, one for the bishop. - Four for the king, two for the arch-

bishop, one for the abbot. 3 Laws, I. ' See Schmid, Glossary. '' Laws, II. Preamble.
8 C. 6; and Schmid, Glossary, " Geldrechnung." In Mercia four pence made a

shilling, in Wessex five made the .shilling.

7 " Corpore deducto." 8 W. Malm., G. A\, s. 134.



CHAPTER XVIII

EADMUND I.—EADRED—EADWIG

FINAL REDUCTION OF MERCIAN AND NORTHUMBRIAN DANES.

Eadmund I. ' The Magnificent ' ?
l Born circa, 922 ; succeeded 940 ; died 29th May,

946 (murdered)

AT the death of ^Ethelstan his eldest surviving half-brother Eadmund
came to the throne without dispute. Nothing is recorded of the

details of his election or coronation, but the rites must have been per-

formed without delay, as he signs as king in the year 940.
2

Eadmund had borne himself bravely at Brunnanburh, but he was only

eighteen years old at the time of his accession, 3 and it soon became clear

that ^Ethelstan's work would have to be done over again. The Northern

Danes threw off the yoke, and inviting over Olaf Cuaran, the

Danes? King of Dublin, made him King of York 4 for the first time. 5

The attitude of the Mercian Danes is not clearly defined

;

probably they too revolted, as we hear of their subsequent reduction by

Eadmund. Olaf, however, invaded Mercia, advancing as far as Northamp-

ton, where he met with a check. Falling back on Tamworth, he devastated

a large tract of country. He was continuing his retreat towards Chester, 6

when he was overtaken by Eadmund. The engagement that seemed

imminent was averted by the two Archbishops, Odo of Canter-

Uon
Ca

" Dury and Wulfstan of York, the former having just been trans-

lated from Ramsbury. As a man of Danish extraction, the

Southern Primate might seem well fitted to act as mediator
;

7 but Wulfstan

1 So Florence ; hut as lie has some grand epithet for almost every king, I do not feel

any confidence in the authenticity of this one.
8 Codex Dip. No. 379. " Primo anno imperii mei," Nos. 1,136 and 1,138. His

usual style is " Rex anglorum coeterarumque gentium in eircuitu persistentium," No.

389, etc. In one charter, dated about 946, he styles himself " Rex Anglorum necnon et

Merciorum," No. 409.
3 Chron.

4 " Anlaf of Yrlande," Chron. D, a.d. 941. Cuaran had returned to Dublin in 938.

Ann. Uht. 5 Symeon, H. R., a.d. 939.
" Legreceastre," Sym. sup. ; Chester must be the place meant.

7 Odo was son of a Danish chief who came over with Ivar in 866. He was taken up by

-Fthelhelm Ealdorman of Wilts (qy. the son of /Ethelred I. ?), baptised and sent to school

by him, and went with him to Rome (a.d. 887, Chron. A). By /Ethelstan he was made
Bishop of Ramsbury (925-927), and went with him to Brunnanburh where, however, he
does not appear to have fought as a combatant. In 842 he was translated to Canterbury.

2! »5
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'ESSEX STILL ADVANCING [a.d. 94°~945

was afterwards taxed with having been more careful of Northumbrian

than of English interests. 1 Anyhow the terms agreed upon were most

derogatory to the King of Wessex, his dominion being cut down to the

old line of the Watling Street, the boundary of . Klfred and Guthrum in 886.**

We next hear of a Danish attack on Bemicia, led by one " Olilaf," pre-

sumably a third Olaf, whose identity, however, need not trouble us, as he

died shortly afterwards. The inroad was pushed as far as Tyninghame in

East Lothian, and the church of St. Baldred sacked. The district, as we

take it, having been previously under Uhtred, son of Kaldulf,

Affair?
1

tne a^y °^ ^essex
5
was 110w required to accept as joint kings

Olaf, son of Sihtric, and his nephew Reingwald, son of

Guthfrith.8

But the star of Wessex was still in the ascendant, as the next thing that

we seem to hear of is the reduction by Eadmund of the Danish Five Burghs

of Mercia, namely Leicester, Lincoln, Nottingham, Stamford, and 1 )erby,

whereby his dominion was advanced to a line accurately defined by Dore,

Whitwell, and the Humber, in fact just the southern boundary of our

Yorkshire. 4 The three Northern kings then came to terms with Eadmund,

submitting to holy baptism in his presence, as a sign, we take it, of the

re-establishment of Christianity in their dominions. But their rule proved

short-lived. Within the next two or three years the Bernicians got rid of

Olaf, son of Sihtric; while Eadmund expelled Reingwald and Olaf Cuaran,

and so being quit of them all, succeeded in establishing his authority over

all Northumbria. 5

One more expedition Eadmund lived to accomplish. In 945 he

harried all "Cumbraland," and then, we are told, "let" it, i.e., made it

over to the new King of Scots, Malcolm I. [MaUcolum\ son
S
Ra
a
vaged

de
of Donald (Domnail), ' on condition that he should be his

helper both by sea and land.' 1 ' Part at any rate of our

Cumberland had already been annexed by the kingdom of Strathclyde, as

we have seen. So much was this the case that Cumbria was being used

See the Life of St. Oswald, Historians of Church of York, I. 404 (J. Raine, Rolls S

No. 71), the Life of Odo by Osbern, Anglia Sacra, II. 7S, and Reg. Sacrum.
' See W. Malm., Gcsta Pont., s. 114, where his statements of fact, however, are \

inexact, 1 14.

1 a.d. 942, Symeon, //. A'., sup.', Chron. I) (a.d. 943), where the latter part of the

annal refers to later events. The date seems fixed by the fact that in this year, and

this year only, of Eadmund's reign, we have Wulfstan attesting charters at the English

Court, Cod. Dip. Nos. 392, 393.
:; Sym., sup., a.d. 941, and p. 37S ; Chron., a.d. 944. For these men see above,

276, 2S4.

* Chron. A, a.d. 941 ; B, C, D, a.d. 942. The chronology i> most confuse. 1.

B a.d. 943, 945, Sym., sup. ; Chron. A, B, C (A.D. 014). Olaf Cuaran reapp

at Dublin in 945, relieving his brother Blacair, son of Guthfrith, who had been there

previously ; Ann, Ulst.

' Chron. A, B, C ; Flor. Constantine had abdicated about the year 942, retiring to

end his days at St. Andrew' E. See Skene, C. S., I. 360-362.
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as another name for Strathclyde, and was probably so used here, because

the Welsh annalists speak of this very raid as a devastation of Strathclyde. 1

The district had been and still was being held by a scion of the Royal

House of Scotland on the footing of a vassal under-kingdom. The actual

king was Donald, son of Eogan, who had disappeared since the battle of

JJrunnanburh. Eadmund's inroad may have been provoked by a refusal

on the part of Donald to render to him the homage rendered to /Ethel-

stan by Eogan. But Donald's relations to the King of Scotland were not

and could not be affected by Eadmund's action. Utterly destitute of

warrant, even less founded on fact, is the suggestion that Strathclyde was
"abolished" by Eadmund. 2 We shall find the succession of kings there

running on for nearly a century to come, with princes at times strong

enough to give considerable trouble to their Scottish suzerains. The
allegation of a cession of Cumbria or Strathclyde to Scotland must be

dismissed as an idle boast of our chroniclers, but one quite in accordance

with the turgid pretensions of the royal charters of the period.

In the following year Eadmund's career was brought to an untimely

close by the hand of an assassin. It would seem that the Court was at

Pucklechurch in Gloucestershire, holding the Feast of the

Eadmund. nat 'on^l Apostle, St. Augustine (26th May, 946), when one

Liofa, a freebooter, who had been banished by the King,

entered the hall, and took his seat at table. The King ordered the

steward (dapiferuui) to expel the intruder, and when Liofa resisted,

hastened to assist his servant. A scuffle ensued, in which the King was

stabbed, Liofa being immediately cut down by the courtiers. 3 The King's

remains were taken to Glastonbury and buried in the Abbey church, the

Abbot, the celebrated Dunstan, officiating. 4

The Laws of Eadmund give us little that is new, either in principle, or by

way of illustration of known rules. But in them we have perhaps the first

T . , A . requirement of a universal oath of fealtv to the kins:, ' as from
Legislation. v ,.,,,* , ,

'

,. ,

a man to his lord ;
° to them also we owe the first authorita-

tive statement of the proceedings incidental to the peaceable settlement of

the wer of a murdered man, as already given. The piety of the king's

tone is touching in its simplicity, when, bewailing the strife and bloodshed

with which he is surrounded, he implores his subjects to live in fraternal

concord,7 and warns abducers of nuns, murderers, and adulterers, that they

will forfeit the privilege of burial in consecrated ground, 'unless they

1 Ann. Camd.f a.d. 946 ; Brut-y-T., a.d. 944.
2 This is Mr. Freeman's view, N. C, I. 61, 124.
3 Chron. A, B, C, and esp. D, and Flor. The latter gives the duration of the reign as

five years and seven months, thus exactly confirming our date for /Ethelstan's death.
4 Chron. A, B, D ; Flor. ; W. Malm., G.A'., s. 144; Memorials St. Dunstan, 29.

" Perempto Eadmundo ab iniquo cleptore " (Rolls Series).

5 Laws Eadm., III. c. I. Schmid. ° Id., II. c. 7.

7 " Gesibsumnesse and gethwoernesse."
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amend their ways.' ' But the king's justice does not rest there. Penalties

of confiscation and death are freely denounced against offenders all

round. If slaves band together to rob, then the 'oldest man' of them

{senior, say, ringleader) must be ' killed or hanged ' \ the others to be thrice

flogged and have their little fingers cut off.-

By his mistress ^Elfgifu (she died circa 944
:i

) Eadmund left Eadwic

and Eadgar. By his wife ^Ethelrloed, distinguished as .-Ethelflked "at"

(i.e. of) Domersham (daughter of -Elfgar, afterwards Ealdor-

raan of the East Saxons 1
), who survived him, Eadmund Idt

no issue.

Eadred

Born circa 924? ; crowned 16th August, 946 ; died 23rd November, 955

At Eadmund's death his eldest son Eadwig was still a mere child,

not ten years old, and plainly incapable of filling the throne. The
suffrages of the Witan therefore naturally fell on the late King's brother

Eadred, younger son of Eadweard the Elder by his wife
Coronation. _ . .,. ' ' ° , „, .

,
. . . * . .

Eadgifu. On Sunday, 16th August, he was duly hallowed at

Kingston-on-Thames by Archbishop Odo. 6

Eadred was quite a young man, perhaps twenty-two years old, and of so

sickly a constitution, we are told, that he could not digest plain meat : he

could only suck the juice of it through his teeth, rejecting the solid

morsels, a great trial to those who had to sit at his table. 1

' But he was

surrounded by men trained in the difficulties and glories of the last two

reigns, with his mother as his prime adviser. One young man he also had

by him—a man of great promise, his personal friend and playmate, who
was rapidly coming to the front—Dunstan, Abbot of Glastonbury. 7

As the first incidents of the reign, and, in fact, as incidents of the very

1 Laws Eadm., II. Preamble ; and I. c. 4.

- Id,, III. c. 4.

3
i.e. in the year of the expulsion of Olaf and Reingwald ; .Ethel weard, M. II. />'., 520.

Both this writer and Florence (A.D. 955) style ^Elfgifu " regina " and "sancta regina,"

but in the only charter in which her name appears she humbly signs, " Ego concubina

Regis affui." /Elfgifu was held a saint by the Anglo-Saxon Church (5th May), and

miracles were wrought at her tomb at Shaftesbury ; Flor., sup.
4 Chron. D, a.d. 946. /Elfgar signs as "dux" 947-951. See E. W. Robertson,

Hist. Essays, 168.

Florence; Chron. A, B, C; Cod. Dip. No. 411. Eadred's usual style is "Re*
Anglorum coeterarumque gentium in circuitu existentium'gubemator et rector," Id., 415.

In his last year, 955, he signs as Cxsar. " Cyning et Casere totius Britannise," No. 433.

In this same year "the German soldiery hailed his brother-indaw by the same title."

Robertson.

Vita S. Dunstani, Auctore R. Memorials of Saint Dunstan, p. 31. (Bishop

Stubbs, Rolls Series No. 63.)

' Dunstan's appointment to Clastonbury is recorded by Florence under the year 942,

but the first undisputed charter attested by him as abbot belongs to 946, Cod. Dip
411, He was born in 924 or 925, Chron. ; Flor.
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year of Eadred's accession, we are told that he reduced all Northumber-

land ; and that the Scots gave him oaths * that they would all that he

would.' With respect to the Scottish homage we can only remark that we

do not find the names of any Scottish envoys as present at the English

Homae-e of
court -

1 ^ne allegation of the reduction of Northumberland

all England was clearly premature : but as Archbishop .Wulfstan of York,
an a es.

an(j twQ " eorls " (jarls), with strange names, 2 and Howel Dha
and other Welshmen, attest the official record of Eadred's election, we
may take it that all England and Wales at once accepted the new King's

rule.
::

The final suppression of the Danish kingdom of Deira was the mark
of the reign—a notable achievement ; but the exact course of events must

be given with great reserve, the authorities being utterly at variance as to

their dates.

In immediate sequence on the allegation of the reduction of Northum-

bria in 946, we are told that Eadred marched to " Taddenesscylfe," Shelf,

Struggle
near ^au^ax

) J ust inside the borders of Deira; and that there

with Archbishop Wulfstan and the Northumbrian Witan (there

'being no king at the time), plighted him their troth ; the writer

adding that ' within a little while they belied it all, both troth and pledges.'

These events are placed by the Worcester Chronicle in the year 947.

Florence, re-writing the narrative, gives the year as 949 ; and the old

chronicle incorporated by Symeon agrees with this, placing the visit to

Northumbria between 948 and 95 o.
-1

The Danes certainly were not long of breaking their word, as under the

year 949 we hear that Olaf, surnamed Cuaran, expelled by Eadmund, was
1 brought back ' to rule at York. 5 Again apparently he entered

01

Again
ran Eng]and under the aegis of the King of Scots, as the Pictish

Chronicle records under this year an invasion of England by

Malcolm, which was pushed as far as the river Tees. 6 That would be the

southern boundary of Bernicia, at any rate of Bernicia //^i" the territory of

1 Ford an, however, accepts the homage, but limits it to Cumbria, and says that it was

performed by Indulf, the Tanist heir to the Scottish Throne, I. 167.

- " Imorcer eorl" and " Andcoll eorl "
; Cod. Dip., sup. (Marker & Arkell?).

3 In his first charter Eadred claims to have succeeded to the fourfold kingdom of
" Angulsaxna, Northhymbra, Paganorum, Brettonumque." The Anglo-Saxon realm

would include Wessex, English Mercia, and their dependencies. Northumbria perhaps

would mean Bernicia, the modern Northumberland ; the Pagan districts would be Deira

and any parts of Mercia still ruled by heathen chiefs ; and the Britons, of course, would
be the Welsh principalities, of which Eadred was overlord.

4 G. R., p. 94.
5 Chron. E, a.d. 949 ; "reduxerunt Onlafum," Sym., H. J\., p, 378, comparing p. 93,

where we were told under the year 439 that Olaf then came to York ' for the first time.'

At p. 94 the Danish king by an obvious confusion is called Eric.
c "VII anno regni sui predavit Anglicos ad amnem Thesis," p. 10.
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St. Cnthberht, districts of course friendly to Wessex and hostile to the

I lanes.

Eadred was prompt to assert his rights, as in 950 he invaded Deira in

force, once more expelling Olaf Cuaran, 1 overrunning all the country, and

even burning St. Wilfrith's Minster at Ripon. The expedition,

Expulsion nou'ever, ended with a reverse, the Danes from York over-

taking the King's rear at " Ceasterforda," and making great

havoc of them. 2 Encouraged by this success, the Deirans called in one

_. . . more foreign prince to rule over them, namely, Eric, son of
Eric, son of ox 1 j » ~»

Harold Harold Blaatand (Blue-tootli), King of Denmark. 3 But 1 >eira
aa an

* could no longer stand by itself ; and it would seem that all

races in Great Britain conspired to make an end of Danish rule. The
short record is that the Northumbrians under threats from Eadred expelled

Eric, the last of their kings, and that he fell by the hand of

Eric
° one ^accus > or Magnus, son of Olaf. l A late writer adds that

he fell in the wilds of " Steinrnor"—Stainmore, on the borders

of Yorkshire and Westmoreland, through the ' treachery ' of Osulf. 5 Osulf

was the Lord, or, as he styles himself, the High Reeve of Bamborough,

the representative doubtless of the House of Ealdulf, a man who owed no

allegiance to Eric.'' Lastly, the trustworthy Annals of Ulster record under

this same year, 952, a ' battle against the men of Alban and Britain and

Saxony by the Galls,' i.e. Danes. Erom all this we infer that Eric was

ousted by a curious coalition of hostile Danes, Bernicians, Englishmen,

and Strathclyde Britons. Deira accepted the rule of English ealdormen,

or earls, as perhaps we ought to call them in the North, and in 953 the

whole of all Northumbria, including both Deira and Bernicia, was con-

ferred as one vast earldom or ealdormanry upon the faithful Osulf, an

excessive grant, large as the jurisdictions of the ealdormen had come
to be. 7

These offices had grown as the kingdom had grown. In the time of

1 Cuaran went back to Dublin, where he reigned till 9S0. lie then retired to Iona,

and died in 9S1 ; Ann. List.

'' A.D. 950, Symeon, H. A'., 94, 37S ; Florence; (a.d. 948, Chron. D). The two

latter give the name of the expelled king as Eric, again a confusion.
3 Sym., //. /v'., 378 ; Chron. E (a.d. 952) ; Adam of Bremen, Pertz IX. 324 (no

date); Lappenberg, II. 125.
1 a.d. 952, Symeon, H. A\, 94, 197, 37S. " Defecerunt hie reges Northanhym-

brorum," Adam Bremen, sup. ; Chron. 1) and E (a. d. 954). But for the statement

tint this Maccus or Magnus was son of Olaf, I should be inclined to identify him with

the Maccus or Magnus whom we shall find king of the Southern Isles in the time of

1 Igar. He was certainly the son of one Harold.

K. Wendover, a.d. 950. The writer was Precentor of St. Albans, and died in 1 237-

all heahgerefa," Cod. Dip. No. 411 ; "Osulf ad bebb. hehgr.," No. 424.

Tin, was an old Bcrnician title. See Chron. I), ,\. i>. 778, 779.
• Symeon, snp.

y and 199; Chron. D and E (a.d. 954); R. Hoveden, I. 57; R.

Wen. lover ( \.D. 950).
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Eadweard the Elder we heard of two ealdormen for Kent alone ; now the

Eaidor-
ealdorman mostly rules a group of shires, a province. South

manries of of the Thames at this period we seem to trace at most four
the eno

. suc^ ru j erS) one for t^ Q Western counties, one for the central

district of Wilts and Hants, one for Sussex, and one for Kent. North of

the Thames the three ealdormen of East Anglia, Mercia, and the Five

Burghs seem to have divided most of the territory up to the line of the

Humber. The coincidence of these limits with those of pre-existing

governments suggests that local feeling still had to be indulged with

something in the nature of a vice-regal court. These important posts

were reserved as much as possible for connexions of the Royal Family.

At the head of the group at the time that we have reached stood the

ealdorman of East Anglia, /Ethelstan, a man of such influence that to dis-

tinguish him from his Royal namesake he was called ' .^thelstan the Half-

king.' x

The recurrent disaffection in the North had brought the northern

Primate under very great suspicion. Eadred, satisfied of Wulfstan's dis-

loyalty, arrested him and sent him to prison at " Judanbyrig,"
:ECC

AffaS!
Cal

Jedbur§h '
in Bernicia. 2 After a while, doubtless after the

reduction of Deira, he was released, but he was not allowed to

return to York ; he was sent to Dorchester, 3 Oscytel, Bishop of Dorchester,

a man of Danish extraction, being translated to York. 4 These facts

show the reality of the Royal Supremacy over the Anglo-Saxon Church.

VVulfstan, however, did not long survive his degradation, as he died on the

26th December, 956, and was buried at Oundle. 5

Eadred had already passed away. His struggling, sickly life G closed in

death at Frome on the 23rd November, 955. Nine years and

Eadred. a half he had reigned. Like his predecessor, he was buried by

1 " Quern semi-regem appellabant . . . omnes populi," Vila Oswaldi, sup., 248.

*' Half Kyng," Hist. Ramsey, II. See Robertson, Historical Essays, 178 and 179.

Hist. Ramsey, p. n. Under Eadred the greatest number of "duces" (ealdormen)

attesting one charter is eight, and that includes at least one Danish " dux," whose
jurisdiction was probably more limited. Under Eadwig seven is the largest number.

2 Chron. D, Flor., a.d. 952; R. Wendover, a.d. 951 ; W. Malm., G. R., s. 146.
3 Chron. D, Flor., a.d. 954; R. Wendover, a.d. 953.
4 Chron. B, C, a.d. 971 ; R. Wendover, a.d. 954. The imprisonment of Wulfstan

at Jedburgh must be associated with the invasion of Northumbria, which we place in

950. In the confusion of the chronology of the reign, the only sure footing seems to be

given by the charters. Wulfstan attests charters in every year of the reign for which

•charters are extant except 951 and 952. There are no charters for 950 : so that Wulfstan

must have been in prison in 951 and 952, and may have been so in 950. In 953 he

reappears, Cod. Dip. No. 1,169. In 954 again there are no charters, but in 955 we
liave Oscytel signing as " Eboracensis yEcclesia; primas," Xo. 1,171-

5 Chron. D, Flor.
5 " Per omne tempus . . . nimium languens . . . xgrotantem vitam . •

tnisere perduxit," Memorials Dunstan, 31 (1!).
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Dunstan, at Glastonbury, 1 then doubtless the church of most sanctity and

repute in England.

From this time onwards the life of St. Dunstan is so much bound up

with the history of England that a sketch of his earlier career
St. Dunstan.

,
' , . ° ,

can no longer be deferred.

His birth is placed in the first year of the reign of .Kthelstan- (924-925);

but as he attests a Royal charter in 940,
3

it may be that his birth fell

somewhat earlier. He was born, apparently, in the neighbour-

hood of Glastonbury, and came of good West-Saxon parentage.

/Elfheah the Bald, Bishop of Winchester (St. Elphege I.), and Cynesige,

Bishop of Lichfield, are spoken of as his relatives (propinquus, consan-

guineus)
;

4 and by them he was introduced to the Court of ^Ethelstan.

At an early age his parents made him take minor Orders at Glastonbury,

where he served in the Church of St. Mary.5 The boy soon showed a

taste for reading, and we are specially told that he was

supplied with books by the Irish pilgrims who flocked to the

shrine of the younger St. Patrick at Glastonbury. His studious tastes,

however, and perhaps " his dreams and his prayers," brought down upon

him the ill-will of his young courtly associates, who accused him of occult

studies, procured his temporary banishment from .Ethelstan's court, and

went so far as to duck him in a muddy pond."

It would seem that after this he went to live with his relative, Bishop

/Elfheah, at Winchester. 7 jElfheah may have been contemplating a

revival of the Benedictine rule, then practically dead in England.

" Monachism there was in England, although it was not after the rule

of St. Benedict." Probably it was of an Irish character, modified by

survivals of the Benedictine rule as introduced by Wilfrith.
M
Vows

tlC A* any rate ^Elfneaa pressed Dunstan to take monastic Orders.

But Dunstan's inclinations were not in that direction ; he had

fallen in love with a young lady whom he wished to marry. The struggle

was long and severe, and Dunstan did not yield to the Bishop's wishes

till illness had brought him to death's door. By his priestly biographer

the wish to enter the bonds of holy matrimony is represented as a direct

temptation from the Evil One. 8

As a monk Dunstan went back to Glastonbury. Osbern, one of his

later biographers, tells us that he was shown there a cell, probably a

penitential cell, a mere hovel, about five feet long and two and a half feet

wide, which Dunstan had built for himself. The use of the cell must be

referred, if at all, to this period, 9 as after his promotion to the abb

1 Chron. A, D, E; Flor. ; Symeon, H. A\, 94.

1/ mortals ofSt. Dunstan, 71 (Osbern) ; conf. 6 (B). 3 Cod. Dip. No. 1,1

1 Memorials, 13, 31 (1'.).
B Memorials, 10 (IS), 77 (Osbern).

• ° /,/., 10, 12. 7 Id., LXXIX. » Id, 13, 14(B); also 68 (Adelard).

//.. 83, " h ' c juveni ilonuis."
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it appears that Dunstan used to have a monk sleeping in the same room

with him. 1 Again a well-known story represents Dunstan as having room
in his cell for working in metals with an anvil and a furnace. 3 Having

been recalled by /Ethelstan before his death, he remained at court under

Eadmund. There again it would seem that his stricter life

En
<3aurt

a made friends of some and enemies of others. The King
eventually was turned against him, and finally, during a hunt-

ing party at Cheddar, ordered Dunstan to find himself a lord elsewhere.

Dunstan, preparing to obey, asked some envoys from a distance to take

him away with them. :) Two days later, the King, in eager pursuit of a

stag, was brought to the brink of a precipice
;
quarry and hounds went

over headlong, and were destroyed. The King, thinking himself lost,

breathed a prayer for forgiveness from Dunstan, vowing amends if he

should be saved. By a miraculous effort the horse pulled
A
*Abbot

ed
himself up, and Eadmund lived. True to his vow, the King

straightway took Dunstan to Glastonbury, and then and there

installed him as Abbot (a.d. 946 P)/1

It is clear that at the time the abbacy must have been vacant, and most

of its possessions in the King's hands. The buildings were in a ruinous

condition, and the whole foundation in a wretched state. In name an

abbey of monks, it must really have been in the hands of clerks,

or secular canons, probably married men. Dunstan's first care was to

repair the necessary buildings ; his next to revive discipline, and to gather

round him a flock of young men to be trained as monks.
Training r

\;\lus his establishment would be " much more of a school than
Monks.

a convent." 5 In fact the Benedictine rule could not be

enforced in its strictness all at once, as nobody in England was fully

acquainted with it. But the attempt to revive it was quite a new
departure, and so his biographer not unfairly styles Dunstan ' the first true

English abbot ' {primus abbas anglicce nationis).

The period of Dunstan's active work as a teacher must have fallen in

the reign of Eadred, when he could divide his time between Glastonbury

1 Memorials, 31 (B).

2 Dunstan being at work in his cell, an impertinent intruder annoyed him by staring

at him through the opening in the door, obstructing his light, and begging for some of

his handiwork. Dunstan took no heed till the stranger began to indulge in licentious

and disgusting talk, tempting him, when Dunstan, realizing the true character of his

persecutor, heated his tongs in the fire, and then invoking the name of Christ, suddenly

seized the apparition by the nose, whereupon the Evil One went off roaring as if he had

been a very man, and nothing more; Id., p. 84 (Osbern) and 173 (Eadmer). Both,

however, connect the incident with the five-foot cell.

3 " Regni orientis nuntii cum rege tunc hospilantes . . . orans » . . secum
ad patriam . . . perducerent." Id., 23 (B).

4 Id., 23-25 (B)
; 56 (Adelard)

;
90-92 (Osbern). Dunstan first signs as Abbot in 946,

Cod. Dip. No. 411 ; but Florence places the appointment as early as 942.
5 See Memorials, lxxxiii. 25, 56, 92.
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and the Court at Winchester. Eadred must have known Dunstan from his

boyhood, and was uniformly partial to him, sympathising with him in his

schemes of monastic revival, and taking him as his chief adviser next to

his own mother, the Lady Eadgifu. He made Dunstan act as his treasurer,

placing all his valuables, including the title-deeds of his private estates

(rurales cartulas), under his charge at Glastonbury

;

l and some of Eadr

charters are expressly stated to have been penned by Dunstan.'- Again it

was Eadred who, by his mother's advice, appointed ^Ethelwold, one of

Dunstan's pupils, Abbot of Abingdon, and it was in Eadred's time that

./Ethelwold sent the priest Osgar to Fleury for instruction in
Connexion .....

with the rules of the Benedictine discipline. The mission of
eury. Oswald to the same place for the like purpose may probably be

referred to the same period. 3 The connexion thus established with Fleury

tinged the whole future spirit of the English Church. All its Homilies,

all its devotional literature, take their inspiration from that source.

At the death of /Ethelgar, Bishop of Crediton (952), Eadred pressed

Dunstan to accept the See; but Dunstan refused, though the King's

mother added her instances to those of her son. .Elfwold, however, the man
finally appointed to the bishopric, was nominated by Dunstan. l

As a character, Dunstan presents himself to us as a man of engaging

manners and refined tastes, fond of ladies' society ; one who could con-

descend to draw patterns for women's needlework
;

5 a man of
C
D^mstan

°f
tact anc* sensikility, easily moved to tears, even in his old age

;

,;

a man who lived in the world, but was not of the world
;
an

artist rather than a scholar, more of a statesman than of a monk. I )unstan

was a great dreamer, a somnambulist. Vet in all things he showed a most

practical turn. He was possessed of a most vivid imagination ; but he

never allowed it to run away with him. Moderation and good-sense charac-

terised his every action.

As a boy, while suffering from an attack of fever, and in a state ot

delirium, he escaped by night from his nurse, and made his way out of

doors beating the air with a stick to keep off imaginary d

bulism. Then, ascending a workman's ladder, he climbed up to

the roof of the church. There he stood awhile. Then,

1 Memorials, 29. - Codex Dipt. Nos. 425, 1,166.

"
I

1 it lulu old and Oswald sec Memorials Dunst., lxxxvi. ; Life of Aithelwold,

Hist. Abingdon, II. 255 (Rolls Scries No. 2, Stevenson) ; and that by Wulfstan,

Mabillon
; ActaSS. Sac, V. 608; the Lives of Oswald, Historians Church of Yoi . 1

\\ \, and Hist. Ramsey, 22, 23 (Rolls Series No. 83, .Macrce). The charter, CoJ.

1,208, seems to imply that the Benedictine rule had been established at Abing

by February, 956.
1 Memorials, 29, 30 (15.), cf; 56 (Ad.) and 94 (O), where the bishopric pressed upon

Dunstan is given as that of Winchester, vacant through the death of .T.lt'heah in 951.

the account of his filial relations with the ladies . Kthellhvd and 1. thelwyn,

rials, 17, 20 (B).

See Id., 50, 315, 379, etc. The fact IS noticed by every writer.
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descending in safety, he finally took refuge in the bed of two men, who
were sleeping inside the church, in charge of the building. 1 Temptations,

revelations, and dreams, figure largely in the Life of Dunstan even as given

by his earliest and most trustworthy biographer. It is clear that some, if not

all, of these must have been derived from Dunstan himself. He was in the

habit of entertaining his circle with stories and reminiscences. As a boy,

on the occasion of a night spent in prayerful solitude with his father in

Glastonbury church, he had a vision of new monastic buildings,

such as he himself lived to erect. 2 A revelation of many of

the future events of his life was made to him by a deceased friend, Wulfred,

a Glastonbury deacon, in a dream. 3 While keeping vigil in prayer one night

in his cell, 4 the Devil presented himself successively in the shapes of a bear,

a dog, and a fox, endeavouring to turn Dunstan from his devotions. It is

not suggested that on this occasion Dunstan had succumbed to sleep. But

another time, when the Enemy peeped over his shoulder before the altar of

St. George the Martyr, again in the semblance of a bear, it is distinctly

stated that Dunstan had fallen into ' a sort of a slumber—something

between sleeping and waking.' 5 Starting up in terror, he struck out

wildly with a stick that he always carried with him. The idle blow fell on

the wall, waking the echoes of the empty church ! A verse from the Psalm
" Exsurgat Deus" 6 finally dispelled the phantom. His rejection of the

bishopric of Crediton was rebuked in a dream by a vision of St. Peter,

St. Paul, and St. Andrew. 7 Perhaps he felt some compunction at having

rejected the small Cornish See. On two occasions he had escapes from

falling stones, which he considered miraculous. 8 Twice he believed that

he had warnings of the impending death of the reigning King. The first

came three days oefore the murder of Eadmund, when
Pr6ScL&T6S

Dunstan was riding in the King's company along with the

Ealdorman of East Anglia, JEthelstan the Half-king. He saw the Enemy
capering at the head of the party, among the trumpeters, in the shape of a

little black mannikin. 9 Again, just before the fatal banquet, he en-

countered in the palace yard a mysterious individual, who professed to

be an East Saxon, with a roll of a written petition in his hand ; having

presented it he suddenly vanished. 10 A supernatural intimation was given

1 Memorials, 8 (B). The nurse, who followed Dunstan, reported the facts
; 55 (Ad.).

The writer, however, begins to impart a miraculous character to the incident, which is-

carried still farther by Osbern, who represents Dunstan as carried by Angels' hands from

the roof of the church through the closed doors into the interior, p. 75. The Lives of

Dunstan are a perfect study in the growth of myth.
2 Id., 7.

3 Id., 15. 4 " Infra scepta (leg. septa) claustrorum."

5 " Levis soporis dormitio inrepserat ... nee penitus vigilanti neque penitus dor-

mienti "
; and again, " superatus a somno "

; Id., 26-28 (B).

G
' Let God arise,' Ps. Ixviii. 1. For a distorted version of the incident see Memorials,

59 (Adelard). 7 Id., 30 (B).

8 Id., 18, 29. 9 " Homuncii nigelli specie," Id., 45 (B). 10 lb.

R. H. X
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him of the death of his friend and patron Eadred. The King, feeling his

end near, had ordered Dunstan to bring him his treasures for distribution

anions: his friends. As Dunstan was riding to Frome his horse dropped

down dead under him. Dunstan, accepting the omen, at once proclaimed

the fact :
' Eadred rests in peace.' And such the case was found to be

when the party reached its destination. 1

Specially distinctive of the man were Dunstan's varied accomplishments.

Besides the performance of his church Offices he found time

AecompjUali-

f

or « writing and painting,' that is to say transcribing and

illuminating MSS. As for literary composition, that was not

in Dunstan's line. There is not so much as "a single letter that can with

any possibility be attributed to him." 2 But of his penmanship
illumination.

a drawing of the Saviour and perhaps two or three charters are

believed to exist. 3 As a musician he played on the harp, cymbals, and

. organ (prgana) ; and it may be that the Salisbury trope or

cantus, " Kyrie rex splendens" appointed to be sung on the

feasts of St. Dunstan and St. Michael, is of his composition.4 He made

organs for Malmesbury, and a chime of bells for Canterbury. 5 Probably

his special faculty was for metal work, in which the English of
Metal Work. . .

v
.. / „. ... , , ^ . ,, .,

his time excelled. We are told that he wrought in gold, silver,

bronze (as), and iron. 6 As late as the times of Edward II. the Royal

Treasury boasted of a gold ring with a sapphire handed down as the work

of St. Dunstan. We also hear of modelling in wax, and of carving in wood

and bone. 7 A statesman and a courtier, Dunstan was something of a man
of the world. He waged no indiscriminate warfare against the married

clergy. We shall find his clerical reforms tempered by a moderation

unfortunately not to be found in the doings of his disciples and followers.

Altogether we may pronounce him one of the most pleasing and interesting

of the many churchmen-statesmen produced by England. Lastly, how-

ever, to return to the state of England at Eadred's death, we may point

1 Memorials, 31. Here I have ventured to modify the story. As the original stands, a

voice came from heaven saying to Dunstan, * Behold now, Eadred rests in peace,' whereat

the horse, 'overcome by the Angelic presence,' dropped down dead. Whether anyone

else besides Dunstan and the horse heard the voice does not appear. The only other

distinctly miraculous incident recorded in the Life by the priest B, is that of the vessel of

mead at the table of the Lady /Ethelfired, which, after prayer to the Virgin Mary, sui

for all the court of yEthelstan, p. 17. The same incident occurs in the life <

Oswald (below).

- The " Regularis Concordia," a body of Rules for monks (printed Dugdale, Monasi
I. xxviii., ed. Caley) attributed tc Dunstan, may belong to the time of /Ethelred II.

The way in which king and queen are placed on one platform does not represent the times

adgar or of Dunstan.
" MS. BodL, Auctarium FIV. 32 ; engraved in Ilickes' Thcsaunis, I. 144; Cod, Dip.

425, etc. See Stubbs, Memorials, cix.-cxiv.
1

//., 20, 21, 78, cxiv. tubbs, Memorials, ciii.
c LI., ;S, 79.

7 So Eadmer, /</., 169.
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out that Dunstan had attained to a position that might easily embarrass

his relations with a new king.

Eadred was never married, and left no issue.

Eadwig * the Fair ' x

Born 941-942 ? ;
2 succeeded 955 ;

3 died 1st October, 959

As Eadred had no issue the succession at his death fell in the natural

coarse of things to the eldest son of his brother Eadmund, namely Eadwig,

a boy of fifteen at the most. But there was no grown-up man who could

be preferred before him, and so, young as he was, we are told

that he was elected by ' both nations,' meaning doubtless the

Witan of Wessex and Mercia. 4

In dealing with this unfortunate reign the historian finds himself con-

fronted not so much by conflicting evidence, as by one-sided evidence

obviously tainted by party spirit. The King was involved at the very

outset of his reign in a quarrel in which the leading clergy were arrayed

against him. The chroniclers are practically all on the side of the clergy,

and they spare no pains to blacken their adversary ; the King's side is

hardly represented at all. 5 But, after making all allowance for exaggera-

tion and calumny, it does appear that Eadwig was ill-advised and obstinate ;

that his life and reign were wrecked by the intrigues of an ambitious

woman, perhaps we ought to say by a struggle for supremacy between two

ambitious women ; and that having begun by alienating the heads of the

1 " Pne nimia pulcritudine Pancali sortitus est nomen a vulgo secundi "
; /Ethelweard,

M. H. B., 520.
2 The date of Eadwig's birth is not recorded, but that of his younger brother Eadgar

is placed by Florence in 943. Their father Eadmund was only born about 922. Prema-
ture marriage was the curse of Anglo-Saxon Royalty.

3 Eadwig's first charter, a grant to the ladies' convent at Wilton, is dated in 955, and
is attested by Odo, Wulfstan, and Dunstan ; Cod. Dip. No. 436. The king says of him-

self, " nunc nuperrime rex regimina tentans." The charter may have been issued before

his coronation, or before the coronation banquet. Bishop Stubbs cites one memorandum
from MS. Cott. Tiberius B, V., according to which Eadwig, who died 1st October, 959,
reigned ' four years less seven weeks,' making his reign begin 19th November, 955, just

four days before the death of Eadred (23rd November, 955) ; while another memorandum,
MS. Tiberius A, III. (printed by Thorpe with the A.S. Chronicles, I. 233), makes
Eadwig reign 'three years and thirty-six weeks less two days,' from which the Bishop

concludes that Eadwig was hallowed on the first or second Sunday after the Epiphany,

95^. Memorials Dunstan, lxxxviii. But the dates in this memorandum for the most part

are demonstrably wrong. The A.S. Chronicles (A, D, and E), Florence, and Symeon
(H. R., p. 94), all make the reign begin in 955.

* " Juvenis . . . licet in utraque plebe regum numeros nominaque suppleret

electus "
; Memorials Dunstan, 32 (B).

^Ethelweard, and /Ethelweard alone, has a good word for Eadwig: "tenuit quad-
riennio per regnum amandus." /Ethelweard must have been born before this, as he
begins to sign as Minister in 963 ; Cod. Dip. No. 1,245, etc.
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Church, he ended by forfeiting the allegiance of the larger half of his

kingdom.

It would seem that young Eadwig at the time of his accession was much
under the influence of a woman of rank, by name .'Ethelgifu, who was bent

on marrying him to her daughter /Elfgifu : but the pair were

intSjmesf
within tne prohibited degrees. What the relationship was we

do not know ; it may have been a mere connexion of sponsor-

ship or fostering ; that would be a sufficient bar. Anyhow the Church

forbad the marriage. Then Eadgifu, who had been so influential under

Eadred, would naturally oppose the advent to court of a rival who would

infallibly oust her. How bitter such a struggle between a mother-in-law

and a grandmother might easily become the reader will judge for himself.

Certainly the biographers of Dunstan and Odo think themselves at liberty

to throw the grossest imputations on the characters both of yElfgifu and her

mother, treating them as women of no reputation or position. 1

Eadwig having been duly elected his hallowing at Kingston followed in

due course, 2 the day ending with the usual coronation banquet. Before

the festivities had come to an end the King left his seat in the

Banaue£
n na^ ^or tne more congenial society of the ladies in their bower.

The assembled magnates were offended at the slight, and

Archbishop Odo moved that the King be invited to return. Ultimately

Dunstan and his relative Cynesige, Bishop of Lichfield, were charged with

the delicate mission of bringing back the King. They found him sitting at

his ease, without his crown, between the ladies. After some high words

with ^Lthelgifu, Dunstan, with difficulty, induced the King to resume his

crown, and led him back by the hand, like a truant schoolboy, to the

banqueting hall. 3

Neither Eadwig nor ./Ethelgifu ever forgave this offence. Proceedings

were shortly instituted against Dunstan and Eadgifu. Their properties

were seized, their friends persecuted, and both driven from court. Dun-

stan found it necessary to fly the country. He retired to

outlawed
Flanders, to the court of Count Arnulf, 4 who established him

in the Abbey of Blandin, or St. Peter's, Ghent. 5

With respect to Dunstan's expulsion it is well to remember that he

1 See the references given in next note but one. William of Malmesbury, in his Life

of Dunstan there cited, gives these charges with some reservation. In his Life ot

he gives them without any reservation ; Gcsta Pont., s. 17. In his Gesta Regutn again

he recognises the other version, styling .Llfgifu " cognatam uxorem," s. 147.

l'lor. For the date see above.
1 Tlfemorials Dunstan, p. 32 (B) ; 100 (Osbern) ; 2S3 (Malmesbury).
1 Son of Baldwin II. by .Llfthryth, daughter of .Lined. He was a great supporter

of the monastic movement, and is said to have restored or founded eighteen monasteries,

including St. Berlin, St. Vedast, and Blandin. Lor a letter from Arnulf to Dunstan in

Utter days, see Memorials, 359.
:

' See Memorials, 33-36 (B)j 59 (Adelard)
;

99-IOI (Osbern); and the recitals in

Eadgifu'S charter, Cod. Dip. No. 499.
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always had enemies at the court of Wessex. Twice already have we seen

efforts made to crush him. His downfall may be taken to have been the

work of a coalition between ^Ethelgifu and these hostile parties, who
again may probably be identified with the King's connexions, the leading

magnates of Wessex, who are found faithfully adhering to Eadwig to the

end of his career. 1 These men may have chafed at the ascendancy of a
churchman and a woman.

Dunstan and Eadgifu having been got rid of, ^Ethelgifu became supreme,
and the king's marriage with ^Elfgifu was accomplished. 2 Great efforts

were made to secure the adhesion of the monastic party. We have gifts

to the convents of Wilton, Shaftesbury, Worcester, Bath, and,

Church.
6 most speaking fact of all, gifts to ^Ethelwold—a far more
thorough-going monk than Dunstan—and the college of monks

following the rule of Abbot Benedict under his guidance (disciplina) at

Abingdon. 3 At any rate these benefactions effectually repel the charges

of confiscation of Church property brought by Osbern and Eadmer against

Eadwig, charges not to be found in the earlier writers.

But the government proved an utter failure. In the latter part of 957
Mercia and Northumbria revolted, and made the ^Etheling Eadgar king

North of the Thames.4 For this promotion Eadgar was prob-

o/^ngiand. a^v a g°°d deal indebted to the Ealdorman of East Anglia,

oEthelwold, who had just succeeded his father yEthelstan the

Half-king. yEthelwold's mother, /Elfwen, had had the charge of Eadgar
in his boyhood, 5 probably after his father's marriage with yEthelflsed-at-

Domerham.

Eadgar's first act—or rather that of those who ruled in his name, he
was only fourteen years old—was to recall Dunstan ; and, the See of Wor-
cester having fallen vacant, he was at once appointed to it. The promotion

of Dunstan to the episcopate was apparently resolved upon by

a
D
B?shop.

the Mercian Witan in a council held at " Brandanford," pre-

sumably Brentford. Archbishop Odo consecrated him. 6

1 See Robertson, Historical Essays, 193, and the charters there cited. .Ethelweard,

who speaks well of Eadwig, represents this party.
2 " Edvvynus . . . cognatre illicitum invasit matrimonium ;

pro cujus copula a

sancto Dunstano redargatus" ; Hist. Ramsey, p. 19. The biographer of St. Oswald, the

oldest authority, recognised that Eadwig was married ; Hist. Church York, I. 402.

-Klfgifu attests a charter as 'the king's wife' ; .Ethelgifu attesting as 'the king's wife's

mother ' ; Cod. Dip. No. 1,201.
3 13th February, 956; Cod. Dip. Nos. 441, 1,208. See also Nos. 447, 451, 452.
4 Memorials, 35; Chron. B and C; Flor ; Symeon, H. R., 95. Eadgar signs as

"regis frater" 9th May, 957 ; he signs as "rex Anglorum . . . secundo anno im-

perii mei" in 958; Cod. Dip. Nos. 465, 471. No. 472, attested by him as "frater

regis," though dated 958, "is shewn by the Indiction to belong to 956."

Hist. Ramsey, 11.
6 Memorials, 37, 60, a.d. 957. A Canterbury Obituary {Aiigl. Sacra, I. 54) gives the

2 1 st Oct. as "Ordinatio B. Dunstani archiepiscopi." If this refers to his consecration to

Worcester the year will be 957 ; if to his translation to Canterbury the year will be 959.
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Next year (958), when all was lost, Odo succeeded in divorcing Eadwig

from .Elfgifu as being too "sibb," i.e. nearly related, 1 and the Lady Eadgifu

returned to court. 2 In connexion with the divorce of ^Elfgifu, Osbern, who

wrote more than a hundred years later, gives Odo credit for brutalities

which have been accepted by too many historians, but which to us seem

too shocking to be accepted on the sole authority of a writer of so late

a date. 3 One more year brought the sad drama to a close, opening up an

entirely new situation. Odo passed away on the 2nd June. 1

Eadwi? anc* Eadwig followed him on the 1st October. He was buried

in the New Minster at Winchester. 5 All England then rallied

round young Eadgar.

To Eadwig's time we may with all likelihood ascribe the evacuation of

Edinburgh, till then the frontier fort of Bernicia, and its abandonment to

the Scots. The event is attributed to the time of Indulf, who ruled the

Scots from 954 to 962.° Of this period the most likely time for such

an occurrence would be that of the disruption, when England was divided

between Eadwig and Eadgar, while the English Earl Oswulf had probably-

enough to do to maintain his authority over the unfriendly population of

Deira. Eadwig had no issue.

appendix: to chapter xviii

Archbishop Odo and ALlfgifu

In his Life of Dunstan Osbern tells us that when Mercia revolted from Eadwig, the

people chased him and his adulterous companion {adulterd) into hiding, and that she
having been discovered near Claudiam civitatcm, was mobbed, hamstrung, and done to

deatli {Memorials, 102). It is worth noticing that two pages earlier the aau
the Lady's mother, yEthelgifu. In his Life of Odo {Anglia Sacra, II. S4) Osbern i. -

it that Odo, having failed to induce the king to give up the company of two women
who had acquired undue influence over him, took the worst and most notorious of the

two, seared her face with hot irons, and sent her into perpetual banishment in Ireland.

Having ventured to return to England, she was apprehended at Gloucester by the

Archbishop's men, who, to prevent her walking the streets any more (!), hamstrung her

so that shortly she died. This tale implies not merely that /Klfgifu was a woman in a

doubtful position, but that she was an abandoned creature of the lowest class. Not a

word of this is to be found in the narratives of " B," or of Adelard, or in the Life of St.

Oswald of York, written in the time of Archbishop /Elfric (a.d. 995-1005) ; Historians

of Church of York, I. 402). The latter merely tells that Odo forcibly parted the king

from a woman (not his wife, but one for whom he neglected his wife) and sent her out

of the country. Eadmer, in his Life of Dunstan (194), and Malmesbury, in his (.

Pontt. (s. 17), briefly repeat Osbern's story on his authority, and his alone. The one
uses his words ; the other refers to him by name.

1 Chron. D ; Flor ; Hist. Ramsey, p. 19.

- Cod. Dipl. No. 1,224. 3 See Append, to this chapter.
4 Anglia Sacra, I. 54 ; Reg. Sacrum. Odo signs as late as the 17th May, 959, C

Dip. No. 1,224. For his Constitutions, published under Eadmund, see Wilkin .

I. 212. For a synodal Epistle addressed to his suffragans, see W. Malm., G. I\, s. 10 ;

Afe/norials, lxxxvii.

5 Chron. A (a.d. 95S) ; Chron. P, C, D, E, and Flor (A.D. 959). Eadwig signs with

Odo 17th May, 959, Cod. Dip., sup.

Ann. Ulster. "In hujus tempore oppidum Eden vacuatum est ac relictum

Scottil usque in hodiernum diem"; Chron PUtS. "Oppidum Eden" here is equivalent

to the ( iaclic Dunedin.



CHAPTER XIX

EADGAR ' THE PEACEFUL

'

1

Born 943 ;

2 King of Mercia and Northumbria 957 ; succeeded to Wessex 959 ; died

8th July, 975

Unification of England—Administration of St. Dunstan—Monastic Revival

AT the death of his brother, Eadgar, previously King of Mercia and

Northumbria, was hailed King of Wessex. TheWitan elected him,

but he was not hallowed for many years, in fact not till the

not,

e

crowned >7ear 973*
3 The cause of tnis delay is

<l
uite uncertain. The

well-known story is that Dunstan made Eadgar do penance

for seven years, forbidding him to wear his crown, for the abduction of a

Wilton nun, by name Wulfrith. 4 No doubt Eadgar had by a person of

that name a daughter named Eadgife, otherwise St. Edith, who was born

in 961 or 962. But it is not clear that Wulfrith had taken the veil before

her connexion with Eadgar, while it is obvious on the face of it that the

coronation of 973 took place not seven, but fourteen years after Eadgar's

accession, and apparently more than ten years after his connexion with Wul-

frith had come to an end, he having been twice married in the interval.

This account of the matter therefore may be dismissed. Eadgar may
have been already crowned as King of Mercia, 5 and it has been suggested

that perhaps he deferred his coronation as King of all England till some
wished-for event should have happened, or some special distinction been

secured. He may have hoped for a papal grant of an Imperial title.
6

The seventeen years of Eadgar's reign were a period of almost unbroken,

and in fact of unprecedented, peace and prosperity. Under

Us^enitif
him tlie West Saxon power reached its climax. Its "last

glories . . . circle round his name." In writing of Ead-

gar the chroniclers again break into song :
—

1 Florence passim. " Regem videlicit pacificum nomine Edgarum," Memorials Dun-
stan, 56 (Adelard). Eadgar's proper style is "Rex Anglorum." but he indulges rather

more freely than other A.S. kings in vainglorious titles, " Britannia, Anglorum, mon-
archus "

;
" tocius Albionis gubernator "

;
" basileus Anglorum," etc., etc. Cod. Dip.,

passim. 2.Chron. C; Flor.
3 That the king was not 'dedicated ' till near the end of his reign appears clearly from

Cod. Dip. No. 595, though the actual years there are wrongly given.
4 Osbern, Memorials Dunstan, ill; W. Malm., G. R., ss. 158, 159.
5 He sometimes counts his reign from 957, Cod. Dip. No. 1,246. But again a.d.

964 we have "anno V."
6 See Memorials Dunstan, xcix. ; Robertson, Historical Essays, 203.
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' No fleet was so daring,

No army so strong

That from Angle-kin

Booty e'er took

The while that his kingstool

That noble prince ruled.' 1

The internal and external peace must be ascribed to the good manage-

ment of Dunstan, who was "the soul of the reign." Eadgar, however, is

entitled to the credit of having held a loyal and consistent course. It is

clear that he never forgot either the lessons of his brother's reign, or his

own early obligations to the monastic party. His praiseworthy efforts to

conciliate the Danes evidently cost him some popularity among his own

subjects. 2

The general incidents of the reign are few, the interest of the period

turning mainly on ecclesiastical affairs, and a struggle to enforce or extend

clerical celibacy.

We have seen that Eadgar's first acts on becoming King of Mercia

were to recall Dunstan and make him Bishop of Worcester.
ECC

Affairs
1Cal In 959 Byrthelm, Bishop of London, having died, the See

was conferred upon Dunstan, to be held along with that

of Worcester ;!—a plurality condemned by the Canons of the Church,

but not uncommon at the period. So again, when Eadgar became King
of Wessex, his first care was to clear the way for the further promo-

tion of Dunstan. At the death of Odo (2nd June, 959) Eadwig had

appointed .-Elfsige, Bishop of Winchester, to succeed him. Starting

at once for Rome to secure his Pall, .-Elfsige, while crossing the Alps,

was caught in a snowstorm, and suffered so severely from the cold

that he died. Another Archbishop was immediately named by Eadwig
in the person of one Byrhthelm, Bishop of Sherborne or Wells. But

Eadwig himself must have died immediately afterwards, and his brother

coming into power refused to accept Byrhthelm as Archbishop, send-

ing him back to his former diocese, and appointing Dun-

Archbishop
stan' Dunstan accepted the Primacy, and was installed

without the loss of a single day, the Sees of Worcester

and London, by the way, remaining in his hands. 5 In the course

1 Chron. E, A.D. 975.
-' See the complaints of the introduction of foreign vices and outlandish folk into the

realm, etc., Chron. D and E, A.D. 959.
3 Registrum Sacrum ; Memorials Dunstan, xci. 37 ; Cod. Dip. Nos. 479, 480, cor-

recting Florence, a.d. 958.
' Sec Memorials Dunstan, xciii., 27 (D), and Florence. The latter places the nomin-

ation of Byrhthelm after the accession of Eadgar, but this is clearly wrong, as Byrhthelm

signs as archbishop under Eadwig in 959, Liber dt Hyda, 177. Dunstan signs in 959
under Eadgar in one charter as Bishop of London, and in another charter as Archbishop

ol Canterbury j Cod. Dip, Nos. 4S0 and 1,221.
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of 960 he went to Rome for his Pall, returning in 96 1,
1 when he re-

Oswaid
signed Worcester and London. To the latter Bishopric one

Bishop of .-Elfstan was appointed, while Worcester was conferred upon
Worces er. Qswa] (j

j
2 nephew of the late Archbishop Odo, and like him of

ARCHBISHOP DUNSTAN WITH HIS TALLIUM ROUND HIS SHOULDERS.
MS. Cott. Claud. A III. (Canterbury MS. of the nth Century.)

Danish origin. Oswald apparently had at one time been Abbot of Win-

chester, but, becoming dissatisfied with his life there, went, with the full

1 Florence. Dunstan signs in both years.

2 Registrant Sacrum. He signs as bishop in 961. The name appears as " Oswold "

mostly in the early charters, but as " Oswald " in the later charters.
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consent of his uncle, to Fleury, to be trained as a monk, as already

mentioned. Recalled by Odo, he landed at Dover to hear of the Arch-

bishop's death. He then joined another Danish relative, Oskytel, the

Archbishop of York, going with him to Rome for his Pall, and on the

way back revisiting Fleury. By Oskytel Oswald was introduced to Dun-

mth 1 old
stan

'
w ^10 t0°k a great fancy to him, and, when the time came,

Bishop of recommended him to Eadgar for the See of Worcester. 1 Two
Winchester.

years ]ater the gee of Winchester fell vacant, and then ^Ethel-

wold, Abbot of Abingdon, was appointed. 3

The accession to the Episcopate of these two men, Oswald and .-Ethel-

wold, marks the beginning of an important movement. Both were monks,

the one trained at Fleury, the other by instructors from Fleury.

Revival
-Both were zealous for the propaganda of their Order, the

Order of St. Benedict. Both contemplated a double line of

action, namely, the foundation of new monasteries, and the transference

of existing cathedral and collegiate churches from the hands of secular

canons to those of regular monks, The monks, of course, were

onsier^v
unc^er personal vows of celibacy, while the secular clergy were

only bound by the general laws of the Church, which were not

free from doubt, and it is pretty clear that the secular clergy and collegiate

canons commonly availed themselves of that doubt to marry. 3 Both

Oswald and yEthelwold proved eminently successful in their work. Be-

tween them they established English monasteries on a new footing, under

the fostering patronage of Eadgar and Dunstan. But a marked difference

is traceable in their modes of working : and, while .^thelwold was clearly

the man after the king's heart, 4 Dunstan's special sympathy seems to have

rested rather with Oswald. But ^Ethelwold was the monk par excellence,

and as such gained the name of the ' Father of the Monks.' 5

The reformation of his own cathedral was probably the first thing taken

in hand by Oswald/ 1 as it certainly was by ^Ethelwold. The writers of the

1 See the Life of St. Oswald, written within thirteen years of his death ; Historians

Church York, I. 411-419; Hist. Ramsey, 24. The Abbey of Fleury, in France, other-

wise Saint-Benoit-sur-Loire (Dept. Loiret), was an early offshoot of the celebrated

abbey of Monte Cassino, the chief foundation of St. Benedict of Nursia, and the head-

quarters of his Order. Fleury claimed to date from the year 641. Chron. Aimorii,

Bouquet, III. 139 ; Bibliotheca Floriacensis, 2 (J. Dubois, 1605).

- Consecrated Sunday, 29th Nov., 963 ; Chron. A.
:I See Append, to this chapter.
4 See the Life of /Fthelwold by Wulfstan, Precentor (Cantor) of Winchester, composed

during the reign of J'.thelred II. ; Mabillon, Acta SS. OrdinisS. Bened., Sac. J', p. 616.

This Life is much fuller than that by .Flfric, mentioned below, with much common tO

both. Probably this is the original.

5 Chron. D and E, a.d. 9S4. For his regulations at Abingdon see Hist. Abing., I.

345 ; for his asceticism, his Life, Id. , II. 263.

His Life, though a most valuable record, gives no dates, and does not appear even to

give its facts in chronological order.
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monastic party assure us that at that time the cathedrals were filled with

worldly-minded men, fond of good living, married, and even

Canons*
1

caPable of repudiating one wife in order to marry another. 1

But it would seem that Oswald was not prepared to oust these

men from their preferment by main force, or to compel them

Oswald. t0 ta^ e monkish vows. What he did was to build a new
church, dedicated to the Virgin, alongside of the old Minster,"

which was dedicated to St. Peter. St. Mary's was served by monks, and

to their ministrations the Bishop gave his chief attendance. The result

was that people flocked to St. Mary's, while St. Peter's was deserted.

The canons, to regain their influence, were driven to conformity. 3

To meet the growing demand for monastic education, Oswald es-

tablished a training college at Westbury-on-Severn. Ger-

^coUeg-e^ manus
> a native of Winchester, who had been at Fleury, was

appointed Prior. Two to three years the course lasted, the

trained monks being afterwards sent on missions elsewhere. 4 But Oswald's

name will be best remembered in connexion with his East Anglian abbey.

Being on the look-out for a suitable site, he consulted the King, who gave

him his choice of St. Albans, Ely, or Benfleet, all the three, as we must

suppose, being ' in hand.' But the spot on which the Bishop eventually

decided was Ramsey, in Huntingdonshire, an island in a

AtSev^ secluded district, surrounded by fens, yet not without natural

advantages either in the quality of its soil or its opportunities

for procuring fish and game. The land was obtained from yEthelwine,

Ealdorman of East Anglia, a son of ^Ethelstan the Half-king. 5 On the

29th August, 968, a temporary wooden chapel, a dormitory, and a refec-

tory having been erected, twelve monks from Westbury were installed at

Ramsey. Both Oswald and ^Ethelwine were present.

Lastly, we have a monastic revival at Winchcomb, in Gloucestershire,

1 Vita JEthekvoldi, Hist. Abingdon, II. 260; Vita Oswaldi, 411. This Life of

./Ethelwold was written within twenty years of his death by Abbot /Elfric, the well-

known writer.

2 " In eodem cimeterio," W. Malm.
3 See Eadmer, Memorials Dunstan, 197, and W. Malm, G. P., s. 115, explaining

Hist. Ramsey, 41 ; Florence, a.d. 969 ; and Vita Osivaldi, 435. The year 969 may be

that of the final surrender of the canons, but St. Mary's was founded before 965, Cod.

Dip. No. 517 : again we hear of it in 967, No. 536. In 969 we have a charter attested

by the monks at Worcester, No. 553. This may have given Florence his date.

4 Vita Osivaldi, 422-424 ; Hist. Ramsey, 29.
5 yEthelwine was appointed in succession to an elder brother, /Ethelwold, who died

in 962.
6 Vita 0., 425-430 ; Hist. Ramsey, 29-40. The permanent stone church was not

consecrated till 8th November, 974. Hist. R., 45. A very successful school was started

at Ramsey, to which a well-known scholar, Abbo of Fleury, was invited by Oswald.

He taught there for two years [circa 985), and wrote the Passion St. Eadmund of East

Anglia, as he had heard the story told by Dunstan. See Memorials, 378.
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said to have been originally founded by Offa or Ceonwulf (787-798)

,tt- .. ^ for nuns, but since usurped by secular canons. These wereWincacomD. J

now turned out to make room for Benedictines. 1

yEthelwold set about his work in a much more high-handed fashion. To
the secular canons in possession of the cathedral and collegiate churches he

offered the simple alternative of conversion or expulsion. 2 .The King backed

him up fully, not only giving his consent, but even sending one

Measures °^ ms ^negns »
Wulfstan of Dalham, an East Anglian magnate,

to enforce the Bishop's decrees. Thus, in the very first year of

his episcopate, he succeeded in ousting the secular canons from the Old

and New Minsters at Winchester,^ from ^Ethelstan's foundation at Milton,

and from Chertsey. So again the ' nun-minster ' at Winchester, dedicated

to the Virgin, was refounded, cleared of ' nuns ' (nunnan) as then under-

stood, i.e. lay sisters not bound by perpetual vows, and given up to Women
of Religion in the strictest sense. 4 Within a short time Benedictines had

replaced canons throughout the whole diocese. Eadgar is given the credit

of having effected similar revolutions at Romsey and Exeter. He is also

said to have urged Dunstan and Oswald to more vigorous action. But

Dunstan took no direct part in this work. Throughout the whole of his

primacy he never turned a single canon out of any one of the churches in

his See. 5

But .Ethelwold also took an active part in the more legitimate work of

founding, or rather re-founding, monasteries desecrated and abandoned

through the Danish wars. The first taken in hand was Ely,

Refounded ^ie °^ foundation of St. ^Ethelthryth/' Royal grants of land

prove this to have been repeopled with monks by the year

Dorouei 97 °-7 Two vears ^ater ^Ethelwold restored Medeshamstede, 8

then beginning to be known as " Burh," <J or Peterborough. A

1 Vita Oslo., 435 ; Hist. Ramsey, 42 ; Dugdale, Monasticon.
2 "Dare locum monacis aut monachicum suscipere habitum." The letter of Pope

John XIII., sanctioning the expulsion of the canons, is probably a forgery, but " an early

one." See Memorials Dunstan, 364.
3 Conf. Cod. Dip. No. 594.

4 " Satictimonia/es," whence the later " Moniahs." Seethe Life of .Ethelwold by

Wulfstan; Mabillon, sup., 615; W. Malm., G. P., s. 78. For "Mynecena," female

monks, as opposed to "nunnan" or "canonicas," see Laws sEtJictrcJ, V. cc. 4-7.

Some of the stones of St. Mary's Nunnery, as finally suppressed, may be seen built

into the Meads wall of Winchester College.
5 See Chron. A, and Flor., a.d. 963, 964 ; Hist. Abingdon, I. 34S ; and Vita Aithrf-

ivoldi, id., II. 260; Robertson, Historical Essays, 195. According to the Liber de h
however, the clerics were not expelled from the Old Minster till 967, nor from the New
Minster till 968, pp. 179, 180. ° A.D. 673, Chron. A. See above, p. 211.

7 Vita sEthelwoldit
sup. 261 ; Cod. Dip. Nos. 1,269, 1,270.

K Originally founded circa 665 ; Chron. E. Conf. Birch, Cart. Sax., I. ^}, 41.
'•' The burh from which the new name was derived may yet be seen, a conical mound

near the river, in the Deanery garden, on the North side of the Cathedral. For the

endowment of Peterborough by . Kthehvold see Cod. Dip. No. 1,272 (undated), with

a further grant No. 591 (circa 975 ?) For treasures given by him See No. 1,271.
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third renewal was that of Thorney, in the same neighbourhood. 1 The
sites of all three were purchased by .-Ethelwold from the King, or other

magnates into whose hands they had fallen.

To return to general events, a charter to the French Abbey of Saint

Denis informs us that Eadgar spent Christmas, 960, at York, among the

Danes. 3 The year 962 was marked by an outbreak of plague, followed in

Pestilence
London by a g reat fire, in which St. Paul's was burnt down

—

a curious anticipation of the events of 1 665-1 666. It is inter-

esting to hear that the rebuilding of the Minster was at once taken in

hand. 3 In a council, which from internal evidence must be deemed to

have been held in Deira in or after the year 963, we find Eadgar con-

sulting his Witan and ' the archbishop,' presumably Oskytel, as to the

possible causes of the ' sudden-death ' {f<zr-cwealme) which had afflicted

his dominion far and wide. The Wise Men were of opinion that the

wrath of God should be attributed to the perversity of the people in

resisting payment of His dues, namely, tithes and kirkshot. Orders were

issued to the King's Reeves to enforce payment, with all penalties and no

remissions. 4

Another step which may have been sanctioned by this same council

was that of the division of the vast earldom or ealdordom of Northumbria,

Osulf being restricted to his ancestral Bernicia, North of the Tyne, while

the government of Deira was conferred upon one Oslac, with his head-

quarters at York. 5

Concurrently with this we hear of a harrying of " Westmoringaland,''

part of Cumbria, by Thored, son of Gunner. As both Thored and his

father appear among the servants of the King of Wessex,
We

Harried
n(i an(* Tnorecl became some years later Earl of Deira, this

expedition must have had the sanction of the English Govern-

ment. As for the provocation received that must be left to conjecture,

The gifts consisted of a copy of the Gospels bound in silver, three " rodes " (crosses),

two silver candlesticks, and two gilt ditto. Conf. the charter entered in the Peterborough

Chronicle under the year 962 (Cod. Dip. No. 575). It is an obvious forgery, but the

date assigned, 972, may have been that of /Ethelwold's foundation.

1 Cod. Dip. No. 591. Thorney is said to have been originally founded circa 662

(Dugd., Monast.). 2 Bouquet, IX. 397 (VII. Kal. Jan., anno II., Indie. III.).

3 Chron. A. /Elfstan, appointed in 961, was Bishop of London.
4 Laws ofEadgar, IV., A. (Schmid). Id., Supplement (Thorpe). The council'was held

within the ' ealdordom ' of Oslac, who signs as ' dux ' in 963. The decrees were to be

notified to /Elfere (of Mercia) and .Ethelwine (of East Anglia), neither of whom there-

fore was present. The latter was promoted circa 963 (below). The men at the council

are spoken of as the " here," the word always applied to the Danes, Cap. 15.

5 Symeon, H. A\, 197; Chron. D and E. Symeon gives no date. The Chronicles

ascribe the event to the year 966, but as Oslac signs as "dux " in 963 {Cod. Dip. No.

504) we may safely antedate the event.

6 Chron. D and E, a.d. 966 ; Cod. Dip. Nos. 426, 451. Thored signs as " dux " in

979 ; Id., No. 621.
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but the fact that Westmorland was foreign territory again shows the

extension of Strathclyde.

Another land of unrest was Wales, which suffered from no lack of kings.

At the death of Howel Dha {circa 950) South Wales was broken up among
his sons, North Wales being in like manner parcelled out among

North Wales
t jie sons f jdwal Voel. Strife and turmoil was the natural

Over run.
result, with aggressive action towards neighbours. Under the

year 965 the Welsh annalists tell of the overrunning of North Wales

by the English, but the special grounds of quarrel are not given. 1

In 969, again, we hear that Thanet was devastated, Eadgar's orders

being expressly mentioned. A later writer supplies the explanation that the

men of Thanet had ventured to plunder shipping belonging to merchants

from York. 2 The affair however would be very trying to West Saxon sen-

timent. The year 970 was marked by the translation of the remains of

St. Swithun at Winchester, from their original tomb to a more worthy

resting-place in the Old Minster. 3

On the 1 st November, 971, Archbishop Oskytel died, 4 and then

Eadgar, at Dunstan's instance, appointed Oswald to the vacancy that he

was so specially qualified to nil. 5 Oswald at once went to Rome, and in

due course came back with his Pall. But Mercia could not afford to

lose him, and so he was allowed to retain the See of Worcester ; in fact

Worcester continued to be his favourite residence to the end of his days.
1 '

It is worthy of notice that he attempted no monastic reform North of

the Humber. There the secular clergy were left in undisputed possession

of the field. 'If a priest dismiss one wife (cwena) and take another let

him be anathema.' Such was the law as Oswald found it and left it.
7

Oswald's return from Rome was immediately followed by the hallowing

of the King, that rite so long deferred. Oswald brought his master the

blessing of the Pope, and perhaps also an authorised form

Crowned at of Consecration Service. At any rate, to this date we can
last.

carry back that august and most impressive Order, which, with

such modification and additions as time and circumstance would

naturally introduce, has nevertheless substantially remained in use ever

since. Part of the service—namely, the Coronation Oath— is two hundred

years older than the time of Eadgar, being found in the " Missafro Rcgibus
"

1 Ann. Camb. ; Brut-y-T.
1 Chron. D and E ; R. Wendover, a.d. 974. York was a great resort of Danish

merchants ; Vita Oswaldi, 454. The reader will remember that the sailing route from

Denmark to York lay along the S.E. coast.

^th July, Flor. In 972 the New Minster was dedicated.

4 Chron. 15, C ; Reg. Sacrum.

a.d. 972, AV^r
. Sacrum.

c
' Vita 0., 435 ; W. Malm., G. P., s. 115.
7 I.a-.osofthe Northumbrian Priests•, c. 35, Thorpe

;
Johnson, Laws of the Church of

England (Baron, Oxford, 1S50).
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of the Pontifical of Ecgberht, Archbishop of York (734-766).
1 Thus our

coronation ritual affords a most signal instance of the continuity of our

history. "No other church or country can produce a series so complete." 2

Whitsunday (nth May), 973, was the day, and the old Roman city of

Bath the place, appointed for the great event. 3 A detailed account of the

proceedings has been preserved by the biographer of St. Oswald, which

may be compared with the authoritative Service Book usually ascribed to the

time of ,-Ethelred II.,4 but which, without doubt, gives the ritual as followed

on the present occasion. The ceremonies were opened in some convenient

hall or building, where a form of electing the King was gone through,

Eadgar then assuming the crown. 5 After that a clerical procession was

formed, abbots, priests and monks, abbesses and nuns, falling in to lead the
1 crowned elected ' King from the hall to the church. A bishop supported

him on either hand. x\s the King entered the church the antiphon
" Firmetur manus tiia

r' 6 was raised. When he reached the altar he laid

down his crown, and prostrated himself while the Te Deum was being

sung, Dunstan leading. The Archbishop, we are told, was so impressed

with the scene that he was moved to tears. The Te Deum ended, Dunstan

raised the King, and, turning to the clergy and people, once more asked of

them if they would have Eadgar for their King. 7 The requisite assent

having been given, Dunstan proceeded to administer the Coro-
T
tion oaSf" liat ^on Oath) two hundred years old, as already stated. Briefly,

the king swore (1) to keep church and people in true peace

to the best of his ability
; (2) to put down (interdicani) robbery and

wrong doing in all ranks (gradibus) of society; (3) to temper justice with

mercy. 8 Three prayers of invocation then followed: 9 the first uttered by

Dunstan, the second by Oswald, and the third by a bishop not named,

with the final prayer of consecration, " Omnipotens sempiteme Dens,

creator ac gicbernator cceli et terrce," given by Dunstan. After that came
the anointing. No details are given, but from the reference in the con-

comitant antiphon to the case of Solomon (" Unxerunt Solomonem Sadoc"

1 a.d. 734-766. Printed W. Maskell, Mon. Rit., II. "jy, and Surtees Society, XXVII.
100(1853).

- W. Maskell, sup. , lxxii.

3 .-Ethelweard ; Chron. A ; Flor.

1 MS. Cott. Claudius A, III. f. 9, etc.

5 " Coronatum atque electum regem "
; Vila Oswaldi, 436. We may venture to trans-

pose the order of the two participles. For the form of election in hall, see the Cott. MS.
and the Rubric in the later Liber Regalis, kept at Westminster, Maskell, sup., p, 4. An
assumption of the crown by Eadgar at this point would be a special incident.

G Ps. lxxxviii. 14.
7 This I take from the Rubric in the Cotton MS. It is not in the Vita.
8 Compare the Oath in English as said to have been delivered in writing by Dunstan to

king
[ ] at Kingston at his hallowing, the king's name(Eadweard or ^Ethelred)

not being given ; Memorials, 355.
9 " Te invocamus Domine "

;
" Dominus qui populis "j and " In diebus tuis."
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etc.), we may suppose the King to have been anointed on the head only,

and not, as in later times, on the breast and shoulders also.

The ceremonial investitures then ensued. First, that of the ring, 1 then

that of the sword, then in due course those of the crown, sceptre, and rod,*

with appropriate prayers for each. Then came a very fine series

investitures
°*" Benedictions with some six heads :

" Exte?idat omtiipotens M
;

" Indulgent til>i" ; " Angelos sitos "
;
" Inimicos tuos "

; etc., etc

and then a formal declaration of the king's position, " Sta et retine ! " a

final prayer and blessing ended the impressive service.

No reference is made to any hallowing of 'Queen' ^Elfthryth, though the

Service-Book which we believe to have been followed on this occasion

contains the Order for the hallowing of Queens as well as Kings. The

probability is that she was consecrated, :J as might be inferred from the

mere fact that she held her own banquet in the evening, apart from that

of the King. The Queen's table, we are told, was mostly attended by

men and women of Religion. 4

It would seem that Eadgar's coronation was shortly followed by a recog-

nition of his suzerainty on the part of several vassal princes. We are told

Homages of tnat ne t00^ ms ^eet r0Lmd to Chester (" Leiceastre," "Loege-

ceitic ceastre "), and that there six, or perhaps eight kings made a
Princes . .

compact of friendly vassalage, pledging themselves to be his

fellow-workers by sea and land. 5 Their names are not given by the original

chroniclers of the incident. But as we have seen that Wales was broken

up between the sons of Howel and the sons of Idwal Voel, of whom three

or four can be identified, they, with Donald the king of Strathclyde,

Kenneth king of Scots, Maccus or Magnus'' king of Man and the Southern

Isles, with perhaps his brother and successor Guthfrith, would make up

the full number. Eadgar's influence over the Island chiefs is specially

mentioned by the contemporary biographer of St. Oswald. 7 With respect

1 This is not mentioned in the Cotton MS., but that must have been an omission. It

is given in the Vita 0. and the Liber Regalis.

- The seeming distinction between sceptre and rod was that the sceptre was surmounted

by a cross, the rod (virgu) by a dove.
3 So the letter of Nicolas of Worcester to Eadmer (circa 11 20) ; Memorials Dunstant

422.
4 Vita O., 438. J'.lfthryth signs as Regina in 66S ; Cod. Dip. No. 543, the first

woman to assume that style since Judith. But even now the title is not officially recog-

nised ; E. Wt Robertson, Hist. Essays, 1 68.
5 Chron. D & E (a.d. 972). The fact, however, is not mentioned by Chronicles A

or C| or by .Kthehveard, the contemporary Ealdorman, who all pass from Eadgar's glorious

hallowing to his death. Symeon, however, H. A'., 5. 95, vaguely refers to a vassalage of

eight kings.

' Son of Harold, one of the Limerick Danes ; Wars of Gaedhill, 271. His broth er

Guthfrith is expressly called a ' lilack Gentile,' i.e. Dane, Ann. Cam!'., a.d. 9S7.
7

P- 425.
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to Kenneth, it would seem that he was not undisputed King of Scotland,

and we shall find grounds for believing that Eadgar gave him some exten-

sion of territory in Lothian, in return for homage, perhaps at this very time. 1

Homage from the others would involve nothing out of the way. In his later

charters Eadgar broadly proclaims his supremacy over the whole of Britain,

and his assertions on that point must be allowed some weight, turgid and
vainglorious though his language be. 2 To Florence of Worcester, however,

we are indebted for the record of a further incident—the climax of Ead-
gar's earthly glories, when, taking his place at the head of a procession of

boats on the Dee, he caused his six or eight vassal kings to row him up
the river, he steering them with his own Royal hand. Thus was he taken

from his palace on the Dee to the Monastery of St. John the Baptist, just

outside the walls of Chester. There they all landed, and then, having

offered up prayer in due form, returned to the palace in like manner as they

had come. Swelling with pride, Eadgar is reported to have said to his

attendants, ' When any one of my after-comers gets as many kings to serve

him as I have here, then may he as truly call himself King of England.' 3

Two years later Eadgar died. Shortlived, like all his race, he passed

away on Thursday, 8th July, 975, in the thirty-second year of his life, the

nineteenth of his rule over Mercia and Northumbria, and the

Eadgar. sixteenth of his reign as King of all England. Dunstan buried

him by his father's side at Glastonbury.4

By tact and management Eadgar had succeeded in reducing Northumbria,

Mercia, and Wessex to substantial unity. It seems probable that the

mapping out of the Mercian shires was his work. All, or almost all,

of these come into notice in the time of his son ^Ethelred, 5 a man very

1 See next page.
2

e.g. " Imperator Augustus," and " Totius Britannioe solio sublimatus." Cod. Dip.

Nos. 565, 566 (a.d. 970).
3 Florence, a.d. 973. I accept his statement a good deal on account of its consonance

with the topographical facts and with local tradition. The field where Eadgar 's palace

stood "still bears his name." J. Hemingway, Hist. Chester, I. 45. The Monastery of

St. John, an old and known foundation, now the Church of St. John, stood on the East

side of the tower, a little back from the river. Florence, however, was unable to get at

any authentic report of the princes who figured on the occasion. His list was evidently

copied from a spurious charter, an admitted forgery, which gives 966 as the year of

Eadgar's hallowing {Cod. Dip. No. 519). Of the names, those of Kenneth and Maccus
may pass (Symeon, H. R., 197). "Malcolm, rex Cumbrorum " is an anachronism. Mal-

colm of Strathclyde retired soon after Brunnanburh, and his successor Donald was still

reigning. Perhaps '
' Dufnal, " the next name given, might be meant for him. '

' Siferth
""

was found among Welsh princes eighteen years before, attesting a charter of Eadred (Cod.

Dip. No. 433). Lastly, however, "Huwall," " Jacob," and " Juchil " may be identified

with Howell, Iago, and Idwal, actual Welsh princes of the time {Ann. Cambria). But as

a whole the list must be considered simply conjectural.

4 Chron. A, /Ethelweard, Flor., etc.

5 Thus we hear of Cheshire (Legeceaster-scir : Civitatis Legionum provincia) in 979,
Chron. C, and Florence; of Cambridgeshire, Hunts, Northants, etc., in 991, Hist.

R. H. Y
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unlikely to have undertaken any such work. Before Eadgar's time the

country was hardly settled enough to admit of territorial re-arrangements.

The fact that the new organization was not pushed beyond the
M
shire^

n
^ne °^ tne ^ersey anc* Humber would be quite in keeping with

Eadgar's policy of non-intervention in the affairs of Deira. With

Lernicia, the modern Northumberland, he does not seem to have troubled

himself much, but that district had always been loyal to Wessex. A Tract

on the Northumbrian Earls, written, no doubt, in the time of Henry I., but

still of considerable authority, tells us that Eadgar appointed one Eadulf,

surnamed Yvelcild, to rule from the Tees to " Myreford," or " Myreforth,"

meaning possibly the Forth. This must be supposed to have
Northern happened at the death of Osulf, the prior ruler of Bernicia, who

is also mentioned in the Tract. The writer goes on to say that

Eadulf, and Earl Oslac of York, and Bishop ^Elfsige of Chester-le-Street

brought Kenneth of Scotland to Eadgar, and that Eadgar, in return for his

homage, presented him with a cession of Lothian. 1 The allegation is not

inconsistent with the Northern policy otherwise traceable to the English

kings of the period. The reader has already heard of the retirement from

Edinburgh in the time of Indulf (954-962). Cuilean, son of Indulf, clearly

had a footing in Lothian, because he fell there in an attack made upon him

by the Strathclyde Britons. 2 The war, by the way, was carried on by his

successor, Kenneth, son of Malcolm (on the alternate system), who invaded

Cumbria, here oddly called " Saxony," ravaging the country—

"

ad Stanmoir
dad Cluiani et ad Stangna Derdm"'6 This was just the southern border of

Strathclyde-Cumbria. " Stanmoir," of course, is Stainmore."1 Dera'm we
must identify with Glen-deramakin, the head-water of the stream known

lower down as the Greta, and lower still as the Derwent. The stangjia, or

pools, would be Derwent Water and Bassenthwaite. For Cluia we can

only suggest the Caldew, a stream that flows northwards to Carlisle.

Thus we find Strathclyde at this period neither abolished nor absorbed,

Ramsey, 93 ; of Shropshire {Scrobbesbyrig-scir) in 1006; Warwickshire [IVartncwic-scir),

Staffordshire, Lincolnshire, and Notts {Snotingaham-sci)-) are all noticed under 101O.

But in ion East Anglia (Norfolk and Suffolk) seems still to rank as one county

only ; Chron. in annis. It appears that the meaning of the A.S. scir was primarily

'function 'or 'office ' ; and secondarily 'administrative district '; Earle, Land Chard) .

1 See Symeon, H.R., Append., 382. .Klfsige was Bishop 968-990. Reg. Sacr. The
statements of the original Tract must be kept clear of the later amplifications of Walling"

ford and Wendover, who represent the cession as made in consideration of yearly

homage at the English Court, halting places on the way being also granted ; so down
to the time of King Henry II. ! Mr. Robertson, however, rejects Eadulf Yvelcild alto-

gether ; Scotland underEarJy Kingsy
II. 391.

- A.D. 971 ; Chron. Picts, 10, 174. 289; Ann. Ulster.
:i Chron. Picis, 10. This is one of the latest entries, and must be considered contem-

uy.
1 Kerc Cross on Stainmore was the old limit of the Scottish ' claim,' so Sir John Grey

of rletOD tells us ; Scalachronica, Chron. P. and S., 204.
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but at war both with England and Scotland. By the acquisition of Lothian,

or parts of Lothian, the character of the Scottish monarchy became funda-

mentally changed, the new dominion becoming the main pillar of the State.

According to William of Malmesbury Eadgar imposed a yearly tribute of

three hundred heads of wolves on the Welsh King Idwal. At the end of

three years' time the number of the animals had been so reduced that the

requisition was dropped. 1

Of intercourse with Continental Powers we hear little in this reign,

except that friendly relations were maintained with Otto I. of Germany,

formerly married to the King's aunt2
; and of course with

A
Navy Flanders. 3 Danish inroads for the time had ceased. 1 Eadgar's

policy was essentially a domestic one, and Florence gives a

very favourable account of his system of administration. According to

that writer he maintained considerable fleets on the coasts, though the

number of vessels given (3,600) must be rejected as impossible. In the

summer time the King would exercise and inspect these squadrons, while the

winter season was devoted to internal progresses and circuits for the main-

tenance of order and justice. The boat-procession at Chester of 973 may
have grown out of one of these naval reviews, and in fact is recorded as

such in one IMS. of the Annates Cambria. The control over the unruly

Island chiefs exercised by Eadgar 5 clearly implied the'maintenance of a naval

force. It is probable that the vessels were raised by assessments on the

counties according to the numbers of their Hundreds. With respect to

Eadgar's anxiety to put down crime, especially in the endemic form of

cattle stealing, his own Laws are his best witness. But there,
Legislation. . . , , , ...

again, we must point out that he refuses to entertain suits in

the first instance, except in cases of denial of justice ' at home.' 7 In this

and other matters Eadgar evinces the greatest consideration for all rights

of local magnates. 8 Of Eadgar's laws the best known and the most

important are those relating to the Hundred and Tithing, and the regula-

tions for placing each ordinary member of the community under standing

bail for his good conduct (borli). It is a curious fact that in Anglo-Saxon

legislation the Hundred and Tithing are first introduced to us by the

Laws of Eadgar. But that only shows how meagre and imperfect our

early records are. The Hundred, at any rate as a personal organization,

was part of the primitive Germanic constitution, and in Eadgar's Laws
the Hundred or Wapentake, subdivided into Tithings, is treated as the

fundamental organization of the whole population. Eadgar's Ordinance

1 G. A'., S. 155. 2 Flor., a.d. 959; Vita Oswald^ 435.
3 See the letter of Arnulf, Memorials Diinslan, 359.
' For suggested reasons see Green, Conq. of Eng., 323.
5 Vila Oswaliii, sup. s 425. ° See below, A.D. 1008.
7 Laws, III. c. 2 (Schmid).
8 See Id., I. c. 2, II. c. 3, III. c. 7, and IV. c. 8. Penalties which might be expected

to go to the Crown often go to the lord.
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of the Hundred is, in fact, an Ordinance of Hue and Cry, hardly differing

from the Ordinances of yEthelstan's Frithgilds. These, the

°^i

ndred
°f

rea(^ er w^ remember, were organizations of Tens of ten men
each, or Tens of twelve men each, making one hundred or one

hundred and twenty heads in all for each Gild. In either Ordinance thieves

are to be pursued and done to death. 1 Then their property is to be seized

and compensation made to the injured party. With respect to the

ultimate balance, that in the case of the Gilds was to be divided between

the gild-brethren and the King. In the case of the Hundred the division

lies between the Hundred and the Lord. 2 Again, the Hundred, like the

Gild, has a common purse/'5 though we do not hear of contributions by

the members to the Hundred-purse. If a crime has been committed the

matter, if necessary, must be reported to the Hundred-man, who will call

upon the Tithing-men to send contingents for the pursuit. 4 So with the

Gilds : each Tithing or Ten sent a man if necessary, and each Ten had its

1 Elder,' or Tithing-man to look after it. Again, in each case if the track

of the stolen property is followed into another Hundred or another Shire,

the Hundred-man or Reeve of such Hundred or Shire is bound to join in

the pursuit. Lastly, the Hundred meets once a month like the Gild ; while

the Burh-gemot meets thrice a year, and the Shire-gemot twice a year. 5

The impression left on our mind is that .Ethelstan's Ordinance was

really the more novel of the two, being an adaptation to urban conditions

of regulations already in force with respect to the rural population ; and

that Eadgar's Ordinance was merely a republication of long established

customs.

The Ordinance concerning " borh " has a more distinct appearance of

novelty about it. Under the primitive constitution a man's relatives

"B h" {inftgtii) might be called upon to join in bail for his appear-

ance to a suit ; or they might be called upon to join in payment

of penalties that he had incurred. But they might disclaim him if they

liked, and it does not appear that they were under any standing obligation

to produce him for justice. yEthelstan made a step in advance by requiring

lordless men to find them a lord who should be to some extent a guarantee

for their conduct. Now Eadgar requires every man to find a standing
il

/>or/i" to bring and hold him to all justice. If the man commits a crime

and runs away the %t bork n must bear what the man ought to bear. The

king returns to this in another enactment, and makes of it an exception to

his avowed principle of letting the Danes make their own laws, declaring

1 See again Laws Ectdg.
%

III. c. 7 : no mercy to the manifest thief.

Laws, I. c. 2, also III. c. 7, and IV. c. 8.

ee Laws of Mtktlred, III. c. 3.

' Laws Eadgar, III. c. 7. For Tithing-men see Laws of /Ethelred, VII., c.

" Decimales homines." They ore charged with enforcing laws, etc.

'' Sec I. re. 1-7, and III. c. 5.
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it imperative on all, whether English Danes or Welshmen (Britium), that

every one must be under " bork." Whether the " borh " is to be that of an

individual lord, or the collective guarantee of a body, Eadgar does not

specify. Assuming an alternative to be open, we would like to know

more exactly how it was determined to which sort of guarantee a man

should be held. Perhaps the man who could not find a lord, or did not

care to have one, would have to enrol himself in a Gild or Tithing. In

connexion with this, however, we find from later laws that the lord was

only fully responsible (borh) for the conduct of persons belonging to his

own household (hired-men)} On the whole it seems impossible not to

connect Eadgar's borh with the later frith-borh commonly called Frank-

pledge.

Another set of regulations, made compulsory on all, are those for

securing publicity in cattle-dealings. The principle of the measure is that

of Eadweard's law requiring all sales to be made within towns,
e

catt?e

m
on^y w *tn more workable machinery. Standing sworn wit-

nesses or jurors are to be appointed for every Town, Hundred,

and Wapentake : thirty-three in large Towns, twelve in small Towns or

Hundreds. All purchases and sales must be made before two or three of

these witnesses ; the witnesses to be sworn to conceal nothing, and declare

nothing but what they have seen or heard
;
purchases of cattle to be de-

clared, and all bought cattle to be openly and publicly turned into the

common meadow under pain of forfeiture. 2 In these sworn witnesses we
seem to have the origin of our grand juries, and of the leet juries in which

the police of the Hundreds came to be vested. These regulations may
have been thought necessary for the prevention of crime, but it is clear

that they must have been framed mainly in the interests of the rich, and

that their operation upon agriculture, trade, and the general condition of

the population must have been very depressing. When the hour of trial

comes we shall find the English exhibiting a lamentable want of spirit.

Eadgar's Laws insist upon one money for all the King's dominion, and

one standard of weights and measures, namely the standards of London and

Currency Winchester. They also attempt to fix a minimum price for

Weights and wool, an early testimony to the commercial importance of the
IYl6£LSlir6S

product. The King forbids the wey (wage) of wool (182 lbs.?)

to be sold for less than 120 pence, 3 or two-thirds of a penny per pound.

In the time of .Ethelstan we found the sheep valued at \d. or $d. At

that rate the wool would represent one-sixth or one-seventh of the value of

the animal.

With a man so much in the hands of Churchmen as Eadgar was it is

needless to say that payment of all Church dues is strictly enjoined, even

Church on I ^anes - The specified dues are tithes, kirkshot, plough-

Dues, alms, soul-shot, and hearth-penny or Peter's Pence. Tithes

1 Laws of sEthelred, I. c. 1, s. 10. 2 Laws Eadgar IV. cc. 3-13. 3 Laws, IV. c. 8.
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must be paid to the old Minster to which the district (Jiyrnes) belongs

;

that is to say to the collegiate church from which the original

mission was worked. A Thegn having a church on his boc-land

may allot one-third of his tithe to his own church, if it have a burying-ground

attached to it ; if not, then he must pay his priest out of his own pocket,

independently of tithes. The Sunday holiday to begin at noon on

Saturday, and end at sunrise on Monday morning. 1 Eadgar has also left

us a body of Canons or Church-law, which must be regarded as the work

of Dunstan. In these we have no formal prohibition of clerical

Canons.
S

marriage (as we have of bigamy, c. 52), but, nevertheless, very

clear exhortations to celibate life. ' Let not a priest forsake

his kirk, his right spouse {riht (ewe) '
: and again, ' Let a priest love his

right spouse, that is, his kirk.' 2 Another point worthy of notice is the

incipient jealousy of lay jurisdiction, that great question of after-days.

Priests are strictly charged not to appeal to the tribunals of ' the world,'

only to ecclesiastical arbitration, or their bishops. 3 Specially characteristic

of Dunstan is the injunction that priests should learn and teach manual

arts 1—technical education. Lastly, we learn that the priests, like the

rest of the population, were enrolled in ' gildships.' 5

AVe have already dwelled on the monastic revival, which is one of the

great features of the reign. Tradition ascribed to Eadgar the founding of

forty monasteries/5 a number which cannot be made out, even

Foundations ^ we S*ve mm tne credit of every establishment founded, re-

founded, or reformed in his reign. These, so far as we have

noticed them as yet, come to only fourteen in number." Two important

additions, however, ought perhaps to be made to this list. St. Albans,

though undoubtedly of older foundation, must have been in a dilapidated

condition at Eadgar's accession, as the reader has heard that it was one

of the sites offered to Oswald, but rejected by him. In 9S3, if not earlier,

we have charters attested by Leofric, Abbot of St. Albans. s Of course

the work of restoration may have been done in the time of /Ethelred, but

we would rather attribute it to that of Eadgar. Again, a well-known

1 Laws, II. cc. 1-5 ; see also Eadgar's Canons below.
- Canons of Eadgar, cc. 8 and 60, Thorpe, II. 247, 257 ; J. Johnson, Laws and

Canons of Church of England, I. 409. See also the charge in Eadgar's Laws, that

priests should ' live clean lives to enable them to intercede with God,' IV. c. I,

'•

//., c 7. See also the Laws of the Northumbrian Priests in the same collection,

C 5 (Johnson, p. 373).
4 Canons, 11, 51.

b Canon 7; also Imivs of Northumbrian Priests, c. 1, where " geferan " seem

-pond with the "gefersdp" of iEthelstan's Lai . VI. c. 1, s. 1. For priests' Gilds,

.see Cod. Dip. No. 942 ; and Earle, Land Charters, 264. '
I lor., A.D. 959.

7 Namely St. Mary's Worcester, Westbury Training College, Ramsey, Winchcomb,
Old and New .Minsters and St. Mary's -Xnnnery Winchester, Milton, Chertsey, Ron
I ter, Ely, Peterborough, Thorney.

'. No. 683. Leofric was brother of .1 !fiic, the Archbishop of Canto'.

995-1005 ; /</., No. 1,304.
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charter, spurious beyond doubt, gives the year 969 as that of the founda-

tion of our great historic Abbey of St. Peter's, Westminster. 1 But, as we

have said before, a concocted charter may nevertheless reproduce a

correct traditional date ; at any rate we have ^Elfwic, Abbot of West-

minster, clearly established in the year 997, and in the following year we

have a bequest to St. Peter's as a place of repute. 2 Again we think the

work more likely to belong to the days of Eadgar than to those of ^Ethelred.

Eadgar's own benefactions to the Church were endless. Abingdon, St.

Mary's Worcester, Wilton, Bath, Glastonbury, Winchester (Old and New
Minsters), and Ely, all profited by his liberality, but especially Abingdon

and Winchester, with which ^Ethelwold was connected. On the other

hand it is worthy of notice that we have but one grant in favour of

Oswald and his foundations, namely that in favour of St. Mary's Wor-

cester. 3

According to William of Malmesbury Eadgar, with all his courage and

energy, was but a man of very slender proportions. 4 He tells us that his

stature was so diminutive that Kenneth of Scotland, at a banquet one day,

doubtless at Eadgar's table, expressed a scornful wonder that such dominions

could be held in subjection by such a mannikin. 5 The story goes on

that the sneer having reached Eadgar's ears, he took Kenneth apart

privately into a wood, and then producing a couple of swords challenged

him to a mortal duel, whereupon Kenneth withdrew the remark and apolo-

gised. The reader may make what he pleases of this very Southern tale.

By Wulfrith Eadgar had a daughter, Eadgife, born 961-
Th

isfue
S

'

S
962 '

wno became Abbess of the nunnery at Winchester, and

died in 984. She is the St. Edith of the English Calendar.

By his first wife, 'the Fair ^Ethelfked,' also surnamed "Ened" (the

Duck), he had Eadweard, who succeeded him.

According to Florence and William of Malmesbury, ^Ethelflaed was

daughter of one Ordmcer " Dux." But neither his name nor hers can be

found in the charters, and the probability is that he was a man of moderate

position. 7

By his second wife, ^Elfthryth, whom he married in the course of 964,
&

Eadgar had Eadmund, who died before him, ;) and /Ethelred.

1 Codex Dip. No. 555 ; also in Dugdale's Monast. 2 Cod. Dip. Nos. 698, 1,293.
3 See e.g. Id., Nos. 487, 536, 543, 562, 566, 577, 594, 1,269. Foreign churches too

Mere remembered, as St. Denis and Ste. Genevieve Paris, and St. Ouen Rouen,

Bouquet, IX. 397 ; Memorials Dtmstan, 363, 366.
4 " Staturse et corpulentia; perexilis . . . tantas vires in corpusculo," etc. G. R.

,

s. 156. 5 " Tarn vili homuncioni tot provincias subjici."
6 See Robertson, Historical Essays, 176; Cod. Dip. No. 594; Florence, A.D.

964 ; The Life of St. Edith, by Gotselin, is printed by Mabillon, Acta SS. Ordinis

S. Baud., sec. V. p. 636. 7 Robertson, sup., 168, 169.
8 See the grant to her, dated in that year, being probably her ' morning-gift,' Cod.

Dip. No. 1,252. She signs as " Regina," No. 543.
9 a.d. 972, Chron. B, C ; a.d. 971, Flor. ; a.d. 970, Chron. D, E.
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iElfthryth was daughter of the Thegn Ordgar, afterwards Ealdorman of

Dorset, Somerset, and Devon. She herself was the widow of -Ethelwold,

Ealdorman of East Anglia, eldest son of /Ethelstan the Half-king. At

the time of her marriage to Eadgar she must have been a widow for about

two years, " the silent testimony of the charters refuting the story that

Eadgar murdered his friend [/Ethelwold] in order to marry his beautiful

wife." 1 She died 999-1002. 2 The Nunnery at Wherewell, in Hants,

near Andover, dedicated to the Holy Cross, was founded by her in the

time of her son /Ethelred, it was supposed as an expiatory offering for

certain deeds, of which anon. 3

APPENDIX A TO CHAPTER XIX

Celibacy of the Clergy

In the first ages of the Church, the clergy, like St. Peter, were undoubtedly free to

marry. St. Patrick, as we have seen, was the grandson of a priest, and in his Canons
for the Irish Church distinctly sanctions priestly marriage. But a feeling for the supposed
sanctity of celibate life, to which St. Paul gave support, gradually gained strength. The
first edict in that direction was issued by the Council of Illiberis in Spain [circa 305).

But the Council of Nice refused to enjoin celibacy; and the Gallic Council of Gangra
(350-380) uttered anathemas against those who rejected the ministrations of a married

priest. On the other hand Gregory the Great would not allow even sub-deacons to

marry, restricting that indulgence to the minor orders of Door-keepers, Readers, Exor-
cists, and Acolytes. (See the Canons of yElfric, ss. 10-14: Thorpe.) But it is clear

that in England his rules were little attended to. See Kemble, Saxons, II. 442, and
generally Lea, Celibacy of Clergy.

APPENDIX B TO CHAPTER XIX
Date and Origin of our Coronation Service

Apart from the coronation oath our service differs from that in the Pontifical of

Ecgberht, and must be attributed to a different origin. The oldest authoritative version

of it is the Ordo Consecrandi Regis, found in MS. Cott. Claudius A, III. f. 9. This

was attributed by Sir Robert Cotton to the time of /Ethelred II., and is so endorsed in

his hand. But there is nothing in the text to show when it was first used. On the other

hand the exact agreement between this Ordo and the account of the hallowing of Eadgar
given by the biographer of St. Oswald makes it clear that the rites prescribed by the

Ordo were those observed in the case of Eadgar, and that the date of the settled service

must be thrown back to that time at any rate. The coronation oath in the waldi

agrees word for word with that in the Ordo, and must have been copied from the book
to which he refers the reader for the text of the prayers {in libris eorum). Mr. W. 1

'.

Robertson, who apparently was not acquainted with the Vita Os7caldi, conjectured that

the service was of Roman origin, and that it had been brought to England before the

time of /Ethelred. {Historical Essays, 21 1.) The latter suggestion may now be con-

sidered fully established. For the Roman origin or Roman recension he points to a

considerable resemblance with the old Ordo Romanus. I would also call attention to

the curious fact that no reference to any archbishop is to be found in it ; only bishops are

named, the actual unction being directed to be performed by the bishop, who shall have

the pre-eminence ("qui arcem tenuerit"). The French Ordo, compiled in 1365, is copied
I lom the English service, as it introduces the words Albionis and Saxonum etc. Rev.

Robertson, sup.

1 Robertson, sup. For the story see Mahnesbury, G. R., s. 157.

- Cod. Dip. Nos. 703, 707.

\Y. Malm., G. P., s. 78; and .Ethelred's charter, issued in 1002, Cod. Dip. ^c.

707. The endowment extended to 150 hides of land.



CHAPTER XX

EADWEARD II.—^ETHELRED II.

Eadweard ' The Martyr.' 1 Born circa 963 ; succeeded 975 ; died 18th March, 978
(murdered). Style—"Gratia Dei rex tocius Albionis " 2

Continued Struggles between Secular and Regular Clergy—Fresh Cycle of Northern

Invasions—Landings of Olaf Tryggvason and Swein Tiugeskoegg

EADGAR'S premature death again left England face to face with a

minority, and again the country went to pieces. Two lines of

cleavage at once appear. One on the question of the succes-

to°Eadweard s *on
>
^e otner on tne question of the dispossessed canons.

An attempt was made to set aside the boy Eadweard, Eadgar's

eldest son and acknowledged heir, in favour of yEthelred, his son by

^Elfthryth, some years younger than Eadweard, and so far less fitted to

rule ; while the friends of the Secular clergy began to agitate for their

reinstatement in the minsters given over to the Regulars. No connexion

however can be traced between the two lines of social fissure, which to

all appearance ran unconformably, and across each other. Of Eadweard's

opponents, and of the grounds real or ostensible on which their opposition

was based, the writers of the time speak with great reserve. Subsequent

writers indulge in conjectures, as that Eadweard was opposed as being the

son of uncrowned parents/3—" the objection of a later age," and one that

might have been urged with equal force against his half-brother ^Ethelred.

Another suggestion is that Eadweard's legitimacy may have been called in

question. 4 But how such a point could be raised in the face of the recent

cases of jEthelstan, Eadwig, and Eadgar it is not easy to see. The truth

appears to be, as stated by William of Malmesbury, that the

opposition simply emanated from ^Elfthryth, 5 who aspired to

play under her son ^Ethelred the part that had been so successfully played

by Eadgifu under Eadred, and attempted with less success by -.-Ethelgifu

under Eadwig. ^Elfthryth had influential connexions in Wessex, while

Eadweard's mother ^Ethelflaed-Ened, as we have seen, was not a woman

1 " Martyr Dei . . . Rex et martyr"; Vita Oswaldi, 450, 452, and especially

/Ethelred's charter, Cod. Dip. No. 706, " Sancto germano meo."
2 Cod. Dip. No. 611.
3 So Eadmer, Memorials Dunslan, 214. 4 Robertson, Hist. Essays^ 176.
5 G. R.

y
s. 161, and Vita Dtmstani, Memorials; 307.
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of high rank, so that her son could derive no support from her side of I

house. The only apology offered by any writer who can be identified as

having lived at the time, is that Eadweard, young as he was, had already

begun to betray a tyrannical, if not a brutal disposition, and that the

Wessex Magnates hoped to find a gentler lord in yEthelred. 1 Be this

as it may have been the Witan were divided in opinion. The question

however was settled by Dunstan, Oswald, and ^thelwold, who
The Bishops. . .

declared with one voice that Eadweard's claims could not be

passed over. They carried the day, and he was elected and forthwith

hallowed at Kingston-on-Thames. 2

The clerical question involved a bitter struggle. It is not too much to

suppose that the cathedral clergy were in many, if not most cases, men
of good family, with local connexions and friends to support

^TrouWes^
1
their claims

; while the monks, probably recruited from a

distance, would be regarded as " outsiders." yElfhere, the

Ealdorman of Mercia, took up the cause of the married clergy in his

district, reinstating them by force, 3 while in East Anglia the opposite side

was expoused with equal determination by the Ealdorman ^Ethelwin-j,

backed up by his brother ^Elfwold, and by Eyrhtnoth, Ealdorman of the

East Saxons. They garrisoned Ramsey Abbey and called out forces in

defence of the Regulars. In short the country was brought to the verge

of civil war. 1

In Deira, again, troubles broke out, of which no account whatever has

mi. >T «. been handed down, beyond the bare fact that Oslac, ' the srreat
The North- _ ,

' J
.

' &

umbrian Earl,' ° was deprived of his office and driven out of England,
Earldom.

tQ ^n(j a re f\,ge beyond the seas.

' Over gannet's bath,

Over water's throng,

Over whales domain.'

The Chronicles deplore his expulsion as a national loss. As there v

no clerical question in Northumbria, we cannot connect it with anything

' So Vita Oszualdi, 449, written within thirty years of this time.

- Florence; Hist. A'awsey, 73; Osbem, Memorials Dunstan, 114; Kadmer, and W.

Malm., sup. ; conf. Vita Oszvaldi, 449. For the coronation oath in English, tendered by

Dunstan in writing ' to the king,' presumably Eadweard or /Ethelred, see AAw
Dunstan, 355. It is a simple translation of the oath tendered to Eadgar, and is followed

by a short homily on the duties of a king.

3
It is a singular fact that only one monastery is named as having undergone

revolution, namely Winchcomb. But all the authorities agree in representing the

turbance as very extensive ; one is therefore led to infer that monks may hai

foistea into the parochial cures also. Of the cathedral churches, I>r. Lingard wi

" The monks obtained possession of the cathedrals of Winchester and Worcester ; but

the other episcopal churches remained in the hands of the clergy, and were retaiiu

them, with one exception, till the close of the Anglo-Saxon period."
1 Vita Oswaldi, 443-446 ; Chron. A. D, E ;

I lor. ; Hist. Ramsey
^ 71.

"Se lii'tia eorl." ' ; a.d. 070 ; Chron. A, D, E ; Flor.
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of that sort. Probably it was due to the hostility of the House of Barn-

borough, whose representative Osulf had been deprived of Deira in favour

of Oslac. His successor can only be guessed at. Perhaps Waltheof I.

came in, perhaps Thored. Both rose to be Duces. Waltheof undoubtedly

in time became Earl of Bernicia, and Thored, probably, Earl of Deira.

Waltheof may have received Deira at the first, and then been obliged to

hand it over to Thored upon succeeding to the Bernician Earldom at the

death of Eadulf Yvel-cild, or, if that personage be rejected, of Osulf. 1 But

the real calamity of the year 976 was a grievous famine, which evidently

lived long in popular memory. ' On this year was the great hunger.' 2

The great ecclesiastical question furnished food for discussion in divers

Synods. In 977 we hear of a grand gathering held at Kirtlington, near

Oxford, after Easter (8th April). During the sittings stout
Synods. .

°
7

Bishop Sideman of Exeter, the king's former tutor, died sud-

denly. 3 In 978 4 we hear of Synods in Wiltshire, at Calne and Amesbury.

The discussions at Calne were interrupted by a calamitous incident. The

meeting was held in an upper chamber. The anti-monastic party had

brought forward an advocate in the person of one Beornhelm, an eloquent

Scottish Bishop, 5 whose name, by the way, might be connected with

Lothian, but hardly with Scotland proper. Dunstan was replying to his

opponent when suddenly the over-loaded floor gave way, precipitating

most of those present into the room below, with serious injury to life and

limb. The Archbishop, however, escaped by catching hold of a beam, a

deliverance claimed by his friends as amounting to a miracle. G

The next recorded incident is the death of the King, cruelly murdered

by the servants and followers of yElfthryth, at the very door of her resi-

dence. We are told that on the afternoon of the 18th March,

Eadweard 97^>
7 Eadweard, after a day's hunting, came to Corfe Castle 8

to visit his step-mother and his half-brother ^Ethelred. The
1 Thored first signs as Dux in 979, Cod. Dip. No. 621. See Sym., H. R., s. 159,

and the Tract, p. 382 ; also generally Robertson, Scotland, II. 441 ; Freeman, N. C,
I. 644. The wording of both passages in Symeon implies that Waltheof became suc-

cessor both to Oslac and to Osulf or Eadulf. 2 Chron. A, C, D, E.

3 Chron. P> and C. " Robustus corpore et durus "
; Vita Oswaldi, 449.

4 So Chron. D and E. Florence gives the year as 977. If the Synod of Calne was

held in 978, it must have been held very early in the year, as all agree that it came

before the death of Eadweard.
5 Osbern, Memorials Dunstan, 113 ; Eadmer, Id., 213.
G Id. ; Chron. D and E ; Flor.

7 For the year see Chron. A and C, and Florence ; and for the day Chron. D and E,

but under the year 979, which is refuted by the undoubted date of the beginning of the

next reign.

8 " Corfes geat." Chron. D and E. Mr. Earle points out that "geat " refers to the

gap in the chalk ridge of the Purbeck Hills, on an isolated eminence of which Corfe

Castle stands. " The Saxon residence . . . must have occupied the highest part of

the hill, now the inner ward." Clark, Mediaeval Military Architecture, I. 461-474. The
bridge over the Corfe river flowing into Poole harbour is known as St. Edward's Bridge.
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Lady's Thegns came out to greet the King, who was still sitting on his

horse. The butler tendered a cup. Eadweard was taking it, when his

outstretched right hand was roughly seized by one of the attendants.

He was struggling and protesting, ' You are breaking my arm,' l when

he was felled to the ground by a blow delivered from the left. ' Was never

a worse deed done among Anglekin.' 2 For the night the remains were

placed in a peasant's hut j next day they were buried in the simplest

fashion at Wareham, 'without any royal worship.' 3 Eadweard's youth

(16-17 years) and the piteous circumstances of his death gained him the

name of Martyr. ' On life he was an earthly King ; now he is a heavenly

Saint.' 4 But there is no reason to connect his fate with the ecclesiastical

question that was dividing the country. He was elected through the

support of Dunstan and the leaders of the monastic party ; but the few

charters of his reign show him enjoying the support of ^Elfhere of Mercia,5

the leader of the anti-monastic party; and to him he was eventually

indebted for the honourable sepulture withheld from him by his 'own

people ' and his ' own kin,' i.e. the men of Wessex. Twelve months after

his death the Mercian Ealdorman invaded Wessex in force, exhumed the

Martyr's body, and translated it with Royal honours to Shaftesbury.''

With respect to the men of Wessex the two leading laymen at the time

were without doubt yEthelweard the historian, Ealdorman of Devon and

the Western Provinces ; and yEthelmaer, Earldorman of South-Hampton

or the Central Provinces, both of them of kin to the king. 7 But the

man pointed at as chiefly guilty was .Klfric, shortly afterwards appointed

Ealdorman of Devon in succession to /Ethelmoer. 8

Eadweard, again, was unmarried, and left no issue.

^Ethelred II. ' The Unredy ' 9

Born circa 967 ? ; crowned 14th April, 97S ; died 23rd April, 1016

Styles : " Anglorum basileus, rex." " Britannia:, Albionis basileus, etc."

^Elfthryth lost no time in securing for her son the crown that she had

bought with her crime. In the absence of any possible

coronation, competitor, ^Ethelred, who may have been ten or eleven years

old, was presented to the Witan and elected King. 1 )unstan

1 " Quid facitis frangentes dexteram meam?" 2 Chron. D.
8 See Vita Oswaldi, 449, the earliest and fullest account ; also Chron. D and E, and

Flor. 4 Chron. D. b Codex. Dip. Nos. 611-620.
(i Vita Ostva/di, sit/. For the attitude of the men of Wessex, see Florence, " a suis

occiditur"; and Chron. I) and E, 'his earthly magas would not avenge him, but I

did.' 7 For .Ethelmier see Cod. Dip. No. 1,312.

Ethelmaer died in 9S2, and -Elfric sit;ns in 9S3. For .Elfiic's guilt, see \\\ Malm.,

(7. /?., s. 165 : "Elfricum . . . qui superiorem regem occiderat"; but he makes him

the son ol .1. It here, which is impossible. For the confusion between the two . Elfrics

see below. ... without r.vd, later rede, —counsel ; 'the Ill-advised.'
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and Oswald, bowing to necessity, hallowed him at Kingston, on Sunday,

14th April, 978, within less than a month of his brother's murder.1

Dunstan felt himself bound to accept /Ethelred as heir to the throne, but

he could not bring himself to act with ^Elfthryth and her friends. He retired

from politics, leaving England in the hands of a woman and a boy. As to

the young King promoted under such ill-omened circumstances, we find

him credited with good looks and pleasing manners 2
;
perhaps the only

facts about him which the reader will hear singled out for praise during a

calamitous and disgraceful reign of eight and thirty years. These mis-

fortunes were accepted by the age as a visible judgment on the crime

that raised him to the throne. 3 But evil as were the times on which

.Ethelred fell, we must point out that he is the only one of all our

kings whose reputation for incapacity has stamped itself upon his very

name.

The new Government was soon put on its trial. England had been

entirely at peace since the death of Eric, the last Danish King of York

(952) ; and if we leave out of sight the political struggles in the North, we
may say that England— at any rate Southern England—had enjoyed a

practical immunity from piratical ravages since the beginning of the

century. 4 Two years after ^Ethelred's accession these incur-

j^nvafion
Sl0ns Degan afresh. In 980 a Danish force, seven ships strong,

we are told—not 300 men—landed at Southampton, and sacked

the town, slaughtering or enslaving most of the inhabitants. Then, steering

eastwards, they landed in Thanet, playing the like havoc there. Mean-
while a force stated to be of Northern or Norwegian origin had overrun

the county of Chester. 5 Next year we hear of ravages in Devonshire

(" Devinysce ") and Cornwall, when Padstow Abbey was plundered.

There, however, the natives offered a creditable resistance. 6 Again, in

982, we hear of three "wiring" ships boldly landing on the coast of

Dorset, and harrying the Isle of Portland 7
; while South Wales was

devastated by Guthfrith, son of Harold, King of the Southern Isles, the

brother and successor of Magnus, who did homage in 975. Clearly all

the sea-rovers were again on the move. But the pettiness of these attacks

only reflects the greater disgrace on the Government which could neither

forestall nor avenge them.

The renewal of the Northern inroads may to a certain extent have

1 Vita Osivaldi, 445; Florence; 'Sunday, fourteen days after Easter,' Chron. C, but

under the year 979, which would give a different day ; but if we read the year as 978,

the day will be the same, as Easter fell on the 31st March in 978.
3 " Moribus elegans, pulcher vultu, decorus aspectu," Vita O., 455.
3 See /Ethelred's own charter, Cod. Dip. No. 706.
4 The last landing of any importance was that in the Severn, the overflow from

Brittany in 915. See above.
5 a.d. 980, Chron. C and Florence ; a.d. 981, Chron. D and E.
c Chron. C ; Flor ; Vita Oswaldi, 456.

7 Chron. C ; Flor.
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been connected with the state of Scandinavian affairs. The kingdom of

Norway is dated from the time of Harold Harfager (Fair-/iair),

state of w j10 (][cc[ j n q^ Beginning with a small ancestral kingdom
Scandinavia. ;JJ

. . .

on the shores of l the Vik,' otherwise the great inlet of Christi-

ania Fjord, he had largely extended his dominions to the North and East.

But the country had again fallen into confusion at his death.

Harold j t }ias jjeen pointed out that the physical features of Norway,

broken up by hills and valleys, were very unfavourable to any

great concentration of power. Altogether otherwise was it with the flats

of Jutland and the Danish Isles. 1 There a more stable monarchy was

built up by Gorm the Old, who brought into subjection the

Danish Islands, Jutland, Sleswick, and even Scania, or the

southern extremity of modern Sweden, say, from the outlet of Lake

Wener to Carls Krona. Gorm died about 936,2 and was succeeded by his

son, Harold Blaatand, who, at the period that we have reached,
Harold was stjjj Hying. Both Gorm and Harold were fully occupied

with struggles against their German neighbours. Henry the

Fowler (919-936) had pushed back Gorm's frontier from the Eyder, the

frontier of the days of Karl the Great, to the Dannewerk, an inner line of

defence said to have been constructed by Gorm. 13 Apart from the expe-

dition under his son Eric, who came over by invitation, Harold Blaatand

had never meddled with England, though he is alleged to have visited

Normandy, once if not twice, as the "disinterested friend" of the Duke

and his subjects. 4 On the other hand, about 960 he succeeded in

establishing an over-lordship over Norway 5
; but again, in 965, he saw

Jutland overrun by the Emperor Otto I., the Great, when he and his son

Swein were forced to do homage and receive baptism ; while in 974 he

suffered another defeat at the hands of Otto II. But the great difficulties

of the latter years of Blaatand's reign were those created by his

unfriendly relations with his son Swein, known to his country -

Swein^ men as Swein Tiugeskegg G (Forked-Beard), and to the Christian

writers as Swein-Otto. This man was a barbaric warrior of

the purest type, whose whole life, by all accounts, must have been one

round of wild adventure, ending with parricide. Twice was he taken

prisoner by Sclavonians (Sc/avi), and twice was he ransomed by his country-

men. Baptized under the name of Otto, he took an early opportunity of

1 See Green, Com;. ofEng., 36r, citing Dalilmann, Geschichte von Dannemarky I. 6S,

12S. 2 Dahlmann, sup., 59.
; Henry's invasion of Denmark is placed by some authorities in 931 ; by others in

934. .See Dalilmann, I. 69.
1 For these alleged visits to Normandy, placed in the years 945 and 962, see Freeman,

Norman Conquest) I. 216, 233, where, however, sound doubts are expressed as to the

Harold in question being really the King of Denmark.
reen, sup.

% 364, citing Dahlmann, I. 7S.

"Tii toegg," Langebek, I. 145, 154; "Tyugescheg," 1-13.
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rejecting the new faith, to which his father continued to adhere ; while we

arc assured that of his life fourteen years were spent in exile, either in

Norway, or England, or Scotland. The writer from whom we have these

facts derived his information from Swein's grand-nephew, the younger

Swein, son of Estrith. Fourteen years of continuous absence from

Denmark cannot be made out. But fourteen years with a break at

Harold's death can be made out : seven years before and seven years

after that event, which occurred about 986. On this supposition the

ravages in 980, in which both Danes and Norwegians took part, would

coincide with Swein's first exile, when, with aid from Norway, he made
his way first to the shores of England, and ultimately to a friendly refuge

at the Scottish Court, 1 there apparently to rest awhile on his oars.

Anyhow, after 982 a lull occurred, and England for some years was left

in peace.

At home, in the year 982, we hear of another great fire in London, 2

probably one of those accidental conflagrations so common and so

destructive in cities chiefly built of wood. In 983 we find ^Elfhere of

Mercia invading Brecknock ("Brecheinauc") in concert with
A
Wales

°

n Howel
>
son °f Idwal, one of the kings of North Wales.3

That was the last of zElfhere. In the same year he died.

In his honours and estates he was succeeded by his eldest son ^lfric,4

while a younger son, by name Eadwine, became Abbot of Abingdon. 5

.Kline was known as ' Child' x'Elfric, 6 perhaps to distinguish him from the

other .'Elfric, of evil reputation, who had succeeded ^Ethelmasr as Ealdorman

of Hampshire or the Central Provinces. 7 Child ^Elfric's career as recog-

nised Ealdorman of Mercia was short. In 985 he was arraigned before a

Council at Cirencester on charges vaguely described as involving misap-

propriation of land, and disobedience to the King's orders. He was found

guilty of treason, sentenced to banishment, and all his vast possessions

made over bodily to ^Ethelred. 8 yElfric retired to Denmark to ally himself

in the true spirit of an exile with the most effective enemies of his country. 9

The split between his family and the leaders of Wessex, already indicated

by his father's action in the burial of Eadweard, became the stumbling-

block of the reign, involving the ultimate fall of the dynasty.

With respect to the administration of Mercia after ^Elfric's banishment
we find three King's Thegns—Leofric, Ordbryght, and ^Eifweard—raised to

1 See Adam of Bremen, Pertz, IX. 316, etc. The writer died in 1076.
2 Chron. C. 8 Ann. Camb. " Alfre dux Anglorum."
4 Chron., Flor. Both father and son sign as " dux " in 983. The son was in office

down to 985 ; Cod. Dip. 639, 646, 1,279. 5 Flor. ; Hist. Abingdon, a.d. 978.
G " Cognomento Puer "

; Cod. Dip. No. 1,312.
7 " Wentanensium Provinciarum dux " ; Cod. Dip. No. 698.
8 A.D. 985, Chron. C,D,E ; Flor. (a.d. 986) ; Cod. Dip. Nos. 703, 1,312.
9 Hist. Abingdon, a.d. 978, where, however, the name is given as " Edricus.

1 '
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the dignity of ealdormen. 1 It is reasonable to suppose that ./Elfric's govern-

ment was divided among these men. But they disappear again, and then

we have a charter by Oswald the Archbishop expressed to be granted

mmmM . with consent of '.-Elfric Ealdorman of the Mercians.' 2 If this

Re-instated. can De trusted ^Elfnc-Child must have recovered his position

through local influence.

In 9S4 Bishop /Ethelwold, the 'Father of the Monks,' died (August 1),

and was buried in the Old Minster at Winchester, rebuilt by himself, and

re-consecrated 20th October, 980."' He had injured his health by over-

asceticism, refusing to partake of any kind of meat except on two

occasions : once when he indulged for three months by Dunstan's orders

—another instance of the Archbishop's good sense—and again shortly

before his death. 4

In the then state of Church politics, with Regulars and Seculars contesting

each cathedral, the appointment of a new Bishop must have been a matter

of more than ordinary importance. Dunstan had a clear conviction as to

the proper man for the place, in fact a conviction so clear that it passed for

a special revelation made to him through St. Andrew. The man
St Elphege.

pointed out was .-Elfheah (St. Elphege II.), a monk who had

taken vows at Deerhurst, and was then Abbot of Bath. Dunstan had

influence enough with ^'Ethelred's Government to carry his appointment.

On the 19th October Bishop .Elfheah was consecrated. 5

Once more, and once more only, we have Dunstan coming forward in

public affairs. In 986 a quarrel, of uncertain origin/' broke out between

the King and ^Elfstan Bishop of Rochester. As /Ethelred had reached

the age of twenty-three, and had been for some years a father, we may give

him credit for personal action in the matter. But the only mode of

settling the difference that occurred to him was to call out the fyrd and

besiege the Bishop in his cathedral city. Dunstan attempted to

Besieged, direst the attack by an inhibition, and an appeal to the patronage

of St. Andrew. /Ethelred was not daunted by the spiritual

menace ; but, finding that Rochester was too strong for him, he was pro-

ceeding to ravage the Bishop's estates when Dunstan, changing his tactics,

sent an offer of ;£ioo. The King took the money and disbanded his

men. 7 Here we have an apt instance of that mixture of violence, weakness,

1 Cod. Dip. Nos. 657, 658, a.d. 987.
'-'

/</., No. 670, a.d. 9S9.

See his Life, written by the Precentor Wulfstan during the reign of .Kthelred ;

Mabillon, Acta SS. Ordinis St. Betted., saec. V. 621.
4 "Muneca fseder," Chron. A,C,D,E

; Vita Mthelwoldi (iElfric), 263, 265.

Memorials Dunstan, 61 (Adelard), 116 (Osbern), 217 (Eadmer), 3I2(W. Malm.).
,; Probably the quarrel arose over certain lands abstracted byVEthelred, and afterwards

red by him with expressions of regret
; Cod. Dip. Nos. 68S, 700, a.d. 995, 998.

Wc have a similar confession and restitution with respect to a hundred hides taken from

the Old Minsk-r at Winchester, No. 69S.
7 Chron. C, D, E ; Flor.j Memorials Dunstan, 117 (Osbern), 310 (W. Malm.).
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and meanness that we shall find characteristic of the second ^Ethel-

red.

Two years later the great Archbishop ended his noble and useful career.

On Ascension Day (17th May), 988, he not only officiated at Mass, but also

preached three sermons—short sermons we must suppose—during the ser-

vice. The first was given in the usual place after the Gospel, the second after

consecrating the elements, and the third after communicating, but before

dismissing the people. The two extra addresses seem to have been

delivered in answer to calls from the congregation. 1 The service over,

Dunstan repaired to the Refectory, and dined with his clergy as usual.

After dinner he lay down for a siesta, when he was attacked by a fit of

illness, from which he never rallied. On the Saturday, 19th

Dunstan. May, he passed away, 2 being, as we suppose, from 65 to 70

years old. If we may add one or two touches to the portrait

of him already given, we should notice " his delight to make peace between

man and man," his hospitality to strangers and pilgrims, his strictness as a

judge, whether in ecclesiastical or civil cases, and his careful management
of Church property. No alienations can be brought home

intfiit ^f t0 him
'
as so freely t0 0swald of York -

3 According to a

Dunstan. tradition preserved by William of Malmesbury, in order

to moderate drinking he invented "peg-pots," drinking

cups marked off internally into equal divisions to measure the quantity

that each man should drink at a toast. 4 The favourite saint of the

old English Church, Dunstan " was canonized in popular regard almost

from the day he died." But his glory in later days was eclipsed by the

paramount claim on the ecclesiastical world of St. Thomas of Canterbury. 5

„ In the Primacy Dunstan was succeeded by .^Ethelgar,

' formerly Abbot of the New Minster at Winchester, and then

Bishop of Selsey. 6 Brief was his tenure of office. One year and three

months he lived after his consecration, and then passed away on the 13th

February, 990.
7 His successor was Sigeric, Bishop of Ramsbury, or Wilt-

shire. A monk trained at Glastonbury, his first act was to expel the

secular canons from his metropolitan church, where Dunstan had allowed

them to remain. Monks were introduced to fill their places. 8

We must now return to the dismal chapter of the Northern inroads. In

1 See Memorials, 219 (Eadmer), 318 (Malm.), conf. 51.
2 See Memorials, 50 (B), 64 (Adelard), 121 (Osbern), 318 (Malm.).
8 For Oswald's grants for lives of Church lands see Cod, Dip. passim.
4 Memorials, cviii. ; W. Malm., G.R., s. 149.
5 Stubbs, Memorials, ix. 6 Chron. C, D, E ; W. Malm., G.P., s. 20.
7 West Saxon Calendar, Hampson, I., 436 ; Stubbs.
8 Chron. C, D ; Flor. ; Reg. Sacrum. For the Itinerary of Sigeric on his return from

Rome with his Pall, eighty stages, see Memorials Dunstan, 391. They crossed the Alps
by the great St. Bernard from St. Remi to Orsieres, and the Jura from Yverdon to

Pontarlier.

R. H. z
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988 we hear of a landing in Somerset, on the Bristol Channel, when Wat-

chet was sacked, and the Thegn Goda and other good men were
euewec

|cjj]e(j j
vye are ^ \^ t ]ia t the invaders were ultimately repulsed,

but it is clear that the locality was left to work out its own

salvation, no help of any sort from head quarters being recorded. 1 This

attack, again, may safely be credited to the Island chief, Guthfrith, son ot

Harold, who had plundered Anglesey in the previous year, and in this very

summer was busy all along the neighbouring Welsh coast, from Cardigan

to Glamorgan. 2 It is possible, however, that he may have been em-

boldened by the presence of Swein Tiugeskoegg, who was undoubtedly in

exile at this time. On the other hand there seem no grounds for connect-

ing the affair with the coolness between England and Normandy which

two years later elicited the intervention of Pope John XV., through whose

influence a treaty of peace was signed at Rouen on the 1st March, 991,

between .Kthelred and Duke Richard I., the contracting parties agreeing

to harbour no refugees from each other's dominions.' 5 This last stipulation

probably gives the clue to the grounds of difference.

The real storm burst in the course of the same year, 991, when a Wiking

force, spoken of as Danish by the writers of the time, but apparently in

fact Norwegian, and led by two men named Justin and Guthmund, landed

on the East coast and plundered Ipswich. Moving southwards to Maldon,

they were confronted by Byrhtnoth, the old Ealdorman of the East Saxons,

with his fyrd. Five and thirty years he had ruled his district, but age had

not broken his spirit. 1 Gallantly he rode at the head of his men, dis-

mounting for action after he had set his ranks in order. The armies met

on the banks of the river Pant,"* or Blackwater, within the

Maldon
m Auence of the tide. At first the waters were at flood, and three

English champions were able to hold the narrow bridge against

the enemy. The Wikings offered to retire to their ships for gafol {tribute), a

solution not unknown even in the times of .Elfred. But Byrhtnoth, though,

standing on the defensive, thought it shame to let them go 'unbefoughten.'

But after flood came ebb ; the invaders plunged boldly into the water, and,

closing with the English, broke up their 'war-hedge'

—

i.e. their front line

of locked shields—and overwhelmed them. Byrhtnoth fell

By?htnotn
eail >' in the action

>
the bulk of his Thegns and ' household men

'

(hired moi) falling round him, as in duty bound. The relics of the

1 Chron. C and D ; Flor. '-' Ann. Camb.
''•

See the treaty Memorials Dunstan, 397; conf. Lappenberg, II. 154; Freeman,

A.(\, I. 284. 4 lie signs as " Dux " from 956 ; Cod. Dip. No. 44S.

1 '• Panta." See the ballad below.
c Two tidal streams join the sea below Maldon : one the Chelmer, which Hows past

the 111 on which the town stands ; the other the Pant, or Blackwater, a little further

North, both are crossed by bridges, byrhtnoth must have arrayed his men between the

two rivers, as the invaders are said to have crossed the Panta
" toattackhun,

doubtless at Heybridge.
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force, however, were able to rescue his body for due burial in the Minster at

Ely. 1 Probably the mound fort at Maldon in their rear was their salvation.

This defeat brought the weak Government of King .Ethelred to its knees.

A treaty was signed with the invaders under which we are told that ten

thousand pounds were paid as the price of peace and immunity from

further depredations, the first fatal precedent of Danegeld,

DaneJeid
certam t0 invite fresh attacks. It is important to notice that

the advisers of the measure are given as Archbishop Sigeric and

the Ealdormen .-Ethelweard and yElfric. 2 The latter must be taken to have

been the Ealdorman of the Hampshire provinces, as we cannot suppose

./Elfric-Child to have been at court. The humiliating payment therefore

was made at the suggestion of the three rulers of Wessex, and, as they

themselves tell us, for the protection of Wessex and Wessex only. 3 In

immediate sequence on this treaty we seem to have a fresh pirate chief

coming forward with reinforcements to take the lead from Justin and

Guthmund, namely Olaf, probably Olaf Tryggvason, afterwards
' King of Norway. The Witan, improving on the ideas of

Sigeric ^Ethelweard and ^Elfric, persuaded ^Ethelred to make a fresh

arrangement, enlisting the swords of Olaf Justin and Guth-

Treaty

1,

munc^ f° r protection against further inroads, with a tacit per-

mission to conquer and occupy lands in England. The treaty

distinctly contemplates the invaders' remaining in the country, and on their

own resources, as the King only binds himself to support them during

actual operations on his behalf; while we hear of districts which were, or

might be considered, " unfrith," i.e. outside the King's peace, and so open

to the strangers. In certain cases the foreigners may wage war on a whole

Ealdordom. 4 But the King evinces a misgiving that his subjects might be

inclined to follow his example by making similar treaties on their own
account with other raiding bodies. Any district guilty of such conduct to

be at war (utfah) with both parties to the present contract. As the price of

this precious compact ' two and twenty thousand pounds of gold

Danegeld
anc^ s^ver ' are sa^ to have been paid down. 5

With respect to this and other .sums of Danegeld that we
shall find alleged by the chroniclers we must point out, once for all, that in

1096 William Rufus had to raise a sum that seems credibly given as 10,000

1 Chron. B, C, D ; Flor. ; and Hist. Ely, p. 494, but especially the spirited contemporary
Ballad printed by Thorpe, Analecta Anglo-Saxonica, 121, from which all the details are

taken. For a translation see Mr. Freeman's 0. E. H., 192.
2 Chron. C, D, E ; Flor. See also the later treaty, Schmid, p. 204, which refers to an

earlier arrangement made through Sigeric, /Ethelweard and /Elfric.
3 See the later treaty with Olaf, c. 1, Schmid, p. 204. 4 Cap. 6.

5 See the treaty, Schmid 204 ; Thorpe, 285. The treaty bears no date, but seems to

have been executed not long after the other one to which it refers. So, too, Lappenberg
and Freeman. "Justin (Josteinn) was apparently the maternal uncle of Olaf."
Thorpe, sup.
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marks, or ^"6,666 \y. j\d. The money had to be levied from a

thoroughly united England. Yet the chroniclers groan at the pressure of

the tax, and assure us that church-books, relics, and plate had to be dis-

posed of to meet the call.

If the latter part of the reign is disgraced by unprecedented acts of

treason, we may say that the King set the example by betraying his own

subjects to the enemy. We may say that in our view of the situation

Mercia, with the dispossessed Child .Elfric at large, must have been very

much in a state of " unfrith " with King ./Ethelred. On the other hand, it

is likely that the Scandinavian settlements in the Lake district date from

this time. We can find no period outside the reign of .-Ethelred to which

they can with any probability be referred, nor any point in his reign so

likely as the one now under consideration. A writer of the period, while

enumerating the miseries of the reign, speaks of tracts of land assigned to

invading bands for permanent occupation. 1 The place-names show the

settlers to have been largely of Norse blood, 2 while it is also clear that the

land must have been parcelled out in smaller lots, and on a more popular

footing than in other colonised districts of England. The settlement, in

part, might be regarded as made at the expense of Cumbrian Strathclyde.

Lastly we may add that from this time Justin and Guthmund disappear

from history, as if they had found comfortable quarters somewhere.

We now hear of the gathering of a grand armament in the Thames, the

command of which was given to Ealdorman .^Elfric, Earl Thored, :5

Collected
anc* l^e S^ sriops .-Elfstan 1 and ^Escwig, of London and Dor-

chester. A grand plan was laid to ' betrap the enemy about.'

Whether the signitaries of the recent treaty were reckoned among the

enemy, we cannot say, but the position given to the Ealdorman ^Elfric, whom
we must take to have been Child yElfric, suggests that perhaps the King
had been induced to change his policy, and make friends with Mercia

against the common foe. But when the time for action came ^Elfric turned

against his countrymen, first sending warning to the ' Danes/ and then

actually joining them with his whole contingent. The result was

that the enemy escaped with the loss of one vessel only. The
English gave chase, and, having been reinforced by the East Anglian

fleet, brought the Danes to action. But the Danes too must have been
reinforced, as the English only succeeded in capturing one ship, but

thg ship, as it happened, was that of the traitor Ealdorman, and there, we
take it, ended the career of ^lfric-Child, who certainly is never heard of

again. 5 Next year we hear that . Elfgar, Ealdorman /Elfric's son. having

1 Thietmar of Merseberg, Pertz, III. S4S.

See J. J. A. Worsae's Danes in England.
1 The difference of title, as Mr. Freeman points out, indicates that Thored was cither

<>f Danish extraction or a ruler of a Danish district. Probably Deira was his province.

1 !<• signs as dux from the year 979 ; Cod. Dip. No. 621.
1

1
li Knee gives iElfstan's Sec as Wiltshire, or Ramsbury, but that .Klfstan died in 981.

Chron. C, D, E, a.d. 992, whose words do not in the least imply that J'.lfric
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fallen into the King's hands, was deprived of his eyesight. 1 Now it is

impossible to suppose that .^Ethelred put out the eyes of the son of a man
whom, as well after this cruel outrage as before it, we find regularly attesting

the King's charters as one of his innermost circle, namely, ^Elfric the Hamp-
shire Ealdorman. /Elfgar's traitor-father, therefore, must have been the

other /Elfric— Child ^Ifric of Mercia. 2

The year 992 witnessed two noteworthy deaths, namely those of Arch-

bishop Oswald of York, and his friend /Ethelwine of East Anglia. Oswald

Death of Passe<^ away on the 29th February, and was buried at St. Mary's

Archbishop Worcester. 3 With all respect for his memory, we must say

that he set a bad example in the way of alienating Church

lands on leases for lives,4 one of the distinct scandals of the English

Church in much later days. His successor in the combined Sees of York and

Worcester was Ealdulf, Abbot of Peterborough. 3 Ealdorman /Ethelwine

died on the 24th April, and was duly buried, as he deserved to be, in

Ramsey Abbey.

The efforts of 992 do not seem to have beenwholely fruitless. In 993
we only hear of plunderings along the North-Eastern coast, beginning at

Bamborough, Ida's fortress, still the seat of Bernician government, and

ending in Lindesey (North Lincolnshire). We are told that the people

gathered in strength for resistance, but that their treacherous leaders, Frsena,

Godwine, and Frithegist set them an example of flight. 7

Of Northumbrian affairs since the expulsion of the ' beloved ' Oslac in

976 we have heard literally nothing. The governments, however, North

and South of the Tyne had probably been shared between Waltheof I.

and Thored, as already mentioned. Thored disappears about this time,

and a new Earl or Ealdorman comes forward as if to succeed him, /Elfhelm,

expressly styled " Northanhumbrensium Provinciarum dux." But as

Waltheof was still living, and beyond doubt Earl of Bernicia, /Elfhelm's

district must have been limited to Deira. 8

But Wessex was not destined to enjoy any lengthened period ot

immunity. In 994 a grand Scandinavian armament of 94 ships,

escaped. A statement to that effect, however, is introduced by Florence, who confounds

the two yFJfrics on his own authority ; so also W. Malmesbury, G. R., s. 165.
1 Chron., A.D. 993.
2 The evidence is really conclusive. In 997 we have a charter which tells us that the

Jdfric still at court was " Dux Wentanensium Provinciarum," Cod. Dip. No. 698 ; while

next year he actually attests a charter which refers to the condemnation of the former

Ealdorman .Elfric " Puer." See No. 703 compared with 1,312.

" Vila Osroa/di, sup., 472, 475 ; Flor. 4 The Codex Dip. is full of these grants.
6 Chron ; Flor. He signs as " electus" in 995 ; Cod. Dip. No. 988.
8 Vita O., sup., and Hist. Ramsey, 106.
7 Chron. C, D, E ; Flor. Frsena signs as " Minister " or Thegn both before and after

this. Frithegist signs in 1005 ; Cod. Dip., No. 1214.
8 See Cod. Dip. Nos. 687, 698; and above, a.d. 975, 992. The first of the above

charters is the only one that bears Waltheofs signature, long as his rule was.
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say 3,500 men, led by two noted captains, appeared in the Thames.

The leaders were none other than Olaf Tryggvason, 1 now King
TW

Land
ngS

c ^ Norway, and Swein Tiugeskoegg, now King of Denmark.

Olaf was the grandson of Hakon I., ' The Good,' the younger

son of Harold Harfager, who was said to have been baptized by ^Ethelstan.

Like Swein, he had wandered in exile for years, being kept out of Norway

by Earl Hakon ' The Bad,' a ruler originally put in by Harold Blaatand,

who had eventually made himself independent. 2 Swein had finally obtained

the mastery over his father, Harold Blaatand, about the year 986, driving him

from throne and country to die of his wounds at Jornsberg, a Danish out-

post at the mouth of the Oder. 3 But the kingdom of Denmark was not

yet to be Swein's. Eric, the victorious Swedish king of Upsala, taking

advantage of Denmark's dissensions, attacked Swein, and drove him into

exile for another term of seven years, as already stated.

About 993 Eric died, and then at last Swein became master of Den-

mark, clenching his title by a marriage with Eric's widow, Sigrid Storrade.

This lady was a Polish princess, daughter of Duke Miseko, or

Mieczyslav, and by her Swein became father of the Great Cnut. -4 Olaf

Tryggvason had sheltered Swein during his last exile, and the two, being

still on friendly terms, resolved to turn their new resources to account

by a descent on England, well known to both of them within and

without. Theirs was no mere Wiking expedition for buccaneering ad-

venture, but a league of monarchs aiming at political con-
F
Leag:u?

6
c
l
uest or territorial settlement. With that end they directed

their first efforts towards the reduction of London, the

commercial capital, the natural seat of a naval empire. On the Sth

September (Nativity of the Virgin Mary) they attacked the city with fire

and sword, but the citizens were equal to the occasion, and beat them off

with heavy loss, ' and on that day the Holy Mother of God
London Saved. . , , ,,, -, • j A r 1 • r >

shewed her mercy to the burhmen, and rid them ot their foes.

Repulsed from London, the allies fell down the river, ravaging both banks

of the Thames. To save Canterbury, Archbishop Sigeric paid them ninety

pounds of silver and two hundred mancus ( = 400 ounces) of pure gold. 5

' And they wrought the most evil that any invaders (Acre) ever did in

burnings and harryings, and manslaughter . . . both on the coast of the

East Saxons, and on Kent-land, and among the South Saxons, and in Hamp-

1 See Adam of Bremen, Pertz, IX. 317.

Adam of Bremen, sup.
t
318-320; Dahlmann, I. 91-92.

Saxo G., 185 ; Green, Conq. of England^ 366 ; Dahlmann, I. 7 3,

1 Adam of Bremen, Pertz, IX. 319, and notes. Jiy Sigrid Eric left a son, another Olaf

distinguished as " Skantkonung."

This must have been one of the last acts of Sigeric's life. See Cod. Dip. Nos. 6S9-

691, where the year must be read 994 in accordance with the Indiction, instead of

'I!.' was 2 ora or ounces ] mark=| pound.
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tonshire; and then they gat them horses and rode withersoever they would,

and wrought harm unspeakable.'

In the agony of this crisis ^Ethelred and his Witan could think of nothing

better than their old expedient of submission and tribute. Again the

invaders were bought off. Their ships were brought round
Danegeld.

,
°

. .

l
,• , ,

to Southampton, regular rations were supplied, and money

paid down to the alleged sum of sixteen thousand pounds. 1

With respect to the* Norwegian King, the campaign had a singular

ending. Swein had been converted in 975, but only under pressure from

Otto II., and he had taken the first opportunity of abjuring the Faith, as

already mentioned. Whether Olaf Tryggvason had as yet been baptized or

not is doubtful. We incline to the view that he had not. At all events

he now freely in his hour of triumph intimated a wish to be either baptized

or confirmed. A man of many superstitions, and much ruled by omens

and portents, 2
it may be that he hoped to find among the Christian priest-

hood some powers of divination greater than any enjoyed by his own
soothsayers. At his invitation Bishop /Elfheah and Ealdorman JEthelweard.

went to Southampton, and, having deposited proper hostages,

Baptized were aU°wed to bring Olaf, ' with mickle worship,' to ^Ethel-

red's court at Andover. The English King ' took him from

the bishop's hands,' gifted him royally, and sent him back under promise

to return to his own country, never again to trouble England, a pledge to

which the Norse King faithfully adhered. He sailed off in the spring, and

five years later fell fighting against his previous ally, King

England
63

Swein. 3 Of the latter we hear nothing in the English records

for some years to come, but the Welsh Annals tell us that in the

ensuing summer (995) he ravaged the Isle of Man. 4 From this we gather

that both kings left Southampton in the spring. 5 Part of their force was

left, as if to retain a footing in Wessex ; but on the whole we must say

that so far they had achieved but little for the scale of their armament.

But, on the other hand, no words can express our contempt for the Govern-

ment that could allow piratical squadrons to nestle in its harbours without

an attempt made to excise the festering sores.

Of troubles on the North coast we get an indirect notice through an

St. cuthberht ecc ^es ^as^cal event °f some interest that happened in this

at Durham, year (995), namely, the translation of the remains of St. Cuth-

1 a.d. 994, Chron. C, D, E ; Florence. The latter seems to say that the supplies were

found by Wessex ; the money by a tax laid on all England. One would like to know
how far North /Ethelred's power of levying a tax extended.

2 " Artis magicos studio deditus," etc. To his regard for omens derived from crows he

owed his nickname of " Cracabben," Adam of Bremen, sup., 320, "a voce Ilandica,

Jvraka, comix, avis fatidica, et bein os," note Pertz.
3 Chron. ; Flor. ; A. Bremen, 320 ; Freeman, N. C, I. 288.
4 " Eumonia" ; Ann. Cawb., A.D. 995 ; Brut-y-T., A.D. 994.
5 Attacks on Germany come in here, as if coinciding with the retirement of Olaf and

Swein from England ; Lappenberg, citing Adam of Bremen, Pertz, IX. 317.
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berht to their last resting place, and the final establishment of the great

Bernician Bishopric on the castled heights of Durham, 1
till then a mere

wilderness. One hundred and twelve years the Saint had rested at

' Cunegaceaster," Chester-le-Street. As in the case of the first migra-

tion from Lindisfarne, so again now, fear of Northern inroads led to

the change of domicile. Under a sudden alarm, Ealdhem, the Bishop at

the time, removed the relics to a temporary refuge at Ripon, far inland.

The danger past, Ealdhem started to return to Chester-le-Street ; but on

reaching "Wrdelan" (qy. Weardale?) the vehicle on which the ark (theca)

was borne, stuck fast, doubtless in a ford, and could not be moved. The
significance of the portent, however, was obvious. The Saint refused to

go back to Chester-le-Street. In this perplexity the good Bishop ordered

a three days' fast, with special prayer for light and leading. The result

was that a revelation was vouchsafed to a man of Religion, by name
Eadmer, to the effect that the wooded hill of Durham was the Saint's

appointed resting-place. The monition was accepted, and a

Cathedral temporary wattled chapel at once set up to enshrine the

remains. 2 Three years later Ealdhem consecrated a stone

church, ;J the germ of the later pile of William of St. Carilef. Another

ecclesiastical event of the year 995 was the appointment of a new Arch-

bishop of Canterbury to succeed Sigeric, who had died on the 28th October,

994.
4 The man selected was flfrie, Bishop of Ramsbury, or

Archbishop. Wiltshire 5
; and the appointment was made by the King and

Witan in a council held at Amesbury on Easter Day (21st

April), 995. A monk trained at Abingdon, /Elfric, (; on taking possession

of his metropolitan church, found himself surrounded by men of the sort that

he could least endure, namely, secular canons. Clearly Sigeric had failed

to carry out his work, or to carry it out fully. The canons and vested in-

terests had been too strong for him. The King was appealed to, and he
suggested a reference to the Pope. The suggestion was adopted, and the

clergy sent representatives of their own to Rome. But the Pope (John XV. |

would not listen to them, deciding entirely in favour of yElfric and the

monks, and to monks accordingly the cathedral church of Christ at Canter-

bury was handed over. 7

1 " Dunholm "
; Symeon, //. R., in anno. This seems the oldest form of the word.

'-' Symeon, //. D. E.
y p. 78 ; Florence.

:l

4 Sept. 90S ; Symeon, p. 82. 4 Reg. Sacr. ; Flor.

The reader will not follow Dean Hook and Mr. Freeman in confounding this .Flfrie

with /Flfrie " Grammaticus," the distinguished writer. The latter never rose to any

nity higher than that of Abbot, and lived on years after the Archbishop o( Canterbury

WAS dead. There were at this time two Abbots of the name o( .Flfrie, one at MalmeS-
bury, the Other at Evesham ; Co//. Dip. No. 61S, but the writer was not one of these.

(1 See his bequests to Abingdon; Hist A/>., I. 415, etc.
7 See the Canterbury Chronicle F(MS. Cott. Domitian A, YIIF), a.i>. 906. Main,

bury would have it that Canterbury all along had been in the hands of monks.
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APPENDIX TO CHAPTER XXI

ALlfric Grammaticus, Abbot
%
first of Cerne, and afterwards of Ensham

/Elfric, surnamed Grammaiiais, the well-known writer, scholar, and theologian, must
be carefully distinguished from three or four contemporaries who bore the same name.

He must not be confounded with .Elfric, at first Bishop of Ramsbury, and afterwards

Archbishop of Canterbury, who died before him (a. d. 1005). Nor may Grammaticus
be identified either with /Elfric, Abbot of Malmesbury, or .Elfric, Abbot of Evesham

;

nor again with /Elfric, surnamed Puttoc, who became Archbishop of York in 1023,

and died in 105 1. Yet another .Elfric must be distinguished in the person of .Elfric

Bata, the disciple of Grammaticus. The facts of our /Elfric's life must be gathered
from the Prefaces to his own works. Thus he tells us that he was a priest and a

monk, trained at Winchester— " Wintoniensis Alumnus "—and trained under Bishop
.Ethelwold

—

"Alumnus Adekvoldi"— (963-984). This we learn partly from his

Eife of .Ethelwold [Hist. Abingd., II. 255), and partly from the Preface to the Latin,

or first edition of his Homilies. As in this Preface he dedicates to Archbishop
Sigeric, he must have written it between 985-990.
Again we find that he was on terms of friendly intimacy with Eaklorman

. l.thehveard, the chronicler, to whom several of his works are dedicated, and whom in

one place he addresses as ' dear Ealdorman.'
In the Preface to the English or later edition of his Homilies, /Elfric refers to

.l'.thelweard as having asked for a copy with five extra homilies in it, so that even
this edition must have come out before the death of /Ethelweard, which event occurred
about the year 998. In this same Preface ./Elfric refers to the approaching end of the

world, i.e. the year 1000. "On thisum timan the is geendung thissere woruld

"

(p. 3, Ed. Thorpe, .Elfric Society, 1844).
In another passage he tells us that he had been appointed to Cerne Abbey by Bishop

.Elfheah (he succeeded .Ethelwold in the See of Winchester in 984) on the nomination
of the Thegn /Ethelmser. This man, again, was the son of /Ethelweard, and from
the reference to him, and not to his father, as the patron, the probability is that /Elfric

became Abbot of Cerne between 998 and 1000. A few years later /Ethelmcer founded
the Monastery of Ensham, near Oxford. The confirmation charter of King /Ethelred
is dated in 1005 {Codex Dip. No. 714). That /Elfric then became the first Abbot of

Ensham seems to us pretty clear. The foundation charter no doubt does not give us
the name of the first Abbot, but it tells us that he had been nominated by /Ethelmcer,
the patron of Grammaticus, and we find the latter among the first members of the com-
munity. Amongst the writings of /Elfric we have a set of constitutions for the guidance
of the house at Ensham, in which he refers to himself as living among them. Now as

/Elfric had already enjoyed the position of abbot, we cannot suppose that he could
take a lower rank at Ensham.
With respect to the other Ecclesiastics of the name of .Elfric, the Life of /Ethelwold

is dedicated to Cenulf, Bishop of Winchester, as already stated. But Cenulf only
became Bishop of Winchester after the death of Archbishop /Elfric, when .Elfheah was
translated to Canterbury ; the distinction, therefore, between /Elfric Grammaticus, and
/Elfric, Archbishop of Canterbury, is perfectly clear. The distinction from /Elfric

Puttoc, the Archbishop of York, may also be taken as plain, inasmuch as the latter,

when appointed to the Northern Primacy, in 1023, was only Prior or Dean of
Winchester {IVintoniensis prccpositus ; Florence), while Grammaticus had been an
abbot at any rate since the year 1000. With respect to the abbots of the name, we
have one signing as abbot of Malmesbury and the other as abbot of Evesham in the
year 997 [Codex Dip. No. 698), a date rather earlier than that we have assigned to the
promotion of Grammaticus. As we have no charter attested by /Elfric, ' Abbot of
Cerne,' or 'Abbot of Ensham,' these men may probably be identified with the two
indesignate 'Abbots /Elfric' found signing between the years 1002 and 1005, though
one of the deeds is the foundation charter of Ensham. (Nos. 707, 712, 713, 714.)
In 1009 we have a grant to a small House at Athelney (Athelinganye) under Abbot
/Elfric (No. 1306), and lastly, a signature of " /Elfricus Abbas" in 1012 (No. 1307),
but we cannot offer any suggestion as to these. With so many persons of the same
name living at the same time, the confusions naturally have been endless. Some
verses printed by Somner with his edition of /Elfric's Glossary, are treated as addressed
to him, but the person addressed is styled " Prasulf and the day of his death is given
as the 16th of November, the day of Archbishop .Elfric's death, to whom the verses
were doubtless addressed. Again we have, in the same volume, a letter addressed to an
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.Klfric, begging for his good offices with Cnut and li is Queen. We would rather refer

this to .Klfric 1'iittoc than to the humble Grammatieus, who never attained to a place

among the High Witan even under .Kthelred. Besides, we refuse to believe that our
scholar -Klfric could have reconciled himself to intimacy with a man who had killed the

son and banished the son-indaw of his patron -Ethelnuer. In none of his writings docs
.Klfric claim a higher title than that of Abbot. True, in his Canons (cap. 371, and
again in his Pastoral Kpistle (81), he uses the phrase 'we Bishops,' but clearly because
he was writing for the Bishops, in whose names the Canons were to be published. The
actual writer is expressly described in the former work as a monk, and in the latter as an
Abbot. The range of /Elfric's attainments may be judged of by the list of his principal

works, which we append. At the present day they will be valued chiefly for their

language, as the most perfect models that we possess of the literary English of the

period. (II. Sweet, Anglo-Saxon Reader, 56.) But .Klfric has also been held up as

as authority on dogmatic theology. In some of his Homilies, and notably in that for

Easter Day, he appears to combat the doctrine of Transubstantiation, and so has often

been quoted to prove that the Anglo-Saxon Church held Reformation doctrines on that

point. Vet Dr. Lingard maintains that there is nothing in his views inconsistent with

the doctrines of the Council of Trent.

Works of .Klfric Grammatieus

(From T. Wright's Bibl. Brit. Lit. 485, comparing the article in Diet. Nat. Biog.)

(1) Latin Grammar and Glossary, being excerpts from Donatns and Priseian (Temp.
* Kthelwold ? before 984). Printed by W. Somner, Appendix to Dietionarium
Sax. -Bat. -A ngl,

(2) Colloquium or Boys' Reading Book in Latin. Printed in Thorpe's Ana.
p. 101. Said to have been republished and enlarged by yElfric's pupil, ..Klfric

Bat a.

(3) Homilies ; dedicated to Archbishop Sigeric, 985-990 (. Klfric Society, B. Thorpe,
1844). The English or later Preface contains a reference to 'the days of /Ethelred.'

This has been thought to indicate that the writer survived .Kthelred. If so, the
passage must have been added in a later edition, as we have already shewn that

this Preface must originally have been written before the year 1000.

(4) More Homilies, or Lives of Saints. (MS. Cott. Julius E, VII.) Before 998.
Dedicated to /Ethelweard. The Life of King Oswald is printed by Mr. Sweet in

his A.S. Reader, 95.

(5) Epistle Quanelo Dividis Chrisma ; before 998 ; .'Klfric not yet Abbot. Prink
Thorpe, Ancient Laws, II. 391.

(6) HeptatcucJiits. Written for -Ethelweard before 998 ; -Klfric not yet Abbot. ( 1 .

Thwaites, 1699; Thorpe, Analceta, p. 25.) An abridged translation of the

seven books of the Old Testament with the Book of Job.

(7) Ecclesiastical Canons, 991-998. Wulfsige Bishop of Sherborne, but .Klfric not yet

Abbot. (Thorpe, Laius, II. 343 ; Wilkins, Cone., I. 250.)

(8) Treatises on the Old and New Testaments ; being in fact short summaries of their

contents. Written for Sigward of (<et) East Heolon : after 998, -Klfric an
Abbot. Printed by W. Lisle, " A Saxon Treatise" (1623). The Old
Testament treatise is also printed in Mr. Sweet's Reader, 56.

(9) Pastoral Epistle, composed originally in Latin, and afterwards translated for Arch-
bishop Wulfstan (1003-1023) ; Thorpe, Laws, II. 364.

(10) Vila ALthelvjoIdif 1005-1006. Cenulf Bishop of Winchester. (LList. Abiu.

II. 255, Rolls Series.)

(11) Constitutions for Ensham ; after 1005. (MS. C.C.C, Camb., No. 265.)

(12) Qy. A Treatise on Astronomy, Dc temfonbus A /mi. Printed by Mr. T. Wright
for the Historical Society of Science, 1841.

.Klfric has also been credited with a Treatise on the Trinity, addressed to Wulfgeat
of "Ylmandune" (MS. in the Bodleian Library: see Wanley, 69); a letter to Sigferth

<>n the marriage of the clergy; and a translation of the Life of Guthlac (MS. I

p. D, XXI.



CHAPTER XXI

kthelred ii

—

continued

A.D. 997-ICO9

Intermittent Danish Attacks—English Resistance Growing Weaker—The King's Mar-
riage—Massacre of Danes—Second Invasion of Swein Tiugeskaegg—Cabals at the

English Court

WITH the year 997 we have the Danes again on the move, and

sallying from their quarters at Southampton to ravage the western

seaboard. Two years they had been allowed to remain without
U
Dan?s

P °n an effort made to suppress them. Doubling " Penwithsteort," 1

i.e. the Land's End, they ravaged both sides of the Bristol

Channel; then, returning eastwards, they sailed up the Tamar, burning
' Ordulf's Minster

'

2 at Tavistock, and making their way inland as far as

Lidford, 3 on the borders of Dartmoor. Now in the course of this same

summer .Ethelred had held a grand Witenagemot at Calne, in Wiltshire.

The gathering was especially large and influential. The King's mother, both

Archbishops, ^thirteen Bishops, fourteen Abbots, and the five

Councils Sreat Ealdormen of Devon, Hampshire, Essex, Mercia, and

Northumbria were all there. With their retainers they repre-

sented a complete army • and so the King himself describes them, exercitm.

But the only recorded business was a penitential restitution by the King to the

Church at Winchester of a large estate, of which he had robbed it in the

days of his ill-advised youth. Of military preparations we hear not a word.

On the contrary, we are told that the assembly found it desirable to

adjourn to Wantage for the undisturbed prosecution of their labours. 4

Calne is not very near the coast. Bristol, the nearest harbour, would be

five and twenty miles distant ; while the Danes are not spoken of as coming

nearer than Watch et, in Somersetshire, sixty miles off. Yet yEthelred's

" exerciius " did not feel safe within that distance of the Danish here ; and,

accordingly, retreated eastwards into Berkshire, there to frame a digest of

English and Danish customs for the benefit of the men of the Five Burghs,

i.e. the old Danish population of Mercia. So far as the object was to secure

the orderly behaviour of those people, the end was good. But why was

1 See Earle, Parallel Chron., 334.

'

2 Ordulf, a leading Western Thegn, was brother to /Elfthryth and uncle to the King.
See Robertson, Hist. Essays, 189. 3 Chron. C, D, E ; Flor.

4 See the charter, Cod. Dip. No. 698.

317
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there no thought for the most pressing needs of the hour ? Poor old

England was in a headless state.

In 99S the Danes, having apparently wintered at Plymouth, moved
1 eastwards to the mouth of Frome,' i.e. Poole harbour. Very likely they

may have established their head-quarters in the old Roman camp at

Wareham, where 122 years before their countrymen had under similar

circumstances piled up a barbaric mote} From this base of operations

they pushed inroads far into Wiltshire. Now at last we hear of native

resistance, but of a pitiful sort. 'And often was the fyrd gathered against

them ; but so soon as they should have met [in battle] then

Action through something was flight ever resolved upon, and so they

(the enemy) ever had the victory.' 2 From Poole the invaders

moved back to the Isle of Wight, the best basis for depredations in

Hampshire and Sussex. Still retracing their steps eastwards, in the

ensuing year (999) they reappeared in the Thames, and, entering the

Medway, laid siege 3 to Rochester. The men of Kent came to the rescue,

and actually crossed swords with the foe ;
' but, well away ! too readily

they broke and fled, and then they (the Danes) took horse and harried

well-nigh all West Kent.' 4

Now at last King and Witan felt stirred to action. Ship-fyrd and land-

fyrd were called out. The result was a deplorable exhibition of weakness.

The Chronicler, in a few lines, gives a vivid picture of insufficient forces,

always brought together at the wrong time, or the wrong place, without

concert and without plan ; ' and when the ships were ready

they delayed from day to day, distressing the poor folk that

were in them ; and when things should have been forwarder so were

they ever backwarder ; and ever they let the foes' army increase ; and

ever they drew back from the sea ; and ever they (the enemy) went after

them ; and so in the end it served for nothing but the folks' distress, and

wasting of money, and emboldening of the foe.' 5

With respect to the delays to which transport vessels might be subjected,

we may give the reader the benefit of lights derived from later centuries of

our history, but still applicable to the times of /Ethelred. Shipping was

procured by the simple expedient of laying an embargo on as many vessels

as the King needed, and then sending them, crews and all, to the port

where the troops were to be taken on board. The ships thus were soon

ready, but weeks or more might elapse before the soldiery could be raised,

equipped, and brought down to the coast.

For /Fthelred's inactivity some excuse has been offered in the formalities

of constitutional government, especially in a State whose union was really of

1 Sec above, a.d. 876. - Chron. C, D, E.

!, expanding the words of the A.S. Chroniclers. 4 Chron. D, etc.

'' Chron. C, D, E ; I lor. One original narrative (whoever wrote it) transcribed by the
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a federal character. "The very institutions which secure national, local,

and personal freedom sometimes form a temporary, though most certainly

only a temporary, hindrance, especially in the case of civil war or of sudden

invasion." 1 All this is true, and would apply either to the case of desultory

attacks on the coast, as from 980 to 982, or to the first invasion of Olat

and Swein. But the enemy had been harassing Wessex for at least five

continuous years. A deeper source of England's weakness may

weakness ^e trace<^ m tne want °f anv middle class, and the depressed

condition of the agricultural population ; that is to say, of the

whole bulk of the nation. 2

Of the social state of England we have a dismal, but probably not an

exaggerated picture, given in a Sermon or Address to the Nation put forth

about this time by one " Lupus," who has been conjecturally identified

with Wulfstan, afterwards Archbishop of York ( 1 003-1 023).
3 The

writer, no doubt, regards everything from an ecclesiastico-religious point

of view ; sin, and nothing but sin, has been the undoing of the

nation. The crying sins are represented as having broken out since the

days of Eadgar, an allegation by no means true. The roots of the

evil were of much longer standing. But, making allowance for a certain

amount of confusion in the writer's ideas, and laying aside his
Tbe

of ft
uses theory of causation, we shall find that his allegations as to

matters of fact can be fully corroborated, on every important

point, by the test of evidence. The head of the nation's offending, on

which the writer naturally touches first, is that of sins against the Church,

such as plunder of Church property and charitable endowments, and inva-

sions of clerical rights. To the truth of this allegation the charters of the

reign bear the amplest testimony. Half of these documents simply embody
regrants of land, formerly given by one man, and afterwards taken away by

some one else. Charitable donors endeavour to protect their grants by

denunciations against those who would infringe them. The curse is a

common form, plainly suggestive of the impotence of the law. It is clear

that the magnates took with the left hand just as freely as they gave with

the right. The next charge is equally indisputable, but far more to the

point. There is no real liberty of the subject. ' The freeman cannot go

whither he pleases, or do what he will with his own.' Of

liberty*
1 course not

J
every man of moderate position had to be under

a lord, and under personal guarantees for his good conduct

1 Freeman, N. C, I. 296 ; Lappenberg, II. 161.

2 See Kemble, Saxons, I. 306 ; Green, Conquest of England, 359.
3 Freeman, N. C, I. 367, 667. The writer is not styled 'bishop,' so that if it was

the work of Wulfstan it must have been composed before 1003. Apparently various

editions were issued, as one MS. in the heading gives the year 1008 as the date ; another

MS. gives 1014 ; while in the text we have a reference to the approaching end of the

world, i.e. the year 1000. Whether written in 999 or 1014, the testimony of the address

is equally valuable.
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(Bor/i), necessitating his settlement in one locality. It was the system of

police devised by the landlords. The reader has already heard of the

extraordinary restrictions on dealings in cattle, 1 evidently suggested by the

landowners' nervous dread of cattle-stealing. These restrictions reach a

climax in this reign, when we actually have a prohibition against any man
killing an ox or a sheep without witnesses, and even so the head and the

skin must be kept for exhibition for three days. 2 In natural juxtaposition

with the complaint of the want of liberty, comes the counter charge that

slaves are so untrue to their masters j running away to join the enemy,

leading them on to the attack, and possibly killing, or even reducing to

slavery, their former owner. In this state of things we can only
S1

siav
S

erv
d

see a natura^ assertion of the primary rights of man. Then we

have a disgraceful complaint, entirely supported by the repeated

prohibitions in the legislation of the times, namely, that of the kidnapping of

men and children for sale. 3 We are told that the bonds of family affection

had been so utterly broken up by the pressure of misery that a father

would sell his son, a son his mother, brothers a brother. Here we may

point out that a man, suddenly called upon to contribute to a Danegeld,

might have no saleable article to realize except a child. To the same

pressure of extreme want we would ascribe the practices of a polyandric

character to which the writer alludes with disgust. Finally the writer tells

us that the enemy, ' by God's permission ' (thafung\ had grown so

strong that one of them would scatter ten Englishmen : two or three

'seamen' could traverse the land with impunity. 'The more we pay

them, the worse they treat us. As in the days of Gildas, so now, we suffer

for our sins.' The writer's conclusion is : 'Turn from your iniquities,

eschew evil and do good, and the Lord will have mercy on you.' 4 His

idea evidently was that, as a mysterious visitation had brought the invaders

in, so a merciful dispensation might sweep them out again, like loct:

into the sea.

But whatever the social state of England, .Lthelred cannot be relieved

of his share of responsibility. His father had the same social state to deal

with, yet in his days England held an unassailable position
;
and .Ethelred

himself, as the events of the very next year will show, when anything

touched him personally, could act, and act with vigour."'

The mystical year 1000, looked forward to by Christianity with some ap-

prehension as possibly bringing with it the end of the world, and the advent

of the great and terrible Day of the Lord, brought in fact to the people of

Wessex a short breathing-space of relief from trouble. The Danes, or the

1 So again I . I. c. 3.
2

/</., III. c. 9.

;

//., Y. c. 2, and VII. c. 5.
4 Ilickes, Thesaurus

t
I. Pt. III. p. 99.

See also the passage in Malrnesbury, G. A'., s. 105. where he wonders at /Ethelred's

utter failure, inasmuch as he understood from tradition thai he was "neque multum

fatuus, neque nimis ignavus" : neither a fool nor a coward.
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chief part of them, disappeared, winging their flight across the Channel to

try their luck in Normandy, now ruled by Duke Richard II., surnamed the

Good. 1 But how did yEthelred utilise this opportunity? Why, by leading

Invasion of
an army mto " Cumberlande " to ravage the district, a fleet co-

" Cumber- operating. The man who could not relieve Rochester, distant
lande

"

. .

from Winchester say 90 miles, could march 250 miles to invade

Cumbria, and send a fleet to join him, presumably in the Solway. The ships,

however, failed to reach that point, but they managed to overrun the Isle

of Man, 2 a Danish possession. 3 Of the grounds of /Ethelred's action we
know nothing. We cannot even tell whether " Cumberlande " is here

used in the wide sense as equivalent to Strathclyde, or in a narrower

sense as denoting only the southern parts of our Cumberland that were

connected with England. This district we believe to have been already

occupied by the well-known Scandinavian settlements. Fordun, the

Scottish writer of the 14th century, considered the war to have been waged

against Strathclyde in consequence of a refusal by the under-king Malcolm,

son of Kenneth, afterwards King of Scotland (a.d. 1035), to contribute to

Danegeld. 4 But /Ethelred had no right to claim Danegeld from Strath-

clyde, and war with Strathclyde would have been war with Scotland. But

of any war with Scotland we hear nothing from English, Scottish, or Irish

writers, the last careful in recording battles between the Scots and ' Saxons.

'

On the whole we would regard the quarrel as one with the new settlers in

the Lake district, as in fact suggested by Henry of Huntingdon.

With the year 1001 the Danes break out again. It seems probable that

a detachment had been left in the Southampton waters to retain a footing

there ; while others again had been taken into ^Ethelred's
Tke

J?fn
nes

service, and notably one Earl Pallig, a man of high position, as

he was married to no less a person than Gunhild, sister ol

King Swein of Denmark. 5 The first recorded event of the year was

a Danish inroad into Sussex, pushed as far as " /Ethelingadene," a place

not yet identified, but stated to have been within the limits of that county.

There the enemy was encountered by the forces of Sussex and Hants.

The English made a stout fight of it, but were defeated with the loss

of eighty-one men, a moderate total that inspires confidence. Among
the fallen were two ' Kings' High-Reeves/ a Bishop's Thegn, and ' God-

wine of Worthy, son of Bishop /Elfsige.' ~ The Danes, however, mus
have fallen back to the coast, as their next recorded move was to the

mouth of the river Teign in Devon. There they were joined by Earl

1 Son of Duke Richard I., the Fearless, who died in 996 ; Freeman.
2 Chron. C, D, E ; Flor. ?

' See Ann. Uht., a.d. 989, 1005.
4 Book IV. c. 34; Ed. Skene. 5 W. Malm., G. R. t

s. 177.
6 So /Ethelred's charter, Cod. Dip. No. 707.
7 /Elfsige was the Bishop of Winchester, translated to Canterbury in 959, who died on

the Alps on his way to Rome.
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Pallig, who, doubtless being sick of . Kthelred and his ways, again changed

sides, with' equal disregard of the King's largesses and of his own pledges.

They burned Kingsteignton, and then, the natives having come to terms,

went round to Exmouth. 1 Here again they were reinforced by the main

body from Normandy. Duke Richard, at any rate, was strong enough to

turn them out of his dominions, if .Kthelred was not. Sailing up the river

Exe, they attacked the great Western 'burh,' Exeter. But .Ethelstan's

stone walls defied their assaults ; so they pushed on to Pinho, there to

encounter the forces of Somerset and Devon. Two counties at this era

were the most that could be got to act together. Again the

Defeats
English were defeated, and again Reeve and High- Reeve fell at

the head of their men in the manful discharge of their duty.

For the winter the Danes returned to Southampton Water, their last

exploit being to burn Waltham—presumably Bishop's Waltham. Another

local composition ended the campaign. 2

The year 1002 was one of varied incidents, but ever-deepening dis-

honour. The King and Witan, admitting with some discomfort that

possibly present troubles might be due to the Nemesis of the sainted

brother Eadweard, 3 resolved that local truces would no longer do, and that

a general pacification ou°[ht to be aimed at. Leofsige, Eal-
A Pacification

dorman of Essex, was appointed to negotiate with the Danes,

and he succeeded in buying one more shameful peace at the alleged price

of twenty-four thousand pounds, besides ' meat,' i.e. rations. The next

occurrence recorded is a murder, a foul murder, perpetrated by this same

Leofsige the plenipotentiary. The victim was .Ffric the High-Reeve, one

of the king's most trusted servants. 4 He was attacked and done to death

in his own house—an aggravation of the crime in the eyes of Anglo-Saxon

law. Of course Leofsige was immediately outlawed. 5 But the expulsion

of a man in his position would cause a fresh split in the ranks, and be a

fresh source of weakness to the nation at large.

All this must have happened early in the year, apparently before Lent

(18th February-2Qth March), as we hear in the next place that during that

season a Royal bride landed in England. Emma, daughter of
A
Bride

al Ricnard I. and sister of Richard II. of Normandy, came to

marry ^Ethelred. With respect to the King's private life so

far, the indisputable evidence of the charters tells us that at this time he

had six sons old enough to attest deeds/' With respect to their mother or

mothers, we also find that, whereas . Klfthryth signed constantly as ' Queen '

or 'King's Mother,' no other Queen or Lady of any sort is noticed. Florence

1 Chron. A.
- Chron. A, (', ]), K

; Flor. 1 follow Mr. Ficeman's harmony of their narrative.-.

:i See Cod. Dip. No. 706.
1 See Cal. Dip. No. 719. yEfric was " Disc-thegn," Sewer or House-Steward to

the king's natural sons ; /,/. No. 693.
:> Chron. ; Mor. Cod. Dip. Nos. 706, 707.
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of Worcester calls the mother of .Ethelred's elder sons ^Elfgifu, daughter

of Ealdorman (comes) ^Ethelberht, 1 an unknown man. /Klred of Rievaulx

calls her daughter of Earl Thored 2
; while William of Malmesbury frankly

tells us that she was of humble birth, and that he did not even know her

name. 3 The legitimate conclusion from all this is that ^Ethelred as yet

had contracted no regular marriage. As foreigners were not popular in

England, the new Lady was made to assume the name of /Elfgifu. 4 In its

domestic aspect the marriage did not prove a happy one. Probably no

woman of any spirit could have been happy with a man of /Ethelred's

character and habits. 5 Politically, to .Ethelred himself the connection

Consequences Proved of some use, as he lived to find in Normandy a refuge

oftne in time of sorest need. On the national history it had an

important bearing, as beyond doubt it was the first link

in the chain of events that eventually led up to the subjugation ot

England by Normandy. 6 With a Norman Queen on the throne

Normans for the first time were introduced to the English court, and

there began to exercise an ever-growing influence. From the time

of Emma's marriage Normandy becomes a distinct factor in English

politics. 7

.•Kthelred, who had begun the year with penitent tears and prayers for

peace, ended it with the perpetration of a huge crime, a crime for which

parallels can only be found in the Vespers of Sicily or the
Ma

Da
CrG °f Mattins °f Par is - For eight years Danish ships had been

established in English harbours. We heard of some of these

men being taken into ^Ethelred's service, while we know that under

Eadgar Danes had been encouraged to visit England in a friendly way.

Thus there would be a certain floating Danish element in the country,

independently of the men of old Danish extraction, who, like Odo and

Oswald, had become to all intents and purposes Englishmen. Altogether

the Danish element might well be viewed by a weak, timid government

with alarm. We are told that ^Ethelred was assured that a plot had been

formed to make away with him and his Witan, and seize the kingdom.

The Danish plot had probably as little reality as the Popish Plot of the

notorious Titus Oates, but iEthelred accepted it, as the later generation

accepted that of Titus. In an agony of terror he resolved to anticipate the

plot by a counter-plot, and accordingly sent private instructions to his officers

to arrange for a general massacre of Danes on a given day. It is need-

less to point out that the measure would not touch the armed warriors

safely established in their ships, and drawing /Ethelred's rations, but only

1
p. 275 (ed. Thorpe). 2 Decern Script., cc. 362, 372.

3 G. R.
t

s. 179.
4 Flor. She signs within the year as "iElfgi'fu conlaterana Regis "

; Cod. Dip. No.
1,296.

5 See W. Malm., G. i?., s. 165 (p. 191), and again s. 176; "veneri vinoque studen-

tem." 6 So Henry of Huntingdon, a.d. 1000. 7 Green, Conquest ofEngland, 392,

R. H. A A
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scattered individuals living ' at the peace,' either of the king or of some

minor jurisdiction, while even the shipmen would be covered by Leofsige's

recent pacification. The English, however, distracted by fears from with-

in and without, took up their king's orders with only too great alacrity,

and, on St. Erice's Day (nth November), disgraced their

St. Brice's coimlrv anj themselves by an extensive slaughter of Danes,

in which women, and perhaps even helpless children, were

involved. 1 Among those sacrificed was Gunhild, wife of Earl Pallig, a

convert to Christianity, who had been given up as a hostage under the

treaty. 2 No details can be given, unless we take the case given by a

doubtful charter, according tc which at Oxford the Danes took refuge in

the church of St. Frithswyth, now Christ Church Cathedral, and there

were besieged by the mob, who, unable to expel them, fired the building,

and burned it over their heads. :J At any rate Henry of Huntingdon, who

may have been born three-quarters of a century later, tells us that in his

boyhood the horrors of St Erice's Day were still a standing topic of talk

among old folk. 4

The only other incident of the year was the death of Archbishop

Ealdulf of York, who passed away on the 6th May. Wulfstan,
Th

y rif
° above referred to, was appointed to succeed him in the com-

bined Sees of York and Worcester. 5

The massacre of 1002 was "not only a crime but a blunder." It brought

the King of Denmark once more into the field. Swein's victory over

Olaf Tryssvason (a.d. iooo) had made him master of Norway
Swein again. n

as well as of Denmark. We are told that he had finally em-

braced Christianity, but that did not affect his relations with England.

Sailing, apparently, round the northern and western coasts of Britain, 7 lie

landed under the walls of Exeter. The city (i.e. the Royal rights over it)

had been assigned to Emma as part of her ' morning-gift,' and she had

placed there as her Reeve one Hugo, a fellow-countryman. The Anglo-

Saxon Chronicles describe Hugo as a ceorl, a base-born churl, an allega-

tion so improbable that, with all respect for their authority, we can only

take it as evidence of a disposition to disparage a Frenchman. Hugo
however, proved unequal to the trial that befel him. Exeter, which two

years before had utterly repelled the 1 )anish assaults, now

£cked succumbed. The city was stormed and sacked, and ./Ethel-

stan's walls pulled down ' from the East Gate to the West

1 Chron. C, I), Ej Florence; W. Malm., G. /?., ss. 165, 177. " W. Malm..
:i Cod. Dip. No. 709. The charter purports to be a renewal by . Kthelred of deeds

destroyed in the tire. It is clearly of much later date, but it may embody a genuine

Oxford tradition.

1 Hi . Anglorum^ a.d. 1002. For. details supplied by later writers see Mr. Freeman's
N. C, I. 634. • Florence. ° Adam of Bremen, Pertz, I\. 322.

' The AnnaUs Cambria record the sack of St. David's under the year iooj. Bishop
Morganeu was killed.
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Gate.' 1 The Chronicles insinuate treachery or incapacity on the part of

Hugo. The allegation of treachery is a standing excuse in times of

national failure. But in justice to this particular man we are also bound

to recognise that the difficulties of a foreigner placed in command of

English levies would be immense.

Later in the season came an inroad into Wilts, pushed doubtless from

Poole or Southampton. The men of the two counties (the usual maxi-

mum) were gathered together under their Ealdorman, ^Elfric of Central

Wessex. We are assured that the men were ' of one mind,' and all for

fighting, but that again their leader failed them. 'When Ealdorman

.•Elfric should have led the fyrd on, then began he to show his
A
dorman

a " °^ tricks. When the hosts were so near that either might

behold the other, then gave he himself out as ill, and said

that he was sick ; and so turned back all the folk that he should have led

on ; as it is said when leader weaketh 2 then is army sore hindered.' The
fyrd having gone to pieces, Swein led his men to Wilton and ' Searburh,'

i.e. Old Sarum—the latter a formidable stronghold, if there

Captured
31 had been men t0 defend lL Both places fell into Swein's

hands, and then he went back to the sea, ' where he knew

that his sea-horses (y& hengestas) were. 3

With respect to .Elfric's ' old tricks ' we are not driven to find a mean-

ing for this allusion by taking it as referring to the bold act of treason

committed in 992, when a man of the name, no doubt, of .^Elfric went

over openly to the enemy, apparently never to be heard of again. 4 Far

simpler and more natural will it be to take the expression ' tricks ' as

pointing to the miserable weakness exhibited throughout by Wessex,—

a

weakness for which the Ealdorman of the Central Province would be

largely responsible. In 998 we had exactly the same picture exhibited of

the people on the one hand ever panting for the fray, and the leaders on

the other hand ever finding excuses for keeping them back.

Next year (1004) East Anglia came in for the storm. Swein appeared

with his fleet in the waters of the Yare, and made his way up to

^urnt*
1 Norwich—some twenty miles from the sea—and sacked and

burned the defenceless city. But East Anglia had a leader in

one Ulfcytel, a man presumably of Scandinavian origin. His name, how-

ever, is not to be found among the ealdormen of the reign, and he only

attained to the dignity of a King's Thegn this very year.5 But he was clearly

ruler of the district, probably as High-Reeve, as we find him conferring

1 Chron. C, D, E. - " Wacath," gwzetf weak. :J Chron. C, D, E.
4 Florence, no doubt, by using the expression " supra-memoratus dux," seems to

identify the sick .Elfric of 1003 with the traitor /Elfric of 992, but this is simply an

addition of his own. Henry of Huntingdon represents the original Chronicle more cor-

rectly by simply describing -Elfric as " dux eorum," i.e. of Hants and Wilts.
5 Cod. Dip. No. 710.
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with the East Anglian Witan, or local council. Their conclusion was that

being utterly unprepared and taken unawares, their best course was to

buy peace from the enemy, ' ere they to mickle harm on the land did.'

' Then under the truce l that should have been between them the enemy

bestole them from their ships, and wended forth to Thetford.' That

would take them thirty miles further inland—a bold march. Ulfcytel,

however, acted with promptitude and vigour. He sent a party to surprise

and destroy the enemy's ships, while he himself gathered all the men that

he could raise to intercept Swein on his return from Thetford. Apparently

he attempted too much. The men who should have captured the ships

failed in their attempt. Of course the Danes, as veteran warriors, knew

better than to leave their ships at the mercy of a sudden attack. Then
Swein having spent one night at Thetford, and burnt the

Also Tlietford 01 o

town, turned backwards on the mo: row, when Ulfcytel

encountered him manfully and gave battle. A stout fight ensued, in

which ' the Elders of East Anglia ' fell on the field, not ingloriously.

But there were not enough of them, otherwise we are assured that Swein

would never have got back to his fleet. As it was the Danes

mfcytei
Ve

themselves were understood to have said that ' they had never

met with worse hand-play on Angle-kin than Ulfcytel brought

them.' ~

.The year 1005 brought a short lull in the storm of war, but no relief

from suffering to the unfortunate people of England, as it proved to be a

season of "hunger," i.e. famine, 'grimer than any man had mind of
Under the circumstances Swein went back to Denmark ;i to look after

affairs there. 1 The only other incident of the year was the death of

Archbishop .-Elfric of Canterbury."' His successor was Bishop

Archbishop - Elfheah, translated from Winchester ; the vacancy there being

filled by Cenulf, Abbot of Peterborough, who, again, died next

year.

With 1006 we plunge into a lurid fog of cabal and intrigue, as if a

" union of hearts" was not the first need of the time. Of course the facts

n *.n v, ! are Dut dimly indicated. The short record of the Anejo-
Court LtlDcllS.

Saxon Chronicles is first that Wulfgeat was deprived of all his

inheritance ; secondly, that Wulfheah and Ufegeat were deprived of their

eyesight; and, thirdly, that Ealdorman J'.lfhelm was put to death. 7 The
Thegns Wulfgeat and Wulfheah had been among the most regular

attendants at . Ethelred's councils since the year 986.
s

. Klfhelm, of

course, had been Ealdorman of Northumbria, that is to say, as we suppose,

1 "(irilh "
; here apparently usctl as equivalent to " frith," the proper word for truce.

'* Grith " in strictne >s was the protection given by a truce, sanctuary or the like.

1 hron. C, I). The rendering in Florence seems inexact.
:1 " Denemarce," ... the March of the Danes. aron. C, D, E ; Flor.

1 hron. A, [6th Nov.; A'. . Sa rum. '"' Id.

7 Chron. C, D, E.
,M C >. Nos. 654, 657, etc.
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of Deira, since 994, and he likewise had been an habitual signitary of the

King's charters. Wulfheah and Ufegeat are said to have been his sons x
;

at any rate we find all three associated in the Will of .^Elfhelm's brother,

Wuifric Spot.
Wulfric sPot > the distinguished founder of the Abbey of

Burton-upon-Trent. This man, accommodating himself to the

times, confers upon his relatives vast benefactions between the Ribble and
the Mersey, and in Wirral (Cheshire) and elsewhere in Mercia, to secure

their goodwill and patronage for his young foundation. 2 This, however,

is by the way ; all that is material to point out is the fact that Wulfgeat,

Wulfheah, and Ufegeat, as well as iElfhelm were landowners of the

highest class, men who could not be attacked except under cover of

the King's authority ; men whose fall would be certain to excite strong

local feelings. Florence of Worcester tells us that Wulfgeat had been an
especial favourite with the King, but that he was degraded for maladminis-

tration of justice, and 'acts of pride,' :J meaning, we suppose, acts held to

involve contempt for Royal authority ; while /Ethelred himself tells us

more distinctly that Wulfgeat was condemned because he had failed to

clear himself of a charge of plotting with the king's enemies, 4 and that his

wife .Flfgifu was involved in his fall. This ^Elfgifu is said to have been the

widow of one .Flfgar. If, as seems probable, this JSlfgar was the son of

.Klfric-Child, we should simply have here the embers of old jealousies

breaking out afresh. 5 With respect to Wulfgeat's failure to clear himself,

the reader will bear in mind that the legal form of procedure was to

produce compurgators to swear their belief in the innocence of the

accused. But if the king was known to take a personal interest in a

matter compurgators might hesitate to come forward. In itself the charge

was quite on a par with that under which ^Elfric-Child had been dis-

possessed in 985. With respect to the fate of ^Elfhelm and his sons,

Florence tells us that the Ealdorman was treacherously murdered during

a hunting-party near Shrewsbury, through the agency of his entertainer and

host, Eadric, son of ^Ethelric, better known as Eadric Streona,

streona. a y°ung Thegn, recently admitted to the King's Council. Of
Wulfheah and Ufegeat, he tells us plainly that their eyes

1 So Florence.
8 See Hist. Abingdon, I. 411 ; and Wulfric's Will, Cod. Dipl. No. 1,298 (dated in

1002) ; also No. 710. The reference to the estates as situate between the Ribble and the

Mersey is an interesting proof of the incorporation of the southern part of our Lancashire.

' " Propter injusta judicia et superba qua? gesserat opera."
" Quia inimicis regis se in insidiis socium applicavit et in facinore inficiendi etiam

legis satisfactio ei defecit." " Propter machinationem," etc.

See Cod. Dip. Nos. 1,305, 1,310 ; Freeman, N. C, I. 643. The writer's suggestion

that .Elfgar may have been the son of iElfric-Child is strongly supported by the fact that

he is taxed with having received an improper grant of lands belonging to Abingdon
from Abbot Eadwine. But Abbot Eadwine was brother to .Elfric-Child, put in through
his interest, and notorious for jobbery. See Hist. Abingdon, I. 355, 357.

6 See Cod. Dip. No. 705, a.d. iooi. Wulfheah and Wulfgeat and one .Ethelric
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were put out at Cookham, where the court was, and by the king's orders. 1

We shall find in this writer a disposition to disparage Eadric that some-

what takes from his authority in matters relating to him. Thus he

describes him as being of humble origin,- a statement that we cannot

accept unless in a very modified sense, say, that he could not boast of Royal

blood. But even if we leave Eadric out of the story the fact remains

that we have a noble family, long connected with the King's circle, treated

in the crudest manner without one word of explanation or justification that

any chronicler could find to put on paper. The natural inference is that

the King's jealousy or the King's cupidity had been excited by the sugges-

tions of some new favourite. /Elfhelm's earldom was conferred upon

Uhtred, the son of Waltheof I., as a reward for his gallant conduct in con-

nexion with a Scottish inroad which took place in this same year.

Malcolm mac Kenneth, previously under-king of Strathclyde, having

become King of Scotland in 1005, thought fit to inaugurate his reign by an

invasion of England. If . Kthelred's campaign of the year
A
inroad

Sh IOO° was
>
m ^act >

directed against Strathclyde then Malcolm

would have old scores to settle. Waltheof, who was super-

annuated, shut himself up in Bamborough, leaving the defence of the

country to his son, who apparently had been acting for him for some years

already. z Sweeping through the present Northumberland, the Scots finally

laid siege to Ealdhun in his new seat at Durham. Uhtred hastened to

the rescue, as in duty bound. He had received the hand of the good

Bishop's daughter in marriage with a handsome dowry in Church lands.

His efforts were crowned with success. The Scots were defeated with

great slaughter and chased across the Border. /Kthelred was so pleased

that he gave Uhtred not only his father's earldom but also the vacant

earldom of Deira.4

By again uniting all Northumbria under one ruler .Ethelred was

attest this same charter, and so down to IC05 ; No. 1301. The name Streona has

generally been taken in the sense given to it by the later writer, Orderic, who renders it

" Acquisitor "= "The Gainer," or " The Greedy One." Mr. W. H.Stevenson argues

that Streona was a pet diminutive form of a second name beginning with the name-

stem Streon, like Streonwulf or Streonberct j Academy^ nth July, 1SS5, and 4th

June, 1887.
1 Flor., a.d. 1006. Neither Symeon, William of Malmesbury, nor Henry of Hunting-

don have any reference to these affairs.

- " Hominem bumili quidem genere sed cui lingua divitias ac nobilitatem compara*

verat, callentem ingenio, suavem eloquio, et qui omnes id temporis mortales turn

invidia atque pcrlidia, turn superbia Ct crudelitate superavit " ; Flor., a.d. 1007. 1 or

Eadric's character see also the Encomium Emmie, 16 (below), where he is described as

"consiliis pollens sed dolositate versipellis."
:; Sec Symeon, //. D. E., p, Si.

1 Sec the tract " De < >l>scssionc Punclmi," printed with Symeon, //. D. E., p. 215.

I or the year, the Annals of Ulster clearly establish the date already assigned on general

grounds by Mr. freeman, Ar
. C, I. 325. The tract itself gives the absurd date 969.

Uhtred ligns as <frfx in 1009: Cod. Dip. No. 1,306.
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reversing the policy of his father Eadgar. The change might be con-

demned on two grounds; one the dangerous concentration of power ; the

other the probable irritation of the Yorkshire Danes, who had always

shewn a distinct preference for a ruler of their own.

Meanwhile the short respite from Danish assault had already come to an
end. The Scottish foray may have been part of a concerted scheme of

action. Anyhow 'after Midsummer' a great fleet appeared at
T
Sand^rtchf

tSandwicll
>
then and for centuries later an important harbour,

but now abandoned by the sea. Kent and Sussex were
ravaged without mercy. yEthelred called out the whole fyrd of Mercia
and Wessex. 'And they lay out all harvest on fyrding against the

enemy
; but it served naught the more than it ever had done.' The

enemy marched hither and thither, just as it suited him, without an attempt
being made to arrest him or bring him to action, while the country had a

second army quartered upon it. About Martinmas (nth November) the

weary game was given up in despair, and thefyrd sent home. The king

retired to Shropshire 1 for his Christmas, while the Danes went back to

their pet ' sanctuary ' (frit/istol), the Isle of Wight.

At Shrewsbury we may suppose the King to have been the guest of

Eadric Streona, making partition of the spoils of their recent victims.

Eadric for his share got the Ealdordom of Mercia, 2 that is to say the

Northern part of it, or Cheshire, Shropshire and Staffordshire, the

Southern counties being still under Leofwine, who signs as dux along-

side of Eadric. 3 The rest of Mercia, in all likelihood, had been in

hand since the final expulsion of ^Elfric-Child. A further distinction

conferred upon the new favourite was the hand of the King's daughter

Eadgyth. 4 Here Florence of Worcester, while taxing Eadric with

ignoble birth, appends the names of six brothers, clearly all known

men. This, again, seems to militate against the theory of their

humble origin. A man of no connexions might raise himself by his

talents, but he could hardly float a band of six base-born brethren. 5

But the hardy invaders did not long remain in idleness. To drive the

English Government to the desired point of money-payment, they shortly

started on a bold march through Hants into Berks, ' kindling
ai

Hâ .g
Ugh

their war-beacons as they went,' i.e. heralding their approach

with pillared clouds of smoke from burning houses and home-

steads. From Reading they passed up the Thames valley to Wallingford,

which they destroyed, halting for one night at the neighbouring village

1 " Scrobbesbyrigscire "
; Chron. This seems the first mention of the shire. 2 Id.

3 Cod. Dip. Nos. 698, 1,303. Leofwine was "dux Wicciarum Provinciarum,"

i.e. Gloucestershire, Worcestershire, and part of Warwickshire, " the old diocese of

Worcester, before Henry the Eighth founded the Sees of Gloucester and Bristol " ;

Freeman, O. E. H., 39, 82. 4 Florence, a.d. 1009.
5 Names corresponding to those of four out of the six brothers are to be found signing

as King's Thegns at this very time. See also Freeman, N. C, I. 649.
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of Cholsey. Then turning South-Westwards, they marched along high

ground, past Ashdown of glorious memories, to the heights
Berks . .

of Cuckamsley, 1 a known trysting place for open-air gemots?

Here the invaders made a halt as if in defiant bravado. A native saying

was current to the effect that if the Danes should come to Cuckhamsley

they would never get back to the sea again. But no Englishman appeared

at Cuckamsley to take up the challenge, so the raiders moved on

to "Cynetan," Kennet, now Marlborough." Here at last they

found a fyrd prepared to encounter them. ' But they soon brought those

men to flight,' and so, haughty and fearless, they marched past the gates of

Winchester ' with meat and treasures brought fifty miles from the sea.' l

From the above facts we may gather that this, and perhaps other in-

roads, like the Scottish raids of which we get fuller details later, was

pushed through at a rapid pace, and that consequently it did not cover a

very wide tract of country. King and Council, after anxious deliberation,

could neither ' think nor devise ' of any escape from destruction other

than payment of blackmail. Negotiations were accordingly opened, and

the Danes were induced to concede a truce in return for ^"36,000, the

largest sum yet alleged.5

The breathing space bought with such ignominy was not wholly

wasted. At any rate an attempt was made to turn it to account. If

England could not produce a man able to lead her she was not destitute

of material resources. The King called for an effective fleet and an

effective fyrd. To meet these requirements assessments in kind were

laid on the land. As the text of the majority of our authorities stands,

every three hundred and ten hides were required to build and equip a

ship of war ; and every eight hides were required to furnish a helmet and

coat of mail/' the panoply of a heavy-armed soldier, or man-at-arms, in the

language of later days. Three hundred and ten hides seems an odd basis

of assessment. A certain ambiguity in the words of the primary authority

the Worcester Chronicle (D), has led to the suggestion that perhaps each

shire was required to furnish ships in the proportion of one for every three

Hundreds that it contained. 7 In like manner the Danegeld was probably,

assessed by Hundreds. In any case it is likely that the details of the

1 " Cwichelmes hkcwe " ; Cwichelm's Low or Law, i.e. Hill.

- See the reference to a meeting held there, Cod. Dip. No. 693. ' Freeman.
1 Wallingford would be just about fifty miles from Southampton. See the narrative,

clearly contemporary, given in identical words by the Chronicles C, D, and E, but sup-

posed to be originally due to U, the Worcester Chronicle. Florence aiul Huntingdon

give Latin renderings without one single fact added. ° Id.

" Chron. CandE; Florence; II. Hunt.
•

' liton. C and L read " of tlnim hund hidum and of lynuin senne scegth." I) reads

"of thrym hund seipum and X he tynum anne scaegth." The scegth seems to have been

Her kind of vessel (skiff?). See Mr. Earle's note, Parallel Ckron.y 336, and Free-

man, N. C, I. 647.
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assessment were left to the county authorities. The helmet and coat of

mail from the eight hides point to a composition under which a smaller

number of fully armed men would be sent up instead of a mass of im-

perfectly armed men. On the question whether these assessments were

really novel or not, the Will of Archbishop ^lfric, who died in 1005, speaks

of two ships in his possession, of which he bequeathed one to the people

of Kent, and the other to Wiltshire, 1 as if they might be called upon to

provide something of the sort ; while a provision in a body of Laws enacted

in this very year directs the ship-fyrd to be always ready as soon as pos-

sible after Easter, the very time at which we heard that Eadgar's fleets

used to turn out. From all this we would infer that the principle of ship-

assessments, though never mentioned before, was not in fact new. 2 Arch-

bishop yElfric also left forty stand of arms, doubtless representing the con-

tingent he had to find for the land-fyrd.

The so-called Laws published in the course of this same year, and

shortly re-issued both in English and Latin, strike one with amazement.

Apart from the provision already referred to, and another one fixing penal-

ties for desertion from the fyrd, we have not one section deal-
1(>

lation
glS" m& w *tn tne necessities of the situation, or calculated to inspire

patriotic action. Instead of this we have a mild homily urging

the people to be righteous in all their ways, and, in their several stations,

to eschew evil and do good. Let bishops and abbots, monks and nuns,3

priests and canonesses 4 lead clean lives, wear their proper dress, and con-

form to rules. Let mass-priests remember they may not lawfully marry. 5

Let the common folk respect all Church rights, and pay all Church dues
;

plough-alms, tithes, Rome-fee, soul-shot, light-shot. Let them observe

Sundays, Fasts, and F.easts, not forgetting the Feast of the latest English

Saint, ' the martyred King Edward.' Let them be ready with all dues for

Lord or King; frithesbot? feosbot? burhbot, bricgbot^ and fyrd. 8 Be regular

at shrift, frequent at Housel (the Sacrament) ; use no false weights, no

crooked measures; avoid false witness and foul fighting; avoid perjury,

1 Cod. Dip. No. 716 ; Earle, sup.
2 Mr. Freeman speaks of this system of assessment as " the germ of the famous ship-

money of the seventeenth century," p. 2>3$- !>>ut the precedent is completely met by
other precedents of Parliamentary days. See Lancaster and York.

3 " Munecas and Mynecena."
4 " Nunnan "

; Laws ALthelred, V. c. 4. The reader will note that the Anglo-Saxon
" nun " was a canoness, not under strict vows.

5 " Mid rihte thurh haemedthing wifes gemanen."
G Of frithesbot it is directed that it should be performed so as to be least onerous to the

•householder (bonda), and most effectual against the thief, from which we may infer that it

meant personal attendance to police duties.
7

t-e. payment of money-dues. One standard of currency is to hold for all the
country.

The well-known trinoda necessitas, from which not even hoc-land was exempt, or
the duties of repairing fortifications, repairing bridges, and serving in the army.
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murder and manslaughter, theft and robbery, covetousness, gluttony and
drunkenness. Let men found guilty of crimes pay the penalties with

cheerfulness. Fear God and honour the King ; then will the Son of God
be gracious to His servants. The presence of the enemy is treated, not as

a practical evil to be manfully wrestled with, but as a mysterious visitation

of Providence, a Cross to be borne with all meekness and humility. The
reader will probably say that all this is a mere repetition of the Address to

the Nation of " Lupus "; and so doubtless it was, if Lupus and Archbishop

Wulfstan were one and the same man, because one version of this precious

enactment gives it as the work of the Archbishop. 1 Of duties on the part

of King, Bishop, or Lord to the people we hear nothing.

As the result of all the ship-building, by 1009 a great fleet was gathered

at Sandwich, ' greater than any that the books tell us of.'

A
Last

at
King, Ealdormen and highWitan were all there in force. But

again the accursed spirit of factious intrigue, for which

yEthelred must be held primarily responsible, intervened to mar the

nation's efforts. As some person or persons unknown had probably

caballed against .Klfric-Child of Mercia ; as Eadric Streona had caballed

against yElfhelm and Wulfgeat : so now Eadric's brother Brihtric came

forward with an accusation against Wulfnoth ' Child of the South Saxons.' 2

^Ethelred must have lent an ear to the calumny—as the

°Wuifnoth
0f

chroniclers evidently take it to have been—because Wulfnoth

at once 'went out,' i.e. broke into open rebellion, :i the only

resource known to the times. Off he went with twenty ships, doubtless

the Sussex contingent, l and began ravaging the coast. Brihtric hastened

after him with eighty ships, vowing to bring him back ' quick or dead.'

But his fleet was wrecked by a terrible storm, and the vessels that came

ashore were burnt by Wulfnoth. When this disaster was reported at

Sandwich, King and ' High Witan ' lost their heads, and, lightly forsaking

The Anna- tne smPs
>
went their several ways home. The bulk of the

ment Broken fleet, still untouched, was quietly taken round to London to

be laid up in the Thames. 'And so the victory that all Angle-

kin had hoped for was never the better."
•"'

1 See Laws of .]'.!Jiclrctl, V., a.d. 100S, practically repeated; Id. , VI. (Council of

Jnham), with a third version in Latin, expressly given as the work of Archbishop

Wulfstan ; Schmid, p. 239.
- An Mr. Freeman remarks, "the title <>f Cild or Child is a puzzling one." It i>

usually rendered in Latin by Puer Boy or I.ad. Hut Florence in one place translates it

by Minister Thegn ; and it is used by the Peterborough Chronicle (a.d. 1074) as

.Libeling. From this, considering that 'Elder' was the highest title of nobility, I

would infer that Child meant " Young Lord," or perhaps " Master," in the Scottish

-, as the honorary title of tin- eldest -"ii of a Baron, for other instances see Free-

man, mp. '' Conf. the Scottish phrase " Out in the Forty-live."
1 Sussex contains 68 Hundreds. On the theory that three Hundreds sent a ship. 22

ships would be the full contingent. Chron. C, D, F ; Flor. ; 11. Hunt.



CHAPTER XXII

iETHELRED II. {continued')

A.D. IOO9-IOI6

Collapse of English resistance to Danish Attacks—Murder of Archbishop yElfheah

—

Third Invasion of Swein—Flight of .Ethelred—Death of Swein—Return of.Ethelred

—Invasion of Cnut—Death of .Ethelred

THE breakdown of the great Sandwich armament of 1009, a proof

of the utter rottenness of the Government, was enough to kill

all further spirit of resistance ; and from this time onwards we find the

Danish ravages assuming year by year more alarming proportions, and

extending to fresh districts. In August two hostile fleets met by concert

at Sandwich ; one under the command of Thurkill, a man
Thurkill.

whom we shall find figuring conspicuously for years to come
;

the other led by two lesser men named Hemming and Eglaf.

It is likely that one of the two fleets, perhaps Thurkill's, came from the

Isle of Wight, and that it had been established there drawing rations since

the year 1006 under the last pacification. Bat this is not stated.

The first advance was on Canterbury, which would have fallen had not

the citizens, in concert with the men of East Kent, ransomed themselves by

a payment of ^3,000. (?) The enemy then moved westwards to the Isle of

Wight, harrying everything as they went. Presumably fleet and army kept

in touch to support each other in case of need. Having re-established

their position in the Isle, they pushed another bold raid along the old

track through Hants into Berkshire, and so back again. yEthelred once

more called out his fyrd, and actually took up a position to intercept the

invaders on their way back to their ships. Again we are told that the

people were ready to fight, and again that at the last their leaders lost

heart. The blame this time is laid not on JEXinc of Hampshire, who was

still living, but on Eadric Streona. In November the Danes moved for

winter quarters to the Thames, foraging on both sides of the
D
Thames^ r *ver - At wnat l^ace tneY t0°k UP tne ^r position we are not

told, but from what we hear later we gather that they en-

trenched a standing camp at Greenwich. On more than one occasion

they assaulted London. ' But, praise to God, it yet stood ; and there they

ever fared ill.'
*

The New Year (10 10) was signalized by a raid through the Chiltern Hills, 2

1 Chron. C, D, E ; Flor.
2 "Per saltum qui dicitur Ciltern "

; Florence. The well-known Chiltern Hundreds
comprise Burnham, Desborough, and Stoke, all in Bucks ; J. Bartholomew, Gazetteer.

oca
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perhaps vid Richmond, Hounslow, and High Wycombe, to Oxford, which

was burned. The return journey was effected in two columns down the

Thames valley, one body on each bank of the river. So they went till

they came to Staines. There the northern division, being warned of a

force coming out of London to engage them, joined their brethren on the

south bank, and so together they made their way back to Greenwich, where

they rested through the Lenten Fast (February 22-April 6), devoting the

time to refitting their ships for further action. 1

Hitherto, if we except the attacks on Ipswich and Norwich in 991 and

1004, the war had been practically confined to the borders of Wessex
;

while in both the above attacks on East Anglia the invaders had met with

stout resistance. But now East Anglia has to endure a far more fearful

visitation, while the adjacent districts of Mercia, hitherto untouched, fall a

prey to the destroyer. But this does not procure even temporary relief

for the unfortunate land of Wessex, which again has to drain its cup of

misery to the very bottom. The broad results are summarized very clearly
;

the details are not free from doubt, but we seem to have three several

campaigns, with three successive stages of demoralization on the part of

the English people. The first campaign began shortly after Easter (April

6) when Thurkill took his fleet from its station, apparently in the Thames,

round to Ipswich and landed there. The brave Thegn Ulfcytel was ready

to receive him with the East Anglian fyrd. The Danes attacked him

at once in his position in a place given as Ringmere, 2 and
A
DeSat;

iSl1

Sainec^ a complete victory. The men of Cambridgeshire

{Grantabricscir) are given the credit of having made the best

fight of it, while the opprobrium of having set the example of flight is cast

upon a Danish Thegn, Thurcytel, surnamed Mareshead (Myranheafod)

The slaughter was great, and, as usual, fell heavily on the leaders and

gentlemen. Among the fallen were /Ethelstan, a son-in-law of the king,

Fadwig, brother of the murdered High-Reeve J'fric, and Wulfric, son of

Leofwine.8 Horses were now the only thing wanting to the Danes, but

these were soon procured, and then all England lay at their feet. Three

months were first devoted to ravaging East Anglia ' up to the wild fens.'

Thetford, destroyed six years before, was again given to the flames ; Cam-
bridge suffered likewise. With buildings mostly made of wood, or with

timber frames filled in with wattle and daub, the destruction by fire would

be complete. But the work of re-construction would not be very arduous.

' 1010, Chron. C, I), E ; Flor.

Florence. The place does not seem id have been identified ; but there is a Rushmere
near [pswich.

; Mr. Freeman seems quite wrong in identifying Wulfric, son of Leofwine, with Wulf-

ric Spot, the founder of Burton Abbey. This man was brother of Llfhelm and son of

one Wulfrun, or Wulfruna ; CW. Dip. No. 692. He does not mention Leofwine in his

Will, though Leofwine survived him, No. 1295, and he does not sign after 1002.
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East Anglia having been devastated, the Danes paused to secure their

booty. Turning South, they marched through Essex to their ships in the

The Home Thames, 1 and then, having disencumbered themselves, started

Counties on a fresh raid round an inner circle, through Middlesex,
Visited

Bucks, Oxon, and Beds, up the Ouse to Tempsford, near

Biggleswade, from which point, according to the chronicler, they returned

again to the Thames, once more to lighten their loads. So far it would

seem that a fyrd had been dragged up and down the country in helpless

attendance upon the enemy's movements. c For when they were east,

then man held our force west ; and when they were south, then was our

force taken north.' This deplorable state of things need not however be

attributed to treachery or wilful mismanagement on the part of the English,

but rather to the better scouting and quicker movements of the enemy,

which would enable them to anticipate and baffle the evolutions of the

fyrd. But to the popular mind the facts would be inexplicable on any

theory but that of treachery. ' Then man called all the Witan to the king

to devise how the land should be guarded. But if somewhat was devised,

it never stood a month. Next no Headman would gather a fyrd, but

each man fled as best he might. Next no shire would help

Resistance °ther.' 2 Disintegration and collapse could go no further.

The unwillingness of one shire to help another was the worst

feature of all ; because England as a country endowed with local institu-

tions ought to have been well suited for partisan warfare. But the local

magnates were too jealous of each other to act together, and the

" particularist " tendencies of the class must have been fostered to the

utmost by the king's readiness to listen to the promptings of intrigue.

All semblance of resistance having been dropped, the Danes started on

a third and yet bolder raid to Northampton, which they fired, thence

moving round by Oxon, Berks, Wilts, Hants, Surrey, Sussex, and Kent, 3

back to their station on the Thames.

With respect to the three stages of demoralization the reader will notice

that in the first campaign of the summer we had an actual battle : in the

second campaign we had a fyrd being marched and counter-marched
;

while in the third campaign we had not the smallest attempt at resistance.

Sixteen counties, or seventeen according to our present arrangement,

had been more or less overrun, namely, East Anglia—otherwise Norfolk

and Suffolk, the two shires being counted as one 4—Essex, Middlesex,

Oxon, Cambridgeshire, Herts, Bucks, Beds, half Huntingdonshire, part of

1 Chron. C, D, E. Henry of Huntingdon preserves a local memory that the Danes
passed through Balsham, near Linton, in South Cambridgeshire, on their way into Essex.

2 Chron. C, D, E.
5 I infer this route from the list of devastated shires given by the chronicler, which

otherwise cannot be made out. Henry of Huntingdon implies that the last campaign
started from Tempsford, without any intermediate visit to the Thames.

4 So Mr. Freeman points out, p. 347.
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Northants, Kent, Sussex, Surrey, Berks, Hants, and a good part of Wilts. 1

These would represent more than one-third of the area of the proper

kingdom, and in point of population and wealth probably more than one-

half. The deposition of the incapable King in favour of a younger and

abler ruler was probably the only measure that could have offered any

effectual remedy for current evils, and precedents for such a course were

not wanting even in English history.- In fact, as the sequel showed, the

only alternatives were deposition either with or without foreign conquest.

But the English of the eleventh century had not the spirit or the moral

purpose to change their ruler of their own accord. The result was that

twice within the century we shall find them accepting a new dynasty at

the hands of a conqueror.

Tribute and rations as the price of a truce was again the only suggestion

that the Witan could offer (ion), and again naturally the Danes raised their

terms. ^"48,000 is the sum now mentioned as demanded
' and agreed to, being a sum greatly exceeding the entire yearly

revenues of Henry I.8 But as the money, whatever it was, could not be

raised at once, petty plunderings went on, ' for all the grith and frith,' ' as

the Chronicles dolefully complain. But there was worse yet
Ca
Taken

iry
t0 come - * n September the Danes laid siege to Canterbury,

and took it. Of course at this period of our national history

no misfortune could happen without treachery somewhere, and the traitor

alleged this time was one .Elfmrer, described by Florence as an Arch-

deacon, who, according to him, betrayed the city to the enemy. Pique

against the Archbishop would seem to have influenced him, because it is

mentioned as an aggravation of his crime that his life had once been

saved by .Elfheah. Canterbury was gutted, and the whole population,

clerical and lay, carried away captive. Among these were Archbishop

.Klfheah; Godwine, Bishop of Rochester; .Elfweard, a King's Reeve;

Leofrune, Abbess of St. Mildred's, Thanet, and another /Elfmair, Abbot of

St. Augustine's, Canterbury. The last for some reason or other was ' let

away ' at once. The others, apparently, in time regained their liberty,

all but the unfortunate Archbishop.
•"'

But the English, if powerless to defend themselves against the Northern

sea-rovers, could still bully their Celtic neighbours. Under this year the

Welsh annalists record a devastation of South Wales by an English leader,

1 Chron. C, D, Ej Florence ; II. Hunt.
'-' Sec above, 227, 245 ; and Stubbs, Const. Hist., I. 149.
:i See below. Henry's income was apparently under /,"30,000 a year.
4 Grith, as already mcntioned= protcction

\frith is peace, or the security given bygrith.
' Sept S-29 ; Chron. (', 1), E; Flor. The last, with Osbern in his Life ofsElfheah

[Atlglia Sacra, II. 122), taxes the Danes with wholesale massacre and other cruelties

ing belief. < tsbern's work Is a tissue of absurdities. He makes Eadric Streona lead

the attack on Canterbury, etc.
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whose name " Entris," " Edris," or " Edrick," 1 must be identified with that

of Eadric Streona. Such a waste of national energy at such a time, though

by no means unparalleled, would seem as inexplicable as unpardonable.

An apology, however, has been offered for Eadric in the shape of a

suggestion that perhaps the Welsh had been called upon to contribute to

the Danegeld, and had refused-; or it may be that Eadric invaded Wales

on his own account in the hope of gleaning something to eke out his

own contribution to the tribute. By the spring of 10 12 the

Pa^up stipulated geld, whatever the amount, had at last been scraped

together. Towards Easter (April 13) Eadric, the prime

favourite, and the other ' Eldest ' Witan, clerical and lay, made their ways

to London, each dignitary bringing the subvention of his own district or

flock. As Uhtred appears at court at this time, 3 an uncommon circum-

stance, we may suppose that Northumbria had been called upon to

contribute, and had done so. In Easter week the money was duly handed

over, but the payment was followed by a shocking incident, which to the

mind of the country must have seemed the climax of all the horrors of the

reign. Archbishop ^Elfheah was still a captive in the hands

Demands °*" the Danes at Greenwich. For his liberation they demanded

a further ransom, which he absolutely refused to pay. He
would not, ' he said,' be a party to laying any further burdens on his

impoverished tenants. He even forbad his friends to interfere or give

anything on his behalf. The Danes then became unmanageable, and,

having got drunk on wine brought into the Thames from the South,

dragged yElfheah to their "husting" or meeting place. There they pelted

him with ox-bones, and otherwise maltreated him, till one more merciful

than the rest ended his miseries with a blow from an iron axe.

' His holy blood to earth he lent,

His soul to Heaven's kingdom sent.' 4

This is believed to have happened at Greenwich, probably on the very

site of the parish church, which is dedicated to the Archbishop. Thurkill

must not be held responsible for this cruel deed. He was taken into the

King's service shortly afterwards, and a contemporary account expressly

exonerates him. 5 To his influence, doubtless, we may attribute the fact

that on the morrow the body was given up to Bishops ^Elfhun of London,

and Eadnoth of Dorchester, to be buried with all due honour at St.

Paul's, 'and there God now shows forth the holy martyr's might.'
•

1 Ann. Ccimb. ; Brut-y-T.\ Annates Metievenses ; Angl. Sacr., II. 648; Freeman.
2 Lappenberg, II. 175.

:i Codex Dip. No. 719.
4 Saturday, 19th April; Chron. C, D, E; W. Malm., G. R., s. 165; conf. Flor.

For a confused account given not long afterwards by an Englishman to Thietmar, Bishop

of Merseburg, see Pertz, III. 849 ; extracted by Mr. Freeman, N. C, I. 662.

5 See Pertz, supra ; contra W. Malm., G. R., s. 176, but his account of this reign

is a mere jumble, and very inaccurate.

Chron C, D, E. The reference to the Martyr's remains being as still at St. Paul's,
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The Danegeld having been settled and oaths of peace sworn, the

_. ,••,,,„ Danish fleet broke up. Most of the men went home: but
Tnurkill in *

the Service Thurkill and the crews of some forty or forty-five ships took
ng an

. serv jce wj^ ].;thelred for the defence of England.1 Doubtless

Thurkill, like his master Swein, had already embraced Christianity.

The vacancy created by the death of .Elfheah was filled by the transla-

tion of Bishop /Elfstan, better known as Lyfing, from AYells to Canterbury.

But the state of England made a journey to Rome impossible, and Lyfing

had to wait for his Pallium and the attainment of his full dignity till the

year 1019. 2

The events of the year 10 13 illustrate in a signal manner the futility of

all attempts at buying peace on the part of a nation not prepared to assert

itself in the field. Thurkill's main force had been got rid of by a great

pecuniary effort ; oaths of peace had been exchanged, and he himself

taken into permanent pay. "What was the result ? Why that within a

few months King Swein, of whom nothing had been heard for six years,

reappears in greater force,-'
3 and with more definite purpose than ever.

England's helplessness had been fully revealed for some time, but Swein's

action may have been quickened by the report of Thurkill's defection.4

As a hostage the King brought with him Olaf, son of Harold Grenski, the

heir of Norway, and afterwards its King, known to the world as Saint

Olaf. 6

In the month of July Swein landed at Sandwich, having doubtless

followed the coasting line from Denmark, as Wessex was not the district

he was intending to attack first. From Sandwich he sailed again round

the East coast to the Humber, making his way up the Trent to Gains-

borough, where he established a camp (i in the heart of an Anglo-Danish

population, in fact a population so Danish that the English writers still

speak of them as a here. A marked change in Swein's procedure at once

presents itself. Not a word have we of any devastations or plunderings

Submission
on ms Par*J ^ut, on ^ie otner hand, we hear of prompt

of Northern submission to him from all quarters. Within a few days we
s an

" are told that Earl Uhtred gave in the adherence of all the

Northumbrians, that is to say of Deira as well as of Bernicia, both being

proves that the original narrative was written before 1023, when .Klfheah was translated

to Canterbury. ' Chron., sup. ; Flor. ; Encomium Emma.
s A.D. 101.}, Chron. ; Flor. Lyfing only signs as "episcopus" down to the year

1018. In 1019 at last he signs as archbishop ; Cod. Dip. Nos. 728, 729, 730.

a grandiloquent description of Swein's ships with their gaudy paint, gilt figure-

.
.ni.l lows of shields round the gunwales, see Encomium Emma, 8.

1 So Encomium Emma, p. 7.
5 Adam of Bremen, sup., 324, and note.

\l.out three-quarters of a mile North of Gainsborough, a typical Danish stronghold
in. iv be seen, consisting of a conical mound with two base-courts surrounded by an
earthen rampart, but the dimensions art- rather small.the en tire works not exceeding
800 feet diameter in the widest part. The tide reaches up to Gainsborough.
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under his rule. The example thus set was followed by the men of

Lindesey, or North Lincolnshire, by the men of the Five Burghs (Leicester,

Lincoln, Nottingham, Stamford, and Derby), and in fact by all to the

North and East of the Watling Street. 1 This clearly implies that if Swein

had not come over by invitation or arrangement, the North of England

at any rate was prepared to accept a change of King. The people could

hardly have forgotten that sixty years before Svvein's own brother Eric had

ruled Deira as its Danish King. 2 Swein, however, as a soldier and states-

man of considerable experience, was careful to exact material guarantees

for the future good conduct of his new subjects, taking hostages from all

quarters. These were sent to the fleet to be safely guarded by the King's

son Cnut. Swein then called for supplies of food and horses, and so with

his army reinforced by native contingents crossed the Watling Street.

Being now in a country supposed to be friendly to ^Ethelred, the old

system of ravaging was resumed, ' and there they wrought the
W"6SS6X

'

. .

Follows Suit. most evil that any here might do.' But exhausted Wessex

hastened to save itself by prompt submission. When Swein
came to Oxford, doubtless by the North Road, the ' Port Street ' of the

charters, 3 he was received with a tender of hostages ; so again at

Winchester. From Hampshire he turned Eastwards to London, where

.-Ethelred and Thurkill were. The importance of London as a national

centre, like that of Paris, had been greatly enhanced by the Danish
wars.

Under the walls of London at last even Swein met with a check, the

only check he met with. Twice was he repelled by the burghers. The
first time in an attack which must have been made from the river, per-

haps at Billingsgate, as we hear that the Danes 'taking no care for a

bridge
'

4 lost many men by drowning. After that, the army having been

transported across the Thames, a more regular attack was
n

out.
° S

tnade on the city from the North, but that failed likewise.

Swein then marched to Wallingford, and then recrossing the

Thames into Wessex, advanced to Bath, where he made a halt. The
pause, like that at Gainesborough, had a meaning, and the meaning
shortly became clear when the Western Thegns appeared with hostages

and proffers of allegiance. At their head came .^Ethelmosr, styled the

Great, founder of Eynsham Abbey, and son of ^Ethelweard the chroni-

1 " Eall here be northan Waetlingan strcete" ; Chron. D, etc.

2 See above, A.D. 950-952. The Encomiast of Emma refers to the fact, p. 7. .So

too Adam of Bremen, Pertz, IX. 324.
3 Cod. Dip. No. 709. I assume that Swein came to Oxford from Northampton viti

Towcester and Brackley. The importance of Oxford in those days lay in the fact that

it was on the direct road from Winchester to the West Midlands and the North.
4 " Fortham the hi nanre bricge ne cepton " ; Chron.

R. H. KB
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cler, a trusted friend of King yEthelred, 1 who had just been appointed

Ealdorman of Devonshire and the Western Provinces. 2

SU
tte west

°f Tnese proceedings amounted to a deposition of ^Ethelred,

and were so understood by the people at large, who, we are

told, from this time forth held Swein 'full king.' 3 He retraced his steps

to the Thames, and then the Londoners, conscious that they could not

hope to stand alone, tendered their allegiance.

Under these circumstances /Ethelred and Thurkill retired to their

ships at Greenwich, but for a while no further, the Danish soldier of

fortune being the last man to desert the King of Wessex. Queen Emma-
yElfgifu had already left her husband to seek a refuge at her brother's

court in Normandy, under the escort of ^Elfsige, Abbot of

Emma Peterborough ; while her sons, the yEthelings Alfred and

Eadward, had been sent after her, with their tutor, Bishop

yElfhun of London. 1 ^Ethelred lingered at Greenwich as long as he

prudently could. Base man as he was, we must admit that in this

supreme crisis he did not disgrace himself by personal cowardice. 5 To-

wards Christmas he found it necessary to quit Greenwich for the Isle of

A dJEth 1 d ^Snt - There he kept his Christmas Feast, and then in

January, 10 14, went over to Normandy to join his wife and

younger sons. His elder family, we must suppose, had been left to find

hiding places at home as best they might.

When London submitted Swein issued orders for raising 'a full geld.'

with rations for his army. Similar stipulations were made on behalf of

Thurkill's men, a proof that by that time Swein and he had come to

terms. But again we are assured that plundering never ceased/'

In the face of Swein's landing, some time before, a council had been

held by ^Ethelred at a place given as " Haba." 7 And what had the

Witan to suggest in that hour of need ? Nothing but a three days' fast

before Michaelmas, with a daily celebration of a special Mass against

the heathen in every parish church, and a special chaunt of the third

Psalm {" Domine quid multiplicati su?it") at each of the Canonical

hours. 'So may God grant us that we overcome our foes.' s Cromwell

See Cod. Dip. Nos. 714, 1,312 ; Robertson, Hist. Essays, 184.
2 Chron. ; Florence. /Ethelma>r was only a Thegn in 1012, Cod. Dip. No. 719.

He signs as u dux " in 1014, No. 1309.
3 At least so H. Hunt, and Florence, " Rex si jure queat rex vocari" ; conf. \Y. Malm.,

G. A'., ss. 177, 179, ** Quod non esset ille dominus legitimus, sed tyrannus."
4 -Klfhun must have died shortly, as a new bishop of London, .Klfwig, was conse-

crated 16th Feb., 1014 ; Chron. D; Reg. Sacr.
5 This bears out Malmesbury's remark given above, p. 350.
'' See Chron. C, D, and E, one account, and the only one.
7 " Apud Ilabam " (Hadham?). The year is not given, but the acts come next before

those of 1014, and the time is clearly indicated as that when ' the mickle Jure came to

land '
; Sehmid, p. 240.

8 Laws of
'

.Ethrtred, VII., issued both In Latin and English.
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told his soldiers to trust in the Lord ; but he also charged them to

keep their powder dry. ^Ethelred's advisers would have had the Eng-

lish look to Providence for the powder itself and everything else. One

is inclined to suggest that England was too much under clerical govern-

ment. The only other measure worthy of notice was a renewed pro-

hibition—unaccompanied, however, by any penalty—against selling men
of any sort into foreign slavery. 1 Previous enactments had not forbid-

den the sale of penal slaves (wite-theowas). Of course the people are

charged to pay all ' God's rights' as fully ' as when things stood best' 2

Within a month from the time of yEthelred's departure the wheel of

fortune underwent a complete revolution. On the afternoon

Swe?n°
f

°f ^e 3rc^ February, 10 14, Swein suddenly dropped down
dead at Gainesborough. 3 Earlier in the day he had held a

council.^ In all probability he was a man of an advanced age. It

would seem that on his way to Gainesborough he had passed through

Bury, and we are told that he had dared to levy a contribution from

the lands of St. Eadmund. In consequence his death was popularly

attributed to the vengeance of the Martyr King. 5 Apparently Swein

was going round the country to collect his Danegeld in person, having

no other machinery for the purpose. It is said that his body at first

was interred at York, 6 but that in the course of the ensuing year,

through the care of an English (Anglo-Danish ?) lady, it was taken to

Denmark, and buried in the church of the Holy Trinity at Roskild,

founded by Harold Blaatand, which from that time became the recog-

nised place of coronation and sepulture for Danish kings. 7

Whatever view be taken of Swein's title to the crown of England his

death as a matter of fact left three thrones vacant. The Danes at home
took one son, Harold, who was with them, to be King of Denmark

;

the army at Gainesborough elected their leader, the other son, Cnut, to

be King of England; while the Norwegians revolted, declaring for the

heir of the House of Harfager, Olaf son of Harold, a cousin of the

late King Olaf Tryggvason, 8 and at the time detained in Swein's camp,
as already mentioned.

Swein had not had the time, if he had the capacity, to organize a govern-

ment, a point which his treatment of the Bury monks makes doubtful.

The short period of his rule must necessarily from its character and
incidents have seemed a hateful usurpation, in mediaeval language, a
' tyranny.' 9

1 Id., cap. 5 (Latin version). 2 Id., cap. 4 (Latin), s. 6 (English). 3 Chron.
4 Florence. 5 See the tale in Florence, and more briefly in Malm., G. R., s. 179.
6 Lappenberg, II. 182.
7 See Freeman, N. C, I. 364, 667; Encom. Emm., 10, 12; Thietmar, Pertz., III.

848, 849.
8 Saxo Grammaticus, 192; Koch, Tableau des Revolutions deVEurope; Freeman, I.

501 -
9 "Suanus tyrannus "

; Flor. ; also above, p. 370, note.
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Relieved of the terror of Swein's name, the English turned, not un-

naturally, to their exiled King, hoping against hope that perhaps, after

the lessons of the past, the spirit of his rule might even yet be

amended. ' For they said that no lord dearer than their born lord

could be, if he would hold them rightlier than he ere did.' The Witan,

clerical and lay, met and resolved that an offer of restora-

^^caUed
116"

tion on those terms should be forwarded to ^Ethelred. Of

course /Ethelred was willing to promise every reform for the

future, with full amnesty for the past ; and, to clench the matter, he

sent back envoys with his son Eadward, a boy at most eleven years

old. Another Witenagemot was held, at which a compact was sealed
1 with word and with pledge,' and all Danish kings declared outlaws for

ever. Losing no time, zEthelred returned during Lent. 1
' Gladly was

he received of all.'

In the enthusiasm of the moment offensive operations were actually

resolved upon. An army was raised, the King in person leading it to

attack Cnut at Gainesborough. It would seem that the latter

Raised.
7 remained there from the time of his father's death till Easter

(April 25). But the defection of the English from the Dan-

ish rule had been so general that the only men now prepared to sup-

port him were the men of Lindesey, and their support of him appar-

ently was limited to an agreement for a plundering expedition on joint

account. Cnut, however, threw them over. At the report of .Ethelred's

advance he judged it prudent to fly from the coming storm ; to leave

England for a while to its own devices ; and to return home to look

after his interests in Denmark, where he had a competing brother to

reckon with. Cnut, therefore, took to his ships, leaving the men of

Lindesey to the tender mercies of their English brethren, who wasted

the district with fire and sword, ' slaying all mankind they could get at.'

This timely retreat on Cnut's part, we may remark, made him in due

course of time King both of Denmark and of England. In his voyage

back from the Humber to Denmark it is worth while noting that he

took the same route that his father had taken, but of course in the

reverse direction, namely, the usual coasting line via Sandwich, because

we are told that he put in there to land the hostages given to Swein,

but, shocking to tell, he landed them all barbarously mutilated by loss of

hands, ears, and noses. 2

The year did not close without further trials for the English. As an

earnest of his purposes of amendment /Ethelred, ' besides all other evils,'

ThurMiiin called for a geld, given as ^2 1,000, for the fleet at Green-
service again. ^[^ Thurkill's fleet, which had again been taken into pay.

1 March 10-April 18 (Ash Wednesday-Palm Sunday).
2 Chron. C, D, E, copied by Florence, Malmesbury, and Huntingdon; Encomium

JEmmu, 9, 10.
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Of the real intentions of this leader different opinions were entertained,

but as we are told that the largest part of the fleet remained with him,

we may take it that he was resolved under all circumstances to continue

to be the indispensable man. 1 From this period for eight and thirty years

onwards our chroniclers date the maintenance of a little standing army,

of which we shall hear as the Housecarles. 2

But again, among all trials, the King and clergy could find time for

ecclesiastical legislation. Canons rather than Laws the measures ought to

be called, as in forty-four sections there is not one unconnected with

Church interests—whether Church rights of sanctuary, Church privileges,

or Church dues. It is fair to add that offences committed by priests are

dealt with as well as offences committed against priests. 3 But the sever-

ance between ' Christ ' and the world is never lost sight of. The priest is

not commissioned to blow the trumpet for the armies of the Lord in the

spirit of a Joshua. Quite otherwise. The servant of the altar is strictly

charged not to meddle with the wars of the world. 4 It was clearly the

tendency of the monastic revival of the last reign to accentuate, if not to

create, that severance. Under the circumstances of ./Ethelred the dualism

must have been most detrimental to the interests of the nation.

Sharp as were the lessons that he had received, yEthelred, after five

and thirty years of rule, could not resist the temptation of plunging into

one more cabal, one more crime, as if to precipitate a final crash. Ex-

perience had no lessons for him. Again we have the prime

Cabal" favour i te > Eadric Streona, scheming the downfall of Mercian

rivals. Again the King is there ready to pounce upon the

prey kindly provided by his jackal. In all this there is nothing new. But

what is new is the appearance on the scene of a grown-up ^Etheling,

Eadmund, the Heir Apparent, a young man of determined purpose, who
elbows out his Royal father and appropriates the spoil. Thus the guilt

and obloquy remain with /Ethelred and Eadric. The ' ironsided ' Ead-

mund carries off the prize. But the deadly split created between him and

Eadric involves his father's downfall and his own. The facts as given are

as follows : In 10 15 a Grand Witenagemot was held at Oxford. During

its sittings, Sigeferth or Siferth, 5 and Morcar, said to be sons of one Earn-

grim,6 and represented as the two leading Thegns of the Five Burghs,7

1 Encomium Emmie, 10, u ; Chron. ; H. Hunt. 2 See below, a.d. 105 i, etc.
:! Lazes JEthelred, VIII. Mr. Freeman places the council before the march against

Cnut, which seems very unlikely.

4 See Laws sEthelred, VIII. c. 30, and the Pastoral Epistle of ^Elfric ; Thorpe,
Ancient Laws, etc, II. 387.

5 Cod. Dip. Nos. 714, 719. 6 Flor.
7 Seven' Burghs is the phrase here used by Chron. D., followed by the other A.S.

Chronicles and by Florence. Lingard suggested that this might mean the Five Burghs
plus York and Chester, and his conjecture is accepted by Mr. Freeman. But as the

writers revert to • Five Burghs ' a few lines further down, and the 'Seven Burghs' are

never heard of before or after, I suspect that the ' Seven ' was a mere clerical error. As
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were invited by Eadric to his quarters in the town, and there assassinated

—perhaps at a banquet. 1 The King, who must have been at
confiscation. Qxford at the i [m^ immediately confiscated the estates of

the murdered men, thus proclaiming himself an accessory, at any rate

after the fact. But we should be quite warranted in ascribing to him a

fuller complicity in this foul deed. 2 Morcar and his wife, Ealdgyth, are

both remembered in the Will of Wulfric Spot, the founder of Burton

Abbey. Their child was his goddaughter, perhaps his granddaughter.-'

At any rate all three took large benefits under his Will,4 and must have

been nearly connected with him. Wulfric Spot of course was the brother

of .-Elfhelm, assassinated by Eadric in 1006 j while Wulfgeat, another

victim of the same plot, also connected with Wulfric, was, as we have

seen reason to believe, married to the widow of /Elfgar, the son of Eadric

Child, the dispossessed son of yElfhere, the Mercian Ealdorman who

invaded Wessex to do honour to the memory of /Ethelred's martyred

brother Eadweard. The Oxford murders, therefore, might represent, on

the one hand, Eadric's jealousy of personal rivals, and, on the other

hand, the king's abiding hatred of the Mercian Houses who had pro-

tested against the plot that raised him to the throne.

Siferth left a widow, Ealdgyth. It would seem that in those days

marriage with a widow was held to give some title to her deceased lord's

property. 5 The King, to avoid this risk, sent the Lady for safe keeping to

Malmesbury; but the ^Etheling Eadmund, the King's eldest surviving son,

followed her thither, demanded her hand, and, in defiance of his father,

made her his own. Having done that, he rode off to the Five Burghs,

and fairly installed himself in all the vacant inheritance both of Siferth

and of Morcar.

With respect to Eadmund's action, it is very likely that he found it neces-

sary to assert his position as against the influence exercised by Eadric over

his father. 7 Or, again, Siferth and Morcar may have been his personal

friends, 8 as they certainly were the friends of his elder brother, /Ethelstan.

In this distracted state of affairs Cnut reappeared in England, again

landing at Sandwich (Sept.). It would seem that in Denmark he had

for York, that was under Uhtred, and Chester must have belonged to Eadric's own

province. J So W. Malm., G. K., s. 179.
2 Malmesbury treats the crime as simply perpetrated by the king's orders, sup.

3 He bequeaths to her a personal ornament 'that was her grandmother's,' a "/;///"

{bulla, brooch) ; Robertson, Hist. Essays, 185 ; Cod. Dip. No. 1,29s.

4 Namely, estates in our Yorkshire (Doncaster for one), Lincolnshire, Worcestershire,

Shropshire, etc., etc.

b So Swcin had married the widow of Eric the Victorious, and so his son, Cnut, lived

to marry the widow of .Ethclred. 6 Chron. C, D, E ; Elor.; W. Malm.
7 Green, Couq. of E., 414.
s Eadmund's one charter leaves lands to the New Minster Winchester, for the benefit

of the souls of Siferth, Ealdgyth, and himself; Cod. Dip. No. 726.
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found his brother Harold too firmly established to be dispossessed, 1 and

that in consequence he had only ventured to suggest a par-
Re
cnS.°

f
tition both of England and of Denmark. Harold declined to

surrender any part of the kingdom assigned to him, as he said,

by their father with Cnut's own consent, but he urged Cnut to prosecute

his work in England. Cnut's action was finally determined by the arrival

of Thurkill, who doubtless came to report the latest phase of English

affairs, and the promising opportunity opened up.

Of Cnut's fleet, its glittering shields and gilded figure-heads, we have as

glowing an account as we had of Swein's fleet in 1013. But we are

expressly told that in all the force there was not one servile

warriors. man nor even one freed man j all were of noble birth {iwbiles),

i.e. free oda//ers, all in the flower of their age, and all trained

in martial exercises. 2

From Sandwich Cnut shortly sailed to Poole Harbour, his intention

being this time to make his first attack on Wessex, ./Ethelred's stronghold.

From Poole he was able to overrun all Dorsetshire, Wiltshire, and Somer-

set, ^Ethelred lying ill at ' Cosham

'

3 presumably Corsham Regis, near

Chippenham. Two fyrds, however, were raised, one under Eadric, prob-

ably acting as the King's Lieutenant, and the other c up in the North' under

the ^Etheling Eadmund. 4 When the forces effected a junction, Eadric's

manoeuvres were directed against the life of his enemy, the ^Etheling. Co-

operation having thus been rendered impossible, the fyrds

o^Wessex? Parted and broke up, and then Eadric went over bodily

to Cnut's camp. The submission of all Wessex followed as

a matter of necessity. 5

England was now divided in a very strange manner. The Dragon of

Wessex followed the Scandinavian Raven, while Mercia and Northumbria

supported the national cause under Eadmund. 6 ^Ethelred, ousted from

his proper capital, again found a refuge in London.

In the first days of 10 16, Cnut and his new ally, Eadric, started on.

a

bold raid northwards, into the Western Midlands. Crossing the Thames
at Cricklade, they advanced into Warwickshire, harrying, burning, and

slaying. The district must have belonged to the ealdordom of Leofwine,

struggle who was still living. 7 The yEtheling Eadmund then called
in the North. out a fvr(j . but when the men came together complaints were

1 According to Bishop Thietmar Harold was the elder brother, contra the Economiast
of Emma, p. 10.

2 Encomium Emma, 12, 13, 15. The number of the fleet is given as 200 vessels.
3 So the Chronicles : there is a Cosham 44 miles N. of Portsmouth, but that would

be too near the coast. 4 " Be northan."
6 Chron. C, D, E, still one account, copied by Florence, Malmesbury, and Hunting-

don. According to this account, Eadric took over with him forty ships — evidently

Thurkill's fleet. 6 Freeman, N. C, I. 374.
7 The ealdormen attesting charters at this time were Uhtred of Northumbria, Eadric
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raised that the King was not there, nor any contingent from London,

and so the force disbanded itself and went home. The incident strikes

one as very extraordinary. If we consider the disposition of mankind to

worship the rising sun, the very last complaint that we should expect

to hear raised in an army would be that of the appointment of an able

and athletic son to lead them in the place of an old and broken-down

father. Either Eadmund must have occupied a doubtful position in the

eyes of the nation, or the people must have been ready to clutch at any

excuse to shirk fighting.

Eadmund called out a fresh fyrd under the strictest penalties, but to no

better purpose than before. The King was dragged from London to the

place of muster, only to discover when he got there that some foul play

was contemplated, and so he returned to Town. We may take it that

he was determined not to act in concert with his son. The ^Etheling

then fell back on Northumbria, seeking the aid of Earl Uhtred, who was

married to his sister. ' Then thought all men that they would wage

Raids and war on ^n» Cnut.' Nothing of the sort. In the wretched

Counter spirit of the times their first care was to ravage Eadric's

ealdordom, and so they marched into Staffordshire and from

thence wheeled round through Shropshire into Cheshire, harrying as they

went. Cnut retaliated by pushing eastwards through Bucks into Bedford-

shire, and thence into Huntingdonshire ; then across the north end of

Northamptonshire, along the edge of the Fen country, to Stamford, and so

into Lincolnshire, the /Etheling's country, and from thence again through

Northamptonshire into Northumbria (Deira) making for York. This

brought the combined operations of Eadmund and Uhtred to a sudden

end. Uhtred hurried home to make his peace with Cnut, while the forlorn

^Etheling had to make for his last refuge, his father's court in London. 1

Uhtred had submitted to Swein in 1013, but had not extended his allegi-

ance to his son in 1014. Cnut now accepted his submission and his hostages,

but did not spare his life. As his instrument for the murder he chose a

man already at feud with the Earl, one Thurbrand, surnamed Hold {the

True)) a leading Thegn or nobleman. 2 Uhtred was pledged to kill Thur-

brand, but had neglected the duty. In consequence Thurbrand turned

the tables on him. The circumstances seem without parallel. Uhtred, as

already mentioned, had taken as his first wife Ecgfrithe, daughter of Eald-

hun, first Bishop of Durham. After a while he discarded Ecgfrithe for

Sige, daughter of one Styr, son of Ulf, a rich Thegn, who gave his daughter

to Uhtred on condition of his killing Thurbrand, with whom Styr had a

blood-feud. Sige died or was put away, and then Uhtred took as his third

wife Eadgifu, daughter of King ^thelred. But the murderous obligation

of N.W. Mercia (as wc suppose), Leofwine of S.W. Mercia, /Ethelmoer of Devon-
shire, .l'.lfric of Hants, and Godric, whose district is uncertain.

1 Chron. (

'. D, Ej Flor. - Sec Cod. Dip, No. ~n.
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contracted with his second marriage had never been fulfilled, and Uhtred

now paid the penalty. When he came under safe conduct to render his

homage to Cnut at a place given as " Wiheal," 1 Thurbrand

o^UMi^ci
01^ 11^ a posse of armed men were secreted behind a curtain in

the audience chamber. Rushing out at the proper moment,

they despatched Uhtred and his attendants. 2 Cnut, by this device perhaps,

kept out of the feud, which, as between the families of Uhtred and

Thurbrand, was maintained by alternate assassinations to the end of the

century, and was only closed by the final extinction of both Houses.

Uhtred left by his first wife a son, Ealdred, who lived to avenge him.

Eut Ealdred was not allowed to take the earldom at the present moment
It would seem that Cnut divided the office, giving Deira to his brother-in-

law Eric, son of Hakon, and Bernicia to Uhtred's brother Ealdulf, sur-

named Cudel. 3

Having so far settled affairs in Northumbria, Cnut hastened to return to

his ships, his intention being to complete his work by the reduction of

London. Marching by a route ' all to the West,' he reached Poole before

Easter (April 5). Three weeks later ^Ethelred the Unredy, " King and

Martyr," was gathered to his fathers. He died in London on

iEtheired. Monday, 23rd April, IOI6, 1, being, as we suppose, some fifty or

fifty-one years old. His body was laid to rest in St. Paul's

Cathedral. Assuredly few less deserving names have ever been enshrined

on the pages of the Roman Calendar. For that distinction he was prob-

ably indebted to the circumstances that his enemies were pagans ; that he

was always willing to express contrition for the past ; and that the spirit of

his legislation was altogether ecclesiastical. To us he seems to have been

a man not destitute of purpose when it suited him to act, but utterly

without sense of honour or kingly duty ; of low personal habits, mean,

grasping, and suspicious j absolutely callous to the suffering of his subjects

so long as his own personal convenience was not interfered with.

. Ethelred's legislation, if it contains little or nothing that is absolutely

new, at any rate throws light on a good many points of interest. We have

already called attention to the trammels in which even the free population

"Borh"
were kept? by their vassalage to their lords on the one hand,

and by their mutual liabilities under frithborh on the other

hand. The two sets of liabilities are clearly distinguished in the first

chapter of /Ethelred's Laws :—Every freeman must have a trustworthy

borh to hold him to every right, if accused. The obligation of having a

lord is not expressly stated, but it is clearly implied in the next provision.

1 " Perhaps Wighill, near Tadcaster," T. Arnold ap. Symeon.
2 See the Tract written circa 1090 and printed with Symeon, Hist. Dunelm.

y
216-218.

The incident is placed after the death of /Ethelred, but that must be a mistake ; Chron.,
a.d. 1016. 3 Chron.; Encomium, 15; Symeon, sup.

4 Chron. C, D, E ; Flor.
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When any suit or complaint is preferred against a man the first step to be

taken is to inquire of his lord concerning his character. If the lord can

give him a good character, 1 and can bring two other Thegns or a King's

Reeve to swear to the same effect, then the man need only undergo the

single ordeal, or produce a moderate amount of compurgation. If the

lord cannot establish favourable testimony as to character then the man
must undergo the triple ordeal. If he fails in the ordeal he must be

put to death. If he shirks the ordeal and absconds then his borh must

pay the amount in dispute to the claimant, and also pay the amount of

the man's wer to his lord. If the lord, however, should be implicated in

the man's offence then the wer would go to the King. 2 Thus the obliga-

tions are all one-sided. The lord is only really responsible for persons

actually members of his household (hired-men), as already mentioned. If a

household man is accused of an offence and absconds or shuns trial the

lord must pay the man's wer to the king. :j Men of bad character must

have borh found for them by the King's Reeve. But if no borh can be

found for a man he must be put to death. 1 From this, however, we gather

that the mutual responsibilities of borh were so far voluntary that men
could refuse to be sureties for an untrustworthy individual, but only under

the odium of sacrificing his life. The King claims all penalties (wiiu) from

owners of boe-/and, rendered terrcc libera in the Latin version. 5

In the regulations concerning team— i.e. vouching to warranty in the

case of disputed ownership of goods, we have an early enunciation of two

well-known maxims of later law. The first is, ' Negation is stronger than

affirmation. 6 This seems equivalent to the dictum, " Oath for oath the

defendant wins." Again we have ' Ownership is nearer to him who holds

than to him who claims,' 7 otherwise, "Possession is nine points of the

Law."

In the Laws of ^Ethelred we also get a fuller enunciation of the different

grades of grith, or sanctuary, otherwise right of protection

from assault The reader will bear in mind that according to

primitive law fighting was not in itself an offence against the State, being

only the assertion of the primary right of self-defence, to be exercised of

course at the risk of those having recourse to it. Highest in the scale of

protections are those of the ' King's hand grith ' and Church-grith ' within

the walls.' The latter speaks for itself. The former was a protection

extended by the King's special grant 8 to an individual who otherwise

would not be under his standing guardianship or mund. No legal com-

1

i.e., 'that the man had never failed in oath or ordeal ' since a given day.

Laws of JEthelrcd
t

I. c. 1, ss. 1-9; and III. cc. 3-7 (Schmid).

//., ss. 10-13. A
!<*•> C 4-

5 Id*$ c. I, s. 14.

c " BiU ftndssec swiSere thonne onsagu."
7 " Agnung biiJ ncr tham the h;vfS thonne tham the seftersprecfS '*

J /</., II. c. 9.

3. 4.

h " Dset be mid his agenre hand sylti "
; III. c. 1 ; VI. 13, 14 ; VIII. 1-5.
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pensation may be tendered for breach of either of these, unless the King

under special circumstances allow compensation to be made. If he

do allow compensation to be made the offender will have to pay smartly

for it. First, he must ' inlaw ' himself, i.e. purge his outlawry by pay-

ing his own wer to the King, and then make hot all round. This will

include, besides the penalties due to the injured parties, a compensa-

tion to the church, according to its rank, for the breach of its privileges
;

with a further payment for purifying the church if desecrated

of Minsters ^y blood. Of the ranks of churches we have four; viz.

Head-Minster, Middling-Minster, Lesser-Minster, and Field-

Kirk. 1 The penalty in the highest of these cases is equal to that of a

breach of the king's own mund (protection), namely, ^5, sinking in the

case of the Field-Kirk to £1. In regular gradation below the King's grith

and Chuxch-grith come those of the Ealdorman and King's Reeve in

witenagemot, hundred or wapentake-gemot, and burgh-gemot. Lowest

but not least prized of all would be the humble protection
Alp hOTlSPS

afforded by the grith of the village ale-house (eala-hus), that

truly national and primitive institution.

One chapter of the Laws gives us some insight into the trade of the

Port of London. The men especially recognised as at liberty to frequent

the port are the natives of Flanders, Ponthieu, 2 Normandy, and France

;

the men of "Hogge" (The Hague?), "Leodium" (Liege), "Nivella"

(Nivelles, near Waterloo), and the Emperor's Men; i.e. the men of Cologne

and other forerunners of the Hanseatic League. These are specially

declared to be worthy of c good law,' " sicut et nos." Apparently they

brought cloth, pepper, gloves, vinegar, fowls and eggs ; taking home with

them wool, tallow, and pork. Tolls were paid in kind ; a ' dosser ' or

pannier of fowls paid one fowl as duty ; a dosser of eggs, five eggs

;

buttermen dealing in butter and cheese paid one penny as

Duties.
S

license-duty fourteen days before Christmas, and the same one

week after. The duties seem to have been calculated at the

rate of five per cent. Men of Rouen, coming with wine and " craspis"'*

paid 6 shillings harbour dues for a big ship and one-twentieth of the

craspis. From the fact of the wine coming down the Seine, we may infer

that it was wine from Burgundy and the North-East of France, not from

Bordeaux. In general the foreigners paid monstrationem on their goods,

a duty well known in later times as scavage or showage. 4 Small boats

1
i.e. a church without a churchyard ; Laivs of Cmtt, I. c. 3, s. 2.

2 District of Montreuil between the Canche and the Authie.
3 French crapois, apparently a rich pickle or relish made from fish caught on the coast

of Normandy and eaten with peas and other vegetables (qy. sardines ?). Godefroy {Diet.

Langue Fran.) accepts a passage identifying crapois with whale-blubber, but other

quotations given by him seem to exclude whale as well as sturgeon, porpoise, turbot

and eel, all of which are distinguished from crapois.

4 See the Liber Albus and the passages cited in the Index (Rolls Series, 12).
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coming to Billingsgate or London Bridge with fish paid a halfpenny toll
|

large boats with sails, one penny ; a keel or hulk lying at Billingsgate,

four-pence ; a timber-ship, one log.

To ensure a proper supply of lawful money, three moneyers are to be

established in every chief port ; one in other ports. 1

Ecclesiastical matters, always prominent in Anglo-Saxon legislation,

occupy perhaps a larger space in the Laws of /Ethelred than in those of

any previous king. Yet we have an amazing complaint, inexplicable

except as an utterance of helpless discontent, that since the days of Eadgar

the world's laws had been severed from the laws of Christ. 2 Offences com-

mitted by the clergy, however, are dealt with as well as offences committed

against them, as already stated. The priest who marries forfeits his

special rank and wer
t
namely, the rank and wer of a Thegn. 3 On the other

hand, the same thegn-wer and thegn-worship are offered to all 'servants

of the altar (iveofud-tJien) who order their lives according to the books
'

;

that is to say, they must not meddle with wife or worldly warfare. 4 The
class of ' servants of the altar ' would of course include persons in Minor

Orders. Again, in these laws we have the broad line of demarcation be-

tween the Regular and the Secular clergy very clearly illustrated.

S
R
C

e^uiars
nd ^

^

ie ' m inster-monk ' {Regular) may neither implead nor be

impleaded : he may neither claim compensation for a blood-

feud (fcchtS-bot\ nor can he be called upon to contribute to one. He is

dead to the world. ' He leaves kin-law when he submits to the law of the

Rule ' (mceg-lagu, regollagu)? The Secular clergy may implead or be

impleaded, like any other men of the world. A Mass-priest living the life

of a Regular (regollice), if accused of a simple offence, clears himself by his

own simple oath on the housel. If accused of a triple offence he must

bring two fellow priests to swear with him. A Deacon, if accused of a

simple offence, clears himself with two of his order ; if accused of a triple

offence, with six of his order. A Mass-priest not living 'the life of a

Regular must clear himself as a deacon would have to do. A Mass-

priest found guilty of perjury or robbery to be stripped of his orders and

lose all fellowship (geferscipe), friendship, and worship unless he makes

double amends, and finds security, etc. A priest convicted of murder to

be sent into utter exile at the Pope's discretion. 7 A servant of the altar

without friends, if accused of anything, to go at once to the

Ordeal, ordeal, namely the ordeal by cors7iaed* Under this form of

appeal to Heaven the accused was required to take and eat a

piece of barley cake, one ounce in weight, with certain formalities. If the

1 Laws ALthelred
t
IV. ; De Institute Lundonia.

VIII. cc. 36-37. :1
/,/., V. c. 9. « Id., VIII. cc. 2S, 30.

5
/</., c. 25.

,;

/</., cc. 19-21. 7 cc. 26-27.
h Literally ' curse-need.' " Ned bread " or ' needduead,' is given as another name.
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morsel stuck in his throat, or if he betrayed any emotion or nervousness

in eating it, he was guilty. 1

The King claims all penalties incurred by owners of boc-land {terras

liberas in the Latin version), they being regarded as tenants in capite in

the language of the later law. 2 So again we hear that no man may claim

jurisdiction {socne) over a King's Thegn but only the King himself. 3 This

passage is of interest as undoubtedly pointing to the existence
Soc and Sac. r , . ..... - _ J r

. „ ° . ,•'•!_
of the private jurisdictions of Sac and Soc, the historic be-

ginning of which is involved in great obscurity. Fifty years later we shall

find the system widely established, but so far the charters have absolutely

no reference to any privileges of the sort. The few charters containing

grants of Sac and Soc, which purport to belong to this reign, are manifest

forgeries, and in fact the appearance of such a grant in a charter of the

period would be enough to involve it in great suspicion. 4

By a nameless mother, or nameless mothers, yEthelred had the following

sons, mostly known only through their attestation of charters, namely,

.Kthelstan, Ecgberht, Eadmund, Eadred, Eadwig (put to death 1017),

and Eadgar ; and three daughters— Eadgyth, ./Elfgifu, and one whose name
has not been handed down. Of these sons only Eadmund and Eadwig

seem to have survived their father. 5 Of the daughters Eadgyth was

married to Eadric Streona, Ealdorman of N.W. Mercia,6 and perhaps after

his death to Earl Thurkill 7
; /Elfgifu was married to Uhtred Earl of

Northumbria, by whom she had a daughter, Ealdgyth 8
; and the unnamed

third daughter was married to the Thegn ^Ethelstan, killed at the battle of

Ringmere in ioio. ,J

By his wife Emma-^Elfgifu, daughter of Duke Richard I. of Normandy,

(she died March 6th or 14th, 1052), ^Ethelred had Alfred 10 and Eadward
II. ' the Confessor,' and seemingly two daughters. Godgifu or Goda was

married first to Drogo Count of Mantes, by whom she had Walter, after-

wards Count of Mantes, 11 and Ralph, created Earl of Hereford in 1050;
and secondly, about that same year, to Eustace II. of Boulogne, 12 by whom
she had no issue. The other daughter, whose name again has not been

preserved, became Abbess of Wherwell.

1 See Lingard, Anglo-Saxon Church, II. 135, where he compares Numbers v. 11-31.
2 Laws, 1. c. 1, s. 14. 3 III. c. 11. 4 See Earle, Land Charters, xxiii.

& See Cod. Dip. Nos. 698 and 706, and the Will of the ^Etheling ^thelstan No.
722, apparently executed in 1014, in which he only mentions two brothers, Edmund and
Eadwig, as living. See also No. 1,309, a.d. 1014.

G Florence, a.d. 1009. 7 See Flor., a.d. 1021, and Freeman, N.C., I. 458.
:
' Symeon, H. D. E., p. 216. 9 Chron., in anno. 10 Hist. Ramsey, p. 120.

11 Freeman, N. C, II. 295.
12 Eustace II. succeeded his father Eustace I. about 1049 ; Goda died before 1056, and

then Eustace married Ida of Bouillon, by whom he had issue ; Art de verifier Dates, XII.
350.



CHAPTER XXIII

EADMUND II.
; IRONSIDE ' (" IRENESIDE ") x

Born circa 990? 2
; succeeded April, 1016 ; died 30th November, 1017

Renewal of Struggle with Danes—Actions at Penselwood, Sherston, Brentford, Otford,

Canewdon—Transaction with Cnut, and Death of Eadmund

AT last England was rid of the clog of her ' unredy ' King. Honesty

and courage might now assert themselves, and the nation had at

hand an embodiment of both in the young ^Etheling Eadmund, a man
clearly cast in a heroic mould ; one who under circumstances less

utterly desperate would assuredly have rescued England from the humi-

liation of foreign conquest. But Eadric Streona had not forgiven the

man who had ventured to rob him of his share of the spoils of Siferth and

Morcar. The administration must have been in his hands during the latter

years of .Ethelred,'3 and he clearly had the Wessex Magnates, the King's

kin, who ought to have been Eadmund's chief supporters, under his thumb.

He was determined to give Eadmund no chance, and he gave him none.

No sooner were the bones of /Ethelred laid in the grave than the civic

authorities and such of the Witan as were in London hastened

Eadmund. t0 proclaim his son. 4 Archbishop Lyfing may have crowned

him, 5 but the fact is not certain. On the other hand, another

set of Magnates, ecclesiastical and lay, representing probably the larger

part of England, met under the leadership, doubtless, of Eadric

Recognition Streona, and, repairing to Cnut's quarters at Southampton
of cnut.

renewed their acceptance of him as King. Re-election at

their hands he could hardly accept. He must have considered himself

full King by virtue of his original election at Gainsborough, confirmed by

the recognition given to him by all England outside of London within

1 Chron. D, a.d. 1057; II. Hunt., a.d. 1016 ; Hist. Ramsey, p. 117; " Ferreum
Latus"; Flor. ; II. Hunt.

2 We conjectured yEthelred to have been born circa 967. He might have had throe

sons by the time he was twenty-four years old—say 9S9-990. Eadmund must have

been a full-grown man when he married Siferth's widow in defiance of his father in 1015.
3 For his ability and influence see again Encomium 16, where, in Norman phrase, he is

described as "comes primus consiliis pollens sed dolositate versipellis," but the writer

goes wrong in making him the factotum (in omnibus negotiis) of Eadmund instead of

iEthelred. 4 Chron. C, D, still one narrative, ami the basis of all the others.
5 So Ralph Diceto, DeAnhicpp. Cant., Angl. Sacr., II. 683 ; Rishanger, Annul., 426

(Rolls Series, No. 28, v. III.) ; Freeman.
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the last few months. The constitutional compact, however, was renewed,

the Witan swearing allegiance, and the King in return swearing to be ' a

good lord to them before God and the world.' 1 As we saw that his

father Swein had conformed to Christianity before the year 1000, we may

be assured that Cnut likewise had been baptized years before.

Cnut then made ready to lay siege to London, satisfied that if London

fell the war. would be at an end. During the ' Ganging Days/ 2 otherwise

Rogation Days (May 6-8), he brought his fleet to Greenwich.
London Resolved to make the investiture complete, he arranged to

bring his ships above bridge, to blockade the river front of

the city, and complete his communications between the two banks of the

Thames. For that purpose he dug a ' mickle dyke ' or canal, through

which the vessels were towed up and launched in the upper waters/5

That done, he proceeded to throw up earthworks on the north side of the

city, and finally beleaguered it so completely that we are assured that ' nane

man might ne in ne out.' 4

Eadmund did not wait to be blockaded in London. At Cnut's approach

he slipped away to the South-West, where he met with considerable support

from the people if not from their leaders. Before long he was able to

risk a first action at Penselwood by Gillingham, 5 in Somerset-

Penseiwood shire, a little to the North of Shaftesbury. The result of the

engagement is not stated : but as we hear that Eadmund after

an interval came forward with a second army, with which he fought his

next battle at Sherston, G
5! miles S.W. of Malmesbury, we must suppose

that his advance into Wilts had been checked at Penselwood, and that

he had been obliged to draw off to the North and West to recruit. The

» ^ «». battle at Sherston was evidently one of the severest engage-
And Sherston. J ° °

merits of the entire campaign, and one that lived in popular

memory, as shown by the heroic details engrafted by the secondary writers

on the primary account. It appears, however, that Eadmund was opposed

by Eadric Streona, and by one yElmer " Dyrling" (i.e. Darling) 1 with the

1 Florence.

8 "To tham gangdagum," Chron. C and E, i.e. Sunday, Monday, and Tuesday

before Ascension Day, when litanies were sung in processions (gangings) round the

fields, to invoke blessings on the crops. A survival may be traced in the custom of

beating the parish bounds at this season ; Earle, Parallel Chronicles, 339.
8 Cnut's canal may be supposed to have started from the east side of Bermondsey,

originally an island, the district even in the last century being full of ditches and canals,

of which one remains. From Bermondsey it advanced towards Newington Butts, where
on Rocques' Map of London (1746) we have ditches or canals running past the site of

the present Tabernacle, and so along the edge of St. George's Fields, past the present

Bethlehem Hospital to Lambeth Marsh. It is clearly described in the letter of Dr. Wallis
to Pepys (24th Oct., 1699, Pepys, V. 376). He brings it from RedrirT (Rotherhithe) to

Lambeth " nearly in a straight line." 4 Chron. C, D, E, etc. ; Encom. Emma, 15.
5 "/Ft Peonnan wi$ Gillingaham." 6 "Sceorstane."
7 "Dilectus," Florence.
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men of Wilts and Hants ]
; while a Danish contingent was brought against

him by Thurkill, 2 who, doubtless, had been left in command of a depot at

Southampton. The action is represented by the English writer as a drawn

one ; but again Eadmund's attempt to break into the central zone of Wessex

was frustrated. 3

Again the King fell back northwards, to raise a third army, each fyrd

apparently dispersing after a battle
—

" like the Highlanders ages after-

wards." 4 The third army apparently was raised North of the Thames,

comprising, doubtless, the contingents from Mercia and East Anglia, of

which we shall hear presently. The King's friends at a distance had now

had time to rally round him. The relief of London was the operation

taken in hand and executed with complete success, the Danes

Relieved, abandoning their works at the King's approach from the North."'

Having effected a junction with the citizens, Eadmund followed

up the enemy, who had drawn off to Brentford, and, two days later, de-

feated them in an action there. We must suppose the battle to have been

fought on the North side of the Thames, as we hear that many English-

men lost their lives by drowning while attempting to press on in rash

pursuit. The Danes of course would have their ships in attendance, and

so would be able to cross in safety. Cnut having moved down the river

towards Kent, Eadmund, instead of following him up, went into Wessex to

reinforce his army, whereupon Cnut returned to the siege, pressing London
with attacks by land and water. But the citizens faced him at every

point, and ' Almighty God delivered them.' Finding the reduction of

London too much for him, Cnut very prudently abandoned the attempt,

and, embarking his men, sailed round to the Orwell. Probably he was

in want of supplies, as we hear that he began ravaging ' Mercia.' This in

the usual acceptation would imply an advance far inland, but, as a few

lines further on we have the same expression ' Mercia ' applied to a locality

situate in Essex, if not in the South-Eastern corner of Essex, we are not

obliged to suppose that the inroad went beyond the limits of East Anglia.

Here we may repeat the suggestion already made, that without question-

ing the extension of the Danish ravages to this or that district specially

mentioned, we need not understand the destruction to have extended to

1 Chron. ; Flor. - Encoiiiiu»i, 14.

• ' After Midsummer,' Chron. Florence represents the action as lasting two days, a

Monday and a Tuesday. He ascribes the arrest of the English attack on the second day to

the stratagem of Eadric (Florence always brings him in), who cut off a man's head and

held it up as that of Eadmund. Malmesbury {G.R., s. 1S0) only represents Eadric as

holding up a bloody sword and crying, * Kly, your king is dead !' Huntingdon intro-

duces this incident into the battle of Ashingdon. This part of Florence's work shows a

great falling off. He introduces Cnut into the battle, for which there seems no authority,

and then he sends Eadmund off to the West, etc. * Freeman.
5 Eadmund's line of march is said to have passed through " Cheghanger," a place I

•annot identify, but there is a Clay Wood in the N.W. corner of Essex.
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the whole area of the enumerated districts, otherwise a great part of

England would have been reduced to a desert, and the population utterly

starved out.

Having reaped the needful harvest, Cnut returned with his corn and

his cattle, partly by sea and partly by land, to the Medway. 1

If we accept the account of our one original narrative, to which the

secondary writers here add nothing, we must suppose that Eadmund had

gone back to London when the siege was raised, because we are again

told that he crossed the Thames at Brentford to attack Cnut in Kent,

which seems to imply a deal of marching and counter-marching. Perhaps

he had been intending to follow the enemy into East Anglia. Be
this as it may have been, and the point is not material, it is certain that

Eadmund now led a fourth ' army ' into Kent, and that he
Can

J?ent
n

'm came into collision with the van of Cnut's force at Otford, 2

defeating him and driving him back.

Affairs beginning to look more hopeful for Eadmund, Eadric came for-

ward and met the king at Aylesford, ' and this was the most ill-advised thing

that ever was done.' This is all that we are told at the moment, but we
soon find out that the ill-advised step so bitterly lamented was this, that

Eadmund in the simplicity of his heart accepted Eadric's overtures, and,

without further ado, admitted him to his camp. Every allowance should

be made for Eadmund and his advisers, who must have been placed in

a sore dilemma by Eadric's offer of support. But still we cannot help

thinking, that in dealing with such a man, some caution might have been
exercised—some material guarantees demanded. That Eadric acted with

premeditated treachery cannot be doubted. Some authorities have it that

the matter was prearranged with Cnut. 3

The first result of Eadric's adhesion was that the defeated Danes
withdrew into Sheppey,4 an impregnable stronghold. But ere long they

were reported as having once more sailed round to Essex. Strong in the

support of Wessex, East Anglia, and Mercia, with the all-contriving

Eadric, his father's Ahitophel, at last on his side, Eadmund was naturally

eager to bring the war to a decisive issue. Eadric's own district, as we
have seen, lay in North-West Mercia ; but on the present occasion we are

specially told that he had the Magescetan, or men of Herefordshire, with

him, while contingents from South Mercia, East Anglia, and even Lindesey,

are mentioned as being with the King.5 No sooner did Eadmund get

word that the Danes were ' up ' again than for the fifth time he called on
the English to follow him, and so, crossing the Thames, went in pursuit.

1 Chron. C, D, E ; Flor. 2 So Flor>
3 So Florence and W. Malm. The Encomiast mentions it as a report, "multorum

assertio." 4 Chron. C, D, E ; Flor. ; Encomium, 16.
5 Chron. C, D, E. "Cum exercitu quem de tota Anglia contraxerat, " Flor. ;

" cum
maxima gente," H. Hunt.

R. H. c c
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He came up with the enemy ' in Essex, at the hill that men call Assan-

dun'—'that is to say the Asses' Down.' 1 "Assandun" may fairly

^nEsse?
1

^e identified with the present Ashingdon 2 on the southern

side of the estuary of the river Crouch, some six or seven miles

north of Southend. There we have a well-defined range of downs,

running East and West, with culminating points, some two miles apart,

at Ashingdon at the west end and Canewdon at the east end. 3 At those

points the range attains to a height of a hundred feet above the adjacent

plains, the intermediate saddle only attaining to half that height. We are

told that the Danes were returning to their ships ;1
after a foraging ex-

pedition into Mercia. Their ships would be laid up in the Crouch. The
English, on the other hand, were not strong in shipping, and therefore we
may assume that they had simply crossed the Thames either to Southend

or Leigh, from whence an easy march along a road would bring them

to Ashingdon, the Danes meanwhile having established themselves at

Canewdon, on the slope now known as the Beacon Hill, 5 facing towards

Ashingdon, with the river and the ships on their right.

For the action that ensued details are not wanting, but the greater part

of them, as of those given of the battle of Sherston, must be regarded as

romantic embellishments. Our view must be based on a careful survey

of all the circumstances. Eadmund clearly was the assailant; and we
are told that at the last Cnut, meeting his adversary half way, came down

somewhat from his higher position to array his men on more
T
Advance

8h
^eve^ ground-

6 From this we judge that Eadmund, descending

from the Ashingdon hill and traversing the saddle, attacked

Cnut on the western slope of the Beacon Hill, as asserted by tradition.

The English were doubtless much the more numerous. 7 Florence seems

to describe them as drawn up in three lines.8 Henry of Huntingdon

gives incidents which imply two lines ; but we cannot accept these forma-

tions, for neither of which we have any parallels either in earlier or later

mediaeval history. The English line or phalanx, however—whichever it may
have been—was very likely divided laterally into three divisions, a centre

and two wings, a constant arrangement in later centuries, and

Formation tms PernaPs was all tnat Florence meant to convey. So,

again, we quite believe that all fought on foot, 9 and that Ead-
1 Chron. ; Flor. The meaning of the name is given by the latter, Mom Asin: ;

Malmesbury has the same name, " Assandunam," and Huntingdon one practically the

same, " Esesdun."
2 For the change from " an " to " ing," Mr. Freeman compares Abingdon from

Abbandun, and Huntingdon from Huntandun, N.C., I. 68o.
3 See Appendix to this chapter. 4 u Ad naves repedant festini "

; Florence.
5 So local tradition. But I cannot recognise any military earthworks at Canewdon,

nothing but ordinary hedge-banks, ditches, and field-lanes.
6 "Canutus paulatim in a:quum locum suos deducit " ; Florence.
7 So Encomium, 16, 17 ;

M Dani pauciores." 8 " Triplicibus subsidiis."
9 "Praclium pedestre"; Encom.
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mund was posted in the centre of his line between the Dragon or national

ensign of Wessex, and the " Standard " or King's personal banner. 1 We
also hear again of the Danish Raven, black on a ground of white silk, 2

the historic ancestor of the Spread Eagle of modern heraldry.

Eadmund had given the signal : the English were beginning to charge,

the Danes making a slight advance towards them, when, before an actual

blow had been struck, Eadric Streona, as if panic-stricken, turned tail,

furled his flag, and went off with all his men. 3 He did not however carry

his treason so far as actually to turn his sword against his countrymen.

Perhaps he wished to let Eadmund and Cnut wear each other out, so as

ultimately to leave himself master of the situation.

Undaunted by this grievous defection, Eadmund gallantly led his men
on to the assault, telling them to let Eadric go ; they were well rid of such

cowards. ' From the ninth hour to vespers ' (3 to 4 o'clock 4
),

The Battle
and in fact to the close of the short October day, the struggle

was kept up as a series of hand-to-hand encounters between the two front

ranks on either side, thrusting and parrying with sword and spear. But

the English lost most men in this hand-play, the Danes being probably

greater masters of their weapons, and having, as we believe, the advantage

of the ground. After sunset, the English despairing of making any im-

pression on the serried ranks of their opponents, began to break away, and
finally dispersed under cover of darkness. But there was no

Retire
1S

rout
> no sanguinary pursuit, the Danes being afraid to follow

through an unknown and hostile country. 5 Eadmund made
good his escape, but the casualties on the English side were very severe,

including Eadnoth, Bishop of Dorcester G
; Wulfsige, Abbot of Ramsey

;

1 So at least H. Huntingdon.
2 " Vexillum . . . simplissimo candidissimoque intextum serico : . . . tem-

pore belli semper in eo videbatur corvus," etc. ; Encom., 16. The writer seems to say
that the Raven was only attached to the flag in time of war. If it fluttered its wing
victory was portended ; if it drooped defeat was at hand.

3 Encomium, 17 ; Chron. The latter account simply says tbat Eadric set the example
of flight ' as he often ere had done ' (qy. when?). Florence represents his defection as
taking place in the heat of the action. Henry of Huntingdon introduces here the

incident given by Florence in connexion with the battle of Sherston. Eadmund in his

impetuosity having pushed through his own front line and broken the front line of the

Danes to get at Cnut in the Danish rear, Eadric calls out " Flet {fly) Engle ; flet Engle ;

ded is Eadmund." The incident, however, comes in better here than at Sherston, where
Eadric was on the Danish side and could hardly have made himself heard by the English.

4 H. Nicolas, Chronology of History. Mr. Skeat, in his Etymological Dictionary,

also gives 3 p.m. as the original time of Nones, " afterwards changed to midday, whence
our noon "

; but he does not give the time when the change was made.
5 See Encomium, 17, 18, essentially a Danish account.
6 The second Bishop of Dorcester of the name. It is probable that the Bishop

of Dorcester acted as Ealdorman of the original district, " which was not under the
jurisdiction of the Mercian ealdorman "

; Robertson, Hist. Essays, 181. In 992 likewise
we had the Bishop of Dorcester in a military command.
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/Elfric, Ealdorman of Hants; Godwine, styled Ealdorman of Linde-

sey, possibly the recreant of 993 ; Ulfcytel, the hero of East Anglia ; and

/Kthelweard, the son of ^Ethelwine the ' Friend of God/ the patron

of Ramsey Abbey. 1 The reader will notice the wide extent of territory

represented by these names. We may also point out that the action,

though known as the battle of Ashingdon, was in fact fought at Canewdon,

two miles from Ashingdon. The Danes camped on the battle-field,

devoting the next day to burying their own dead and stripping the corpses

of the English j but the remains of Wulfsige and yEthelweard were taken

by friendly hands to their own church at Ramsey, while Eadnoth's body

found a last resting place at Ely. 2

If we had only the brief record of the Chronicles, the only trustworthy

English account, to go by, we should suppose that Cnut, eager for the fray,

started in pursuit of Eadmund as soon as he knew where to find him. Eut

another account, drawn from Danish sources, gives us a different view of

the situation. It tells us that the Danes were in no bellicose mood. They

were weary of fighting and marching and working their ships. They were

most anxious for a settlement. If the English had lost most men they

had the whole population of England to draw upon, while to the invaders

every life was precious. 3 If the campaign were to be kept up as it had

been by Eadmund, their eventual extermination or expulsion was in-

evitable. Accordingly we are told that after one day's rest Cnut took

his ships round to the Thames, seeking a ' better way,' i.e. the way of

negotiation and intrigue, a course much more in his line than that of open

warfare. Besides, the acquisition of London was still his primary aim. 4

Eadmund had fled to Gloucestershire, where, with unbroken spirit, he

began to raise fresh troops. Men gathered round him, and he was pre-

_ . . . paring to resume the offensive when once more Eadric came
Eadmuna in °

. . .

Gloucester- forward to play Cnut's game for him, insisting upon a cessation
shire.

f hostilities, negotiations, and a compromise. With a heavy

heart the King submitted to have his better judgment overruled, and

allowed envoys to be sent to Cnut. The wily Dane jumped at a proposal

which offered the very thing he wanted, and, without loss of time, came

down to Gloucestershire. The details of the pacification having been

adjusted, the compact was formally sworn to by the Kings at a personal

interview 5 held in an island of the Severn, given as " Olanege," and

1 Chron. C, D, E; Florence; Hist. Ramsey, 11S, 143. The Chronicles give the

style of Ealdorman to Godwine ; and Florence calls him as well as Ulfcytel and .Kthel-

weard duces ; but not one of them ever signs otherwise than as Thegn, their last

signatures being in ioi4and 1015, Cod. Dip. Nos. 1,309, 1,310.

- Encomium ; Hist. Ramsey, sup. :! Eneom., 19.
4 " Londoniam repetentes saniora sibi quserunt consilia" ; Encomium, iS. Of course

London was Dot (.'nut's yet.

'- The supposed duel between Eadmund and Cnut is a mere myth, started by Malmes-
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usually identified with Alney, near Gloucester.1 The meeting was held

under careful guarantees in the way of exchange of hostages and the like.

The two armies, safely kept asunder by the flowing waters, looked on,

the English on the western, the Danes on the eastern bank of the river,

while Eadmund and Cnut entered into a bond of sworn brotherhood. 2

The basis of the agreement was a partition of the kingdom, Eadmund

taking Wessex and Cnut taking the 'north part,'z>. Mercia and
A Treaty. ^ ^ restj

J w j th London. The Danes would keep all booty

they had gotten, and Wessex would contribute to a Danegeld for their

benefit. The treaty on the part of the English was a mere capitulation,

thinly veiled, as soon became manifest.

The Danes marched back to their ships ; London opened its gates to

them; but the "unconquered city" was subjected to the humiliation of

1 buying peace.' *

One thing and one thing only was now needed to make Cnut master

of all England, and that came to pass within a few days. On the 30th

November Eadmund died 5 at Oxford, 6 probably on his way

^Ld^nund
^rom Gloucester to Wessex. The young King no doubt had

been subjected to a terrible, an almost unequalled, strain

during the last seven months, but still not more than a young man of iron

frame might stand, while the last thing recorded of him was that he was

anxious to continue the struggle. The primary English account, written

not long afterwards, is prudently silent as to the circumstances of Ead-

mund's death 7
; later English writers tax Eadric Streona,8 while Cnut's

own countrymen claim for him the merit of having quietly arranged for

bury, and developed out of the expression of the A.S. Chronicle, " comon togaedere
"

(came together), words which often are used of a hostile encounter, but not so here.
1 See Mr. Earle, Parallel Chron., 340. The Worcester Chronicle, however, describes

the island as being near Deerhurst, two miles from Tewkesbury. The Rev. George
Butterworth ("Deerhurst " North, Tewkesbury) would identify the place with a

meadow near Deerhurst Church, no longer an island, but still known as " The Naight "

(Eyot), marked as an island in John Speed's map of r6i4, and again in Atkyn's

Gloucestershire of 1 7 12, p. 3.
2 " Wurdon feolagan and wedbroftra " (becamefellows and pledge-brothers), Chron. D.
3 So all the authorities except Florence, who would give East Anglia, Essex, and

London to Eadmund with the supremacy (corona). This last allegation is refuted by
the fact that Wessex had to contribute to the Danegeld, a fact noticed by the Encomiast.

4 Chron. C, D, E ; Florence ; Encomium, 20. 5 Chron., Flor., etc.

6 So H. Hunt. Florence makes Eadmund die in London, as if in support of his

allegation that London had been assigned to him. It seems incredible that Eadmund
should adventure himself in the headquarters of Cnut's army.

7 Chron. C, D, E, followed by Florence and again copied by Symeon (Hist. Regg.).

The Encomiast has the assurance to moralise on the providential opportuneness of

Eadmund's release, to save England from a divided rule, p. 20.

8 So Malmesbury, Huntingdon, the History of Ely, R. Wendover, etc. They repre-

sent Eadmund as being stabbed in a privy either by Eadric or his son, etc. See Free-

man, N. C, I. 439 (Ed. 1867).
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the removal of the one obstacle to peace. 1 For interment Eadmund was

taken to Glastonbury and laid beside his grandfather king Eadgar.-

By Ealdgyth, widow of the Thegn Siferth (married in 1015), Eadmund
had two sons, of whom the younger must have been posthumous, namely,

P2admund and Eadward. The first was married to a daughter of Stephen,

King of Hungary, 'but died without issue. Eadward married Agatha, relative

of Henry II., Emperor of Germany, and by her had Margaret, married

to Malcolm Canmore, of Scotland ; Christina, abbess of Ramsey j
and

Edgar .Etheling. 3

APPENDIX TO CHAPTER XXIII

The claims of the Ashingdon site are not undisputed, the Rev. Dr. Swete maintaining

those of Ashdon, near Bartlow. (See the reprint of a paper read on the 24th May, 1889,

at a joint meeting of the Essex Archaeological and Cambridge Antiquarian Societies

(Cam. Antiq. Society, 1893). But Ashdon, as he tells us, appears in Domesday as

"Ascenduna," a name which could not be legitimately derived from Assandun, and
which in fact has a different meaning, viz., Ash Down. The Encomiast, no doubt, gives

the name as " vEscenedunum," rendering it " Montem Fraxinorum," so that there may
have been an early doubt as to the name of the battlefield ; but on this point the authority

of the English writers, who are all at one, must be paramount. Then Ashdown is far

from the coast, and Eadmund would surely make for the Danish anchorage, experience

having shewn the extreme difficulty of intercepting their flying columns on the march.

At Ashdon I could find no real local tradition as to the battle ; and the site suggested by
Dr. Swete, to the East of the church

;
seems to me too strong to be attacked by men

with any sense of military prudence. His battlefield is really an impregnable position,

consisting of a steep slope, terraced, if not enclosed by Roman earthworks, with a deep
gully or watercourse at the foot, most difficult to cross. In 1020 Cnut built a church on
the site of the battle, but this does not settle the question, because we have a church
dedicated to All Saints at Ashdon, one dedicated to St. Andrew at Ashingdon, and one
dedicated to St. Nicholas at Canewdon. This last I hold to be the memorial founda-

tion. The place has all the appearance of an artificial settlement, off the road, on a

height, far from water. Ashingdon is a comfortable village on a high road. The battle,

in fact, should be called that of Canewdon. With respect to the name Canewdon, the

accent being on the second syllable, if we could assume an original Cnut-dun, the ex-

pansion into Canut-dun, Canewdon, would be easy, in fact inevitable. But the proper
A.S. form would be Cnutes-dun, and in Domesday, II. 44, the name appears as

Carendun (Freeman), a corrupt form no doubt, but quite inconsistent with any deriva-

tion from the conqueror's name.

1 So Adam of Bremen, Pertz, IX. 324. He tells us that poison was the means em-

ployed. Saxo, p. 193, says, " memorant alii . . . clandestine Canuti imperio

occisum." The Knytlinga Saga, p. 139, represents Cnut as employing " Heidrek

Strjona" to do the deed (Antiquitates Cello -Sccuidiaz, J. Johnstone, 1786). Snorre,

Laing, II. 21, attributes the deed to " Streon " without implicating Cnut.

- Chron. The burial at Glastonbury militates against the view that Eadmund died

in London. 3 Florence, a.d. 1017.



CHAPTER XXIV

DANISH DYNASTY

CNUT OR KNUD

Born circa 995
1

; succeeded 1016 ; died 12th November, 1035

Style—usually " Rex Anglorum," but also " Britannioe Monarchus," " Basileus," etc. 2

Amalgamation of English and Danish Populations—Final Abandonment of Lothian

to Scotland—King's Pilgrimage to Rome

THE Danish prince, now undisputed King of all England, may have

been about twenty-one years of age. But Cnut was one of those

men who are never young. Cool, sagacious, and far-seeing, in
Cha

£nu!t

er of
all things guided by motives of policy, and of policy alone,

not arbitrary or capricious, but absolutely indifferent as to the

means to be employed for attaining a given end, he was born to be a

successful ruler of men. In England he brought to the throne no pur-

poses of innovation, no troublesome schemes of reform; he had seen

enough of the country to understand the susceptibilities that had to be

humoured, the forces that had to be reckoned with. He did his best to

consult local feelings ; he made close friends with the clergy ; he gave the

landlords even fuller power over their dependants than they had enjoyed

before. Dangerous men were promptly removed, but he gave the country

the peace and order for which it sighed, and so was able to rule as a wise,

a beneficent, nay even a popular King.

Cnut's first act was to summon a grand Witenagemot of all England to

London, "no doubt at the usual Midwinter Festival." 3 Coming at once
to the point, he challenged a discussion as to the succession to Wessex,

inquiring of those who had been at Alney if any rights had been reserved

to the sons or the brothers of the late King. With one voice the Witan
promptly answered that no rights of succession had been reserved to

either of them. In fact we may judge for ourselves that it was not at

all likely in a compact between two men so young as Cnut and Eadmund

1 The date is uncertain. Eric the Victorious of Sweden, whose widow became the
mother of Cnut, is believed to have died in 993, and therefore Cnut may have been
born about 995.

a Cod. Dip/, vols. IV. and VI. passim. The original Latin form of the name is

"Cnuto." "Canutus" seems to date from the time of Pope Pascal II. (1099-1118),
and to be due to his inability to pronounce the name Cnut ; Freeman.

3 Florence ; Freeman.

391
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that any question of succession should have been mooted on either side.

The point, however, having been raised and settled, Cnut was

Election of finally elected King of all England, to the formal exclusion
Cnut

- of all members of the native dynasty. Of these, Eadmund's

sons, if the younger one was yet born, were with their mother in England,

but protected in a measure by their absolute infancy. .-Ethelred's sons

by Emma had again retired with their mother to Normandy ; but the one

surviving son of yEthelred's earlier family, Eadwig, a young man of con-

siderable promise, was still in England. A decree of banishment was

issued against him, Cnut supplementing the action of the Witan by private

orders for making away with the /Etheling wherever he might be found. 1

The constitutional compact between the new King and his subjects was

also renewed. All old feuds were abjured, and finally his coronation

was performed by Archbishop Lyfing, 2 very likely at the

Epiphany. 3 Cnut now propounded his scheme for the

higher administration of the country, together with the names of the indi-

viduals selected for the chief posts. Following existing lines, he marked

out four leading ealdordoms, or earldoms, namely, Northumbria, Mercia,

East Anglia, and Wessex. Eric, his brother-in-law, would retain the first,

and Eadric Streona the second. East Anglia he gave to Thurkill, and

Wessex he kept for himself. The authority of these satraps or under-

kings, as they really were, within these provinces is spoken of as co-

ordinate with that of the King in the district administered by himself. v

The reader will bear in mind that Eric's Northumbria apparently only

extended to Deira, Bernicia being prudently left to Eadulf, the heir of

the House of Bamborough. It is probable that Cnut may have consulted

the feelings of the Witan by submitting these arrangements for their

approval ; all the more so that they were not altogether intended to be

permanent.

Feeling comfortably established in his seat, Cnut shortly proceeded to

get rid of certain individuals whose position might be considered fraught

with danger to the State, that is to say, fraught with danger to Cnut
himself. But as Cnut was clearly indispensable, whatever tended to

strengthen his position was in fact best for the interests of

Executions
t ^ie na^on as a whole. Chief of the dangerous men, of course,

as the man to whom Cnut owed most, and from whom he had

most to fear, was Eadric Streona. He was invited to London, and there

quietly beheaded. Three other notables were also put to death in one
way or another, namely, Northman, eldest son of Leofwine, the surviving

Ealdorman of the Hwiccas j zEthehveard, son of ^Ethelma^r the Great,

the former Ealdorman of the Western Provinces 5
; and Brihtric, son of

1 Id. 2 Anglia Sacra, II. 683. 3 Freeman.
« Chron. C, D, E ; Flor.
1 -Ethclma-r died in or soon after 1014 ; E. W. Robertson.
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^Elfheah, a Devon magnate. 1 With ^Ethelweard one branch of the

House of .-Ethelwulf came practically to an end, at least in the male

line, his brother ^Ethelnoth being a priest in Holy Orders. Then we

hear of the banishment of a mysterious individual, by name Eadwig,

styled ' King of the Ceorls,' 2 of whom we can say nothing.

Again, Eadmund's sons, young as they were, might live to give trouble.

Cnut sent them to his uterine half-brother, Olaf, son of Olaf the Victorious

of Sweden, it was said with a pressing request that he would put them to

death. Olaf, a zealous Christian, 3 shrank from the crime, but hesitated to

harbour the boys in defiance of Cnut, so he sent them on to Stephen, the

sainted King of Hungary, by whom they were duly cared for and brought

up to manhood.4

Finally, the ^Etheling Eadwig having ventured to return to England, was

discovered at Tavistock and put to death by one, we are told, who ought

to have been his friend, possibly the ^Ethelweard who next year appears

among the Ealdormen. 5

Neither Leofwine nor his second son Leofric were involved in North-

man's fall, the one continuing to sign as Dux, the other as Minister.^

What became of Eadric's earldom we cannot positively say. In fact the

whole question of the distribution of the earldoms during the greater part

of Cnut's reign is involved in obscurity. The chroniclers tell us little, and

the Duces who attest the charters do not indicate the districts under their

control. Eight new men appear during the next two years, five of them
with foreign names. 7 Leofwine, as often mentioned, had long been Eal-

dorman of the Hwiccas, or South-West Mercia, corresponding to the

diocese of Worcester. Apparently he had been to some extent subordi-

nate to Eadric, 8 who was styled Ealdorman of Mercia in the fullest sense.

One of the new Duces is Egillaf, or Eglaf, probably the leader mentioned

1 Chron. C, D, E ; Florence ; Encomium, 20. Florence places these executions at

Christmas (1017), when the magnates would be at court with all their retainers ; a

most unlikely time as it seems to me. The Chronicles and the Encomiast place them
before the marriage with Emma, i.e. before July, 1017.

2 Chron. D.
3 Olaf wanted to destroy the national temple at Upsala. He was not allowed to do

this, but he was allowed to found a church at Skara in West Gothland. Adam of

Bremen, Pertz, IX. 326.
4 Florence; W. Malm., G. A\, s. 180; conf. Chron. D, a.d. 1057. Florence calls

the Hungarian king Solomon, " but Solomon did not begin to reign till 1063. Stephen
died in 1038," Freeman.

5 See Flor., 1016, 1017 ; Malm., sup.; Cod. Dip. No. 728. The ^thelweard, the

Ealdorman of 1017, was presumably the son-in-law of /Ethelmser, and his influence

in Devon would be great ; Robertson, Hist. Essays, 185, 187, 188; Cod. Dip. No. 714.
6 Cod. Dip. No. 730, A.D. 1019. 7 Cod. Dip. Nos. 728, 729.
8 See the grant of Worcester lands by Archbishop Wulfstan, Cod. Dip. No. 1,313,

which is attested by Eadric as well as Leofwine. Prima facie the consent of Leofwine
alone ought to have been sufficient.
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in 1009. His district was clearly that of the Hwiccas. 1 But Leofwine

continues to sign as Dux. We suggest, therefore, that he was promoted to

the earldom left vacant by the death of Eadric, a post undoubtedly held

by his son Leofric a few years later. Another new Dux is Ranig. He
can be identified as Earl of the Magesaetas, or Herefordshire. 2 /Ethel-

weard, again, is believed to have been brother-in-law to the executed

, Kthelweard, and son-in-law to ^Ethelmser the Great. If so he was prob-

ably appointed to the family jurisdiction in Devon. But the

Godwine man selected for most exceptional honour was Godwine, who

West Saxons, likewise first signs as Dux in 1013. He must be presumed

to have been appointed at that time to the dignity, the un-

precedented dignity, of Earl of the West Saxons, 3 the post certainly held

by him at the death of Cnut. He would be the King's Lieutenant in the

district retained by Cnut in his own hands.

One word as to the career of Eadric Streona. This has hitherto

seemed so unintelligible in its multifarious treasons as to be pronounced
" one of the standing puzzles of history." 4 But if we make allowance for

the evident disposition to make him the scapegoat of national vanity, the

facts of his life when carefully sifted present nothing very mysterious. An
able man of unscrupulous ambition, he uses /Ethelred as his tool to attain

to a commanding position, first in Mercia, and ultimately in the supreme

councils of the State. The first man who thwarted him successfully was

Eadmund Ironside. Eadric never forgave him, but worked for his down-

fall with persistent malice. Cnut made skilful use of him, and when he

had done with him threw him away.

Meanwhile Cnut was seeking further support for his Throne through a

matrimonial alliance. That in this as in other matters he would be

guided by prudential considerations was to be expected. The

^nuP
°f connexi°n that he courted was one with the widow of the last

English King whom he would recognise as such, King ^vthel-

red. The match to us seems a disgraceful one, at any rate to Emma and

her advisers :
5 but Cnut understood his own times, and he himself was

the offspring of a precisely similar union. WT

e are told that the Lady's

Norman blood weighed with him ; she would have a hold on Danes as

well as Englishmen, 6 and so apparently it turned out to be. Emma did

not scorn Cnut's overtures. But she asked for information and assurances

as to the position of certain sons he was reported to have by another

woman. 7 The sons in question were Swein and Harold, who lived to

1 Cod. Dip/. Nos. 728, 1,317, A.D. 1018. He is also mentioned in the Hist. Ratnseyy

p. 147, " Eylaf aldermannus."

- Cod. Dip. No. 728; Florence, a.d. 104 i.
3 Cod. Dip. supra. For Godwine

and his parentage see below, p. 420. 4 Freeman.
'•' So too Malmesbury thought ;

" ignores majore dedecore illius qui dederit an fa?minx

qua consenserit "; G. R. % s. 180, p. 218. 6 So again W. Malm., s. 181.
7 " Dicebatur enim ab alia <piadam rex filios habuisse "

; Eucom.
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succeed him in different parts of his dominions. Their mother, if not

Cnut's lawful wife, was at any rate an Englishwoman of rank, ^Elfgifu of

Northampton, daughter of /Elfhelm, the murdered ealdorman of Deira, a

connexion that doubtless had served Cnut in good stead. The Dowager

made no reservation on behalf of her sons by her first husband, but she

required that any son she might have by Cnut should succeed in priority

to his existing sons. Cnut pledged himself to this, and then the Lady

came back to England and was duly married to King Cnut, fifteen years

after her marriage to King ^Ethelred. 1

Emma's sons by /Ethelred remained in Normandy under the kind

charge of their uncle, Richard II., surnamed the Good.

Under the year 1018 we have but two events recorded. The first was

the payment of a Danegeld, doubtless the Danegeld stipulated in the

treaty of Alney. We are told that the sum paid came to ^7 2,000,

besides ^10,500 exacted from the city of London. 2 The amount strikes

us as quite incredible. At the close of the century, as already pointed

out, we shall find the levy of a sum of ^"6,000-^*7,000 complained of as

involving very great sacrifices. If there was a particle of truth in those

allegations how could England in 10 18, after years and years of devas-

tating warfare, find ^82,500 at a period when money was so scarce that

rents were largely paid in kind ? The figures must be looked upon as

imaginary. Cnut, however, with the money that he did get was able to pay

off the bulk of his army, which would have become a source of danger and

difficulty, retaining only forty 'ships,' as a standing body-guard, just the

number retained by ^Ethelred under Thurkill. 3 This House-

House-Carles
k°ld force, well known as the House-Carles or Thingmen,

though' subsequently still further reduced by Cnut, was never

dispensed with, and will be found playing an important part at his death.

The other event of the year was the meeting of a national Witenagemot
at Oxford, at which ' Danes and Englishmen agreed to live under the

Laws of King Eadgar.' 4 This pronunciamento may be con-
G
o3ord

at
s^ered in connexion with the demands for the Laws of the

Confessor, of which we shall hear much hereafter. In both
cases the call was not so much for legislation as for better government.
In both cases the country had great griefs to complain of, but the griefs

of the two periods were wholly different. In the later case the complaint
was of oppressive innovations. In the earlier case the complaint was of
devastating warfare, for which they had to blame a weak capricious Admin-
istration, incapable of discharging its primary duties. In both cases

1
July, 1017 ; Encomium, 20-22 ; Chron. C, D, E ; Florence. Mr. E.W. Robertson

treats /Elfgifu of Northampton as Cnut's wife, but no writer earlier than Roger of Wen-
dover ventures to assert this, and he only puts it very doubtfully. See more at end of
the reign. 2 Chron. C, D, E ; Flor. ; and H. Hunt. ; really only one account.

3 Chron., etc., sup. 4 Chron. D ; Flor.
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popular memory went back to times when things were not as they

had been of late. The call for the Laws of King Eadgar meant essen-

tially a demand for a firm, equable government, capable of maintaining

peace and order at home and abroad. As a further special point we may

remind the reader that the rule of Eadgar had been distinguished by

efforts to harmonize the relations of Englishmen and Danes. A return to

that policy might well be called for now. Cnut met the popular wishes to

the fullest extent. He established a government which was thoroughly

efficient without being oppressive, and his legislation was essentially based

on English precedents. Nor was he slow in proclaiming his intentions.

To the close of this year we would refer the holding of

uSSSI^i* another Grand Council at Winchester, and the enactment of
Wmcnester. 7

a Code of Laws, ecclesiastical as well as civil, embodying

the most approved existing regulations. 1 The secular dooms may be

considered later, but the ecclesiastical enactments must be noticed at

once, because they reveal the relations with the Church on which Cnut's

domestic policy was based. In the last Laws of ^Ethelred, passed not

many months before, we had the Danish incursions held up as a visible

judgment on the nation for its manifold sins, to be confessed and atoned

for by fasting and prayer. Now the first clause of the new Code tells the

people to 'love God and be true to King Cnut.' Presumably the same

men penned both sets of precepts. Perhaps they were right in both cases.

The positive enactments are practically the same as before, with some

re-arrangement, and some verbal modifications, exhibiting identity of

style. All Church rights and privileges again receive the sanction of law.

All Church dues are to be paid—plough-alms, tithes, Rome-

^ues*
1

^ee > kirk-shot, light-shot, 2 soul-shot—all as before, and under

the old crushing penalties. The gradations of clerical dignity

are again recognised, as well as the special claims of celibacy and monasti-

cism. The observance of fasts and feasts is again enjoined, and Sunday
trading and Sunday hunting are again forbidden. The Code then closes

with nine very charming chapters of exhortation to well-doing. But again

the primary duty of loyalty to the King is placed in the forefront. ' Let

1 The heading in the printed texts gives no date, only stating that the Laws were

enacted at Winchester at "mid wintres tide." Cnut no doubt is there styled King of

Kngland, Denmark, and Norway. He did not attain to that position till 1028, so that

prima facie the evidence is against my conjectural date. But Schmid points out that in

his English charters Cnut never uses any foreign style, so that this heading may be a

later addition. On the other hand, one MS. refers to these Laws as passed soon after

the reconciliation between English and Danes, i.e. the Oxford Gemot, Schmid, lv. I

cannot think that Cnut would have delayed publishing his code of Laws till 102S.

Kemble dates them 1016-1020. But Cnut was out of England in 1019 and 1020.

- We here learn that this due consisted of one halfpenny-worth of wax from each hide,

to be rendered three times in the year—at Easter Eve, All Saints, and Candlemas ;

Laws of Cnut, I. c. 12.
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us ever with all our might exalt his worship and do his will. For God
will be true (hold) to them that are true to their lord.' The clause, how-

ever, ends with one word on behalf of the people :
' And eke the lord has

much need to hold his men rightly.' 1 Lastly, as a distinct recognition of

the spirit of Eadgar's rule, we notice the enrolment on the Calendar of St.

Dunstan's Day (May 19) as a Church festival.2

But if the date of this Code be assigned to a later year we have a

working epitome of English law, with precepts for its enforce-

Proclamation
ment» m a proclamation unquestionably issued not long after

the Oxford Gemot to which it specifically refers. In this Cnut

frankly admits the harm that he had done to the country when they

were "unfrith," 'in fact more harm than he liked.' But he is sending back

to Denmark the men that had done the most harm, and { you need fear

no unfrith henceforth so long as you hold me rightly.' He then charges

all functionaries, archbishops, bishops, ealdormen, and reeves to suppress

impartially all wrong-doing, whether by high or low, Englishmen or

Danes, clergy or laity. They must punish all invasions of God's law, of

his own ' kingship,' or of the world's law. The offences to be dealt with

include not only ordinary crimes such as murder, robbery, or perjury, but

also infractions of the moral law, witchcraft, sorcery, Sabbath breaking,

abduction of nuns. The sheriffs are ordered to decide in accordance with

the ' witness ' of the bishops. The deference to ecclesiastical feeling is

throughout conspicuous. Cnut clearly saw that if he had the clergy on

his side they would be most efficient instruments for keeping the people

to their duties.

In this proclamation we seem to see justice in the counties spoken

of as administered by the sheriffs with the bishops as their assessors ; the

ealdorman or earl reserving himself for the higher administration of a

province or group of counties. 3

The year 1018, however, witnessed some Northern events of unusual

importance. A great battle was fought at Carham on the Tweed, two

miles above Coldstream, between the Scots and the Bernicians.

carhanf
^e former were led by their King, Malcolm mac Kenneth,

and his ally or vassal Eogan or Owen the Bald, King of

Strathclyde. l On the other side were arrayed the whole population from

the Tees to the Tweed under their Earl, Eadulf Cudel, son of Waltheof I.

and brother of Uhtred, assassinated two years before. The Scots gained

a signal victory, inflicting terrible slaughter on the English. The disaster

1 Id. C. 20.

2 Id., c. 17, s. I. See Schmid and Thorpe. The greater part of c. 26 is verbally

identical with, and probably taken from the Institutes of Polity, c. 6, Thorpe, II. 310.
3 Earle, Land Charters, 2.2.9 > an<I translated Stubbs' Select Charters, 75 (Ed. 1884).

The proclamation appears to have been issued before Cnut's visit to Denmark in 1019 ;

certainly before the disgrace of Thurkill in 1021, but after the Oxford Gemot of 1018.
4 " Rex Clutinensium "

; Symeon.
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had been portended by the appearance of a comet. Good Bishop

Ealdhun, the founder of Durham, died of grief after nine and twenty

years of episcopate. But the lasting consequence of the battle was the

final abandonment of Lothian by the English, and the recognition of the

Tweed as the boundary between the two kingdoms. 1

Having established affairs in England on a satisfactory footing, Cnut

now found himself free after five years' absence to revisit his native land. 2

Thurkill apparently was left in charge as Regent or King

Denmark* Lieutenant. 3 Of Cnut's doings in Denmark during the year

of his absence we know but little, except that his rule there

was fully accepted, his brother Harold having disappeared, either by

deposition or death. 4 According to one account Cnut led an expedition

against the Wends, in which Earl Godwine greatly distinguished himself. 5

In 1020 Cnut returned to England in time to hold a grand Gemot at

Cirencester at Easter time (April 17). The event of the meeting was the

banishment of ^Ethelweard, the English Ealdorman appointed only two

years before, who was supposed to have earned his promotion to the

family dignity by betraying the yEtheling Eadwig. If such was the case

no man will deplore his fall. Two months later Archbishop Lyfing passed

away (June 12), and the man selected by Cnut to succeed him

A?cnbishop
was the brother-in-law of yEthelweard, /Ethelnoth son of

/Ethelmrer, a monk trained at Glastonbury, and then holding

the office of Dean at Christchurch, Canterbury. Here again we notice the

sagacious policy with which Cnut, when he had struck down one member
of a powerful family, hastened to disarm the hostility of the clan by show-

ing marked distinction to some other scion of the House.

The autumn of the year witnessed the consecration of a memorial

church at "Assandun," a foundation which maybe identified with the

existing church of St. Nicolas, Canewdon, overlooking the traditional site

of the great battle. The King and Thurkill were present with a train of

bishops, abbots, and monks. The service was performed by Wulfstan,

the Archbishop of York. 7 From this fact we infer that the ceremony took

1 Symeon, H.D.E., c. 5, and /?//<•/. p. 21S ; Hist. R., a.d. 101S, and p. 197.

The event does not seem to be noticed by any Scottish authority except the Melrose

Chronicle. In the H. R. Symeon gives the name of the English leader as Uhtred, but

this is a palpable slip.

2 a.d. 1019, Chron. C, E, and Florence; A.D. 1018, Chron. D.
3 The Proclamation above, Land Charters, 229, is specially addressed to him.
4 See Freeman, N. C, I. 404.
'' II. Hunt., a.d. 1019 ; Vita Mdwardi Regis, p. 392. William of Malmesbury

refers Godwine's prowess to the year 1025 and the war against the Swedes, but Cnut was

utterly defeated then.
6 " Munuc, se the wxs decanus ret Cristes cyrcan "

; Chron. D ; Flor. ; Reg. Sacrum,
. Kthelnoth was consecrated 13th November by Archbishop Wulfstan. See the letter of

the latter to the king, Cod. Dip. No. 1,314.
7 Chron. D; Flor. The church was of moderate dimensions; W. Malm., G. A'., s.
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place before the 13th November, when Archbishop yEthelnoth was conse-

crated.

From this time onwards, and in fact from the time of Cnut's departure

for Denmark in 1019 to the close of his reign, our records are reduced to

a few bare entries of important events separated by whole years in blank,

a time, we take it, of welcome peace and rest. In 1020 Thurkill was still

the conspicuous man, but in the following year we find him

Dismissed reneveci of ms functions in England and relegated to Denmark
with his wife Eadgyth. 1 The chroniclers speak of his dis-

missal as an outlawry (geutlagode). Rightly or wrongly—wrongly, as we
believe—ThurkilPs name was associated with the murder of Archbishop

- Klfheah, and the English may have attributed to Cnut's action more than

it meant. 2 On the other hand, it is quite possible that Thurkill was simply

superseded in accordance with Cnut's steady purpose of ruling England
as an Englishman and by Englishmen. Certain it is that the split between

him and Thurkill was not serious, as we are told that in 1023 the Earl

was appointed Regent of Denmark, and Governor of one of the king's sons,

clearly one of his elder sons, either Swein or Harold. 3 What became of

ThurkilPs earldom, East Anglia, does not appear. 4

Under the year 1023 we have the record of an event that would be viewed

by the English with less mixed feelings than the consecration of the

memorial church at Canewdon, namely, the translation of St. ^Elfheah to

Canterbury. Cnut not only gave ' full leave/ but even assisted at the first

act in the proceedings, the exhumation of the body and its conveyance by

water from St. Paul's to Southwark. There it was delivered to ^Ethelnoth

and his clergy, to be carried on by stages in solemn procession. At Ro-

chester they were joined by 'the Lady Emma' and her Royal boy Hartha-

cnut. Eight days the body lay in state in the Cathedral Church at Can-

terbury, and then was finally laid to rest on the north side of the high altar. 5

The other event of the year was the death of Archbishop Wulfstan II.

of York. He passed away on May 28. Like his predecessors Ealdulf

181. The church was given to the king's priest, Stigand (Chron. B), but this man need

not be identified with the well-known Stigand as there were two of the name ; Cod.

Dip. No. 1,318.
1 nth November, 1021, Chron. C, D, E; Flor. As mentioned above, it is conjectured

that Eadgyth may have been a daughter of /Ethelred, the widow of Eadric.
2 Conf. W. Malm., G. R., s. 181, who alleges that Thurkill on returning home was

murdered by his own countrymen. 8 So the Abingdon Chronicle, C.
4 Mr. Freeman suggests that East Anglia may have been given to Hakon, son of Eric,

and husband of Gunhild ; and after his death to Harold, the second husband of Gunhild.

Hakon does not seem to sign as Dux till 1023, but as he signs along with his father he
must have had an earldom before his father's death. Perhaps he may have had a
Mercian earldom. See below, p. 400 and note.

5 Chron. D, etc., June 6-1 1 (VI. Id. Jun.-XVIII. Kal. Jul.). As the proceedings are

said to have covered eleven days, the latter date ought perhaps to be read " XIV. Kal.

Jul."=June 15.
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and Oswald, he had been appointed to the combined Sees of York and

Worcester. But at the close of /Ethelred's reign, apparently in 1016,

Worcester had been taken from him and placed under a Bishop of its own,

Leofsige, who was still living. 1 /Elfric, surnamed Puttoc (Hawk), Prior

(propositus) of Winchester, was therefore appointed to the Northern

Province, and to that alone. 2 To the year 1024 or there-

Banis?ed
a^outs we would ascribe the banishment of Eric, 3 the King's

brother-in-law (husband of Gytha), an old and trusted lieutenant

of both himself and his father. But Cnut recosrnised no ties where con-

siderations of State were involved. At Eric's departure the earldom of

Deira may perhaps have been given to his son Hakon, Bernicia remain-

ing under the rule of Ealdred, son of Uhtred by Ecgfrithe, the daughter of

Bishop Ealdhun. Bernicia had been under Ealdred since the death of

The North-
ms unc^e Eadulf Cudel, which happened not long after the

umbrian battle of Carham (1018). Ealdred signalized his tenure of

office by advancing the great Northumbrian feud another step

by killing the ' worthy ' Thurbrand, the murderer of his father.4

In 1025 we have another visit to Denmark, but not one that added any-

thing to Cnut's laurels or reputation. Having engaged in hostilities with

the Swedes, he was utterly defeated on the river Helga, in

Helga° Scania, within the limits of his own dominion. The leaders on

the native side are given as Ulf and Eglaf, elsewhere described

as sons of one Rbngwald by Ingeborg, daughter of Olaf Tryggvason.

Cnut's losses were considerable, many Englishmen as well as Danes being

killed or drowned. 5 Later in the year, namely, on Michaelmas Eve

(September 28), Cnut made away with his brother-in-law Ulf,

Death* tne nusband of his sister Estrith, the ancestor of a future line

of Danish kings. A hero of romance, Ulf son of Thurgils,

was popularly credited with having had for his grandfather one Biorn,

offspring of a village maiden by an amorous bear. G The circumstances of

Ulf's death are quite uncertain, but in justice to Cnut we may indulge in

the belief that he was moved by considerations of political expediency,

and that he did not sacrifice his brother-in-law in a fit of temper at a hasty

1 Reg. Sacrum. Leofsige signs in 1016, Cod. Dip. No. 724. 2 Flor. ; Chron. E.
''' W. Malm., G. R.,s. 181 (without date). Eric signs pretty regularly down to the

year 1023 (Cod. Dip. No. 739 ; conf. " Hue "=Yric ? No. 740), but not afterwards, his son

Hakon continuing to sign. I disregard No. 1,327, which professes to have been executed

in the presence of Eric and Ulf, but could not have been executed till after 1032.
1 Symeon, H. D. E. t

Aiut. p. 219 ; H. R., 197, 3S3.
5 Chron. E. For Ulf and Eglaf see Snorri, Laing, II., 119. According to this

writer (p. 246, etc.), and Saxo, 195, the Kings of Norway and Sweden, Saint Olaf and

Anundj otherwise James, son of Olaf the son of Eric the Victorious, fought in person

gainst Cnut.

5 0, 1 '13. Florence only attributes to Ulf a grandfather of the name of u UrSttS,"

A.D. 1049.
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word and the loss of a piece at a game of chess. 1

In 1026 a charter granted in the presence of a numerous court attests

the King's return to England. 2 But his stay must have been short, as in

1027 we find him making out a pilgrimage to Rome, a pilgrimage, as he

himself tells us, undertaken in pursuance of a vow uttered years before. 3

The journey for a man in Cnut's position strikes us as a very bold one,

implying on his part great confidence in his own prestige and resources.

Of course he must have travelled under the safe-conduct of the new King

of the Romans, Conrad II., surnamed the Salic, 1 with whom he was on

good terms "'

; and he clearly paid his way liberally. But we also find him
taking hostages from a local magnate before entering his territory—as at

Namur. 8 The Encomiast of Queen Emma saw him at St. Omer, appar-

ently on his way out, and gives an account of Cnut's behaviour in the

Abbey Church of St. Bertin, a most precious report, as being the only

touch of personal portraiture come down to us directly from an eye-

witness. The King is described as entering the church in

attitude of most profound humility, his downcast eyes dimmed
with tears of pious emotion. As he bows before the high altar

to present his sumptuous offering 7 he smites his Royal breast— ' God be

merciful to me a sinner
!

' Every altar in the monastery was visited in

succession and devoutly kissed. Lastly, a band of paupers were brought up

to have their wants relieved. 8 It would be unkind to suggest that Cnut

was a man of considerable histrionic parts, but we must submit that, like

many other successful men, he quite appreciated the value of outward

appearances.

The visit to Rome was happily planned so as to coincide with the

coronation of the Emperor, which took place on Easter Day (26th March,

102 7).
1J Besides Conrad Cnut tells us that he met 'King Roduphus,' i.e.

1 See Saxo, 197 ; Snorri, Laing, II. 252. The story as given by the latter is that

Cnut having made a false move with a knight, the piece was taken by Ulf. Cnut wanted

to withdraw the move and replace the knight. Ulf threw the tables over and withdrew,

high words ensuing.

- Cod. Dip. No. 743. The Indiction agrees with the year ; four English Duces sign

and six Bishops, all in due order of their seniority. We also have a Dux with a foreign

name, presumably a Sclave, " Wrytslof " (qy. Wratislaw, the great Bohemian family?).

"Hanc quidem profectionem Deo jam olim devoveram." See the letter below
referred to, where Cnut says that he went to Rome from Denmark.

4 The Emperor Henry II. died in 1024 ; with him ended the House of Saxony.

Conrad was then elected.
s The negotiations for the safe-conduct, etc., were apparently carried on through

Unwan, Archbishop of Bremen, who is said to have effected the alliance between the

two monarchs ; Adam of Bremen, Pertz, IX. 325.
G Lapp., II. 211.

7 " Oblatio non mediocris . . . sed ingens allata est, etc."
8 Encomium Em//m, p. 24. The writer gives no date.
9 See the detailed contemporary Life of Conrad written by his secretary YVippo ( T.

Pistorius, Rerum Gcrmanicarum Scriptorcs ; Frankfort, 1653). He tells us that both

R. H. D D
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Rudolph III., the last King of Burgundy; also four archbishops, twenty

bishops, and in fact all the magnates ' from Mount Gargarus to the near

sea,' 1
i.e. the Mediterranean. This we learn from a letter of great interest

addressed by Cnut to his English subjects, and forwarded through the

hands of Bishop Lyfing of Crediton. 2 The letter deserves to

English be considered from various points of view. In the first place
Subjects.

jn
-

tse | f it test jfies t0 a friendly feeling on the King's part

towards his people, and a wish to stand well in their estimation. With

respect to the purpose of his pilgrimage he tells them that ' he had learned

from wise men that Saint Peter had received power to bind and to loose,

and that he held the Keys of the Kingdom of Heaven ; wherefore he, Cnut,

had thought it very useful to secure his good offices with the Lord.' 3 The

reader may remember that the same consideration had determined Oswiu

in the celebrated council of Whitby (a.d. 664) to accept the Roman as

against the Celtic rite. Cnut next tells of the honourable reception he had

met with from all, and after that, of the ' better law '
* that he had obtained

for his subjects when on their journeys to Rome. The

Advantages*
Emperor and King Rudolph, ' who has most control of the

matter,' had agreed to put down the ' bars and tolls
' 5 on the

roads across the Alps, wherewith merchants and others were oppressed.

The Pope (John XIX.) had promised to forego the cruel sums levied on

archbishops applying for their Palls. Cnut then proclaims his thanks to

the Almighty for His manifold mercies, and his own intention of 'justify-

ing' his future life, and ruling his people with equity. In accordance

with this he charges all men deputed to rule under him to administer

strict justice to all, rich and poor, great and small, without regard for fear

or favour, or the interests of the Royal Fisc. For I have no need to

amass money by unjust exactions.'

So far nothing could be better. But the King also proceeds to tell of

his future movements. He is on his way back to Denmark by the same

route that he left it by. He expects, with the help of the Danes, to

establish ' peace and a lasting accord

'

8 with certain people and nations,

who, ' if they could, would have deprived him of crown and life. But they

Cnut ami Rudolf were present, p. 433. This tallies exactly with Cnut's letter, though

he does not mention the coronation. But that he was at Rome at the time of some extra-

ordinary occurence is patent. The Worcester Chronicle (D), followed by Florence and

all subsequent English writers, places the event under the year 103 1.

1 " Ad istud proximum mare."

So Florence, who states that Lyfing at the time was only Abbot of Tavistock, A.D.

1 03 1. But in a charter of 1026 (Cod. J)ip. No. 743) Lyfing appears as bishop. Accord-

ing to Bishop Stubbs' Registrum Sacrum he was not consecrated till 1027.
- 1 " Ideo specialius ejus patrocinium apud Uominum expetere valde utile duxi."
4 " Lex [uior et pax securior."
1

' Clausurse, . . . thelon.' The Kingdom of Burgundy included all modem
Switzerland, Lyons, Geneva, etc., and so commanded the passes Loth of the Jura and

Ups. Sec Freeman's Historical Geography* G " Pacem et firmum pactum."
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could not.' Having settled affairs in the East/ he hopes in the course of

the summer to return to England. But Cnut cannot lay down the pen

without one special word on behalf of the clergy and their rights. Pend-

ing his return all the old church-dues—plough-alms, tithes, Peter's Pence,

kirk-shot—all must be strictly paid. From these there can be no exemp-

tion, nor any remission of penalty in case of default. 2

Cnut appears to have utilised his opportunities at Rome to obtain other

concessions besides those mentioned in his letter to the English. Accord-

Tn s
*n8 t0 Fl°rence he obtained from the Pope an exemption from

School at toll and tribute for the Saxon School at Rome, that is to say

presumably for English pilgrims resting there. To this occa-

sion also we may probably refer the agreement between Cnut and Conrad,

whereby Cnut's daughter Gunhild was betrothed to the Emperor's son

Henry, afterwards the Emperor Henry III. ; and the territory between the

Eyder and the Dannewerk, wrested from Denmark by Otto II., was re-

stored, the Eyder again becoming the frontier between Denmark and

Germany, as it had been in the days of Karl the Great, 3 and was again to

be down to the year of Grace 1866.

With respect to the Scandinavian affairs to which Cnut above refers, we
are told that between him and Saint Olaf of Norway there had been war

all their days, 4 notwithstanding the fact that Olaf could not

saint oiaf
^ave Deccme ^nS without Cnut's sanction, being at the time

cf his election a prisoner in his hands. So far as Olaf is con-

cerned there is no reason to suppose that he aspired to anything more
than to hold his own. On the other hand, the intentions above attri-

buted to him by Cnut undoubtedly describe Cnut's own intentions

towards Olaf. Cnut probably considered himself de jure King of Nor-

way, as heir to the conqueror of Olaf Tryggvason. Saint Olaf appears

to have been a simple-minded man, a devout Christian, anxious for

the propagation of the Faith, anxious to civilize his people. He brought

over bishops from England, 5 who preached in Sweden and the adja-

cent islands as well as in Norway. He gave to 'judgment and justice'

such time as Cnut's intrigues left at his disposal. But his zeal was not

always tempered with discretion. One form of heathenism which he felt

1 " Hie in orientc."

- Florence and W. Malm., G. JR., s. 182, given by both as under the year 1031.

In the heading of the letter, as of the Laws above, Cnut is made to style himself King of

Norway, which he certainly was not in 1027, a proof that whether the headings were or
were not the additions of later scribes, they give no sure indication of the dates.

3 Adam of Bremen, sup. ; Freeman, 504.
4 Adam of Bremen, sup., 326. " Continuum bellum ; Danis pro imperio certantibus,

Nortmannis vero pro libertatc."
5 Namely, Grimcytel, Sigafrid, Rudolf, and Bernard; Lappenberg, II. 204. Rudolf

became Abbot of Abingdon m 1050. The very first bishop established in Norway was
one John, an Englishman. He was brought over by Olaf Tryggvason. Adam of Bremen,
sup., 326, 383, and notes.
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specially called upon to eradicate was the observance of old national super-

stitions and customs, and modes of divination. 1 These were probably of

a harmless character, as we are told that the fair sex were the chief

offenders, and that the King's hand fell most heavily upon them. In other

respects also it may be that Olaf attempted to rule his people with too-

tight a rein. Anyhow he became unpopular, and Cnut was careful in

fostering all elements of discontent. 2 Matters seeming ripe for his inter-

vention, in 1028 he invaded Norway with fifty ships, and expelled Olaf,

who, deserted by his people,'3 had to find a refuge in Russia. Cnut

was then formally elected King of Norway at Trondhjem
End

Ol
f

af
aint (Trondemnis). Two years later Olaf made an attempt to

recover his kingdom, but without success. The Norwegians

defeated him in battle at Stiklestad, and he perished, either killed in the

action or massacred in cold blood afterwards (Wednesday, 29th July.

1030). l The Church regarded him as a martyr, and he was canonized as

a Saint. 5

In 1 03 1 the unquestionable evidence of a charter again assures us that

Cnut had returned to England. His last had been dated in 1026. He
was now undisputed King of Norway and Denmark as well as of England,

Denmark including Scania, the southern part of modern Sweden. His

supremacy over Wales may be taken for granted, 7 but he had received no

-such recognition from Scotland, nor, indeed, had any English king since

the day of Eadgar's triumphant procession on the Dee in 973. On the

contrary, Cnut's reign had witnessed the final abandonment of Lothian,

and the acceptance of the boundary of the Tweed, as already stated. If

was perhaps to wipe off this blot on his escutcheon that an expedition to-

Scotland was now undertaken. The Scottish king, Malcolm mac Kenneth,

attempted no resistance, but promptly ' came on hand,' and
H
s°c?Uand

y became Cnut's * man.' The chronicler adds, ' and little while

he held it. '
8 We invite attention to these words on the part

1 lie expelled all " divinos, augures, et magos."
* Adam of Brem., sup. ; Flor., a.d. 1027 ; Saxo, 194 ; Snorri, Laing, II. 193, 286-2SS.
3 " Seditione principum quorum mulieres ipse sustulit "

; Adam ; conf. Snorri, p. 267.
4 Adam of Bremen, sup., 326 ; Chron. C, D, E, and Flor., a.d. 102S, 1030; Snorri,

sup., 279-339, a long, rambling tale, but he gives the day of Olaf's death as Wednesday,

29th July, which agrees with the year 1030, the year being fixed by a reference to an

eclipse which occurred on 31st August, 1030 ; p. 339 and note.
5 July 29th is his day. ° Cod. Dip. No. 744.
7 The only notices of interference with Wales during the reign are the devastation of

South Wales in 1023 by " Eylaf," evidently Eglaf, Earl of the llwiccas ; and the killing

of Caradoc son of Rhydderch in 1035 by the English; Ann. Cambria. For Eglaf see

Cod. Dip. Nos. 728, 729, etc.

s
1031, Chron. D. The Peterborough Chronicle (E), compiled after 1121, adds 'two

othei kings, ' by name Mselbsethe and Jehmarc, as joining in the homage. " Maelbsethe
"

is evidently intended for Macbeth, son of Finlay, who became King of Scots in 1040.

Jehmarc has not been identified.
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of those who hold that the homages of Scottish to English Kings had the

force, in legal phrase, of covenants "running with the land," by which

future holders of the servient tenement would be bound to all time. The

writer of the period evidently regarded the recognition as an ordinary

political contract, liable to be modified or rejected at any time.

To this year or the next we may refer the dismissal of one more Danish

satrap, namely l the doughty Earl,' Hakon, son of Eric the brother-in-law

of Cnut, 1 Hakon himself being married to the king's niece Gunhild. 2

Eric, it will be remembered, being Earl of Deira, had been banished some

seven years before ; Hakon, as we suppose, had succeeded him in Deira.

As to the nature of his offending, we are only told that the King suspected

him of treasonable intentions,' 5 and so sent him on a complimentary

mission 4 to some Northern region, in the execution of which he perished,

either at sea or in the Orkneys. In short, he disappeared, as men who had

become obnoxious to Cnut always did disappear. 5

In his earldom Hakon was apparently succeeded by Siward, a Dane,

who first signs as Dux in 1033.
6 Another new " Dux " was

Leofnc, who must have succeeded his father Leofvvine in his

Mercian office about this time. 7

Under the year 1032 we hear of two more pious acts performed by the

King, one the dedication of a new church at Bury St. Edmunds,8 the other

a state visit to Glastonbury, and the presentation of a gorgeous pall to the

tomb of Eadmund Ironside. The church at Bury must have been intended

as an atonement for the wrong done by Swein. The meaning of the Glas-

tonbury pall must be considered more doubtful, if, as we are told, Cnut

always spoke of the late King as his dear 'brother,' 9 an odious pretence

that could deceive nobody.

With these events the record of King Cnut's doings comes to an end.

Three years later he died at Shaftesbury, in the height of his glory and
the flower of his prime, being at the utmost just past forty years of age.

<i2th Nov., 1035). He was buried at Winchester in the Old Minster. 10

1 Hakon signs in 1031, Cod. Dip. No. 744, but the Indiction is given as IV. instead

: XIV., as it should be. 2 See below at end of reign.
5 " Timebat ab illo vel vita privari vel regno expelli." 4 " Quasi legationis causa."
5 Flor. ; Chron. C (a.d. 1029, 1030, Cnut having been abroad in those years).
b Cod. Dip. No. 749, a giant of lands to the church of York. Siward signs as

Minister in the same year, No. 1,318. 7 Cod. Dip. Nos. 736, 740, 743, 746.
8 Florence. 9 W. Malm., G. R., s. 184.

Chron. C, D, E. Cnut's tomb was opened in 1766, and the head found crcwned
with a circlet. See Archaologia, III. 890.



CHAPTER XXV

Danish dynasty {continued)

Estimate of Cnut's Character— 1 1 i- System of Government—Legislation—The House-

carles

CNUT must have been one of the ablest and most consummate poli-

ticians that ever lived. His unique empire was built up and held

together, not by the sword, but simply by dexterous management of men.

Insatiate in his ambition, he always aimed at the reality not the outward

show of power. He played the game of politics as he played the game of

chess. A man of no vices l and no weaknesses, except perhaps an occa-

sional outburst of temper, the failing of a masterful spirit
;

perfectly

detached ; as much above the ordinary ties of flesh and blood as he was

above the seductions of silly flattery. If an old friend or servant stood in

his way he sacrificed him, as he would have sacrificed a piece at chess.-

But he was always humble, affable, and contrite :)

; equally ready to make

atonement for a crime or to repeat it when expedient. A foreigner living

among a conquered people, he threw himself on their loyalty as if he had

been born one of them, a signal instance of " the northman's gift of adap-

tation." 4 Probably no conqueror ever ruled a vanquished nation as he

ruled the English. At his death every conspicuous post in England was

filled by an Englishman. We are told that many of his followers who had

received estates became so dissatisfied with their position that they sold

their lands and went home. 5 But he never dispensed with his trusty

bodyguard, and in the circle of his personal attendants the Danish names

preponderate to the last.
G " The result of the Danish conquest was, in

fact, the very reverse of what it seemed destined to be." England was not

ruled by Scandinavia, but Scandinavia was ruled by England. Denmark
and Norway for the time became under-kingdoms. 7

English tradition is distinctly favourable to Cnut. It is from English

sources that we have the anecdotes that give pleasing impressions ; as of

the chair set on the sands to arrest the flowing tide
—" Here shall thy

proud waves be stayed"—a supposed rebuke to the adulation of courtiers.
s

1 " Usus vcnerei parens" ; Hist. Ram
*-' Foi his fondness for " tesseraruin vel scacclionim Ludo " (chess or draughts?).

Hist. Ramsey
% 137.

y " Humilitate cernuus . . . alloquio dulcis." ' Green.
•' Hist. Ramseyi 135, 140, 14 3. Many of these estates, we are told, had passed with

the hands <>f heirc " Sec his charters, passim. ' Green.
s

II. Huntingdon, a.d. 1036. Local tradition places the incident at Southampton.
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Again, it is an English chronicle that tells of King Cnut stopping his

galley to catch the echoes of the churchmen's song :

—

" Merie sungen the Muneches binnen Ely,

Tha Cnut ching reu ther by.

Roweth cnites noer the land,

And here we thes muneches sceng." l

' Cheerful sang the monks in Ely

As Cnut [the] king rowed by.

Row to the shore, lads, said the king,

And let us hear the churchmen sing.'

It is from Danish sources that we hear of dark deeds, such as the

murders of Ulf and the House-carle. 2 Strong contrasts have been drawn

between the earlier and the later Cnut, " the sanguinary sea-king . .

insensibly moulded into a just and beneficent monarch'; 3 the " barbarian

conqueror," whose throne when once established became " emphatically "

one of "righteousness and peace." 4 The change in Cnut's attitude to

the English is undeniable, and worthy of all praise. Any fundamental

change in the personal character of this astute young man may well be

doubted. He tells us frankly that he treated the English badly at first

because they were then "unfrith" (at war) ; when they were "on frith
"

(at peace) he treated them well. But had they ventured to turn against

him, his hand would not have spared them one misery that it could inflict.

Again we must bear in mind that the men who sing his praises are the

clergy, the class to whom he paid most assiduous court. 5 Among the

churches benefited by him were Canterbury, Exeter, Crediton,

Benefactions
Abingdon, York, Winchester, Evesham, St. Paul's London,

and Sherborne. Durham and Chartres also received benefits. 7

But strict as Cnut was in helping the clergy to enforce existing rights, it

must be said that his own gifts were on a very moderate scale when com-

pared with those of his predecessors. His largest donations were those of

1 Hist. Ely, Gale, III. p. 505. The English, however, is not that of Cnut's own days,

but of a later period.

- Saxo, 199. The king having killed one of his bodyguard in a fit of passion, con-

demned himself to pay a ninefold wer. See below.
3 Lingard. 4 Freeman.
5 See esp. Hist. Ramsey, 125, 126: " Nulli prxdecessorum comparatione virtutum

inferior . . . justas leges coudere . . . sanctam ecclesiam enixissime vene-

rari." For Cnut's praises see also W. Malm, G. A\, s. 181 ; Hist. Abingdon, I. 432-

446. Cnut gave the abbey a costly shrine of gold and silver for relics, and two large

bells, "signa grossioris soni." At Favia, on his return from Rome, he bought an arm of

Si. Augustine (of Hippo) for 100 'talents' of silver and 1 'talent' of gold (qy. marks?), and
presented it to the church of Coventry ; W. Malm., s. 184. He made a point of

spending the Feast of the Purification (February 2) at Ely, and sometimes had trouble in

crossing the ice to reach the place. See Hist. Ely, 502 and 505 for costly palls and
altar-cloths presented by Queen Emma in his time.

G See the charters in the Codex Dip., vols. iv. and vi., passim.
7 Symeon, H. D. E., p. 90 ; W. Malm., G. A\, s. 186.
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forty-five hides to York and sixteen hides to Sherborn. 1 We have also a

gift to Christ Church Canterbury, of all the dues of the harbour of Sand-

wich. The authenticity of the grant has been disputed, but we believe it

genuine, and would associate it with the ghastly incident of the hostages

landed at Sandwich in 1014. 2 His own actual foundations were the

monastery of St. Bennet Holme, 3 and the memorial church at Canewdon,

besides the rebuilding of Bury St. Edmunds. Cnut, however, also did

something for the extension of the Church in Denmark. In 1022 he had

three foreigners consecrated by Archbishop .Kthelnoth as Bishops for

Scandinavian Sees ; namely, Bernhard for Scania, Gerbrand for Seeland

or Roskild, and Regenbert for Funen. In connexion with these ap-

pointments we have an incident characteristic of the times, and illustra-

tive of Cnut's relations to the higher clergy. Unwan, Archbishop of

Bremen, who regarded all Scandinavia as within his jurisdiction, took

exception to the consecration of Danish bishops by an English Primate,

who might possibly aspire to make the Church of England supreme over

that of the North. Gerbrand, one of the schismatics
;
having fallen into

Unwan's hands, he put him to the ransom, treating him as " unfrith."

Cnut and
Gerbrand at once came to terms, and then Unwan wrote to

Archbishop Cnut telling him what had happened, and taking him to task
nwan.

j-or ^j g interference. We are told that the King humbly sub-

mitted to the rebuke, apologising for the error of his ways. 4 As another

instance of Cnut's elaborate humility toward all things connected with the

Church and clergy, we may take Symeon's statement that the King, when
approaching the shrine of St. Cuthberht at Durham, walked with bare feet

all the way from Garmondsway, a distance of six miles. 5

As between Seculars and Regulars, it is pretty clear that Cnut favoured

the latter, as already intimated. Thus we hear of his turning out canons

from Bury to make way for monks G
; and we hear of his requiring secular

priests when nominated to bishoprics to take monastic vows. 7 Cnut's

treatment of the clergy must be placed to his credit, but we must confess

to a suspicion that what he valued in the Church was an Establishment, a

widespread organization of great political influence, whose co-operation in

the work of government could be cheaply secured by the recognition of

its status. We hear of no patronage of scholars, no zeal for education or

the diffusion of knowledge. Cnut's one boon to the English was the good

1 Cod. Dip. Nos. 749, 1,322.
-' See Cod. Dip. No. 737, both in English and Latin, abbreviated No. 1,328, the latter

being entered on the Winchester Chronicle, A.D. 103 1, an entry which at the latest must

have been made before 1070; Earle. a Palgrave, Anglo-Saxons, 271.

A '.:in <>f Bremen, supra, p. 325.

"A loco qui via Garmundi dicitur"; //. A E.,\U. c. S. ° Symeon, II. A\,a.v. 1032.
7 So in the case of Eadmund Bishop of Durham ; Symeon, H. D. /:., III. c. 6; and

in the case of Eadsige, appointed Coadjutor Bishop to ."Kthelnoth ; Cod, Dip.

N 743 and [,327 ; also below.
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peace he established, a blessing under the circumstances so great that no

one for the moment would think of asking for more. We are told that he

was active in going round the country, 1 a course that would commend
itself from various points of view. But it is clear that as a man with

many things to attend to he would have to leave a great deal to his subor-

dinates. We have already intimated that he gave the landlords even more

power over their tenants than they had enjoyed before. From Cnut we

have the first distinct recognition of the private jurisdictions of

Jurisdictions
^oc anc* ^ac' ^s usua^ m ^le history of Anglo-Saxon Law, the

first mention of the system introduces it as something too

well-known to need explanation. These jurisdictions may have sprung up

in the chaotic days of .Kthelred, but from the time of official recognition 2

the system could not fail to spread rapidly. Once a King had given in to

such encroachments, applications for similar concessions would be endless.

With the establishment of these courts indigenous feudalism would have

reached its full development.

Cnut's ecclesiastical legislation has already been noticed : his secular

Dooms are a carefully executed compilation from previous codes, going

back to the days of Wihtned (696), if not to those of ^Ethel-

birht. Here and there a change of phrase or a fuller de-

finition throws light on pre-existing customs, but there is next to nothing

that can really be called new. The frequent use of the first person ' I

will that, etc.,' suggests the King's personal intervention in the work. In

the Laws of /Ethelred it was always 'we the Witan.' The general tone

of the Laws is thoroughly ecclesiastical. We have the usual pious ex-

hortations, and the usual admonitions to gentle treatment of the weak and

friendless,, in juxtaposition with specific provisions of appalling ferocity.

The frail wife is to lose her nose and ears. 3 The friendless stranger who
cannot find borh, i.e security for his general good conduct, goes straight to

Mutiiatioi P"son *'t The man who commits perjury on the Jialigdom loses

his head."' A confirmed criminal already once condemned by

1 Hist. Ramsay, 135.
2 See the writ issued on the appointment of Archbishop ^thelnoth in 1020, whereby

the King notifies the earls and reeves of all shires wherein the church of Canterbury had
lands ' that he has granted to the archbishop that he be worthy of his sac and soc over

his own men in town and out of town, and also over as many thegns as the king had
allowed him ' ; Earle, Land Charters, 232. Again, Cnut grants St. Paul's to have sac,

soc, toll and team ' as fully as they had them on any king's days'; Cod. Dip. No. 1,319.

Clear references to the system will also be found in Cnut's Laxus, II. c. 12 ; c. 17 s. 3;
and c. 73 s. 1. For the rights conveyed by these grants see Appendix to this chapter.

3 Laxus of Cnut, II. c. 55. For these Laws we have, besides the texts in Schmid and
Thorpe, a newly published 12th century Latin rendering {circa 1150) evidently made
from the Anglo-Saxon, and entitled Consiliatio Cnuti (F. Liebermann, Halle, 1893).

4
c. 35. Conf. the provision taken from pre-existing laws that the king is kinsman and

protector [nicsg, mnndbord) to clergymen and strangers ; c. 40.
5

c. 36. Haiigdom appears to denote any sacred object—Eucharist, relic, shrine, etc.
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the ordeal may lose his hands and feet; if found offending a third time

power is given to deprive him of eyes, ears, nose, upper lip, and scalp,

1 to steer him aright and save His soul' l All these are new and doubtless

Cnut's own. A renewal of the old prohibitions against ' heathenism ' gives

us a clear view of the chief objects of primitive Northern veneration.

The people are forbidden to worship ' idols,' that is to say heathen gods,

sun or moon, fire or water, wells, stones, or trees of the forest. Witch-

craft and murderous incantations are also condemned. 2 An enumeration

of the penal mulcts properly falling to the King shows that Wessex,

Mercia, and Denalage are still regarded as several kingdoms, with distinct

customs ; but we note a distinct assimilation of the Danish to the English

law-terms, u lahslit"* being the only outstanding Danish expression. The

King's primary dues, 'unless granted away,' include the penalties in cases

of mundbryce^ Ziamsocne, forstal, flymenafyrmSe and fyrdwite.
R
iFe

lian
"^ne u^miate decision in all cases involving outlawry also lies

with him.4 But again we hear that suits are not to be brought

before the King except in case of failure of justice in the Hundred court. 5

In case of an offence involving forfeiture committed by an owner of hoc-

land the king now claims the land, ' be he {i.e. the owner) whosesoever

man he be '

:

G a fresh proof of the extension of feudalism, and that hoc-

land might be held by under-tenants as well as tenants-in-chief. A new

and important provision forbids name (Latin, namum, namium, namium
vetitum), i.e. distress, or the forcible seizure of goods, to satisfy a demand
without authority of law, a subject whicli figures largely in primitive Celtic

law (At/igabail). Cnut forbids forcible distress till after three applications

to the Hundred, and even then he requires a fourth, final, appeal to the

Shire-gemot. 7

The requirement that every man should be under standing bail for his

good conduct was at least as old as the time of Eadgar. 8 Cnut orders

_ . every freeman over twelve winters old who would be law-
Born. J

worthy to be enrolled in a Hundred and Tithing (teodi/ng)
;

and then, repeating himself, orders every one to be in a Hundred and

under borh, i.e. bail, ' to lead and hold him to every right,'—the words of

the older law. The borh of the latter part of the clause evidently cor-

responds to the Tithing of the earlier part ; the identity of the two and the

further fact that the Tithing meant the territorial township is brought out

by a gloss on a Latin version of the enactment which explains that as the

1
C. 30 s. 5.

- c. 5. For the incantations see the rendering in Consiliatio Cnuti. Conf. Canons

Eadgar
% c. 16.

8
i.e. Law-breach

t
a curtain fine constantly referred to as a penal unit.

4
cc. 12, 13. See Appendix to chapter. 5

c. 17.

c 13. Hitherto the king only claimed the pecuniary penalties due from ownei
hoc-land; .1-Jheht., VI. 1 ; /Ethtlrea\ I. c. is. 14.

' c. \
> « /. -,111. c 0. and IV. C. 3.
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kingdom was divided into Shires, and the Shires into Hundreds, so again

the Hundreds were divided into Tithings (decimationes\ which

"mhinS
3,1 might contain from ten to twenty or thirty men, who were all

responsible for each other. 1 The glossist adds that the Tith-

ing was also sometimes called a 'Ward' and sometimes the t borh,
i 2 that is

to say a frith-borh or frank-pledge. The elasticity in the number of those

who might be included in a Tithing seems to prove that, like the Hundred,

it was originally a personal organization, which in course of time became

territorial. If the arrangement was still personal the numbers need not

have varied so widely. The requirement is made applicable to ' followers
7

as well as 'hearthfast' men, i.e. vassals as well as allodial proprietors.

The lord is still only responsible for those belonging to his actual house-

hold (hired-men) ; for their conduct he must answer in the Hundred."

Penalties are fixed for persons neglecting to follow the Hue and Cry

(hream) ; for committing breaches of the peace while out with the fyrd,

and for desertion, the life of the offender being forfeit in the latter case.4

In addition to the old burdens of repairing fortifications and bridges

{burh-bot, bricg-bot) we hear that all persons must join in repairing the

fabric of churches, the principle of a church-rate. 5 A further concession

to the clergy appears in the provision that in cases of murder the final

decision shall rest with the bishop.

The King's Reeves are required to keep him supplied from the produce

of his own lands, without levying feorm fultum^ i.e. involuntary contribu-

tions, the later Purveyance, 7 of which the reader will hear enough, and
more than enough, in course of time. Another prerogative exercised with-

out mercy by later Kings, but disclaimed by Cnut, was that ot selling the

hand of a woman in marriage. 8 Again we shall find Anglo-Norman
monarchs appropriating without compunction the entire personal estate of

a deceased vassal. Cnut ordains that if a man die intestate his lord shall

not take more than his proper ' heriot,' and that the rest of the

Chattels,
deceased's effects shall be distributed, under the lord's direction,

between the widow, children, or other relatives according to

their degrees. !> Here we may note two things : one the free right of testa-

mentary disposition over chattels; with respect to landed property the

reader will remember that that right could only be exercised under a

special grant in connexion with boc-land. The other point is
Ad!

tton
Stra

~ that tne later claim of the clergy to jurisdiction in the probate

of Wills, and the administration of intestates' effects would

Heriots
seem t0 nave been an encroachment on earlier practice.

Heriots (lieregeaiu, pi. heregeata, war-equipment) have hardly

1 " Fideijussores singulorum." 2 Consilialio Cmtti, ad loc.

:t
c. 31. For the broad distinction between free followers and slaves see cc. 30-32.

4 cc. 29, 61, 77.
5

c. 65. 6
c. 56. See also cc. 39, 42.

7
c. 69. Conf. sEthehtan, I. s. 5.

,s

c. 74. ° c. 70.
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yet passed out of mind. But their history goes back to very early days,

being usually held to be connected with the primitive comitates. The

lord provided his follower with his horse and panoply of war; at the

death of the follower the articles reverted to the lord. 1 The custom in

England was doubtless of ancient date. 2 Cnut, however, reduced the

local usages to rule, fixing the render from each class of royal vassals in

the different parts of the kingdom. The Earl or Ealdorman will give eight

horses, four with saddles and four without ; four helmets, four coats of mail

(byrnan\ eight spears and shields, and 200 mancus of gold, equal to 40 lbs.

in weight.3 The King's Thegn, ' who comes next to him' (i.e. the Earl), will

give four horses, etc., and 50 mancus of gold. The middling Thegn (medeme

thegn) renders one horse with trappings, his weapons, and the amount of his

Ziea/s/ang, or one-tenth of his wer (60 shillings?). 1 So at least in Wessex

;

in Mercia and East Anglia he pays -£2, just 60 Mercian shillings of fourpence

each. In Denalage the royal vassals are let off more easily. There the

King's Thegn with a private franchise (socne) pays only £4. ; if of small

estate only £2 ; but again more than £4 if he holds any special office

under the King. 5 The Earl's heriot above prescribed would in our view

only be exigible from the Duces of the charters, men actually holding one

of those high posts. The class of King's Thegns would include men of

vast possessions, men like Wulfgeat and Uvegeat, Syferth and Morcar, or

Wulfric Spot. 1

' Of the heriots of under-thegns and petty tenants nothing is

fixed by Cnut, these being doubtless left to local custom. Probably the

servile tenants gave their best beast, the melius catallum of later days. 7

'A wife cannot forbid her hushand to bring anything that he chooses

into his house.' 'Therefore,' says Cnut, ' she shall not be held an accom-

plice in her husband's theft in respect of articles brought into the house

unless they be placed in one of her key-lockers (eceg-locan).
1 These in a

respectable household were supposed to be three, namely, the store-room

(hordem), the kist or wardrobe, and the tie-bag (tege\ the sheepskin de-

pository of the family treasures. 8 Another clause gives protection (gn't/i)

1 See Kemble, Saxons, I. 178.
2 For render of heriots before the time of Cnut see Cod. Dip. Nos. 957, 1,173 ;

Kemble, Saxons, II. 99 ; Stubbs, Const. Hist., I. 220.
1 The mancus was=2 ora or ounces.

* See the Glossary in Schmidt I conjecture that the wer of the middling Thegn would

be Goo.*-., halfway between the twelf-hynde man and the twy-hynde man. I20.r. was the

healsfang of the twelf-hynde man j Schmid, Appendix, VII. s. 4, Wergilds.
•

r

' c. 71.

'' Maurer, cited Stubbs, Const. Hist., I. 174, holds the classes to be determined merely

by the extent of the owner's possessions. l>ut the cases adduced from Domesday seem
to imply a complete revision or alteration of Cnut's tables. I cannot believe that In

< 'nut's days (or in any other) a man could be ranked and rated as an earl who did not

hold an earl's dignity and office. Among the Thegns there might be gradations accord-

ing to the extent of their property. 7 See Kemble, sup., 102.

'

' 7' 1 li The writer has in his possession a primitive charter-box of this sort.
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to all honest persons on their ways to or from gemots, 1 the previous

"privilege of Parliament" only covering the actual meetings. Lastly,

Cnut declares every man worthy of his hunting on his own
Rights of

jan(j «

-m wood an(j fiel(j
> except where the King has estab-

Hunting. ' *
.

lished a ' frith ' (Forest-sanctuary, preserve) ;
' there will I have

it under full penalty.'- Of course the rights of sporting would only ap-

pertain to owners, not to mere cultivators of the soil.

As a whole, apart from a few passages which betray the hand of the

barbarian, the Laws of Cnut must be pronounced sensible and constitu-

tional in tone.

Cnut is also credited with a code of Laws entitled Witherlaghs Rcutt,

rendered in Latin as Leges Castrenses, and sometimes misdescribed as a

code of "Martial Law," or "Articles of War." There is nothing of a

specially military character in the regulations in question, which describe

themselves as Ordinances of the Hirdh (A.S. hired) or Household, de-

fining the relations of house-carles or thingamanna (A.S. hired-men) to each

other and their lord. The rules are given as applicable not merely to the

household of the King, but also to the households of lesser men. The
text has come down to us only in a re-issue made late in the 12th century

by Cnut son of Waldemar (Cnut VI.), and Archbishop Absalom, and

given to the world by their directions by Svvein Aggesson.^ The text itself

does not purport to be the work of Cnut, though ascribed to him in a pre-

amble, while on one point express reference is made to regulations enacted

by Cnut, as if the rest of the text was not really his. But the Laws in

question may be safely taken as being quite as old and probably much
older than the time of Cnut, and they give a most interesting insight into

the constitution of the primitive comitatus as a voluntary bond

Comitatus °^ honourable vassalage. The lord must be kind to his man ;

the man true to his lord. The lord, in proceeding to impeach

a man of disloyalty, must summon him by two of the fellowship, the sum-

mons to be delivered at the man's house. If the man fails to appear the

summons must be twice repeated; failing appearance after the third sum-

mons, the man to be liable to utter forfeiture and outlawry. If the man
does appear, and the lord fails to convict him by the oaths of two of the

fellowship, then the man may be sent to the ordeal by hot iron, ' in manner

1 Laws Cnut, II. c. 82.

1 c. 80. The Forest Laws of Cnut, printed by Thorpe and Schmid from Spelman's
Glossarium Archceologicum (MS. unknown), is a clear fabrication of later date. The
compilation shows a good knowledge of Anglo-Norman legal terms, and a total ignorance
of Anglo-Saxon terms. It is not found either in the Consiliatio Cnuti or in the Latin
version of the A.S. Laws incorporated by Brompton in his Chronicle (Decern Scriptt.).
It is rejected by Bishop Stubbs and Mr. Freeman.

B Langebek, Scriptores Rer. Dank., III. 139, 156. Swein gives us first an expanded
version of his own, with notes and illustrations, and then the proper text in Danish and
Latin. Conf. Saxo, 197, another writer of the same time.
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prescribed by the Laws of Cnut Gamle.' ' A man desiring to renounce the

service of his lord must give notice by two of the fellowship within eight

days after Yule (Christmas) ; then will he be free to follow another lord.

A man breaking the law of the fellowship by blow or wound to be expelled

as nithing? and banished the land. Any fellow meeting him anywhere

to be bound to wage war upon him, 'if one weapon better than him*

(stronger in force by one man?). Disputes between fellows to be referred

in all cases to a court of the entire fellowship (Huscarle-stefne),
A

*court
10ld

a^ otner jurisdictions being excluded by implication. Minor

matters may be decided by the oaths of two of the fellowship

;

questions of eviction from land or theft must be decided by the oaths of

six. In cases of minor offence the offender, if found guilty, to be put

down one place in hall. In these Laws we see nothing to excite sus-

picion, nothing that might not well apply to Cnut's House-carles. In fact

some of the provisions could only apply to the retinue of a King. In con-

nection with with these Laws we get the well-known incident of Cnut and

the murdered House-carle. Cnut having killed one of his men in a fit of

passion, and finding that a dangerous feeling had been excited in the fel-

lowship, boldly faced the difficulty by convening the whole body in Hus-

carlc-stefne^ and laying his case before them. When thus confronted with

the King no man would take upon himself the responsibility of impeach-

ing his lord. The whole court with one voice begged the King to decide

the matter himself, whereupon he condemned himself to pay a ninefold

tuer, apparently amounting to 360 marks, where, in the ordinary course of

things, 40 marks only would have been payable. With regard to the wet

of a house-carle, we are told that one-third would go to the lord, one-third

to the fellowship, and one-third to the family of the deceased. Of course

in the case in question Cnut claimed no part of the money. 3

That Cnut kept up a bodyguard or standing army is certain, and the

institution is carried back to the time when Thurkill's fleet was taken per-

manently into yEthelred's pay in 1014. 4 We are told that the

the men were recruited from all quarters, and liberally paid. 5

ouse-car es. ^n^ sQ t^ey were, as it is clearly recorded that the wages were

eight marks Anglo-Saxon (=£4) 'per rowlock,' (i

i.e. per oarsman, for the

1
i.e. Cnut the Elder or the First, p. 161; conf. 'Eadweard the Elder.' Xo rules

for the ordeal are to be found in the existing Laws of Cnut.

- A well-known term of utter contempt.
: See Swein, sup. , 150. The wer is given as paid in 'talents' (nummi talentis), but

marks appear to be meant, p. 155. See also Saxo, 199.
1 Thurkill's force was first taken into pay in 1012, but the writers date the levy of the

standing tax for the payment of the House-carles from the year 1014. See below, A.D.

1051. • Saxo, 193.

ire hamelan VIII marc," Chron. C and D, A.D. 1040. Florence renders
'• hamelan " by " remigi," making it equivalent to " oarsman "

; so too Thorpe. This is

given as the rate paid by Harthacnut ; but E (the Peterborough Chron.), a.d. 1039, adds

that it was also the rate paid by his father—Cnut.
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year • while the steersmen received twelve marks, or £6 a year each. 1

At those rates the oarsman would have something over 2 h pence a day,

and the steersmen nearly 4J a day. If we compare these rates with those

ruling just a century later we shall find, on the evidence of the one extant

Pipe Roll of Henry I., that the wage of a common soldier on garrison

duty at that time was a penny a day. Cnut's oarsmen, therefore, as a

Royal Guard, would be paid at the rates of petty officers, or the later

esquire men-at-arms.

The analysis of the crews, as consisting of oarsmen and steersmen, is

interesting and important. It shows that the oarsmen were in fact the

fighting crew of a primitive Northern galley, the steersman, perhaps, being

the only supernumerary. This agrees with the evidence afforded by the

Christiania Wicking ship, where the number of the shields appears to have

been exactly the same as that of the rowlock-portholes, namely, thirty-two

Again, a description that we shall get of a vessel alleged to have been pre-

sented by Earl Godvvine to King Harlhacnut shows that the oarsmen ot

the time were armed and accoutred as fighting soldiery.2

As to the numbers of the House-carles we are not so clearly informed.

Swein Aggeson gives them as 3,000 strong; 3 Saxo Grammaticus raises the

total to 6,000 men. But these are merely the figures of chroniclers who
wrote long after the time, and on what authority we know not. The
reader will remember that in 1018 Cnut, when dismissing the bulk of his

army, was said to have retained the crews of forty ships. That force must

be identified with the House-carles. It is material to bear in mind that

from the day of their first appearance on the shores of Britain the Wicking

bands were always estimated by ships, never by men. The ship was the

unit, a complement of men, of an average strength, generally understood.

If Cnut's ships were of the same size as the Christiania vessel, allowing as

we did 35 men a ship, we should have a bodyguard of 1,400 men, to our

mind a very sufficient force of picked, trained, ' noble ' soldiers. Whether
the ship-builders of the eleventh century had made any great advance on
the art of the tenth century may be doubted ; they had not yet got the

length of a rudder fixed to a sternpost. On the other hand, we must ad-

mit that Florence of Worcester, in his description of the grand show-galley

already referred to, represents it as manned by eighty oarsmen. Again,

with respect to a fleet brought by Harthacnut to England in 1040, as we
shall see, where the original Chronicles (C and D) and Florence of Wor-
cester content themselves with recording the number of the ships—60

—

and the rate of pay—eight marks the rowlock, the late Peterborough

Chronicle (E) gives an addition of its own of the total sum required for

their pay, making it ^21,098. So again of another armament of 32
ships at the same rates of pay, the writer has it that the amount came to

^n,o48. i These figures would raise the crews to a strength of 84 or 05
1 So Florence, a.d. 1040. - See below, a.d. 1040. 3

p. 144.
4 a.d. 1040.
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men. At that rate Cnut's forty ships would represent 3,400 House-carles.

IJut in the passage above quoted the Peterborough Chronicle seems to

imply that at the last Cnut had reduced the force to sixteen ships, the

strength at which Harold kept it up ; but his words are ambiguous, and

perhaps only refer to the rates of pay being the same under Harold as

under his father.

Of Cnut's fiscal system, as distinguished from that of previous Kings, we
can say nothing, except that the maintenance of the House-carles involved

the imposition of an annual Danegeld, a direct land-tax, levied no doubt

in priority to all other imposts. 1 Generally Cnut is represented as a man
with plenty of money at command. Cnut's Thames canal can hardly be

said to be traceable ; but an abiding memorial of his time is pointed out

in "The King's £>e/f, a causeway connecting Peterborough with Ramsey,"

constructed through the marshes by his command. 2

Of Cnut's personal appearance, the only tradition handed down appears

to have been that he was a slight, active man of moderate stature.^ A
delicate constitution may fairly be inferred from the fact of an early death

in spite of regular habits.

By ^Elfgifu of Northampton, daughter of yElfhelm, Ealdorman of Deira,

Cnut had issue :

I

cnut°
f —Swein, who succeeded him as King of Norway.

—Harold.*

By Queen Emma-^Elfgifu, widow of .Ethelred the Unredy, Cnut had
—Harthacnut.

—Gunhild, married in 1035, at Bamberg, to Henry of Germany, after-

wards the Emperor Henry III. She died 17th July, 1038, having given

birth to a daughter.5

Cnut's collateral relations may also be mentioned. His brother Harold

had succeeded in the first instance to the kingdom of Denmark, but died

childless between 10 15 and 10 19, as we have seen. Three sisters there

1 See below, a.d. 1051.

- Palgrave, Anglo-Saxotts, 271. 3 " Agilis et mediocris statuiw," Hisf. Ely, 505.
1 "Ex concubina geniti," Adam Bremen, sup. 332; Encomium Emma, 21; Vita

sEdwardi, 401. The English writers affect to question the paternity of Swein and

Harold. Chronicles C and D (a.d. 1035) and Chronicle E (a.d. 1036) tell us that

Harold claimed to be the son of Cnut and .Elfgifu of Northampton, but was not such in

fact, Swein not being named. Florence (a.d. 1035) tells that both Swein and Harold

claimed to be sons of Cnut and /Elfgifu, but were not such. He then retails a further

report, for which he admits that he cannot vouch, that they were not even the sons of

. Elfgifu, but wholly supposititious, the one being the son of a priest, the other of a shoe-

maker. This precious legend must have grown out of an earlier version, which con-

tented itself with asserting the boys to be the sons of /Elfgifu by the priest and the

shoemaker. The Encomiast also questions the paternity both of Swein and Harold,

"dicebatur filios habuisse," p. 21 ; and asserts that Harold was supposititious, p. 25.

Malmesbury follows the Chronicles, s. [88.

itubbs, W. Malm., G. A'., II. Ixxviii.
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also were—Estrith, Gytha, and Gunhild (?). Estrith was married first to

Earl Ulf (he died 1025), by whom she had three sons—Swein,

distinguished as Swein or Swend Estrithson, afterwards King

of Denmark ; Beorn, who held an English earldom and was murdered in

1049; and Asbeorn, banished from England 1043-1046. After Ulf's

death Estrith married Robert II. ' the Devil,' Duke of Normandy. But

the marriage proved unfortunate. Robert took a dislike to his wife, ill-

treated her, and sent her back to England. 1 The coolness between Cnut

and Robert that would naturally result from this matter may be taken as

the basis of the stories of invasion, or threatened invasion, on one side

and the other of which we hear in later writers. Robert is represented as

taking up the cudgels on behalf of his cousins, the ^Ethelings Alfred and

Eadward. The English writers of the time, however, have not a word in

reference to these matters. 2

Cnut's sister Gytha was married to Earl Eric, by whom she is alleged to

have had Earl Hakon 3
;
(died 1032-1033) ; while the third, Gunhild (?),

was married to a Slavonic prince, given as ' Wyrtgeorn, King of the

Wends.' 4 By him she had a daughter, Gunhild, married first to Earl

Hakon, son of Eric, and secondly to another Danish Earl established in

England, one Harold, who was murdered on pilgrimage (1043-1044). 5

By one or other of these husbands Gunhild had two sons—Heming and

Thurkill, and with them, being a widow for the second time in 1044, was

banished from England. 6

APPENDIX TO CHAPTER XXV
Franchises ofSac and Soc

Import of Technical Terms used in Grants of these Private Rights
of Jurisdiction 7

N.B.—Grants conferring all the subjoined rights are rare, the commonest and most
moderate grants only extending to ' Sac, soc, toll, team, and infangthief.

'

Sacu, sac, litigation, jurisdiction, right to hold a court.
Socn, socna, socne, soc, soke, the area within which the jurisdiction was exercised,

a Liberty or Franchise (conf. " Portsoken ward").
Toll, the right of levying toll on sales of goods, holding markets, etc.

1 See A. Bremen, sup. 325, a distorted account ; R. Glaber, IV. c. 6, s. 20 ; Saxo,

193 ; and generally Freeman, N. C, I. 521-528.
- William of Malmesbury, however, does ascribe to Robert an intention of intervening

on behalf of the .Ethelings, G. R., s. 180, p. 218.
3 So at least Snorri, Laing, II. 16. Hakon no doubt was son of Eric, but as he signs

from 1023, if not from 1019 {Cod. Dipl. Nos. 729, 739), I do not see how he could be
son of Gytha if she was full sister to Cnut, whose father and mother were not married till

in or after 993. See above heading to chapter xxiv. Snorri himself says that Hakon
was seventeen circa 1015, p. 20, sup. 4 Flor., a.d. 1029.

5 Florence, a.d. 1044 ; A. Bremen, sup., 333 ; Freeman. Harold attests a charter in

1042 as Dux, Cod. Dipl. No. 764. 6 Flor., and below.
7 See the Glossaries to the A. S. Laws in Schmidt and Thorpe, and Bishop Stubbs'

Select Charters. For typical grants see Cod. Dip. Nos. 813, 817, 862-868, etc.

R.H. EE
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(We find the king receiving 4c/. toll on 10s. paid for the manumission of a slave ; Cod.
/ '. . IV. p. 313 ; conf. Earle. Land Charters, pp. 253, 264).

TEAM, the right of holding an inquest as to the title to goods {voucher to warranty,
advocatio tutationis. Cons. Cnuti).

INFANGBNE theof, INFANGTHIEF, jurisdiction over a thief caught within the limits

of the Franchise.

Forsteal, forstal, jurisdiction in cases of assault on the highway.

Hamsocn, iiamesoken, otherwise ham fare, jurisdiction in cases of,

—

(a) Assault on a man in his own premises ; if accompanied by breaking of doors or

walls, etc., the offence became HUSBRYCE.
(/>) Riot among the members of a household, otherwise INFIHT or INSOCNA.

Flymena-fyrmiii, fliemax-feorm, jurisdiction in cases of harbouring a fugitive

from justice.



CHAPTER XXVI

Danish dynasty {continued)

Harold Ilarefoot (Haratifot), 1 born 1016-1017 ; succeeded November 27 (?), 1035 2
;

died, March 17, 1040

CNUT'S empire broke up at his death. That was no marvel. The
marvel was that any man should ever have held such unruly ele-

ments together at all. It would seem that Cnut was prepared for a dis-

ruption, and that he had arranged for a partition of his dominions among
his sons. We cannot positively say what his intentions were ; all that we
know is that as matters of fact Swein was in Norway ruling as under-King

;

that Harthacnut was in Denmark ruling likewise ; and that Harold was in

England. Adam of Bremen, perhaps writing according to the result,

asserts that these dispositions were intended to be permanent, and that

Cnut had left England to Harold, Norway to Swein, and Denmark to

Harthacnut.-1 The Encomiast also, who ought to know, tells us that

Harthacnut had been appointed King of Denmark by his father.4 It is

unlikely, therefore, that he should have been appointed King of England

also. Yet according to this same writer Cnut had promised Emma that

her son should succeed to the English crown in priority to his elder

brothers. 5

But whatever Cnut may or may not have willed, Swein certainly was

accepted by Norway. Harthacnut likewise was freely recognised in Den-

mark ; but Harold's pretensions to the throne of England met with con-

siderable opposition. On the one hand, England was divided in itself

;

and on the other hand, a large choice of candidates lay before the electing

Witan. England politically was still but four earldoms, to all

Earldoms. Stents and purposes petty principalities, ruled by four more or

less independent Earls. fi

Bernicia, when last mentioned, was under Ealdred, son of Uhtred, who

1 Cod. Dip. No. 75S.
2 The Peterborough Chronicle tells us that Harold died on March 17, 1039, after a

reign of four years and sixteen weeks. The year of course is wrong, but if we reckon

back from March 17, 1040, we get to November 27, 1035, 1040 being a leap year. So-

too the History of Ramsey gives his reign as four years and as many months, A.D. 1040.
'•"• Fertz, IX. 332. 4 p. 25.

5 p. 21.
6 Of course these were not the only Earls. Besides them we have Ranig, still Earl of

the Magesoetas or Herefordshire, and Thurig or Thored, Earl of Eastern Mercia ; Cod.

Dip. Nos. 755> 763, i,330-

419
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avenged his father's death by killing Thurbrand Hold, the murderer of

Uhtred. 1 But Thurbrand left a son, Carl, on whom devolved
Bernicia.

the duty of prosecuting the feud. Every effort, we are told,

was made to heal the breach between the families, and bring Ealdred and

Carl to terms. The two were induced to swear friendship, and even to

vow a joint pilgrimage to Rome. But the pilgrimage never came off, and

Carl ended the hollow truce by inviting the too trustful Ealdred to his

house, and then killing him during a hunt in a forest given as Risewood.

The Bernician earldom then devolved upon Ealdred's brother, Eadulf,

but whether this occurred before or after Cnut's death does not appear. 2

Probably before his death, as we shall find Harthacnut entertaining hostile

feelings towards Eadulf, from which fact we may perhaps infer that the

latter had been one of Harold's supporters. On the question of the date

of Eadulf's accession the charters give us no help, as the Bernician Earls

seldom troubled court with their presence.

Deira, since the year 1033, had been held by Siward, 3 surnamed Digera 4

( The Strong), a Dane, and one whose u gigantic stature, vast strength, and

personal prowess 5 made him a favourite hero of romance."

Like Cnut's brother-in-law, Earl Ulf, he was credited with an

ancestry not wholly human, his descent being traced from a bear who had

carried off a Danish girl.6 Siward was connected with the Bernician

House by marriage, having received the hand of yEthelflred, a daughter of

Earl Ealdred. 7

Mercia since 1032 had been under Leofric, son of Leofwine 8
; while

Wessex, apparently ever since 10 18, had been administered by

Godwine, Cnut's chief counseller and right-hand man. Like

his master, Godwine is described as an active, able soldier, but

he was clearly before all things a politician, prudent and wary;

assiduous in all matters of business, supple and accessible." Strange to

say of a man who played so conspicuous a part in history, his parentage

is involved in doubt. Florence of Worcester tells us that he was the son

of Wulfnoth, son of ./Ethelmoer, brother to Eadric Streona. 10

of Godwine. ^ne Canterbury Chronicle (Domit. A. VIII.) says that he was

the son of Child Wulfnoth of Sussex, impeached by Eadric's

1 Above, a.d. 1024.

See Symcon, H. D. E., And. 219 ; //. A\, 19S. Xo date is given in either place.

Above, a.d. 1032. 4 W. Malm., G. A\, s. 253 ;
" Digara," Vita yEdw.

t 401.
5 "Consul fortissimuS . . . psene gigas statura, manu vero et mente prsedura,"

J I. Hunt., a.d. 1052. c Freeman, N. C., I. 586, q.v. for the authorities.
7 Symeon, II I). E., Auct. 219. 8 Cod. Dip. No. 746.
" Consilio cautissimus . . . assiduo laboris accinctu incomparabilis, jocunda et

mpta affabilitate omnibus "affabilis "
; Vita AEdwardi, 392. This of course is the

ription of a family retainer. According to Henry of Huntingdon Godwine dis-

tinguished himself in operations against the Wends in 1019 ; conf. Vita sEd., SUf,
Malmesbury gives him credit for having saved the relics of the army in the defeat on the
liver Helga in 1025 ; (/. A\, s. 1S1. 10 See a.d. 1007.

Mercia.

Wessex.
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brother Brihtric in 1009. 1 The assertion of some later writers 2 that God-

wine was of ignoble origin is not worth consideration. Cnut would have

been the last man to shock English feeling by raising an ignoble favourite

to one of the highest posts in the State. That Godwine was the son of

one Wulfnoth may be accepted as certain. The question remains, who

was Wulfnoth ? The assertion of Florence stands alone, and is beset with

chronological difficulties. 3 Moreover it would not be at all in keeping

with Cnut's policy to appoint a Mercian to a West-Saxon post. The Liber

dc Hyda, while disparaging Godwine's origin, distinctly connects him with

Sussex, l and a Sussex man and not a Mercian he clearly was. His estates

were mainly in Sussex, of which he owned a great part. Arundel and

Bramber were his strongholds ; his favourite residence is said to have been

at Walton, two miles west of Chichester, the site, surrounded by a moat,

being still traceable ; and both he and his son Harold evidently kept their

yachts or ships at Bosham, close by. 5 Doubt may be dismissed when we
hear that Wulnoth of Sussex actually had a son Godwine, remembered in

the Will of a son of ^Ethelred {Cod. Dip. No. 722).

With respect to the possible candidates for the vacant throne, the

electors might take a son of Cnut by /Elfgifu of Northampton, or the one

by Emma-.-Elfgifu. They might revert to a son of ^Ethelred by Emma

;

or they might recall the proper heirs of the native dynasty, the sons of

Ironside. But the last were far away, out of sight and out of mind. The
sons of ^Ethelred were not out of reach : they were still in Normandy, but

no longer under the care of a chivalrous cousin, who might have inter-

vened, and perhaps had talked of intervening, on their behalf. Robert the

Devil was no more. He had passed away at Nice, in Bithynia, on pil-

grimage (July 2, 1035),
6 four months before Cnut. His duchy was in-

volved in all the anxieties and confusion of a minority, his only son and

heir being the little William the Bastard not yet eight years old. His

Government, therefore, had enough to do to hold its own at home without

interfering in other people's affairs.

To settle the question of the succession a grand national Witenagemot

was convened at Oxford as soon as conveniently might be after Cnut's

1 See under that year.

2 Radulfus Niger, 160 ; Liber de Hyda, 288 (Rolls Series No. 45).
3 See Mr. Freeman's Appendix on the Origin of Earl Godwine. We shall find

Eadward the Confessor marrying the daughter of Godwine : but Godwine's great uncle

(according to Florence), Eadric Streona, had married the Confessor's sister. "Can we
conceive a man marrying the great-great-niece of his own mother-in-law? "

4 " Principalis comitatus ejus australis erat, regio quce lingua eorum dicitur Sudsexia,"

p. 288. See Mr. Freeman's Appendix, I. 636, etc. He halts, however, between two

opinions.
5 See M. A. Sower, Sussex; I. 13; and Horsfield, Sussex, II. 232. In Domesday

Bramber is mentioned as having belonged to Gyrth, one of Godwine's younger sons.

6 Rodulfus Glaber, b. IV. c. 6 and note (Historiarum Libri, XV., ed. Prou, Paris,

1 886).
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death ; in fact, within a fortnight of that event. It would seem that dis-

cussion in the electoral council turned simply on the rival claims of the

sons of Cnut. We are told that Leofric, and most of the Northern

Thegns, including probably Earl Eadulf, with the Danes, and the House-

carles x quartered in London, declared for Harold, Godwine

H Lrtha
an<

t
an(* tne ^est Saxons offering a strenuous opposition on be-

'

half of the absent Harthacnut. If the ^Ethelings in Nor-

mandy were present to the minds of many it does not appear that their

friends ventured on an actual nomination. Finally the election of Harold

was carried ; but Godwine, refusing to bow to the voice of the majority,

retired to Wessex, to defy Harold, and hold the district as best he could

for Harthacnut. In this he would have all the support that Emma could

lend, her maternal solicitude being wholly given to her son by Cnut. She

was at Winchester with some House-carles attached to her son's interest,

but Harold promptly deprived her of the power of doing mischief by

securing the treasures left under her charge ; at the same time he was not

strong enough to expel the widowed Lady herself, and she was allowed to

remain at Winchester till Wessex came round to Harold's rule. The
proceedings at Oxford have been generally represented as amounting

to a peaceable partition of England. To us it hardly seems to

Partition
deserve tnat name, as there is nothing to show that Harold

acquiesced in any cession of Wessex to his brother, beyond the

fact that he did not declare war against Godwine. On the other hand, it

is clear that Harold at first was not recognised South of the Thames. 2

If we make search for the considerations that may have told in favour

of one or other of the rival candidates, neither of whom had any personal

merits to show, the predilection of Mercia for the son of

SSiand
1

-^^Llfgifu °f Northampton seems too natural to call for com-

ment. We have already suggested that Cnut's connexion with

the daughter of Earl .-Elfhelm may have been of material use to him in his

first days in England. The motives that may have influenced the men of

1 " Tha lrSsmen on Lundene," Chron. E. Thorpe and Freeman render liSsmen as

"sailors," or "sea-faring folk." But what were the numbers and position of the

mariners of the Port of London at that time that they should take a lead in the highest

politics? A note to the Witherlagh's Rsett {sap.) tells us that the " huscarla " were

also known as the " thingamanna, and the collective body as the " thinga-manna-lith."

This in English would produce " thingamannadithsmen," or shortly "lithsmen.''

Lingard takes the view that I do.

- See ( Ihron. C, D, and E (especially the latter) ; Florence ; Encomium Emm«-, 26 ;

W. Malm., G. A\, s. 1S8. I interpret the words in Chron. E, which seem to imply a

double election (gecuron Harold, him and his broSer Ilardacnute) as only implying a

double nomination. Florence no doubt distinctly asserts a partition between Harold
and Harthacnut; but Chron. E, which records Godwine's opposition to Harold, also

tales that it came to nothing ; while the Worcester Chronicle, 1>, simply records Harold's

accession, without any word even of opposition. So too the Encomiast, who wonders
that the English could have -looped to elect Harold and not one of Emma's sons. .
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Wessex in favour of Harthacnut are not so obvious. Probably the per-

sonal influence of Emma and Godwine, and a jealousy of Mercian as-

scendancy had a good deal to do with it. It is just possible that far-seeing

men might wish for union with Denmark as a safeguard against calamities

the memory of which could not yet have passed wholly out of mind.

Harold's election does not seem to have been followed by any corona-

tion. On the contrary, we are told that Archbishop .Kthelnoth, when

applied to by the King in the usual course, absolutely refused either to

hallow him himself, or to allow any of his suffragans to do so, reserving the

sanction of the Church for some more favoured candidate, apparently

Harthacnut, the nominee of Wessex. 1

With England in a state of practical disruption, Wessex rejecting the

authority of the elected King, and waiting for a King of her own, who did

not appear, the ^Etheling Alfred, eldest son of /Ethelred by

of ^heired Emma, was stirred to assert his pretensions and make a bid for

the crown of England. 2 As no help could be obtained from

the infant Duke of Normandy, he turned to the friendly court of Count

Baldwin V. of Flanders, an old ally of England. From him he obtained

some help, or at any rate leave to enlist men in the county of Boulogne. 3

With these Alfred sailed, making for a harbour, presumably Dover. 4 But

the people, instead of welcoming him with open arms, turned out in hostile

array to resist his landing.

It does not appear that the adventurous iEtheling had received any

assurances of support, or had even put himself into communication with

any parties in England. He came in the spirit of a Prince Charlie, trust-

ing simply to his own enthusiasm and the supposed justice of his cause.

With respect to the latter it is needless to point out that he had never

been nominated, much less elected King by any party in England, and that

he was not even the eldest surviving representative of the House of ^Elfred.

Undeterred by his first ominous repulse, ^Elfred turned aside to another

port given as Sandwich. 5 There he succeeded in disembarking his men.

The story of this unhappy enterprise is given by the different

Sandwich. wnters with a most perplexing variety of detail, due partly to

sympathy and partisan feeling, partly, no doubt, to the real

difficulty of getting at facts that so many influential parties were interested

in hushing up. Thus we are told by several writers that the ^Etheling had

1 Encomium, 27, 28. The writer, however, seems uncertain as to which of Emma's
sons the Archbishop favoured. So long as a son of Emma was living he would crown no
one but a son of Emma.

2 Vita JEdw., 401 ; conf. Encom.
y
28. I reject the allegation of the latter that /Elfred

was lured over by Harold by a forged letter written in Emma's name.
3 " Bononiensium paucos "

; Encom., 29 ; "cum armatis paucioribus Francis," Vitcc

JEdw.
4 " Doroberniam venit transvectus ex portu Icio " ; Guillelmus Pictavensis, Gesta

Guillelmi Ducis, p. 38, ed. Maseres. Portus Icius=Wissant. 5 So Vitcz sEdw., 37.
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come over simply to visit his mother. 1 But he must have known that she

was not his friend, but the friend of Harthacnut, and no writer has in-

dicated a single step in .Elfred's journey that would lead him towards

Winchester. The allegation of an intention to visit his mother must there-

fore have been started in order to intensify pity for his fate by disguising

the real purpose of his coming. To us it appears clear that from the coast

J'Ufred made straight for London, and that he was on his way
An Advance ° ' •

towards to London when he was met by Godwine, the Earl of Wessex.-
London. According to William of Malmesbury ;J they met at Gillingham,

presumably Gillingham near Rochester, a name not likely to have been

invented, while the locality would be exactly on the line of a march from

Sandwich to London. Most of the writers, however, place the meeting at

Guildford, a town with a name known to all. If Guildford was the place,

then we must suppose the yEtheling's landing to have been effected some-

where on the Sussex coast. But whether Godwine encountered the

yEtheling at Gillingham or Guildford, and whether he considered himself

the officer of Harthacnut or Harold, he was in duty bound to challenge an

armed party invading the district committed to his charge. Nay, more,

he was bound to arrest a man obviously aiming at the subversion of the

existing Government. It was a delicate and invidious task, morally certain

to involve Godwine in odium, as popular feeling would inevitably run in

favour of a gallant prince coming as England's heir to release her from

alien domination.

With the utmost moderation and gentleness the Earl could hardly have

discharged his duty without incurring obloquy. But as it happened he

did his best to put himself altogether in the wrong. According to the

most detailed account he met the yEtheling as a friend, declared himself

his man, supped with him, found quarters for him and his men, and then

in the night, reinforcements having come in from Harold,

^odwine^ arrestec^ tne whole party in their beds. l The men were either

put to death, mutilated, or sold as slaves ; the JEtheling was

sent up a prisoner to London. Harold put out his eyes and sent him to

Ely, there to linger in agony for a few days.

4 Was no sadder deed

Done on this earth,

Since the Danes came
To settle in peace.' 5

1 So Chron. C and D ; Florence, and the Encomiast.
- SO expressly Florence "versus Lundoniam "

; adding rather absurdly, "ail regis

Haroldi colloquium." So too in effect Encom,
t 29, "devians eum a Londonia."

. A'., s. 188.
4 Encomium and Will. Poitiers, sup. It is important to notice that the Godwinist

Vita /Edwardi admits that it was reported that the .Finding's men had been arrested

"dolo exarmatofl "
| when deprived oftheir weapons byfraud).

'" See the ballad in Chron. C, where Godwine is named as the chief agent, copied in D,
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In this affair Godwine may not have been guilty of treachery as well as

cruelty ; but it is perfectly clear that he was universally and necessarily

held responsible for the barbarous treatment of the men, and for the

wanton extradition of the .'Etheling to Harold, 1 acts for which he was

impeached at the first opportunity.

But however much Godwine's general popularity might suffer, he was

now brought into friendly relations with Harold. Harthacnut was thrown

overboard ' because he was so Ions: in Denmark,' and Harold
Harold

re-elected and acknowledged as King over all England. Emma
was expelled from Winchester, and driven over sea to find a refuge, not

among her relations in Normandy, but with Count Baldwin in Flanders. 2

Three years and a little more Harold lived to reign as King of all Eng-

land, the chief recorded events being deaths among the bishops, and

appointments of new bishops to fill their places. On the 29th

King'of October, 1038, /Ethelnoth 'the Good ' passed away. 3 Eigh-
Engiand.

teen years jie ^d filled the archiepiscopal throne of Canter-

bury. Seven days later ^Ethelric, Bishop of Selsey, followed him to the

grave. It was said that he had prayed that he might not be required to

live long after ' his dear father ^Ethelnoth.' 4 A little later came the death

of .Elfric, Bishop of Elmham ; and again on the 20th December that of

Bishop Byrhtheah or Bryhtheah of Worcester ; while in the following year,

Byrhtmaer, Bishop of Lichfield, likewise paid the debt of nature. 5

The vacancy in the Primacy was filled up without difficulty, Harold

accepting a man already designated for the position by his father, namely,

Eadsige, formerly chaplain to Cnut, and perhaps since chap-

*
E
Ji

si
?
e lain to Harold himself. As if to ensure his succession,

Arcnbisnop.
Eadsige had been consecrated by ^Ethelnoth as his coadjutor,

with the style of Bishop of St. Martin's ^Canterbury (1035). ^ *s worthy

of notice that in contemplation of his becoming a bishop, Cnut had re-

quired Eadsige to take monastic vows, he then being only a Secular priest. 6

but with the omission of Godwine's name, to the detriment both of the rhythm and sense.

For the name "Godwine " the pronoun " he " is substituted, a relative without an ante-

cedent. /Elfred was buried in the minster 'at the west end, near the steeple in the south

portice ' (aisle ?).

1 In view of Mr. Freeman's elaborate apology for Godwine, it is well to point out that

the Godwinist Biographer of the Confessor does not deny Godwine's part in this affair :

what he denies strenuously is that Godwine ever entertained any treasonable intentions

towards the Confessor ; ViLc sEdzv., 401-406. The date of /Elfred's attempt is quite

certain ; yet Malmesbury places it after the death of Harold, and Huntingdon after that

of Harthacnut.
8 A.D. 1037. Chron. C, D, E ; Encom., 32 ; W. Malm, sup. Emma was established

at Bruges, and liberally treated by Baldwin.
8 Flor. ; Reg. Sacr. 4 Chron. C ; Flor. ; Reg. Sacr.
5 Chron. C, D, E ; Flor. ; Reg. Sacr. For Bishop .Elfric's Will see Cod. Dip. No.

759. One Walfsige became Bishop of Lichfield ; Reg. Sacr.
6 Flor. ; Reg. Sacr. ; Cod. Dip. Nos. 745, 1,323, 1,325, 1,327 ; Hook, Archbishops, I.
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The See of Worcester likewise was disposed of very quickly, being handed

over at once to Lyfing, already Bishop of Devon and Cornwall, the three

Bishoprics to be held together. Lyfing was an old courtier, originally

promoted by Cnut, and afterwards patronized by his son. His name had

been associated with that of Godwine in the matter of the suppression of

the „ Ktheling's attempt. 1 The See of Worcester, therefore, was clearly his

reward.- Stigand, a royal chaplain, obtained a nomination to Elmham,
but one Grimcytel bid high for it, and arrested his appointment, without,

however, securing it for himself. Between them East Anglia apparently

remained without a pastor till io43. ;!

The weakness of Harold's government as compared with that of his

father is shown by the altered state of relations with their neighbours.

Cnut could exact homage from a King of Scotland. Under

Harold
3 °f ^nut EnSusn Earls could overrun Welsh principalities. Now

the tables are turned. In 1039 GrurTudd, son of Llywelyn,

King of North Wales, gave battle to the Mercians at the ford of Rhyd-y-

Groes on the Severn, near Berriew (Montgomeryshire), and defeated them.

Eadwine, the brother of Earl Leofric, was killed, 'and Thurkill and .Klfget

and many other good men with them.' GrurTudd followed up this success

by expelling Howel, son of Edwine, from South Wales. l On the Northern

t ion tier again the Scots assumed the offensive. Malcolm mac Kenneth,

the victor of Carham, had died in 1034/' after a reign of thirty years. All

collaterals having been removed by him,6 he was succeeded by his grand-

son Duncan, the Duncan of romance, being the son of his
D
o

U
f

n
sco

n
tiand°

dauShter Bethoc or Betoch by Crinan, lay Abbot of Dunkeld,

no election of any Tanist being attempted. 7 After six years

of rule Duncan was tempted to imitate his grandfather by invading

Bernicia and attacking Durham. 8 The attack in the former case had

been repulsed by the energy of young Uhtred. But under Bishop

4S7. The church of St. Martin's is still extant, the lower courses of the building being

Roman work. l So W. Malm., sup. ; Florence, a.d. 1040.

- Chron. E ; Flor. ; Reg. Sacr. Lyfing signs as Bishop of Worcester in 103S, within

eleven clays at the latest of the death of his predecessor; Cod. Dip. No. 760. He was

in attendance on Harold on his death bed ; Id. No. 75S.

' Florence ; William of Malmesbury, (7. /'.
, p. 150, fills up the gap by inserting a

second .Flfric as Bishop of Elmham. In all other respects he here copies Florence, who
is silent about the second .Flfric. Bishop Stubbs, in his Resistrum Sat rum, accepts this

1 .Flfric, but is there any real evidence of his existence? Grimcytel succeeded in

obtaining the bishopric of Selsey ; Reg. Saer.
y
etc.

1

./;///. Cam//. ; Chron C; Ihut-y-T. ; Guest's Mabiniogion
i
II. 427, note, ex relatione

Prof.
J. Rhys. The Ann. Cambria render the name " vadum Crucis,"

' 25th Nov., Marianus Scotus ; Tigh ; Ann. Ulster.

" See Skene, C. .S\, I. 398, 399, and authorities there.

'kron. Puts and S. t 175,289; Fordun, IV. c. 1. ; Skene, Celt . I. 390, 39S.

See A.D. IO06.
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Eadmund, the successor of Ealdhun, the minster had been completed,

as well probably as the mound fort, so that the buildings represented a

fortress of considerable strength. 1 The bishop's men, therefore, were able

to defend themselves without further help. Duncan's horses were de-

stroyed by missiles from the walls ; and his men, retreating in confusion

on foot, were attacked and slaughtered in great numbers.2 But Northum-

brian barbarism betrayed itself in the treatment of the fallen. "The
bloody trophies of victory were collected in the market-place of Durham,"

and a garland of Scottish heads set up to adorn the battlements of the

rescued minster. :5 It must be admitted, however, for Duncan that his

invasion of Bernicia may have been undertaken to avenge a savage inroad

into Strathclyde made by Earl Eadulf about two years before. 4 The
succession in Strathclyde being no longer traceable, we may suppose that

the district had been finally incorporated with the rest of modern Scot-

land/-' Duncan, however, paid the penalty of his military failure. On the

14th August he was murdered by " Macbethad mac Finlaech," a personage

Tvr~„u +u known to all time as Macbeth. This man is described as
Macbeth,
King- of Duncan's chief captain, 1

' but his real position apparently was
Scotland.

that of Mormaerj or High Steward of Moray. 7 His wife, the

Lady Macbeth of romance, who appears in history as Gruoch, was the

daughter of one Boete or Bodhe, 8 whose male issue had been murdered by
Malcolm, presumably to clear the way for Duncan. In her right doubtless

Macbeth became King of Scotland (1040).

But Harold had already passed away. He died at Oxford on the 17th

March, 1040, and was buried at Westminster, the first of English Kings to

be laid in Eadgar's foundation. 9 Hunting was his great pur-

Harold. smt
>
and t0 ms bodily activity he owed his surname of Hare-

foot. His quarrel with Archbishop yEthelnoth probably had

1 Symeon, //. D. E., 90. Eadmund held the see 1020-104 1 5 Reg> Sacrum. For
his election and confirmation by Cnut see Symeon, sup., S5, 86. He took monastic vows
on being appointed bishop. 2 a.d 1040, Sym., sup., 90.

1 Freeman, N. C, I. 156.
1 Symeon, //. R., s. 159 :

" Brittones satis atrociter devastavit." Brittones with this

writer usually means the Strathclyde Britons.

5 The last King of Strathclyde, expressly so called, Eogan the Bald, died apparently

soon after the battle of Carham, 1018. But in 1034 we hear of the death of Suibne mac
Kenneth, King of " Gallgaedel," or Galloway (Tigher ; Ann. UlsL). Suibne may have
been an under-king of Strathclyde, but the new title given to him suggests a curtailment

of his district, and supplies a link through which we may trace a historical connexion be-

tween the Kingdom of Strathclyde and the later Stewartry of Kirkcudbright, the most
distinguished post in Scotland.

8 "Aducesuo," MarianusS; Tigh ; Ann. Ulst. ; Chron. P. and S., 175, 289.
7 The district of Moray would probably include all to the West of the Spey and South

of the Dornoch Firth, or the modern counties of Elgin, Nairn, Inverness, and Ross.
K See the St. Andrew's Charter, cited Skene, C. S., I. 406.
9 Chron. E ; conf. Cod. Dip. No. 758.
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a bad effect on his relations with the Church and clergy in general. We
are told that he neglected all Christian rites and worship, and, apparently,

that he could not abstain from his field sports even on Sundays. 1 This,

of course, to say the least of it, implied a want of judgment and sense

of duty on his part. But it seems the only charge that is brought home
to him. His treatment of his rival, yElfred, was not unwarranted by the

ways of the age, and the expulsion of Emma was a political necessity.

Apart from these acts he shewed no disposition to persecute those who
had been his enemies. A certain amount, therefore, " either of generosity

or of policy " 2 must be recognised in his character. He shines in com-

parison with his brother and successor Harthacnut.

Archbishop ^thelnoth, we are told, refused to crown him. History is

silent as to any coronation by Eadsige, who owed his appointment to

Harold.-3 The explanation of this may be found in the fact that Eadsige

did not go to Rome for his Pall till 1040 4
; that he probably did not

return till after Harold's death ; and that till he had received the precious

pallium he could not be considered full Archbishop.

The House-carles were kept up by Harold at the reduced strength of

sixteen ships, equivalent, as we take it, to 560 men. It is not quite clear

whether the reduction in numbers was the doing of Harold, or of his

father in his latter days. But the rate of pay was still the same, namely,

£4 a year ' the rowlock.' 5

Harold is generally supposed to have died unmarried. Nevertheless

it appears that he had a consort whom an English Bishop

Wife. fe^ b°un cl to recognise as his sovereign Lady. 6 History,

however, does not record her name, and it is quite clear that

Harold left no issue.

1 " Ut non solum ipsam odirct benedictionem {i.e. episcopalem) verum etiam uni-

versam fugeret Christianitatis religionem. Namque dum alii ecclesiam Christiano

more missam audire subintrarent, ipse aut saltus canibus ad venandum cinxit," etc. 5

Encomium, 28. 2 Freeman.
;J

I disregard the allegation of the pseudo-Ingulf that Harold presented his coronation

robe to Croyland Abbey ; Hist. Croyland, Gale, Scriptt. XV., vol. I. 91.
4 Chron. A. 5 Chron. E.
G See the Will of Bishop yElfric of Elmham, who died in 103S. He bequeaths 'to

my Royal Lord Harold two marks of gold, and to my Lady one mark of gold ' (" mine

cynelaforde . . . minre hlefdigen ") ; Earle, Land Charters, 240 ; Cod. Dip. No.

759. I do not see who the 'Lady' could be unless Harold's wife; his mother i>

always spoken of as having gone to Norway.
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Harthacnut

Born ioi8-i02o(?) 1
; King of Denmark, 1035 ; King of England, 18th June, 1040 2

;

died June, 1042

Harold being dead and gone, all eyes were turned towards his brother

Harthacnut, now Cnut's only surviving son, for whom Wessex had de-

clared in 1035. The failure of Alfred's attempt would con-

Harthacnut demn an )' movement in favour of his brother Eadward ; while

the sons of Eadmund Ironside were still outside the political

horizon. The Witan, therefore, with general approval, elected Hartha-

cnut, and an embassy was despatched to invite him to accept the Crown

of England. 3 The envoys had not far to go. Harthacnut had lingered

in Denmark, but not without cause. He had seen his brother Swein

promptly succeeded in Norway by Magnus the Good, natural son of Saint

Olaf, dethroned by Cnut in 1028. As usual with Scandinavian affairs at

that time, the details are involved in doubt through lack of historical

records. According to the oldest writers Swein had died about the year

1036, whereupon the Norwegians had elected Magnus.4 According to

other accounts Swein was expelled at the death of Cnut, and driven to

find a refuge in Denmark, where he died shortly afterwards. 5 However

this may have been, Magnus at once assumed a threatening attitude to-

wards Denmark, but peace was secured for the time through the efforts of

leading men on either side. A treaty was arranged between Magnus and

Harthacnut, on the basis of an agreement for mutual survivorship. 6
Still,

however, a watch had to be kept on Magnus.

But Emma was not disposed to acquiesce tamely in banishment from

England. Thirsting for revenge on Harold, she had appealed first, we are

told, to her son Eadward in Normandy. But Eadward was

aSmma* not PrePared to court the fate of his brother Alfred; so Emma
turned to Harthacnut, and he in the course of the year

1039 joined his mother at Bruges with a modest force of ten ships. 7

The two were watching the course of events when the news of Harold's

death reached them. Neither needed a second bidding to return to Eng-

land, and a fleet of sixty ships was quickly raised. About the 17th June
they landed at Sandwich, and met with a hearty reception at all hands.8

1 His mother was married in July, 1017, she took him on a visit to Canterbury in

1023 ; Chron. D.
- Chron. E., a.d. 1042.

3 For this embassy see Hist. Ramsey, a.d. 1040. An old Ramsey monk, ^Elfvveard,

then Bishop of London and Abbot of Evesham, was one of the envoys.
4 Adam of Bremen, Pertz, IX. 332, and note. Ann. Roskild, Langebek, I. 377.
5 Snorri, Saga of Magnus the Good, Laing, II. 359-365 ; Ann. Island, Langebek,

vol. III., A.D. 1036. G Snorri; Ann. Roskild and Island, sup.

7 Encomium, 33 ; Chron. C ; Adam of Bremen, 332.
8 Encom., 35 ; Chron. C, D, E.
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If Kadsige had returned from Rome it may be that Harthacnut

hallowed by him ; a late writer asserts the fact, but it must be considered

doubtful. 1

Whatever hopeful expectations might have been formed of Harthacnut's

rule were doomed to speedy disappointment. Mean, vindictive, and

tyrannical, he lost no time in letting his new [subjects see what

Remaps kind °^ man ne was
-
^ s ^rst act was to orô er tne body of his

brother Harold to be exhumed and thrown into a fen in the

Thames. But the London Danes, a considerable community, would not

allow the remains of their late King to become food for fishes. The

corpse was recovered and laid in their private burying ground, a mile

outside the City walls—St. Clement's Danes. 2

Harthacnut followed up this offensive exhibition of petty spite by order-

ing a " gyld " for a year's pay for sixty ships at the established rate of

eight marks the rowlock, a demand that at once destroyed all

anego
.

t^e j^ng>s popularity.3 'And then went against him all who

before had yearned for him.' 4 The money clearly was wanted for the men

who had come over with Harthacnut, and who might have been in his

service two or three months at most. In 1018 Cnut, no doubt as an

armed conqueror in the hour of victory, had exacted tribute on behalf of

the men whose swords had raised him to the throne. But Harthacnut

coming in peace as one elected King by acclamation, had not a shadow of a

pretext for laying any unnecessary burden on the shoulders of his subjects.

Harthacnut's next act was to fall foul of Godwine and Lyfing for their

action in the matter of the ^Etheling yElfred. We are not surprised to

hear that Harthacnut and Emma demanded explanations on the point.

But we are surprised to hear that Godwine, the man who after all had

done his best for Harthacnut in 1035, should be impeached by ^lfric

Puttoc, the Archbishop of York, one who from the first must have been a

supporter of Harold. The See of Worcester, however, Lyfing's reward for

his activity in 1036, was now made over to ^Elfric in recognition of his

honest zeal in denouncing Lyfing. But the latter, we are told, at the end

of a year or so found means—pecuniary means—of pacifying Harthacnut,

and so recovered Worcester. 5

1 See Roger of Wendovcr, a.d. 1040. The " solio mox sublimatur" of Florence

does not imply of necessity an actual hallowing. The Peterborough chronicle, in calcu-

lating the length of the reign, makes it begin on the iSth June, the day after the landing.

- Chron. C and D ; Florence. The latter connects /Flfric Puttoc, the Archbishop of

York, and Farl Godwine with the act of exhumation. That seems to imply that they

were the two leading magnates, and, consequently, that Fadsige had not yet returned

from Rome.
:i Chron. C, 1), and Flor. Here, as already pointed out, the Peterborough Chronicle

additions of its own, making the pay for 62 (not Co) ships come to £2 1,098, and

that for ^2 ships to ,£11,048. ' Chron. C and 1).

Pecunia serenatus restituit "; W. Malm. But see below, a.d. 1041.
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1

Godwine, however, had to face a trial, doubtless before the Witan, con-

ducted in accordance with the judicial forms of the times. That is to say

he swore, brineins; the most influential men in England to swear
n a i >

Defence.*
5 ^ tn mm

>
tnat tne ^theling had not been deprived of his

sight by his advice or with his will ; and that whatever he had

done in the matter he had done by the order of King Harold. It is

superfluous to point out that this averment did not touch either of the

material points in the case, namely, the wanton barbarity to the prisoners,.

or the gratuitous surrender of the ^Etheling to Harold, at a time when

Godwine was holding Wessex independently of Harold, and as Hartha-

cnut's man. The Witan, however, held the answer a sufficient plea, and

Godwine sealed his peace with the King by presenting him with a

gorgeous offering. The eirenikon is described as a ship ' cunningly

wrought,' 1 with a gilt stem, fully equipped, and manned by eighty picked

warriors, all armed and accoutred like men of high rank. Each wore a

triple coat of mail, a helmet parcel gilt, and two gold bracelets or tores of

sixteen ounces each (!) Every man moreover carried a sword with gilt hilt,

a Danish axe wrought with gold and silver at his back, a shield with gilt

boss and studs on his left arm, and in his right hand an English " ategar "

or javelin. 2 Now all this has not come down to us directly from one who
saw the ship. If each bracelet weighed 16 ounces, the bracelets alone

would have taken 160 pounds of gold, when the gold required of an Earl

for his "relief" was only 200 mancus, or 25 pounds ; while again we have
just seen two marks of gold, or one pound, thought a suitable offering to

a King, and one mark thought a fit offering to a Queen. The cost of

Godwine's ship, if real, must have been so enormous that we cannot help

entertaining a suspicion that it may in fact have been a toy ship or model,

a costly piece of metal-work, like the toy galleons of which the 16th

century silversmiths have left such charming examples. In the course of

a little time the toy ship, in popular report, would grow into a real ship.

If the ship was real, the ornamentation must have been tinsel. On the

other hand, we must admit that the alleged number of the crew militates

against our theory that the average complement of a Danish vessel might

still be taken as thirty-five men, more especially as the number (eighty

men) is supported by the sum named by the Peterborough chronicler as

the gyld required for sixty-two ships at eight marks the rowlock—^21,098
—which sum would imply eighty-five men per ship. We should be only

too glad of further evidence on the point.

Meanwhile, the " gyld " was being collected, the pressure of the tax being

" Fabrefactam "
; Flor. I give the classical translation, but faber and its com-

pounds in mediaeval Latinity are so generally limited to smith's work, that I am
tempted to render it ' wrought in metal.'

2 " Gar" is the more common form. See Florence, A.D. 1040 ; W. Malm., G. R.,
s. 18S.
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aggravated by the fact that the winter 1 040-1 041 was a time of great

dearth, wheat rising to 55 pence the sester, ' and eke further.' 1

A Famine, rpj^ must have been due to the hard weather spoken of in the

previous autumn and winter, 2 followed in all likelihood by a late spring

and wet summer. But popular discontent reached a climax when the

raising of the first "gyld" was followed by a precept for a further levy of

money for a year's pay for thirty-two ships. This might be taken as fore-

shadowing the maintenance of a body of House-carles double that main-

tained by Harold. But on the whole it seems more likely that the men

were wanted for service abroad in defence of the King's interests in

Denmark, which were seriously threatened.

Harthacnut, as King of Denmark, had recalled from exile his cousin

Swein, eldest son of Cnut's sister Estrith by Earl Ulf—Swein Estrithson

—

who for twelve years after his father's death had resided in Sweden, at the

court of King Anund, son of Olaf. When Harthacnut left Denmark he

committed the government to Swein, who was shortly attacked and ex-

pelled by the Norwegians. Swein came over to England to ask for help,

and received a fleet, doubtless raised with the obnoxious gelds. With

this he returned to Denmark, but only to suffer a fresh defeat at the hands

of Magnus. :i The fact that the taxes were raised for operations abroad in

which the English had no particular interest would not mend the matter

in their eyes. Popular resistance to the imposts increased.

Resistance jjie ordinary civil authorities—earls, sheriffs, town-reeves,
uO IClXGS.

constables—found themselves powerless to act, and House-

carles had to be sent through the country to support the taxgatherers. In

the performance of this duty it is only natural to suppose that many brutal

acts may have been committed. In Worcestershire the people rose, while

in the city of Worcester two House-carles were massacred in an upper

chamber of a tower connected with the minster buildings,4 in which they

had taken refuge (Monday, 4th May, 1041). Harthacnut's fury knew no

bounds. All the forces of Deira, Mercia, and Wessex were called out,

besides the House-carles. Siward, Leofric, and Godwine came at the

King's summons ; also Ranig Earl of the Magesretas (Herefordshire), and

Thored, given as Earl of the Middle Angles (" Mediterraneorum**), a

district probably corresponding to the old Five Burghs. 5 But six months

1 Chron. E. Bosworth (A.S. Dictionary) gives the soester, or sester {sc.xtarius, Fr.

r), as = 15 pints ; the pint being = 1 lb. of water. That would make the sester

less than two gallons. Henry of Huntingdon, under the year 1044, describes the sester

as equal to a horse-load. Fleta, the 13th century writer, gives the sester of wine as = 4

gallons; so too P.p. StuU>s, Select Charters.

- " So mycla wind," Chron. C. " Hiems durissima," Symeon, //. A\, a.d. 1039.

Si Adam of Bremen, sup., 332 ; Lappenberg, II. 232.

1 " In cujusdam turris monasterii solario "
; h'lor.

' The Middle Angles were " dependent ecclesiastically on Leicester." Stubbs, Const.

//is/.
}

I. 123 (ed. 4). Freeman describes them as u the Eastern part of Mercia."
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elapsed before the men were got together. At last, in November, the

Worcester-
°ffencnng district was invaded and harried in all its length and

shire breadth. But not many of the population were found there,
vage

.

t^ey hav ing ^ad am pie warning of the coming storm. The
townspeople retired to an island in the Severn, Bevere Island 1 (Beverege),

where they defended themselves till peace was proclaimed. Four days

the devastation lasted j on the fifth day the city was burned. The in-

vading forces then retired, laden with booty, and the king's wrath was

appeased. The See of Worcester was still in ^Elfric's hands at this time.

The restoration of Lyfing therefore may have been partly due to odium
attaching to ^Elfric in connexion with these events. 2

Yet another crime, one too involving a foul breach of faith, must be

placed to the account of King Harthacnut under this year. Eadulf had

succeeded to the earldom of Bernicia a few years before, at the death of

his brother Ealdred. The elder brother had fallen by the hand of Carl,

in prosecution of the original blood-feud between the Houses of Uhtred and

Thurbrand Hold, as already mentioned. Eadulf had incurred the ill-will

of Harthacnut under circumstances not explained. Perhaps he had been

a supporter of Harold, perhaps he had refused to join in the raid on

Worcestershire. Anyhow he was invited to court to make his peace with

the King; and he came under "grith," i.e. a formal safe-conduct. But

Harthacnut, in violation of his pledge, 3 ordered Eadulf to be

Ear^Eaduif. assassinated, and the hand selected for the deed was that of

Siward. The Earl does not appear to have been connected

with the House of Thurbrand. On the contrary, he was married to Eadulfs

niece, a daughter of Ealdred. But he did not shrink from shedding the

blood of his wife's uncle, and for the service received the earldom of

Bernicia, thus becoming ruler of Northumbria in the widest sense, namely,

from the Humber to the Tweed. 4 It is satisfactory, however, before

closing the short chapter of the reign of Harthacnut, to be able to find one
act worthy of commendation,—one act suggestive of brotherly feelings and
good sense, namely, the invitation to his half-brother Eadward to leave

_ . Normandy and take up his residence in England. As Har-

Confessor) thacnut was childless, unmarried, and certainly of unsound
b
Engfand°

constitution, 5 the invitation would imply a tacit recognition

of Eadward as Heir Presumptive to the Throne. The prospect

of a close of Danish rule and of a return to the House of zElfred could not

fail to be welcome to the English. But in the call for Eadward in prefer-

1 Two and a half miles N. of Worcester.
2 Florence, and Chron. C and D, a.d. 1041 ; W. Malm., G. R., sup.
3 "Wedloga"; Chron.
4 a.d. 1041, Chron. C and D ; Symeon, H. D. E., p. 91 ; H. P., p. 198, and

Append., 383. In the last place {Tract on Northumbrian Earls), the deed is wrongly
attributed to the time of Eadward.

5 " Ob morbos quos frequenter patiebatur "
; Will. Poitiers, 39.

R. H. F F
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ence to the sons of Ironside, still doomed to be overlooked, we may trace

the agency of Emma. Eadward came over without hesitation, and was at

once established in a suitable position at court, if not formally recognised

as future King. 1

Next year (1042) Harthacnut passed away, in the words of the chroni-

clers, 'as he at his drink stood.' In fact, the King was attending a banquet

at Lambeth, at the house of Osgod Clapa, a wealthy King's

Hsurthacnut
Thegn, 2 the entertainment being given in honour of the mar-

riage of Osgod's daughter Gytha to another leading Thegn of

Danish blood—Tofig Pruda 3 (the Proud). This man is said to have

been the King's Standard-Bearer. 4 From the use of the word ' stood

'

(stod) it has been suggested that Harthacnut may have been rising to

propose a toast, perhaps the health of the bride and bridegroom, when he

was seized with a fit, apparently an epileptic fit, and so fell down on the

floor in terrible convulsions. 5 His attendants carried him off, but he never

spoke again, and on the 8th June he died. G For burial he was taken to

the Old Minster at Winchester, and laid beside his father, Cnut. 7 Henry

of Huntingdon thought that he could form a favourable opinion of Har-

thacnut on the strength of the liberality of his table, which provided four

meals, or four dinners, a day for his courtiers. 8 A better apology for his

bad government might be found in his youth, and the presumption that he

was much led by his advisers, of whom his mother was probably the first.
11

The oppressive Danegeld of his first year is expressly attributed to his

councillors by one writer 10
j but the ravaging^of Worcestershire and the

murder of Eadulf must be regarded as Harthacnut's own acts.

Harthacnut was not married, and left no issue.

1 Encom.f 36; Chron. C, D, E ; Flor. ; W. Malm. The first of the above has it

that Eadward was associated with Harthacnut on the throne, while the Chronicles

C and D say of Eadward, " Theh wres to tinge gesworen," a passage that does not seem
to have received the attention that it deserves.

2 "Magna; vir potential," Flor. Osgod signs as "Minister" from the year 1026;
Cod Dip. Nos. 743, 1,033, etc.

! Tofig signs in 1033, with Osgod, at the head of the Thegns ; Cod. Dip. Nos. 749, 751.
4 De Inventione Cruris, p. 9; (Stubbs, 1861).
5 " Mid egeslicum anginne."
c Chron. C, D, E ; Flor. The History of Ramsey notes that the reign lasted two

years less ten days.
7 Id. The Canterbury Chronicle (F) adds that the Lady Emma gave the head of

the Martyr St. Valentine to the New Minster for the good of her son's soul.

" Tanta? namque largitatis fertur fuisse ut prandia regalia quatuor in die vicibus

omni curia? suae faceret apponi, malens a vocatis apposita fercula dimitti, quam a non
vocatis apponenda fercula reposci " ; Hist. Angi. t p. 190. If Harthacnut himself
4

'lined ' four times in the day no wonder that he died in a fit.

Emma is associated with Harthacnut in one of his three undoubted charters, and she

U next after him in another ; Cod. Dip. Nos. 763 and 1,330.
10 Chron. E, "his raxlesmen hit sy'So'on strange forguldon."



CHAPTER XXVII

ENGLISH DYNASTY RESTORED

EDWARD ' THE CONFESSOR ' *

Born at Islip - 1 004-1010" ; succeeded 9th June, 1042 4
; died 5th January, 1066.

Styles :
" Anglorum basileus, monarchus ; Rex Britannice totius ; Rex Anglorum ; Angul-

saxonum rex," etc. ; Cod. Dip. Nos. 767, 770, 1,332

Delay in the Coronation—Apparent Opposition to Eadward—His Final Coronation and
Marriage—Ascendancy of Earl Godwine—Outlawry and Recall of his son Swein

—Disbandment of House-carles—Remission of Standing Danegeld

ON the 8th of June, 1042, Harthacnut had passed away. A day or

two might be allowed to intervene between his death and his burial.

Till the last rites had been performed it would hardly be seemly to proceed

to the election of a successor. Yet the Anglo-Saxon Chronicles tell us

that or ever the late King had been laid in his grave Eadward was pro-

claimed in London. ' All men took him, as was his right (gecy7ide). ,b

If Eadward in fact had already been sworn in as King-elect the proceeding

would be natural. Florence of Worcester, however, adds that this prompt

and general recognition was chiefly due to Earl Godwine and Bishop

Lyfing. The next fact recorded by our domestic writers is that Eadward

was 'hallowed king, with mickle worship, by Archbishop

^mtio^ Eadsige >
on Easter Day> 3rd April, 1043.' 6 The King is pro-

claimed with almost indecent haste, yet ten months elapse

before he receives the sanction so essential in the eyes of all. A Harold or

a Harthacnut might, and perhaps did, get on without consecration. But

Eadward was before all things a churchman, a man led by priests, almost

a monk. Neither in his own eyes nor in those of his subjects would he

1 A ' Confessor ' is a Saint of a minor order. Eadward was canonized by Pope
Alexander III. circa 1160; but popular belief in his personal holiness had canonized

him long before. - "GiSslep," Cod. Dip. No. 862; Freeman.
3 Eadward's parents were married in 1002. His brother Alfred was older than he ;

lie also had certainly one, and perhaps two, sisters ; according as he was older or younger

than they he might be born 1004 to 1010. He was sent abroad in 1013.
4 Florence, recording Eadward's death 5th January, 1066, gives the reign as having

lasted 23 years 6 months and 27 days.

5 See Chron. C, D, E, and F. The original annal here incorporated by E must have
been written up during the life of the Confessor, as it wishes him a long reign—" healde

tha hwile the God unne." ° Id., and Flor.

435
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seem full King till the holy oil had passed on his head. Thus we feel that

the hasty proclamation and the tardy coronation alike point to the fact that

Godwine and Lyfing, as the leaders of the national party, anxious for

Eadward's promotion, anticipated and experienced some considerable

opposition. William of Malmesbury would have us to believe that the

opposition came from Eadward's own timidity and reluctance ; that he

wished to return to Normandy ; and that Godwine, who looked forward to

ruling in his name, had much ado to induce him to accept the proferred

crown. 1 Be this as it may have been—and Eadward's feebleness of char-

acter 2 would certainly encourage opposition—the question remains, what

other candidate was there in the field ? We answer that a dynasty of three

reigns standing does not succumb without a struggle, and that the House
of Swein Tiugeska^gg was not extinct. The heir of the Danish line was

Swein, the son of Estrith, Cnut's eldest sister, a young man of undoubted

ability, as his later history shewed. When last we heard of him he was in

England, pressing for succour against the Norwegians. He went home,

again to suffer defeat at the hands of Magnus. Again he turned to

England, arriving in the nick of time to find Harthacnut dead, and the

Swein
English Danes in want of a candidate. His brothers Biorn

Estrithson and Asbiorn also came with him. The quarter therefore from
ns an

' whence emanated the opposition to Eadward becomes apparent.

All this we get from a foreign writer, already cited, himself a personal friend

of Swein. 3 Reverting to domestic authority, we hear of a grand Gemot at

Gillingham, presumably the Dorsetshire Gillingham, in which all the arts

of diplomacy, including bribery and corruption, had to be exercised by

Godwine to secure the election of Eadward.4 Godwine, however, did carry

the day, Swein being induced to leave England under a promise of the

reversion at Eadward's death, an old solution of such difficulties. 5

Thus Eadward was finally crowned on Easter Day, 3rd April, 1043.

. Klfric of York and most of the other bishops assisted. The proceedings

1 G. R., s. 196, p. 238. I can see nothing to bear out Mr. Freeman's suggestion that

Eadward actually went back to Normandy after the death of Harthacnut. Huntingdon

thought that Eadward only came to England after the death of Harthacnut. William of

Poitiers is a little hazy on this point; but not a writer pretends that Eadward came over

and went back to Normandy before his coronation. William of Poitiers treats Eadward
as having been forced on the English by young Duke William under threat of war,

William receiving in return a formal grant of the reversion of England from King and

Witan.

- " Quamvis vel deses vel simplex putaretur," W. Malm., sup. See too Hist. Ramsey,

a.d. 1042: "Vir simplex et rectus . . . propter indulgentiam et simplicitatem

parum idoneum ad tractanda regni negotia," etc.
:! Adam of Bremen, sup., 332.
' \V. Malm., G. R., s. 197. See also the Vita /Edw. " Instat potissimum dux
!\\inus ut regem suum [sc. .Edwardum) recipiant in nativi juris sui throno" ; this is

the "iily hint given of any opposition, but still it is a sufficient hint.
1 So Adam of Piemen, Swein's friend, p. 253-
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ended with an address by Eadsige, in which he ' learned ' the King well

Eadward °^ ms duties f°r tne people's good. This, however, was no

Finally novel addition to the consecration rites. Dunstan had deli-
owne

' vered a similar homily when crowning Eadweard the Martyr in

975.
1 Eadsige followed his precedent, perhaps his very words.

The European Powers were prompt in recognising the Government of

Eadward. It would seem that his coronation was attended by ambassa-

dors bringing friendly messages and gifts from Henry III. of

Relations
Germany, already bereft of his Engl'ish bride, Gunhild; 2 also

from Henry I. of France, and from ' the King of Denmark.'

The last was Magnus of Norway, who for the time had got the better of

Swein Estrithson. Doubtless he would be anxious to stave off English

intervention on behalf of his rival. Minor princes and lords too, we are

told, were there, with proffers of humble service— proffers duly requited

with subsidies of English gold.'5

The appearance of so many ambassadors was a novel circumstance. It

must be taken in the first instance as evidence of a growing intercourse

between nations, as Europe became more peaceable and orderly. But the

embassies may also be taken as indicative of satisfaction at the break-up of

Cnut's empire, and a feeling for the balance of power. So, again, the de-

termined stand made by Godwine and the English for the restoration

of the native dynasty in the person of a very weak representative shews

clearly how little they cared for any union with Denmark. Such a policy

would have been quite foreign to the tendencies of the times, which were

still altogether local. Godwine's action is the more remarkable as he

owed everything to Cnut. His wife was a Dane, and Swein Estrithson was

his wife's nephew. 4

As for the new King himself, he was in all but the name a Norman.

Born between 1004 and 1010, he might at the time of his coronation be

from thirty-three to thirty-nine years old. Of those years five

C
Eadward°

f
anc* twentv naô been spent continuously in Normandy. All

his early associations, all the friendships of his youth, must have

been connected with Normandy. The statesmen at the English court

.

were strangers to him. The men whom he had been taught to look up to

were his uncle Richard, and his cousins Richard, Robert, and William,

successively Dukes of Normandy. A reverence for the clergy and a cling-

ing to all things Norman will be found leading features of his character.

1 Chron. C and E ; Florence. For Dunstan's homily see above, 330, note.

2 Henry succeeded his father, Conrad II., as King of Germany in 1039 ; but he was
not crowned Emperor till 1047. Gunhild died in July, 1038.

,

3 " Munera . . . quce rex /Edwardus facit eisdem Francorum principibus vel

annua vel continua," etc. See Vita sEdzv., 395-397, where we also have an account of a

gorgeous ship with 120 rowers presented by Godwine, apparently an improvement on
the peace-offering made by him to Harthacnut. Luard.

4 Green. Godwine's wife Gytha was sister to Earl Ulf, the father of Swein.*
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Naturally enough he brought with him a little band of friends and advisers,

for promotion in England. Chief of these were his nephew, Ralph, son

of his sister Godgifu, or Goda, by her first husband Drogo, Count of

Mantes, and Robert Champart, Abbot of Jumieges. 1 The latter was soon

found to possess the King's confidence " as no other man possessed it." J

Inattentive to business, with no sense of royal duty, dependent upon

others, but unable to act cordially with those whom his subjects would

trust, Eadward had in store for the country a dismal period of shiftless

policy and paltry intrigue.'

The first victim was the King's own mother, who succumbed to a cabal

entirely recalling the days of /Ethelred the Unredy. Emma was evidently

a woman with a turn for making money. Harold had despoiled her under

circumstances that quite excused his action. Under Harthacnut she had

managed to recoup herself, and was again a rich woman, rich enough to

be worth plundering. Towards her sons by her first marriage Emma no

doubt had not shown herself a deserving mother. She had totally neg-

lected them for her children by Cnut. Nevertheless we must remember
that under Harthacnut she had been all powerful ; that Eadward could

not well have been recalled without her concurrence; and that for that,

if for nothing else, some measure of gratitude must have been due to her.

Of the scandalous bad taste of inaugurating a reign by an attack on one's

own mother we need say nothing. The King, however, we
Attack on •

Emma. are t0^' found fault with the Lady for having ' held it too

tightly with him '

;

4 and again, ' because she had been too

hard with him, and had done less for him than he would, both ere he was
king and eke since.' 5 These words clearly imply pecuniary shabbiness on

Emma's part, but nothing more. Shabby and neglectful to Eadward be-

fore his elevation she doubtless had been. Of her shabbiness since that

event we may conjecture either that she had not presented what he con-

sidered a sufficient offering at his coronation ; or perhaps that he had

called upon her for a ' Benevolence ' for the expenses of the ceremony, and

that she had been ill-advised enough to refuse. But, on whatever grounds,

the King considered himself aggrieved, and a Witenagemot was convened

at Gloucester, at which the three great Earls gave their attendance. The
Lady's case was laid before the assembly, and she doubtless was voted

guilty of treason, and condemned to forfeiture. Taking the execution of

the sentence into his own hands, the King, followed by Godwine, Leofric,

The Ladv's
an(^ Siward, without giving his mother one word of notice, or

Treasures one chance of compromise or accord, rode straight to Winches-
Selzed • .

ter with force of arms, as against an enemy, laid hands on her

1 Vita /Edw., 399; Lapp ; Freeman. - Green, Con<j. of E.
< »nf. Adam of Bremen, sup., 340, who describes Eadward as a mere puppet, " vita

el inani nomine regis contend. " 4 " To teste," Chron. C and E.
5 Chron. D

; Flor. G See too W. Malm., (/. A'., s. 196.
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treasures, declared her estates confiscate, and then went off, leaving her

to end her days at Winchester on a modest competence. 1

Emma's fall involved for the moment that of her right-hand man and

chief adviser, Stigand. This man, if not perhaps the priest appointed to

" Assandun " in 1020, was at any rate a Royal chaplain, who

Bishop of had been connected with the court since 1033. 2 Originally ap-
Eimham.

p j nted to the See of Elmham in 1033, he had only obtained

consecration in the course of the current year (1043). But now, by a

sudden revulsion of the wheel of fortune, he found himself ousted, with-

out a semblance of a recorded charge against him beyond that of being

of Emma's council. The bishopric was taken into hand. But Stigand

understood the world that he lived in and how to deal with it, and so in

the course of the next year recovered his bishopric. 3

Archbishop Eadsige was not a man of the world, but he too quite

understood the part in ecclesiastical affairs that money and intrigue could

play at court. He was in weak health, unequal to the duties of his post,

and anxious for a coadjutor. He had a man in his eye with whom he

could act, Siward, Abbot of Abingdon, one of the strictest monastic

Houses in the kingdom. But Eadsige was careful to impart his wishes to

two men, and two men only, the King and Godwine :
' For that he weened

that some other man would beg it or buy it if more men wist of it.' The
leave and license of the indispensable two having been obtained, Eadsige

at once consecrated Siward as Bishop of Upsal. 4 One ecclesiastical

appointment there was in which assuredly Godwine had no voice. On
the 25th July, 1044, Bishop /Elfweard of London died. 5 Eadward at

once gave that most important See to his confidant, Robert of

JumiSesf Juml^oes -

G The appointment must have been a very un-

popular one. The writers of the time refuse to notice it.

They record the death of ^Elfweard ; they record the appointment to the

Abbey of Eves-ham held by him along with the bishopric ; but not a word

about London. For all they tell us it might have been left vacant.

But if Godwine could not control the King in all his ways, he was never-

theless, by virtue of his wealth, experience, and political ca-

Ear°i

S

Godw2ie Pac^^' ^ultQ ^e *eading man in tne kingdom, and the virtual

ruler of England. His eldest son Swein, or, according to

1 16th Nov., 1043; Chron. ; Flor. ; W. Malm., sup. Emma, however, is still

found attesting some of her son's charters ; Cod. Dip. No. 774. She lived on till 1052.

For her Will, disposing often hides of land, see Cod. Dip. No. 1,337.
2 He attests a charter of Cnut in 1033, Cod. Dip. No. 751. For the other Stigand,

see above 39S, note 7.

•J Chron. C, Florence, and Chron. E, 1044. Stigand signs as Bishop from 1044, Cod.

Dip. Nos. 773, 784. It would seem that Grimcytel, now Bishop of Selsey, the man who
had competed with Stigand for Elmham in 1038, was again bidding against him.

4 Chron. C ; Reg. Sacrum. Siward signs in 1045, Eadsige also still attesting ; Cod.

Dip. Nos. 776, 778.
5 Flor. ; Reg. Sacrum. ; Chron. D (a.d. 1045).

G W. Malm., G. P., p. 145 ; Reg. Sacrum.
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the English spelling of the name, Swegen, was already an Earl. 1 Godwine's

glory must have seemed at its height when the King ' took him to wife

'

the Earl's eldest daughter, Eadgyth. 2 Of this Lady from her own chaplain

we get sundry notices, but no full portrait. William of Malmesbury de-

scribes her as a very learned person, a perfect "gymnasium " of liberal

arts, but not a woman of the world, and wanting in looks and tact. 3 That

she was not a cypher, however, seems clear. We take her rather to have

been a strong-minded woman. From her follower we hear of

Ead£r
a
«L ^er not on^ as ta^^n§ charge of court ceremonial, and en-

deavouring to keep the King up to the mark in such things, 4

but also as giving valuable assistance at councils of State.5 She was

jealous of her lord's honour, and anxious to please him in all things ; but

her life could not be a very happy one with a husband who never treated

her, probably could not treat her, as a wife. 6

Again, in the course of the year (1045) Godwine's second son, Harold,

was raised to an earldom, and no less an earldom than that of East Anglia,

Harold e 1
mcmcung Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire, and Essex, besides

of East East Anglia proper ; that is to say, Norfolk and Suffolk, which
s a

' were still reckoned as one county

;

7 while yet another earldom

was found for Beorn, the nephew of Godwine's wife. 8

1 The district under his charge is described by Florence (a.d. 105 1) as including

Oxfordshire, Gloucestershire, Herefordshire, Somerset, and Berks. Swein's earldom,

however, would seem to have included that of the Hwiccas, formerly held by Eglaf.

The list, therefore, in Florence is not quite accurate. Swein signs as Dux as early

as 1043 ; Cod. Dip. Nos. 767, 769.

- 23rd January, 1045 ; Chron. C (given at end of 1044). Eadgyth signs in 1045 ;

Cod. Dip. No. 776.
3 " Edgitham . . . fxminam in cujus pectore omnium liberalium artium esset

gymnasium sed parvum in mundanis rebus ingenium
;
quam cum videres, si litteras

stuperes, modestiam certe animi et speciem corporis desiderares "
; W. Malm., C. R.,

s. 197. The writer was clearly hostile, as he insinuates other charges (probri suspicione

non caruit) which do not seem to be made out.

4 " Regalium ornamentorum pompa qua ex officio regke uxoris ambiebatur (sc.

.Kdwardus), tacite et temperaliter . . . nulla animi delectatione utebatur, et non

curaret si non . . . amministrarentur. Officiositatem tamen ipsius reginx in talibus

gratam ducebat." Again, " Sedulitate ejus "
; Vitte s'Ed7v.

y 415.
:
' " Erat enim in omnibus regalibus consiliis, ut ita dicarnus moderatrix, etc."; VUmt

403.
,; W. Malm., sup.

7 Flor., a.d. 1051. Harold signs first as "Minister" and then as "Dux" within

the year 1045 ; Cod. Dip. Nos. 780, 781 ; see also No. 782, where he is mentioned in

the Will of an East Anglian lady, shewing his connexion with that district from the first.

With respect to the previous history of East Anglia, of which nothing has been heard

since the retirement of Thurkill in 1021, Mr. Freeman suggests that it may have been

held by the successive husbands of Gunhild—Hakon and Harold. As Harold died

(murdered) about 1043, that would fit in. See below.
s
Beorn signs as "Dux " in 1045, and before the 22nd April, because the charter is

attested by Bishop Byrhtwold of Ramsbury, who died on that day; Cod. Dip. No. 77S.

With respect t<> lieorn's earldom, he is associated with Bishop Eadnoth of Dorchester in
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On the face of our domestic annals Eadward's throne would seem too

well established to fear assault from any quarter, and so no doubt it was

in fact. Nevertheless, under the year 1044, we hear of the

Raised
King going to Sandwich with a fleet of thirty-five ships, 1 a

step clearly indicating some alarm of foreign invasion. Along

with this we hear of the banishment of Gunhild, Cnut's niece, widow of

two successive Earls, Hakon and Harold, her sons Heming and Thurkill

being also expelled. 2 This we may take as proof of some jealousy of the

Danish party. 3 It seems pretty clear that the alarm was caused by the

attitude of Magnus, now King of Norway and Denmark. He claimed to

have succeeded to the latter kingdom by virtue of the compact of survivor-

ship made between him and Harthacnut. We have seen that at first he

hastened to recognise the accession of Eadward ; but now he contended

that the crown of England was included in the agreement with Harthacnut,

and he called for fulfilment of the treaty. 4 Eadward answered his challenge

by calling out his fleet. How far the thirty-five ships represented House-

carles, and how far they represented a ship-fyrd, we cannot say ; but we
must point out for the credit of Eadward's government the improvement

since the days of his father, when the most imminent danger had failed to

stir the King to action.

Next summer again (1045) we near °f another and a larger muster at

Sandwich. ' Never saw nane man greater ship-force on this land.' This

time we are expressly told that an invasion by Magnus
M
^Q^ly

f was expected. But Magnus came not. He was detained at

home by a fresh attack on him made by Swein Estrithson, 5

supported by his old friend Anund, otherwise James, of Sweden. Swein's

efforts were attended with success : he regained possession of Denmark, at

any rate for a time, while England certainly was relieved of all cause of

immediate alarm. As she was now playing off Swein Estrithson against

two grants of land in Herts. Perhaps the southern parts of the See of Dorchester may
have been his district ; Cod. Dip. Nos. 826, 827.

1 Chron. C (Chron. D, A.D. 1045).
2 Florence (Chron. D, A.D. 1045). Gunhild retired to Bruges, the general refuge for

all political exiles, and from thence again to Denmark. Her second husband, Harold,
a Danish prince, to be carefully distinguished from Godwine's son, had been recently

murdered on his way back from Rome to Denmark by Ordulf of Saxony, brother-in-law

to King Magnus ; Adam of Bremen, p. 335. Harold was alive in 1042, Cod. Dip. No. 764.
3 It may be that Asbeom, the son of Ulf, was also banished at this time. The date is

uncertain.
4 Snorri, Saga of Magnus the Good, Laing, II. 377, 397 ; Freeman. This Saga

seems more historical than many of the others.
5 Chron. C, D, and Florence.

Adam of Bremen, 339. The Saga of Harold Hardrada of Norway attributes to

him the reinstatement of Swein ; Laing, III. 17-19. I prefer to follow Adam and
Florence, who represent Hardrada as only coming home when he heard of the death of
Magnus in 1047.
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Magnus, the promotion of Beorn might be partly due to his relationship

with the former prince.

Godwine, his two elder sons, and his wife's nephew between them now
ruled the territories comprised in the ancient kingdoms of Kent, Sussex,

Wessex, Essex, East Anglia, and considerable parts of Mercia, a vast

accumulation of power. The family received its first check from the

misconduct of Swein, the eldest son. He had been on an expedition into

Wales, in friendly concert with Gruffudd ap Llywelyn of North Wales, to

ravage the territories of Gruffudd ap Rhydderch of South Wales. The
allies triumphed, and hostages were given up to them. On his return

to Herefordshire Swein fell in love with and carried oft'

A
5?^iSSL

of Eadgifu, Abbess of Leominster. The short record of the
an Abbess. .

.

Abingdon Chronicle is that Swein ' kept her the while that

him listed, syne let her fare hame. 1 If such was the case his conduct

was utterly base and discreditable. Florence of Worcester, however, does

Swein the justice to say that he wanted to marry the Abbess. 2 Now if

Eadgifu was only a canoness (A.S. nunne), and not a fully dedicated

Regular (i/iym'cene), as was very likely the case, under the old law a

marriage might have been arranged with consent of the King and Bishop.

In any case the abduction would only have involved the offender in a

pecuniary fine. 3 But the law no doubt had become stricter. Moreover,

with the saintly Eadward on the throne, with Eadsige Archbishop of

Canterbury, with Siward, late of Abingdon, coadjutor Archbishop, and

the Episcopate generally in the hands of the monastic party, indulgence

for any such irregularity was not to be looked for. The

Outlawed
matter *ed t0 an °Pen rupture between the King and Swein.

Apparently a sentence of outlawry was passed on the latter '

—

a monstrous penalty if nothing further had happened, and a proof that

the King really bore little love to the House of Wulfnoth. Swein fled the

country, retiring, of course, to Bruges, there to rest over the winter, in

hopes doubtless of restoration. 5 The family, however, were able to retain

possession of his earldoms, dividing them between his brother Harold and

his cousin Beorn. ,;

The year closed with the banishment of another man of note, one of

older standing if not of higher position than Swein, namely, Osgod

Clapa, the wealthy Thegn, the friend of Harthacnut. He held the high

office of Staller, i.e. Constable or Master of the Horse ; and he had been

up to the last one of the most constant witnesses of the King's charters. 7

1 A.n. 1046. Ann. Camb. ; Ihnt-y-T., 1045-1046. 2 A.D. 1049.
'

, Laws of .lilfred, c. 8 ; conf. A£thdred
%
VI. 12 ; Schmid ; Thorpe.

1 So 11. Hunt., " Rex exulavit Suain."
'° Chron. Fj Chron. E (a.d. 1045). The nunnery of Leominster had been enriched

by Earl Leofric ; Flor., a.d. 1057 ; copied by W. Malm., G. A\, s. 196.
'' So (Jlu on. E under 1049 (given as 1046).
7 See the charter! of the year 1046 ; Cod. Dip. Nos. 7S3, 1 ,335, etc.
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His sudden fall evidently created a great sensation. Every chronicler

notices it. Not one hints at any misconduct on Osgod's part, or suggests

the causes of his disgrace. If he had been a supporter of Swein Estrithson

as against Eadward in 1042, that offence had been condoned by his sub-

sequent employment at court ; besides, we have seen that since that time

Swein had been on friendly terms with England. It must therefore re-

main an open question whether Osgod had been detected in some serious

offence, or whether he merely succumbed to the greed of a cabal thirsting

for his spoils.

Some further ecclesiastical appointments may here be noticed. On the

23rd March, 1046, l Lyfing, 'the word-wise Bishop,' 2 passed away. He
was clearly a churchman of the secular type, the Minister and

Ecc
^ff!^.g

ical statesman. The friend and companion of Cnut, who had made
him Bishop, first of Devon (Crediton), and afterwards of Corn-

wall in addition, he had successfully held his place at court through

all the storms and vicissitudes of four successive reigns—a man of resolute

ambition and unshrinking purpose. 3 The further Diocese of Worcester,

conferred upon him by Harold in 1038, had already been taken from him,

and given to Ealdred, formerly a Winchester monk, and then Abbot of

Tavistock. 1 From this we may gather that Lyfing, in spite of his great

services, did not stand quite as well with Eadward as with his prede-

cessors. The combined Sees of Devon and Cornwall, not
L
Ex

f

eter°

f aSam to ^e parted till quite recent days, were bestowed upon

Leofric, described as a ' Briton
'

; that is to say, a man of

Cornish extraction, though he bore an English name. Leofric was a

strict churchman, and a man probably of superior culture, as he had been

educated in Lorraine. 5 He was, therefore, doubtless also something of a

foreigner in his tastes. To his superior attainments he owed his position

as the King's Chancellor, the first on record. Earlier Kings, of course, had

had their officers of State; their "Horderes" (hoarders), or Treasurers;

their " Stallers," or Masters of the Horse ; their " Bur-thegenes " (Bower-

thegns), or Chamberlains j their " Disc-thegenes " (Dish-thegns), or Sew-

ers, and so forth. But no King had established a Secretary of State

to take charge of correspondence and office work. The institution of

1 Florence ; Reg. Sacrum.
2 ** Se wordsnotera bisceop," say, eloquent,' Chron. D (a.d. 1047).
:J " Maxima familiaritatis et potential apud Cnutonem regem habitus est. . . .

Ambitiosus et protervus ecclesiasticarum legum tirannus, ut fertur invictus, qui nichil

pcnsi haberet quominus omni voluntati suse assisteret "
; see W. Malm., G. P., s. 94.

4 a.d. 1044. Reg. Sacr. ; Cod. Dip. No. 772; Florence.
5 W. Malm., G. P., s. 94. Leofric lived to introduce into his See the strict Rule of

Chrodegang of Metz for Secular Canons, a Rule monastic in its discipline, but not re-

quiring the taking of formal vows. See Freeman, N. C, II. 84. The celebrated

Leofric Missal (MS. Bodl., 579) belonged to this man. For the catalogue of books and
ornaments given by him to Exeter see Cod. Dip. No. 940 ; Earle, Land Charters, 249.
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this important department was the first of the many administrative reforms

for which England was indebted to Normandy.

In the month of August, 1047, the death of .-Elfwine, Bishop of Win-

chester, opened up to Stigand another step on " the ladder of promotion." l

stigand ^ot on^ was ne a^e t0 secure for himself the most coveted

Bishop of of Sees, but also to hand over to his brother .-Ethelmser the

vacancy at Elmham. 2 But the interest of the year (1047)

centred in foreign affairs. Swein Estrithson had recovered a certain hold

on Denmark through Swedish help, as already mentioned. But Magnus
still kept up the struggle.-" Swein turned to England, sending

Relation's
a rec

l
uest f°r nuT ships. The succour was refused, the people

being of opinion that the expedition was uncalled for, and

that Magnus was too strong for them. 4 Florence adds that Godwine

urged compliance, but that Leofric of Mercia and the bulk of the nation

declared for non-intervention. 5 But within a few months the whole situa-

tion was changed. Magnus died suddenly, 6 accidentally drowned, accord-

ing to some accounts, by a fall overboard. Swein then entered into

undisputed possession of Denmark, while Norway took Harold Hardrada, 7

half-brother to Saint Olaf, for its king. 8 Both princes hastened to open

diplomatic relations with England. Again we are told that Swein begged

for fifty ships, but that again they were refused.

To the pacification of Scandinavia England was doubtless indebted for

the unwelcome appearance of a Wicking fleet, a sight not witnessed for

many years. In the summer of 1048 five and twenty ships
A
Attach came down on the South Coast, under two men named Lothen

and Yrling, doubtless partisan leaders of the recent wars, who
now found their occupation gone. They landed at Sandwich, and carried

off a quantity of booty. From Sandwich they steered to Thanet, but the

people there beat them off, resisting their advance ' either by land or

1 Chron. C ; Flor. ; Freeman.
8 W. Malm., G. P., p. 150 ; Reg. Sacr.

1 Adam of Bremen, sup.t 339.
4 Chron. D (a.d. 1048).

5 a.d. 1047. 8 October 25, 1047, G. Waitz.
7 In Old English the name might he rendered Hardrede, i.e. Stem-counsel, say, The

Determined. This Hammer of the North {Julmcn septcmtrionis) was the son of one

Sigurd by the mother of St. Olaf, and so uncle to Magnus the Good. He left

Norway in the time of Olaf to take service with the Byzantine court, where he probably

commanded the celebrated Warangian Guard, the Imperial House-carles, at this time

entirely recruited from Scandinavia. As such he rendered great services in war against

the Saracens and Russians. He was recalled to Norway at the death of Magnus.

According to Adam of Bremen, he accepted the crown as under-king to Swein Estrith-

son, and then promptly renounced his allegiance. See Adam, 340, an account not free

from error, but still dealing with sober facts. For romantic legend, see the Saga of

Harold Hardrada, Laing, III. 1, etc.

Adam of Bremen, 339.
,J Chron. D (1048, 1049) ! Florence, 1047, 104S ; Saga Harold, Laing, III. 27-30.
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water.' l The advance by water would be the passage up the Stour.

Debarred of this, they took the outer course to the coasts of Essex. But

by this time King Eadward and ' the earls ' were afloat, so the pirates made

off. They sailed to ' Baldwin's Land,' i.e. Flanders, where they disposed

of their plunder; and so, after a very successful trip, 'fared home eas

whence they had come.' 2 If this episode shewed the adventurous ele-

ments still to be found in the North, it also clearly indicated the low

estimate entertained of England's resources as a naval power. With the

amount of intercourse going on between England and Denmark good

information on the subject could not be wanting.

In 1049, again, foreign affairs seemed to engross attention. War had

broken out between the Emperor, Henry III., and his great feudatories

of the old Middle Kingdom of Lotharingia or Lorraine. Godfrey, Duke
of Upper Lorraine; Dietrich, Count of Holland ; and Baldwin V., Count

of Flanders, profiting by Henry's absence in Italy, 3 had attempted to

throw off their allegiance. Invading his territory, they burned the city

and church of Verdun, and destroyed the Imperial palace at Nimwegen.

But Henry came down heavily on the offenders. Pope Leo IX., a German
appointed by Henry, excommunicated Godfrey. The Duke submitted

humbly (July, 1049), and did penance. Baldwin showing a more deter-

mined front, Henry prepared to attack him in force, and called on his

vassals and allies for co-operation. Swein Estrithson, we are told, came

as a vassal and did homage. The King of England was in-

Germany. vltQd t0 watch the seas in case Baldwin should attempt to

escape. Eadward, who had good reason to be offended with

Baldwin for the reception recently given to the Northern pirates, Yrling

and Lothen, took a great fleet to Sandwich. But Baldwin, confronted

by overwhelming force, condescended to come to terms with his suzerain,

giving him i
all that he would.' 4

But from events of European importance we must quickly return to

domestic incidents of greater interest to our native writers, and chronicled

with much great detail. While Eadward was at Sandwich with his fleet,

on the look-out for Baldwin, Swein, the exile, reappeared, with

of^Godwine.
a ^ tt:^e squadron of eight ships. With these he put into

Bosham, the family harbour on the Sussex coast. Since his

1 "Ge upganges ge wreteres," a condensed expression clearly meaning access to the

interior of the country either by land or water.

- 1048, Chron. C ; Chron. E (1046). The chronology of these years seems more un-

certain than it really is. The numbers of the years have been miscopied by careless

scribes, but the sequence of events is the same in all, and practically the same events are

grouped under the individual years.
3 Henry III. went to Rome to be crowned Emperor. The ceremony was performed

on Christmas Day, 1046.
4

1049, Chron. C, Florence; Chron. D (1050); Freeman, N. C, II. 97; Milman,
Latin Christianity, III. n, etc. Flanders comprised two fiefs, one held of the Empire,
the other of France.
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banishment he had divided his time between Flanders and Denmark,

apparently living mostly with his cousin and namesake, the son of Estrith,

and in his train probably he had come back to Flanders. But now, all

the wars ended, Swein found himself at the end of his resources, and so,

as a repentant Prodigal, he came home asking for forgiveness and re-

habilitation. He begged to be allowed once more to become the King's

"man," and have some land given him wherewith to support himself.

The desired "land," we may suppose, would include his forfeited earldom

or earldoms. He was favourably received, and given protection (grith) l

to come to the King at Sandwich. Eadward granted him

King.
6

offhand all that he desired. But Swein's possessions had been

made over to his younger brother Harold and his cousin

Beorn, and they flatly refused to part with one acre for his benefit. The
King might give Swein what he pleased, but not at their expense. 2 Under

these circumstances Eadward had to draw back from his

Relatives. R°val word, and the luckless Swein was given just four days'

grith to get back to his ships at Bosham. Meanwhile the

pacification in Flanders had been fully reported, and the King began to

disband his fleet. The Mercians were sent home, but Godwine and Beorn

were ordered to take some forty-two ships to chastise a marauding

squadron reported in the West. Foul winds however arrested their course

and detained them at Pevensey. Two days later Swein rode in asking

to see his father and Beorn. He implored the latter to make one effort

on his behalf with Eadward. Surely the King might have something to

give, some measure of grace to extend. Beorn good-naturedly consented,

and rode off with his cousin, taking only three attendants with him. But
he was surprised to find that, instead of leading him eastwards to Sand-

wich, Swein was leading him westwards to Bosham. Swein explained

that he wished to show Beorn to his men, who might desert him if they

found out that his suit had been rejected, and that he had neither friends

nor influence. When they reached Bosham, Swein invited his cousin to

go on board. Then at last, when it was too late, the unfor-

Beorn. tunate man endeavoured to draw back, refusing to go one

step further. Finally, after a hot altercation, Swein's men
seized Beorn, bound him, and carried him off to their ships ; then, hoisting

sail, they made for the West. A few days later Beorn's body was put

ashore at Dartmouth 3 for decent burial in a church. That done, Swein

fled for his life. Six of his ships deserted him. But that did not save

them altogether. The men of Hastings captured two of them, killed all

the crews, and then presented the vessels to the King. Swein however
again got away to Baldwin's Land, and remained at Bruges under * full

1 "GriSode wiS thone cyng" ; Chron. E. - Chron. C and E.
:l So Chron. C and D, and Flor. ; at Exmouth, Chron. E.
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grith' all the winter. 1 In England public indignation at Swein's crime

seemed to know no bounds. King and army publicly proclaimed him
u nithing

n—'worthless,' the greatest term of opprobrium known to the

language. But the strangest thing in this disgraceful family episode—for

such it was, neither King nor nation having any real part in it—is yet

to be told. In the course of the ensuing spring Swein was 'inlawed/ and

recalled to England. The message of peace was entrusted

Recalled t0 BisnoP Ealdred of Worcester, who happened to be going

to Italy to attend a Council, and to Ealdred therefore has

been given the credit of Swein's uncalled-for pardon.2 But we can only

regard his recall as a fresh proof of the dominant influence of the Sussex

family in secular politics. It was but natural that Godwine should wish

to have his eldest son home again ; and as Beorn's earldom was vacant

Harold need not be called upon to make any sacrifice for his brother.

But " such a restoration of such a criminal was an outrage to the general

sense of justice, which could hardly fail to weaken the cause of Godwine." 3

The family, however, had to make some sacrifice to obtain Swein's recall,

as we find the earldom of Hereford, which certainly had been his, now
in the possession of the king's nephew, Ralph. 4 We also have another

new Dux in the person of one Sihrod, who likewise may have been en-

dowed at the family expense. 5

But the murder of Beorn was not the only disturbance of the year 1049.

The rovers in the West, whom Godwine had been ordered to pursue, turned

out to be Danes from Ireland. Sailing up the Bristol Channel,

Landing
1

tney landed at the mouth of the Usk, G and began ravaging

Gwent, now Monmouthshire, in concert with Gruffudd of

South WT

ales, the son of Rhydderch. Gwent, therefore, must have been

subjugated by his rival, Gruffudd ap Llywelyn. Crossing the Wye, they

invaded the diocese of Worcester. In the absence of the higher civil

authorities the lead against them had to be taken by Bishop Ealdred. He
got together a small force from the counties of Hereford and Gloucester,

including some Welshmen ; but the latter turned traitors, and sent private

intelligence to the invaders, on the strength of which they fell on the

English early in the morning, and routed them with considerable loss

(29th July). As nothing more is heard of the adventurers, we must sup-

pose that they retired with their booty to their ships. 7

1 See Chron. C, Florence, and H. Hunt, a.d. 1049 ; Chron. D (1050) ; Chron. E
(1046) ; one original narrative, apparently that of C, modified and supplemented by the

others. Beorn's corpse was exhumed by Harold and other friends, including House-
carles (" litsmen ") from London, and taken to Winchester to be laid in the Old Minster

beside his uncle, by marriage, King Cnut ; Id.

2 So Mr. Freeman, who suggests that perhaps Ealdred "had already marked in him
some signs of remorse " (when and where ?), contra Lingard, Lappenberg, and J. R.
Green. Ealdred was probably selected as being bishop of Swein's earldom.

8 Green, Conq. of E., 524. 4 He first signs in 1050 ; Cod. Dip. No. 792. 5 lb.
6 "On Wylisce Axa." 7 Chron. D j Florence.
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Again about the same time, namely, just as the King had broken up his

fleet, another exiled rover, Osgod Clapa, was reported as being
Osgod ciapa

at wuipe> near Sluys, on the Flemish coast, with a consider-

able fleet. Eadward recalled the Mercian contingent; but

Osgod had no intention of attacking England in person. He had merely

come to take his wife back from Bruges to Denmark. Some of his ships,

however, landed on the coast of Essex at
4 Eadulfsness,' Walton-on-the-

Naze, where they did some mischief ; but their career was short. A storm

wrecked the most of them, and the rest were pursued and captured at sea. 1

If Godwine controlled the secular politics of the kingdom, Eadward

could still make good his prerogative in ecclesiastical affairs. Unfor-

tunately in the primary matter of appointments his zeal was
ECC

Affairs

1Cal not enugntened by sufficient discrimination to enable him to

make choice of creditable men. He was surrounded by

Norman priests, and the French clergy at that time did not stand high. 2

Eadnoth, Bishop of Dorchester, having died, he gave the See to his priest

Ulf, a Norman, ' and ill bestowed it.' With respect to Ulf's unfitness all

the authorities are agreed. ' He did naught bishoplike ; ... it

shameth us to tell more.' His position was attacked from the first

;

eventually we shall find him degraded and expelled. 3

Leo IX., a zealous and saintly Pope, was holding a series of Church

Councils. The first was held at Rheims in October, 1049, when the

Pontiff had come North with the Emperor in his war against

Councils
Godfrey of Lorraine. 4 The Gallican Council was followed in

the same month by a German Council held at Mainz, or

Mayence. 5 Next year came more important Councils at Rome in May,

and at Vercelli in September. To three of these assemblies, at any rate,

Edward sent representatives. Dudoc, Bishop of Wells, with two abbots,

went to Rheims ; while Herman of Ramsbury and Ealdred of Worcester

were accredited to the gathering at Rome. It was in the course of this

journey, doubtless, that Ealdred either carried out to Swein the announce-

ment of his pardon, or else brought Swein home with him. 7 Ulf appeared

1 Chron. C ; Flor. ; Chron. D (1050). I am inclined to believe that Osgod was par-

doned and recalled to England, as under the year 1054 we hear that he died 'suddenly

on his bed
' ; Chron. C and D. This detail could hardly have been known if he had

died abroad.

- See Milman, Latin Christianity, III. 13-17.
8 1049-1050, Chron. C, D, E, Elor., Reg. Sacrum. Ulf signs in 1050, Cod. Dip.

No. 792. The Chronicles style the See that of Oxfordshire.
1 October 3-7, 1049. See Milman, Latin Christianity) III. 14; Flor.; Chron. E

(A.D. 1046). B Milman, sup., 17.

Namely, Wulfric, Abbot of St. Augustine's Canterbury, and .Elfwine, Abbot of

Ram
7 Chron. C ; Elor. (a.d. 1049). The Bishops reached Rome on Easter Eve (April 14,

1050), Chmn. E. It seems, impossible, therefore, that they could have been present at the

great Gemot held in London at Mid-Lent, March 25 (Archbishop Sigeric in 990 took
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at Vercelli, but whether on his own account or the King's does not appear.

His unfitness, however, for his office was so apparent that we are told

1 they would have broken his staff had he not paid the more.' x But we
may fairly assume that regard for the pious and well-disposed King of

England also had something to do with Ulfs confirmation. As for the

matters discussed at these Councils, the two first, those of Rheims and

Mainz, were chiefly occupied with questions of public policy, Church dis-

cipline, and morality ; such as simony, secularization of ecclesiastical

offices, irregular marriages, renunciation of vows, and the like. The
Italian Councils were called to discuss questions of high dogma, and the

Reality of the Presence in the Eucharist. They were invited to consider

the teaching of Berengar of Tours, who, challenging the crude
L
^erenga?

d theory of Transubstantiation, maintained that, according to

the true doctrine of the Church, the Presence was simply

spiritual and symbolical. As the champion of orthodoxy in these dis-

cussions the English prelates met a man with whom they were destined

to be more closely associated in future days, Lanfranc of Pavia, then

Abbot of Bee in Normandy. 2

According to authorities of questionable value, Bishops Herman and

Ealdred were charged with a private as well as with a public mission to

Rome, namely, to obtain a dispensation for the King from a vow of a pilgrim-

age to Rome. The dispensation was granted on condition of founding

orrefounding a minster to St. Peter. To this we would owe the rebuilding

of Westminster Abbey. 3 The writers of the time, however, have nothing

of all this, and we might ask why should Eadward send to Rome for this

purpose when envoys of his had already been in communication with Leo
at Rheims?

Further ecclesiastical vacancies occurred shortly in England, opening up

Death of
^"resn chapters of contention and trouble. On the 29th Octo-

Archbishop ber (1050), Archbishop Eadsige died. His coadjutor, Siward,

had passed away two years before (23rd October, 1048). 4

eighty days between Rome and England). If the Bishops took the message of peace

out with them we must suppose Swein to have been pardoned at Christmas ; if we hold

him to have been ' inlawed ' at the Mid-Lent Gemot then we must suppose the message

to have been sent after the Bishops, and Swein brought home by them, and this seems to

tally best with the words of the Abingdon Chronicle, the primary authority, and those

of Florence.
1 Chron. E. Mr. Freeman very properly remarks that we may be sure that none of

Ulf's money "found its way into the private coffers of Leo "—a man of irreproachable

character ; N. C, II. 1 16.

'-' See Milman, III. 19-23. Berengar was condemned and excommunicated. For
Lanfranc and Bee, see Freeman, N. C, II. 214, etc., and below, vol. II.

3 See the doubtful charter Cod. Dip!. No. 824 ; ^Elred of Rievaulx, Decern S., c.

379, and the Vita sEdzu. taken from him, p. 65. The contemporary Vita has nothing

of this vow.
4 Chron. A and C ; Flor. ; Reg. Sacmm. Eadsige had resumed the exercise of his

functions, and attests charters to the very last.

R. H. G G
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Within three months of the deatli of Eadsige, yElfric Puttoc, the Northern

Primate, was likewise gathered to his fathers (22nd January, 105 1).
1

The appointment to the Throne of Canterbury provoked a trial of

strength between the King and Godwine. The King's choice could not be

doubtful, his nominee would be his prime confidant, Robert of Jumieges,

already Bishop of London. But Robert was unpopular, and the Canter-

bury monks, acting clearly in concert with Godwine, and in the hope of

forcing the King's hand, 'elected' one of their own number, byname yElfric,

a relative of the great Earl, and described as a good man of business in secu-

lar matters. A 'canonical election' of this sort, as it was termed,

'Elected' wou^ simply amount in the eye of the law to a recommenda-

tion to the King and Witan in favour of the person named.

In this case Eadward turned a deaf ear to the request ; but it was doubtless

in consequence of the delay caused by the struggle that the appointment

_ _ . of Robert was not settled till Midlent (^ist March), iosi. 2

Robert of
.

vo '
.

Jumieges As a sop to the national party, Spearhafoc, Abbot of Abing-
Appointed. don ^ an ally f Bishop Stigand, was allowed to be named

Bishop of London, 3 the Abbacy of Abingdon again being given to one

Rodulf, a superannuated Norwegian Bishop, described as a relative of the

King. 4 At this same Midlent Gemot, as we suppose, the Northern Primacy

was filled up by the appointment of one Kynsige, an obscure individual,

merely described as a Royal Chaplain and nothing more. 5

Another act of this same Gemot must also be noticed, a highly popular

measure, and one affecting the whole country. The House-carles who,

under Harold, had been kept up at sixteen ships, in this reign apparently

had been reduced to fourteen ships. In the previous year a Midlent

Gemot had struck off nine ships of "litsmen," retaining five for one year

more. The implied pledge then given to the nation was now redeemed,

the last " litsmen " kept up at the public expense being paid off. This

enabled the King to remit the "heregyld" or " Danegeld " levied at differ-

ent rates for their support ever since the year 1014, when Thurkill's Meet

No more u'as taken into yEthelred's pay. The impost was a land-tax,
Daneg-eid. levied, we are told, in priority to all other dues, and of course,

1 Chron. C ; Flor. ; Reg. Sacr. /Elfric died at Southwell, and was buried at Peter-

borough.
2 Vita /Edit/., 399, 400; Chron. C and I) ; Reg. Sacr. ; Freeman, II. 117.
3 Chron. C, D, E (under different years) ; Hist. Abingdon, I. 463 ; Freeman. Spear-

hafoc is taxed with having agreed to convey abbey lands to Stigand. lie was cunning
in goldsmith's work, and had been commissioned to make for the King a jewelled
crown described as an ' imperial crown ' (" pro corona imperial! cudenda ").

4 Id. The History of Abingdon asserts that the King, to reconcile the monks to Rodulf,
promised that they should elect their next abbot.

'• Flor. 1 Reg. Sacr. He signs as simple "presbyter," Cod. Dip. No. 796 (misdated

1052). The Archbishop's name is always written with a " K," that letter now finding

il^ way into the English alphabet.
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as being a direct tax, it was highly unpopular. 1 From Domesday we

learn that under Eadward the amount was jd. per hide, paid half at

Christmas, half at Whitsuntide. 2 The House-carles, small as the force

appears to us, were doubtless as great a bugbear to the English of the

eleventh century as were "standing armies" to their descendants of the

seventeenth century.

The reader, however, must not expect the word " house-carle " to vanish

from English history with the suppression of this particular force. Every

great magnate 3 maintained a household {hired) of retainers who might be

and were spoken of as house-carles, and the King, of course, not less than

others. As for the influence to which the passing of the measure now
under consideration should be attributed, it seems likely that it was carried

by Godwine as an effort to retrieve his waning popularity. It is certainly

more probable that it should have been his work than that of a Court

faction who must have been looking forward to keen political struggles in

the near future.

Robert of Jumieges lost no time in making his calling and election sure.

Having been appointed about the beginning of April, he hastened off to

Rome for his Pall, and used such expedition on his journey that he

returned to England on the 27th June. Two days later he was enthroned

at Canterbury. Spearhafoc, the Bishop-elect of London, then presented

himself with the King's writ, sealed 4 according to the Norman fashion

introduced by Eadward, demanding consecration. But Robert refused to

consecrate him, alleging a Papal prohibition. He also averred that he had
been directed to consecrate one Wilhelm, a foreigner and a Royal Chap-

lain. If the Pope had really intervened, we may take it that his action

had been bespoken from home. Spearhafoc, in great indignation, went up
to London, installed himself at St. Paul's, and for a short time 'sat' there

as an unconsecrated bishop. 5

1 Chron. C, D, E ; Flor. Mr. Freeman regards the men paid off as a naval force distinct

from the I louse-carles, contra Lappenberg. In the Leges Henrici Primi, c. 15 (Schmid),

we have " Denagildum. quod aliquando thingemannis dabatur, etc." This exactly supplies

the link between the " litsmen" of the chronicler and the thingamanna-lith of the Ordi-

nances of the House-carles. 2
f. 56 b.

3 e.g., Wulfstan, the saintly Bishop of Worcester, " pompam miliium secum ducens,"

W. Malm., G. P., p. 281.

4 " Mid thses cynges gewrite and insegle. " 5 Chron. E (a.d. 104S),



CHAPTER XXVIII

EADWARD THE CONFESSOR (continued)

A.D, 1051-1053

Struggle for Ascendancy between the Native and the Foreign Parties at Court—Visit of

Count Eustace of Boulogne—Expulsion of Godwine and his Family—Visit of

William, Duke of Normandy—Return of Godwine

ENGLAND in the year 1051 found itself in the uncomfortable position

of a nation between two parties, neither of which possessed its

confidence. If faith in Godwine had been shaken by his son's career, the

King's blind partiality for foreigners and the behaviour of his favourites

could not fail to inspire the gravest alarm. One Frenchman was Arch-

bishop of Canterbury, another was about to become Bishop of London.

A third Frenchman, the lying's nephew Ralph, had the earldom of Hereford.

Worst of all, Frenchmen sheltered under Ralph's wing had been giving the

English their first experience of a Norman " castel " and its incidents.

These strongholds differed from the existing mound-forts primarily in

their greater strength, being walled structures ot stone and lime; and

secondarily, we take it, in the greater number of persons they could accom-

modate. The palisaded summit of a mote with a diameter of 30 feet to

100 feet, could only shelter a moderate household, while the outworks,

unless there was a strong base-court attached, could only serve as refuges

in time of trouble. The walled castle could probably house a larger

garrison. But whether from their greater size or their greater strength,

certain it is that in the hands of unscrupulous persons the new castles

became bases for terrorising and oppressing a district. Even in Normandy
they were new, having come in extensively during the disorders of

William's minority. 1 Apparently the first fortress of the sort established

in England was that known as Richard's Castle in the North of Hereford-

shire, built by one Richard, surnamed Scrob. 2 His work, however, merely

consisted in strengthening an existing mound-fort by the addition of walls,

1 William ofJumiigcs, p. 267. Throughout the North-Eastern districts of the Conti-

nent, mound-forts [Mpttes) had been the staple fortifications of the 9th, 10th, and nth
centuries; *1. T. Clark, Mediaeval Military Architecture, I. 35. For their prevalence

see the list of " La Mottes" in a Gazetteer of France.

n%
1. 594. The name appears later In French as"de Escrob," and in

Latin as •« de Scrupa," Hist. MSS. Comm. and Pipe Roll, cited by Mr. Horace Round,

./ iemy, 26th.Octol.cr, 1895. The M R. filius Scrob," therefore, of Florence seems an

invei • »wu.

J.V.'
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with possibly also a circular keep on the top. 1 Somewhat later the fort

was known as ' Pentecost's Castle,' Pentecost being a name given to'

Richard's son and succcessor, Osbern. 2

Again, the antagonism between Godwine and Archbishop Robert kept

daily getting sharper. Robert accused Godwine of misappropriating

Church lands ; and he reminded the King of the incidents of the year 1036,

asking Eadward how he could expect a man to be true to him who had

been so false to his brother. 3

The crisis, which could not have been long averted, was precipitated by

the misconduct of the King's foreign allies. Eadward's sister, Godgifu, or

Goda, was first married to Drogo, Count of Mantes and the

Boulogne
1

Frencn Vexin, 4 by whom she had Earl Ralph, besides an elder

s m, Walter. After the death of Drogo (1035),
5 tne Countess

found a second husband in Eustace II., Count of Boulogne (1050). Shortly

after the return of Archbishop Robert from Rome, that is to say in July,

105 1, Eustace came over to see his brother-in-law. Having paid his visit

and transacted his business, whatever it may have been, the Count started

on his way home. When within a few miles of Dover * foregoers '
6 were

sent on as usual to arrange for quarters for the night. These men went

about their errand in a high-handed fashion, usual on the Continent, but

not understood in England. ' And there would they inn themselves where

them liked.' One householder attempting to resist, was struck, and either

wounded or killed, one of the foregoers being immediately felled in return.

Eustace, coming up to the rescue^ donned his armour and made an indis-

criminate attack upon the Dover people. A hot fight ensued,

Dove/ tne townsibnt turning out in strength. Much blood was spilt,

the lowest estimate of those killed on the French side being

seven men. 7 Finally, Eustace was defeated and expelled the town, where-

upon he rode off to lay his complaint before the King, who was at

Gloucester. Eadward received him with open arms, accepted his story

without inquiry, and sent an immediate order to Godwine) as the earl of

the district, to ravage and destroy the offending town of Dover, a mode of

proceeding for which precedents were not wanting.

Godwine at the time was celebrating a great domestic event, no less

an event than the marriage of his third son Tostig, to Judith, sister of

1 See Clark, sup., II. 401, etc., and the plan there. The memory of the castle is

preserved in the name of the Herefordshire parish, Richard's Castle.
2 Chron. E, A.n. 1051, 1052. 3 Vita JEdwardi, 401.
: W. Malm., G. R.

y
s. 199, where, however, he calls the Count 'Walter' ; Freeman,

N. C, II. 129.

5 He died on the pilgrimage to Jerusalem, on which Robert of Normandy died ; Orderic,

4S7, 655 (Duchesne, Hist. Norm. Scriptores).

6 " TJnus antecursorum," Malm.
7 So Chron. D. The Peterborough Chronicle, E, raises the number of the slain to

nineteen and twenty on one side and the other.
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Count Baldwin V. of Flanders, 1 a match that must have had a political

hearing, and one that would doubtless be regarded with jealousy at the

English court. Godwine, to his great credit, flatly refused to harry a town

belonging to his own ' following,' 2 on the mere one-sided accusation of a

foreigner. The King then summoned a grand Witenagemot of all England

to meet at Gloucester on the 1st September, to consider the situation,

intending, doubtless, himself to impeach Godwine for his contumacy/ 1

The Earl at once resolved to turn the tables on the King, and to face him

„ . . on the question whether England was to be governed by and
Godwine l & &

.

J

Resists the for foreigners, or by and for Englishmen, an issue on which
mg

' public opinion could hardly fail to support him. He called

on the forces of his earldom to follow him to Gloucester, Swein and

Harold bringing their men likewise. The three met at Beverstone, in

Gloucestershire, near Tetbury, and there forwarded to the King a demand
for the surrender of Eustace, and also of the ' Frenchmen in the castle,' 4

that is say in ' Richard's ' Castle above mentioned.

At the King's first summons the Northern Earls Leofric and Siward had

The N th
prepared to attend the council with ordinary retinues ; but

Earls Support when further messages were sent informing them of Godwine's
a ward.

at titude, and begging for help, they hastened to call out further

levies. Earl Ralph did likewise. In a short time Eadward saw himself

surrounded by a loyal army. Godwine had overshot the mark, and turned

public opinion against him. 5 The flower of England's militia were now
gathered round Gloucester, all ready for battle, and only waiting for the

signal to engage. Civil war seemed imminent, but this calamity (unrced)

was averted by the good sense of mediators, chief of whom was the worthy

Earl Leofric, the noblest of England's sons. By their advice the King
ordered all the forces to be disbanded, adjourned the Witenagemot to the

end of the month 7 to meet in London, and cited Godwine and his sons to

appear then and there to answer all charges.

Here we may point out that if localism was still strong in England, the

feeling of national unity had distinctly gained ground. War between

Northumbria, Mercia, and Wessex, which at one time was matter of

ordinary occurrence, now seemed terrible.

1 Vita ALdw.
% 404 ; also Chron. I> and Florence under this year. Tostig was clearly

married by the end of the year. Judith was first cousin once-removed to Eadward, her
mother being daughter of Richard the Good of Normandy, and niece of Queen Emma.
See Freeman, N. C, III. 657. > "folgafl," Chron. E.

:1 The writer of the principal Vila /Edwardi, who ignores the Dover incident and
everything connected with it, has it that Godwine was to be, and was in fact, impeached
merely for his conduct in 1036) ]>. 101. ' Chron, 1).

' The Worcester Chronicle, written near the time, openly charges Godwine with the

intention of attacking the King. The Peterborough Chronicle, written after the Conquest,
over this.

,;

Florence.
7 " To he rfestes emnihte," harvest or autumn equinox, Chron. V..
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The chroniclers talk of hostages to be exchanged, and protection

(grith) to be given to Godwine, but it is clear that no honest pacification

was established, and that not a man was disbanded on either side. The
King carried all the Northern forces with him to London, while the men of

Wessex followed their Earl to Southwark, where his Town residence was

situate. When the time for holding the Council came God-

in°Londoii
S wme and h*s sons notified the King that they could not appear

without safe-conducts, freely to come and freely to go, with

the further guarantee of hostages. Eadward retorted by demanding bail

for good conduct (borh) from the Earl's followers. 1 Harold's Thegns gave

the required security, but, apparently, Swein's men refused, whereupon he

was immediately outlawed, if in fact he had not been already outlawed at

Gloucester. 2 In face of the subtle and resolute action of the King's

advisers, Godwine's following began to fall off day by day, ' and ever the

more the longer he staid.' But he and Harold still kept protesting their

readiness to answer all charges under proper guarantees for their personal

safety. Finally, Bishop Stigand, who acted as go-between, came with the

King's last word refusing any guarantee, but requiring Godwine and

Harold to appear on the morrow with only twelve attendants. With tears

in his eyes the Bishop delivered the uncompromising message. Godwine

was so perturbed that he upset the table at which he was sitting. 3 Seeing

that for the moment all was lost, he took horse that night with all his

family and rode off to Bosham,4 the harbour adjacent to their family seat

at Walton. Next morning the Witan outlawed Godwine and all his sons.

A feeble attempt was made to overtake and arrest them, but the Earl and

his wife, Swein, Tostig and his bride, with Gyrth, got safely down to the

Sussex coast. There they embarked with all the valuables they could

collect, and so sailed to Flanders to remain all winter under the protection

of their ally, Count Baldwin. yElfgar and Wulfnoth are not mentioned,

but probably they went with their father. Harold and Leofwine took

another route. They made for Bristol, where Swein had ordered a ship to

be held in readiness. 5 Getting on board, the brothers, after a tempestuous

voyage, landed in Ireland, there to find protection at the court of Dermot
or Diarmid, King of Leinster. 6

1 Chron. E ; Vita A£dw. u Servitium militum quos per Angliam habebant regi contra-

darent," W. Malm.
! The grounds of Swein's outlawry are not expressly stated. Chron. E represents

him as having been outlawed at Gloucester. 3 So Vita Aid.
4 So Chron. E ; Chron. D and Florence give Thorney (in Chichester harbour) as the

point they made for, another name for the same place.
5 This fact seems to support the allegation of the Peterborough Chronicle that Swein

had been outlawed at Gloucester.
6 Chron. C, D, E ; Vita Aid., 403, 404. Diarmid had re-established native rule in

Dublin only the year or so before ; Freeman, N. C, II. 153 ; Chronica Scotorum, A.D.

1050, 1069 (Rolls Series No. 46, W. M. Henessy).
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One member, at any rate, of Godwine's family still remained at court

—

Eadgyth, the Lady of the English, 1 the King's wife, ' wedded (i.e. be-

trothed) and married,' 2 and 'hallowed to Queen.' 3 But the

Eadgyth foreigners could not allow one not of their party to have such

access to the Royal ear as she would enjoy, a proof that

Eadgyth was not a negligible quantity. Archbishop Robert actually

suggested to the King the propriety of divorcing Eadgyth, 4 so as to get

rid of her altogether. The King refused to take so violent a step, but

allowed the Lady to be sent into retreat for a season in a nunnery. The
convent selected was that where Eadgyth had been brought up, Wilton, 5

then ruled by a sister of the King, a Lady, by the way, whose

Nunnery, name has not been preserved. The incident proves on the

one hand how completely the King, for the time, was under

the control of the foreigners ; and on the other hand what little trust they

had in his consistency or steadfastness of purpose.

With respect to the spoils of the vanquished party, we hear that Devon-

shire, Cornwall (" Wealas "), Somerset, and Dorset—the old Western

Province—were given to one Odda, a Western Thegn and a kinsman of

the King, probably one of the old Wessex King's kin, perhaps a relative of

^Elfthryth. Nothing is said of the rest of Wessex, which must have been

kept in hand, nor can we say anything about Swein's earldom. 7 Harold's

earldom was assigned to yElfgar, Leofric's son. 8 Lastly, Spearhafoc was

ousted from London, and the King's priest, Wilhelm, consecrated and

installed as bishop.

But the year was not to end without another incident, and one more

ominous for the future than anything that had yet happened ; namely, a

visit from that formidable neighbour, Duke William of Nor-
William the -,

Bastard, mandy.

The son of Robert the Devil by Arlette, 10 the tanner's

daughter of Falaise, had come to the Ducal Throne under all the dis-

advantages attending the accession of a mere child, 11 surrounded by turbu-

1 Codwinc had two other daughters, Gunhild and .Elfgifu (Freeman, II., Append E),

hut neither is mentioned at this time.

2 Chron. D. 3 Chron. E.
4 So the Vita Auho., written hy Eadgyth's own chaplain.
5 Id. The writer ought to know best, but all the others give Wherwell as the place.

' Chron. E ; W. Malm., C.R., s. 199 (p. 243) ; Freeman. Odda signs in 1046, and

again in 1049, simply as " Nobilis "
; Col. Dip. Nos. 1,334 and 7S7.

7 Florence, under this year, gives Swein the counties of Oxon, Gloucester, Hereford,

Somerset and Berks, an odd assemblage. Hereford was certainly not his.

nron. E. » Chron. D. ; Flor. 10 '• Arlot," Roman de Rom.
" It is Stated OD the authority of extracts from the parish records of Trinity Chui

Falaise, thai William was bom in 1027 (Langevin, Recherches Historiques sur Fa,

[814, p. 134, eiu-d Freeman). William of Jumieges (p. 290) tells us that at the tim

liis (hath (9th September, 1087) William was "fere sexagenarius," i.e. nearly sixty

years old. That would place his birth alter the 9th September, 1027. So again we
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lent fendatories jealous of his authority. He was of illegitimate birth, and

known to his asje as 'William the Bastard.' Why the stigma
His Birth

of base birth should have specially attached itself to his name,

when certainly three of his predecessors were open to the same imputa-

tion, 1 does not appear. Perhaps the fact should be taken as a sign of a

growing sense of decorum and morality among the people of Normandy.

At any rate it is clear that his mother's humble origin did expose him to

contempt, besides depriving him of all political support from maternal

kindred. But thanks to the care of his father, the young Duke's title had

been made clear, and, in fact, indisputable. Before starting on his pilgrim-

age to Jerusalem in 1034 Duke Robert had summoned a grand Council

of all his magnates, a Norman Witenagemot. He told them of his

intended journey, produced and acknowledged his son, and begged them

to settle the succession by electing and accepting William as

Election. tnc i r mture Duke. 2 If he was little, under God's blessing he

would grow and improve 3
; their over-lord, King Henry I. of

France, had been consulted, and had agreed to accept him. The Barons

did their best to combat the Duke's purpose both as to the pilgrimage and

the succession. They begged him to stay at home and rule his people.

But Robert was determined, and so the magnates accepted little William,

did homage to him, and swore allegiance. 4 The matter was clenched by

a visit to Paris, where the boy in turn was made to do homage to the

King. Thus it came to pass that when the news of the premature death of

Duke Robert reached Normandy no attempt was made to dispute the

title of the Bastard. 5 It has been pointed out that of the collaterals of the

Ducal House the majority were of doubtful birth \ several were in Holy

Orders—not one had a good title to show, 6 even independently of

William's election.

But if William's authority was recognised in name the duchy in fact fell

into a state of chaotic disorder. Illicit castles of new and more formid-

able construction7 sprang up right and left, and every petty landowner

hear that at the time of his father's death (3rd July, 1035) he was seven (Chron. Mont
St. Michel) or eight (Orderic, 459, 656) years old. See Mr. Freeman's Append. N.C.,
II. 610. We may take it therefore that he was born late in the year 1027.

1 Namely, William Longsword the son of Rolf, Richard I., and Richard II. The
latter, however, had been legitimated by the after-marriage of his parents.

2 "The never-ceasing mixture of elective and hereditary claims "
; Freeman.

3 " II est peti, mais il creistra,

E se Dieu plaist amendera "
; Roman de JRou, 1. 8107.

4 Rodidf Glaber, b. IV. c. 6 s. 20.
5 See the story given by Mr. Freeman, N. C, II., 185, from which it would appear

that William, for a time at any rate, was brought up in the house of his maternal grand-

father the tanner. Robert was not yet Duke when the boy was born.
6 See Freeman, sup., 178.
7 The stone Keep and walled courts really date from this time. Clark, Mediccval

Military Antiquities, I. 35.
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began to exercise "sovereign rights of slaughter and devastation." But

again the young Duke had to thank his father's care for the choice of

zealous and faithful guardians, four of whom lost their lives in

Guardians disservice. Allan, Count of Brittany, had agreed to sink old

jealousies and have an eye to the interests of the boy. He
was removed by poison while besieging the rebellious castle of Mont-

gommeri (1039-1040). The immediate care of the young Duke's person

had been given to one Turold, or Thorold. He was assassinated. After

him came the Seneschal Osbern—father of William fitz-Osbern, of whom
we shall hear much—and in succession to him again, Gilbert, Count of

Eu. Both of these men were connected with the Ducal family " in the

usual way," i.e. by left-handed descent. Count Gilbert was murdered by

men employed by a son of Robert, the Archbishop of Rouen, William's

great-uncle. Osbern the Seneschal was stabbed in the Duke's own bed-

chamber by William of Montgommeri, scion of another House destined to

figure in English history. Duke William owed his safety on this and

other occasions to the promptitude and devotion of his maternal uncle

Walter, who, we are told, at times had to hurry him from one refuge to

another. That these crimes, however, were perpetrated not with any

intention of getting rid of the Duke, but only for the sake of gaining con-

trol of his person in order to rule in his name, may be inferred from the

fact that after the death of Osbern, William, by the advice of a council of

his magnates, took for his guardian the murderer of Count Gilbert, his

cousin Ralph, son of Archbishop Robert ; and that the appointment was

attended by happy results. 1 But oppression and bloodshed were not

restricted to the Duchy of Normandy. The state of France at this period

at last provoked a reaction, a protest on the part of human nature against

the iniquity of ceaseless warfare. The celebrated Treuga
Treuga Dei. . ...

Dei, or Truce of God, was first preached in Aquitainein 1034.

The doctrine of universal and perpetual peace was taken up with enthu-

siasm, men binding themselves never to have recourse to arms. But this

was impracticable, and ultimately the obligation was narrowed down to

that of keeping the peace from sunset on Wednesdays till sunrise on

Mondays. In this shape the principle of the Treuga was accepted for

Normandy at a council held by the young Duke at Caen in 1042. 2 But if

the state of Normandy during the minority was most unsettled, fortunately

for William no organized revolt against him broke out until the year 1047,

when he was in his twentieth year, and to all intents and purposes a full-

Linwn man. Then of a sudden the whole Western half of the duchy was

Revolt of
suddenly arrayed against him. The prime mover was a rela-

Guy of Bur- tive, Guy of Burgundy, lord of Vernon and Brionne, 3 who
ciiudv •

aspired to nothing less than the succession for himself, but

1 Sec Freeman, A r
. ('., II. 172-198.

1 ;man, sup. 332-339. 3 Near Bernay, Dept. Eure.
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who succeeded in enlisting Neel or Nigel of Saint- Sauveur, Randolf of

Bayeux, Hamon of Thorigny and Creuilly, 1 and Grimbald of Plessis. a

The plot was kept so secret that William was nearly surprised while

hunting near Valognes in the Cotentin, the chief seat of the conspiracy.

Riding for his life, he crossed the sands below Carentan, known as the

Fords of St. Clement, and so escaped. He made straight for Paris. His

suzerain King Henry had not been altogether a good lord to him, having

at one time seized the border castle of Tillieres, 3 and invaded Normandy.

But he now took up William's cause with warmth, and brought an army to

Battle of
suPPort him. The hostile forces met at Val-es-Dunes, some

Vai-es- miles to the South-East of Caen. The fight was hot and well

contested, but the rebels were defeated, and William became

master of his dominions, and strong enough to be able to demolish castles

and establish peace and good order (1047). 1 Within a year, however, he

was called upon to measure swords with the most formidable feudatory of

the French Crown, Geoffrey Martel, Count of Anjou. " The undisputed

dominions of the two princes nowhere touched each other. But between

them lay a country closely connected both with Normandy and with

Anjou, and over which both William and Geoffrey asserted rights. This

was the county of Maine, a district which was always said to

of
6

Maine
y nave f°rmed part of the later acquisitions of Rolf, but ot

which the Norman Dukes had never taken practical pos-

session." 5 Geoffrey at this period, as guardian or protector of Hugh the

young Count of Maine, was practically lord of the district. It would seem

that William was brought into collision with Geoffrey by King Henry, who
found that he had been over-kind in giving Geoffrey the city of Tours at

the expense of Theobald of Blois. 6 The Duke having been called in to

support his suzerain against Geoffrey, and the Count having suffered some
repulse at the hands of the allies, found an opportunity of retaliating on

William by seizing his border fortress of Alencon, in the valley of the

Sarthe, one of the highways between Normandy and Maine.

Domfront. WHham promptly struck a counter-blow by laying siege to

Domfront, another border stronghold within the limits of

Maine, but claimed by the Normans as of right theirs. As Alencon barred

the valley of the Sarthe, so the rock of Domfront commanded the waters

of the Varenne, an affluent of the Mayenne, and another road to and
from Normandy. The siege of Domfront took time, as the citadel could

only be approached by steep and narrow footpaths. At last Geoffrey

appeared with an army to relieve the place. Messages in the true style of

chivalry, then in its first early days,7 were interchanged, and a formal

1 Dept. Calvados. 2 Le Plessis-Grimoult, Dept. Calvados.
s Eure. 4 Freeman, sup., 239-266. 5 Id., 277.
5 Theobald, brother of Stephen of Champagne, both sons of Odo or Eudes II. of

Chartres. 7 See Sismondi, France, IV. 198 (ed. 1823).
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appointment made for a meeting between the princes, to be held on the

morrow. But when morning came the Hammer of Anjou had decamped

with all his host. William made a good use of this opportunity. Leaving

a force to watch Domfront, and falling back within his own borders, 1 he

made a forced march of some forty or fifty miles to Alencon, approaching

it at the last, however, from the side of Maine, with the Sarthe between

him and the town. A bridge led across the river, but access to the bridge

was cut off by a palisade and ditch. The men of Alencon, already

described as being ill-disposed towards William, now allowed themselves

to indulge their animosity by offensive cries, hooting 'the tanner's son/

exhibiting skins, and calling out ' Hides for the Tanner.' 2 Personal insult

is an offence that princes never forgive. William swore by the Splendour

of God, his favourite oath, that the men of Alencon should pay dearly for

their jest. He was as good as his word. The tete de pont was quickly

fired and stormed, the bridge carried, and the town won. Thirty-two of

the principal offenders were then brought before William, and at once

deprived of their hands and feet. The castle then surrendered, the

terrified garrison only bargaining for life and limb. Having

Recovered settled affairs at Alencon, William returned to Domfront, to be

met by an offer of submission, which was accepted, the garrison

being granted life and limb, ahd also allowed to retain their

Won arms. The campaign ended with an inroad into Maine, and

the establishment of a fort at Ambrieres 3 as a stepping-stone

for further advance. 4 " If Val-es-Dunes had left William master of Nor-

mandy, the defeat of Geoffrey left him first among the powers of France."'

Such had been the career, and such was now the position, of the man
who came to visit the English court towards the end of the year 105 1. It

Duke * s superfluous to point out that at that period reigning princes

William in never crossed their own borders except under very special
England. . Tr . .. ._ r -r. 1

circumstances. If the appearance of a Count 01 Boulogne was

something novel in English history, much more so would be the coming

of the Duke of Normandy. We are told that he brought a great company

of Frenchmen ; that the King received them, loaded them with presents,

and then let them go. Viewed in the bare light of subsequent events, we

1 Of the three places given as being on William's route, two —Mehoudin and Fointel

— are well inside,the border of Normandy (Orne) j the third—Saint-Samson, near Pre-en-

Pail (Mayenne)— is just inside the border of Maine.
'-' M Pelles enim . . . verberaverant ipsumque pelliciarium vocitaverunt "

;

W. Jumieges. "Lapel la pel al parmentier " ; Roman Rou. 3 Dept. Mayenne.
• For further details and authorities the reader is referred to the 8th chapter of Mr.

Freeman's Norman Conquest. The fulness of his narrative relieves the writer of a

ly English History of the duty of independent investigation. The authorities, how-

. are William of Jumieges, William of Poitiers, William of Malmesbury, and Wace's

Roman de Ron. 5 (been, Com/, of E., 509. See W. Poitiers, 43.
1 Ihron. 1); Florence.
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could hardly regard the visit as anything less than a preliminary recon-

naissance. It is impossible to suppose that William came over without

some end to further, nor are we left to mere conjecture as to what that

end may have been. William subsequently asserted, and all the world

believed, that he had received a promise of the succession from Eadward.

He made that the basis of his claim on England. The Norman writers,

without noticing his visit to England, agree in asserting that the offer was

conveyed to him by Robert of Jumieges when Archbishop of Canterbury,

treating him as the main agent in the transaction, as no doubt he was. 1

This narrows the time, at the outside, to the period between the end of

March, 105 1, when Robert was appointed, and the 15th of June, 1052,

when he left England for good. William came over at the juncture when,

for a short time, the Norman clique had gained entire control of the King;

when Godwine and those who would have resisted any such intrigue were

out of the way. Eadward was childless, and likely to remain childless, as

must have been generally understood. The surviving son of Eadmund
Ironside was still out of mind. Eadward's nearest relatives were his

nephews Walter and Ralph, sons of Goda-Godgifu. But neither of these

had any hold on the English nation, or any position to compare with that

of Duke William. The succession to the Crown of England might,

therefore, under the circumstances, be looked upon almost as a hcereditas

Probable Jacens- If f°rce should have to be employed a Duke of

Offer of the Normandy might well hope to accomplish what a King of

Denmark had accomplished not long before. Of Eadward's

readiness to enter into any scheme for the advancement of Norman
interests we can entertain no doubt. Robert of Jumieges had been, and

doubtless still considered himself, William's 'man.' Altogether we may
safely hold that William left England invested with something that he

could represent to himself, his followers, and the world in general,

as a right of succession to the Crown of England. 2 That Eadward had no
right to dispose of the Crown, that in any case his disposition would be
subject to revision by the Witan, would, from William's point of view, be
matters of little moment. He had got an ostensible title, a basis for

further action.

The revolution that banished Godwine and his family was too sudden

too unjust, too much due to a fortuitous concurrence of circumstances to

be lasting. In the simple words of the Worcester chronicler, ' That would
any man that on England was have thought wonderlike if any man ere

said that it so should happen. For that he (Godwine) was theretofore so

1 So William of Poitiers, p. 44 ; William of Jumieges (Duchesne), p. 285 ; Orderic

Id., 492.
2 See Nor/nan Conquest, II. 292-302, where the matter is fully and clearly argued out.

Lingard and Lappenberg were put off the track by deference to the supposed Ingulf
now an admitted forgery. He denies that any promise was given at this time.
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upheaven, as if he wielded of the King and all England; and his sons

were earls and the King's darlings (!), and his daughter to the King

bewedded and bewifed.'1 Thus we can well believe the family panegyrist

when he tells us that Godwine was followed by large promises of support,

and pressing invitations to return to England. The writer also assures us

that Baldwin of Flanders and the King of France both intervened on

Godwine's behalf. 2 The Count's action might be prompted by the family

tie recently established between them, and by Godwine's own presence.

But if King Henry took the matter up it must have been because he had

heard something of the purport of William's visit to England, and was

alarmed, not unnaturally, at the vista opened up of the possible future of

Normandy. Nothing, however, came of these diplomatic efforts.

But neither Godwine nor Harold were men likely to be wanting either

to England or themselves at such a crisis. Perhaps, however, before

entering on the more stirring events of the year 1052, we may

Emma ^e a^owe(i to notice the first recorded incident, namely, the

death of the ' old Lady,' Emma, twice a wife, twice a widow,

twice crowned, twice the mother of a reigning King, She passed away at

Winchester in March, 3 and was laid beside her second husband, King

Cnut, in the Old Minster.

The active campaign of the year was opened by the indomitable Welsh-

man, Gruffudd ap Llywelyn. Taking advantage of the fact that Earl Ralph

was engaged elsewhere, he invaded Herefordshire, advancing to a point

near Leominster, where he was met by a mixed force of Englishmen and

Frenchmen from ' the castle.' Again fortune favoured the invader, who
gained another victory, exactly thirteen years to a day from the time when
he had defeated and killed Eadwine, the brother of Leofric, at Rhyd-y-

Groes. 4

Harold and Leofwine were not long behindhand. Sailing from Ireland

with nine ships, they landed in the Bristol Channel, at Porlock, on the

confines of Somerset and Devon. There they in turn gained

Return
S

a decided victory over the men of the two counties, the newly-

appointed Earl Odda being, like Ralph, employed at a

distance. More than thirty 'good Thegns' fell, 'besides other folk.' The

brothers then sailed round " Penwithsteort," the Land's End, and so on to

Portland, seeking to effect a junction with their father. The family writer

is not ashamed to tell us that as they went they ravaged the coast with fire

and sword.' But the frankness with which he records a fact which to our

ears sounds so damaging proves the comparative indifference of the age to

such proceedings. Meanwhile the attention of the Government had been

concentrated on the movements of Godwine, from whom the chief attack

1 Chron. 1), 1051. 2 Vita d£dw.t 404, 405.
3 6th March, Chron. D, and Flor. ; 14th March, Chron. C.
1 Chron. D; Flor. ; conf. Ann, Camd., 1055, ami Ihut-y-T., 1054.
5 Chron. <", D, E; Flor. ; Vita Aidm. % 405.
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was feared. To guard against a landing by him, a fleet of forty ' smacks' 1

had been posted at Sandwich under the Earls Ralph and Odda. Many
weeks, we are told, they lay there. At last, on the 22nd June, Godvvine

and his fleet sailed from the mouth of the Yser, 2 on the

Return*
5

I
;

l eirush coast, below Nieuport. Crossing the Channel, they

put in at Dungeness ; but hearing of the fleet at Sandwich,they

moved on to Pevensey, while the Sandwich fleet, hearing of their arrival,

began to prepare for pursuit. But a gale coming on disconcerted all plans.

The two Earls remained at Sandwich, storm-staid, while Godwine ran back

to the Flemish coast for shelter. 3 The rebel fleet having disappeared,

Earls Ralph and Odda, thinking that they had done a sufficient turn of

duty, took their ships back to London, thus leaving the whole coast open

to Godvvine, who promptly recrossed the Channel. Westwards he sailed

to the Isle of Wight, levying contributions as he went, but also endeavour-

ing to open friendly relations with the interior. From the Isle of Wight

he pushed on to Portland, where he finally effected a junction
T
Forces

m w^ a ms sons - The combined forces then turned eastwards,

still of necessity levying contributions, but, we are told, doing

less harm than before. Probably as their prospects improved they began

to feel more bound to conciliate public opinion. So they advanced along

the coast, touching at the Isle of Wight, Pevensey, Hastings, Romney,

Hythe, Folkestone, Dover, Sandwich. At each step all serviceable ship-

ping was impressed, contributions were exacted, and hostages taken away.

The sea-faring population, always ready for adventure, seem to have

joined in readily enough. In one way or another the support of all

Sussex, Kent, and Surrey is said to have been secured, the people vowing

that they ' would live or die with Godwine.' When the fleet left Sandwich

to round the North Foreland its numbers are described as ' over-

powering.' 4 As they passed Sheppey a detachment was sent up the

Swale to ravage Milton, a Royal domain. 5 Finally the whole armament
came to an anchor at Southwark, below London Bridge, the state of the

tide not admitting of further progress. Ralph and Odda had

Thames.
6
ProDably found that it was easier to disband a force than

to raise another to replace it. Twelve weeks had elapsed

since Godwine first appeared, yet the King had not yet got together a

force fit to cope with that of his adversary. We are told that he refused to

listen to the reports of Godwine's advance. 6 However, he now had fifty

ships in the river above the Bridge, with an attendant land-fyrd. 7

Godwine, we are told, had already been in communication with the

1 " Snacca," Chron. C, D. 2 " To Yseran," Chron. E ;
" Hysara," Vila sEdw.

8 Chron. E ; W. Malm., G. R.t s. 199, p. 243.
4 " Mid geotendan here," lit. 'pouring,' Chron. C and D ; Vita yEdw., 405.
5 Chron. E. 6 " Fidem referentibus non accommodaret "

; Vita s£diu.
7 Chron. E.
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Londoners : negotiations were renewed when he reached Southwark, and

he found to his satisfaction that the burghers entirely sympathised with his

cause. Full of confidence, as soon as the tide served, he took his vessels

above Bridge without opposition, and then set them in order along the

southern bank of the river, with a land-fyrd of his own, come from up-

country, 1 at his back. The two forces were now fairly arrayed against

each other, the King's ships, with their land-fyrd, being

in^rray
3

disposed along the north shore. Godvvine's fleet, being more

numerous, overlapped the King's fleet, and was arranged so as

to surround it in case of action. 2 But before drawing the sword Godwine

and his sons addressed to Eadward a final demand for pardon, ' and that

they might be held worthy of all those things that from them unrightly had

been taken.' 3 The King held out for a while, the Normans doubtless urging

him to be firm. When he yielded, he evidently did so with a bad grace. 4

But, according to all accounts, his own men had no heart in the cause,

and, doubtless, they were outnumbered ; while the oldest account tells us

that most men on either side were ' loath to fight against men of their own
kin'; and that they thought it pity 'that Englishmen should destroy one

another to make more room for foreigners.' 5 ' Then came forward Bishop

Stigand with God's help, and the Wise Men both from within the burn

(city) and from without, and resolved that men should give hostages on

either half.' G The ' hostages' meant a truce and guarantees for a peaceable

meeting on the morrow, the very concession so obstinately refused the

year before.

But there were men round the King who could not venture to face an

open gemot of all England. ' When the Frenchmen heard of it, they took

Flight of
norse and rocle

>
some ^Vest to Pentecost's Castle, some Nortli

the to Robert's Castle. 7 Archbishop Robert and Bishop Ulf went
Foreigners.

QUt at the East gatg ^^ ^.^ ^^ ^ foggx them to

Ealdulfsness (Walton-on-the-Naze), and so over sea in a crazy ship.'

Apparently the fugitives had to cut their way out of London through a

hostile mob, as we are told that in going out they killed and ' marred
'

1 " Ufenon."
2 Chron. C and D. Mr. Freeman speaks of the King's House-carles, but there is not

a reference to House-carles in any of the authorities. Only fyrd is noticed. Thi> is

important with reference to the question of the disbandment of 1051. If Eadward
had had a force of I louse-carles the result might have been very different. ;: Chron. E.

1 R< k itaque coactus . . . devictus quoque precibus supplicantium, etc. ;"

/ 'ita . /.

5 Chron. C and D. The Peterborough Chronicle (E) and the Vita /Edw. represent

Godwine a^ having to hold his men back.

on. I , comparing C and 1).

7 Pentecost's Castle was the same as Richard's Castle in Herefordshire, as already
:. Robert's Castle was probably that of Robert, son ofWymarc the Staller, a man

with in the Eastern counties, but the site of the castle has not been
identified ; Freeman,
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many young men. William, the Bishop of London, had also for a time to

find safety in flight. 1

Under these circumstances the business of the ' mickle gemot ' of the

Tuesday was greatly simplified. It met in the open air, outside the walls

of London. 'All the earls and all the best of the land were

Re-uistated triere-' Godwine's eloquence readily vindicated his own con-

duct and that of the various members of his family as against

all that had been 'laid against' them. 2 Doubtless the only charge

considered was that of disloyalty to the King in demanding justice for the

cr men as against Eustace. Subsequent events would stand or fall by

the merits of the original quarrel. The King took Godwine again as his

friend, pardoning likewise all his followers, while the assembly voted back to

Godwine his earldom and possessions, 'clean' as ever he had held them at

the best, together with the earldoms and possessions of his sons, and those

of his wife, not forgetting his daughter, who was restored to her Royal

dignity and rights. 3 Lastly, 'good laws' were promised to all men,

and a general decree of outlawry passed against the fugitive bishops and all

Frenchmen who had ' reared up bad law, deemed unjust dooms, and

brought evil counsels into the land.' The King, however, was allowed to

except those whom ' he liked to have with him, and who had been true to

him and all his folk/ a saving clause under which the worst offenders, such

as the lords of the felon castles, Richard Scrob, and Robert son of

Wymarc, were shortly restored to their possessions.4 In fact there is no

reason to believe that the number of foreigners, either in the country or at

court, was reduced ; in fact they seem rather to have increased ; but the

highest posts were kept from them. We have no more foreign earls.

Godwine was thus again Earl of Wessex ; ^Elfgar made no difficulty

about restoring East Anglia to Harold 5
; and Eadgyth was shortly brought

back with all honour from her monastery. One member of the family,

however, was not there to enjoy the triumph of the hour, namely, Swein,

the firstborn of Godwine and Gytha. Stricken with remorse for the

murder of his cousin Beorn, he had gone bare-footed on a pilgrimage to

1 Chron. E, also C, D, and Florence. 2 Chon. E and W. Malm.
3 Chron. C and D. It is worthy of notice that this, the earlier account, treats the resti-

tution as the act of the Witan, the King only giving his personal forgiveness. The later

writers, Florence and the Peterborough Chronicle, E, treat the whole as the King's act.

So, too, William of Malmesbury and Henry of Huntingdon. The account of the

Biographer does not appear entitled to all the credit that Mr. Freeman gives it. His

representation of the course of events is that Godwine, on reaching London, was
received in triumph and carried straightway to the Royal presence ; that Godwine fell at

the King's feet, giving up his arms and begging to be allowed to clear himself; that the

King, unable to help himself, accepted his apologies and restored to him his weapons
;

that then and there they proceeded together to the palace, where a council was held, the

restitutions, etc., granted, and the kiss of peace given ; Vita ALd., 405, 406. But was
the kiss of peace at all an old English practice, or was it not introduced by the Normans ?

4 Id., and Florence. 5 W. Malm., G. R., s. 199, p. 243.

R. H. H H
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the Holy Sepulchre, and died on his return journey, far from home, about

Michaelmas (29th Sept., 105 2).
x Earl Ralph therefore had not to be

disturbed in his earldom of Herefordshire ; but apparently he had to make

over the Hwiccas to Odda, who would have to restore his Western

Province to Godwine. 2

The absence of reactionary violence, the smoothness with which these

changes and transfers were effected were circumstances creditable to all

concerned. But this counter-revolution seems to call for more explanation

than it has as yet received. That political adversaries not protected by

clerical immunities should hesitate to trust themselves in the hands of a

victorious faction is intelligible. In much later days a change of Ministry

often involved a loss of heads. But how came it to pass that bishops

—

that a man in the exceptional, the sacrosanct position of an Archbishop of

Canterbury should think that instant flight was the only course open to

him ? Surely their consciences must have taxed them with complicity in

some acts which they felt the nation would never forgive. Again, where

were the loyal Mercians and Northumbrians, where were Leofric and

Siward, who a few months before were ready to support the King in any

measures against Godwine? What had occurred to efface their jealousy

of the West Saxon Earl ? The Peterborough chronicler, writing after the

Conquest, saw no need to look for any graver delinquency in the foreigners

than that they had sown discord between the King and Godwine. The
earlier Worcester and Abingdon writers, with more insight, ascribe the fall

of the foreigners to their evil counsels—their bad laws— their unjust

dooms. But even this will not account for the sudden and overwhelming

revulsion of feeling found between the autumn of 1051 and the autumn of

1052. Something more definite must have occurred. That something, in

our opinion, was the plot to hand over the English succession to William

of Normandy, in which Robert of Jumieges had the chief hand. If that

transaction had begun to get wind the Archbishop of Canterbury might

well fly for his life. Viewing the matter in relation to ourselves we may be

glad that Norman William lived to conquer England ; but our sense of

the ultimate results of the Conquest must not blind us to the feelings with

which the English of the time would look forward to such an event. For

the leaders of the nation it would mean the loss of everything they had to

lose, and for all a period of cruel suffering and trial.

By the flight of the Bishops Robert, Ulf, and William, three Sees were

left vacant, at any rate dc facto vacant. No appointment, however, was

made to the bishopric of London, and William, a man of high character,

1 SeeChron. C, where Swein is said to have died at Constantinople. Florence under-

stood that lie had died in Lycia of cold and hardships, p. 210. William of Malmesbury

thought that he had been killed by Saracens; (/. A'., s. 200.

Freeman, N. C, II. 565. Somerset and Dorset were certainly under Harold

after the death of Godwine ; Cod. Dip. IV. 195, 200.
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was shortly allowed to return. 1 Probably neither King nor Witan had

any doubts as to their right to dispose of the derelict Sees. Canterbury

s
, was at once given to Bishop Stigand of Winchester, one of

Archbishop of (iod wine's supporters, who had come so much to the front in
Canterbury. ^^ twQ yearSj Winchester being still left in his hands, 2 an

accumulation of preferment, of which there were but too many instances

in those times. For the See of Dorchester a Bishop was found in one

Wulfwi,8 perhaps the King's Chancellor. 4 Ulf, as we have seen, was a

very incompetent man, who at the first had difficulty in getting his

appointment recognised in Italy, so now no word of remonstrance appears

to have been raised on his behalf, and Wulfwi was installed without

question. Not so Stigand. Robert of Jumieges hastened to Rome to

protest against the invasion of his rights, and found a sympathetic listener

in Pope Leo IX., who, it is said, gave him a letter to deliver to King

Eadward ; if, in fact, he did not summon Stigand to appear at Rome. 5

Robert returned to Normandy with his letter, and then sickened and died

at Jumieges. 6 But Stigand got no Pall from Leo, even after

Granted. Robert's death. In fact, he was afterwards charged with

having officiated with his predecessor's Pall, 7 a most unwarrant-

able act, as from the first days of the English Church the gift of the

Pallium had been recognised as the official mark of Papal recognition.

To use another man's Pallium was equivalent to sailing under false

colours. Altogether it is clear that Stigand occupied a doubtful position

even in the eyes of his own friends. Men avoided his ministration. The
Abingdon chronicler, a man of the time, evidently considered him a mere

locum fe/iens, certainly not a ' full archbishop.' ' On this year there was

no archbishop on this land but Stigand, and he held the bishopric of

Christ's Church at Canterbury.' The writer then goes on to tell us that

Kynsige the Archbishop-elect of York, and Leofwine, 8 and Wulfwi ' went

over sea and got them hallowed to their bishoprics.' 9 Plainly they went

abroad because they considered that there was no man at home duly

qualified to consecrate them.

Godwine did not long survive his restitution to office and power. It

would seem that soon after his return he fell ill
;
perhaps his strength had

been overtaxed by the long maritime campaign j but he struggled on for a

few months. He came to court for the Easter (nth April) Feast of 1153,

which was kept at Winchester. On the Monday Godwine and his sons

1 Florence, " propter bonitatem suam," a.d. 1052.
2 Chron. E ; W. Malm., G. P., p. 35; G. R., s. 200, p. 244; Reg. Sacrum.
3 Chron. C, a.d. 1053 ; Reg. Sacr.
4 He signs as such, Cod. Dip. No. 779, but the charter is a very doubtful one.
5 See below 486. 6 W. Malm., sup. 7 Florence, a.d. 1070 ; Freeman.
3 Bishop elect of Lichfield, appointed in succession to Wulfsig, who died in October,

1053 ; Chron. C, D, and Flor. 9 Chron. C, a.d. 1053.
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Harold and Tostig were at dinner with the King. Suddenly the old Earl

was taken with a fit, either of apoplexy or paralysis, and sank

Godwin^ down on tne ' foot-settle,' speechless and motionless. 'They

carried him to the King's bower, and thought that it might pass

away ; but it was not so, and he remained without speech and power till

the Thursday (April 15), and then gave up his life. He lieth there in the

Old Minster.' l An end so startling would naturally lend itself to romantic

embellishments, especially in the case of one whose name afterwards be-

came exposed to all the cross-fire of the bitterest party warfare. Thus the

accredited story came to be that an awkward reference having been made
at table to the fate of the unfortunate yEtheling ^Elfred, Godwine started up,

and, taking a piece of bread in his hand, adjured the Almighty to choke

him with that morsel if he had been guilty of anything tending to the

/Etheling's danger or the King's harm.2 Godwine having attempted to

swallow the piece of bread, it stuck in his throat. He rolled his eyes, and

fell down dead.

Of Godwine the Abingdon chronicler complains that 'he

Character
mac*e a^ t0° utt ^e amends for God's property that he took

from many holy places.' 3 If Godwine robbed the Church

when it suited him, we fear that he only acted as most other men of his

time did. Unfortunately it would seem that, unlike most others, he never

gave. No benefaction has ever been traced to him. His greediness was

perhaps his worst fault. In the matter of the ^Etheling Alfred he suffered

a good deal of natural but rather unjust obloquy. In his clinging to his

son Swein he shewed a cool indifference to public opinion ; but his

ravages on the coast as an exile were only in accordance with the recog-

nised politics of the age. Altogether we cannot refuse him an honourable

place among English statesmen as a wise and far-seeing administrator.

The confidence reposed in him by King Cnut is in itself sufficient

testimony to his business capacity and fidelity. His resistance to Eadward

in 1051 was altogether creditable. In this he shewed himself the first

Minister who was able to " overawe the Crown." 4 The good education

that he gave to his daughter Eadgyth, and probably to his other daughters

also, is a further point to be reckoned in his favour.

1 Chron. C, also 1) and F. For Gytha's benefactions to "Winchester and other

churches for the soul of her husband, see Liber de dJyda, 2S9 ; Cod. Dipl. No. 926 ; and,

generally, Freeman, N. C, II. 350.

- " Si fui conscius alicujus rei quae spectaret ad ejus periculum vel tuum incom*

m.nUim" : W. Malm., G. A'., S. IQ7- This was an oath that Godwine could not take.

Roger of Wendover adjusts Godwine's words to the oath that he could take and had

taken in 1040 ; FlortS Hist., I. 492. For other versions see II. Hunt., Liber de Hy.ui,

289, and the metrical Lives ofEadwardl pp. 15, 117.
8

A.l). 1052. For a violent quarrel between Godwine and /Elfwold, the saintly Bishop

of Sherborne, of unknown cause, see W. Malm., G. /'., 179. Ultimately the Fail

d and they made friends. « Green, Con,/, of'England, 539.
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Harold succeeded his father as Earl of Wessex ; but he had to resign

East Anglia to ^Elfgar. As Godwine died at Easter-time, when the Witan

would be at court, these arrangements were probably passed
Character

at once> i Qf Harold the family writer tells us that he was a
of Harold. J

man anxious to tread in the footsteps of his father, a very

Judas Maccabaeus—painstaking, brave, and intelligent, affable and for-

giving, but a terror to all evil-doers. 2 As might be expected of one trained

in his father's school, caution and a readiness to consult others were lead-

ing characteristics. Still, with all his eulogy, the writer fails to present

the portrait of a man of any commanding ability.

1 Chron. C, D, E.

2 Vita y£dw.
t 408, and again p. 409: " Infinitis laborious et vigiliis inedia ; multa

animi lenitate et promptiori sapientia."



CHAPTER XXIX

EADWARD THE CONFESSOR (continued)

Development of Harold's Position—Tostig Earl of all Northumbria, Gyrth of East

Anglia—Recall of the /Etheling Eadward and his Family—Legatine Mission to

England—War with Wales

OF Scottish affairs the reader has heard nothing since the year 1040,

when King Duncan, still quite a young man, 1 was murdered by

Macbeth mac Finlay, who then became King of Scotland, as

King of supposed, m right of his wife Gruoch, as already mentioned/
cotiand. -pj^ assass ination of the gracious Duncan was not the only

deed of blood perpetrated by Macbeth. He had attained to his proper

dignity, that of Mormaer (High Steward) of Moray, through the murder

of his cousin Gillacomgan, whom he surrounded in his house and burnt

to death with fifty of his followers. In this, however, Macbeth might

plead that he was only avenging his father Finlay, who had been ousted of

his office and done to death by Gillacomgan. 3 But if Macbeth had waded

to power through blood, as King he seems to have ruled well and success-

fully. In 1050 he made a pilgrimage to Rome, the first recorded visit of a

Scottish King to the Eternal City. His liberality to the poor at Rome is

.specially noticed * ; and he and Gruoch joined in benefactions to the Priory

of St. Serf in Lochleven. 5 But Duncan left by his Queen, a relative

of Earl Siward, two sons—Malcolm surnamed Canmore (Caen-mor— Big-

head), and Donald surnamed Bane. It is likely, considering the relation-

ship between them, that these boys, who must have been quite young at

1 " Immature state," Tighernac.

- " His (Macbeth's) only connexion with the Scottish dynasty was that his wife was

Gruoch, the daughter of that Bodhe, son of Kenneth, whose son or grandson (?) had

been slain in 1032 by Malcolm mac Kenneth''; Skene, Celtic Scotland, I. 406 ; E. W.
Robertson, Scotland under Early Kings, I. 121. See Ann. Ulster., a.d. 1033. If it

was the son and not the grandson of Bodhe that was killed the chronology would be

simpler. Gruoch would be his sister. That Gruoch was the daughter of one Bodhe
on record evidence [Reg. St. Andrews, 1 14). The identiticatian of this Bo.lhe with

the " Boete " killed in 1033 seems conjectural.

Tighernac, Ann. Ulst., a.d. 1020, 1032.
1 Marianus Scotus, Pertz, V. 558 ; Florence. As 1050 was the year of the Councils

of Rome and Vercelli, it is just possible that Macbeth may have been present at one

other <.ft: 5 Register of St. Andrew's, 114.
'"

1 ' osanguinia Sywardi comitis"; J. Fordun, IV. c. 44.
IT-i
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the time of their father's death, may have been harboured by Siward. At

any rate, in 1054 we hear of a grand expedition against Scot-

I
;?
vasion of land undertaken by the old Earl in person. This enterprise

must have had the restoration of young Malcolm Canmore for

its object. We are told that Siward invaded Scotland with a great force

1 both of ships and landfyrd.' Eadward had sanctioned the war, 1 and

apparently even sent some of his own House-carles to assist Siward, 2 whose

army is otherwise described as consisting partly of Englishmen, partly

of Danes. The latter, doubtless, would be his own Yorkshire Danes.

Macbeth, on the other hand, had the support of the famous Earl of

Orkney, Thorfinn, a great hero in Saga literature, who was lord not only

of the Western Islands, but also probably of great part of the mainland

of Scotland to the West and North of the Spey. Thus altogether the

Scandinavian element was large. 3 A great battle ensued. The day is given,

27th July, but not the locality, which might with likelihood be placed

somewhere on the estuary of the Forth. The fight was a stout one, as

might be expected with such antagonists. However, Siward had the best

of it. But he gained no decisive or bloodless victory. He lost a son

Osbern, a sister's son Siward, many of his own House-carles, and some of

the King's men. 4 The well-informed Irish writers estimate Siward's loss

as half that of the Scots, and they also mention the death of Dolfinn son

of " Finntur," doubtless a relative of the Earl of Orkney. 5

This defeat must have been a rude blow to the Throne of Macbeth, but

he did not succumb at once, though Florence of Worcester goes out of his

way to tell us that he did. 6 On the contrary Malcolm had to struggle on

for nearly four years more against the rival House. It was not till the

15th August, 1057, that he got rid of Macbeth, at Lumfanan,

beta.
' " m Marr. 7 The defeated party, however, managed to set up

a new leader in the person of one Lulach, son of Gillacomgan.

1 "Jussu regis," Florence ; conf. Fordun, IV. c. 47.
2 Chron. D.

; Mr. Skene, who has endeavoured to utilize the Orkneyinga Saga, admits that not a

fact therein alleged can be made to tally with the admitted history of the times ; and
that in it all the known persons and events are ignored. 4 Chron. C and D.

5 See Tighernac and the Annafoof Ulster, where 3,000 men are said to have fallen of

the Albanach and 1,500 men of the Saxons ; Chron. Picts and S., 78, 369. Mr. Skene
suggests that Finntur is miswritten by metathesis for Thorfinn.

6 in asserting that Malcolm Canmore became king in 1054 Florence breaks away from
his two leading authorities, the Worcester Chronicle and Marianus. He also styles

Malcolm "son of the king of the Cumbrians" (regis Cumbrorum filium). But his

father, Duncan, was King of all Scotland.
7 Marianus Scotus ; Tighernac; Ann. Ulst., sup. ; also Duan Albanich and Chron.

Picts (Skene), 63, 152. The Duan, a short metrical Chronicle in Irish, is believed
by Mr. Skene to have been written by Gilla Caemhin or Gilla Coemgin, a well-

known Irish scholar, who translated Nennius, and died in 1072. The Duan was
clearly written when Malcolm Canmore was still on che throne. Tighernac and Marianus
were also contemporaries.
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This man, it would seem, traced descent, through his mother, from the

same Bodhe through whom Macbeth and Gruoch made their

'

title. Lulach was probably a mere puppet; he is styled 'The

Simpleton ' (fatuus). Seven months he reigned and then Malcolm made
away with him, "per dolum" aX Essy in Strathbogie, in Aberdeenshire (17th

March, 1058).
1 Thereupon Malcolm III., Malcolm of the Big Head,

Malcolm ' the florid, of lively visage,' 2 was solemnly installed at Scone, :;

and for five and thirty years reigned as undisputed King of
Malcolm Can- G , ,

more King, ocotiana.

Earl Siward did not long survive his expedition to Scotland.

Early in the year 1055 he was gathered to his fathers, an old man and

full of years. The story ran that being taken ill, and feeling

ward Digera. ms n ^e ebbing fast, he groaned at the thought that he should

have been saved from the battlefield to die * the death of

a cow.' He ordered his men to equip him with his coat of mail

and his helmet, his sword, his shield, and his gilt battle-axe, and so,

attired at any rate as a warrior should be, breathed his last. 4 He was

buried at Galmanho, a suburb of York, in a church built by himself 5 on

the site afterwards occupied by the beautiful abbey of St. Mary, now to

be seen in ruins. 6

By ^thelfla^d, daughter of Earl Ealdred, assassinated toward 1035,

Siward left a son, Waltheof. 7 But Ealdred's brother and successor

Eadulf, assassinated in 1041 by Siward, also left a son, Osulf. 8 Between

these two the claim' to the vacant earldom clearly rested. But Bernicia

and Deira had not always been united. The combined earldom was really

more than could be safely entrusted to any subject. The severance of

the two should have been an object for which any prudent Government

would have striven, and present circumstances offered a signal oppor-

tunity. If Eadward's councils had been directed by men having the

interests of the State at heart Bernicia should have been given to Osulf,

the undoubted representative of the House of Bamborough, and Deira

given to Waltheof, the natural head of the Yorkshire Danes. As it was

the double earldom, extending from the Humber to the Tweed, was given

in its entirety to Harold's brother Tostig. But it appears that Hunting-

donshire also, and perhaps Northamptonshire, had been held by Siward

1 Marianus, Duan, Ann. Ulster., Chron. P. and S.> 63, 65, 369. The House of

Moray, however, did not end with Lulach ; he left a son, Maelnectan, who died, Mor-

maer of Moray, 1085; Chron. D, 107S ; Ann. Ulst., 10S5.
2 Duan, sup. 3 25th April, J. Fordun, V. c. 9, but he gives the year as 1057.
4 II. Hunt. The writer also tells another story of Siward in connexion with the

Scottish war, but this anecdote cannot stand, as it implies that the Earl was not there.

When informed of his son's death, he inquired if his wounds were in front or behind.

When told that they were in front he was content,—he asked for no better death for

himself or his son. 5 Chron. C. '' Freeman.
7 Symeon, H. D. E., Auct. 219. See above, 410. 8 Id., II. A\, 19S.
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as outlying appendages, and these two were also given to Tostig. 1 Henry

of Huntingdon, as if to supply a reason for the go-by given to Waltheof,

says that he was but a boy

—

parvulus. Yet Siward had married again,

and again been left a widower, since the death of Waltheof s mother ;

and we hear of arrangements with reference to the property of the second

wife, made, apparently, at Siward's death by Waltheof and the Abbot of

Peterborough in the presence of the King, 2 as if Waltheof was then of

age ; while the old North country Tract, De obsessio?ie Dunelmi, uses

language which seems to imply that Northumbria de jure vested in

Waltheof at his mother's death 3
; and it tells us plainly that Siward's

death was followed by local war and destruction of property, as if Tostig

had to use force to get in. With respect to Osulf, as his father had been

dead fourteen years we may fairly assume that he was old

„j^„y enough to be invested. But even laying aside the claims of

Waltheof and Osulf, we cannot excuse the neglect to break

up the earldom. As to the influences to which Tostig owed his appoint-

ment the Biographer does not leave us in doubt. He tells us frankly

„ , . that it was due to the efforts of friends, and specially of
Tostig Earl of .

' *

\ .

all Northum- Harold and the Queen, and that the King yielded to their

bna
" instances, and to his own sense of Tostig's (or Harold's)

merits. 4 We must add that it clearly comes out later that Tostig was the

member of the family whom Eadward liked best. 5

We have taken the appointment of Tostig in natural connexion with

the death of Siward. But it is clear that it was accompanied, if not

preceded, by a great fracas, which we can only regard as a struggle

between Harold and ^Elfgar, the son of Leofric. The date of Tostig's

promotion is not given ; but it could hardly have been settled before the

time of a Witenagemot held on the 19th March, 1055, very shortly after

Siward's death. In this council we are told that^Elfgar was outlawed,

and outlawed, according to the Abingdon writer, apparently

^awed,
Ut

~ tne oldest authority, 'without any guilt.' The Worcester

Chronicle mitigates this judgment, writing 'almost without

guilt.' But Florence, coming still later, and correcting the Worcester

1 See Codex Dipl. Nos. 903 and 904, and Mr. Freeman's Appendix on the Great
Earldoms, where he points out that the description of the daughter of ^Flfhelm of

Northumbria as /Elfgifu of Northampton may indicate an earlier connexion between

the districts.

2 Codex Dipl. No. 927. Of course the arrangement may have been made some time

after Siward's death.

3 " Filio suo Waltheofo comitatum Northybrorum dedit." The subject of the verb

dedit, however, is not clear; it might be Siward,—either Siward or iEthelflsed ; Sym.,

H. D. £., Ave/. 220.
4 " Agentibus amicis . . . potissimum fratre Haroldo duce et ejus sorore regina

;

et non resistente rege ob innumera ipsius fideliter acta servitia."
5 Vita sEdw., 221, 423 ; W. Malm., G. R., s. 252.
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Chronicle, endorses the Abingdon view, and tells us that Alfgar was

outlawed " sine culpa.
1 ' l Not a hint is anywhere given of the nature of

t Klfgar's offence. We can only suggest that he had opposed the appoint-

ment of Tostig, and that Harold had induced the Witan to regard this

as mere treason.

The usual result ensued. /Elfgar ' went out,' as Harold, and Godwine,

and Child Wulfnoth, and Child ^Elfric, and all others under similar

circumstances had done. Following Harold's example, /Elfgar made his

nr t> ,. way to Ireland, where he raised a force of nineteen ships,
He Revolts. .

J
.

'

f '

with which he came back to Wales to join hands with

Gruffudd ap Llywelyn, a man who either then was, or subsequently be-

came, .Klfgar's son-in-law, and the husband of his beautiful daughter

Ealdgyth. 2 The Welsh King led his ally first against his own special

enemy, his namesake, the son of Rhydderch. Llywelyn of South Wales

having been finally defeated and killed, the allies proceeded
H6rcfordshirs

Harried. t0 invade Herefordshire, 3 harrying the southern part of the

county known as Archenfield. The destruction was such

that the land had not fully recovered by the time of Domesday.4 The
wretched Earl Ralph [timidus Dux) met the invaders two miles outside

the "Port" (city) of Hereford with a considerable fyrd. Unfortunately,

having been trained in foreign schools of warfare, he insisted upon making

his men engage on horseback. We have already pointed out that the

English of all classes fought on foot. But the horses could

Earl^arph not ^e Droug nt to ^ace tne missiles showered on them. At

the first discharge of javelins 5 they broke and fled. The
result was a bloodless triumph for the Welsh and Irish, who killed some

400 or 500 Englishmen without the loss of a single man. They then

burst into the town and sacked and burned it from end to end. They
pillaged the grand new Minster of St. ^Ethelberht, 6 recently erected by

Bishop /Ethelstan, carrying off vestments, treasures, relics, and everything.

They slew the priests in the temple—seven canons fell while attempting

to hold the doors against the enemy, and finally destroyed the whole

edifice with fire. Of the townspeople some were killed, some carried off

as slaves. 7 The tragedy ended with the deaths both of Bishop ^Ethelstan,

1 a.d. 1055. I pay no attention to the assertion of the later Peterborough Chronicle,

that /Klfgar confessed to some treason (not specified), 'though the word escaped him

unintentionally.' This is evidently put forward merely to exculpate Harold, who had

become a hero since the Conquest.
2 Qomesday, 238A. See Freeman, N. C, II. 416, and the Appendix.
11 Ann. Camb.\ Brut-y-T* (A.D. 1054).
4 A.D. 1086. See Norman Conquest, II. 387, and the references to Domesday.
5 " Spere," Chron. C.
11

i.e. Ethelberht of Mast Anglia, beheaded at Hereford by Offa 992-994, who became
the local I ; I' nvm 111.

7 24th October, Chron. C, D ; Florence ; Brut-y-T.
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a man incapacitated by years and loss of sight, and of his coadjutor-

Bishop Tremerin, a Welshman. 1

The sack of Hereford was a calamity that called for a national effort

at redress ; and accordingly the fyrd of * well-nigh all Eng-

the Rescue. kmd ' was summoned to Gloucester, and Harold placed at

its head. Passing through Herefordshire and crossing the

border, he marched a little way, ' not far,' into Wales, in fact as far as

" Straddele," a border district "reckoned along with Herefordshire in

Domesday." 2 Here Harold took up a position and fortified a camp.

The allies not caring to attack him there, retired into South Wales, and

then Harold, disbanding most of his men, returned to Hereford. That

sounds rather tame for a Captain-General of all England. But we must

bear in mind that by that time winter must have set in, and that Harold

might fairly shrink from the responsibility of prosecuting a winter campaign

among the snows of the Welsh Hills. The Welsh for the time were left

to themselves, while a task more urgent than that of mere revenge was

taken in hand. Hereford, though a frontier city standing on the very

border line, was evidently not protected by proper fortifica-

fo Rifled
ti°ns -

3 Harold resolved at once to remedy this defect, and,

accordingly, set his men to ' dyke the port about,' enclosing

it all round with ramparts and ditches, gates and bars,4

Meanwhile Harold had come to another very proper conclusion, and

that was to sink, at any rate for the time, his quarrel with /Elfgar, to

allow him to be reinstated, and so detach him from the

stated. Welsh alliance. Negotiations having been opened, the two

met at " Bylgeslege," Billingsley in South-East Shropshire, 5

and made friends. zElfgar then went to the King, and was readmitted to

his earldom and all his possessions. His fleet was sent to Chester, there

to receive the pay due to them, doubtless a point stipulated with Harold. 6

The venerable Bishop /Ethelstan, as already mentioned, died on the

10th February, 1056. His successor was Leofgar, not a foreigner, but an

Englishman, and Harold's priest. On him the prosecution of the war

1 .Kthelstan died on the 10th February, 1056, at " Bosanbyrig," now Bosbury, an
episcopal residence—" on the western slope of the Malvern Hills." He had been bishop

since 1012. Tremerin died before him. He had been coadjutor for thirteen years ;

Freeman.
2 Freeman, II. 393. " Stratelei " is the Domesday form. The first syllable seem

to suggest an original " Strath "=valley.
! The Britt-y- T., 60, boasts that Gruffudd captured and destroyed the castle {caer) at

Hereford ; but it could not be worth much if it could be "rushed" and destroyed in a

moment.
4 Chron. C ; Flor. William of Malmesbury, G. P., s. 163, speaks of considerable

earthworks at Hereford in his time, but out of repair, " fossatorum praeruptorum minis."
5
5^ miles south of Bridgenorth.

6 Chron. C ; Flor. The latter introduces the name of Gruffudd, but it seems to me
clear that he was not included in the pacification.
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against Gruffudd devolved. The chroniclers thought him very secular in

his ways. While in priest's orders, they tell us, he wore moustaches. 1 When
he became a bishop, going from bad to worse, ' he threw away

A
tlfe

S

Field
in ms cnr ism {holy oil) and his rood {cross), his ghostly weapons,

and took to the spear and the sword, and so went forth to the

war against the Welsh King ; and they slew him there, and his priests, and

yElfnoth the sheriff, and many good men with them. The rest, they ran

away' (June 17th). 2 This second catastrophe ought surely to have stirred

the Government to vigorous and effective action. Such, however, does not

seem to have been the case. The groans of the. chroniclers imply a series

of desultory, unconcerted, ill-planned operations against an impalpable

enemy, such as the reader had in the days of ./Ethelred and the Danes.
1 Hard it is to tell the wretchedness, and the goings, and the hostings, and

the swink (toil) and losses of men and horses that all England dreed {en-

dured).
1 At last, however, Leofric and Harold and Bishop Ealdred got

together, and by a desperate effort forced Gruffudd to sue for peace, to

render homage, and to swear to be a true and faithful under-king to

Eadward.3

No new Bishop, for the time, was appointed to the See of Hereford.

Apparently learning was at a low ebb in England, and men fit to be

entrusted with bishoprics were scarce. The care of the diocese was given

to Ealdred, the Bishop of Worcester, and remained in his hands for five

years. Bishop Hereman or Herman of Ramsbury, finding the revenues

of his See inadequate, and having no Chapter at Ramsbury to assist him in

his work, had proposed to annex Sherborne, so as to reunite the two Sees

of Wiltshire and Dorset, originally one, but separated in 909.
4 It would

seem that the Lady Eadgyth approved of the plan, and had promised her

support. But the Sees could not be amalgamated till there was a vacancy

at Sherborne. Pending that event Herman asked to be allowed to es-

tablish himself at Malmesbury, to enjoy the society of the monks, and join

purses with them in clerical work. The King was willing. But the monks,

naturally alarmed at the prospect of this episcopal invasion, went to

Harold, and he forced the King to withdraw his consent three days after

he had given it. Herman in disgust left England for a time, and retired

to St. Omer where he assumed the monastic habit."' His See again

was placed under the charge of Bishop Ealdred. 6

1 " Kenepas." See the Glossary to Mr. Plummer's edition of Earle's Parallel

Chronicles. ~ Chron. C and D.
8 Chron. C ; Flor. It would also seem that Gruffudd at this time was mulcted of cer-

tain lands, part of the modern county of Chester lying West of the Dee. See Freeman,

II- 399. citing Domesday.
4 See above under the year.

' Florence ; W. Malm., G. P., pp. 1S2, 420. The latter writer couples the name of

Godwine with that of his son in this affair. But the date, which is clear, proves that to

be an error. ° Florence, a.d. 1058.
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With a childless King getting on in years the question of the Succession

was one that could not long be kept in the background. In 1052 the

nation, as we take it, had given the King a very clear indication of the

reception that the suggested candidature of Duke William would meet with.

Eadward then condescended to turn his eyes towards the natural and

proper quarter, and to recognise his paternal kindred in Hungary, the

issue of his half-brother Eadmund Ironside. Of these Eadmund, the elder

son, had apparently died many years before. The /Etheling Eadward, the

younger son, was still living, and father of a family by a lady of Royal

birth, Agatha, who most probably was a niece of the Hungarian Queen
Gisela, wife of the sainted King Stephen, and sister to the Emperor Henry
II. 1 The recall of Eadward to England must have been resolved upon in

1054, when Bishop Ealdred of Worcester was sent to Cologne on a mis-

sion to the Emperor Henry III. The Bishop was commissioned to request

the Emperor that he would arrange with the King of Hungary for sending

the JEtheling home to England. The time, however, was unfortunate, as

Andrew, the reigning King of Hungary, was at the moment on bad terms,

if not at war, with the Emperor, and nothing could be arranged between

them. After spending a year at Cologne Ealdred came home again. 2

But the end of the mission had somehow been secured. In the course of

the year 1057 the ^Etheling landed in England with his wife Agatha, his

Recall of the
son Eadgar, and his two daughters Christina and Margaret.

.Etheiing- The son became known to later days as Edgar Atheling. Ot
Eadward. ^Q daughters, one was destined to end her years as an abbess

;

the other to become the sainted Queen of Malcolm Canmore, and the

ancestress of a double line of kings. Their father, the Atheling, must have

been to all intents and purposes a foreigner, who perhaps had never heard

a word of English, except from his mother, or from an English nurse if he

had one. But his presence seemed to settle the great and paramount

question, on which the fate of the nation and the chances of invasion or

civil war depended—the question of the Succession. But the hopes of the

English were doomed to speedy disappointment. Within a few days of his

landing, before he had been even presented to the King,
Hi

Dea«L
en Eadward died in London. 3 An ending so sudden, so in-

opportune, so fraught with fateful consequences, could not fail

to excite suspicion and comment. The Worcester chronicler sings a plain-

tive elegy over the event.

' Nor wist we for what cause

It clone were that he ne might

His kinsman Kin<? Edward see.

1 See Freeman, Norman Conquest, II. 368, and the corresponding Appendix.
2 Chron. C, D ; Flor.
3 Chron. D, E ; Flor. ; W. Malm., G. /?., s. 228 ; H. Hunt. Eadward was buried at

St. Paul's. Mr. E. W. B. Nicholson, on the strength of an obit in the Donee MS. 296
(nth century), suggests that the /Etheling died on April 19 ; Athenaum, 28 August, 1897.
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Well a day ! Rueful was that hap,

And baleful for this land.'

These words have been thought to imply " more than meets the ear." >

The writer no doubt laments that the /Etheling was kept from seeing the

King, as if that, and not his prolonged existence, were the material point

—rather a feeble utterance. From his words it has been inferred that

Eadward was, first, kept from seeing the King ; and, secondly, made away

with by some faction opposed to his candidature. Bat it is not at all clear

that the writer really meant to suggest foul play. He might only be moral-

izing, in the simple way of the times, on the mysterious dispensation that

had removed the wished-for heir just when he had come to England.

Apart from these words there is not a suggestion in any authority early or

late that the /Etheling died otherwise than of natural causes, or that he

was kept from seeing the King by anything except the illness of which he

died. Under these circumstances it seems unfair to cast any breath of sus-

picion either on Harold or William in connexion with this matter. Their

enemies would have been only too ready to take up such a charge if it

could have been made available against either of them. 2 With respect to

the premature death of the ./Etheling, we might point out that the line of

King /Elfred was used up ; the Confessor King was little better than an

incapable. The .-Etheling's brother Eadmund had died young. William

of Malmesbury understood that the /Etheling himself was a man of no

capacity, either of mind or body ; and his son Eadgar proved a harmless

nobody.

The death of the /Etheling was not the only loss of the year. In August

or September Earl Leofric of Mercia passed away. He died
Death of Earl . . .

,

, _. . .„-.[. , A ' „
Leofric. at his residence at Bromley, in Staffordshire. 3 On the 21st De-

cember Earl Ralph of Herefordshire likewise was gathered to

his fathers. 4 Earl Odda had died on the 31st August in the previous year,

at Deerhurst, having been previously admitted to monastic Orders by Bishop

Ealdred. 5 Thus the only counterpoise to the overwhelming influence of

the House of Wulfnoth now to be found was in /Elfgar, son of Leofric. To
the memory of the latter tradition has been cruelly unfair. The uniform

testimony of his own age pronounces Leofric the kindest, most upright,

most disinterested of men, the really lovable and popular character of the

reign. ' He was very wise before God and the world, and of profit to all

the people.' His wife, Godgifu, was his partner in all his good works.

Between them they founded and endowed the Priory of St. Mary's Coven-

1 Pqjgrave.

* Lappenberg, II. 259. Palgrave, however, Hist. Anglo-Saxons, 352, and C. If.

on, Hist. England
%

I. 244, are inclined to tax Harold with the murder of the .Kthel-

ing. Lingard, I. 178. thinks the circumstances suspicious, but does not fasten his sus-

picions on anyone. Mr. Freeman acquits both Harold and William, and thinks the

.sickness and death most likely natural. :t 31-t Aug., l'lor.
;
30th Sept., Chron. P.

4 /</. m. C, 1) ; l'lor. 6 Chron. D.
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try x
; and left it reputed the richest church in treasures of any in the

land. They also presented precious gifts and offerings to the churches

and monasteries of Leominster, Wenlock, St. John's Chester, St. Wer-

burgh's Chester, and Stow in Lincolnshire, 2 the fabric of the last being

still partly extant. They enriched Worcester 3 with buildings, and Evesham
with buildinsrs and lands. 1 Yet Leofric is only known to most

Legend & J

of "Lady Go- of the world as the husband of the Lady Godiva, a Nabal, a

man of Belial, who, having been frequently urged by his wife

to relieve the city of Coventry of oppressive duties, 5 finally consented only

on the disgusting condition that she should ride naked through the market-

place with all the people in it.
6 The noble woman accepted the ordeal,

and, with two attendants to protect her, traversed the forum, happily

shrouded in her long flowing locks. 7 A later version of the tale has it

that the people, warned of her purpose, retired to their houses, and closed

their doors and windows. 8 A still later version adds that one wretch,

"Peeping Tom," having cast an unhallowed eye on the passing Countess,

was smitten with blindness for his pains. 9

At the death of Leofric his only son ^jElfgar, as a matter of

of* Mercia*
1
course

>
succeeded to Mercia 10

;
but he was not allowed to

retain East Anglia. That, or the Northern portion of it, was

conferred on Harold's second brother Gyrth, 11 the South-Eastern counties

being assigned to the third brother Leofwine. 12 Earl Odda died childless.

Earl Ralph left a son, by name Harold. But as it appears that some
years later he was still under age Herefordshire could not be placed

under his charge, and, as a matter of fact, it appears to have been appro-

priated by Earl Harold. 13 Thus at the point of time that we have reached

/Elfgar was the only traceable earl unconnected with the House of Wulf,

1 Conf. Cod. Dip. No. 996 ; a concocted charter, but evidence of the connexion of
the House with Leofric.

2 See Cod. Dip. No. 956, A.D. 1053-1055. 3 Cod. Dip. No. 766.
4 See Florence in anno for all these. For Evesham, Cod. Dip. Nos 938, 941, circa

A.D. 1038. 5 " A gravi thelonii servitute . . . et aliis exactionibusimportunis."
6 " Per mercatum villse . . . populo congregate"
7 Roger of Wendover, I. p. 497 {Engl. Hist. Society). Roger, a St. Alban's monk,

wrote down to the year 1235, and died in 1237. 8 Bromton, Scriptt. Decern, c. 949.
" Mr. Freeman points out that " Thomas " was not an English name at the time.

Chron. D ; Flor. There is no authority for giving Leofric any other son than
-1'lfgar. See Append, to Mr. Freeman, N. C, II. 658.

"Rex . . . comitatum ei dedit in ipso vertice Orientalis Anglioe." For writs

addressed to Gyrth in connexion with Norfolk and Suffolk see Freem., N. C, II. 566 ;

Cod. Dip. Nos. 873-875, etc. Oxfordshire also became his; Id., Nos. 862, 865.
12 See Cod. Dip. Nos. 858, 860, 864, Middlesex and Herts. For Bucks Mr. Freeman

cites Domesday, 143, 144, 145, N. C, II. 560, 567, 568.
13 For Earl Harold in Herefordshire see Codex Dip. Nos. 833, 867; Domesday, 179;

Freeman, II. 417, 548. For Harold, son of Earl Ralph, see Id., 662 (Append. K K.).

He had large estates at the time of Domesday. The parish of Ewyas Harold in Here-
fordshire still preserves his name.
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noth. If we ascertain the extent of his earldom, deducting that, we shall

find what the rival family controlled, because they had all the rest.

. Elfgar's earldom included in the first place the old North-Western counties,

namely, Cheshire, beginning at the Ribble, Shropshire, and Staffordshire,

to which Worcestershire had apparently been reunited since the death of

Odda. Warwickshire and Leicestershire were also doubtless his, as well as

Derbyshire and Lincolnshire. 1 Northamptonshire, as already mentioned,

went with Northumbria ; so now did Nottinghamshire and Huntingdon-

shire. 2

Vast as /Elfgar's province was, it could not compare with the territories

subject to the rival House, who at this time enjoyed an extent of landed

property and political influence utterly without parallel either in our earlier

or our later history. Gyrth and Leofwine may be supposed to have been

under Harold's control. Not so Tostig, who was in fact a man of much
more decided character than Harold. Both, we are told, were very

persistent in following up their schemes. But Harold occasionally missed

opportunities through taking counsel of too many people. Tostig told his

mind to no one, maturing his plans himself, and, when he did act, acting

with effective vigour.3 He wras also much less forgiving to those who

opposed him than Harold.

_ mM . From this time onwards we must suppose Harold to have
Harold Aim- .... r ,. , _, ... , _

ing at the begun to cherish hopes of succeeding to the Crown, if he had
Crown.

not done so before. Large as were the family possessions,

Mercia, in /Elfgar's hands, seems to have been a thorn in their side, and an

immediate effort was made to get rid of ^Elfgar. No sooner had he suc-

ceeded to his father's possessions than he was outlawed again. In such

a matter the only men who could take the initiative would be either

Harold or Tostig. Of the grounds of /Elfgar's condemnation we hear no

more than we did on the first occasion. But in our estimation a quarrel

under the circumstances between Harold and /Elfgar would be very much

of a quarrel between a wolf and a lamb. It is impossible to suppose that

/Elfgar could have provoked it. Again, however, we are told, in two

words, that he shortly recovered his earldom—by force, through the

combined help of GrurTudd and of a Norwegian armament that, provi-

dentially for ^Elfgar, had suddenly come down on our shores. 4

1 For Worcestershire see Domesday, f. 172, where .Elfgar's son Eadvvine clearly appears

as Earl. The family connexion with Warwickshire hardly needs proof; but see Demos-

day f. 238 dorso, " L (Leofric) comes," and "algid uxor Grifin." For Leicestershire

see " Godeva's " estates, 231 d. For Derbyshire see f. 272, where .Elfgar ami his son

Eadwine take the lead ; and for Lincolnshire, 336 d. See also Mr. Freeman's Appendix
on the Great Earldoms.

- Foi Notts see clearly Domesday, 272. Siward is named in connexion with Hunts ;

conf. Freeman, Append., sup. 3 Vita j£dw. t 409.
4 Chrou. I) ; l'lor. The Norwegian descent specially noticed by these writers must be

connected With the attack on England by Magnus son of Harold, presumably Harold
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In the absence of more stirring events of public interest
EC

°AffS.rs
iCal ecc ^es iast ica l affairs again fill the pages of our scanty records.

In March (1058) the Pope, Stephen IX., died. A lay

faction then made a hasty election of John, Bishop of Velletri, who took

the style of Benedict X. Anxious to make friends, he sent a Pallium to

Stigand, who, as ' full archbishop,' forthwith began to exercise his powers,

consecrating bishops for Selsey and Rochester. l Unfortunately, however,

for Stigand, Benedict did not obtain general recognition, and, in fact, was

deposed and ousted before the year was out, 2 mainly through the influence

of the great subdeacon Hildebrand, the ruling spirit of the Papal curia.

Nicholas II., previously Gerard Bishop of Florence, became Pope,' 5 and

Stigand found himself open to a fresh charge, namely, that of being the

friend and accomplice of schismatics. Again in this year /Elfwold, the

saintly and much respected Bishop of Sherborne, passed away. 4 We are

told that in order to set an example of frugality and moderation in an age

when indulgence at the table was carried to great excess, he would only

partake at dinner of one dish, served on a wooden platter, with one small

mug of beer, well tempered with water. A special votary of

sf CuthberM ^ Cuthberht, he made a pilgrimage to his tomb, where, inspired

by the happy confidence of perfect sympathy, he ventured to

raise the cover of the shrine in order to deposit an offering and whisper a

word of friendship to the departed spirit. 5 It was said that he died singing

the antiphon of St. Cuthberht.

" Sanctus antistes Cuthbertus,

Yir perfectus in omnibus,

In turbis erat monachus,

Digne cunctis reverendus." G

The See of Sherborne being vacant, the projected amalgamation could

now be carried out. Ealdred made no difficulty of surrendering the charge

of Ramsbury. Herman came back from St. Omer and became Bishop of

the combined Sees of l^amsbury and Sherborne, with his seat at the latter

place. 7

Hardrada, recorded by the Annates Cambria and the Brut-y- T, under 1056 or 1057. Under
the latter year Tighernac likewise records a grand coalition of the son of the King of

Norway with the "Gall" (Danes, foreigners) from Orkney, the Western Islands, and
Dublin ' to subjugate the kingdom of the Saxons. But God did not consent to that.'

The writer was contemporary.
1 Chron. D, E, F ; Flor. /Ethelric was the bishop appointed to Selsey, and Siward

to Rochester. Previously he was abbot there.

2 His successor, Nicholas II., was crowned Pope 18th Jan., 1059 ; H. Nicolas.
• ; Chron. D, E; Flor., 1058, 1059. See also Milman, Latin Christianity, b. VI.,

chap. 3.
4 Reg. Sacr.

5 " Revulso sepulcri operculo cum eo quasi cum amico fideliter collocutus." W.
Malm. G W. Malm., G. R, s. 82.

7 Id., ss. 82, S3; Florence. Malm, says Herman had three pagos = counties—Dorset,

Wilts, and Berks Conf. p. 291 for pagos.

R. H. I I
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Of Eildred, again, we hear that this year he consecrated the Minster

of St. Peter's, Gloucester, entirely rebuilt by himself. 1 Having settled

these matters, Ealdred started on a pilgrimage to Jerusalem, the first

of English prelates to undertake such a journey. We are told that he

travelled by way of Hungary, a fact that points to a route by way of the

Rhine and the Danube, and so to Constantinople. We are told that

lie travelled with unprecedented ' worship,' and that he presented to the

Holy Sepulchre a gold cup or chalice 'of five marks, very wondrously

wrought.' '-
,

The 3rd May, 1060, being the Day of the Invention of the Cross, wit-

nessed the consecration of Harold's foundation of the Holy

Abbey
11 ^00c^ °^ Waltham. This was not an abbey in the proper sense,

being in fact a college for a Dean and twelve Secular Canons,

though the character of the establishment was subsequently altered by

Henry II. Nor was Harold's minster the first building on the spot

dedicated to the Cross. The Thegn Tofig, at whose wedding Harthacnut

was taken ill, owned the manor, and built there a small church to hold a

miraculous crucifix found at " Lutegarsbury," otherwise Montacute, in

Somersetshire. The Waltham estate was taken from Tofig's son and given

to Harold, with whom it became a favourite residence. He pulled down
Tofig's church, replacing it by a more sumptuous building, richly provided

with ornaments and relics derived from various quarters, while the whole

foundation was endowed with large estates.'' It would seem that Eadward,

Eadgyth, and all the chief personages in the land were present at the con-

secration. But it is a significant fact that the rite was performed, not by

the Archbishop of Canterbury, but by Kynsige, the Northern Primate.

This proves that even Harold shrank from compromising himself or his

foundation by using the ministrations of his friend Stigand. 4 It will be

seen that Harold favoured the Secular rather than the Regular clergy. At

1 Chron. D. ; Flor. ; W. Malm., G. P., s. 155. For the earlier history of St. Peter's

Abbey, originally a convent of nuns, afterwards of Secular Canons, and again of Bene-

dictine monks (1022), see Dugdale, Monast., I. 531. St. Peter's must be distinguished

from St. Oswald's Gloucester, founded by .Kthelred and .Fthelflaxl early in the 10th

century.

2 1058-9, Chron. C ; Florence. Five marks would be equal to forty ounces.

:1 For these see Codex Dipl. No. 813. The nave of the existing church—without the

carved ornamentation, which was obviously added later— is believed by some to be

original. The low surbased side-arches, the character of the masonry (concrete core

d with square blocks like the Roman Wall), and the fact that the work was not

designed to receive the usual Norman enrichments, speak in favour of the early date.

But the triforiura-clerestory must be later.

1

J or the whole history of this foundation see the Tract, "De Inventione Cruel-.'

written by a Canon of the place 1177-1190, with the notes and Appendix of Bishop
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the present day most men would agree with him in this, but we must admit

that in the days of Harold all the strictest and most zealous Churchmen
believed in monasticism.

Before the end of the year Kynsige passed away. He died on Decem-

ber 22. Three days later Bishop Ealdred was 'elected' to succeed

Eaidred mm - At tne tmie ne was pastor of two flocks—Worcester
Archbishop and Hereford. The latter he resigned at once, and it was
of York.

given to the Queen's Chaplain, Walter, a Lorrainer, who
had already been acting as coadjutor-bishop of the diocese. 1 Worcester

Ealdred was allowed to retain, on the strength of the precedents

of Oswald, Ealdulf, and Wulfstan I., each of whom had kept the Hvviccian

bishopric after being appointed to the Northern Primacy. In the course

of the next month Duduc of Wells died (18th January, 1061). Gisa, a

King's Chaplain and another Lorrainer, succeeded him. 2 The reader will

notice that these appointments were made at a time when Harold's influ-

ence must have been supreme, and that Harold himself had brought over

a Lorrainer to instruct his own college at Waltham. The connexion

between England and the Rhine-lands at this time must have been very

close.

Early in the year (1061) Ealdred, WT

alter, and Gisa all went to Rome
;

Ealdred charged with a double mission, partly on his own account, partly

on the King's account. For himself he sought the grant of his Pall. For

the King he had to ask for confirmation of his new foundation of St.

Peter's Westminster, and for certain privileges in connexion therewith.

Walter and Gisa went in quest of consecration, avoiding Stigand's offices.

Certain other personages also undertook the same pilgrimage, namely, Earl

Tostig, his wife Judith, his brother Earl Gyrth, and other magnates. All

England seemed to be going on pilgrimage at this time. It looked as if

the old English polity, conscious of impending dissolution, was seeking to

to make its peace with Heaven. 3

Bishops Walter and Gisa duly obtained consecration at the hands of

Stubbs (Oxford, Parker, 1861). To instruct the Canons in their duties, etc., Harold

brought over one Adelard from Liege, a man learned in the Canon Law.

1 Chron. D and E, and Florence. The shortness of the interval between the death

of Kynsige and the election of Ealdred suggests that the ' election ' of the 25th December
may have been a canonical election, subsequently confirmed by the King and Witan.

2 Id. Chron. E gives Duduc's death under the year 106 1, Chron. D under 1060, but,

after the death of Kynsige ; Gisa himself gives the year as 1060, but apparently he begins

his year at Easter, his journey to Rome following immediately. See the extract from a

lost work of his given in Ecclesiastical Documents (Hunter, Camden Society, 1840), p. 16.

3 For references to other pilgrimages not here noticed see Cod. Dip. Nos. 806, 808,

947> 953- The principal Life of Eadward, p. 410, attributes a pilgrimage to Rome to

1 larold in connexion with a tour through France. No time is indicated. The only

other notice of such a trip is to be found in a romancing Life of Harold, written at

Waltham, after 1205 ; Chroniqites Anglo-Normandes, F. Michel (Rouen, 1840).
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Pope Nicholas. On the 15 th April, being Easter Day, the rite was performed. 1

In the matter of the King's errand concerning St. Pe

Westminster Westminster, Ealdred had no difficulties to contend with.

The King's foundation was for Benedictine monks, and the

chief privilege desired was that of exemption from episcopal control, a

favour the Papacy was generally ready to grant. A favourable answer was

therefore given.'-' But in the matter of his own Pallium Ealdred found

that grave objection was taken to the fact that he proposed to hold

Worcester along with York. Ealdred was unable to see the harm in this
;

at any rate hie clung to Worcester. The matter hung in suspense for

some time, as we are told that Tostig was detained in Rome negotiating

on behalf of Ealdred, and that Judith, not caring to remain in Rome, went

on with the greater part of the retinue, a fortunate circumstance for her as

matters turned out. Unable to come to terms with the Pope, Ealdred and

Tostig left Rome without the Pallium, Tostig vowing that no more

Peter's Pence should be sent from England. But at Sutri, about two

stages on their homeward journey, they fell into the hands of

Brigands brigands, who stripped them of everything except the clothes

on their backs, and so sent them back in confusion to Rome.
Ealdred now condescended to accept the Pall on condition of surrender-

ing Worcester, and Nicholas, taking pity on their plight, kindly supplied

the party with necessaries from St. Peter's chest, and so enabled them

to eventually reach home in safety. In taking leave of his guests

the Pope announced an intended Legatine mission to England,- 5 a rare

event in those ages, no such embassy having been received since the year

788.

The absence at one and the same time of the lay and ecclesiastical

chiefs of Northumbria had left the unfortunate province at the mercy of an

unscrupulous neighbour. Malcolm Canmore, we are told, had entered

into a personal bond of sworn brotherhood with Tostig, a tie

A
iaToa<L

h recognised in many parts of the world in primitive states of

society. In 1059 he had been taken by Archbishop Kynsige,

Bishop .Ethelwine of Durham, and Earl Tostig on a visit to the court of

1 SoGisa tells us, Ecclesiastical Documents, sap. ; W. Malm., G. P.
t p. 251.

- For the letter of Eadward to the Pope and the Pope's answer, sec Code* Dip. W
pp. 1S2, 183 ; and .V.ldred of Kievaulx, Decern Scriptt., cc. 386,387. Whether genuin

not the documents embody the constitution that was established at Westminster. See
' '/'

,. , Ed.
t
QO. For the earlier foundation at Westminster, see above, 327.

3 See the Life of llii/fstau, by William of Malmesbury, Anglia Sacra, II. 250 ; V
.}'.</iv., 411, 412 ; Chron. D. The above Life of Wulfstan was translated by Mali

bury from an English Life by Coleman, a Worcester monk, who died 11 13, he having

derived his fact, in part from Heming, another Worcester monk, senior to himself, who

also wrote a short Life of Wulfstan, Anglia Sacra, I. 541. Compare the later lif<

Ealdred in the Gesta Pontificum of Malmesbury, p. 251, where the facts .seem less

corre< tly gi\
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Eadward, l presumably to render homage."-' Nevertheless he did not

scruple two years later, when Tostig was abroad, to invade and harry

his earldom, not even sparing Lindisfarne, part of the patrimony of St.

Cuthberht.3 With respect to Tostig's absence and its consequences, we
may point out that the free indulgence in personal inclination, regardless

of public interests, was one of the consequences of the want of any proper

central government. In later times we shall find the Lords Marchers kept

pretty steadily at their posts.

Ealdred was followed to England at no great interval by the promised

mission. The Legates were Ermenfrid, Bishop of Sion in the Rhone
Valley, and another Cardinal whose name has not been preserved. The
mission had been resolved upon by Nicholas, but apparently the actual

commissions were sealed by Pope Alexander II., 4 the successor of

Nicholas, who had died."' Their primary errand was to see that the condi-

tion with respect to Worcester was honestly carried out—a point on which

the Pope's misgivings were fully justified. But they had other matters

also to deal with, including probably the foundation of St. Peter's West-

minster.

After a visitation of great part of England, executed under the escort

of Ealdred—Stigand the Legates would not recognise—they were settled

at Worcester under the care of the Prior Wulfstan. At Worcester they

remained all Lent (February 13-March 31) waiting for an answer to be

given by the King at Easter, ,; clearly after the usual Easter Gemot. This

implies that certain terms or requirements had been propounded by the

Papacy. The See of Worcester, however, having been declared vacant, local

opinion with one voice declared for the Prior Wulfstan, 7 an ascetic saint of

the strictest type, but also, it would seem, a man by no means wanting in

tact or knowledge of the world. 8 Ealdred would have preferred .Ethel-

1 So a marginal addition to the Historia Return of Symeon, "in a coarse hand, but

one nearly coeval" ; Arnold.
2 See Vita d2wd.

f 416, where we hear that die Scots had been so punished by Tostig

for their predatory attacks that they finally elected to serve him and King Eadward, and

gave hostages. 3 Symeon, H. A'., 1059-106 1.
4 So Florence.

5 Nicholas II. died 21st or 22nd July, 1061. On September 30th Anselm, Bishop of

Lucca, was crowned under the style of Alexander II. ; H. Nicholas.
,; See the principal Life of Wulfstan already cited, An°L Sac, II. 250 ; Florence.
7 So Florence.
s Wulfstan must have been born before 10 12, as he is described as being past fifty

in the year 1062 (Florence), lie was born of Warwickshire parents of good position,

who eventually retired to monastic Houses. The boy was educated at Evesham and

Peterborough, and afterwards went to Worcester, where he was ordained deacon and

priest by Bishop Bryhtheah (1033- 1038). Bryhtheah offered him a good living near the

town, but Wulfstan preferred to take vows, which he did under Bryhtheah. At first he

was given charge of the boys' school {magister-custos infantum, piierovnni), afterwards he

became Precentor, Sacristan {.cdituus, secretarius), and finally Prior or head of the

House under the Bishop. His asceticism was extreme. He would spend a whole nigh
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wig, 1 Abbot of Evesham, a man of excellent character, who had assisted

him in the work of the diocese. The Legates, however, threw their

influence in favour of Wulfstan, and he was appointed. But the matter

was not settled all at once. Whether in consequence of his own unfeigned

reluctance, or of other obstacles, his ' election ' was not confirmed till the

29th August, nor was he actually consecrated till the 8th of September.

The performance of this rite involved some delicate questions. Rejecting

the ministrations of Stigand, who, after repeated citations to Rome, had

been suspended by a Pope or Popes, 8 Wulfstan went to York to be

hallowed by his old patron Ealdred. But the latter, in consequence of

Stigand's protests, was subsequently required to declare before the King

and Witan that he claimed no spiritual or temporal allegiance from

Wulfstan by reason either of his consecration or of their previous

connexion at Worcester.*' 5 One word more to finish the story of Ealdred

and Wulfstan and the appointment to Worcester. After the consecration

Ealdred left Wulfstan to administer York as his locum tenens. This, we

are told, he did by way of a compliment to Wulfstan ; but meanwhile

the Archbishop went back to Worcester. When Wulfstan managed

to get away from York he found that Ealdred had appropriated the

greater part of the episcopal estates of Worcester, only seven manors or

townships (villoi) being left to him. Wulfstan kept his temper, knowing

well that against Ealdred violent proceedings (vires) would be useless.

in the Cathedral chaunting and praying. It is said that he would fast in silence for

twenty-four hours three days in the week, taking bread and vegetables three other days,

and going the length of fish and wine on Sundays. But apparently this extreme absti-

nence was only exercised in Lent {Aug. Sacra, II. 251), because we hear that when
bishop, Wulfstan would sit out the after-dinner drinking with his followers, though he
himself scarcely drank anything. Florence represents him as passing three continuous

days and nights without food or sleep, an obvious expansion. Wulfstan was not a scholar,

having only just enough learning to get on with [qui necessaria sciret). Logic was quite

beyond him (W. Malm., G. P., p. 281). Preaching was his strong point, and he used to

preach regularly on Sundays and high Feasts. He enjoyed the friendship of Farl

Leofric, or at any rate of his wife Godgifu, of their son .F.lfgar, and of Harold [AngL
Sacra, II. 248).

1 Malmesbury, in his Life of Wulfstan in the G. P., p. 2S0, seems to invert the facts.

He >ays that Faldred specially chose Wulfstan because he thought him simple-minded,

but that he found himself mistaken.

- " Koquod officium episcopale . . . interdictum erat." See Florence ; Angl. Sacra, II.

251 ; W. Malm., G. P., p. 252 ; and especially the oath of canonical obedience subse-

quently taken by Wulfstan to Lanfranc, where the fact is asserted in the clearest manner.

Popee Leo, Victor, Stephen, Nicholas, and Alexander were all named as having taken

proceedings against Stigand ; Freeman, II. 634.
''• See Florence, sup. ; W. .Malm., G.P., 251, 281. I reject the allegation in

Florence that Wulfstan took the oath of canonical obedience to Stigand on the strength

<>l Wulfstan's own declaration to Lanfranc (above), that he had never done so. Mr. Fr«
man suggests that Widfstan subscribed the written oath without reading it, or without

fully understanding it. But lie was not so illiterate as all that.
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Eventually, by persistence and tact, Wulsftan induced Ealdred to restore

all but twelve manors. 1

With the first days of the year 1064 we find ourselves once more in

the swirl of war and secular politics. Regardless of the lessons of

experience and of his own oaths, Gruffudd ap Llywelyn had not refrained

from predatory incursions into England, sometimes even venturing to

cross the Severn. 2 The King had been spending Christmas (1063) at

Gloucester, as he seems commonly to have done. War with Wales must
have been resolved upon in the Midwinter Gemot, as Harold took the

field shortly afterwards. His first idea was to surprise the Welsh King in

his winter residence at Rhuddlan, on the Clwyd, and with that intention

he started off with a force of moderate strength, but apparently all mounted
on horseback. ;; But whatever expedition Harold could use on his ride

from Gloucester to Rhuddlan Gruffudd got word of his coming in time to

make good his escape ; and so Harold had to content himself with destroy-

ing the palace, and burning the shipping in the river 4 at Rhuddlan.

The attempt to dispose of Gruffudd by a coup de main having failed,

Harold fell back upon a carefully concerted plan of campaign for the sub-

jugation of Wales. About the 26th May he sailed with a fleet from

Bristol to attack South Wales from the coast, while Tostig invaded

North Wales with zfyrd by land. From our older English writers all that

we hear is that the brothers overran the whole country, and that every-

where the Welsh came to terms and gave hostages ; with one speaking

fact to follow, namely, that in August the luckless Gruffudd, now beaten

and discredited, was put to death by his own people ' for the war that he

waged against Harold.' His head was brought to Harold, and by him
again presented in true barbaric style to Eadward, together with the

more legitimate trophies of the beak and ornaments of the Welsh
King's ship. 5 From later sources we learn a good deal more as to the

character of the struggle, and the means adopted by Harold to ensure

success. In the first place we hear that he very wisely

Tactics.
S

ec
l
uipped his men as light-armed troops, himself discarding

the usual hauberk of mail, and contenting himself with a

jerkin of hardened leather—perhaps the boiled leather that we hear of

in later times. We are also told that he made his men put up with

Welsh fare, as if to save the transport of provisions.'' Then we hear

1 Angl. Sacra, II. 251. The reader will remember that these facts come to us from

Coleman and Fleming, men personally connected with Wulfstan.

- / '//<< . Edw.
t 416, 425.

:: " Equitatu non multo secum assumpto" ; Flor.
4 Chron. D ; Flor. The Clwyd is still navigable for small vessels up to Rhuddlan.
5 Chron. D; Flor. ; Vita .Ji>L, 416,425.
6 '

; Militiam eligensexpeditam . . . levem exercens armaturam . . . prreduro

tectus corio." So John of Salisbury, Polycratiats,h. VI. c. 6 (ed. Giles). " Volucres

Angli . . . agminibusque citis " ; Vitic /Ed., sup. "Levibusarmis, victuque patriae

conformi," Giraldus Cambrensis, Descriplio k'ai/ibn\c, p. 217, vol. VI. of his works.

Rolls Series, No. 21.
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that the Welsh, unable to face the English in open fight, were driven

from one refuse to another and butchered without mercv. At the

places where more important struggles had taken place the Earl set up

pillar-stones with the vain-glorious inscription, l Here Harold conquer

We also have an edict that any Welshman found with arms to the East

of Offa's Dyke should lose his hand. 1

The older writers again seem to imply that the war ended with the death

of (iruffudd (August 5), and that a settlement of Wales was effected

by the appointment of two native princes, Bleddyn and
B
RiSwSion

d Rniwallon»
styled brothers of the late Llywelyn, but stated

by the Welsh chroniclers to have been in fact sons of one

Cynvyn. 2 These men gave hostages, and swore to be faithful to Eadward

and Harold, to render such tribute as had been rendered in other times to

English Kings, and to be ready at call with military service by sea and

land. :i

The real subjugation of Wales would have required an armed occu-

pation, an effort to which the England of the time was utterly unequal.

But it would seem that the hostilities extended into a second
C
of

t

WaLes
lt

}'car -

'

l Thus we hear that in 1065, after overrunning the

country, Harold began to build a hunting lodge at Ports-

kewett in Gwent (Monmouthshire), and to accumulate stores there for

the entertainment of the King, but that Caradoc, son of the late

(iruffudd ap Rhydderch of South Wales, came down with a band

of men, killed most of the workpeople, and carried off the goods. 5

Again, it is certain that the Welsh had to submit to a considerable curtail-

ment of their territory. In the North modern Flintshire, with the vale of

Clwyd and a further territory of undefined extent, was annexed to Cheshire

and Mercia. In mid-Wales, Radnor, and in South Wales the parts of our

Monmouthshire lying between the Wye and the Usk were attached to

Harold's earldom of Herefordshire, and so brought under his control.'"'

But it appears that at the time of Domesday these districts were still

mostly waste ; and we are told that during the whole reigns of the first

three Norman Kings, a period of nearly one hundred years, Wales was

powerless to give any trouble. 7 But this assertion is not borne out by the

later records with which we shall have to deal.

The reader will have noticed that the allegiance of the newly appointed

Welsh Princes is said to have been rendered to Harold as well as to

Eadward This seems to imply that Harold had been recognised as

Heir to the Throne. We may point out, however, that the Scots in

like manner had been represented as undertaking to 'serve' Tostig as

1 Giraldus, sup.
t

'* I lie fuit victor Harold us."
- ./////. Camb. and Jhut-y-T., a.d. 1068. 3 Chron. D; Flor.
4 So John of Salisbury, ?up. B 24th August, 1065; Chron. C, D; Flor.

man, .V. C, II. 473, and the Append. ' Giraldus, sup.
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well as Eadward. 1 Again, the reader may have missed the name of

.Elfgar in connexion with the Welsh campaign. The date of his death

is not recorded, but lie had passed away since the date of the Waltham

charter attested by him in 1062.'- His eldest son Eadwine succeeded to

his earldom.

1 Vita .Juke, 416, and above, a.d. 1059. 2 Cod. Dip. No. S13.



CHAPTER XXX

EDWARD THE CONFESSOR {continued)

Affairs of Normandy— Conquest of Maine— Captivity of Harold in Normandy, and

his Oatli to Duke William—Rising of Northumbrians against Tostig—Death

of Eadward

CURIOUSLY linked in point of time with Harold's greatest triumph,

his Welsh campaign, was the unfortunate incident of his captivity

in Normandy, and his oath of allegiance to his rival William, a lament-

able affair, in which our fullest sympathy is due to Harold.

Since the time of his visit to England in 1051 the Duke's powers had

been developed by further trials and experiences, and his position

strengthened by further successes. He had quelled sundry

Nonnandv domestic revolts, secured his dynasty by a fruitful marriage,

and added the important county of Maine to his dominions.

As early, perhaps, as the year 1048, before William's visit to England,

he had proposed for the hand of Matilda ("Mahelt"), 1 daughter of

Count Baldwin V. of Flanders, by Adela daughter of Robert II.

the late, and sister of Henry I., the reigning King of France. No
alliance could be more suitable for the Duke of Normandy than one

with the rich border-land of Flanders, only separated from his own
dominions by the small Counties of Ponthieu and Boulogne.- The union

was destined to prove as happy a one as if it had simply sprung from

mutual affection ; but the current of their true love was not allowed to run

smoothly at the first. Pope Leo IX. intervened with an inhibition, which.

was uttered in the Council held at Rheims in October, i04Q, :5 as already

mentioned. With respect to the grounds of the Papal objection to the

match, an ingenious theory has been broached that Matilda was the wife

of another man, Gerbod, ' advocate ' of the Abbey of St. Bertin at St.

( )mer ; moreover, that by him she was actually mother of a son and

daughter, namely, Gerbod, afterwards Earl of Chester, and (iundrada,

afterwards married to William of Warenne. This myth,

Obfe^fons
however, has been dispelled, 1 and the inhibition appears to

have been based on the ground that the parties were related

1 Roman dt Rou, line 9642.

1 r< eman, [II. S3.
''•

Id., S9, citing Labbe, Cone, XT. 1412.
1 For this theory, as originally propounded by Mr. Stapleton, and for a time partly

accepted by Mr. Freeman, see ArchaoL Journalt III. I, and N.C., III. 645. For its

refutation see Gundradadt W'arrcuiu-, by Mr. K. E, C. Waters.

190
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within the prohibited degrees. The relationship, however, does not appear

to have been clearly made out. Jt has been suggested that Matilda's

paternal grandmother may have been a daughter of Richard the Good,

and so aunt to William. 1 Or the objection might be based on the fact

that Matilda's mother, Adela of France, had been married or betrothed to

William's uncle, Richard III.- For four years Baldwin and William sub-

mitted to this annoying veto, but at last in 1053 the Count brought his

daughter to Eu, and there she was duly married to the Duke. It was,

perhaps, not an accidental coincidence that at that time Pope Leo was a

prisoner in the hands of Norman adventurers in Apulia.'5 But the Papal

prohibition remained to condemn the union as uncanonical. Not till

1059-60 was this stigma removed through a dispensation obtained from

Nicholas II. by the skilful diplomacy of Lanfranc. As the recognised

champion of orthodoxy, his credit at Rome would be great. But the

dispensation was only granted on the condition that two monasteries should

be founded— one for nuns, to be built by Matilda ; and one for monks, to

be built by William. 4 Both were taken in hand without delay, and estab-

lished at Caen. In 1062 William's foundation of St. Stephen's received

its first abbot in the person of Lanfranc, thus duly rewarded for his suc-

cessful intervention. 5 Matilda's convent of the Holy Trinity was not

consecrated till four years later.

In other spheres also William's ability had brought him out successful

under trial. Petty revolts of disloyal kinsmen, such as that of the Duke's

cousin William, surnamed Busac, younger brother of Count Robert of Eu, G

or that of his uncle William, Count of Arques, had been suppressed with

ease, even though the rebellion in the latter case had received support

from France. 7 The jealousy naturally felt by Henry I. and his subjects

towards a principality that barred the waterway of the Seine, and cut off

Paris from the sea, led to a formidable attack in the winter of
N
invaded

y I0 54~55- A double invasion was planned. One army, led by

the King's brother Odo and Count Guy of Ponthieu, would

1 This view seems untenable; N. C, III. 650.

- For other princes attacked by Leo at the same time for infringing the marriage laws

of the Church see N.C., III. 89. At the same time, considering the far-fetched character

of the objection to William's marriage, it seems quite probable that Leo may have acted

at the suggestion of the Emperor Henry III., who may have been jealous of the aggran-

disement of Flanders.
3 N. C, III. 92, citing for the date Chron. Tours, Bouquet, XI. 348.
4 See N.C., III. 106, citing William of Jumieges, p. 282, where the fact, previously

suppressed, is let out that the Duke and Matilda were related ; also Vita Lanfranci

(Giles), II. 287-289. Lanfranc at one time had condemned the Duke's marriage, but

William ordered him to be expelled from Normandy, and his monastery's lands to be
ravaged. Lanfranc took the hint.

5 Chron. Bee. 197 (ed. Giles), cited Freeman, A'. C, III. no ; Eadmer, Vita Anselmi,

320 ; and Orderic, 549, correcting 494, where 1066 is given as the date.
c a.d. 1048-1053 ; Freeman, N. C, III. 119-120. 7 a.d. 1053; Id., 120-140.
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enter Xormandy from the East, and ravage the Pays de Caux ; while Henry

and Geoffrey Martel would march from Paris upon Evreux and Rouen.

William kept on the defensive, disposing forces to watch either attack.

The Eastern army apparently entered Normandy at Aumale, and marched

as far as Mortemer, a village between Aumale and Neufchatel, ravaging

the country by day, but feasting and keeping careless watch by night.

Apprised of this, the Norman leaders, namely, the Count of Eu, Walter

Clifford, and Roger of Mortemer, a local magnate, after a forced march by

night, attacked the French in their quarters at daybreak, firing and sur-

rounding the town. After a stiff fight of some hours' duration (ad usque

nonam) the invading force was dissipated or destroyed. William promptly

forwarded the news to the camp of his lord, King Henry, who, taking the

hint, at once retired. 1 Among the prisoners was Guy of Ponthieu, who,

after two years' captivity, purchased his freedom by becoming William's
1 man.'

On the side of Maine, again, William secured a certain advance by

establishing a garrison at Ambrieres,8 within the limits of that province.

Having established it, he maintained it in spite of all the efforts of

Geoffrey Martel, the practical over-lord of Maine, and his
A

Mairfe
S "* feudatory Geoffrey of Mayenne. The latter fell into William's

hands and was forced to do homage, thus giving the Duke a

definite footing in Maine. :;

For three years the land had rest, and then King Henry and the restless
1 Hammer,' Geoffrey Martel, undeterred by previous failures, mustered

their forces for a last desperate effort against William. Entering Xormandy
from the South towards August, 1058, 'when the new corn was in/ ! they

marched to Exmes B at the head of the river Dives, and so down its course

to St. Pierre, William watching their movements from Falaise. Callous and

Normandv P ^ *
ne would not risk an action against superior numbers to

again save the peasantry from destruction. His men were ordered

to retire to their strongholds, leaving the enemy free to

harry and burn at will. He might have said, as the later King of France6

said when asked to look at the villages blazing within sight of Paris, ' It is

only smoke j they can't smoke us out of France.' On the invaders pressed

1

A.i). 1055 ; \Y. Jum., 2S1 ; W. Poitiers, 56-61 ; Orderie, 657 ; Roman dt Rou, II.,

pp. 70-80; Freeman, sup., 140-161. William ofjumieges gives the year as 1054. pre-

sumably ending at Easter, as Onleric tells us that the action was brought before Lent,

and in the eighth year after Yal-es-Dunes (1047), showing that the year was 1054-5.
'-' Dent. Mayenne, on the river Yarenne, near its junction with the Mayenne.
:|

1055? YV. Poitiers, 61-64; Freeman, sup., 164-169. Another post established

l>y William within the limits of Maine was La Roche Mabille (Orne), just West of the

border stream of the Sarthon ; Freeman, sup.

* " Encuntre aost, el ble novel "
; Roman.

' " Percomitatum Oximensera," W. Poit, and YV. Jumieges ; "Oismes," Roman dc

A'. Department of Orne. 8 Charles V.
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towards Bayeux, stopping short, however, on the line of the little river

Seulles, from whence they turned back to Caen, a city, we are told, as yet

undefended either by walls or castle. 1 Caen having been duly sacked,

they advanced to the fords of the Dives at Varaville, not far from the sea,

intending to push their ravages Eastwards towards Lisieux. It appears

that the country on the West or left bank of the river was low and

marshy,- as in fact it still is, the road to the ford being carried over a narrow

causeway.'1 King Henry and the Count of Anjou had crossed in safety

with the van when the rise of the tide arrested the greater portion of the

army, encumbered as it was with the baggage train and the spoils of

Normandy. William, who was on the look-out for an opportunity of

dealing an effective blow, swooped down upon them with a strong body of

troops, reinforced by as many peasants as could be got together. The
French in their cramped position on the causeway were speedily over-

whelmed, and either killed, drowned, or taken prisoners, almost to a man.
' Never were so many people taken, or more killed, in Normandy.' Henry

from the higher ground across the river looked on, the helpless spectator

of his army's discomfiture. Again he had to beat an ignominious retreat out

of Normandy. The restitution of Tillieres was the price of peace. 4

Two years later (1060) Henry I. passed away, leaving his crown to

an infant son, Philip L, who was placed under the guardianship of

Baldwin of Flanders. About the same time Geoffrey Martel was gathered

to his fathers. 5 As he left no issue he divided his dominions
uc
^jou

n m Detween his nephews, the sons of his sister Hermengarde
by Alberic Count of the Gatinais, namely Geoffrey, surnamed

" Barbu" (Bearded) and Fulk " Rechin" i.e. the Quarrelsome.

For William the death of Geoffrey Martel opened up the road to Maine,

^
that fertile and much coveted district, whose history, through

Maine
' Normandy, came to be linked with that of England. A

shadowy claim to the county had been asserted by the
Dukes of Normandy under an alleged grant from a King of France, not
the original cession of Charles the Simple, but a later grant concurrent
with the cession of Bayeux made by King Rudolph (924?). As a

1 "Encore ert Caem sans chastel,

N'i aveit fet mur ne quesnel."

—

Roman, II. 89.
- " Les marez "

; Roman.
"Chauchie," Roman. The writer speaks of a bridge, which seems clearly wrong.

Mr. Freeman suggests that the bridge may have been built by Wace's time, as he was
clearly acquainted with the locality.

1 W. Poitiers, 64-66; W. Jum., 283; Roman de Ron, II. 87-94; Freeman, 170-
177: he invites attention to the fact that the Norman archers are first noticed in con-
nection with the action at Varaville.

•' 1060, W. VoiL, sup.
; 14th Nov., 1060, Fulco, Hist. Com. Andegav. (See next note.)

' Freeman, sup., 180 ; conf. Sismondi, France, IV. 336 citing Fulk's own chronicle,
Hist. Com. Andegav., 138; Societe de l'Histoire de France, Chroniqucs tfAnion;
also in D Achery, Spicilegium.
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matter of fact Maine appears to have been ruled by native Counts, hold-

ing of the Kings of France, but condemned to constant struggles to

maintain their independence against the aggressions of the Counts of

Anjou. It was in warfare against Anjou that the celebrated Herbert

[Heribert) ' Wake-the-Dogs ' won his surname 1 (994-1036). Herbert

was succeeded by his son Hugh, at whose death (1051) Geoffrey Mattel

took possession of Maine, expelling Hugh's son, by name Herbert, and

keeping it in his hands till his own death. 2 ]>y rights the younger

Herbert ought then to have succeeded without dispute, but the Angevin

dominion was too firmly established to be shaken off; and so, as the

lesser of two evils, and to give himself a chance " of recovering dominions

that he had never possessed," Herbert ' commended ' himself and his

country to William, undertaking to hold it as a fief of him, and recognising

his rights under the supposed grant to Rolf. Moreover he undertook to

marry one of William's daughters, declaring him his heir if he should

die childless.3 In ' commending ' his possessions to William, Herbert

does not appear to have gone beyond his rights under feudal law, but it

is very questionable if he was entitled to cut off all the rights of his

collateral relations. 1 These included three sisters and an aunt. The
sisters were—Garisende, second wife of Albert Azzo II. of Este, Marquis

of Liguria 6
; Paula,6 (qy. Pauline?) married to John of La Fleche 7

; and

Margaret as yet unmarried. The aunt was Biote, daughter of Herbert

Wake-the-Dogs, married to Walter of Mantes, Count of Pontoise and the

Vexin Francais. The married sisters and the aunt all had children. 8

Some two years later (1063 or lo^4) Herbert died, unmarried, and not

without suspicion of foul play.9 Whether he had ever obtained any

possession of Maine seems doubtful. At any rate a most complicated

situation was ushered in. Duke William at once put forward his claim

! "Evigilans Canem" ; Ord., 552.
'-' See Mr. Freeman's excellent sketch, N, C, III. 18S-196, and the authorities there

fully cited.

:; So W, Poitiers, 69, 70, where he clearly distinguishes this marriage proposal from

the later betrothal of Herbert's sister Margaret to young Robert. Orderic, however,

only records the latter ; 487, 532. Sismondi and Freeman follow him, but I do not

see how Herbert would secure Ins own possession by marrying his sister to young

Robert.
1 See Baron Maseres' note to W. Poitiers, 67, where, as he points out, the chaplain's

anxiety to defend William's title betrays a sense of weakness.

by his first wife Cunigund the Marquis was father of Welf, Duke of Bavaria,

ancestor of the Dukes of Brunswick and the English House of Hanover. By Garisende

ol Maine the Marquis had Fulk, ancestor of the Dukes of Ferrara and Modena, and a

third son, Hugh. Freeman, N. C, III. 196; Sismondi, Francet
IV. 404.

8 N. C, IV. 545.
7 Dept, Sarthe, in Anjou, but on the borders of Maine.

Orderic, 532 ; Freeman; Sismondi, sup. Walter of Mantes was the eldest son of

I >dgifu, sister of the Confessor; Ralph, Fail of Hereford, was a younger
" Sismondi, I V. 404.
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under the treaty with the late Count, but the prospect of his rule was not

inviting, nor were the rights of the native family forgotten. The people

of Maine declared for Herbert's aunt Eiote and her husband, Walter of

Mantes, 1 probably as being those among the possible claimants best able

and willing to give effect to their pretensions.

In 1064 William invaded Maine in force, wasting the county without

mercy, and establishing garrisons in strategic places, but refraining from

laying formal siege to Le Mans. This important stronghold was held for

Ih'ote by Geoffrey of Mayenne, William's old adversary. Cut off, however,

from all succour or supplies, the citizens were fain to surrender, and William

eventually entered in triumph. The building of a Norman donjon secured

his position. 2 The situation was further simplified by the deaths of Biote

and her husband, conveniently removed by poison, but whether before

or after the fall of Le Mans is not clear. ;j Geoffrey of Mayenne, however,

was still at large and bidding William defiance from his fastness. Strong

by nature and strengthened by art, the town of Mayenne stands on rising

ground on the right bank of the river of the same name. William, to

the great discontent of his army, was obliged to settle down to a formal

siege of the place. For a while battering-ram and catapult were plied

in vain ; the affair threatened to prove a lengthy one, when a lire, accord-

ing to one account an accidental fire, threw the town into confusion and
enabled William to effect an entrance. The town having been captured

and sacked, the citadel next day yielded on terms. 4 Once more the

troublesome Geoffrey was allowed to do homage.

Thus had William added the fair plains of Maine to his own inherited

Xormandy. To reconcile the Matiseaux to his rule, he sent for Margaret,

the one unmarried sister of the late Count Herbert, and contracted her

to his young son Robert ; but before the marriage could be celebrated

the girl died. In William's life the Conquest of Maine " stands second
only to the conquest of England." 5

To return to Harold. The events we have now to detail must have
happened shortly after the reduction of Maine ; that is to say, apparently
either in the autumn of 1064 or the spring of 1065.° It happened on a

1 W. Poit., 70; Ord., 487.
: Mr. Freeman informs us that little of William's castle remains, though considerable

portions of the Roman walls built by Constantine may be seen ; sup., 204, 206.
:i Before, Orderic, 488, 534. The chaplain does not notice the deaths of Walter and

15iote, but he implies that they died after the surrender of Le Mans, as he says that
Walter agreed to it, p. 71. In the latter of the two passages cited Orderic expressly
implicates William in the poisoning ; in the former passage he contents himself with
saying, "quibus defunctis securior Dux, etc."

4 W. Poitiers, 72-74; Ord., 488. According to William ofJumieges, who, however,
places the capture of Mayenne too early, the fire, in the first instance, was kindled by
children at play, p. 283: (a.d. 1064, Ord. ; 1063, Maseres.) 5 Freeman.

' Harold's visit to Normandy is placed after the reduction of Maine and the siege of
Mayenne, events which occurred in 1063-1064 ; W. Poitiers, 71-74. It also is clear
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day that Harold sailed on a cruise from his harbour at Bosham. near

( "nichester. Foul winds having come on, he was driven over to the

French coast, where he had to land in Ponthieu, at the mouth of the

river Maie, in the estuary of the Somme. He was at once seized as a

waif of the sea—a lawful prize—and imprisoned for ransom by Guy, the

Count of Ponthieu. 1 With respect to the object of Harold's trip accounts

differ widely. The Norman writers assert that he had been sent by

Eadward, whose health was failing, for the express purpose of arranging for

William's succession, and to render homage to him as King-elect of Eng-

land.

This story needs no refutation. It was clearly the invention of men

who could not bring themselves to avow the real circumstances under

^ «««. „~ which Harold's allegiance had been extorted from him, and
Question as & '

totheCir- who therefore faced the difficulty by boldly asserting that he
cums ances.

went t0 Normandy for the express purpose of declaring him-

self William's man. 2 We may also point out, among other objections, that

if Harold had gone on an embassy from Eadward he would certainly

have gone under safe-conduct, and therefore would not have been lawful

prey in the hands of Count Guy. Another version, at first sight less im-

probable, was that Harold was going to Normandy, not on the King's

errand, but on one of his own, that is to say, to negotiate for the liberation

of two relatives, namely, his youngest brother, Wulfnoth, and his nephew,

Hakon, son of Swein, alleged to have been in William's hands as hostages/ 1

With respect to the circumstances under which these youths had come

into the Duke's keeping accounts are again subdivided, some writers tell-

ing us that the hostages had been exacted from Godwine by Eadward in

1052, and sent to Normandy for safe keeping 1

; while another authority

has it that the hostages had been given to William at the time of the

original promise of 1051 as guarantees for his succession."' Now, in the

first place, the reader must be told that, apart from these allegations, there

that Eadward died not long afterwards. We may therefore place the visit to Normandy
either in the autumn of 1064 or the summer of 1065, in the interval between the events

recorded in connexion with Wales. Florence and the A.S. Chronicles ignore the in-

cident altogether. Huntingdon places the affair after the reduction of Maine, but before

the Welsh campaign, giving the year as 1062. The year will not do, but Harold might

have gone to Normandy in the autumn of 1063.
1 Brother and heir of Ingelram II. who married Adelais, sister or half-sister of Duke

William, and by her had two daughters—Adelais andJudith—of whom anon ; Ar
. C, III.

[36.

- W. Poitiers, 74-79 ; Win, of Jumicges (Duchese), p. 2S5 ; Orderic, Id.
, 492.

too Bandri of Bourgeuil (below). Wace gives this as one account of the journey, hut

evidently one he could not quite accept ; R. AV.v, II. 109 (ed. Pluquet, i-s27).

1 I admer, the Canterbury monk, who was born about this time, Histori 'i"*,

p. 6 (Rolls Series, No. Si), copied by Symeon, //. A*., s. 151. The Roman de Rou
this as the primary account, II. 10S. ' Id. and W. Malm., G. A'., s. 200.

\v. Poitiers, 78.
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is no evidence that either Wulfnoth or Hakon was in William's hands be-

fore the time of Harold's visit, though it is certain that Wulfnoth was a

prisoner for a long time afterwards. 1 With respect to this last man, how-

ever, the question seems settled by a charter of the year 1059, in which

we have Wulfnoth at court and signing as Minister. 2 With respect to

Hakon, the story may also be dismissed. It is almost superfluous to point

out that when William came to England in 1051 Godwine and all the

male members of his family were out of the country ; and that since God-

wine's return in 1052 Eadward had never at any time been in a position

to take hostages from him or Harold. Lastly, we may say that even if

Wulfnoth and Hakon had come into William's hands under any other cir-

cumstances, and since 1059, it is most unlikely that Harold should have

adventured himself into the lion's den except under safe-conduct. Law-

less as the age was, it had its principles, and respect for a safe-conduct

was one of them. These versions then being dismissed, we fall back upon

a third account, that given by William of Malmesbury, who, rejecting the

idea of a mission to Normandy, tells us that the best informed people of

his time believed that Harold had simply sailed on a pleasure trip, for the

sake of fishing or yachting, when foul winds drove him across the Channel.3

Harold, then, being in Ponthieu, the news of his capture was soon

brought to Rouen. It may be, as asserted by Malmesbury, that in his

distress he appealed to the Duke. Anyhow, William, with his usual

promptitude, saw his opportunity, and at once demanded the surrender of

Harold. Guy was William's vassal ; but even if he had not been such he

was in no position to risk a quarrel with Normandy, and so Harold and

his party were all delivered over at Eu, and brought to Rouen, where they

were treated with all distinction. But Harold was soon given to under-

stand that his return to England would depend upon his recognition of

William's pretensions in that quarter. Under the circumstances Harold

had no option but to submit ; the homage, however, was not rendered in

the capital city of Rouen, but in a small town of the name of Bonneville. 4

This much seems established. The Duke's chaplain, however, assures us,

on the authority of persons who were present, that Harold of his own free

will added further proffers of assistance and service, undertaking to deliver

Dover Castle, recently fortified by himself; while the Duke, in return,

promised to confirm Harold in all his possessions. 3 Another stipulation

in the compact, and one that evidently obtained general credence, was
that Harold would marry one of William's daughters, while it also appears

that the Duke conferred on his guest the honour of knighthood, a novelty

1 W. Malm., sup. 2 Facsimiles of A.S. MSS. (Sanders), Part I. 3 G. R., s. 228.
4 " Coadunato ad Bonamvillam consilio." W. Poitiers, 79; W. Jum. ; W. Malm. ;

Orderic, sup. There are five places of the name of Bonneville in Normandy—three in

the Dept. of Eure and two in that of Calvados.
5 W. Poitiers, sup.

R. H. KK
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for an Englishman. 1 William then took his distinguished vassal on an

expedition to the borders of Brittany, against the reigning Count, Conan,

son of Allan, William's former protector. The hostilities were apparently

connected with the establishment by William of a border fortress at Saint-

James-de-Beuvron, to the South of Avranches, while Conan also chafed at

the state of affairs at Dol, a fortress situate within his own territory, but

held by a rebellious vassal, one "Ruallus," in the interest of William.

The campaign, however, of which nothing is known except from Norman
sources, was not distinguished by any important action, Conan retiring at

the Duke's approach. William turned homewards, and after a while sent

Harold back to England. Hakon was allowed to go with him, but Wulf-

noth was detained as a hostage for his brother's fidelity. 2

Whatever the details of this much-contested episode, we cannot doubt

that Harold was forced to pledge himself to support the Duke's preten-

sions to the crown of England. The fact was shortly proclaimed to all

the world, but never really denied.

At home further troubles were at hand to darken the last chapters of

Old-English history. The appointment of a WT

est-Saxon to rule North-

umbria must, under any circumstances, have been a hazardous experiment

calling for tact and management on the part of the intruding Southerner.

But Tostig did nothing to justify the King's choice ; he ac-

Northumbria
cumu ^ated unpopularity till the whole country rose against

him. We have already blamed him for absenting himself

from the sphere of his duties by going on pilgrimage to Rome. So again

now, in critical circumstances, we hear that he was, and apparently for a

considerable time had been, in the South in attendance on the King at

court and in the hunting- field.'
1 In fact it appears that Tostig was so fre-

quently absent that he had a recognised deputy, a Thegn of the name of

Copsige, who had the charge of Northumbrian affairs when he was away. 4

The absence of a ruler from his district is always felt as a grievance.

But Northumbria had far graver charges—charges of bloodshed—to bring

1 W. Jam., sup. ; R. Ron, 112 ; W. Malm., sup. ; Orderic, sup.
t
and 573, where the

name of Harold's intended is given as Agatha. Jumiegcs and the Roman call her

Adeliza or Adela. For more of Harold's oath see the Append, to Mr. Freeman's A r
. C,

III. 667.
'-' W. Poitiers, 79-85 ; conf. W. Jum., sup. A well-known romantic embellishment of

the circumstances of Harold's oath is that he swore upon a chest covered with a cloth,

supposing it to be empty, and that his oath would be bound by no sanction. When he

had sworn, William removed the cloth, and, to Harold's dismay, showed a mass of holy

relics on which he had sworn. This comes from Wace, the writer of the time of

Henry II. ; Roman de Ron, II. 113.
1 "Fiat. . . . Tostinus in curia regis, diutiusque commoratus est cum eo, ejus

detentus amore et jussis "
; Vita, sup.

* "Quidam vocabulo Copsi qui sub Tosti totius comitatus euros gerebat"; Svm.,

//. D. /<:.. p. 97.
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against Tostig. We are told that within the last twelvemonth he had

assassinated two young men of rank—Gam el son of Orm, and
A8
Sms

Iia" ^^ son °^ -Dolfin, wnen at his house in York under guarantees

of peace. 1 Still more shocking is it to hear that during the

last Christmas festivities Gospatrick, another Northumbrian magnate, had

been murdered at court by the orders of the Lady Eadgyth, to please her

brother Tostig. 2 The family apologist alleges that these men suffered for

their misdeeds (ob nequitias suas), and assures us that Tostig owed his

unpopularity simply to the effectual measures that he had taken for the

suppression of brigandage and violence, evils that even the strong-handed

Siward had failed to repress. We cannot question the probability of the

existence of brigandage, because we shall hear of Northumbrian brigands

centuries later. But we must point out that Tostig's mode of proceeding was

not that of a lover of peace and righteousness, 3 as the writer ventures to al-

lege, but that of a jealous and sanguinary despot. The Welsh campaign, also,

may have contributed to Tostig's downfall, as the imposition of a grievous

tax, a tax too heavy to be borne, was another charge laid against him. 4

Probably the money had been wanted for the war. But whatever the causes

of their discontent, the Northumbrians—both Yorkshiremen and Berni-

cians, Danes and English—rose, determined to submit to Tostig no longer. 5

On the 3rd October, 1065, the leading Thegns, Gamelbearn, Dunstan son

of yEthelnoth, and Glonieorn son of Heardulf, came to York with a little

army, attacked and rifled Tostig's mansion, and scattered his household.

Tostig himself was absent, but two Danish house-carles, who were caught,

were taken outside the walls and put to death, while on the morrow some

two hundred more of Tostig's men were hunted down and killed. A
tumultuous assemblage deposed Tostig and declared for Morkere, younger

son of .-Elfgar, as Earl. 7 Morkere waited for no second bidding, but came

at once, and led the insurgents on a southward march. In the

trf^^th counties °f Nottingham, Derby, and Lincoln they were re-

ceived as friends. The former of these districts, as we have

seen, was attached to Yorkshire; the two latter went with Mercia. A
halt was made at Northampton, where Eadwine joined them with the

forces of his earldom, including many Welshmen, 8 always ready for mili-

tary adventure. The county of Northampton, an outlying appendage of

1 " Sub pacis foedere," Florence. The fathers, Orm and Dolfin, were still living at the

time of Domesday, and still in the enjoyment of parts of their former estates; Freeman,

N. C.j IT. 477.
2 Florence.

3 " Pacis deificx filius et amator eximius dux, etc.," Vita sEdw., 421, 422. 4 Flor.

5 " Thegenas ealle on Eoforwicscire and on Northhymbralande togoedere."

c All three appear in Domesday as having been great landowners in Eadward's time.

7 Flor. ; Chron. C, D, E ; Vita s£dto., sup.

8 Independently of the Welsh districts recently annexed to Mercia there must have

been a considerable Welsh element within the limits of Mercia, to say nothing of the

alliance with Gruffudd of North Wales.
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Northumbria, seems to have been regarded as Tostig's private property, as

we hear that the whole district was ransacked and plundered, many per-

sons being even carried off as slaves. 1 With respect to the choice of

Morkere as Earl in preference to Osulf or Waltheof, the representatives of

the native Houses, we may suppose the Northumbrians to have been in-

fluenced by political considerations, and the necessity of securing more

influential support than either of those disinherited men could give them.

Harold now appeared on the scene, commissioned by the King, at

Tostig's request, to mediate and make peace between the insurgents and

their Earl. A grand Gemot was held at Northampton, and

Mediates
Harold apparently did his best to induce the Northum-

brians to lay down their arms, and submit all questions

between them and Tostig to legal decision. But the North country

folk would not hear of Tostig being kept on as their ruler. He had, in

the words of the Chronicle ' set up bad laws,' 2 meaning, probably, as we
should say, ' ruled unjustly.' He had robbed the Church, 3 and deprived

honest men of their lands and lives. They would rather renounce their

allegiance to Eadward than take back Tostig. Finally, they prayed

the King to give them Morkere. Harold went off to report this message

to Eadward, who was still buried in the woodlands of Hampshire or Wilts
;

while the insurgents, determined to press their point, made a further

advance to Oxford. There Harold had another interview with them

on the 28th October,4 when, finding them obdurate, he took upon himself

to say that the King would appoint Morkere, and ' gave them his hand

on it.'
B We are also told that Harold then ' renewed Cnut's Law.' G The

reference, of course, was to the declaration of the celebrated Oxford

Gemot of 1018, when Englishmen and Danes agreed to live in amity

under the Laws of Eadgar. This might seem to suggest that Tostig's doings

had raised some questions as between the blood of the two races. But

there is no evidence of anything of the sort, and the probability is that the

' renewal ' was simply meant as a declaration of amnesty and fraternity

towards all men except Tostig.

But if Harold, wisely yielding to imperative necessity, had abandoned

his brother, not so Eadward. It is clear that he exhibited the same dull

tenacity, the same inability to realise facts that we have noted on former

occasions. Thrice he sent to the insurgents, simply ordering them to

disperse and go home. When they had reached Oxford he left his hunt-

1 Chron. D and E ; Vita, sup. - " Unlage rserdon."
:l Symeon, however, praises him and his wife, Judith, as good patrons of St. Cuth-

berht, H. D. E., p. 04.

' Chron. C ; Flor j
" Axoneuorde," Vila. Chronicles I) and E have two meetings

at Northampton, the latter on the 27th Oct., and no mention of Oxford.
" Heom thet on hand seaklon " [leg. sealde) ; Chron. E comparing B.

c Id.
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ing and submitted to hold a council at Bretford, near Salisbury. Hot
was the altercation between the various parties. Tostig's

Gemot
* eneiTnes did not shrink from taxing him with putting men to

death for the sake of their property ; while he was furious with

Harold for not having supported him through thick and thin, even suggest-

ing that he had instigated the revolt, a most transparent calumny.

For a man in Harold's position, and with Harold's aspirations, the split

in the family, and the transference of Northumbria to a distinctly rival

House, must have been a most serious, almost a fatal blow. Preposterous as

Tostig's charge was, Harold, nevertheless, had to clear himself of it upon

oath, his own single oath, without compurgators. But the King still clung

to Tostig, and ordered the fyrd of all England to be called out to support

the dispossessed Earl. In vain the courtiers protested against civil war ; in

vain they pointed to the approach of winter ; finally, seeing that the King

Th K"
' would not listen to reason, they went their own ways, leaving

Orders him to enforce his call to arms as best he could. 1 Nobody re-
gnored.

Sp nded, and we are told that Eadward fell ill of sheer pique and

rage at the slight, 2 denouncing the wrath of Heaven on those who refused

to pay due regard to the orders of their King. 3 The struggle must have

been kept up for some weeks longer, but, at last the King,
TO
Abroad

nt
nncnng that he could not harbour Tostig, dismissed him in

peace, again to seek a refuge in Flanders. Towards Christmas

the Earl sailed with his wife, his infant children, and a considerable

following of Thegns, 4 a desperate band, pledged to give trouble at the

earliest possible opportunity. Baldwin, Judith's brother, gave them a

most friendly reception, and established them at St. Omer with its

revenues for their support. 5

The King's health still failing more and more, he kept his Christmas in

London, with a view to assisting at the hallowing of the new Westminster

Abbey, for which ceremony the Innocents' Day (28th Dec.) had been fixed.

The choice of the day was an odd one, as the Innocents' Day was always

held a specially unlucky day, so much so that the very day of the week

on which Innocent's Day fell was accounted a dies infaustus during the

whole of the ensuing twelvemonth. Perhaps the day was accelerated at

the last in the hope of securing the King's attendance, but this was not to

f
ke - He proved too ill to appear, and Eadgyth had to replace

Westminster him in the Abbey, as we are told that she often had done in
Abbey. ^Q council chamber. 7 Our sympathy with her at this time

1 " Regem proficisci volentem non tarn avertunt quam eo invito perperam deficiunt."

2 "Quo dolore decidens in morbum ab ea die usque in diem mortis suce regrum

trahebat animum." 3 " Dei super eos imprecatus est vindictam."
4 "Cum . . . plurima nobilium suorum manu."
5 See Vila sEdzu., 422-424, a thoroughly trustworthy account ; also Freem., N. C,

III. 656. 6 /El red, Scriptores Decern, c, 399; Vita JEdw., 128. 7 Id., 423.
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must not be withheld in spite of the moral obliquity that could doom an

unoffending person to death in order to please a brother. Between the

illness of her lord and the ominous feud between her brothers, we are

told that she was reduced to a state verging on distraction. 1

Even the fevered dreams of the dying King were haunted by a vague

sense of impending chaos and disaster. After two or three days passed

in a state of semi-unconsciousness, when his utterances were

Deathbed, hardly intelligible, he suddenly raised himself on his bed and

spoke out clearly. The Queen was sitting at the end of the

bed cherishing his feet in her bosom. Stigand, Harold, and Robert the

Staller were standing round him, with some others who had been called in

at his request to hear a dying vaticination, we had almost said a last

malediction. He had seen a prophetic vision. Two monks, holy men,

whom he had known and loved long ago in Normandy, had
A

Vision
6tlC aPPeared t0 him with a message from the Almighty. The

rulers in high places in England— earls, bishops, abbots,

priests—were not what they seemed to be, but simply ministers of the

Devil : therefore God had given over the kingdom for a year and a day

after his (Eadward's) death 2 into the hands of the enemy, and the land

would be wasted by fiends with fire and sword. He had answered, ' I

will tell the people of God's will, and surely they will repent, as the men
of Nineveh repented, and God will have mercy upon them.' The vision

had replied, 'They will not repent, nor will the mercy of God reach them.'

He had then begged to know when the end might be, and the
Th

Tree
een

^na ^ wor<^ was
>

' When a green tree, cut off from its root and

removed from it by three acres' breadth, :J shall of itself and

without human or other help again be joined to it, and again put forth

leaves and bear fruit, then shall the end be.' The bystanders were dumb-

foundered by these awful warnings, as well they might be. But the ready

Stigand hastened to dispel the impression by whispering audibly to Harold

that the failing King was wandering. ' He does not know what he is

talking about.' ' The Queen, however, we are told, and those who had

the mind of God, kept these sayings and pondered them in their hearts.

The writer appends his own view—apparently pointing at Stigand—that

the persons who had done most to bring down God's wrath upon the

nation were those whose worldly ambition had made them deaf to Papal

embassies and Papal monitions.

1 Vita - Eahu., 423.

- "Post obitus mei diem anno uno et die mm.'' " Un an e un jur durra" ; Vita

/Bdw. t 431, 130.
:t " Triiim jugerum gpatio." It lias been suggested that this should be taken as

meaning the width of a normal acre-strip in a Common Field, two hundred A.S. yards

long by four ' rods ' broad. The rod was = 5 A.S. or 5*5 Imperial yards; Seeboluu,

English Vill. Camms., p. 99. The acre's breadth would be -22 yards Imperial.
4 " Senio confectum et morbo quid diceret nescirc."
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The reader may be left to take what view he pleases of the King's

prophecy, which must be taken to have come down to us through Eadgyth.

She may have modified the King's words : like him, she cared for Tostig,

not for Harold. But again we repeat that small powers of divination

were needed to see that between Harold, Tostig, and Duke William,

England had an anxious future before her. The graphic incident of

Stigand's whisper to Harold gives great reality to the scene. In the

next century the prophecy as to the green tree was taken to have been

fulfilled when Henry I. took to wife Eadward's grandniece, and so

acquired that link of connexion with the old dynasty of which neither

Harold, William I., nor Rufus could boast. 1

But ere he breathed his last Eadward, we are happy to say, was able

to assume a gentler and more forgiving tone. He thanked Eadgyth for

her dutiful filial service 2
; then, holding out his hand to Harold, he com-

mended to his charge his sister the Lady, and all the kingdom, 3 not

forgetting a word on behalf of his foreign retainers. He begged Harold

either to accept of the fealty of these men,4
if they wished to stay, or else

to dismiss them in peace with all their belongings.

These words seem to have been accepted, and rightly accepted, by the

nation as amounting to a final nomination of Harold as his successor. 5

The reference to Eadgyth is ambiguous, but the reference to the fealty of

the foreigners seems quite decisive. We must suppose that out of regard

for Eadgyth and the foreigners Eadward at the last acquiesced in the

unpalatable fact that Harold must succeed him. 6

The King directed his body to be buried in the new Minster, received

the Viaticum, and so passed away on Thursday, 5th January, 1066,7 the

last King of England descended in the male line from Alfred
e
Kini

the
an(^ Cerdic. Popular opinion canonized him from the day

of his death as a man of angelic conversation and prophetic

soul ; a true saint, pure, upright, and gentle. 8 Miracles were wrought at

1 See .Klred, sup., and the French Life in the Vita, p. 130.

- " Ex sedula officiositate servitutis suae . . . in loco carissimce filix."

3 " Porrecta manuad . . . Haroldum," "Hanc," inquit, "cum omni regno

tutandam tibi commendo, ut pro domina et sorore, ut est, fideli serves obsequio."
4 " Ut suscepta ab eis, si ita volunt, fidelitate, eos . . . retineas, etc." ; Vita

sEdw.
, 433.

5 "Haroldus . . . quern rex ante decessionem suam regni successorem elegerat,"

Flor. ;
" Se cyng hit himgeivSe," Chron. E. So too Eadmer, the Canterbury writer,

Historia Novorum, p. 8. Wm. of Malmesbury also admits that the English asserted

the fact, G. R., s. 228, p. 280. The Roman de Ron, essentially a Norman account,

accepts the fact, II. 119. It must be noticed, however, that the contemporary Chronicles

C and D rest Harold's position simply on his election, the constitutional basis.
G See W. Malm., G. R., s. 228.
7 Chron. C, D, E ; Flor.
8 "Inter regni negotia vivebat angelum," W. Malm., G. R., s. 220. See also the

ballad given by the Abingdon and Worcester Chroniclers.
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his tomb. ! 'Finally, he was officially recognised as a Confessor, or Saint

of the second class, by Alexander III. in 1161. 2 Eadvvard's personal

appearance is described as comely and dignified/5 His stature was mode-

rate and his build probably slight 4
; at any rate his hands and fingers

are described as long, thin, and transparent. He had plump, rosy cheeks,

and milk-white hair and beard 5
; apparently he was an Albino. Utterly

unfit as he was to fill a throne, he was not destitute of qualities to gain

popular regard. The unsullied purity of his life of itself would invest him

with a halo of sanctity. 1

' He was thoroughly respectful in his attitude to

the Church ; not only regular in his attendance at Mass, but also reverent

in his behaviour when there. He very seldom spoke during the services

unless he was spoken to. He must have had a pleasant manner, as we
are told that he could refuse without giving offence : at the same time he

could be very violent if crossed in anything that he really cared about.7

He had little taste for pomp or regal show, matters that the Lady took

Field Sports
more t0 near t. His one passion was the chase ; if not in the

field he loved to be surrounded with hawks and hounds. For

England and all things English it would seem that he had a profound

contempt. 8 Still he is represented as affable and accessible to persons

of humble rank. He was kind to the poor, supporting paupers at his

different seats, and showing himself ready to minister to the ailments of

the sick. His success in these matters gained him a great name. 11 A
wonderful cure of suppurated glands in the neck of a young woman,
apparently effected by nursing and treatment, is believed to have been

the origin of the practice of touching for the King's Evil. Again
T
?l
lc^Hlg f

or we hear of sundry 'blind' men who recovered their sisdit on
the Kings ... . .

Evil. washing their eyes in water in which the King had performed

his ablutions. As the ' blind ' men, on certifying that they

were ' cured,' were placed on the list of the King's pensioners, applicants

for treatment would doubtless be numerous. 10 Of Eadgyth we are told,

and we see no reason to doubt the fact, that in all things she took her cue

from her Royal husband, endeavouring, however, so far as in

E^d^fn
7 ^er ^a^' to suPPly what was wanting in him. Where he gave

she would scatter, 11 but all for his honour. Her custom was

to sit at his feet, except in church and at dinner-time, and address him as

1 Vita slidw., 435 ; and /Hired of Rievaulx, Scriptt. Decern, 403.
'-' See Freeman, N. C, III. 34.
3 " Persona erat deeentissima . . . corpore toto integer et regius homo "

; Vita,

396. 4 "Corpus fragile," Id., 430.
:
' Id., 396.

G
/</., 428. 7 Id., 396.

s " In squalore mundi Anglorum vivebat." I take these, the Biographer's words, to

express the King's view. '•' Id., 414, 415.
10

/</., 428-430. For the lacuna at this point see pp. 13, 105, where a translation 'of the

missing part will be found. For more miracles, etc., see W. Malm., G. A'., BS>

222-225. " " Cum ipse daret ilia largiebatur."
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1 Father.' Her relations to him altogether were clearly those of a daughter,

not of a wife.

Of legislation under the Confessor King we hear not one word beyond

the proclamation of * Cnut's Law' by Harold in 1065. The so-called

Leges Edwardi Confessoris are a compilation plainly posterior

to the time of Rufus, and in fact of the time of Henry II.
1

But we do get a full view of the state of English law under Ead-

ward from the Leges Willelmi Conquestoris, a code ' granted ' by William

I. about the fourth year of his reign, 2 which professes to give, and, as

far as we can see, does give the state of the law as existing under

Eadward. Apart from the use of Norman-French, and one or two clauses

specifically referring to Frenchmen, there is nothing to show that the

code was not issued before instead of after the Conquest. Not a new

principle is introduced. The slight divergences from the last native code,

that of Cnut, do not amount to more than the intervening time and

circumstances might account for. The Church rights of sanctuary ; the

King's Peace 3
; ranks of men and their legal values ("wers"); ordeals

by iron and water; the jurisdiction of the Hundred; Peter's Pence;

the endless provisions connected with cattle dealing and cattle stealing

(Team); the minute distinctions between Danish, Mercian, and West Saxon

law are all there. Above all, we have a re-enactment of the great social

law of frithborh) now for the first time spoken of as frankpledge, under

which every man, not of high rank, had to be under standing bail for

his appearance in the Hundred Court, if " wanted." 4 We notice, how-

ever, more distinct references in these Laws, as in the Charters of the

Confessor, to the position and rights of the holders of the private juris-

dictions of soc and sac} In the table of heriots, again, or reliefs, as they

are now called, we find the higher nobility no longer subjected to the

money payments required by Cnut. 6 This might have been a conces-

sion extorted from the weakness of the Confessor. On the other hand,

we have the heriot of the villein defined and given as his best beast,

his horse or ox, and that of the free rent-paying tenant not under vas-

salage given as one year's rent. 7 In connexion with the King's Peace

we get for the first time the names of the four great roads, the Wat-

ling Street, the Ermine Street, the Foss Way, and the Iknield Way.

Any one who kills or assaults a man on either of these is guilty of a

breach of the King's Peace. 8 In connexion with these, apparently, we

1 See Schmid, LXXI. and c. n s. 1 of the Leges themselves ; also Bishop Stubbs, R.
Eovcdcn, II. xxii., and Dr. Liebermann's Tract on the subject of the Laws (1896).

The text in Thorpe is much interpolated.
2 See the preamble to the Leges Ed. Co///., Schmid, p. 491 ; and, generally, on the

Laws of the Conqueror, Bp. Stubbs, sup.
3 cc. 2. 26. 4 cc. 20 s. 3, 25, and 52 ; see above, 323, 377, 410.
5 cc. 2 s. 3 (' soc sac toll team and infangthief ') and 27.
c

c. 20, comparing Cnut, II. c. 71. 7 Id. 8
c. 26.
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hear of a local constabulary, ' Streetwards,' furnished by a levy of one

man from each ten hides. 1 We are also glad to hear that the culti-

vators of the soil are not to be removed from their holdings, nor pressed

for more than their due services.'-'

To the Church Eadward was apparently liberal, but a large proportion

of the grants attributed to him are of doubtful authenticity. He cer-

tainly gave freely to Winchester 3
; Abingdon and Bury St.

E
S?e
W
ciiurcli

d Edmund's also received, 1 and we have confirmations of old

vast grants in favour of Chertsey and Malmesbury, which

are passed as genuine."' The Westminster charters seem fabrications

;

they are dated on the day of the consecration, 28th December, 1065,

when the King was too ill to attend ; but they appear to have been

made up by stringing together genuine grants, many of which are extant. 7

In his great architectural work, Westminster Abbey, the King had been

in a manner anticipated by Harold and Eadgyth. Of Harold's church

at Waltham, dedicated in 1060, as already mentioned, we
We

Abb
i

v
Ster may believe that a considerable part may yet be seen.

Eadgyth consecrated a new stone church at Wilton, to re-

place a wooden one, in the summer of 1065. s Nothing remains either

of Eadgyth's church at Wilton or of Eadward's Minster, which was re-

built by Henry III. But in justice to Eadward and the time and money

devoted to the work, it is right to say that the proportions of his edifice

must have transcended those of Waltham, or of any previous church in

England, and that in several respects they corresponded with those of

the existing building. The church, when dedicated, certainly comprised

a chancel, transepts, and a central tower. Now the south transept of

the existing church abuts on buildings belonging to the original structure,

remains of which are still traceable, these buildings having been defined

by the original south transept. The new transept, therefore, was cast

in the mould of the original one. The identity of the dimensions of

the transept and other considerations raise a very strong presumption in

favour of the view that the width and length of the original chancel

were also those of the present one. The width of the nave would also

correspond/ 1 How much of this was completed by Eadward is uncer-

tain. The East end is described by the Biographer as having lofty side

arches, and apparently an apse-ending (circumvolvitur) ; also a vaulted

aisle running all round it, as the present building has. The roof was

of wood covered with lead. The central tower had circular staircases

carried through turrets up to a certain height, doubtless that of the

1

C. 2.S. > c. 29.
1 See Cod. Dip. Nos. 774-776, 780, 781. 4

Id. Xos. 796, 800, 1,342.
'- Id. Nos. 812, 817. " //. Nos. 824, S25. 7 See Id. Nos. 855-SS9, etc.

IJefore the rising against Tostig ; Vita AEdw., 41S-42L
So SirG. <i. Scott, Gleanings from Westminster Abbey (1S63), 4, 5.
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gallery above the aisles, as above that, again, we are told that the tower

rose with a plain wall up to the wooden roof. 1 The arches at the

crossing are described as low, a clumsy feature common in Anglo- Saxon

churches. 2 Lastly, as another point of correspondence between Eadward's

church and the present one, we must note that the singing-choir ex-

tended westwards under the crossing, an arrangement generally supposed

to have been borrowed by Henry III. from Spanish exemplars.-' 5 Of
the conventual buildings of the Confessor considerable portions still

remain. 1

1 The Bayeux Tapestry also seems to represent the central tower as having angle-

turrets up to a certain height.

2 So, e.g., at St. Paul's, Jarrow, St. Mary's Stow, and at the church of St. Regulus

at St. Andrews, where only the noble central tower remains, but where the arches of the

tower must have been much lower than the roof of the choir and nave.
8 The original description is worth giving :

" Principalis araj domus {choir) altissimis

erecta fornicibus quadrato opere parique commissura {blocks square on their faces and

beds) circumvolvitur ; ambitus {aisle) autem ipsius redis dupplici lapidum arcu ex utroque

latere hinc et inde fortiter solidata operis compagine clauditur. Porro crux templi

{crossing) quie medium canentium Deo chorum ambiret, et sui gemina hinc et inde

sustentatione media; turris celsuin apicem fulciret, humili primum et robusta fornice

simpliciter surgit, cocleis multipliciter ex arte ascendentibus plurimis tumescit, deinde

vero simplici muro usque ad tectum ligneum plumbo diligenter tectum pervenit "
; Vita

sEdzu., 417. Sir Christopher Wren saw the MS. of this Life, but gives an inaccurate

rendering.
4 Namely, the waggon-vaulted "Dark Cloister," with the cross passage leading to

the " Little Cloister." Alongside of the Dark Cloister (East side) runs a range of vaulted

underbuilding, supported on piers. Part of this forms the chapel of the Pyx, where the

monetary standards are kept, while another part serves as the boys' gymnasium. All

this dates from the time of the Confessor, as well as the old Dormitory over it, now the

great schoolroom. Some of the windows are original. Another bit of the Confessor's

work may be seen in the wall and narrow light at the South-West corner of the Little

Cloisters. Inside the house may be seen an original arched doorway, which apparently

opened into a latrine.



CHAPTER XXXI

Review of Later Anglo-Saxon Constitution and Society—The Manorial System—The

Witaiagemot—Popular Courts and Assemblies

—

Frithborh—Domestic Arts—Archi-

tecture

THE reader whose patience has followed the thread of our narrative

from the time of the Teutonic immigration into Britain will not

expect a very elaborate survey of the later Anglo-Saxon constitution. The

principal legislative changes have been noted step by step as we went

along, but a retrospective glance will enable us to enter more fully into

the state of English society on the eve of the Norman Conquest. In out-

ward seeming, things are very much as they used to be in quite early days.

We have the old gradation of orders—King, Archbishop, ^Etheling, Bishop,

Ealdorman or Earl, King's Thegn, Lesser Thegn, Ceorl, Lret, and Slave.

The values of their lives, the weight of their testimony in court, are

reckoned as formerly. We still have the people meeting in their assem-

blies of the Township, the Hundred and the Shire. The family tie and

the right of private war are still the bases of the criminal law. The old

tariff of fines and compensations for injuries remains ; but the spirit and

working of the whole are altogether changed. The power and wealth of

the chief ruler have made vast strides. We have no question in later

Anglo-Saxon times of the deposition of a King, however unfit ; nor do we

hear of any ecclesiastic whose position might be thought to overshadow

that of the Throne. But in early days social distinctions did not seem

incompatible with the freedom and independence of the Many. Now the

social distinctions rise abruptly before us, but there is no longer any free-

dom or independence in the lower strata to balance their preponderance.

If the people are still brought together periodically for the transaction of

business, the political and legislative functions which flourished in the

days of Tacitus, of which traces could still be noted after the migration,

are now, for the time being, wholly gone. The suitors no longer attend

as freemen coming in their own right, their attendance is rather a badge

of servitude than otherwise. They are brought in flocks as the retainers

of their lord, to support his interests and echo his cry. The relations of

aristocracy and people have been exactly inverted since the Gennania

was written. Then the word was " De minoribus rebus principes consultant,

tic majoribus <>/unes." ' Now the description should be " De minoribus

1 Germania
% c. 1 1.
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rebus plebes consultant, de majoribus principes." In our later Chronicles,

when any incident involving public action is recorded, the word is ' the

Thegns did this,' or ' the Thegns wanted that.' The highest functions of

the meetings of the Hundred and Shire are now judicial, questions of

public policy, legislation, or taxation, being reserved for the JVitenagemot,

the King's Privy Council, which is not, in any proper sense of the word,

a representative assembly. Land is everything, and the ownership of

land has been concentrated in a few hands. The small landowners have

been bought out or reduced to vassalage, and the tenants and cultivators

on the large estates have been unable to hold their ground as against their

landlords. Of the social constitution of a large manor in the latter Anglo-

Saxon days we get a full view in an interesting document,
Rectituaines

airea(jy cited, and entitled Rectitudines Sinzularum Person-

Personamm. arumf and evidently written by a well-informed man of

practical experience in the management of land. 2 Among
the various classes of persons described, we have not one free rent-

paying tenant to represent the ceorl of earlier days. In fact, we have only

one ceorl named, the bee-ceorl or bee-keeper, who has extra work to do

at the lord's bidding, and whose position is clearly servile, as the lord,

prima facie, takes all his goods at his death. 3 The T/iegn, or owner of

our manor, apparently holds it as boc-land, as we are told that he stands

on his charter-rights (boc-ri/it) and is only liable to the Three inevitable

burdens—military service, and the repair of forts and bridges. 4 All

owners, however, are not so free, some being liable to the King in many

other duties. Beneath the Thegn we have a long string of dependants,

apparently grouped in the first instance under three heads—those of the

geneat, the cotsetla, and the gebur ; corresponding, as already suggested, to

the Icet of earlier times. Of these the last appears to be in the best

position ; he is a small tenant farmer, holding a ' yard ' of land, usually

_ n l estimated at ^o acres, or one-fourth of a hide. 5 On entering; he
The Gebur.

.

°
. .

a

receives two oxen, one cow, six sheep, with seven acres ready

sown for him, also implements and some furniture for his dwelling-house. 6

He pays lod. money rent, with some contributions in kind. But his chief

render is in labour. His ' rent-ploughing ' is three acres, to be sown with

seed found by him : besides this, under some other head he ploughs an

acre a week during the autumn, and finally he may be called upon for

three extra acres of ' boon-ploughing,' and more besides, ' if he wants more

grass.' He has also to take his turn of lying at the lord's fold. His

1 Schmid., Append. III. p. 370; Thorpe, I. 432. See also the Gerefa, printed by

Dr. F. Liebermann from MS. C.C.C., Camb., No. 383, f. 102 ; Anglia, IX. 251.
2 See c. 5,

" Mid us is gerced, etc." (with us it is the rule, etc.).

3 lb. (c. 5).
4 " Fyrd-fbereld, burh-bot, bryc-geweorc. " The terms vary.

5 See Append, to this chapter.
6 For this stocking, also known in other parts of our Islands as " Stuht "or " Steel-

bow," see Robertson, Scotland wider Early Kings, II. 159, 161, 371 ; Kemble, I. 321.

a
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goods, again, go to the lord at his death. 1 With the gebur of our manor
we may compare the ceorl of a Hampshire estate, described in another

old writing (undated). He pays 40//. of money rent, besides bread, ale,

two ewes and their lambs. But he has to plough and sow three acres

a-week, mow so much hay, drive and stack so much corn and cut wood,

do fencing, and, in fact, pretty well whatever is required of him all the

year round, except during the holiday weeks of Christmas, Easter, and

Ganging 8 Days (Rogation Days, 5th week after Easter).

The cotsetla does not necessarily pay rent, but he works for the lord on

Mondays all the year round, and three days on ' harvest.' He should have

—. n 4. *, fiye acres at *east -
' ^ ne nas less it is little.' He is clearly

The Cotsetla. .
J

reckoned in the eye of the law a free man—as probably all

but actual slaves were—because we are told that he pays Hearth-penny :J

on Holy Thursdays, ' as every freeman should,' and Kirkshot at Martin-

mas. He is also bound to take upon himself the burden of the extra

public duties appertaining to the lords "inland" or demesne, such as

coast-guard (smveard) and watching the King's game. 4 This would only

happen where the lord's estate was fo/c/and, not where it was bocland.

The geneat ('companion,' compare the old gesith) appears to stand in

the worst position of the three : what he had, or should have, we are not

_ n . told ; but he must have had an allotment of land, because it is
The Geneat. .... .

,

'

said that in some places he pays rent and a grass-pig. But his

duties are described as unlimited. ' He must ride and drive 5
; lead loads,

work, and find provisions ; reap and mow ; set and cut hedges
;
jpay Kirk-

shot and Alms-fee ; keep head-ward and horse-ward (;

; run errands, be it

far, be it near, just as he is bid.' 7 That the Geneat and the Gebur were

well-defined and generally recognised classes of men is proved by the fact

that we have them again described almost in the same words as in the

Rectitudines, in a charter comprising estates in various counties. The

1 Reetitudines, c. 4. For the servile position of Gebitras, probably to be identified

with the villani of Domesday, see Cod. Dip. No. 1,354; Earle, Land Charters, 275.
2 Cod. Dip. No. 977. The holding from which this amount of return was duo is

given as a hiwisc, i.e. a hide. The rent, as compared with that of the gebur of the

RectUndines, corresponds, being four times what he paid for his ' yard ' or quarter hide.

In a Winchester charter of the year 902 we have fifteen hides let for forty-five shilling!

Wessex, or fifteen pence the hide, but with customary services besides (Cod. Dip. No.

1, 079). For the hide and its subdivisions see Appendix to this chapter. In estimating

the amount of the labour to be done, we may take it that the ploughing of an acre

would be a full day's work, even on light land.
:1 Here probably used as - plough-alms, usually paid fifteen days after Faster. In

general hearth-penny means Peter's Pence, payable at the end of June. See Schmid.
' Rcclitudmcs, c. 3.

B " Averian," i.e. lead beasts of burden or packhor>e>.
''

I leadward (hcafod-wcard) was the duty of keeping watch round the King's quarters

when he was in the district. Sec instances from Domesday given by Schmid in his

Glossary. Horseward was probably the duty of watching the King's sumpter animals

during the night when he was on the move. It was one of the rights remitted on hoc-

7 Reetitudines, c. 2.
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services of the Gebur are defined and limited ; those of the Geneat are again

given as unlimited. 1 The condition of these men may not have been one

of actual hardship, 2 but it is impossible to regard them as really free.

They were clearly adscripti glebce, men bound to the soil, who could neither

leave it of their own free will nor be turned off it, so long as they per-

formed their services. 3 They were the representatives, very likely in

many cases actual descendants, of the coloni of the Romano-British period. 4

But for our estimate of the social state of England as a whole at the Con-

fessor's death, the all-important question remains, What were the actual

or relative numbers of these different classes of men—the Free, the Unfree,

and the Partly Free ? As for the highest class of all, that, of course, was

very restricted. The archbishops and bishops were fourteen in number

;

the earls, so far as we know, five or six ; of abbots we find as many as

eleven attesting one charter, and of Kings' Thegns, or court functionaries,

twenty-four. Between the King and these fifty-five men, say sixty or

seventy men at most—the House of Lords of the time—rested all the

real political power of the realm. For wider numbers we must turn to

the invaluable record of the Domesday survey, taken 1 085-1 086. The
inquiry is not free from difficulty, and our conclusions can only be given

within certain limits. In the first place, the record does not extend to the

counties of Durham and Northumberland, and only in part to Cumberland

and AVestmorland. Then occasionally whole Hundreds are omitted where

exempt from payment of geld, the ascertainment of this point being the

ultimate end of the entire inquiry. Then we have a perplexing variety of

names for the different classes, due partly to local usage, partly to the fact

that the commissioners were Normans who had to render the English

terms into Latin. Again, we are not sure that the different sets of com-

missioners always used the same terms in the same senses. Lastly, we
must add that neither the town population nor the clergy are fully re-

corded. But Sir Henry Ellis thought that for the agricultural population

the returns might be considered fairly complete. 5 The total numbers made
out by him come to 283,242 adults, without counting wives and children.

From these we must deduct 7,968 townspeople {burgenses), thus reducing

the landward total to 275,274. Of this aggregate, under the heads of

villanus, bordarius, bur, colibertus, coter, or coscets, classes
Villanus,

t |iat we mus t broadly identify with our geneat, gebur, and
Bordarius, . a ., '. J

., . , ,,.

Coscets. cotsetla* without counting 1,543 men with special callings

—

1 See the translation, Kemble, Saxons, I. 321. This seems to traverse Mr. Seebohm's
suggestion that "geneat" was a general term, including the gebur and the cotsetla ;

Engl. Vill. Comms., 130. 2 Yet see the illustrations in the well-known Cotton
MS. Julius A. VI. (a.d. 969), where the labourers are bare-legged and bare-headed.

:i See Cod. Dip. No. 1,354, already cited. 4 For evidence of the early date of

villenage in England the reader may consult Seebohm's Eng. Vill. Comms., 107, 108,

etc. ; contra Mr. Maitland, Domesday and Beyond. 5 Introd. to Domesday, II. 419.
6 For the continuity of the agricultural system in England before and after the Con-
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smiths, carpenters, shepherds, [ fishermen, salt-workers, and the like

—entered as such, but certainly not men of independent position,

we get 198,833 persons of semi-servile class, with 25,624 actual slaves,

thus making up an unfree total of 224,457 out of 275,274 souls. Thus

the entire balance with any claim to be considered free is reduced to

50,817, say between a fifth and a sixth of the whole. But of these, again,

the greater part were under bonds of feudal subordination that would

certainly interfere with their political liberty, and a large proportion really

belong to the semi-servile categories. The figures taken out by Sir Henry

Ellis may be tabulated as below, but we must say that in our opinion the

numbers and position of the classes that we reckon distinctly servile are

those that seem most clearly made out.

(1) ''Tenants in Capite," - i.e. overlord or landowners with no

superior over them, including ecclesiastical corporations, about 1,400

(2) " Under-tenants," i.e. mesne lords or landowners holding under

superior lords . . . . . . . . . 7,87

1

(3) Clergy 1,084

(4) Liberi Homines (10,136), Homines (1,292), Homines Commendati

(2,151), Radmanni, etc., etc. 3 14,764

(5) Sochematini .......... 23,090

(6) Townsmen (Burgenses) ........ 7,968

(7) Bordarii, Cotarii, Coteri, Cosceis ...... 89,456

(8) Villani, buri, bures, coliberti i°9,374

(9) Slaves (including females, ancilhe, 467) ..... 25,629

(10) Sundry: craftsmen, shepherds, etc., 1,543; Frenchmen, 354;
bailiffs, 85 ; merchants, 24, etc., etc 2,606

283,242

Multiplying this total by four or five for the women and children, we

should get an entire population for the included districts of less than a

million and a half. On the other hand, the amount of land under plough

relatively to the population seems to have been considerable. It has been

calculated that there might have been five million acres in cultivation,

from one-half to one-third of the area in cultivation in 1879. 4

With respect to some of the above categories, we labour under the dis-

quest, see Seebohm, sup., 13-81. He regards the gebur, with his yard or half-yard of

land, as the normal villanus of Norman times. The services are often identical with

those of the Rectitudines, but we trace a growing increase in the money-payments and

decrease in the labour-services as the system wears away. See also Round, Feudal Eng-

land, 31. The Domesday Villarhcs in general has a yard or quarter-hide of land ;

sometimes less; sometimes as much as a whole hide. The Bordarius has usually Less

than the Villariu,. See MaiHand, sup. 40.
1 See these in the Rectitudines clearly ranked among the humble dependents.

This term was unknown before the Conquest, and therefore is not properly applic-

able to the A.S. period.
; This class includes the aloarii (qy. a/odiarii?), censorii, otherwise gablatores%

dren^hs, and vavassores, all answering the general description of liberi homines ; also

dimidi'i homines, etc ' Seebohm's £ng. Vill. Comm., 103.
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advantage of not knowing exactly how Sir Henry Ellis defined them, but

our first class will represent the big landlords, ecclesiastical

S353ef"
anc* ^' ^e King's Thegns ! and the like, between whom and

the King, in our view, the substance of all political power

rested. In Domesday they are styled tenants in capite, as holding directly

of the King. But the phrase and the thing denoted came in with the

Conquest. Before that time no strictly feudal tie existed between the

overlords and the King, 2 their holdings being allodial. Our second class

will comprise the middling gentry, the 'middling' 5 Thegns,'
M
Gentry

S w^ ^ve mc*es °^ land, now representing the twelve-hynd men.4

Of the clergy nothing need be said, except that in some places

the parochial incumbents are simply entered with the villani and. bordarii

of the manor, but priests are not comprised in the 1,084 of our list.
5 The

burgesses (burgenses), again, were probably a comparatively

free class, but in the majority of cases we are told that they

' belonged ' either to some lord or the King. Their renders, however,

were ascertained and free, not servile or unlimited.

Our fourth and fifth classes must be taken together. The Sochemanni

were obviously the suitors of a private franchise or soke, and therefore

Freehold
cussed together ; but it does not appear that in other respects

of the they were all in the same position. The mere largeness
anor. ^ their numbers would in itself suggest that men of very

different positions may have been placed in this category, and so we shall

find it to have been in fact. On the whole, however, we take these two

categories to include all the yeoman class. Recent investigations prove

that they might be of three sorts. They might be

—

I. " Liberi homines commendatione tantum" These appear to have been

allodial owners of small estates, bound under the law of ^Ethelstan to find

a lord, but free to choose their lord, 7 and free to leave him : free 'to go with

their land whithersoever they would' {ire, recedere, cum terra sua quo

voluerint, sine licentia), a curious phrase, fortunately explained for us as

meaning that they were free to sell or dispose of their land (dare, vendere)

as they pleased, 8 and in such a manner that the alienee also would be free

1 See Cnat, c. 71, s. 1.

2
i.e. not necessarily, as was the case after the Conquest : the King, of course, would

have vassals in the men on his own estates as any other landowner might.

;i Id., s. 2.

4 So a gloss on the Lazus of /Elfred (c. 39 s. 2) in the MS. Colbert. " Liberalis

{gentleman) quem supra thegen nominavimus et quern dicunt xii. hendeman "
; Schmid,

p. 03. 5 Ellis, II. 420. ° Ellis, II. 425, etc,

7 In Surrey we hear of a woman with a free hide of land who had placed herself

under Chertsey Abbey "pro defensione "
; Ellis, I. 68.

8 See the extracts from Domesday, and the Ely and Cambridgeshire Inquests given by

Round, Feudal England, 18, 22, and esp. Domesd., I. 200, where "recedere cum
terra" is glossed in the margin "vendere." In Domesday, I. 172, we have "Si ita liber

homo est ut habeat socam suam et sacam et cum terra sua possit ire quo voluerit." The

R. H. L L
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to choose his lord, and not be in any way bound to the soke of the lord to

whom the vendor had commended himself. In these cases both the land

and the man were clearly free. The land would not be appurtenant to a

soke, and the man would only be vassalized to the extent required by

< Kthelstan. They were freeholders, whose connexion with the soke or

manor was only personal, and terminable at will.

II.
" Libcri homines soca et commendatione tantum." l Here the men

were free to go and sell, as those in the first class ; but the land was

appurtenant to a soke, as free-land however, and not subject to servile

renders. The alienee would be bound to commend himself to the lord

and to do suit and service to his court of soc and sac. 2 In later language

he would be a freeholder of the manor. As a variety of this class we
have cases where a man was commended to one lord, while his land was

under the soke of another lord. 3

III.' ^Liberi homines soca saca commendatione et omni consuetudine. " * These

were freemen owning base-land (thegn land?), 5 appurtenant to a soke,

bound to render services only limited by the custom of the manor. Prima

facie they could not sell without consent, but apparently there were cases

where they could/' In practical position these men would not differ

greatly from villani.

As for the men classed as Radchenisiri, Radnianni (A.S. Radcnihtas),

Vavassores and Drengs, in these terms we should see merely varieties of

nomenclature, partly local, the persons designated as a whole being

clearly referable to one or other class of Libert Homines. All with a few

exceptions are men below the rank of landed gentry, but above that of

peasantry. 7 Vavassor was a Norman word, and we are told that through-

out the Domesday Survey the designation " was sunk in the general name
of Liberi Homines." 8 They had villani and bordarii under them ; they

might own or occupy one, two, or three hides of land. In the general

decay of all orders except the highest they represented the old six-hvnd

men, 9 some of them, however, having sunk into practical villenage. The
word Radcniht belonged to the native tongue, and the meaning of the

word, ' Rider ' suggests that they were men expected to attend the fyrd on

horseback. To the Liberi Homines would also belong the men returned

words should be taken as meaning not the lord of a soke, but one free to attach himself

to any soke that he pleases. ' Round, «#»., 31.

- "Poterant vendere terras, sed saca et commendatio remanebat Stoe. .1 del.'': /.<•.

with the lord, the Abbot of Ely ; 16., Ely Inquest, 132.
; Round, sup., 33.

4 "Ixx liberi homines unde abbas habuit sacam et socam et commendatio et omnem
consuetudinem " ; Round, 30; Ely Inquest, 161.

'' See the passages cited, Round, 28, 29. " //., 30.

' See the relief of the vavassor, William /., c. 20 s. 2 ; so too Roman de Ron, II.

142 ; also Fleta on the subject. B
Ellis, I. 52.

So the gloss in the Colbert MS. already cited : "hominis quern Angli vocant rade-

niht, alii vero sex hendemen "
; .l.lfr., c. 39 s. 2.
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as gablatores and censorii, free rent-paying tenants, not apparently a

numerous class.

The Sochemanni, as already intimated, appear on investigation to have

been a mixed class, based on a sort of cross division. Thus we hear of

sokemen who could, and of sokemen who could not, choose their lord, or

sell their land, without leave. We hear of sokemen who could, and of

sokemen who could not, sell their land away from the soke ; we have a

commended sokeman with four liberi homines under him 1
; we have land

let at rent (ad geldum) to sokemen, with villani and bordarii under them.

These all belonged to our first two classes of Liberi Homines. But, again,

a large, apparently by far the largest portion of the sokemen owe ' the

full custom.' They must plough and sow, reap, carry, and thresh ; bring

up stores, supply horses, all on demand, 2 just like the geneat of the Rec-

titudines. These could only come under our third class of Liberi

Homines, if Liberi at all. As to their relative numbers, on the Ely lands

we hear of seven sokemen of the higher grade to thirty-four under full

service, and again of four to thirty-four in the like positions. 3 If the law

did distinguish the sokeman bound to unlimited service from the villanus

the difference between them cannot have been great. Lastly, we must

point out that the Sochemanni are only found in fourteen counties, almost

all on the East side of the kingdom,4 where Danish influence had been

felt, so that the distinction may have been mainly one of name. 5 Thus
we should be taking too liberal an estimate of the yeoman class if we
assumed it to extend to the whole of our fourth and fifth categories.

Our seventh and eighth categories, the Bordarii, Colarii, and Villani,

make up a total of 198,830 souls, without counting the lower class of soke-

men. The two former we would identify with the cotsetlaf the

Adscripts latter with the gebur and geneat of the Reditudines, where the

Glebce. Latin version renders geneat by villanus. The former were

mere cottage- labourers ; the villanus was the normal peasant farmer with a

usual holding of a yard (30 acres) of land. But, as already pointed out,

the villanus, and presumably the cottar also, were accounted free men in

the eye of the law. The villanus is clearly identified with the old ceorl, or

twy-hinder, by the fact that his wer was 200 shillings. 7 But the coisetla is

1 Round, sup., 18; Ellis, Do/nesd., I. 68. 2 Round, 31, 32. 3 Round, 31.
4 Namely in Derbyshire, Essex, Gloucestershire, Herts, Hunts, Kent, Leicestershire,

Lincolnshire, Norfolk, Northants, Notts, Rutlandshire, Suffolk, and Yorkshire. See

Ellis.

5 In the so-called Leges Edw. Co/if. the villein and the sokeman in Denalage are

placed on a par as regards the lord's nianbot, c. 12 s. 4.
6 The meaning of the two words is the same, as bordarius is derived from bord, a

cottage.
7 See Leges Henrici, c. 70 s. 1, and c. 76 s. 4, and Wergilds, cc. 1, 2, 3. The Leges

Willelmi, no doubt, I. c. 8, give the wer of the " vilain," or "rusticus," as ioay. That
must have been the half-wer, without the lord's manbot.
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placed in some respects below the villanus, between him and the slave. 1

( )f these last, some may have been born slaves, or bought, or captured in

war ; others may have been reduced to slavery by debt or

inability to pay the fines for misconduct (wite-theowas). Others,

again, we hear of, who had ' sold their heads for meat in hard times.'"'

But however much they might be at the mercy of their owner, he was not

allowed to ill-treat them at will. He was required to give them a due

ration of food—two loaves a day, besides morning and noon meals ; to

allow them certain holidays ; and they could purchase their freedom with

savings acquired in some "unexplained way.''3 Manumissions were com

mon, and manumissions by will fully legal. Throughout the lower classes,

we have ' half-men,' Ho?nines Dimidii, Dimidii Liberi Homines, SocJicmanni

Dimidii, Dimidii Villcini, Dimidii Vii-garii, and Dimidius Presbyter. One
explanation given is that these men were in the possession of half holding

only, implying that there were normal holdings for each class. 4 The ' half-

priest,' then, would have only half a cure or half a stipend. But these

appellations call for further explanation.

The depressed state of the bulk of the population, 5 the want of a suffi-

cient free backbone to the country, will fully account for the military

weakness exhibited by England. Serfs cannot be converted into soldiers

without training and discipline, and the English ceorls were taken straight

from the plough to the battlefield. In connexion with this we may again

notice the lax system of assessment by which landowners were often rated

much below the amount of their holdings, and so let off with less than

their proper contributions, whether in money or service. Thus we hear of

five measured ' carucates ' passing as one hide ; eight ' carucates ' passing

as one hide and a quarter, and so on. For the fyrd the general quota

now had apparently been reduced to one man from five hides. Between

them they equipped him, and provided him with pay and rations for two

months. 7

The social picture thus unfolded presents a lamentable falling off from

the primitive order of the Germatiia, supposed to have been introduced

into Britain by the Teutons, as in many respects it certainly was. But we

must point out that the depression of the ceori was of old date. Things

must have gone considerable lengths before .Kthelstan could require every

1 Henr. /., c. Sz >. ;. /. Dip. No. 925.

See Kemble, I. 3S ; Cnut, Laws, II. 45; Stubbs, Const. Hist., I. S5 (ed. [8S

A'. Htudines, cc 8, 9. ' Nasse, Agricultural Communityt 36.
r
° On this point compare William of Malmesbury, though his account of English

society in some respects seems too unfavourable. " Vulgus in medio expositum
|

erat potentioribus, ut vel eorum substantiis exhaustis, vel etiam corporilms in longinquas

distractis acervos thesaurorum congererent "
; G. A'., s. 245.

D n day for Devon and Cornwall. Tin. abuse appears most in the S

W< rn ( mnties. It was one of the main ends ..f the Survey to correct the assessment
'

1 lomesday, f. 56b. The entry i. given with reference to Berkshire only, hut the rule
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man to find a lord. The regulation probably marked the completion, not

the inception of a system. That the ceorl ' sitting on gafol-land,' i.e. the

ansarius of Domesday, was not reckoned a fully free man in the time of

/Klfred appears from his treaty with Guthrum, where this man's icer is

given, as usual, as 200 shillings, or ^4 of silver ]
; but that of ' an English-

man or Dane,' meaning clearly a fully free Englishman or Dane, is given

as eight half marks, or two pounds of gold, presumably six times as much, or

Armarent
a sum ec

l
ua ^ t0 tne wer °f a tvvelve-hynd man. 2 Again we are

Antiquity of led to surmise that the Jutes, Saxons, and Angles, to a great
ys em

* extent, must have occupied Britain as landlords, accepting the

agricultural system much as they found it, just as the Teutonic invaders

of Gaul did, and as the later Danes and Normans in England
Parallel • •

Case of Gaul. ^ id. ^e must a ^so once more point out that the system

taken over by the Franks in* Gaul can scarcely be distinguished

from that of the Rcctitudines and Domesday? But the system in Roman
Britain must have been the same as that in Roman Gaul, of which province

it formed part. The conclusion is almost irresistible that the agricultural

system in Britain was not revolutionized by the new settlers, but that they

condescended to accept things a good deal as they found them. Again

we must refer to the tenacious vitality of agricultural customs. 4

Of the representative assemblies of the country, the County Court was

still the highest. It was emphatically the folkmote, in which every freeman

was entitled to appear personally or by representation. The
The •

Polkmote sultors were the Thegns, Stewards, Freemen, Priests, and Reeves.

The small towns and townships send up four men and their

reeve ~>

: the larger towns send up twelve men. Twelve of the older Thegns

are appointed as a committee for the despatch of business. ,; Earl,

was probably general. At Malmesbury we hear that they paid twenty shillings, or sent

one man "prohonoreV hidarum "
; f. 64b. Again, at Lewes, we have twenty sibl-

ings as the commutation. See also below, under Torvns.
1 The Wessex shilling before the Conquest was =5e/. ; the Mercian shilling=4</.
2 ALIfred and G., c. 2. 3 See Fustel de Coulanges, Problemes d'lfistoire, 183.
4 For the early date of the manorial system in Great Britain see also Seebohm,

English Village Communities. Among other things, it is pointed out that the Jutes,

Angles, Saxons, and Frisians, who came over, must have found the three-course system of

husbandry, which prevailed to so late a date in this country, already established there.

They cannot have brought it over, because it was not known in the parts from whence

they came : a different system prevailed there. The three-course system only obtained in

Southern Germany and the parts affected by Roman intercourse. Whether the Romans
introduced it into Britain, or found it there, is another question. See p. 371, where the

researches of Landau, Haussen, and Meitzen are referred to, also 414. Mr. F. W.
Maitland, on the other hand, rejects the connexion with Roman times, laying stress on

the old argument from language, and the seeming disappearance of the Celtic population.*

Domesday and Beyond, 221, 223. See also above, 145.
5 The "four true men of the vill," with the steward or bailiff, also appear in Scottish

law; Robertson, Scotland under Early Kings, II. 340.
,; Conf. Codex Dip. No. 804.
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bishop, and sheriff are there. Twice in the year the assembly meets.
1 Christian pleas ' ! are taken first ; then Crown pleas ; then general busi-

ness.- Reference to the King in matters under litigation was only

allowed by way of appeal from the decisions of the lower courts, as

already mentioned.

The Hundred Court is still the primary court of superior jurisdiction,

whether for civil or criminal, voluntary or contentious business. Suits

must begin there before going to the County Court. Wills

Hundred were published and women's dowers assigned in its meetings.
ourt. These were held once a month, and were attended by the

owners of land within the Hundred or their stewards, by the parish priest,

the reeve, and the four good men from each township. 3 The sheriff was

the convener and president ; the judges were the whole body of free suitors,

but a judicial committee of twelve appears to have been put forward as in

the County Court. 4 By these men, as a sworn "jury of accusation,'"

known or reputed offenders were presented to the gemot. The accused,

if their friends would stand by them, might clear themselves by bringing

forward compurgators, the number varying according to the importance of

the charge. If the oath burst,' i.e. if the compurgators could not swear

up to the requisite mark, then the criminal might be sent to execution at

once, or he might be allowed the chance of an ordeal. Or he might be let

off with a fine if he could find bail for his future good conduct. The
general gemot sitting as judges were not subjected to any oath. 5 The law

might be so administered as to be utterly ferocious or utterly lax. Tenants

of townships belonging to a soke were excused from attendance at the

Hundred Courts. Where the whole Hundred was included in a soke the

steward, and not the sheriff, would preside. Twice in the year a special

court was held to review the frithborh- or frithgild-lists from the several

townships ("View of Frankpledge"). The Hundred was also a

fiscal unit, Danegeld and shipgeld being assessed at a certain rate per

Hundred, according to requirement, and then apportioned among the

"leets," or rating townships of the Hundred. (; We have already seen that

1
i.e. pleas in which the rights of the Church or the moral law were involved : /

/Lurid, c. II.

- See Leges Henrici, c. 7, here clearly confirming old regulation-.
:!

ll>. and c. 8. See also Statutes of Realm, I. 223, Consuctttdines CantUe ; anil

again, Rot. Par/., II. 64.

' Stubbs, C. H., I. 115, 129. Mr. Robertson suggests that the number twelve may
have been taken as a ' long ten,' representing one juror from each theoretic township Of

tithing in the Hundred ; Scotland under Early Kings, II. 334.
'' For forms of the oaths to be taken by the different parties in different proceedings

Schmid, Append. X. and XI. and Glossary.
8 See the Calendar of Abbot Sampson of Bury (1180-1190), where "leta" is defined

• >> "villa integra." Sometimes a single township constituted a Ieet, sometimes two or

three grouped together. The assumed unit of taxation was /,'i per Hundred, the contri*

buttons from each township or vill being settled on that basis. Corbett, Cambridge
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the Hundred had a common purse, filled by penalties or percentages,

and applied presumably in relief of public burdens falling on the com-

munity.

As for the meetings of the Township, they were restricted to parish

business, such as now is, or till lately was, transacted by the vestry, the

representative of the old village gemot, with "which it once

Township was identical. It frames by-laws (i.e. burh-laws), 1 looks after

Meetings.
roac] S) commonable rights, rules of cultivation, 2 arranges for

its representation in the courts of the Hundred and Shire, elects officers,

—

its burhsealdor, or head borough, its constable, its />yde/." :i If the township

belongs to a soke, the steward presides.

A word to trace more fully the connexion of these institutions with

those of later times. With the extension of the manorial system the

_ meetings of the Township and Hundred appear more and

Manorial more as Manorial Courts, of which there were three sorts,
Courts. namely, Courts-Baron, Customary Courts, and Courts-Leet.

The Court-Baron was a regular incident of a Manor, that is to say, of a

Manor comprising freehold tenants, because without freeholders there could

be no Court-Baron, and they were the judges. This is expressly laid down.
" The freeholders that be suitors are judges."4 The Court-Baron, therefore,

was just the soke gemot, and, as such, under the presidency of the lord's

steward. In fact, it is suggested that in this connexion the word
" baron " was used in its original sense, as equivalent to ' freeman,' and

that " Court-Baron " meant, not ( Lord's Court,' but ' Freeman's Court.'"'

If the Manor had no freehold tenants owing suit to it, then there could be

no Court-Baron, but only a Customary Court, and in this the lord or his

steward was the judge. Neither Courts Baron nor Customaiy Courts, how-

ever, had any concern with criminal cases. These, when the lord had

rights of soc and sac, were dealt with in his Court-Leet—a court of petty

criminal jurisdiction. As the governing body of a borough town might

have a soke of their own, so they would have a Court-Leet. Commonly
incidental to the jurisdiction of these courts, was the View of Frankpledge,

or revision of the Frithgild lists. But this matter was only dealt with at

special courts, distinguished as Great Courts-Leet, held twice a year, at

Easter and Michaelmas, at which the entire male population, from twelve

years old to sixty, was required to attend. But, in these courts, as if under

a compromise with the Crown, the sheriff, and not the steward, presided.

The exact correspondence of the regulations in the Leges Henrici Primi

Thirwall Essay, 1892; T. T. Methold, " Hepivorth," Suffolk Archseol. Instit., 1894;
also Round, Feudal England, 44, 98.

1 See Skeat, Etymol. Diet., and above, 158. 2 Leges Ed. Con/., c. 28.

8 lb. Stubbs, Const. Hist., I. 97. Where a town included several wards or tithings,

there might be a constable or tithing man for each.
4 Viner, Abridgement', VII. 8.

5
lb.
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(c. 8 s. i), for the holding of the Great Hundred Court with the accounts

in the text-books of the Great Court-Leet proves the identity of the two. 1

The organization of the Anglo-Saxon towns and cities was still that of

the country districts. A place important enough to form a parish, whether

free or belonging to a soke, ranked as a Township : a town
e owns.

jarge enough to comprise several parishes ranked as a

Hundred ; a great city, like London or Canterbury, ranked as a County. -

The meetings of the several wards or gilds would be co-ordinate with those

of a country parish, the actual business being of course different. At

Lincoln and Stamford we hear that in the time of King Eadward the

government was in the hands of twelve lagcmcn, who were reckoned to

have a soke of their own.8 These men appear to have held hereditary

office, as we are told that at the time of Domesday their sons had

succeeded them ; again at Cambridge and Chester we hear of twelve

magistrates
;
perhaps these may have been only the twelve Thegns of the

County and Hundred courts. Of the constitution of the county towns

we get many details from Domesday. The ' customs,' however, there

enumerated are often merely the ordinary criminal law of the land. In

most cases compositions had been established for Crown dues and military

service (firma). Oxford paid ^20 to Eadward and .£10 to the Earl ; it

sent 20 men to the fyrd or paid ,£20. Cambridge had ten wards

;

it paid jQ'j for rent and jQ'j for other dues. Leicester paid ^30 a year

and honey worth £10 more. The contingent for the fyrd was 12

men. If a sea-fyrd was called out they sent four horses to London for

transport service. At Warwick the contingent for the fyrd was ten men,

and for a sea-fyrd four ' boatswains ' (sailors). The total return from the

sheriffdoms of Warwick, " Tempore Regis Edwardi" town and county, came

to nearly pfoo a year.

With reference to the fyrd we have already stated that by the

time of the Confessor a general composition of one man [miles) from

live hides had apparently been established, each hide giving the

soldier four shillings for pay and rations for two months, or twenty

shillings in all. With respect to this sum a question might have been

raised whether the shillings were to be taken as A.S. shillings of ^d. or 5./.

1 Sec Viner, sup. ; Brooke's Abridgement, "Lete," II. 61 ; Scriven, Copylwlds, 351 ;

Stubbs, C. H., I. 431. " Leet " appears to be an English word, as Ducange (Leta,

letum) lias only English references. See above the reference to the Calendar of Abbot

Sampson of Bury, where we have "leet" defined as " villa integra." So in the Court

Rolls of the Manor of Hitchin, which was divided into three wards (-- Tithings?), the

> ollective wards arc spoken of as " the whole Leet " ; Scebohm, Engl. I "Wage t '.'/'/.. 445.

- The two Sheriffs of London are one for the county of the city, the other for the

( ounty of Middlesex ; Robertson, sup., II. 336.
' See Domesday under those towns. Lincoln, under the Confessor, had 970 dwell-

ing houses {inaiisioih-s), 120 being counted as ioo, " numero Anglico," i.e. the old

English " long hundred."
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each or as Norman shillings of \id. each. The reader will notice that

the Oxford commutation of ^20 for 20 men settles the question in

favour of the Norman shilling. If the average value of a hide was, as

we shall see, probably about jQi a year, the calling out of a fyrd would

involve an income tax of 25 per cent, on the district affected. But the

Danegeld about which so much fuss was made, as we have seen, apparently

only came to jd. the hide in the latter days of its collection. 1

The Witenagemot, as already mentioned, was not in any proper sense

a representative assembly, nor did it apparently form part of the primitive

Teutonic constitution. It was partly an assembly of Notables,

gem6t. partly a royal Privy Council, being a resultant of the aggregation

of a number of petty kingdoms under a quasi-imperial head.

The rulers of the federated districts meet to concert measures with their

overlord and his personal followers. The AVitenagemot is thus composed
of Earls, Bishops, Abbots, and such of the King's Thegns as he chooses

to summon. Lesser personages cannot approach the place of meeting

except as the retainers of a lord. The interests of the general population

are not represented except so far as they coincide with those of their

rulers. The Witenagemot, therefore, never was a numerous assembly.

One hundred persons is about the largest gathering that can be traced.

Thirty was a much more usual number.'2 But the Witan, if not a numerous

body, were certainly endowed with very large powers. They exercised all

the functions of a modern Ministry, a modern Privy Council, and a

modern Parliament. They had a voice in every public act of importance.' 5

They elected the King and could depose him. 4 New laws were enacted

with their ' counsel ' or their ' counsel and consent.' 5 Similar sanction was

necessary for the settlement of treaties ; the imposition of taxes ; the

levying of forces ; the appointment of Bishops and Earls.' 5 Lastly, the

Witenagemot acted as a Supreme Court of Justice for the hearing of State

trials, or other causes of exceptional importance. Of the exercise of this

function the reader has had sufficient instances in connexion with the

histories of Eadric Streona, of Godwine, and their families.

The frithborh or frithgild system (frankpledge), and the rights and

liabilities of the members of these gilds have been already touched upon.

„ .^, ^ ^ Every freeman over twelve years of a^e was required to be
Frith oorli.

enrolled. The arrangement extended to town and country,

clergy and laity alike. How high in the social scale the requirement

was carried does not appear. The Indicia Civitatis Lundonicc speak of

1 For the towns and boroughs the reader will do well to consult Mr. F. W. Mait-

land's elaborate review, Domesday and Beyond, 172-217.
2 See the instances given by Bishop Stubbs, I. 139, 140; Kemble, II. 200.
:t Kemble, II. 204.
4 Kemble, II. 214, 219. See, e.g., the cases of Sigeberht of Wessex, Alchred of

Northumbria and others in the Tables above, 227.
3 Kemble, II. 205 ; Stubbs, 141. ° See Kemble, sup., 213, 221-224.
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frithgilds as applying to Eorl as well as CeorL 1 Men of gentle birth but

small means might have to be enrolled 3 but we can hardly suppose the

Thegn with five hides of land to have been included. On the other hand

the Libert Homines with some hides of land who could go with their

land whither they would, but who nevertheless had to choose a lord,

probably came within the compass of the rule.

The prominence of ecclesiastical influence in Old English legislation

has been largely illustrated. The government, in the latter days, might

almost be called theocratic. The Church had been the chief
The Church. _ , . , , , r . r

civilizing influence, and a special bond of union trom

the first. England had been united as a Church long before it was

united as a kingdom. The Church first planted by Italians and after-

wards propagated by Celtic and other agencies intertwined itself with the

national life, and assumed a distinctly national character. In the later

Anglo-Saxon days Church and State were but two sides of one edifice.

The Church was the spiritual, as the fyrd was the military organization

of the people. In the confusion between the domains of law, religion,

and morality the interference of a bishop in temporal affairs probably

involved no greater incongruity in the ideas of those days than the

employment of a military officer on civil work would involve in our days.

The clergy, of course, had their special rank, functions, privileges, and

liabilities. The mass priest ranked as a Thegn. Special rules for com-

purgation, and a special form of ordeal attached to them, as already stated.

For purely spiritual offences the Bishop and the Archdeacon must have

had special jurisdiction over their clergy, 2 but for offences against the

ordinary law there is no reason to suppose that a priest would be tried

except in the ordinary court of the Hundred or Shire, his ecclesiastical

superiors being there to protect the rights of the Order. :]

That, in spite of all the efforts of the monastic party, in spite of Canons

and Edicts, the Secular clergy were still extensively married seems clear.

Various instances have already been given. l .Elfric Grammaticus in his

Pastoral Epistle admits the inadequacy of all measures passed in restraint

of marriage. ' Beloved, we cannot compel you to chastity, but we admonish

you,' etc."'

From the facts that we have adduced it will be seen that England

before the Norman Conquest was thoroughly feudalized as between land-

1 T'thelstan, VI. c. 1. For more see Append. A to this chapter.

- See Northumbrian Priests' Law, Schmid, Append. 364; Thorpe, II. 290. The
priest who resists his Bishop's order pays 20 " or; 1 * for resisting the Archdeacon's orders

12 " or" (1 or= is. 5^/.).

8 For everything connected with the Anglo-Saxon Church the reader will ref<

the 8th chapter of Bishop Stubbs' Constitutional History.
1 See also Kemble, Saxons, II. 444.
' Thorpe, II. 377 ; /Klfric admits that the clergy pleaded the precedent of St. Peter.

1 the prohibitions see his Canons, Li., 342, etc.
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lord and tenant. What was subsequently introduced was an extension

of those principles to the relations of landlords to the King,

Feudalism
witl1 novel incidents. But the Old English feudalism was

tempered in practical life by mutual good feeling, and com-

munity of blood, language, and tastes. English landlordism has always

been indulgent. Nor were the social barriers impassable. " English

society was not a system of caste either in the stricter or in the looser

sense." The Ceorl who by whatsoever means had so thriven as to become
possessed of five hides of land, with a church and a kitchen, a bell-house,

a " burh-geat-setl" 1 and a special duty in the King's hall ranked as a

Thegn or twelve-hynd man.- So of the chapman (massere), who had

fared thrice over sea in his own ' craft.' 3 So again another writer assures

us that to his personal knowledge ' by God's gift a Thral (slave) has

become a Thegn ; a Ceorl has become an Eorl, a Singer a Priest, and

a Book-writer a Bishop. '* Wealth was the great thing. Then as now
money gave the passport into English society. But the full rank of

gentility was not gained or lost all at once. An old proverb tells us

that it takes three generations to make a gentleman. So in Anglo-Saxon

law we hear that the offspring of the risen Ceorl in the third generation,

if they have the requisite estate in land, will rank as gesithcund, and be

entitled to the 7vergeld of Thegn-right. 5 Conversely we may suppose

that the great-grandsons of the landless Eorl would lose their status.

If we return to consider the higher orders in detail, the Royal position

will be found to have gained, naturally, by the extension of territory, and

The K' e-
tne °PPortun i t ies given to the King of playing off one part

of the kingdom against another. The reader will have

noticed the high-sounding titles, ' Imperator,' 'Basileus,' 'Monarcha'

affected by the later Kings. But their power of giving effect to their

numerous prerogatives was hampered by the want of means of communi-

cation, and the general deficiency of higher administrative machinery

throughout the country. These and other difficulties could only be over-

come by personal exertion on the King's part, and the exercise of tact and

forethought. His direct intervention is constantly called for. Thus a

really able, painstaking King can make himself almost supreme ; under a

weak, careless, or ill-advised King everything goes to pieces. But this will

be found to be the case as much after as before the Conquest.

The Royal prerogatives seem almost boundless. The King is the head

of the Church as well as of the State, and so with the consent of the

1 "Januam sedam," Lat. vers.
; qy. 'porch with a seat in it?' The expression

•' may imply a private jurisdiction or may only signify a town house "
; Sir F. Pollock,

Eng. Hist. Review, VIII. 216.

- Ranksi c. 2, and IVers, c. 2 s. 9, where the mere ownership of 5 hides assessed for

the King's service gives the rank ; Schmid, 388, 396.
:! Ranks, c. 6. See Thorpe's note, I. 193. * Gritk and Mund, c. 21 ; Schmid,

Append. IV. ; Thorpe, I. 334.
5 IVers, Schmid, 396, 398.
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Witan appoints the Bishops as well as the Earls. The Witenagemot is

his Privy Council; whom he wills he summons to it, and whom he wills

he summons not. But he exercises the right of selection at his own
peril. He negotiates treaties ; regulates the coinage ; he is the chief con-

servator of the peace; that is to say the primitive right of private war is

wholly suspended within the limited range of the King's Peace; that is to

say within a certain distance of his actual quarters for the time being, at

all times along the lines of the four Great Ways, and in any place, or with

regard to any person, to whom he pleases to extend it
l

; whoso fights in

his presence forfeits his life. The King's grith (protection) gives security

for nine days, while that of any other subject (except an Archbishop) only

extends to seven days. An oath of allegiance from all persons appears to

be due to him. 2 He is entitled to maintenance for himself and his retinue

in his progresses''; heriots, wreckage, treasure trove, harbour dues, and

tolls on goods sold are his. From the chief towns he received an annual

rent {ferm\ as a composition for sundry dues, apart from the rents payable

to him from his property in the town (gafol). The greater part of the

endless fines for criminal offences went into his pocket ; the landed for-

feitures also were his. In short, his revenues for the times must have been

relatively very great, however small the actual sum might sound in our

cars. Of the regulation and system of the Royal Treasury as to audit

of accounts and the like nothing is known. But the Anglo-Saxon Kings

,«~ bad a Treasurer, the Hordere or Keeper of the King's
Royal Officers. _ , . . , , , • r ?

Hoard, who received the moneys due to him from the

sheriffs and other reeves and accountable persons, and the Hordcrc,

doubtless, must have had a staff of officials under him. Payment

of coin might be called for under four different systems of reckon-

ing. A Crown debtor might pay either (a) by tale {numero\ any

240 pennies making a pound
; (/>) by weight (ad pcnsiini), the full

weight of silver being required for each pound
;

(c) by rate {ad sealant),

where instead of having the coin actually weighed out, the debtor

paid an extra sixpence on the pound to cover possible deficiencies

in weight; (d) by 'whited' or blanched silver. In this case not only

was the full weight required, but the purity of the bullion had to

be tested by subjecting a percentage of the coin tendered to actual

assay by fire.
1 This practice was distinctly English, and unknown in

Normandy.6 On the Pipe Rolls of our Norman Kings the dues to be paid

1
' King's hand Grith.' - Laws Eadmund, III. c. 1.

l.xcept from owners of hoc/and.
4 Sot/Habjgus de Scaccar%Ot Select Charters, 1S5, 1S6, and Mr. Hubert I [all's Introduc-

tion to Pipe Rolls, 93 ; and for the process of assaying, /</. , 03. For the antiquity of the re-

quirement of testing the silver see Laws of' .h'.ifreJ, c. 3. "Mid V pundum mcera peninga,"

i.e. pennies of pure silver. "Two pund mere Invites seolfres,
-

' 'pure white silver,'

' -ntum album "
; Schmid, 592. The later expression was "argentum dealbatum."

•' Stubbs, C. II. , I. 408, citing Stapleton, Preface to Norman Exchequer Rolls,
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in blanched silver are evidently those of longest standing, namely, the

county ferms, 1 going back, not improbably, to the time of the Confessor.

But the revenues of the Anglo-Saxon Kings were to a considerable extent

paid in kind, and so they were down to the time of Henry L, who
abolished the practice, establishing money payments in all cases. On the

whole it is likely that of the system of the later Exchequer, as found on the

Pipe Rolls, more belongs to pre-Norman times than has been usually

supposed. Among the King's other high officers of state were the Bur-

thegn (bower-thane) or Chamberlain ; the Disc-thegn (dish-thane) or

Sewer ; the Hors-thegn or Master of the Horse j the Stallere or Constable.

Under the Confessor, as already noticed, we get the useful addition of

a Chancellor or Secretary of State. At the King's death the office

was held by one Regenbald, a man admitted to favour by the Conqueror/'

The position of the Earl was that of a Viceroy or Lord Lieutenant. Girt

with a sword of office,-'
5 his duty in time of war was to lead the forces ot

his county or counties ; in time of peace to preside with the

bishop at the half-yearly folkmotes. In all things he represents

the central government. His revenues are derived from official estates,4

' earl-lands,' and the { third penny ' of the fines and receipts accruing from

the administration of justice. The money as received is put into a money
box. The King's officer keeps the box : the earl's man keeps the key.

Twice in the year the contents are counted out and divided. 5

But the King had another officer within the shire to whom much more

than to the Earl he looked for the protection of his personal interests :

namely, the Shire-reeve, or sheriff. This man's duties were

primarily fiscal, he being not a national officer, but the bailiff

or steward of the King's estate within the county. As such he was ap-

pointed by the King without any concurrence of the Witan, and could be

dismissed at will. The district committed to a sheriff never expanded to

the size of the bigger earldoms, two linked counties being the most that

appear to have ever been placed under one sheriff, and the office as a rule

was not allowed to become hereditary. The sheriff was the convener of

the County Court, where he sat with the Earl and the Bishop, and he pre-

sided in the Hundred-Court. His emoluments were derived from perqui-

sites and percentages, probably also in early times from official estates/5

1 So too expressly the Dlalogus de Scacc, Select Charters, 187, " Ex comitatibus . . .

qui antiquo jure coronas regirc annominantur." - See Freeman, AT
. C, IV. 53.

:; See Rymer, Fadera, II. 509.

4 See the Pscudoleges Canuti, a compilation of the Anglo-Norman period, where

"comitates villas quae ad comitatum pertinent" are mentioned along with the third

penny and other emoluments of the earl ; Schmid, p. 430. Earl-lands are noticed as late

as the 1 5th century.

5 Ellis, Domesday, I. 167, 168, note ; also Placita Quo Warranto, the proceedings

taken by Edward I. against John of Warenne, where the rights and dues of the Earls of

Surrey are given at length in their original Anglo-Saxon.
G

' Reevelands' in Herefordshire are noticed in Domesday.
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On his rounds he expected to be entertained gratuitously, if not met with

presents. His position was more like that of a foreign prefect than that

of any official now known to our constitution. With the Norman Kings it

became a matter of domestic policy to undermine the position of the Earls

by entrusting the execution of Royal mandates and Royal business as

much as possible to the sheriffs.

Of England economically the reader must think as of an agricultural

country under primitive conditions, with no manufactures 1 and very little

commerce. The illuminations to a manuscript of the eleventh century

show the rudeness of the agricultural implements. The inferior labourers

have neither shoes nor stockings; a rough tunic seems their only garment.*'

The returns in Domesday, with many fluctuations, seem to give the value

of the hide, without extras, such as mills, meadow-land, or the like, as

running about jQi or 240 pence per annum. Taking the normal hide as

120 acres, that would come to 2d. per acre rent. :; But we never hear of

any definite rent per acre, only of rents from hides or other aggregate

holdings. In the Saxon times rents were so largely paid in kind that it is

most difficult to form any estimate of rents.

As for the commerce there must have been some exportation of metals, 4

wool, and hides
;
probably also of honey and tallow. The Instituta

Lundonice. of .-Kthelred II. seem to speak of grey and brown cloth, pepper

and vinegar as imports."' But wine must have been an important item.

Queen Eadgyth's chaplain, with his usual grandiloquence, speaks of the

wares brought into the Thames from all parts of the world ,;

; and William

of Poitiers, the chaplain of William the Conqueror, also refers to English

trade as considerable. 7 But the Instituta point to a commercial inter-

course extending only to the mouth of the Seine on the West, and the

mouth of the Rhine on the East. Still there must have been considerable

intercourse with Scandinavia. And we have heard of York as the centre

of this trade. Next to London, the time-honoured mart, Sandwich and

Bristol must have been the most important ports. Chester probably

shared with the latter the intercourse with Ireland.

The history of a dead language is a subject for special treatment, not

within the scope of a work of such a character as ours. The
Literature.

remains of Anglo-Saxon literature that have come down to us

1 Some cloth-workers (panifici) are noticed at Stamford \\\ Domesday, I. 336b; Lap-

penberg.

- MS. Cott. Julius A. VI. K. 3, 4 and S dorso.
:: See Domesday, passim, and Mr. O. C. Pell's Kssay Domesday Studies (P. E. Dove),

I. 227. ' See W. Poitiers, 157.

Above, 379, and Schmid, 21S.
1
* Fluvii a toto orbe ferentis universarum venalium rerum copiosas merces "

; Vim
. Edw.

} 417.

terra*, sua fertilitate opimse, uberiorem opulentiam comportare soliti sunt negotia-

gaza advectitia "
; Gesta Guilt. 146 (ed. Maseres).
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do not fill a large space : one moderate volume will comprise all the prose

and another such all the verse. 1

In architecture of all sorts the English were clearly behind the conti-

nental nations. 2 Apart from the few stone castles introduced by Normans,

earthworks of the Danish type, that is to say conical ' motes '

surrounded by banks and ditches, and surmounted by pali-

sades," appear to have been the chief fortifications. Of their ecclesiastical

buildings the few abiding specimens show a heavy style of

Architecture
R°manesque, almost destitute of ornament, and altogether

wanting in the special decorative features of continental

Romanesques. [ We have a few archvolts rudely moulded in imitation of

debased Roman work ; and we have colonnettes of strictly native design,

rude balusters with bead mouldings, apparently turned in some sort of

lathe. 5 The churches must have been of very moderate dimensions, and

the amount of daylight admitted infinitesimal. The windows seem to

have been mere slits, with round heads and deep jambs. Sometimes the

window-head is made of two stones laid at an angle. Nobody but the

priest could have been expected to read a line of anything inside an

Anglo-Saxon church, and even he would probably require lights on the altar.

We have already spoken of Harold's church at Waltham, and of the

relics of Eadward's work at Westminster. Among the best preserved

specimens of Old English church architecture we may mention the internal

archvolt of the tower of St. Benet's Cambridge, and the archvolt trans-

ferred from an earlier building to the southern aisle of the present St.

Giles' Cambridge ; also the chancel-arch and chancel of Bosham church

in Sussex, a building with which Earl Godwine and his family must be

associated. Again we have Anglo-Saxon work in the nave, transepts, and

central tower of St. Mary's Stow, Lincolnshire, built by Bishop Eadnoth

(a.d. 1034-1050), and enriched by Leofric and Godgifu, as already men-

tioned. At Deerhurst, in Gloucestershire, the lower courses of the tower,

and possibly parts of the walls of the parish church are pre-Norman ; while

close by, Odda's chapel, recently brought to light, is practically entire.

The dedication stone (removed to Oxford) gives the date, 12th April,

1056.° Of unique interest is St. Paul's Jarrow, the church of Benedict

1 See the collections of C. W. M. Grein, Bibliothek der AngelsachsiscJien Poesie, and
Bibliothek der A.S. Prosa. New editions by Professor Wiilker are coming out.

2 So of their private dwelling houses ; W. Malm, G. P., s. 245 ;
" Par vis et abjectis

domibus," etc. He contrasts the larger houses but more frugal style of living of the

French, a remark equally applicable to the life of the present day.
3 For these see above, 272, and generally Clark, Medieval Military Antiquities.
4 For A.S. church architecture see generally Bloxam, Gothic Architecture.
5 Good specimens of these may be seen in the towers of St. Michael's Oxford, and

Earl's Barton, Northants ; some are also preserved in the porch of St. Paul's Jarrow.
The bail on the stumps at cricket give a good idea of one of these.

G " II Id. April anno XIIII Eadwardi Regis." See Deerhurst, by Rev. Geo. Butter-

worth (North, Tewkesbury) and Earle, Parallel Chron., 345.
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IJiscop, Ceolfrith, and Juxda, a simple and primitive edifice. The chancel

and chancel arch, with the lower portion of the central tower, are original,

and again the dedication stone preserves the date, namely April 24th, 1
' in

the fifteenth year of King Ecgfrith,' i.e. 685, the year of his death.-' Con-

siderable portions of the conventual buildings still remain, blackened by

centuries of the smoke of "coaly Tyne." These, however, are probably

not older than the time of William the Conqueror. At Monkswearmouth,

again, we have the tower, also the work of Benedict, founded in the fourth

year of King Ecgfrith/ 5 Other special relics are the little church (ccdesiola)

of St. Lawrence Bradford-on-Avon, noticed by William of Malmesbury, a

building of very modest proportions, but practically unaltered. Pre-Nor-

man, again, are Brixworth, Northants, a church partly Roman, and certainly

rebuilt with Roman brick, and Worth, Sussex (apse-ending); while character-

istic Saxon work may be seen in the chancel arches of St. Saviour South-

ampton, and Wittering, Northants ; also in the towers of St. Michael's

Oxford; St. Peter's Barton-on-Humber ; Wyckham, Berks; and Barnack,

Stowe, and Brigstock, all in Northants. 4

Of the domestic architecture of our early forefathers even less can be

said than of their church architecture, the illustrations that have been

published being mostly taken from MSS. whose illuminations

Architecture
are not °^ English origin, but clearly derived from foreign

originals portraying foreign life and manners. 5 But without

doubt before the Norman Conquest, as after it, houses were mostly built of

wood or of mud-clay set in timber frames, houses built of stone being

quite exceptional. Probably the hall of a country gentleman accommo-

dated most of the household. An English MS. seems to show even the

women sleeping in beds along the walls of the general hall, with only curtains

to screen them off. 7 The outer walls were very low. The roof being sup-

ported on rows of posts, like the aisles of a church, came snugly down
over the beds. The " box-beds " recently prevalent in Highland farm-

houses may be a survival of this ancient system.

As concerns the minor arts we know that English embroidery and

English goldsmiths' work were celebrated. 8 Unfortunately no specimens

beloneinsj to the later Ansrlo-Saxon period are extant, the
Metal Work .

few articles of jewellery that have come down to us being

1 " VIII Kal. Mai." 2 Ecgfrith was killed by the Picts in May, 6S5.
:; A.D. 674. Sec Bseda's Life of Benedict, 143 (ed. Stevenson).

1 For a very full list and engravings of some of the above see Bloxam's Gothic ArcJii-

ure.

The Harleian MS. \o. 603, from which Mr. T. Wright drew for his Domestic

Manners (1S62), has the same illuminations as the Utrecht Psalter, and both show bows

of the crooked Oriental type, Tartar horsemen with conical caps, and buildings with

dome-roofs, etc. A real English bow may be seen MS. Cott Claudius B. IV. f. 41 dors.

Hudson Turner, Domestic Architecture, I. xxii.

7 MS. Claudius B. IV . ( .l'.lfric's Genesis) f. 27 dors. B \\ . Poitiers, 158; abo

tl. 364, where a writer tells us that opus Anglicnm was famous in Italy.
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mostly derived from tombs of the early pagan period, but these are very

elegant, and compare very favourably with contemporary work from

Northern Gaul. 1 On the other hand a good many articles of Irish gold-

smiths' work, probably referable to the later Anglo-Saxon period or there-

abouts, have survived, and they exhibit the same richness and delicacy of

ornamentation as do the Irish MSS., which, for the period, are unrivalled. 2

The inlaying upon Anglo-Saxon swords is very elegant. The shape of

these and of the smaller dagger-knives or falchions (mcce, bill) was very

special, as already mentioned, differing both from the Celtic and the

Scandinavian weapons. The Celtic swords mostly retain their primitive

leaf-shape to the last, with the alternative type of the spit or small rapier. 3

The Scandinavian sword is straight, stiff, and two-edged, tapering to a

point, and fitted either for cutting or thrusting. The Saxon sword and

dagger are thick and stiff, shaped off with a curious point like the head

SCANDINAVIAN SWORD, FOUND IN NORFOLK. IN THE BRITISH MUSEUM.

of a pike-fish, and only available for stabbing. But the spear and javelin

were still, as in the days of Tacitus, the primary weapons. The Bayeux

Tapestry seems to show the English still using the primitive round

shield {target) as well as the later Norman kite-shaped protection.

Apparently the one current coin of the realm was the silver penny, of

which then, as now, 240 went to the £1. Halfpennies, however, of

the time of ^Elfred, but of his time only, have been found.
Currsncv

The shilling was simply a money of account. In Wessex

fivepence made a shilling; in Mercia fourpence made a shilling. Another

mode of reckoning sums of money, also based on the penny, was that by

"or," " mancus " and "mark," being apparently the Scandinavian table of

values. Fifteenpence made one "or;" two "or" made one mancus; four

mancus, one mark; two marks, £1. We also hear of the "scaet" and the

"thryms." The former, at any rate in Kent, was just a farthing 4
; the

thryms, a Northern expression, was = 3</., 80 making £i. b

Gold must have been measured out by weight in rings or bars. Speci-

mens of gold in such shapes may be seen in the Dublin Museum. Gold

pennies, however, of Archbishop Wigmund of York (a.d. 837-854), of

. Ethelred II. and of the Confessor have been found. 6

1 See specimens of both in the mediceval departments of the British Museum and South

Kensington Museum, and esp. the Meyer collection at Liverpool. 2 See the speci-

mens in the Museums of Dublin and Edinburgh. 3 For the Celtic swords see above,

p. 35 ; and for the Saxon sword and dagger p. 174, where, unfortunately, they are drawn
both of the same size, instead of one twice the size of the other. 4 For a Mercian scxt,

worth nearly a penny, see Schmid, Gesetze, 594.
5 See Schmid, pp. 592-595.

C. Oman, Academy, 10th Aug., 1895. See also the collection in the British Museum.

R. H.—VOL. I. M M
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APPENDIX A TO CHAPTER XXXI
/•rilhborh.—Frithgilds.— Gilds

The history of the institution of frithgilds, or frankpledge, involves various moot
points, such as the relations of the later personal tithings to the territorial tithings, and
to the personal tithings of early times ; the relation of the later personal tithings to

frithgilds ; and the relation of the frithgilds to the later trade-gilds. We have already

expressed our belief that an arrangement of the population by tens and hundreds formed
part of the primitive Germanic constitution. A number of fragmentary but widely
diffused pieces of evidence point to this conclusion. The personal Hundreds are clearly

described by Tacitus, and may be considered unquestionable. In England we have
territorial Hundreds, which, whether prior or posterior in point of time, must be con-

nected with the primitive personal Hundreds. Then we find in parts of England the

word ' Tithing ' used as equivalent to ' Township ' to denote a subdivision of the territorial

Hundred ; and, again, in the later Anglo-Saxon days we have laws insisting that within

each territorial Hundred the whole free population must be enrolled in Tens. Consider-
ing the slowness of Anglo-Saxon legislation to evolve or take in new principles, and that

the bulk of Anglo-Saxon Law is simply the re-proclamation of customs long before

sanctioned by usage, we hold to the belief that the later arrangement of the population
by tens must be historically connected with the primitive arrangement of the same
character. The special responsibilities of the members or brethren of the Tens
(frithborh) may have been developed and expanded in course of time, so as to assume
characteristics unknown to earlier days ; but that would not affect the historic continuity

of the institution of personal tithings. Of gegyldan, persons specially interested in each
others' lives and conduct, but not relatives, we hear as early as the Laws of Ine (a.d.

676-705, cc. 16, 21, 23). From these, taken in conjunction with passages from the

Laws of /Flfred (cc. 27, 28), we get a clear view of a responsibility divided between

j
relatives and gegyldan. ' If one kinless of father-kin slay a man, then if he have mother-
kin let them pay a third part of the wer ; let the gigyldan pay another third, and for the

remaining third let him flee himself. If he have neither father-kin nor mother-kin then
let the gegyldan pay half, and for half let him flee.' The next clause goes on :

' If a
man kill such an one {i.e. one without father-kin or mother-kin) let half (the wer) be
paid to the King, half to the gegyldan.' These regulations clearly imply that every law-

worthy man had gegyldan ; that is to say that the whole adult male law-worthy
population was enrolled in groups, the members of which relatively to one another were
called gegyldan, meaning Sharers-in-paying or Fellow-payers. Next in the Indicia

Civitatis Lundonice (/Ethelstan, VI. c. 1, Schmid, a.d. 924-940) we have an arrange-

ment of the population of the city, ' eorl and ceorl ' in groups expressly called
' frithgilds ' or ' gildships' (on urnm friS-gegyldum , c. 1 ; on ummgegyldscipum, c. 8 s. 6),

and described as consisting of tens, and tens of tens, with headmen to look after each ten

and each hundred {teoSunge, kynden). These associations have common purses, and
monthly meetings for the transaction of business, ending with dinners (mctscypc, bytt-

fyllinge). They contribute to fines payable by, and share in fines and forfeitures accruing

to, members. They subscribe for masses for the soul of a deceased brother (gegylda).

Their primary objects are mutual protection against robbery, and the suppression of

crime. Some of the provisions point to a voluntary element in the matter of joining a

particular 'gildship' (c 8 s. 6). This may have been a privilege open to the citizens

of a great city. The regulations as a whole may be regarded as a special development,
but only a development of something connected with a general system. The bytt-

fyllingt above noticed may clearly be linked with the " scotales " of later days, while the

piayers for the soul of a deceased gildsman give the religious element associated with the

gilds of subsequent times. In the Laws of Kadgar (a.d. 959-975) we have the require-

ment that every man must be under borh (security) for good conduct, the Tithing-man
and Hundred-man being clearly noticed as old institutions. Under . l'.thelred II.

(978-1016) we have the same requirement as to borh. Under Cnut (1016-1035) every

freeman must be in s Hundred and Tithing, every man must be in a Hundred and under
borh. If any doubt could be entertained as to the practical identity of this collective

borh with the tithing (except in the case of household retainers), it is removed by a \l\\\

I
on a Latin text of the Laws of Cnut ( Consiliatio Cnuti

y
F. Licl'Cimann,

[893, II. c. iS), which tells us that the Tithing, or decimatio, was a subdivision of the

Hundred, as the Hundred was of the County; and that the Dccimatio, otherwise tVarda,

otherwise Borch
%

might number from ten to thirty men, according to locality, all

mutually responsible for each other. .Again, under William the Conqueror every tcan
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must be under ' pledge ' (III. c. 14). So in the legal compilation known by the name of
Henry I., where in the very words of the old law every man is required to be in a
Hundred and Tithing, decima—otherwise rendered plegio liberali, frankpledge, an obvious
mistranslation of frithborh. Finally, the so-called Leges Edwardi Confessoris ( 1 130-1 150)
clearly identify the personal Tithing, or " tenmann tale" with the frithborh s ; the
Township again being the sphere of the authority of the Tithing men (cc. 20, 28, Schmid).
For the connexion between the original frithgilds and the later trade-gilds we need only
remember the constant tendency of men of one trade or craft to congregate. The
dominant industry might give its name to a particular ' ward ' or gild. The men of such
a quarter might become the Cordwainers :

or the Mercers' Gild. Still more readily
would this happen if the men of a populous town had the right of chosing in what gild

they would be enrolled. But that they had to be enrolled in one gild or another we
must believe. The government of a borough by the gilds would thus be simply
government by the free members of the community. 1

APPENDIX B TO CHAPTER XXXI
Hide

The hide, as is well known, is rendered in Latin by various equivalents, familia,
mansio, mansus, mansa, manens, cassatus, etc. In Kentish charters it appears as the
swuluncg ox sidling {Cod. Dip. Nos. 226, 688, 769, etc.), and this again is rendered
terra aratri {Id. No. 122), thus giving a clear link with the later carucata. The extent
of the hide is a matter that has been greatly disputed. It was clearly a measure of
estimation, representing a certain value, about £\ a year, and therefore varying with the
quality of the land and with local usage. That it was, however, regarded to a certain

extent as a definite measure may be gathered from such expressions as ' two hides less

sixty acres ' {Id. No. 612), 'three manses and thirty acres' (No. 633), 'two and a half
mama 1 (No. 639), 'two and a half hides and forty acres' (No. 813). The hide is

generally supposed to have contained from 100 to 120 acres, and undoubted anthority for

this view in particular cases can be found, as e.g. in the charter No. 1,222 in the Codex
Diplomaticus, where there is a clear reference to a hide of 120 acres 2

; while the
well-known Dialogtis de Scaccario {temp. Henry II.) boldly lays it down that the hide
contained 100 acres (Stubbs, Select Charters, 200). Many of the charters granting
hides of land gave boundaries which may be clearly identified, but, unfortunately, these
give us no real clue to the area of the hides granted because the boundaries given for the
most part are not those of the actual hides conveyed, but those of the township or manor
within which the hides were situate (Nasse, Agric. Comm., 23, 24). As each hide
merely represented portions of a field, or rather portions of different fields, these portions
not being fenced off, but merely marked out by strips of unploughed turf, two furrows
wide, it would be impossible to give the boundaries of any specific hide, and that

independently of any question of redistribution. Nor do the charters tell us what pro-
portion the hides granted bore to the total hidage included in the boundaries described.
This was treated as a matter too well known to the locality to need stating. Mr.
Kemble, assuming that the hide would be all in one plot, and practically of the same
nze all over England, argues for a measurement of 30 acres, of 4,000 Saxon square yards

(=4,840 English) each, or 120 'furlongs,' ' quarantenes,' or 'small acres,' of 1,000 square
yards each, thus accounting for the view that the hide contained 120 acres {Saxons
I. 93-101). He supports this theory by taking estimates of the hidage of different parts

1 Mr. J. R. Green connects the frithgilds of /Ethelstan with the earlier gegyldan on

the one hand and with the later gilds of the borough towns on the other {Conq. of

Eng., 229). So too Dr. Brentano in his Introduction to Miss Toulmin Smith's

Gilds (Early English Text Society, 1870). He considers that the gilds " originally

comprehended all full citizens," but thinks that they were voluntary associations, which

seems odd. Bishop Stubbs asserts that there is "no definite trace " of the institution of

frithborh, or frankpledge, before the Norman Conquest, and scouts all idea of connexion

either with any primitive arrangement of the population by tens and hundreds, or with

the gegyldan of Ine, or with the later trade-gilds {Const. Hist. I. 93-96). Mr. Earle,

again, admits that " the later institution seems to have been a substitute for the original

Tithing, which had become effete " {Land Charters, liv.).

2 See also Ellis, Introd. Domesday, I. 147. For a summary of the evidence in favour

of 120 acres to the hide see Mr. F. W. Maitland, Domesday and Beyond, 489.
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of England given by Bseda and other old authorities (see these, Saxons, I. 81. 101 ; and
Earle, Land Charters, 458), and comparing them with the actual acreage. The results

an- not very clear in themselves, but we must utterly reject the authority of every estimate

of the hides in England prior to Domesday. It is quite impossible that any trustworthy

survey of the country could have been taken before that time. Again, Mr. Kemble
compares the numbers of hides given by Domesday for certain districts with the acreage

of those districts, with the result that the gross acreage will not make up 100 acres for

the hide, and that without allowing anything for wastes and woodlands, which were not

reckoned in the area of the hides. But similar comparisons based on data from the

Exeter Domesday make the area much too great (Saxons, I. 487, 488). In like manner
Mr. Eyton, by dividing the whole area of Dorset by the hides in Domesday, gets an

average of 200 to 300 statute acres for the hide {Dorset Domesday). This again must
be rejected because it makes no allowance for meadow land, wastes, and woodlands.

If we turn to the specific statements of local rentals and registers we must recognise

the largest amount of variety both in the hide and its subdivisions. These last, on the

whole, seem pretty clear, though the nomenclature varies locally. It may be taken as

admitted that generally the hide contained four 'yards' or 'yard-lands' J {gyrd=virgaia=-
pertica, Earle, 248 ; Ellis, I. 146, 155). Another division was that by oxgangs {I'ovalu-),

of which two went to the virgate and eight to the hide. With respect to the name
oxgang, it has been suggested that as eight oxen formed the normal team of the common
plough, each eighth of a hide would have to contribute one ox (Robertson, Scotland,

II. 271; Round, F. £., 35; Seebohm, 121). But the bovate is mostly found in the

North country. With respect to its size, Sir Henry Ellis cites authorities to show
bovates running from 8 to 17 acres, and even to 24 acres each {Domesday, I. 156). The
Durham records in like manner show bovates, eight to the carucate or hide, some being

of eight, some of twelve, and some of fifteen acres each, implying hides of 64, 98, and
120 acres.'-' These represented several holdings, or little farms. But where entire

carucates are mentioned, their extent is given as 120 acres. In accordance with the

measures of the bovates we find virgates or yardlands running from 15 to 30 acres, 3 with

one in Ely of 60 acres, which may have been exceptional, a double yardland perhaps
(Ellis, I. 155, 156) ; and so we find hides varying from 60 to 180 acres {Id., 151). But

30 acres for the yard, and 120 acres for the hide were probably the normal sizes. 4

Very interesting and instructive is a plan of the Common Fields of Burton Agnes in the

East Riding of Yorkshire. 5 This was taken in the year 1809, but it probably represents

the land as it had been in the time of Domesday, perhaps long before Domesday, and as

it continued to be down to the year 1858. There we see the arable land of the township
laid out as an irregular parallelogram adjoining the village. The parallelogram is

divided longitudinally into three Fields— " West Field," " Middle Field," and "East
Field "

; and each of these again is cut up transversely into little strips of unequal sizes,

oxgangs, or half-oxgangs, or whatever they may have been called, the smallest running
from five to seven acres each. The total area comes to something under 1,000 acres.

We are told that a further 100 acres should be added for land evidently taken off the

Common Field at some time, thus raising the total to nearly 1,100 acres. In Domesday
the land is returned as twelve carucates, thus clearly giving hides of say 90 acres each,

30 acres in each Field.

1 Nasse, however, quotes from the Hundred Rolls, II. 629, a manor where the hide

contained six virgates of 28 acres, or 168 acres in all ; and another where it compri>ed

six of 40 acres, or 240 in all ; Agric. Comm., p. 37.

- Boldon Book, Feodarium Prior. Dunclni. ; and Hatfield's Survey iSurtees Society).

Where we read of "duo bovata: de XXX acris," and " de XXXVI acris" we must

understand this as the area of the two together, reducing each to 15 or iS acres;

Boldon Book, 3, 19, etc. In Ireland the " Seisrigh " might vary from 60 to 120 acres ;

Skene, Celtic Scotland, III. 157.

' For variations in the virgate Mr. Stuart Moore, in Domesday Studies, p. 19, cites a

passage from the Ramsey Cartulary, " Aliquo loco plus . . . aliquo minus."
1 So Seebohm, passim, ami especially Round, Feudal England, $6.
r

' See the plan below, 534, borrowed from Canon Isaac Taylor's plan in the fust

volume of Domesday Studies. For plans of other Common Fields see Seebohm, /
I't'll. Communities.

a By an extraordinary manipulation of figures Canon Taylor brings out the twelve
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In Kent and Sussex, which rejoiced in special nomenclature, we hear of the wist as a
subdivision of the swulong or local hide, but the accounts as to the wist are not quite

consistent. First we are told that eight virgates made a hide, four virgates constituting a
wist, which thus would be half a hide. But here we evidently have a blundering refer-

ence to a double hide, as we hear of a ' great wist ' apparently double the ordinary wist 1
;

and so again we have a specific wist mentioned as containing 48 acres. 2 But on the

whole it appears that the wist corresponded to the virgate of other districts. 3 But again
there is evidence from Domesday and elsewhere that the swulong might run about
200 acres more or less (Ellis, I. 153, 154). Perhaps there again we have double hides.

The reader will see the caution to be exercised in forming positive conclusions.

Coming down to later times we find that in the Lowlands of Scotland in the Middle
Ages the normal occupancy of the tenant farmer was the " quarterdiolding" {i.e. quarter

of hide) or " husbandland," consisting of two oxgangs, and averaging 26 Scotch acres

(=32-33 English acres). 4 But as it appears that value was the standard (£1 per annum
gross produce, 6s. 8d. rent), the area must have varied (Robertson, Scotland, I. 291,
II. 47, 15S). These quarter-holdings may clearly be linked with the holdings of the

ferdingi, i.e. 'quarter-men,' 5 otherwise villani, of earlier times (Henr. I., c. 29 s. 1).

Finally, returning to England, official Reports show that down to the last century in some
counties manors were divided into yardlands

—

virgates, originally supposed equal in

value, but differing in size, and in fact in value also. In Bucks they ran from 28 to 40
acres each. In Wilts the value varied mostly from £18 to £2$ (Nasse, 8).

Anglo-Saxon Measures.

1 Anglo-Saxon yard = I "I yard, or 39*6 inches Imperial.

5 Anglo-Saxon yards = I Anglo-Saxon rod. 6

200 Ancdo-Saxon yards (=220 Imperial) . » , c r 7 n . n
f. J v r

)- = 1 Ansdo-Saxon furlang (lineal),
yards) J

& J *

I Anglo-Saxon furlang lineal x I Anglo-^
Saxon rod (=200 Anglo-Saxon yards(^=l Anglo-Saxon furlang (superficial) = our

X 5 Anglo-Saxon yards, or =220 yards I rood.

X5'5 yards Imperial) J
. , , , , a ix 1=1 acre = 4,000 Anglo-Saxon square yards

4 Anglo-Saxon furtangs (superficial)
J- q ^ a t~ •

1 7^ » / & \ 1 1 =4,840 square yards Imperial.'

Imperial Measures.

3 feet = 1 yard.

5^ yards = 1 pole or perch.

40 poles = 1 furlong (220 yards).

8 furlongs= I mile (1,760 yards).

Norman Measures. (Same as
Imperial?)

Lineal.

16 feet (qy. 16J ?) = I pertica (perch).

40 perticce=l quarantena (furlong).

12 quarantence = I leuga anglica (1^ mile?)

Superficial.

1 quarantenaX4 pertica (or other equiva-

lent) = 1 acre. 8

hides as containing 180 acres each, p. 181. Yet he gives us Haisthorpe, three Fields,

547 acres, in Domesday 6 carucates = 90 acres each; and Thornholm, 670 acres, in

Domesday 7 carucates = 95 acres each.
1 " Octo virgatae unam hidam faciunt, wista vero quatuor (duabus?) virgatis constat" ;

Chronicle Battle Abbey, II. " Magnce wistte "
; Custumals of Battle Abbey, 29 (Camden

Society, 1887).
2 Chron. Battle, 19.
• : " Dividitur leuga per wistas qua? aliis in locis virgatrc vocantur " ; Chron. Battle, 17

;

and especially Custumals Battle, XIII. For the leuga see p. II.

4 The Scots acre is equivalent to ij; English acre, and something more, containing

about 6,104 square yards against 4,840 of the Imperial acre.

5 The quarterium also appears in English rentals ; Rogers, Prices, I. 72.

F. Seebohm, English Village Communities, 2. 7 Kemble, Saxons, I. 99.
8 Chron. Battle Abbey, 11 ; Seebohm, sup., 3. According to Mr. Seebohm, p. 4,

quarantena is also used as equivalent to the later "shot," a group of furlong-strips

ploughed together as a Field or part of a Field (see Chron. Battle Abbey, sup.).



PLAN OF THE COMMON FIELD OF BURTON-AGNES IN THE
EAST RIDING OF YORKSHIRE.

(From the plan given by the Rev. Canon Isaac Taylor in Domesday Studies.)

A.HALL
B.CHUI

A R R

The shaded strips are the parson's share or glebe, forming about one-tenth of tl

whole. The reader will notice that the enclosures adjacent to the Hall must at sor

time have been taken off the Common Field.
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Page 6 1. Silver coins of Venutios and Cartismandua were found at

Horley, near Huddersfield, in 1894; one bears the legend CART clearly

legible; Athenaum, 27th November, 1897.
Page 85, note 3. From Coupar Angus Eastwards as far as Kinloch

House, and apparently making for the crossing of the river Dean within

the grounds of Cardean, the Roman road may be traced, about 21 feet

wide, running parallel to, but a little to the North of, the existing road from
Coupar Angus to Cardean.

Pages 78, 83, 92. The excavations of 1895, 1896, and 1897 on the

line of the Roman Wall have settled some questions and opened up others.

The fourth rampart or agger on the North side of the vallum, seen between
Birdoswald (Amboglanna) and Wall Bowers, has been proved to be of a

different construction and earlier date than the regular vallum. It has a

turf core instead of a stone core ; and so Mr. F. Haverfield speaks of it as

the Turf Wall. From Wall Bowers it ran through the site of the existing

fort at Birdoswald, and on Eastwards as far as the bank of the Irthing.

Thus it must be older than the fort, and to all appearance older than the

regular vallum, which again seems to be more recent than the fort, as it

has been found to make a sharp bend to the South, to keep clear of the

fort, as already mentioned. (Below, I. 82.) So too at Carrawburgh. I

must therefore abandon the arguments as to the prior date of the vallum
that I drew from the fact that, to the outward eye, the vallum, in both
places, had originally run through the sites of these forts, but had been
subsequently displaced by them. So again the circumstance that at Wall
Bowers the stone Wall overrides the extra rampart of the vallum, the " Turf
Wall," proves nothing with respect to the antiquity of the regular vallum,

as the latter was apparently a distinct work, of later date, than the "Turf
Wall." On the main question of the priority in date of the regular vallum
and the Wall the excavations have revealed nothing decisive. We have still

only general considerations to go by, and I adhere to the view that the

Wall, with its greater length, its greater strength, and its exterior position,

must be held the later work. In fact we now seem to have several

successive stages of fortification to deal with, beginning with smaller

earthen forts, and perhaps the "Turf Wall" as an experiment, and ending
with larger walled forts and the continuous stone Wall. For the actual

excavations see Mr. F. Haverfield's Reports of the Cumberland Excava-
tion Committees of 1895, 1896, and 1897; Transactions of the Cumber-
land and Westmoreland Antiquarian etc. Societies, vols. xiv. and xv.

Pages 145, 517. Mr. Maitland, while denying any general survival of

the Roman manorial system (Domesday and Beyond, 221, 222), is prepared
to admit that the Germans "sometimes fitted themselves into the agrarian
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framework that they found," p. 346 ; and that the Saxon leaders in Britain

may have taken to themselves "integral estates,'' especially in the S.W. ot

the Island
; p. 351. This is almost as much as I would hold to, namely

the surviving roots of an old system, which spread rapidly, with offshoots

that eventually over-lay and choked the free Germanic institutions origin-

ally imported. Dr. Vinogradoff seems to recognise "three elements" in

the complex structure of later English villanage. "Legal theory and
political disabilities would fain make it all but slavery; the manorial system

ensures it something of the character of the Roman colonatus ; there is a

stock of freedom in it which speaks of Saxon tradition"; Villainage in

England, 137.

Page 146, and note 4. Alod. The better root-meaning for this word,

(Old French alien from O. Norse ald-odal), would seem to be heritable or

family property, rather than absolute property ; Skeat, Etym. Diet.

Page 156. I have considered the Hundred as originally an organization

of men ; the later view was that the theoretic Hundred consisted of a

hundred hides of land, irrespective of the population, so that if, for any
reason, a new Hundred had to be created, 100 hides were put together for

the purpose. See the case of Oswaldslaw, referred to by Mr. F. W.
Maitland, Domesday and Beyond, p. 452, from the Codex Dip. VI. 237, a

doubtful charter as it stands, but one which must be based on a genuine
original. Not only are the dates and attestations all correct, but the

arrangements effected by the charter are all found in operation at the time

of Domesday. For Worcestershire, as a whole, the hides returned in

Domesday come to just about 100 for each of the 12 Hundreds of the

county; in exact figures, 1204; Maitland, sup. 455. Again, the Hundred
of Micheldever in Hants had just 100 hides; id. 499, note. Doubtless
numberless other cases might be discovered.

Page 160, note 7. For "below in vol. ii.," read "at the end of this

volume."
Page 199, 1. 7. For "686," the date of Ecgfrith's death, read "685."

Page 204, and note 2. A further curtailment suffered by the See ot

Winchester during the episcopate of Daniel, was the establishment of a

Bishopric for the South Saxons at Selsey, the abbey founded by Wilfrith.

The Abbot Eadberht became the first Bishop (a.d. 705-709) ; Ba:da,

H. E. p. 379; Reg. Sacr.

Page 209. ^Ethelbald, in separating the Sees of Lichfield and Leicester,

was, in fact, only undoing the work of Coenred, who had united the two
Sees (a.d. 705), which had previously been separate. See Reg. Sacr. ed.

1897, p. 224.

Page 212. For more of St. Guthlac, see his Memorials, by Mr. W. de
Gray Birch (Wisbeach, 1881).

Pages 247, 265. Death of Alfred the Great. For "Oct. 28," read
"Oct. 26."

Pages 277, 281, 282, 287, note 5. It would seem that Eadweard died
on the 17th July (XVI. Kal. Augt.); so the Liber Vita of Hyde Abbey,
p. 6, cited W. H. Stevenson, Athenreum, 16th July, 1898. The year, 01

course, was 924. I also find from Mr. Stevenson's letter that the Red
Hook of Canterbury (Birch, C. S. II. 317), and Thome, 1778, give the

4th Sept., 925, as the date of /Ethelstan's coronation, and the day in fact

was a Sunday ; that, I take it, would be the date of his coronation in
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Wessex, which may have been delayed by the opposition of the ^Etheling

^Elfred, the coronation in Mercia having been celebrated earlier. The
MS. Tiberius A. III. assigns fourteen years seven weeks and three

days to the reign of ^thelstan. Reckoning backwards from he 27th

Oct., 940, that would place his accession on the 5th Sept., but in the year

926.

Page 289, note 5. The reference to Domesday and Beyond should be

pp. 226-244. The suggestion that the charters in many cases only con-

veyed "superiorities" over land makes way for the further suggestion that

there may have been many free landowners- on the estates conveyed, who
held not "of" the Churches, but "under" the Churches. There is no
proof whatever of this, but it is likely enough that under these charters

rights of many kinds may have passed. " The King gave what he had to

give."

Page 294. The area of half a square mile and upwards assigned to old

Canterbury is excessive. The Anglo-Saxon city, including the cathedral

precincts, would not exceed one-sixth of a square mile. See the plans in

the excellent monograph by the late Thomas Godfrey Faussett, F.S.A.,

Canterbury till Domesday.
Page 295, note 2. For Cod. Dip. No. " 1138," read t( 1137."

Page 320, and note 3. JElfthryth appears signing as Regina, Cod. Dip.
vol. vi. 241, a charter which I believe to be genuine at bottom. The
homage of eight Celtic kings in one day is clearly referred to by ^Elfric

Grammaticus, an actual contemporary, in his Life of Swithun {Lives of

Saints, Skeat, Part II. p. 468, Early English Text Society, cited W. H.
Stevenson, English Historical Review, XIII. 505.

Page 321, note 3. For side of " tower," read "town."
Pages 339, 395. With respect to the sums of Danegeld alleged to have

been raised at times, I may further point out that the Danegeld from all

England under Henry I. was only assessed at ^5,000, and half of that

was remitted. The Conqueror's treble Danegeld of 1084 on the same
footing would have been assessed at ^15,000. For the worth of

chroniclers' figures, see again Orderic's estimate of 60,000 milites in

England, when there were not 5,000; see below, II. 131. Mr. Maitland
urges that if we reject their figures, we shall be taxing the writers with

"wanton and circumstantial lying," or "reckless mendacity" {Domesday
and Beyond, pp. 8, 443). I do not accept the alternative. I only tax

them with accepting current, popular estimates, in the absence of official

records. The worthlessness of chroniclers' figures is a subject of far-

reaching interest, on which the historical world has much to learn.

Page 344. For Bishop "Ealdhem" read " Ealdhun."

Page 360, note 7. Perhaps the text of the Chronicles should be
amended by reading for all of them "of thrim hund, scip ; and of tynum,
senne scsegS," ' of every three Hundreds, a ship, and of every ten [hides]

a skiff {i.e. a small boat).' For the assessment of one ship on three

Hundreds, Mr. C. Plummer has called my attention to the disputed
charter of Eadgar already referred to, Cod. Dip. VI. p. 240, where three
Hundreds appear to be given as a normal " scyp-fylle'5 " or " scyp-socne."

Pages 381, 409. In the text I have suggested that the private jurisdic-

tions of sac and soc may have grown up in the chaotic days of /Ethelred II.

as concessions extorted from his weakness. But I now fully accept Mr.
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Maitland's view that the origin of these courts goes farther back in our

history than has hitherto been supposed. He shows that it must be found

in the grants by Royal charter of immunities, or liberties, "freols,'' as they

were called, whereby in the first instance Church lands were freed from

secular control; as in the ' Privileges' of Wihtrred and -Ethelbald (below,

p. 209) ; or again, where the grantees were specifically declared entitled

to some or other of the profits of the administration of justice. In the

first case the population on the exempted lands could not be left without

law. That would have to be administered by the bishop or abbot, and in

a court of his own. In the second case, where a landowner was given

certain wites or legal penalties, he would have to take cognizance of the

misdemeanours involving such mulcts. In either case the population

affected by the immunities would pro tanto be relieved of suit to the

national courts. But, in Mr. Maitland's own words, " To exempt lands

from public or national justice is to create private or seignorial justice''

(Domesday and Beyond, 256-276).
Page 411, note 2. See also Mr. H. T. Riley, Liber Aldus, II. 804.

" There seems reason to believe that in London the trade or commercial
Guild was the same as the Soke or Ward, the earliest named Aldermen
being those of Guilds " (Rolls Series, No. 12).

Page 417. Sac and soc. The following appear to be better explana-

tions of these terms than those given in the text: Sacu, .Sto= matter or

cause in the lawyer's sense ; i.e. a " matter " between litigants, a "cause "

before a judge, hence the right to hold a court. Compare German Sache,

Swedish Sak (Maitland, Domesday and Beyond, 84 ; Skeat, Eiym. Diet.).

Socna, Socn, Soca, Soc is given as meaning primarily seeking or suit, and
so the right of requiring suit to one's court (ib.). A later meaning is that

of the district within which the rights were exercised.

Page 449. For Lanfranc " Abbot" of Bee, read " Prior."

Page 500 and II. 50. It should have been stated that Morkere, while

retaining Deira, or Yorkshire, in his own hands, made over Bernicia, or

modern Northumberland, to Osulf (Symeon, H. R. page 194).
Pages 509-511. I take the figures of Domesday Book as the best

available evidence for the state of England before the Conquest. Of
course they must be taken with an allowance. Mr. F. W. Maitland insists

on a gulf between the earlier and the later states of the English peasantry,

marked off in his own words " by the red thread of the Norman Con-
quest." He certainly adduces numerous cases of men free before that

time being subsequently reduced to villeinage; of men being attached to

manors who before were not attached ; and so forth (Domesday, etc., 60-

^3> 1 35-1 41). The Norman lawyers certainly did their best to depress

the legal status of the villanus. But for the essential continuity of the

manorial system before and after the Conquest I would refer the reader to

Dr. Vinogradoff's Villainage in England, 279-291, where he will find

the duties of the 12th century villanus described in terms not distinguish-

able from those used in the text with reference to the Anglo-Saxon Gcbur.

For the growth of money payments see Id. p. 291, etc. I should have
pointed out before that the mere uniformity in the size of the holdings of

the Saxon peasants, yardlands, and oxgangs, proves that they were tenants

rather than owners. Jf the holdings had been their own they must have
been subdivided or aggregated. But a big landlord could lay out his
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farms as he found most suitable to his own interests. As for the Geneat,

the man with an indeterminate holding, and unlimited services, I gather

from Dr. Vinogradoff's book that he was simply a trustworthy peasant

appointed to look after the others and keep them to their duties.

Page 516. Dimidii Homines, etc. With respect to persons so de-

signated Mr. Maitland suggests that the lordship over them had been
divided either by descent to co-heirs or by alienation, so as to be vested

in several persons (Domesday and Beyond, 74). In this view of the case

the dimidius presbyter would be one who did duty for two manors or

townships.

Page 517. See above under 145.

Page 518, note 6. For assessments of £1 on the Hundred as a unit

to be apportioned among the townships, see the quotations from Domes-
day given by Mr. Maitland, sup. 429, 430, 450.

Page 523. It has been suggested that Burh-geat setl may mean a

house in the principal street of the county town, say a town house
(Maitland, sup. p. 190). We have a Burgate Street at Canterbury. Mr.
W. H. Stevenson, Eng. Hist. Review, XII. 489, suggests that in " burh-

geat-setl " the hyphens added by Thorpe should be struck out, and the

passage read as " bell-hus and burhgeat, setl and sunder-note on cynges

healle," etc. The last clause would mean 'a seat and special office in the

King's hall.' As for burgeat he suggests ' a manorial burh, with or with-

out jurisdiction.'

Page 528. Earl-lands. For the great extent of these see Maitland,

sup. 167-169.
Page 532, note. For further plans of Common Fields the reader is

referred to Mr. Mowat's Sixteen Old Maps (Oxford, 1888).
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Abingdon, History or Chronicle of (J. Stevenson, Rolls Series No. 2), to

be carefully distinguished from the Anglo-Saxon Abingdon Chronicle

(C). Say ad. 689, with some earlier notices, to 1189, soon after

which latter date the work was compiled. It is in the main a

register of charters, with historical matter interwoven. It gives a Life

of its abbot, Bishop yEthelwold ; but a much better one written within

twenty years of the Bishop's death by the well-known ^Elfric Gram-
maticus, is printed by Mr. Stevenson as an Appendix to vol. II. p. 257.

For ^Elfric Grammaticus, see below, vol. I. p. 245.
Adamnan, Life of St. Columba (ed. Reeves). Adamnan lived from a.d.

623-704. See also vol. I. p. 132, note.

/Edde, Vita Wilfredi (Historians of Church of York, Raine, Rolls Series,

No. 71). ^Edde joined Wilfrith as his choirmaster in 669, and
apparently remained with Wilfrith till his death in 709.

^Elred, see Rievaulx.

^Ethelweard, Chronicorum Libri IV. (Creation-975). This man was
Ealdormanof Devon and the Western Provinces, a.d. 976-998 (signa-

tures in Cod. Dip.) ; he was great-great-grandson of /Ethelred I., and
dedicates " Mahtildi " granddaughter of Otho I. of Germany by
Eadgyth daughter of Eadward the Elder ; M.H.B. 499 ; see also Id.,

Preface, 81. Note that ./Ethel weard, after following Chronicle A down
to 892, becomes original, as if his copy of the Chronicle ended there.

Amiens, Guy, Bishop of, Carmen de Bcllo Hastingensi. Man. Hist. Brit.,

856, etc. This, the earliest narrative of the campaign, was written

before 1068.

Ammianus Marcellinus. A Syrian Greek by birth ; held commands in

the Roman armies, 350-360 ; wrote his history later ; died after 390.
Anglia Sacra, H. Wharton, 1691.
Annates Cambria?,, a.d. 444-1288. This important Welsh Chronicle is

believed to have been started originally at St. David's about a.d. 954,
probably from Irish materials, and subsequently continued at various

intervals. J. W. ab Ithel (Rolls Series No. 20).

Annals of Ulster. Valuable Irish records of great antiquity. First printed

by O'Connor in his Rerum Hibcrnicarum ScripIores, and partly in Mr.

Skene's Chron. P. and S. A wholly new recension is being brought

out for the Irish Record Commission by Mr. W. M. Henessy.
Anselmi Epistoke (Migne, Patrologia, Latin Series).

Asser, De Rebus Gestis sElfredi, M.H.B. 467. This man, a learned

Welshman, and supposed to have been Abbot or Bishop of Si.

David's, was invited to the court of /Flfred the Great about 885 to

assist in literary work, and was in time appointed Bishop of Shcr-
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borne. For events prior to 887 he seems to reproduce an original

Latin text from which the Winchester Chronicle was translated, but

in a more correct form than that given in the Chronicle. His own
additions are also very valuable. This work must be carefully dis-

tinguished from the so-called Annals of Asser, or Chronicle of St.

Neofs, a 1 2th century compilation printed by Gale, Scriptores XV.
Aurelius, Victor, see Victor.

Baeda, Historia Ecclesiastica (English Historical Society), born about the

year 674, and died in 735, having spent his life in the twin monas-
teries of Wearmouth and Jarrow. See also vol. I. p. 203.

Baluze, Etienne, Capitularia Regum Francorum (1677).
Concilia Gallioz Narbonnensis (1688).

Battle Abbeys Chronicle of (Brewer, Anglia Christiana, 1846), a.d. 1066-

1176.

Cnstumals 0/ (Camden Society, 1887).

Baudri, Abbot of Bourgueil 1079-1 107, and Bishop of Dol 1107-1130,
author of a History of the First Crusade and other works, has left a

Poem addressed to Adela Countess of Blois, daughter of William the

Conqueror, in which, describing a piece of tapestry in her bedchamber,
and apparently a second Bayeux Tapestry, he gives a summary of the

Hastings campaign. (Delisle, Memoires des Antiquaires de Norman-
die, xxviii. 187, etc.)

Birch, W. de Gray, Cartularium Saxonicum.

Bouquet, Recueil des Historiens de la France.

Bourgueil, see Baudri.

Bremen, Adam of. Gesta Hammabnrgensis Ecclesice Pontificum ; a.d.

788-1072, Pertz IX. 316, etc. The writer, a Saxon, was made
Canon of Bremen circa 1068 ; he was a good deal at the Court of:

Swein Estrithson, King of Denmark, and nephew of Cnut the Great,

from whom he learned much of the family history ; he died in 1076.

Brevis Relatio Rernm Gestarum Willhelmi Conquestoris. A short anony-
mous Life written in the time of Henry I. (J. A. Giles, Scriptores

Rerum Gest. Will. Conq., London, 1845.)

Bromton, John, Abbot of Jervaulx, Chronicon, a.d. 597 (given as 588) to

1200. A mere compilation from earlier works put together in the

latter half of the 14th century and chiefly valuable for the Latin

version of the A.S. Laws, Scriptores Decern, 720, etc.

Bmt-y-Tywysogion, or Chronicle of the Princes of Wales, in Welsh, a.d.

681-1282 (Rolls Series No. 17, Rev. J. W. ab Ithel). This chronicle

is believed to have been originally compiled by one Caradoc of

Llancarvan before 11 50; but subsequently revised and continued by
a later hand.

•Caesar C. Julius, De Bello Galileo, born B.C. 100. Assassinated B.C. 44.
Capitolinus, C. Julius. Under the name of this author we have Lives of

the Emperors (Scriptores Histories Augustce) compiled apparently
during the reigns of Diocletian and Constantine (a.d. 284-337) and
dedicated to them.

Chronicle, The Anglo-Saxon, or English (see below, p. 121). The Anglo-
Saxon Chronicle, as it has been usually termed, is really a series of
distinct chronicles, written up at very different times, with a common
basis.
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A. The common basis is the record known as the Winchester Chronicle

(MS. Corpus Christi Coll., Cambridge, clxxiii.). If not perhaps the

original, it certainly represents a chronicle started at Winchester

by ^Elfred. It begins b.c. 60 and extends to a.d. 1070, but after

978 it becomes meagre and intermittent. The first handwriting

goes down to 891, and the summary of Wessex Kings given in the

preface ends with /Elfred. Besides Brcda and other materials used
must have been an old Latin Chronicle, also used by Asser, and
apparently given by him more correctly than by the compiler of

the Winchester Chronicle. /Ethelweard apparently had a copy
ending in 892 or 893, as he follows it down to that point, and no
further. For errors in the chronology a.d. 731-858, see Bishop
Stubbs, Hoveden, I. xci. etc.

B. The Canterbury Chronicle (MS. Cott. Tib. A. VI.), Incarnation

to a.d. 977 ; one of the least valuable of the series, probably com-
piled at St. Augustine's, Canterbury, about the period at which
it closes, as the list of Wessex Kings is carried down to Eadweard
the Martyr (975-978).

C. The Abingdon Chronicle (MS. Cott. Tib. B. I.), b.c. 6o-a.d.

1066. Written in one hand to 1046. This Chronicle has a mass
of matter in common with the Worcester Chronicle (D). The best

view appears to be that so far they copied a third Chronicle, or third

chronicler, each making additions of its own, and again at times

becoming independent. The latest entries are the most important,

but, like B, it incorporates a little Mercian Chronicle, or " Annals
of /Ethelflred," a.d. 902-924. (See Mr. Plummer's Saxon Chron-

icles Parallel, xi. and 103.)

I). The Worcester Chronicle (MS. Cott. Tib. B. IV.) Incarnation to

a.d. 1079 ; written in one hand down to 1016. As already men-
tioned, this Chronicle and C appear to be largely based on common
originals, each copying some things, omitting others, and adding
notes of its own, especially on Mercian and Northumbrian affairs.

At times they are utterly divergent. The later parts of both are

the most full and valuable ; at times the narratives seem contem-
porary ; then again we have periods of confusion, when the original

entries cannot have been posted up near the time.

E. Peterborough Chronicle (MS. Bodl. Laud 636). Incarnation to

1154; written in one hand down to 1 121, about which time the

MS. must have been transcribed, perhaps in consequence of a fire

that took place in the convent buildings in n 16, when the library

may have been destroyed. Down to the end of 892 the narrative

(like that of /Ethelweard, q.v.\ follows the Winchester Chronicle

(A); after that, down to about 1022, the bulk of the matter is

ultimately derived from an original common to C and D. After

that "the relations between C, D, and E become too complicated

to be expressed by any one formula. Sometimes all three agree,

sometimes all three are independent." It will be noticed that E
takes us three-quarters of a century beyond the others. For notes

on this difficult question I have to thank the Rev. C. Plummer, of
(

'. C. Coll. Oxford. See also his and Mr. Earle's Prefaces to their

editions of Saxon Chronicles Parallel.
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CJironicles of Picts and Scots (W. F. Skene, Scottish Record Commission,
Clark, G. T., Mediaeval Military Architecture in England (1884). [1867).

C. D., Codex Diplomaticus sEvi Saxonici (J. Kemble).
C.I.L., Corpus Inscriptionum Latinarum (Hubner).
D'Achery, L., Spicilegium (ed. La Barre, Paris, 1723?).
Decern Script't., see Scriptores Decern.

De Inventione Cruets. A Waltham Tract, written after the expulsion of the

Secular Canons in n 77 by a man born about the year 11 19. (Bishop
Stubbs, 1861.)

Diodorus Siculus, Bibliotheke : wrote after B.C. 8.

Dion Cassius, 'History of Rome.' Born a.d. 155. Time of death un-

known, but after 230. A leading authority for Roman history, of

which he wrote from the earliest times down to a.d. 229. Only parts

of his work have come down to us.

Domesday and Beyond, F. W. Maitland, 1887.

Doinesday Book, Introduction to, Sir H. Ellis (Record Commission, 1833).
Domesday Studies, edited by P. E. Dove, 1886.

Dugdale, Sir William, Monasticon (ed. Caley) ; Baronage.

Dunstan, St., see Memorials of.

Eadmer, Historia Nervorum (960-1122) and De Vita S. Anselmi (M. Rule,

Rolls Series No. 81). The writer was born about 1064, apparently

of English parents, placed " infantia " at Christ Church, Canterbury,

and there took vows. He was introduced to Anselm at his visit to

Canterbury in 1079. When the latter was raised to the Primacy,

Eadmer became his chaplain and secretary, and remained in personal

attendance on him through all his vicissitudes to the end of his life.

Eadmer himself died at Canterbury about 1144. The first four books
of the Hist. Nov. were probably issued about 1112 ; the last additions

may have been made about 1125. For his abortive appointment to

the See of St. Andrew's, in Scotland, see below, II. 294.
Earle, J., Land Charters, etc. (1888).

Two Saxon Chronicles Parallel.

Elton, Origins of English History.

Ely, History of: Historia Eliensis. Books I. and II. in part are printed

by Gale, Scriptores Quindeci?n, I. 463. Book II. is fully printed by
D. J. Stewart {A?iglia Christiana, 1848). Book I. was compiled by
the order of Herve, first Bishop of Ely (1108-1131), and gives the

history of the monastery from its foundation by St. ^Ethelthryth to

the time of ^Ethelwold (died 984). Book II. continues the history

till 1 107 ; the date of its composition is quite uncertain. A reference

to gold coinage (aureis) (page 475, Gale) suggests that it was not

compiled till after 1257—perhaps 1 257-1344.
Encomium Emma Regince. This Tract, which covers the period a.d.

1013-1040, is dedicated to Emma, successively wife of yEthelred
and Cnut, and was written by some followers of hers, probably a
chaplain and a monk from St. Omer, and finished before the death
of Harthacnut (8th June, 1042), as he is mentioned as living.

(Duchesne, Historic^ Norm. Scriptores; also F. Maseres, London,
1807.)

Eusebius, Pamphilus, Bishop of Caesarea, the great ecclesiastical historian,

was born circa a.d. 264, and died circa 340.
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Eutropius wrote a compendium of Roman history at the command of, and
dedicated to, the Emperor Valens, a.d. 364-378.

Evans, Sir John. Coins of Ancient Britons and Supplement.

Evesham, Chronicon Abbaticz de (Rolls Series No. 29, W. D. Macray).

This work extends in all a.d. 692-1418. The part a.d. 692-1086

(pp. 1-68) is by Dominic, who was Prior of the House in 11 25
(Florence). The next portion, a.d. 714-1214 (pp. 69-260), is by
Thomas of Marlebridge, or Marlborough, who became Prior in 1218,

and died in 1236. The remaining portion is by an unknown con-

tinuator. Macray, sup.

Florence of Worcester, a monk, Chronicon ex Chronicis (a.d. 450-1 117),
with continuations, bringing down the narrative to 1295. Florence

himself died in 11 18. His work is based on two leading authorities,

viz., for domestic affairs the Worcester Chronicle (D), and for general

history the Chronicle of an Irish monk, Mael Brighte, known as

"Marianus Scotus," who spent most of his life (1028-10S3) in Ger-

many. Florence, however, adds much of his own. His work is of

the greatest value, especially in ecclesiastical affairs : in secular

matters he is not always equally trustworthy. (English Hist. Society,

1849 ! B- Thorpe ; also partly in the M.H.B.)
Fordun, John of, Chronica Gentis Scotorum (W. F. Skene, Edinburgh,

187 1). Written apparently a.d. 1363-1387.
F'oss, Edward, Judges of England (1848).

Freeman, E. A., Norman Conquest of England (1867); History of William

Rufus ; Old English History (1885).

Frontinus, Sex. Julius, Strategematicon Libri. Served in Britain a.d.

75-78. Times of birth and death unknown. A writer on tactics.

Gaimar, Geoffrey (Jeffrei), EEstorie des Engles (a.d. 495-1100). Gaimar,
native of Troyes, wrote, apparently in Yorkshire or Lincolnshire, circa

1 150. Printed in part M.H.B. 764; and now in full by Mr. C.

T. Martin, Rolls Series No. 91, q.v. for details; also the Preface to

the M.H.B. 91 ; and below, II. 91, note.

Gale, T., Historice Brittanicaz, etc., Scriptores, XV. (1 684-1 691). 3 vols.

The first volume, as usually bound up, is really a separate work pub-
lished by W. Fulman and Bishop Fell. See M.H.B. Introd. 18-21.

Gervase, De Combustione etc. Cantuariensis Ecclesice.

Imaginaiio quasi contra monachos Cantuariensis Eccleshc.

Imaginatio quasi contra Baldewinum Archiepiscopum.

Imaginatio contra Rogerum Abbatem S. Augustini.

Chronica (1), a.d. 1100-1199.
Chronica (2) sen Gesta Regum ; Mythical ages, Brutus, etc., to 1210;
with Continuations by different hands to 1328.

Actus Pontijicum Cantuariensis Ecclesicc ; from the mission of St.

Augustine to the death of Hubert Walter, 1205. The writer, a Canter-

bury monk, may have been born about 1 141, as he received the tonsure

in 1163. His earliest historical writings, the account of the burning

of Canterbury Cathedral in n 74, and the Imaginationes, or " Cases"
for different parties in disputes in which the monks were involved,

were probably not undertaken before 1185. His Chronicle was prob-
ably begun in 1 188, and from that time onwards may be considered
strictly contemporary. The second Chronicle or Gesta Regum, and
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the Actus Pontificum were not taken in hand till after 1199. The
above were first printed, in part, by Sir R. Twysden, in his Scriptores

Decern ; now fully, and in thoroughly scholarly style, by Bishop

Stubbs, Rolls Series No. 73.

Gesta Stephani Regis Anglorum, a.d. 11 35-1 148. The work of an un-

known but well-informed contemporary, living in the south of Eng-
land ; the solitary MS. from which the work was originally printed by
Duchesne in his Historic Normannia Scriptores was defective, and
is now lost. (R. Howlett, Rolls Series No. 82, vol. III.)

Gildas, Historic, and Epistola (M.H.B. and English Historical Society,

Stevenson, 1838; a new edition has been issued by Prof. Mommsen).
The writer, a Romanized Briton, composed a so-called " History "

from Roman times down to his own day, but giving few facts and no
dates, except that he was writing in his forty-fourth year, having been
born the year of the siege of the Mons Badonicus, which the Annates
Cambria place a.d. 516. (Ad annum obsessionis Montis Badonici

. . quique quadragesimus quartus, ut novi, oritur annus, mense jam
primo emenso, qui jam et mese nativitatis est.) Mommsen thinks that

Gildas wrote circa a.d. 547 ; that would throw back the date of the

siege of the Mons Badonicus to a.d. 503, but the Saxons do not ap-

pear to have pushed so far West by that time.

Giraldus Cambrensis, Gerald of Barry, commonly known by the above
name, was the son of William of Barry, a Norman settled in Wales,

by Angareth, daughter of the Lady Nest, daughter of Rhys ap
Tewdwr, the last King of South Wales. Gerald was born about
1 147, studied in Paris, was appointed Archdeacon of Brecknock, and
Chaplain to Henry II., and sent with the King's son John to Ireland

in 1 185. He was still writing in his 70th year, say a.d. 1217. See
Mr. J. S. Brewer's Introduction to Gerald's works, published by him
and the Rev. J. F. Dymok, Rolls Series No. 21.

Glaber, Rodulfus, Historiarum Libri, XV., a.d. 900-1044. The writer, a

monk living in the N.E. of modern France, ended his work between
1046 and 1049. (M. Prou, Paris, 1886.)

Godefroy, F., Dictionnaire de I Anciemie Langue Francaise. (Paris, 1880,

etc.)

Green, J. R., Making ofEngland ; Conquest of England.
Guillelmus Pictavensis, see Poitiers, William of.

H. and S., Haddan and Stubbs, Councils and Ecclesiastical Documents
(Oxford, 1869).

Herodian, a Greek, wrote a contemporary history of Roman affairs a.d.

180-238.
Hexham, John of. Little or nothing is known of this man except that he

was a canon of Hexham, and member of the Chapter of York. He
may have been Prior of Hexham at some time between n 60 and
1209. The continuation of the Hist. Regum of Symeon is by him.
Richard of, De Gestis Regis Stephani (1135-1139) ; a contemporary
narrative, as the writer became Prior of Durham in n 41; he was
still living in 11 54. (R. Howlett, Rolls Series No. 82, vol. III.).

Historia Pontificalis
y
Pertz, XX. A Tract supposed to have been written

by John of Salisbury, 1161-1162.
Historians of the Church of York (J. Raine, Rolls Series No. 71).

R. £L N N
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Hoveden, Roger of, Chronica, a.d. 649-1196 (Rolls Series No. 51, Bishop

Stubbs). The earlier part of the work reproduces the Gesta Regum
of Symeon in an earlier shape than we otherwise have it.

Hiibner, Corpus luscriptionum Latinarum.

Huntingdon, H., Hist. Anglorum Libri VIII., and Epistola de Con-

temptu Mundi. Henry Archdeacon of Huntingdon was probably

born before a.d. 1084; began to write 11 25-1 130, and probably died

soon after 1154, where his work ends. For his own times he is a

valuable authority ; his earlier records are mainly based on the A.S.

Chronicles (Rolls Series No. 74, T. Arnold ; also in Savile's

Scrip/ores, and partly in the M.H.B.). For analyses of Huntingdon's
work see Mr. Arnold's Introduction, and Dr. Liebermann, Forschungen

zur Dcutsch. Geschichte, 1878.

Hyda, Liber de, a.d. 455-1023 (Rolls Series No. 45, E. Edwards). A
compilation, made after the year 1354, mostly from known authors;

but also containing charters and documents, some of them not found

elsewhere.

Ingulf, Hist. Croyland ; Gale, Scriptores XV., vol. II. 70. Ingulf was an
Englishman at one time secretary to William the Conqueror. He
afterwards went on pilgrimage to Jerusalem, and after that, again,

entered the monastery of St. Wandrille in Normandy. He was finally

appointed Abbot of Croyland by William 1086-1109 (Orderic, 542;
Freeman, N.C. IV. 600). The history above attributed to him extends

from a.d. 626-1089 ; it is a forgery of the twelfth or thirteenth cen-

tury (Freeman, sup. ; Riley, Arch. Journal, 1862, p. 32; M.H.B.
18). A first Continuation down to 1117, attributed to Peter of Blois,

is another fabrication by some apocryphal Peter, hired by the Abbot
to make up a Chronicle. {M.H.B. sup. ; Stubbs, Lectures Mod.
History, 148.)

Innisfalleu, Annals of; O'Connor, " Rerum Hibernicarum Scriptores

"

;

but cited from Mr. Skene's extracts, Chron. Picts and Scots, 167.

These valuable Irish records were reduced to their present shape in

1215.

Island, Annalcs de, extending down to a.d. 1341. J. Langebek, Scriptt.

Rer. Danicarum, III. 41.

Jumieges, William of, Historia Normannorum (Duchesne, Hist. Norm.
Scriptt.). William Calculus, a monk of Jumieges, abridged the work
of Dudo, De Gestis Normannorum (Duchesne, sup.), continuing the

narrative down to the Hastings campaign. This work, ending book
VII. c. 42, he presented to the Conqueror. The notice of William's

death he added later, cc. 43, 44. Book VIII., "together with many
interpolations in the earlier books, were added by a later hand, appa-

rently ti'.it <>f Robert of Thorigny, Abbot of St. Michael's Mount,
commonly called Robert de Monte "

; Freeman, N.C. II. 161. These
additions were probably made towards the year 1139. R. Hewlett

{Chron. Thorigni).

Kemole, John, Codex Diplamaticus Aevi Saxonid
;
and, Saxons in Eug-

lati I
I
[876). The Cod. lip. is a collection of Anglo-Saxon charters,

iit:imm^r most of those known to be extant.

Ueimskringla, or Litres of the Kings of Norway (London,
1 ,, A collection ol Sagas or historical tales supposed to have
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been originally compiled from older sources by one Ari Thorgilsson,

a.d. 1067-1148, and subsequently expanded by the great Scandina-

vian scholar Snorri Sturlason, a.d. ii 78-1 241, the whole translated

by Mr. Laing. See Vigfusson and York Powell, Corpus Poetuum
Boreale, I. p.c. and II. 100.

Lampridius, .-Elius. Believed to be the same man as Spartianus, q.v.

Lanfranci Opera (Migne, Patrologia, Latin Series
; J. A. Giles, Patres\

Langebek, J., Scriptores Rerum Danicamm (1772).
Lappenberg, J: M., History of England under the Anglo-Saxon Kings.

(Translated B. Thorpe, 1845.)
History of England under the Norman Kings. (Transl. B. Thorpe,

1857-)
Leland, John, Collectanea (T. Hearne, 1770).
Le Prevost ; notes to his new edition of Orderic. (Societe de PHistoire de

France, 1852.)
Liebermann, Dr. F., Consiliatio Cnuti, or Laws of King Cnut (Halle,

i893)-

Quadripartitus (a.d. 1114), 1892.

Leges Edwardi Confessoris, 1896.
- Gerefa, Anglia, IX. 251.

Kleine Geschichtesquellen. (Strasburg, 1879.)
Mabillon, J., Acta Sanctorum Ordinis S. Benedicti in sozculorum classes

distributa (Venice, 1793).
Vetera Analecta (fol. ed.).

Maitland, F. W., Domesday and Beyond, 1897.

Malmesbury, William of: G.P., Gesta Pontificum Anglorum, a.d. 597-
1140 (Rolls Series No. 52, N. E. S. A. Hamilton); G.R, Gesta

Regum Anglorum, a.d. 449-1128; H.N., Historia Novella, a con-

tinuation of the foregoing, bringing the narrative down to 1142, where
the work ends abruptly. (English Historical Society, Hardy ; and
Rolls Series No. 90, Bishop Stubbs.) The original editions oi the

G.P. and the G.R. were issued about the year 11 25. The writer was

probably born of a Norman father and an English mother about the

year 1095 > ne spent most, if not all, of his life at Malmesbury. He
may have moved to Glastonbury in the troubled times of Stephen.

He was patronised by Earl Robert of Gloucester, to whom he

dedicated his G.R. and H.N. We have also from his pen a Life of

Bishop Wulfstan, Anglia Sacr. II. 241 ; a Life of St. Dunstan
(Memorials St. Dunstan, Rolls Series No. 63, Bishop Stubbs) ; and
De Antiquitale Glastoniensis Ecclesice (Gale, Scrip tt. XV.). He prob-

ably died soon after 1142. For the Life oi Wulfstan, see text, 484.

Map, Walter, De Nugis Curialium (Wright); born circa 11 40; much at

the court of Henry II. ; died circa 12 10.

Mananus Scotus, an Irish monk, whose secular name was Maelbrigte

;

born 1028, and died 1083. He spent most of his life in Irish

foundations in Germany, and compiled a chronicle extending from
the Creation to his own times (Pertz, VII. 481, etc.). This work is

one of the bases of the Chronicle of Florence of Worcester.
(M.H.B., Preface, 83.)

Maskell, W., Monumenta Ritualia Ecclesice Anglicance (1846).
Melrose, Chronicle of, a.d. 731-1270. Down to 11 20 it is taken from
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Symeon of Durham ; after that it becomes original ; and from 1136,

when Melrose Abbey was founded, it becomes in fact contemporary.

(J. Stevenson, Bannatyne Club, 1835.)

Memorials of Richard I. (Bishop Stubbs, Rolls Series No. ^8).

Memorials of St. Dunstan (Bishop Stubbs, Rolls Series No. 63). This

repertory, besides other Reliqiiice Dunstaniana, contains five Lives of

the Saint.

(1) Vita St. D., "Auctore B. Saxonum indigena" ; i.e. not an
Englishman, but a German. The writer must have been
a personal friend of Dunstan, and wrote about the year

1000.

(2) Vita "Auctore Ade/ardo." This man was a monk of the

Abbey of Blandin, otherwise St. Peter's Ghent. He
dedicates to Archbishop /Elfheah, or Elfege, and therefore

must have written a.d. 1006-1012.

(3) Vita " Auctore Osdcrno." This Osbern was Precentor of

Christ Church, Canterbury, and wrote during the primacy

of Lanfranc, or at any rate before the appointment of

Anselm (1070-1093).

(4) Vita " Auctore Eadmero." Eadmer was also Precentor of

Christ Church, and the friend and biographer of St.

Anselm. He died circa 11 24, but the Life of Dunstan
was probably an early work.

(5) Vita "Auctore IVillelmo MabnesburienseP This was written

by William of Malmesbury, after his Gesta Regum, and a

good deal in order to correct the errors and absurdities

of the Life by Osbern. See the Introduction by Bishop

Stubbs.
Merivale, C, History of the Romans under the Empire.
Milman, H. H., History of Latin Christianity (1854).
Mommsen, T., History of Rome. Translation by W. P. Dickson.
Monte, R. de, Chronica, 1100-1185. Robert of Torigny-sur-Vire

(Manche), commonly called Robert de Monte, was born circa 11 10,

took vows at Bee, and was finally elected Abbot of Mont-Saint-

Michel in 1
1 54. He died in 1186. Soon after the death of

Henry I. he published an edition of William of Jumieges as we have
the work, with the eighth book and other additions of his own. He
also published additions to the work of Sigebert of Gemblours

—

a.d. 64-1100—by way of Introduction to his own proper chronicles.

It will be seen that the greater part of the latter must be considered
contemporary history, but the chronology is confused, the dates

being left to be added in the margin and by subordinates. It was
by our author that Henry of Huntingdon was first shown a copy of

Geoffrey of Monmouth, at Bee, in 1139. (R. Howlett, Rolls Series

No. 82, vol. IV.)

1/. // B.
t
Monumenta Historica Britannica (Petrie & Sharpe, 1848).

Muratori, L. A., Rerum Italicarum Scriptores (1723).
Nennius, " Nenn.," " Nynyas," " Ninius." The Historia Britonum that

goes by the name of Nennius, a Welshman, is a ninth century

compilation, much interpolated in successive recensions. Thus, in

s. 5, a.d. 831 is given as the current year; in s. 16, a.d. 858 or 859
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is given as the current year, and so on. The original author claims

to be a disciple of Bishop Elbodug of Bangor, who introduced the

Roman Easter into Wales, and died a.d. 809 (Haddan and Stubbs, I.

148). Nennius incorporated a small chronicle, the work of a North
Briton, giving facts from the accession of Ida (a.d. 547) to the death
of St. Cuthberht (a.d. 687), with an isolated reference to Ecgfrith,

son of Offa, who died a.d. 796. This is the only part of any historic

value. The notices of St. Patrick are taken from the best Irish

authorities, viz., Tirechan and Muirchu. The Arthurian legend makes
its first appearance in Nennius. For full analysis and reconstruction

of the text, which at an early age was dislocated with great detriment

to the sense, see H. Zimmer, Nennius Vindicatus (Berlin, 1893).
The learned professor would put the date of the original compilation

as early as a.d. 796.
Newburgh, William of, Historia Rerum Anglicanarum (a.d. i 066-1 198,

with a continuation to 1298). This William, who was also sur-

named Parvus, Petit, or Little, was born at Bridlington in n 36;
became a canon of the Augustinian Priory of Newburgh in the North
Riding of Yorkshire; and died, seemingly, about n 98, where his

history ends. Apparently he did not begin his work till n 96. He
is a writer of remarkable sense and judgment. (R. Howlett, Rolls

Series No. 82, vols. I. and II. ; also edited for the English His-

torical Society by Mr. H. C. Hamilton, 1856.)

Orderic, "in Religion" named Vitalis, Ecclesiastica Historia (Duchesne,
Hist. Norm. Scriptores. A better edition, Societe de VHistoire de

France, 1852, with valuable notes, will be cited as " Le Prevost ").

This writer, whose name looks like the English Ordric, as it would
be pronounced by Frenchmen, was the son of a Norman priest,

Odelerius, chaplain to Earl Roger of Shrewsbury, by an English

mother, and was born near that city in 1075. In 1085 he was sent

to the monastery of Saint Evroult-en-Ouche, where, with the

exception of some visits to France and England, he spent his life.

In one of the latter he was evidently shown, at Worcester, a copy of

the work of Florence, though he gives the author's name as John,
being apparently that of a Continuator. In 1141 he lays down his

pen, being, as he tells us, worn out with age, in the sixty-seventh

year of his life, and the fifty-seventh of his residence at Saint

Evroult. His work supplies us with a mass of information on
family, local, and ecclesiastical, as well as general history ; but it

was written in parts, at intervals of time, and subjected to various

revisions, leading to a certain amount of inconsistency and of

confusion in the chronology. For an analysis of the work see the

article in the National Dictionary of History.

Orosius, Paulus, a Spanish priest. Compiled a brief history of the

world, from a Christian point of view, down to his own time, ending
a.d. 417.

Palgrave, Sir Francis, History of the Anglo-Saxons, 1876.
Paris, Matthew of, Chronica Majora, commonly called the Historia

Major (Creation-1259 ; H. R. Luard, R.olls Series No. 57).
Historia Anglorum, commonly called the Historia Minor (1067-
1253; Sir F. Madden, Rolls Series No. 44). Vita XXII

L
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Abbaium Sancti Albania printed by Wats with his edition of the

Historia Major (London, 1640). The writer, a native of the district

of Paris in Lincolnshire, became a monk at St. Alban's, and took up
and carried on the work started there by Roger of Wendover, q.v.

He died in 1259. His work was carried on by others to 1272.

Patrick, St., Tripartite Life of Rolls Series No. 89, Whitley Stokes.
' Confession of lb.

Pausanias. Wrote a. d. 170-180 (M.H.B.).
Pearson, C. H., History of England in the Early and Middle Ages.

Pertz, Monwnenta Germania Historica.

Peterborough, John of, Chronicon, a.d. 654-1368. A compilation from

earlier sources of uncertain date and authorship. (Sparke, Hist.

Angl. Scriptores, 1723.)

Picts and Scots, Chronicles of W. F. Skene (Scottish Record Comm.,
1867).

Pipe Roll, 31 Henry I. (Hunter, Record Commission).
Plutarch, Lives ; born towards a.d. 50 (M.H.B.).

Poitiers, William of, Archdeacon of Lisieux, and Chaplain to WT

illiam

the Conqueror, Gesta Guillelmi Ducis (F. Maseres, 1807 ; and
Duchesne, Hist. Norm. Script., 16 19). This work, composed when
William was 45 years old (=1072, p. 43), is believed to have
originally extended from 1027 (?) to 1070; as extant it only covers

1 035-1 067 ; but the part subsequent to 1067 is apparently preserved

by Orderic, q.v. William apparently was not with his master in the

Hastings campaign. See Mr. Round's article in the English Historical

Review, VIII. 667.

Pomponius Mela, De Situ Orbis. Fl. circa a.d. 45 (M.H.B.)
Prosper of Aquitaine, see below, I. 97, note.

Prosper-Tyro, or Pseudo-Prosper, see vol. I. p. 97, note.

Ptolemy—Claudius Ptolemaeus— mathematician, astronomer, and geo-

grapher. Was making observations in a.d. 139, and living after 161.

(M.H.B.)
Radulfus Niger, or The Black, a writer of the time of Henry II. ; has

left us two chronicles extending down to his own time. (Caxton
Society, 1851, Metcalfe.)

Ramsey Abbey (Hunts) History or Chronicle of, say a.d. 925-1160, after

which latter date it was compiled (W. D. Macray, Rolls Series No.

83 ; also partly printed by T Gale, Scriptores XV, Oxford, 169 1).

In the main a Register of Charters, this work also supplies valuable

facts as to the founder, St. Oswald Archbishop of York, Cnut, and
other persons connected with the Abbey.

Rcgistrnm Gregorii VII. (Migne, Patrologia, Latin Series, vol 148).

istru/n Sacrum, Bishop Stubbs ( 1858 ; an enlarged ed. 1897).
Rhys, John, Celtic Britain (S.P.C.K. 1882).

Hibbert Leclu res, 1886.

Rievaulx, yElred or /Ethelred of, De Vita et Miraculis Ed7cardi Con-

fessoris (Decern Scriptt. c. 370). Relatio de Standardo (Rolls Series

No. 82, vol. III., Howlett). Vita S. Niniani (J. Pinkerton; Vita
SS. Scotia, ed. 1889, W. M. Metcalfe). The writer was born in

1 109 at Hexham; in 1133 he entered the Cistercian Abbey of

Rievaulx, of which he became abbot in 1146; died 1166.
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Rishanger, W., Chronica, a.d. 12 59-1 307 (Rolls Series No. 28, vol. IV.,

H. T. Riley).

Robertson, E. W., Scotland under Early Kings. Edinburgh, 1862.

Historical Essays.

Rodulfus Glaber {i.e. The Bald), Historiarum Libri XV, a.d. 900-1044.
(Prou, Paris, 1886). A Burgundian monk, born at the end of the

10th century ; he spent his life in the N.E. of France; ceased writing

between 1046 and 1049.
Roman de Ron, Wace. 2 vols. ed. Pluquet, 1827. See Wace.
Roskild, Annals of, a.d. 826-1157. J. Langebek, Scriptores Rerum Dani-

carutn, I. 149, etc.

Rossler, Dr. O., Kaiserin Mathilde (1898).

Round, J. Horace, Feudal England (1895).

Geoffrey de Mandeville (1892).

Knight's Service (1891 ; reprinted from the English Historical

Review).

Saxo Grammaticus, Historic Danicce LibriXVI (Stephanius, 1644). The
writer was secretary to Archbishop Axel, or Absalom of Lund (1158-
1 201), and died in 1204. His work is a classical composition, based

on Sagas and popular tradition, without dates, and abounding in gross

errors.

Schmid, R., Gesetze der Angelsachsen, 1858.

Scriptt. X., Scriptt. Decern Historice Anglicance (R. Twysden, 1652).

Seobohm, F., Tribal System of Wales.

English Village Communities.

Senchus Mor (Irish Record Commission). See vol. I. 11, note.

Sismondi, J. C. L. S. de, Histoire des Francais, 182 1.

Skene, W. F., Celtic Scotland (Edinburgh, 1886).

Chro?iicles of the Fids and Scots (Scottish Record Commission,

1867).

Four Antient Books of Wales.

Solinus, C. J., Polyhistor. Fl. circa a.d. 80. Wrote a geographical com-
pendium, much borrowed from Pliny's Natural History.

Sozomen, Historia Ecclesiastica. A history of recent events ending a.d.

423, the writer being then living.

Spartianus, /Elius. A contributor with Capitolinus to the Lives of the

Emperors, known as Scriptores Historice Augustce. See Capitolinus.

Spicilegium, see D'Achery.

Stubbs, T., a Dominican Friar. Wrote Lives of the Archbishops of York
{Acta Pontificum Eboracensium), down to his own time, ending with

the death of Archbishop Thursby in 1373.
Stubbs, W., Bishop of Oxford, Constitutional History of England (188 3)

;

Select Charters (1870); Registrum Sacrum, 1858; a new and enlarged

ed. 1897.

Suetonius, C. Tranquillus, Historice Ccesarum ; born a.d. 70-72 ? time of

death unknown.
Suger, Vita Ludovici Grossi (Societe' de l'Histoire de France).

Symeon, " H.D.E.," Historia Dunelmensis Ecclesice, a.d. 635-1096; with
Continuations by unknown writers, extending to n 53. " H.R.,"
Historia Regum, a.d. 547-1129 ; with a Continuation, cited as u

II. R.
Cont.

n by John of Hexham, bringing the narrative down to 1153. A
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second Continuation by Richard Prior of Hexham (q.v.) is cited as an

independent work. The " HD.E." and the " HR." are respectively

printed by Mr. T. Arnold, Rolls Series No. 57, vols. I. and II., with

further valuable Tracts in the Aucta?'ia and Appendices. The
" H.D.E." and " HE.," etc., are also printed in Twysden's
Scriptorts Decern ; the " HR." have also been printed by Mr. J. H.

Hinde for the Surtees Society, and of course, in part, in the M.H.B.
The " H.D.ET a,nd some of the minor pieces are unquestionably

the work of Symeon ; the "HR." can only be considered his to a

very limited extent. It is a compilation of a very singular character,

divisible into three parts. Part I. extends from the time of Ida (no

date) to 957. It begins with extracts from Baeda, and ends with

extracts from Asser, but between 732 and 802 it incorporates a fossil

Northern Chronicle, not found in any other shape, and more accurate

in its chronology than the A.S. Chronicles. Part II. goes back to

the year 848, a rid from thence to the end of n 18 it is little more than

a transcript of Florence and his first Continuator. After that (Part

III.) it becomes original. The work as we have it was certainly

retouched at Hexham, but whether, as argued by Mr. Hinde, it is

altogether a Hexham work, or the work of Symeon, it is throughout

the primary authority for Northern affairs. Note that the " HR." is

embodied by Hoveden in his Chronicle, and in a more correct form

than we have it otherwise, he having had access to a MS. older than

the existing MS. (Corpus Christi Coll. Cambridge, 139). See the

Prefaces of Mr. Arnold and Mr. Hinde, and that of Bishop Stubbs

to his Hoveden (Rolls Series No. 51). For Symeon himself see

below, I. 204, and II. 120.

Tacitus, C. Cornelius, Annals, Histories, Life of Agricola, Germania.

Time of birth unknown ; married a daughter of Agricola ; died pro-

bably after a.d. 117.

Thorpe, B., Ancient Laws and Institutes of England (Record Commission,
1 840). Vol. I. contains the Secular Laws, vol. II. contains Ecclesiastical

Documents.
Tighernac, Annals of a.d. 501-1072 (C/iron. P. and S., Skene, p. 66). The

writer, an Irishman, died in the year 1088.

Tripartite Life, see Patrick, St.

Victor, Sex. Aurelius, De Ccesaribus. The writer flourished in the middle

of the 4th century ; consul a.d. 373.
VinogradorT, P., Villainage in England (1892).

Vita /Edwardi Confessoris (H. R. Luard, Rolls Series, No. 3). This
collection comprises three lives.

(1) Poem in French, dedicated to Eleanor the Queen of Henry
III. (say circa 1245). This work is professedly translated

from the Latin, i.e. the Genealogia Regg. Anglorum, and
Vita Edwardi Confessoris of Ailred of Rievaulx {Decern

Scriptores, and Migne, Patrologia), but re arranged with ad-

ditions from other sources (pp. 1-157).

(2) Latin Poem, dedicated to Henry VI. circa 1450 ; this again is

all from .'Elred (pp. 361-377).

(3) Vita sEdwardi Regis. This is the important Life, as it was

written for, and dedicated to, Queen Eadgyth by a follower.
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It is composed partly in verse, and partly in prose, and was
written 1066-1074. The existing MS., however (Harl. 526).

is not the original but a twelfth century copy (pp. 389-435).
The first two Lives are really not historical, and scarcely worth

quoting.

Vita Lanfranci (Giles, Tatres).

Vita Oswahii ; Historians of Clunch of York, I. 411, etc. (J. Raine, Rolls

Series, No. 71).

Vopiscus, Flavius, a contributor to the Scriptores Historitc Augusta. See

Capitolinus.

Wace, otherwise Vace, Vaice, or Uistace = Eustace, Roman de Brut, a

metrical translation of the Ilistoi ia Britonurn of GeofYrey of Mon-
mouth, finished in 1155. Roman de Ron {i.e. of Rollo), a metrical

history of the Dukes of Normandy, ending in 1106 (ed. Pluquet,

Rouen, 1827 ; translated by E. Taylor, 1837). The writer, a native

of Jersey, was rewarded for his literary labours by Henry II. with a

canonry at Bayeux. The Roman de Rou is mainly based on the

work of William of Jumieges, but it is essentially of a popular

character, and of value chiefly for the language and the spelling

of names. A more critical text lias been printed by Herr
Andresen.

Wars of Gaedhill with Gail (J. H Todd, Rolls Series No. 48).

Wavcrley, Annals of a.d. 1-1291 (Rolls Series No. 36, vol. II., H. R.

Luard).

Wendover, Roger of, Flores Historiarum, a.d. 447-1235 (English His-

torical Society, H. O. Coxe). The writer, the first of the St. Albaivs

chroniclers, died in 1237. He evidently had access to materials that

we do not now possess.

Wilkins, D., Concilia Magna Brittannice (London, 1737).

Winton, or Winchester, Annals of a.d. 519-1277 ; printed by Mr. H. R.

Luard in his Annates Monastic!, vol. II. (Rolls Series No. 36).

The work maybe styled a 13th century compilation, but it gives many
notes as to Winchester.

Wright, J., Celt, Roman, and Saxon.

Xiphiline, Xiphilinus of Constantinople, a monk. Made an abridgment

of parts of the work ol Dion Cassius at the command of the Emperor
Michael VII. Dticas, who reigned 107 1 -107 8.

Zonaras, J., Chronicon. A. Byzantine scholar \ lived in the 12th century.

His work reproduces valuable portions of the History of Dion Cas-

sius not presened elsewhere.

Zosimus, a Greek historian. Wrote after the year 425.

But." & la ~ Sdwood Printing Work I

R. K.
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